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44For whit)h mplimentary Tickets will be hulled._
THE

ittee will be thankful for the

loaa of any Works of Art for the Evening.
0:61nm 

Every article will be fully insured against
loss by _Vie, and every possible care will be
taken of them during their transit, and whilst
under the charge of the Association. The Coun-
cil pledge themselves to be in attendatiui during
the time of the Conversazione, ou the two
following days,— when it is purposed to open
the Exhibition to the Public at the rate of 26
cents to each person,– in order to protect any
Paintings, Statuary, Bronzes, &c., that may be
entrusted,ototheir care.

The President 'of the Association, Tna LORD

BISHOP OF MONTREAL, Will, upon the night cf the
Conversazione, give a short Address explanatory
of the objects of the Association.

Suitable Cloak and Retiring Rooms for Ladiei
and Gentlemen will be provided.

By order of the Committee,
THOS. D. KING,

C hail man,
23
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AST ASSO.OtATION o MONTRRAb.-,--All lovers Li

he fine arts will rejoice that this association is

.riviog such evidence. of new life and inezeasine

igo4 ae	 preparation*for"	 evening's cun-

t , e figfiorie indicate. 	
for the people

of Montreal to show wl,lethee	 hopes of [Le

AAsocietion tue based on the se -foundation n

popular demand. It woehl lage4tie evere corn

MONTREAL IltRALb

mentary on our acknowledged prosperity if we I

were to show the world that we know how to I
make money without being conscioes cf ore 1

of the most refining uses to which it cast be ap-

plied. The love of that which is baautiful la i .

herent in human nature ; but, n liketheetMi
affections,' it needs cultivation and i! rectionl
welds legitimate cffijacts. The hied of an :a
may be beautiful as an, ,angel, bill while iea

ha	 Me.not learned , to tr 	 the liaerii!,7it will114
v	 yan ideal. It is thass	 al:fleeted taste
bflthe decernment of nie in works of art

' To strengthen this love of the beautiful, by pre-
senting works of mg,rit, and to cultivate native

' artistic talent by rttelMiling worthy subjects for

study, are the two primary objects of the Art

Association. That it will be successful, we can-
not doubt. Among nations, refinement and in-

telligence are in a manner indicated by the extent

to which the fine arts are cultivated ; and it may

be said that the grandest pericd in the history of

many nations of Europe, was also the period

during which art was most liberally patronized ,

and produced many of its most lasting works.
We will not, however, acknowledge the nine-
teenth century to be inferior in this respect to
any period in history. . The productions of the

s.lools of art to day, will find in thé future cen-

t -ales hence as many admirers as the works of

centuries ago find now. Art, which can never
die, looas backward over the ground already
trodden, and compares the works of various

periods collected in the innumerable galleries of

her votaries. rever were the facilities for such

a retrospective glance greater than in the age

we live in ; when patrons, the most liberal and
intelligent, devote fabulous sums to the collec-

tion of works of all periods, and readily recog-
nize and encourage every indication of true

genius.

ART ASSOCIATION CoNvRitsAzioNIL --Any sub-
scriber to the Art Association not having
through any inadvertence received his tickets

to the Convereezione this evening, can obtain
them, on application at the office of the Associa-
tion, Mechanics' Hall, at any time before six
o'clock; 'P. M.

Art Association of Montreal,
EXIIIBITION OF PAMPIINfiS AM)

OBJECTS HE VERTU.

HE LOAN COLLECTION of WORKS of
ART exhibitedT at the CONYAFSAZIONE

I of the ART ASSOOIATON-Iii THURSDAY
EVENING, the 11th instant, will ):19 OPEN to

' the PUBLIC

1) On Friday and :at n r d ay next,
Fl OM 6 to 10 o'clock, P.M.

Admission 25 ea a. 

CITY ITEMS.

ART ASSOCIATION CONVERsAZtONE.zitAllK Sub-
scriber to the Art:Assocjation 'not V ' ,throngh.	 .
any inadvertence, reciived his tit 'the :C'Ctti-

—' 
versazione this evening, can obtrtgi. terem. -on ap-
plication at the office of the Asso,ciation, kletha-
ics' Hall, at any time before Six o'clock this
Al.

, :tlitir CONVERSAzIoNE.—A very gceat treat for, 	.
all, and a great surprise for „many, is in stet -%
the members of the Art Association and there
friends this evening. A collection of about a sun-
dred pictures, besides a large collection of prints,
photographs, ()bids de vertu, &c., will be on ex-
hibition. Such a loan collection has, we believe,
never been brought together in Montreal before.
It will mark an amount of progress in the taste
for the Fine Arts among the citizens of Montreal,
hich not many, even of themselves, were prepared
to take credit for. We are glad, therefcire, that the
Council of-the Association have decided to open
the exhibition to the public to-morrow and Satur-
day evening at a trifling charge. This will enable
those who are not subscribers to the Asso
to enjoy the collection, and members a so for
small fee to study it more at leisure. The light-
ing of the room will not, unfortunately, allow o
the proper exhibition of the collection during the
day

ItT ASSOCIATION OF MO.N T REAL.
EXIIIBITIONOFP-AMTINGS AND OBJECTS

DE YERTU.
T COLLECTION of WORKS OF ART exhibited

.. ,,VERSAZIONE of the ART ASSOCIATION on
THURSDAY EVENING, thellth last ,wlll be Om to the
Public

On FRIDAY 4.14, #.11URDA Y NEXT,

From a to 10 o'clock, P. M.
11)MMION 	 '6 cents

35ebruary n.
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a well-direcie attenip 	 ;organize here a Ire hit. (linty, in sconjunctionproper orelieettid band,	 ua exis nee r
with two or threesether members,' determined to	

fu i

The Presidtnt of the	 make
 a

. S ety, the most Re-	 attempt, thisswinter, either to revive the :' e Association'and their visitors have with
verend the Lord Hisho_p of Montreal and Me- Associaation7t,nd,bring• it into active operation, or great reason to thank the possessors of the art
ropolitan, made fte•154.1tiwing remarks ;___. at once:to fkaaelve it and decide upon the appro- treasures loaned for the occasion for theirLadies and Gentleiben.otlre are met here this priation a uu remaining funds. Accordingly pub- tss ,s„„„

evening, accordin g t& thet	
a

ot

itations sent o 

a

t t lie noticeavas given that a meeting would beheld, ',7a;,:il 'i.: ci;-..e..se i:.
"a Conversazione of th 4 Art Association at at which .till the original members were invited to '''	 had lentnt,, , SKixiiipiicnpicturessel
Montreal." I am unwillingto take off your a t_ attend, totreceive„the Treasurer's report, and de-	

v %., iltnIga ce .01 sfs n
notice,

tention from what must be the morrs.interesting, cide upogthe Acceptance of the Act of Incorpo- Fog," (No. 11) a hunting piece by " Luytens,"
io

as well as legitimate, occupation of the evening ration. 1:Iiis-Weetiug was, I believe, only attend- ,sas one of the best as it was one of the mostviz : the inspection of the works of art which ar '' cd by Mr. Davies, Mr.Chamberlin	 ..ons icuotss in the collection. His Venice,, Mr. King, my- ,c - self and myson. We adjourned for a fortnight,here ; but as I find it has been adver€1	
ig

tised that, as President, I am to "give a shorted- and having sent a circular note of invitation to - ritchett (No. 12) and the Companion
dress explanatory of the objects of the Associai each of the old members, at length, by dint oftion," I must ask your indulgence while I endea; perseverance, secured a tolerable attendance, said
Your, as best I can to fulfil the en a	 t d were able to enter upon business. We accepted
in my name. It wasin the latter part of the ye the Act of Incorporation, elected the officers of1859 and the spring of 1860, that the first rues* the Association, decided upon the Bye-Laws, and
meats were made for the formation of this Ass in every way became fully organized under theciation by a few individuals, who felt an intere law, all the particulars of which are given in the' h cultivation"  o Art. Some of you may per printed documents, which I believe arc '  t

11haps remember a speech made at Edinburgh hands of most of you ; from which you
the much lamented late Prince Consort, on the oc see that it is our purpose, if possible, t
casion of his laying the- first stone of a Nations, 	 for an Art Union. The presen
Gallery, in the course of which he stated, tha tion is intended as an advertisement, as
the work they were engaged in "exhibited the means for immediate gratification. WI
picture of a most healthy national progress ; the Association shall henceforth be a su
ruder arts, connected with the necessaries of life, failure, must depend on the support
first gaining strength ; then education and science I have been anxious to see it well sta
supervening and directing further exertions • and tails of its working I must leave to o
lastly the Arts, which adorn life, becoming long .J em happy to believe that there Cr;
ad for by a prosperous and educated people." holding office in it, who are every wa
Now the inhabitants of Montreal have long since superintend it ; and it was with m
emerged from that first stage, to which H. R. H. that we secured Mr. B. Gibb as ot
alluded, when the • ruder arts are called forth to dent, who himself possesses the fin
provide the necessaries of life ; and though we of pictures in Montreal, some o
cannot for a moment pretend to compare our-. now on the walls of this room. I w
selves with the high excellence which has been better place in whieh to exhibit the
attained in all branches of science and 1iteratures!)een said to be a disgrace to Montreal
in Edinburgh,	

-

which has often been denominated is no public library in the city. Some
the Athens of modern times, yet in these depart has lately taken place on this subject in t

csmeats there has been a marked progress made lic newspapers. Is it not possible that we
late years, and such as gives encouraging pro have amongst us some citizen who, if not to the
mise of further advancement. This being so, and full extent of what Mr. Astor did for New York,
considering the manifest great and increasing ma_ or Mr. Browne for Liverpool, might yet so mate-

enta
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t.	 e 	'four state swords

	resente,	 illiainst.. kindly lent for
ollioetion of paintings was

'est et> r got together in Montreal.

o. 13), by Pritchett, and st Marine piece,
No. 15),

 lof

by Campbell, were very fine.
Mr. James Law sent five pictures. (No: 115)

in Italian view, with Rome in the distance—
has a very car folly well painted group of Its-

,,,, f10, 1,i:::foreground, with Imperialtt :: s., 1 -
ring over all, in the dig-'. 	s

le • ," lsrhe	
landscapes " Welsh
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tenal prosperity of this, the acknowledged com- ? sally assist in supplying this want, as justly to fact the finish of the pictures is something
mercial capital of Canada,—it is not unreason-tearn the gratitude of the present and future gene-1 rn asyelle*
able to hope that the time is come when the cul-s rations ? To such an institution a gallery of arty
tivation of the Arts, which adorn life, will bis might be appropriately added ; where social ga-	 Mr. A. Wilain shows it Hering (No. 2) Cat-
longed for by a prosperous and educated people. therings, such as the present, might take place tle aud Horses, and an interior by Van Men-
On the same occasion, to which I have already ?under certain regulations, with occasional short fen, deserving of notice, as is a Firuit piece
alluded the Prince spoke of " the Fine Arts., lectures or explanations of any works exhibited. by Jones, exhibited by Mr. Palsgrave. A
as having so important an influence upon A lady who was visiting, this Winter, told me vainting, Cupid disarmed while sleepin,,,,cr by anthe developeinent of the mind and feeling the other day that she had been writing
of a people, and as being so generally taken as the to her friends in the States, and expati- old master unnamed, exhibited by Mr. Lambe,
type of the degree and character of that develop- ating most strongly on the kindness and (No. 23) is a very fine painting. Mr. W. A.
ment, that it is on the fragments of works of Art , hospitality she had experienced, but that she Townsend exhibits a large collection. A
come down to us from bygone nations, that wes saw very little evidence of any intellectual pur- Ziem (No. 27) and a Vandeirel (No. 29), de-
are wont to form our estimate of the state of their suits being attended to. Now we may'enot have serve special notice and praise. Among Mr.civilization, manners, customs, and religion.", too much to boast of, but I know that there are
As well, then,'from their own appreciation of many amongst us who, fully alive to the plea- Geo. W- Frothingha 	' tures (No. 42)
works of Art,

lesome effect produced by their de- portumty to combine such pleasures with the Our re . hoii no s
as also being influenced by the be- sures of social intercourse, are glad of every op- sheep feeding, attracte

lief of the who	
el, notice.—

No. 46) a
velopment and cultivation, the few individuals , cultivation of the intellect, the acquisition of in- Roadsi	 n,	 ob.	 i ié, exhibited by
	, 	0 	' •

who were the originators ot this Associatioe join- teresting and useful knowledge, and the improve- Mr. R. 	s.	 the foreground re-cd in establishinr, it in the spring of 1860 ,• and I ment of taste. It so happened that the evening mind 	 Conks.	 oddiiejon which be-attended, as its resident, at a meeting held on if the day when I had this conversation with this 	 *then, " The .Storm"
, -

the 25th of February in that year. Upwards of ttady, I was going to the Conversazione given long	
*as d

e 	the 19.6
two hundred members were soon enrolled as sub- soy the Natural History Society, and I asked her (No.	 lof	 gems ofi;
scribers. We also obtained through the able 'a accompany me. But she could not, because the	 'lion.-	Ttri.Vacobi's',
assistance of Mr. Dunkin, the member for Brome„ she was engaged to go to some ball ; and I found . .	.  n'ere exit 	:It!
	never 	4sealk 	o. 52),

plugen
an Act of Inemporation from the Provincial t upon enquiry that while she had attended a suc- the Tyrol
10th of May we had a Conversazione and Exhibi- I heard of any of the few literary institutions we do •e, t ink,' among l

er

h
Iltere wereLegislature, bearing date the 23rd April. On the 's cession of such entertainments, she had

tion, on the same plan as th	 Sidney CooPt	is at which we are possess. Now, I cannot but think that such a	 cot by Mr- J.
now assembled, which, while at the time it was exhibition, as this at which we are assembled MI I I I', a ' (i 01" 	 (No. 05), a Sir Pe-
calculated to excite the interest of the public and would be a more creditable way of presenlin	 Lets% (Na.	 T.,,sn.iPietro Peugino, (No.
test the valueeand nature of any works of Art in Montreal and its society to our neighbors, than	' rid* Turn 1. 	42:83), jvorthy of' regardthe possession of our citizens, and was for these crowded ball-room or sumptuous feast. But this
purposes considered very successful and encoural	is an extraordinary occasion, and as afpresent	 y)spee'	 e masters apart rom
ging, has now this further very important use, 	 INarranged can but seldom occur. I would wish tol 'n gr	 .1	 ye have but glanced

f

that, by comparing what was then exhibited with, 	 th. h o

	

im , r somche- i ub. of the kind brought	 rees,':We must defer fur-

the great advance that has been made in the ever, may ask in reference to the specific objects	
rinci

what we have now before us, we can see at oncer within our reach at all times. Many people, how- t	 ()life ti	 :her da) ti.
,..course of even three years, which have inter- of an Art Association, what is the use after all of	 1 g c 	twill be -open to the public

vened. And I am sure we are all exceedingly these attempts to cultivate the fine arts and MI- tliis ail	 y.-evening.
obliged to those persons who have so freely en- prove the public taste? In answer to this I can-
trusted any works of Art to the Council for the uot do better than reply in the words °filly friend
present Exhibition ; and I think it due to the Mr. Gladstone, perhaps the most eloquent of liv-
Council to say that every possible care has been lug orators, extracted from a speech he made last
taken to secure them from any damage—while a October, when pronouncing his most just but
large amount of insurance has been effected on th magnificent eulogy on the late Josiah Wedg-
Collection. But what was from the first urgently wood, on the occasion of laying the first stone of
required in order to carry out successfully th the Wedgwood Institute, at Burslem. I shall
purposes of the Association, was a suitable build- only read a short extract, and with this close my
lug of its own, or at least, a gallery or portion of present address ; but I much wish the whole
some building, where we might not only be able could be reprinted in our Montreal papers, as most
to hold our exhibitions of such pictures and useful for all to read, and most applicable to our
works of Art as might at any time be lent to us present purpose, in connection with this Associa-
for that purpose, but gradually to form a perma- non "We come, then,to the last of the heads which
nent Collection belonging to the Association I have named—the association of wants with
which might be also an honer and &edit to the utility, each of them taken according to their
city. Of course, to fill such a Gallery ivoidd be largest sense in the business of industrial pro-
a work of' time ; but all great and useful under- duction. And it is on this department that I
takings mug have a beginning, and if such a be- conceive we are to look for•theepeculiar pre-emi-
— 	---st-s-ss.,. 	Ti

 -.-----,---.-ts—..._.----7,ss-7,_ nence—I would not sc=le tessay the peculiar
glin'ting W018r8 eneet Weil Matte+ Inflte--sersOCII fe greatness of Wedgwoosi. Do nat•-let us suppose
son to believe it would be enriched‘ by'frequeu that when we speak of this assodition of beauty
liberal gifts or bequests from private imfividuals. yith convenience, we speak*eltber of a matt er
Why, I well rememb myself tholJoitimence- fhich is lighttancifanciful, for mesa those which
meut of the Natk	 Gallery ' of ond.on. kty, like, sonaeLlif4hoseillave, limed, be left to
It was the private c 	diets of Mr. An	 *ti, ke care of itsélts Eipauty is not an accident of
consist/140f no largti4umber of pictur	 th "Jings. Ititortaint,,to their essence' it pervades
the Gas-eminent purchased; sind for ata	 lime le wide rangesot,ereation, (cheers) and wher-
they were exhibited in a private house in Pe,	 l ver it fa-.impaired 'id banished we have in this
But independent of what have been 'mitts d ict the prof:4;0f the,: moral disorder which per-
since by the Government, what intigniticent 0- ades the Werld.---(Cheers.) Reject, therefore,
nations and bequests have since been added to it I .ie false philosophy of those who will ask, ' What
The :Vernon and Turner mile cam's, bes' s many toes it matter, provided a thing be useful whether
of less value, to which we may a	 Sheep- be beautiful or not,' and say in reply that we

, sheets, now at Kensington, 4.1t 	e English ill take out lesson. from Almighty God, who, in
. 1 NatiOntil Collection of' P f the mostaintin is works, bath shown us and in his word also

valtible in the world. About t e tide of the for- lath told . us .that 'he bath made everything,'
motion ot our Association, e. rest Exhibition ot one thinrtik another thing, but everything
Building, iit Sit.i Catherine :sstr ;was in course eautifulAAils time ,'
of erection, fitt expectatiorA	 e decrees derea

	

lf the arrival of the	 (Cheers.) Among all
etion there is not one more won-

Prince of Wales i aird-Iliere was some encourage- erful, whether it be the movement of the hen-
, ment held Out to tfr that arrangements might be enly bodies dr the succession of the seasons of

' I made to lét th%apisiolitt ,ver, 
afterwards found

tion have the use of a‘ 	lis,	
le years, or the adaptation of the world and itsI portion of it. Ink henomena to the conditions of human life, or the

that it Would'ArpolAti5le for us to avail our- ructure of the eye or hand, or any other part of
selves of it, for ah permanent occupancy. We e frame of man—not one of these is more won-
.4.'1 d, nevertheless. an Exhibition of srf	Pictures in	 .ul than the profuseness with which the mighty

Maker had shed over the works of his hands an
endless and  boundless beauty." ' (The.remarks of

others regard her with a quizzical e
o, 75) " A Sportsman" by Grips
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cOnsen oriaiortra en whom with its physical defects, even Aelr'Pre the high.
heconsiders wortl.,ty of a great at ist's pencil— est ideal was sought, and nature rendered very
has given us,atiother portrait destined to live. literally. Englishirpairitalehat come to seek
This, Steplkshireir has very exquisitely en- in a picture but a.,,ao,liglreffecte all things else
graved ; and M. Ritemer lenrto the Art Ex- were subordinated' to iit—and this subordina-
hibition a copy of the engraving. The Lou- tion was made the excuse-for slovenliness and
don Times speaks of Mr. Watts as the most carelessness in all the accessories. The Fie-
worthy to do great heads, among the portrait mish painters were sneeyed at for their minute
painters of Britain. '  faithfulness in trivial thinks. This last Eng-

In the studio, wherein the painter of the lish school, choosing high subjects and des-
famous "Death of Chatterton" which at the pising the homely topics which a Teniers or a
great exhibition of Art Treasures at Man- 'born; a Hogarth or a Wilkie worticl delight in,
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long the honor	 'e of the most pleasant
and successful e	 'nu-tents Montreal has
ever known. We are happy to leilyc that all
the works of arts lucre been reivrfellho their
owners without loss or &imager,/ Financially
the undettaking vms, of egielfibirstecessfuf.
It was not undertaken wit liew to add to
the funds of the Associatiou, btli to bring to-
gether once more the old subscribers of the
Association and the possessors of work of art,
to start anew in their labor of love.
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chester ranked among the very foremost o
English pictures, Watts now consecrates tits
beautiful Villa Life of Kensington to the grand
est poetry of English art. The glory whicli
gilded the political life of Holland House, lem
one brilliant ray to that pleasant, quiet, corn]
try house, where Watts painted when we Iasi
looked upon it. This portrait ikone which thE
poet and his frienclsNmay [well be proud of,
one fit to hangibeside those of the- greate
men—Shakespeareltnd Bacon—who * es fig
placedlthe4 Englisla'fforetnostemonei	 der- note examination utterly impossible to mortal
atures of the world. , eye. But there came also with this, hard color-

Some antique bronzes, sent by Mr:-Iikwferd i ing. All things being "alike beautiful in na-
added much to the rat,* of the art..collection, turc" those meant by nature to be blended

uds.mong modern attémpts at claSsical sub- into the beautiful by distance—that airy dis-
ekts Mr. Gibbs' " 2Eneas bett,KingEather tance which "lends enchantment to the view"

eh' 0,461,49 flames 04. -1'nfel),,ncl are painted close at hand with all their harsh-

Michael Angelo'. " Lorenzo di	 ness and incongruity. Little girls in very
white muslin dresses are laid down amid the
blooms on the green grass of arrapple-orchard
—(Vide Millais)—and harsh contrasts of co-
lour are painted in because in nature (or such
violations of nature as these) they actually ex-
ist. This is " conscientious " painting, re-
gardless of imaginary sensuous beauty such as

!v.", Raffaelle introduced and his successors

yet for honest4"s sake left no accessory of a
picture uncare rrt painted and finished. Out
of these canons grew the " conscientious"
painting of toe-nails and finger joints, of stems
of flowers and of blades of grass. All were
set down with such prosaic exactness that the
poetry of painting was well nigh lost. The
flight of a bird in the air was so rendered
that you might count figs feathers in its plu-
mage, as if it were lying-dead and still before
you—not in rapid motion, rendering mi-

'n'eu thought fit to copy. We have these hard con-
trasts and crudity of color—so to speak—in

sc.a;e:.e this school, shared in common with such men
i° as Maclise, Ego. and others who are more

,en-Ii noted for their vigorous handling and strong
. --`440, en" effects.	 We	 sing fhave an overload	 o the

subject with a super erogatory care in de-
SOfl 	and accessories such as we find

graphynisycent in GerardDouw and other Flemish paint-
ers, in Wilkie and other English. We
have a minute honest finish •of detail such
a s is shown in this example of Pietro Perugino,
neglected by English artists till the Millais-
Ruskin-Hunt school arose to reform them.
By;two of these peculiarities, the "Life in the
Harem" by young Graham, of Edinburgh, is
marked. We have the hard crudity of colour
and the " conscientious" rendering alike of
the harem woman (not too fresh and beautiful
as a Raffaellite would have painted her,) but
worn with her life, with bc.kActe.114- 3,,

smoking and mere laziness—coupled with
such consummate skill in managing and ex-

quisite care in painting the drapery as might
bave aroused the envy of the most pottering
Fleming of them all.

We must have done with this, however.
Notman showed some of his very excellent

photographs. Others were showri of Story's,
Spence's, and Miss Hosmer's statues in the
late great International Exhibition—arousing
vivid regret at the absence of the statues by
Spence, owned and being in Montreal now.

One more photograph cannot be passed
over,—that of the fresco of the Last Supper,
by Leonardo da Vinci, (showing its present
much-injured condition,) brought over by Miss
Lyman as a memento of her recent visit to
Italy—at once a treat and a regret to all true
lovers of art, causing them to bless the Arun-
del Society for devoting so much pains to the
preservation of a memory of these great works
in their primitive
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were most worthy of prai.e. —
Mr. Jos. McKay lent a little bust of

a pretty thing by an Italian sculptor,
Messrs. Mayor & Co sent a statue of
lance," finished as we endersMnd
Reid—the only piece of Cal-dad
worthy of notice exh . ted. ' h '
eral exquisite r — copie
Works.

To the water'eCirouTSJ
, as added by Mr. F. RAI
eII of very	 sp oi
e believe, by local artist

i graving, &c., added toathé i tereS
Besides some exampler serit

Bros., the, wonders of chrcano-rit
, are beadtffully illustrated b ie. ma
; llection of prints frdia Mr., f5rfi, . Fran-

,,...,,is Xavier Streeqtaken from works by Tur
, ner, Stansfiold, Melready,, Land, Richardson, 1
Topham and others. Really, it seems, that this
almost mechanical art so imitates the excel.

, lance of artists in water colours, as very nearly
to defy their own criticism to discern the dif-'

, ference between their own works of highest
genius, and these mechanical copies. The
"Chromos" which Mr. Horne and Mr. Mat-
thews sent were marvellously excellent.

One marked feature in the display is the rno-
..t good taste presiding over the choice of

d'ese pictures for the adorfit'aent of quiet
l ornes. They are, almost without exception,

L-enre pictures or landscapes. Fuselli or poor
: lay-don would have gone mad to see such an
Wsence of the classical and magnificent. —
he re was a copy of Guido's Aurora, indeed,

, ud one or two other classical subjects, but no
grand themes treated, such as are becoming

n adornments of great churches, palaces, Senate
Houses and public galleries, but not so befit-
ting the merchant's quiet villa. We regard
this absence of pretentiousness as a merit.—
But we hope the time is not far off when we
shall have some genuine high art enshrined in
a public gallery, or ornamenting some of our
public edifices.

We have, however, one striking specimen
of the religious style of an old master, which
we fear very few examined carefully.

Come we back to it. Here is a Pietro Perugino
—a Madilitna.-and child Jesus—picked up by
lucky chance$by one of our art collectors—Mr.
(I. D. Ferriér. Look at this painting of the
, I ivine Raffaelle's master I How strained the
posture of this awkward girl, with bent knees

landand folded- hands in meek supplicating atti-
de. Look at the awful wisdom of the babe

, ying at her feet with the "Gloria" of sanc-
tity around its head. Look, too, at the almost
impossible flowers growing ie the fence just
behind them, and the strange trees which
grow in the back-ground. Here is a true Prae-
Raphaelite. Of the new English school,bearing
that name, we had no perfect example in the

, collection. One we however called such.—
Let us analyze. The true modern Prae-Ra-
haelite of the Ruskin .. 7.Millais.—,Holman
tuatAool is not represented. BM 01Paham's

picturi,--‘‘ Life in the', r' in,' ' has me of
tool la down

traced preconceiv-
e 'force theilt. The

A.lo	 et.

FINE ARTS — DO4 N5QNLA5D Or TOE

LOTOS EATERS.	 great . picture frees
Alfred Tennyson's loviflr poem of the

same name, dear to every lover of

pure English poetry, unmarred by affectation,

or deformed by that transparent struggling to

produce startling effects,—the peculiar character-

istic of some of our modern poems,..--has been

photographed by_Noiman, and is surely one of
the best which we have seen from that prolific
retailer of representative skill ; and we have no
hesitation in pronouncing it a perfect triumph of
photographic art. In the foregtound of the
picture is the " gleaming river, with its.

	 seaward l low
From the inner lane," where

The mild-eyed melancholy lotos esters
Sat them down upon the yellow sand,
Betwen the sun and nfoon, upon the shore,"
Whilst throughthe translucent water some of the	w  

	 ,

Bear the " enchanted stem,
Laden with Sower and fruit.
TLe middle istance, where
The charmed sunset lingered so low down
In the ras West ; though mountain clefts
In tac "far inla d," make the imaginative tipectater
Almost feel as in a house
In which it seemed always afternoon."

"Three silent pinnacles of agid snow, sunset
flushed," in the "far off" distance, is beautifully
rendered ; and the aerial perspective, so difficult
of attainment, is given with perfect truth and
fine artistic feeling, giving one yam has read the
poem— and who has not? — the most 'graphie
idea of the

" languid air,
Breathing like one who hath a weary dream."

The artist bas sent one of the proof photo-
graphs to England, which has brought the fol-
lowing grateful acknowledgment through an
autograph letter from the Laureate.

" Ferri gford , Freshwater,
Isle of Wight.

"Sir,--4 have a special pleasure in receiving
a remembrance from one of	 kiss.Canadian ki.
men, true and loyal as I believe them to be, in
spite of their tariff.

"Come whence it may, your landscape is de-
lightful ; and though".not quite my lotos land, is
a laud in which one loves to wander and
Unger. .

''Accept my thanks, and believe me,
Truly yours,

A. TENNVON."

The enterprize is creditable to the good taste
of Mr. Pell, the publisher. He has selected Mr.
J. Fraser as the agent, who has commenced an
active canvass, which cannot fail of success. I
ought to find a place in the cellection of every
family of literary or pictorial taste.
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first was " Conselene4ess." "AU things
in nature," said the folnder of the school,
"were alike beautiful rs.if 'Veen and studied
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by the samesAssociatioi 	s success, of which
Montrealers May be som 	'  proud. The,
a very few pictures eked 	 ith sketehes,
pho n g;raphs, engravings, s. 	c., made up
the show Now there is : 	An ay, aarly
two hundred of good picture	 ill wee k-now
alsoathat this is not the hal • wha	 ght
have been shown. Knowing the ...united
space at the disposal of the Committee, seve-
ral contributors did not send nearly all they
might have been induced to do. Others,

ring, perhe.pp, of the power of an Asso-
cream whicli'had been apparently for some
time defunct to get together a successful ex-
hibition, did not lend anything at all. Gene-
rally, however, the owners of good pictures
met the Association in the most generous
Spirit.

Beginning our re-examination of the works
of art to-day, with the water colours on the
stage, the attention is first arrested by a pic.
ture "Just Awake," by Mrs. Murray. It re-
presents a beautiful boy just awakened from
his slumbers, rosy and beautiful as a young
god. The figure is nearly life-size ; and of
such high merit that it obtained for the lady
admission as a member of one of the great
Societies of Water-Colour Artists in London.

Clg,„ It is sent for exhibition by Messrs. Dawson.
A portrait of Garibaldi on his sick bed, litho
graphed in colours from a drawing by the
same lady, is also exhibited by the Messrs.
Dawson. The place of honour on the stage
has been given to a very fine Marine- piece,
"Taken Aback," by Mr. Duncan, (England)
and lent by Mr. Reynolds, of the G. T. R. It
is worthy of its place and the repute of its
painter. Beside it are some wonderful draw-
ings by Hunt, Nos. 19, 20, 21, 22, owned and
exhibited by Mr. T. Rimmer. The wondrous
power and mastery over colours in these
pieces deserve special notice as typical of the  
new English school which is foremost in all
the world. An interior—a Turkish bazaar-
13:y Drummond, lent by Mr. S. English, also
deserves notice, as marked by great firmness
and power.

Mr. Way's pictures we took occasion
notice some time ago when all were collecte
and shown in the Messrs. Dawson's gallery.
The best of them were lent by Mr. Rimmer,
Mr. Lambe, and the other owners, to grace
the present occasion, as were Mr. Belfield's
very vigorous drawings. Mr. Jacobi also
shews some clever water color drawings, the*'
first of his we have ever seen. Mr. English
showed two water-color paintings on ivory', by
Mr. R. Parker, formerly of St. John, N.B.,
and Montreal, and now of London, (one of
the founders of the Association,) very beauti-
ful reduced copies from paintings by old mas-
ters. There are two pieces by Montreal la-
dies, some Maple Leaves by Mips Ross, and a
group of Flowers by Mrs. Cunningham, de-
serving- of---vety great praise. Mr. Prentice
sends a Bartholomew Fair, by Shepherd, (No.
36) very clever, and two Sepia sketches by
Wright, of London, perfect marvels of this
kind of work.

Returning to the oil paintings, we come
first to a picture not in the catalogue—a
moonlit scene at the lock of a canal, by Dun-
can tif, London 1 lent by 'Mr. Reynolds. A, 

barge is 'moored at the entrance to the lock ;
the ingonligslat stream alonrithe water beside
it, whilethe red light from its stern gleams
fiercely out by contrast—one spot of fiery red
refl,cted by; another spot in the water, beside
the long, expanding stream of silver light from
the moon. The effects are very fine. Near
it k another picture vv-1464 loses much by gas
li,le—which anerher examination yesterday
by oytylisht gave us a new idea of. We aI-
lwlJ to,r10,4Quirraux (No. 47) shown by Mr.
Ea;r1 	a one should judge of this by

beaLktieS Only come out by day.
The 1'	 Douw (No. 105) deserves
vely	 ia, as -does 107, Junken's Phi-
loso 	• . t • 'study will bring out their
great	 e alittle Turner too has now
been assignek a better place. There is no
doubt, svajaalieve, of its authenticity. Its tone
is that of the master ; its style that of his
many sketches for engravers ; and it was sold
as his among poor Etty's effects after his de-
cease.

_

Hon. J. A. Macdonald,	 11	 and (No.

78) a copy from VandvIte's Gervartius—the
most famous of all portraits we ever saw. The

y is very well done, deserving careful exa-

ration. In referring in terms of praise to

e s i trait, of Mr. Macdonald, we spoke of

darker shadows as too dark. It
explained in justice to the artist

al teAtObe hung in the town hall

at Bingstoo,,*ithl"thé strong light from off the

lake streaming in 'etin it. It is hung now a
refore cannot be

sit still anfinished.
worthy of notice,

which we cannot reach to-day. There are

bronzes, booksOnkra:Vings and photegAphs
which canno	 ver altogether. , s4We
must crave	 dulgence for another

day.
Betweer2Çl and 300 people visi4d the

exhibition s eidav, ;ad, the great interest

shewn on har'ssday-evéniffg was kept up. In

order to errills1Nalliestland young people (es-
,.

pecially you 0..„,	 schools, who to-day
will have holiday,) o see the collection, it

will be opened at an earlier hour to-day, and

and remain open till 10 P.M., when it will
finally close. We subjoin a corrected list

of the works exhibited, several errors having
crept into the hastily prepared catalogue :---

0),e 01 Willie
FRIDAY FEB. 12, 64-47---

•

CONYERSAZIONE OF TEE MONTREAL
ART ASSOCIATION.

The Conversazione of the Montreal Art Asso-

ciation took place last night in the new hall of

the Mechanics' Institution, with the most grati-
fjing success. The hall was filled, even to
crowding, with some of the most intelligent and
refimd of the society of this city ; and a collec-

tion of paintings in oil and water colors, sculp-
ture, bronzes, coins, and objets de vertu, was

gathered together, and displayed in such a man-

ner that, though small and incomplete, in com-
parison with what is done in older and larger
communities, may well redeem us from the stig-
ma of indifference to the works of genius and the
arts, which are both the effect and the cause of
refinement. And yet the display of high-class
pictures, and of other works of art and objects of
interest, last night in the Mechanics' Hall , was
not more than a litho of what is possessed by the
city in its private collections, no longer to be
numbered by one or two, but counted by many,
and still increasing in richness, both from Euro-
pean and native sources. Of course, at present,
the former bear away the palm both of merit and
of number ; but we confidently predict that, at
tire end of a decade beginning with this exhibi-
tion, the proportion will be very differently ad-
justed. We are now, we believe, entering upon
an art-era full of hope ; we have countless land-
scapes, that, for the artist's pencil, are perfectly
virgin ; we have wealth to repay, and retainln
the country, the genius aod talent which the
country may produce, or attract to itself from
foreign, and hitherto, in this respect, more fa.
vored, shores; and it yet remains to be seen, that
a community, composed of races, who have
achieved some of the highest triumphs of art, as
well as of commercial effort and industrial skill,
shall fail to appreciate and encourage in its midst
the growth of art,—a plant which, whether having
its root in Italy, Greece, or Egypt, should in ci-
vilized lands be now nowhere an exotic, and least
of all, where nature has done so much for us, in
Canada.

The Conversazione, then, last night was a
w • thy  movement in this dirt etittIL-rthe first lin-

portant step in what, it may be trusted, will be
an annual series towards !h-s distant goal of per-
fection, neve; to be attaibed, yet always to be
held in Nios. All that could be done for the
comfort and convenience of visitors, was per-
formed bp„the few gentlemen who have had this
matter iril,laancl; and who have proved, and are
provint.senuine love of art is always asso-

'. esto spread, and share with
sand that in this respect, as

hig er, and yet more sacred sense, it
is nuiVblessed to give than to receive. During
the evening an effective band, under the direc-
tion of Dr. Pech, played choice airs ; and though
the room was a little more crowded than was
compatible with a satisfactory or critical view of
the pictures, &c., the whole was evidently felt to
be one of the most pleasant re-unions ; and when,
at about elèveri o'clock, the „National Anthem
sounded the signal of departure, it was WIth a
feeling of regret, that moments so pleasant,
and withal so msthetically profitable, should, of
necessity, be so brief.

After a sufficient time had been allowed for
the visitors to be acquainted with the objects be-
fore them, the President of the Society, his Lord-
ship the Anglican Bishop of Montreal, delivered
an address, giving a history of the operations and
vicissitudes of the Association from its inception,
a little more than three years ago, to the present
time. An act of incorporation had been ob.
brined, and on the 10th of May, 1861, a Conver-
sazione and exhibition on the plan of the present
one had taken place. The want of a suitable
building, or gallery in some building, for the ex-
hibition of contributed pictures, and of even-
tually forming a permanent collection belonging
to the Association, was much felt. To such a
collection once begun, there was little doubt con-
stant additions would be made by gift or bequest
from private individuals.

In great measure, for want of such accommo-
dation, the early ardor of many of the members
of the Association had cooled down, and the
whole scheme was in danger of proving a failure,
when his Lordship determined to make au at-
tempt this winter either to revive the Associa-
tion, and bring it into active operation, or at
once dissolve it, and decide upon the appropria-
ion of the remaining funds. Meetings of the

members were held, offices elected, by-laws  en-
acted, and the society fully organized to carry
out its original purpose. The result was the
present Converizione and exhibition. Much
had been said a our want of a publi
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reftg410444%oketudy of a girl's
- head.'-(No, 90:44'aaerflaielever. 	 Mr. Dun-

canson's " Isotos Eaters,- we have already
noticed, and"' lately published the flattering
praise of it lTooet Laureate himself.

and as yet unfinished
des, near Quebec, which

ellence as his now

He also exhibi
picture, Lake
is marked by
famous pictur

Mr. Dun
artists, haseyeralsawoele	 merit exhibited.

Mr. RaphieVliaiiilitOrame a large piece
belonging to Mr. Rteffer, depicts a scene in
in St. Patil Street, Opposite the Bonsecours
Market. The	 rk a itself is well painted,
and the lights v	 ;.egerly managed indeed,
but there isniucl,t is faulty in the street
scene. 	Nt 	S

Several pieces by Kilbourri of Stanstead,
exhibited by )Dawson 'Bros., have very con-
siderable merit—his placid lake water is
very excellent, and altogetherhis Loon Lake
good as. e coitio.a... A young painter
named Frasa*eiwgat work here----a pupil of
the South Kensington School----has shown
evidence oflitood deal of ability, though
there are' darrts ,-of hurry and task-work in*--most that -he exhibits. He seems nowhere to
have done Wilt& is capable of.

Mr. Ilaxeaoek is also represented by several
pictures,liich La Divideuse after an en-

' graving fr7s,ri 11 picture by Douw, is the best.
It is iNlifaast'a wonderful little picture, deserv-
ing );er r

his portrait a the

good deatain-sh -
seen to adva

We must leavl o
There are other llain„
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MODERN CABINET PICT CTRE3. —An important col-
lection of modern cabinet pictures, including beautiful ex-
amples of many of the most eminent artists, is now being
disposed of by Messrs. Foster, at their gallery in Pall-mall.
The collection has been uniformly framed in a novel and
pleasing manner, with a view of removing the difficulty that
has been felt in hanging water-colour drawings and oil paint-
ings in the same room. There was a very large assemblage
of amateurs present. The following were the more valuable
examples of the first day's sale (yesterday);--Lot 47. J. Lin-
nell, sen.—A View in Surrey ; a cabinet example of the very
highest quality ; size. 14{in. by 9in.-220 guineas (Millar).
50 and 51. R. Ansilell, A.R.A.—The Retriever and Black
Cock, and the companion picture ; very splendid works,
size of each 19 inches by 13-140 guineas (Agnew). 54.
Clarkson Stanfield, R. A.—View off the French Coast ; a
cabinet gem ; size 14 inches by 9-140 guineas (Pearce).
55 and 56. David Cox.—The Hayfield, Vale of Conway ; a
grand example of the artist's most vigorous period ; and
The Flock, an admirable pendant and equally fine ; size of
each 21 inches by 13-238 guineas (Crofts). 68. C.
R. Leslie, R.A.—Juliet's Reverie ; an exquisite work
size 12 inches by 10-200 guineas. (Morgan). 60. Ed-
onard Frere.—Choice Scraps ; a beautiful rustic in-
terior, with two children carefully examining the débris of

rjchauf ; a OW d'anivre of the great French artist
size, 16 inches by 12-195 guineas (Leggatt). 71. Frede-
rick Goodall, A.K.A.—The Children in the Wood ; the
celebrated engraved picture ; size, 15i inches by 12-145
guineas (Lawson). 72. J. C. Hook, R.A.—Rustic Court-
ship, in a magnificent landscape ; a chef (Pieuvre of the

t artist; exhibited ; size 29i inches try 20-385 guineas
ggatt). 73. Sir Edwin

size,
 R.A.—The Sentinel ;

the hound painted hy Sir Edwin, the background by H.
Bright ; very brilliant ; size, 136 inches by 17i-240 guineas
(Eaton). The 75 pictures in the first dayçs sale realized
upwards of 3,6001.
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THE ART ASSOCI	 N OF MONTREAL

vang obtained the necessary owers in the last
ession of the Provincial Parliso t, tire now about

to put into active operation tha ition of their
t. (moral plan for the advancement 01. .Art in tium
erovince, viz.:- an An UNION, accordhag to I he
general practice and rules of the British Art Unions.

For the season 1814-'65, the fodow:ng scheme
has been prepared, which it is thought will be
favourably received by the public.
• Each subscriber of Fire Dollars to the At sociation
will receive

Firatill,-A season ticket to all the Exhibitions of
pictures and works of art. Conversavoiones,*o. that

wnay be hold under the auspices of the AssociatIon.
•V'erondly,-A share in the ballot for paintings and

other works of art, which will take glace immediately
after the close of the EXHIBITION in February UM

Canadian Scenes by a 	1 known amateur of this
Thirdr.y,-Two photegiths to be selected from Sig

OltS. The copyright tit	 se views is scoured to the
Association, eonsequently none but subscribers can
obtain a copy of them. The photegraphs are of a
high order, and such as will command themselves to
all ]oves or the beautiful in Art or Nature.

Names of Smbecribers to the Art Aslociaticn
Iffontreat up to Der. 80,

P Montreal
Andrew Allan
A Amos
E F Ames -
4 Baecerini.
S Bethune
G B Borland
A Barinet
G W W Beattie
Alex Boutin -
Wm Brown
S 0 Bags -
Chas Dialkwell
K A lBroose
J J Browne
George Browne
J Otayton
Yin Oly tbn
Win Clendiuning
Thos Cramp -
A Christopherson
Ed wd Car ter -
J D Crawford
B Chamberlin
Henry Chapman -
J A Converse
Hugh A Camp. N Y
Peter Clarke, ir
C B Colson
N B Come
Mkt Cochrane

, K Campbell
F Cundill -
Charles C Davie
J J DOS —

IV Dickscn
S E Dawson
Jas Doran, Jr
Geo A Drummond

1 L A Desssullos
. Fred Dettmers

0 Dion
R T Duncanson
8 C Deltners
James Bakers
George Denh elm
Thomas Dsivideon
Christopher Dunkin
W H A Davies
I A Evans
S Englir 11--
1 G Fall,iner
G D Farder-.
ES Freer

obisa tnraFsr3ars,e irii D

J & Gravel's
B Gibb-
E Gould -
II J Geer
G G Geddes,.
Jas Gordon -
.1? Griffin

1\1
 'Ili 31EitqCs

J G Howie
Alex Cen2erson
J tungsten,  MD
J Hardmar.
II M Hopkins.

' T Stony Hunt-
J A Hewlett, N Y
W ./Elton
J W Hopkins
Rem' Holmes- I.

liel.i Hill
James Hutton
Alex 0 Hutchison
James Johostun
F WI Kay-
nos D Fing -
1' Lawford -
G Laflamme -
T Lyman
Chas Legge
Matthew Longmcore
D Lewis
G II Low
John Lowe
W B Lambe
R A Lindsay -
Mr Juarce McCord -

Subscriptions will.be recel Tad at the office' of the
Art A8SOCIatiOn, MR.ORINICS' ITALt, r at Dawson
BROTHERS, where cows of the photograph s in'.77 be
seen. 	•  53-s	 nll

loP

Jas MoCul.och
W P McLaren
A Me , aibbon
Jno McArthur
Thee AlacDuff
IleorldYleKsy-
D Loma Macdougall
John 'McLennan
It D Maceenne LI,
E Lyman Mills
Win Nielson
Robt
Murdoch Morison
Otto Moves
Thee Musson--
R Mowatt
James Moir
Hugh NI sthevrst n
J D Mathewson
F B Matthews--
D Masson
James Muir
A Miltoy
Win Murray--
G Mellott
G Moffatt- , inr
W Nivin
W Not ai
W Not= n
R Namara 	-
J S Notraan
H A Nelson
A W
II H Pal sons
A D Park er
E A Prentice-_
C0 Perrault
F P Poininville
Henry Prince—
Dr James Poch
Alfred Perry
E G Penny
AS Powers
John Popham --
John Penner'
Chas Phi lips
W EPtsillips
A J Pell
T K Rarnsa.y
Alex Ramsay
Peter RecIp5th--
Alfred Etimmer -
Thomas Rummer -
W held
Andrew Robertson -..
P Robertson
G Ringland
W M Ramsay
Robt held
W. tAbprue Sm ith-.
Georae -Surith
Jainas Smi , h
W booth M 1.) —
Gilbert Scc,tt-
W Scott
Henry Stuart -.
0- Starke
C C Snowden

• G W SiMpSeLl
A Savage
C F Sinithers--
W sache
W H -tanley

inch&
' Hug ,: Taylor
' \V A downteml

S il Th6Mp ea,
B. 0, rr.mee, N Y
Henry flamx,as --.
tear Tanner
1h ICIM Workman, -

na Wood
D Wheeler
A Walt er
J P. Winn
Joseph Witil.ar
1) A Watt
Thee Wilson

• And'ew t ikon
E Wright

.fof	 -A-rt oAs, Mit.
1%r

—	
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extensively.
' Mr-'Anne Molson, with the characteristic

'do good" of the Molson family, whose
name will ever be associated with the noble
founder of the McGill University, gave a gold
medal for Mathematics and Physical Sciences.
Then followed a gold medal for Geology and
Natural Science, givén by Sir Win; Logan
whose effigies and name it will bear, a name,

i f,Itat will
, 

as long as Geology is a science. go
i'florth to the ends of the world; a name that
Canada may be as proud of as England is of
Murchison, and Germany of Humboldt. Sub-
sequently and lastly has been provided for,

, though not yet formally announced (or the
fund handed over) a 'gold Medal." In memo-
riam " to do honour to a dear relative of

, one of .the' Professors 'in the faculty of
, Law : a medal, for what Hooker in his Eccle-
siastical Polity so eloquently describes, wh en he
says "of Law, her seat is the bosom of God,
her voice the harmony of the world : all
things in Heaven and Earth do her homage,
the very least as feeling her care, and the
greatest as not exempted from her power."

All-thanks for these medals, gratitude for)
the spirit that prompted them,:—bat in' order
that these incitements to study be not inoper-
ative; more is required to be done. The
Library of McGill College must be increased
—the same generosity that gave us the Mol-
son wing, cannot be dead. Our citizens need
only to be appealed to in order to remedy the
present state of things ; whether they arise
from an apathy on the part of the college au-
thorities, or for want of a properly organized
machinery to procure the books that are abso-
lutely needed by the students, we know not ;
we would respectfully suggest that a list of
the books that are indispensable be made
known, and we feel certain of the result.

We come now to the "Art Association,"
which gave its Converaazione and threw open
its exhibition of oil and water colour paint
ings and other works of art to the public in
February last, an exhibition none who saw
will readily forget, one that has borne good
,fruit, if we may judge of the .difficulty now
found in sellingepictures which ought only to be
styled tea tray or sign paintings : and also by
the number of good pictures that have since
een purchased and now adorn the walls of

our fellow-citizens,  Further it has had its
influence. Look at the collection of illus-

'ate	 recen y impor e 	y Dawson
Brothers, the which, we have previously re-
viewed : again, at "Notman's selections, '
Work that would be a credit ta any London
publisher. It is e. reproduction of many
choice engravings and paintings by means of
photography, and perhaps has thus given to
that art its most important function. There
has never been as work published in Canada
better calculated to cultivate and elevate the
taste in art; because it has put within the
reach of the many, faithful translations of the
works of the best masters, ancient and mo-
dern. In no way can photography take a
form so 'useful to the community, so useful to
the many who have never seen, and may never
have the opportunity of seeing the European
Galleries, as by allowing the pictures to reach
them in the form of a photograph ; it secures
the thought of the artist, and enables art to
go hand in hand with literature- --the cheap
picture thus keeping pace with the cheap
newspaper and the cheap book.

Look again at our furniture, and the carving
and gilding ; maik the increased beauty of
design and quality of the carving in the pro-
ductions of Thompson, Hilton and Pell—
there is a mind in their work which increases
its attractiveness. But how much more might
be done if the "Art Association'could meet
with sufficient encouragement to establish a
school Of Design ; the promotion of such an
object for the culture of Art would be supply-
ing a real want 5 it would raise the value of
our manufactures by the artistic excellency of
their ornamentations.

This Art Association is needed : it is now
about to appeal to the public for funds to es-
tablish au Art Union and to have another
exhibition in February next, and if possible tu
erect a permanent gallery. ---- The extension
of -education, the improvement of our Uni-
versity, the advancement of science, are all
worthy objects, but it is not through them
alone that we can refine and elevate and unite
the varions masses of our community. The
depths 'of ,Science are not to be sounded, nor
the heights of philosophy attained even by the
most favoured classes, and still less by the
overworked, uneducated and neglected sec-
tions of society. Science and Philosophy
therefore can afford no common ground of
study, or a converse to the rich and poor.
It is among the repreductions of ancient, and
the achievements of modern art, and the
sounds of good music that the eye and the eat-

ere appealed to. It is only in the study of
the beautiful, where the senses become • our
teachers, thLe we pall expect ta unite in a
common pursuit all the eliSeev.ered classes of
society.

	b °14' 	it-
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Yesterday we paid 'Snot r visit to the
, collection of Paintings shortly to be exhibited
• to the public loader thesauSsihes of the Art As-k sociatiou at theslife&iffies' Hall, a notice of

which was detested its, out aceount of the (Jon-
versazione. . • .t

One of the most prominent objects on enter-
ing the room, and that to which the point of
honor is properly assigned, is the large and char-
acteristic portrait of' Ms Lordship the Bishop of
Montreal and Metropolitan, executed by Mr. J.
Fraser, and presented to the Montreal Art Asso-
ciation by Mr. William Notman. We believe it
is generally admitted on all sides that the por-
trait is a correct one, although we have heard
some difference of opinion even among artists
(who seldom agree) as to the general handling
and accessories. We think, however, it will jut-
press the unsophisticated public, upon the
whole, as a noble portrait ; and it is a matter of
congratulation that the association possesses
such an admirable likeness of their first presi-
dent ; at the same time we doubt not is is
their sincere wish that the revered original
may preside over them for many years to
come.

To continue with Canadian artists who have na-
turally a prior claim on the Association we must
notice a picture which has already attracted
considerable attention, namely the" Falls of the
Chaudiere" by R. Dunas.nson. Water, whether
still or in motion- is at all times a subject which
gives the widest scope at once for the most skil-
ful execution and poetical treatment on the part
of an artist. What wondrous depth and expres-
sion of solitude have we not seen given to a dark
mountain tarn by a true artist's touch, by which
the canvas seemed converted instinctively iuto a
mirror reflecting the lights and shadows which
such an aspect of nature had photographed upon
the painter's own humanity like Poe's.

—" Dark tarn of Auber,
In the gloomy mid region of Weir."

Tho subject of the painting under considera-
tion is one equally difficult—heavy volumes of
water in motion. We fancy we almost hear it
thunder into the abyss, and imagine ourselves
wet with the spray as it rises in a hazy mist illu-
mined by a rainbow formed • by the sunlight
which falls on the rapid current, and shows the
white foam stained by the sullen mud raked from
the bottom of the river as it tears along faster
and faster to the fearful brink. There  is a fresh-
ness and life about the whole scene, which we
think would cool even the most captious and
perspiring critie in the dog days;
"M on and life	 v	 art insnir

Danoanson also exhibits several °the
works, of which the Vale of Cashman is  a brio'
liant eastern scene, which has already been no-
ticed in these columns. The colourieg is exeeetle
ingly bright, and the nairrening lake in the can,
of the lovely landscape is a fine example of s 11
water—an element which, under all aspects in-
deed, Mr Duncanson seems to be successful in
depicting. The poetical treatment of the piece
is, we think, fully justified by the nature of the
subject. These remarks and others which may
follow are merely given as the impression of the
writer's own mind, without any attempt to tres-
pass on the awful office of the genuine critic, who
ought only to relakhis frowns over the smokiest
of " old masters." We next turn our attention
to IIG, " Emigrants going West," by Jacobi.
This, we believe, is generally acknowledged to
be a fine pe.intiug, and the subject rendered in a
most poetical manner, appeals alike to the feel-
ings of the denizens of the New World and the
old, for as the poet sang-

" The glory of the world moves West."
This idea the painter seems to have embodied in
his compositon, which represents a party of emi-
grants in the forests of the Far West, resting on
the banks of a broad river which bars their fur-
ther progress. The party, which comprises seve-
ral generations from age to infancy, are arranged
in picturesque and natural groups in the strong
light of declining sunset, which streams adown
the river, and brings out, in strong relief, the
figure of the Indian guide, who with outstretched
arm points to the declining orb of day, and may
be supposed to be delivering one of those poeti-
cal harrangues which are only to be found ge-
nuinely translated in Hiawatha.

Another Canadian artist (Raphael) not un-
knows) to fame

'

 perhaps One of the most thor-
oughly educated historical painters in Canada,
we see but slightly represented. His "dog and
sleigh" is, however, a spirited little group, though
we might have expected a second great work of
local interest like that of his " Bonsecours Mar-
ket," which did such credit to Canadian art in
our first Exhibition. In referring to the works of
younger and less experienced Canadian artists,
we cannot help thinking of the quotation from
Wordsworth, so aptly introduced by the Bishop
in his opening speech on Monday e (ening-
" That of his scorn repenting soon, he drew

A juster judgment from a calmer view ;
And with a spirit freed from discontent,
Thankfully took an effort that was meant
Not with God's bounty, nature's love to vie,
Or made with hope to please that inward eye,
Which ever strives in -vain itself to satisfy,
But to recall the truth by some faint trace
Of power, ethereal and celestial grace,
That in the living creature find on earth a

place."
Young artists, who have many difficulties to con-
tend with, ought, doubtless, to be the peculiar
care of the Association, and though we had
inklings of an establishment of a " Chamber of
Horrors," with what justice we know not, we are
glad to say that that institution, if it ever exist-
ed, is to be abolished, and all are to face the
light of day and public criticism on their own
merits. •

Mr Vogt contributes a landscape with a bull
(No. 100), the composition of which appears to
be exceedingly spirited, though it is not easy to
judge of the execution from the peculiar light
in which it is placed., Mr Hancock also contri-
butes a creditably painted little head (No. 28)
called " The Flower of the Flock," besides several
landscapes. When the additional screens now
in course of erection are completed, a large num-
ber of paintings and engravings will be added to
the collection which have not yet appeared.

Among the productions of what may be called
foreign artists, one of the gems AM' the collection
is "Noel Liabod from Capel Craig," by Sidney
Percy. No, 110, A Welsh landscape of remark-
able death and beauty of coloring. It is one of
those dreamy, twilight scenes, in which the pur-
pie haze of evening enshrouds the darkening
mountains in the background, from which mean-
ders a winding river, its sleepy pools reflecting
the last cold light of day in breathless repose,
while in the foreground a group of cattle "crop
their evening meal," about to be disturbed by
the herdboy approaching through the dusk.

Another exquisite painting is No. 10, "A lady
sealing a letter," by Elaseler, the property of
Captain Raynee. The lady is standing at a ta-
ble in the act of melting the wax at a candle, the
light from which is made to tell on her face and
drapery in a wonderful manner.

No. 11—Sandy-mount Sands, by McElroy, the
property of Dr. Scott, is another painting worthy
of notice. The isolated pools reflecting the blue
and fleecy morning sky in the foreground, amid
the misty outline of the city in the distance, are
admirably rendered.

No. 18 is a group of sheep by an unknown
modern artist, the property of Mrs. McCullock.
This painting has been called hard, and it is pos-
sible it is so in a slight degree, notwithstanding 1•
which it is undoubtedly a faithful piece of ani-
mal painting, the sheepish, expression being
most faithfully rendered, and the fleeces painted !
with almost pre-Raphaelite exactitude.

We propose to continue in future impressions.

L17 ERA 77- 7-RE AND el 7'.

The pleasures of the Eye and the Earare
the cheapest and the sweetest of our luxuries ;
and when they shall be eqnally appreciated by
the classes of our community whom no coin-
mon sympathy blend, society will be welded
together by more enduring bonds. We have
already devoted much space in our columns to
Music, and have urged upon the public its
claims and the necessity for the establishment
of an Academy of Music.

It will perhaps not be out of our pros ice,
as public journalists, if we take a review of I
what has been done by our citizens during the I
past year for the improvement of' our Univer-
sky, the extension of higher education and the
fostering a taste for the fine arts.

First in order was the Montreal Literary
Cluls ; it was ushered into existence without
the flourish of trumpets, and 'has steadily pur-
sued its onward course. It now numbers nearly
two hundred merabers.--It has a respectable
"local habitation" at the corner of Cathcart
and University Streets.—It is furnished
with st comfortable reading room, tied
chiefly through the Munificence of its
members, it has acquired a library num-
bering over , 500 volumes that Will
put to blush, considering the short space of
time the club has been in existence, the other
libraries of Montreal. The reason of
its success is obvious, the ordinary members
as well as the directorate have felt an indivi-
dual interest in their own work. It further has

regular monthly session for the read-
,' ing and discussion of papers or lectures.

Some already read, have possessed great lite-
rary merits.—One of the fellows has recently
given to the world a poem " Jephthah's Daugh-
ter," which, we have already revieWed, There
is a vitality in the CLUB, and we hope like
Shakspere's LANCE it will be brandished at
the eyes of ignoraneee-se- -- -

In April last under the influence of Shalr-
spere, many of our citizens, with a laudable
desire to save the celebration of his tercente-
uary from the desecration of mere fire works
and pageantry, founded a gold medal to be
eriven annually at the McGill College for pro-
ficiency in English literature from the time of
Shakspere to Addison ; a medal for the express
object of preserving the purity and force of our
noble mother tongue, and of restoring its mo-
nosyllabic character, that distinctive character
which enables us to express more meaning in
a shorter compass than can be done in any
other language; a • medal, to save the students
from the "Johnsonian" swelling and expan-
sion, which has turned the following sentence
in Dryden'e translation of Juvenal "Look
round the world" into the following couplet of'
of bombast and tautology :

"Let observation, with extensive view,
Survey mankind from China to Peru." 

.)1tVleN IN Ci
which is, as much as to say, let observation,
with extensive observation observe mankind .• 
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Among e productarafem what nosy be cal P ,—177
foreign apt s, one of lb° gams of the colleetia.
is "Noel Liabod from (Jape!, Craig," by Side.
Percy. No, 110, A Welsh landscape of remarl
able depth and beauty el colortha. It is One ()I
those dreamy, twilight scenes, in Which the purs
pie haze of evening enshrouds the darkening
mountains in the background, from which mean-
ders a winding 'deer, its sleepy poola reflect lug
the last cold light of day inseirafeathiese repose,
while in the foreground :a group1of cattle "crop
their evening meal," about te be disturbed by
the herdboy approaching throng!' the dusk.

Another exquisite paintinglit No. 10, "A lady
sealing a letter," by Header, the property of'
Captaiu Raynes. The lady is standing at a ta-
ble in the act of melting the wax at a candle, the
light from which is made to tell on her face and
drapery in a wonderful manner.

No. 11—Sandymount Samlaaley McElroy, the
property of Dr. Scott, is another painting worthy
of notice. The isolated esnola realecting the blue
and fleecy morning ester the afte round, and
the misty °Milne cifetlieacitaein th istance, are
admirably rendered, :as, "

No. 18 is a groav
modern artist, the prof
This painting has been.:
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Yesterday *trial d atio th 	it to the
collectien aof laiantinge awe 	be ex hibited
to the public matimathe MN - 	tbet Art As-
eociation at the fetteetaaniaaa	 a notice of
which wee deferred ad our acceant of the ()on-

..versazione.
One of the most prominent objects on enter-

ing the room, and that to which the point of
honor is properly assigned, is the large and char-
acteristic portrait of His Lordship the Bishop of
Montreal and Metropolitan, executed by Mr. J.
Fraser, and presented to the Montreal Art Asso-
ciation by Mr. William Notman. We believe it
is generally admitted-on all sidete that the por-
trait is a correct onet , although we have beard
some difference of opinion even among artists
(who seldom agree) a@ to the general handling
and accessories. We think, however, it will im-
press the uesophistinated 'a:public, upon the
whole, as it noble portrait ; and it is a matter of
congratulation that the, association possesses
such an admirable likeness Of their first presi-
dent at the seine thee:we doubt not is is
their sincere with that the revered original
may preside over them for many years to
come.

To continue with Ganadian artists who have na-
turally a prior claim on the Association we must
notice a picture which has already attracted
considerable attention, namely the " Falls of the
Chaudiere" by R. ».4p0ausim. Water, whether
stilt or in motion e.aSataaell Andes a subject which
gives the widest fatiDeaaf 'once for the most skil-
ful execution and poetical treatment on the part
of an artist. What WonelrealValopth and expres-
sion of solitude have We notieen given to a dark
mountain tarn by it true artist's touch, by which
the canvas seemed converted instinctively into a
mirror reflecting the lights and shadows which
such an aspect of nature' -aid photographed upon
the painter's own humanity like Poe's.

—" Dark tarn of ember,
In the gloomy mid region of Weir."

The subject of the painting under considera-
tion is one equally difficult—heavy volumes of
water in. motion. We fancy we almost hear it
thunder into the abyss, and irnagiue ourselvee
wet with the spray as it rises in aahazy mist illu-
mined by a rainbow formed by the sunlight
which falls ou the rapid current, and shews the
white foam stained by the sullen mud raked front
the bottom of the river as it tears along faster
and faster to the fearful brink. There is a fresh-
ness and life about the whole scene, which we
think would cool even the most captious and .

perspiring critic in the dog days
" Motion and life did every part inspire,

Bold was the work and proved the master's
tire."

Mr Dancanson also exhibits several other
works, of which the Vale of C ash:mire is a bril-
liant eastern scene, which has already been no-
ticed in these columns. The colouring is exceed-
ingly bright, and the mirroring lake in the centre
of the lovely landscape is a line example ot still
water—an element which, under all aspects in-
deed, Mr Duncanson seems to be successful in
depicting. The poetical treatment of the piece
is, we think, fully justified by the nature of the
subject. These remarks and others which may
follow are merely given as the impression of the
writer's own mind, without any attempt to tres-
pass on the awful office of the genuine critic, who
ought only to relax his frowns over the smokiest
of "old masters." We next turn our attention
to 116, " Emigrants going West," by Jacobi.
This

'
 we believe, is generally acknowledged to

be a fine painting, and the subject rendered in a
most poetical manner, appeals alike to the feel-
ings of the denizens of the New World and the
old, for as the poet sang-

" The glory of the world moves West."
This idea the painter seems to have embodied in
his compositon, which represents a party of emi-
grants in the forests of the Far West, resting on
the banks of a broad river which bars their furs
ther progress. The party, which comprises seves
ral generations from age to infancy, are arranged
in picturesque and natural groups in the strong
light of declining sunset, wnch streams adown
the riveia and brings out, in strong relief, the
figure of the Indian guide, who with outstretched
arm points to the declining orb of day, and mite
be supposed to be delivering one of those poetS
cal harrangues which are only to be found g@
nuinely translated in Hiawatha.

Another Canadian artist (Raphael) not un
mown to fame, perhaps one of' the most thoi
oughly educated historical painters in Canade
we see but slightly represented. His "dog ani
sleigh" is, however, a spirited little group, thou&
we might have expected a second great work ei
local interest like that of ,bis " Bonsecours Mae
ket," which did such atilt to Canadian art i
our first Exhibition. In feffirring to the works o
younger and less experienced Canadian artist
we cannot help thinking of the quotation frorl
Wordsworth, so aptly introduced by the Bathe),
in his opening speeeh'on Monday evening-
" That of hie	 apetifing soon, he drew

Winer view ;
fie discontent,

ort•that was meant
.nature's love to vie

A juster
And withn.
Thankfulfy
Not with Go
Or made with	 ()ideas° that inward eye
Which ever strives in vain itself to satisfy,
But to recall the truth by some faint trace
Of powerageggre4 and celestial graceee ,
That in thew riving creature find on eari 0

place."
Young artists, who ha" e many difficultiesAtlinat
tend with, ought, doubtless, to be, the pechliai
care of the Association, and though we heu
inklings of an eseablishment of a 46 Chamber
Horrors," with etffitatjustice we know not, we are
glad to say that that Mahn:Hon, if it ever exist.
ed, is to be abolialied, and all are to face the
light of day and Publici criticism ou their own
merits.

Mr Vogt contributes a landscape with 414
(No. 106), the compositinn tif which appears to
be exceedingly spirited, though it is not easy to
judge of the execution from the peculiar light
in which it is placed. Mr, Hancock also contri
butes a creditably paiateel little head (No. 28)
called " The Flower of the Flock," besides several
landscapes. When the additional screens no
in course of erection are completed, a large nuna
ber of pa intin tes and eneraving; will be added t

(ARD ASSOCIATIC V RZBIBITION,

Yesterday was one of the most successful the
Exhibition has yet seen, which, in a great mea-
sure, may doubtless be attributed to the fortunate
alteration in the etate a the weather. In the
afternoon there was a very numerous and fashion-
able attendance, and in the evening a perfect
cram. More than 500 people visited the collec-
tion, many of them, doubtless, surprised that they
had so long delayed such an agreeable duty.

Continuing our notices, we come to
No. 69, View at Cote St Antoine, possesses in-

terest, as being a scene in the locality of Mon-
treal, painted with considerable skill and fidelity
by a local artist, Mr Duncan. One special object
of interest is the ancient elm recently cut down,
which formerly stood by the road-side as " the
oldest inhabitant!'

No. 70, The Interior of Oxford Cathedral, by
Mr Nash, is a fine architectural piece, and calcu-
lated to convey to the denizens of the new world
ideas concerning the ancient ecclesiastical edi-
fices which are to be seen in all the old towns and I
villages in England.

Near the window at the right hand corner of
the room we have rather a poor specimen of a
Cleopatra. She:alas, feyr pretensions either to
beauty or charter, although the subject has
often been chosen by artists for the highest im-
personation of both, at least of a voluptuous
kind. She is certainly not the "Serpent of Old
Nile," who *attained the greatest part of the
Eastern Provinces of the Roman Empire, from
Anthony, with a laoman Emperor thrown in to
enhance the douistfal :nature of the gift.

No 80. '' A, Stormy Souse" by C. J. Way.
This is no doubt orliamf the most laboured of the
works of this artiet ana the peculiar green tint
of the sky in contrast with heavy clouds of fiery
red, has certaielaravery strong effect, and it were
easy to imagineesburricaree lying in wait on spe-
culation under latilsoircianstances. The series of
the works of taiief ktiat we have seen embracing
Mg some of the grandest scenery on the continent
tend howevertettaar to convey the impression of
their being aierateet`fs#earefully painted pro-
traits of natereettami: ore herself; there is a
stiffness e veta Chou :.' his most magnificent
solitudes, like ilease landscapes our grand-1
mothers used to paint with a spice
of the backboard in them. This may
perhaps, in some measure, be attributed to the
peculiar natuXe of water colours themselves.

No,53. "A Tale of Love" by Unveins, R. A.,

baps slightly highly o	 red,assueh tales ought
will of course sufficenOxplain itself; it is perfte -

to be.
No 4, "One of the lewseeRapids at Sault Ste

Marie," by W. M. Cresswell, is a beautiful and
highly finished wateacelour.

No. 71 is an old pictueresque Market Place, by
J. Hardy, jun.

No. 3, a Headland near Spanish River, is ano-
ther work of Cresswell's. representing bold cliffs
rising directly from. the sea. In the foreground
a tent is pitched, and high over head hover a
flock of noisy sea-birds, who are evidently dis-
gusted with the morning call Civilizetion has
made them, and still more so with the blue smoke
arising therefrom, which indeed may be regarded
as the banner of the pioneer all the world over.

No 46 is a fine little moonlight coast scene, by
John McPherson, an a sort of negative colour.
The sky, with its fleecy, watery clouds, is in it-
self a picture ; while the reflections streaming
across the wet sands, and the atmosphere,

"Dusk yet clear,
Mellow'd and mingling, yet distinctly seen:'

is a touch of nature. In the foreground is a
stranded vessel, with horses and eitat probably
engaged in the picturesque avocation of smug-
gling.

I 240. OV1 un Laseeraemparemagog, painted and
contributed by Kate DC Goober, an artist of
Montreal, is a small and very different picture.—
_ his is a soft idyllic scene, bathed in the warm
ad glowing purple tints of evening, as witnessed
o often in Canada. It has, too, a triple interest ;

er;sing from the locality, the performance, and
.,till more from the promise which it holds ont of
a yet higher attainment. We commend It to the
attention of the visitor.

No. 63, Chagnon Mountain and Oxford Lake,
are two piceires by R, S. Duncanson of thie city.
The warmth, beauty, and sense of repose in them
are difficult to express. They have all the charm
of this artist's style of treatment, besides being
portraits of the scenes whose name they bear.
Alt we have before referred to this we merely
direct special attention to them now, and also
once more to No. 64, Falls of the Chaudiere, by
the same artist, and which by many connoisseurs,
is deemed his finest production. Ne. 103, The
vale of Cashmere has been already spoken of in
high terms in this paper.

No. 75, Baptism of Christ, is set down in the
batalogue as being one of TurneVe. We respect-
fully submit that there must have been some
mistake here, kow it has occurred we say net.

The number of good paintings in oil is not yet
half exhausted by us, and the exhibition is re-
markably rich in water color paintings, as well
as in engravings, photographs and other works
of an artistic nature, to which reference may be
made in a future issue.

an unknown
rs. McCullook.

rd, and it is ms•
sible it is so in a slight dtegmktÇ notwithstanding
which it is undoubtedly safaithful piece of ani-
mal painting, the sheepish expression being
most faithfully rendered and the fleeces ., painted
with almost pre-Raiebeette exactitu

We propose to cantin n future pres
rae

( ART ASSOCIATION&
' We resume our notketi of pltdroè work.

of art at the above exhibition now open at the
the Mechanics' Hai ,. ' . In

No. 36, Street Arabs, by J. G. Brown, oo
tributed by Mr. Herrick, New York. This is a
small but remarkable picture, and draws much
attention. Its subject is calculated to do this,
and the execution add finishincrease the strange
fascination which draw to it so many admirers.
It is full of humor, and is a broad, though re-
fined, protest against the unseemly practice
of boys smoking. The central figure is a boy
who seems to have been smoking for the first
time. He is utterly nauseated, his face is
ghastly white, his eyes are meaningless, but his
face is full of woe, and he clings helplessly to the
lamp-post. His companions are, however, bet-
ter seasoned, and enjoy his condition amazingly.
Ore of them offers him scornfully the stump of
another cigar, whilst another throws a whiff of
tobacco smoke in his face, and two others in the
rear are lighting afresh.

No. 89, a River by Sunset; Bierstadt. This
is a beautifully-placed picture. The sunset is
dying the wooded cliffs in golden crimson. The
evening light is finely broken in parts, and the
whole is painted with great distinctness, and

i
yet with the finest blending of tint and tone.

No. 55, Moonlight on the St. Lawrence, Gig-
non, is a skilfully wrought and interesting plo-

t tore to Canadians.
No 69, Interior of a Chapel, and No. 70, Rem-

brandt's Studio after Leys, and contributed by
Mr. Gibb. There is a funeral taking place in
the chapel, and the perspective of this picture
attracts the attention of connoisseurs. If the
spectator stands on one side of the picture It
will be found that the lines of perspective stretch
°wards the other side, and vice versa.

No. 106, On the River du Loup ; Bellows ;
contributed by A. `Wilson. In this picture is a
torrent rushing over a rocky bed. The subject
is treated with great breadth, and the bed of
the stream is indicated by the color of the water
in a very masterly manner. There is great elm-
pliaity and power in this picture.

No. 118, Jairus' Daughter; Rembrandt. This
picture has the lights and shadows characteristic
of the artist's style. The attitudes and group-
ing of the figures are good, but the four-post
bedstead is scarcely in keeping with the manners
of the East in the days of our Saviour.

No. 146, an Indian encampment, Kreighoff,
contributed by E. Lyman Mills. This is a Cana-
dian scene, and is a good specimen of the pro-
ductions of this artist, so well known for hi ,

illuetrations of Canadian scenes and manners.
No, 153, on the Thames, E. C. Williams, con-

tributed by Alf Rhumer. There is great force
In this picture. A stiff breeze is blowing and
two barges are in the stream

'
 one of them is

going about, and the action of the water cauasel
la, this, along with the wind, is well pourtrayed.
Tho apparent motion of the water is indeed a
feature in this work.

No. 173, view on the sea coast, sent by the
artist, H, B. Brown. This, though standing upon
the floor, and altogether unobtrusive, we take to
be one of the best paintings in the exhibition.
The scene is in the rock girt Bay of Fandy, the
home and theatre of fogs. Peat walls of cliff are
on the right, and on the opposite side, and in
the foreground are dark rocks, threatening
danger, the whole seen through a mist, which
give to the view a weird and spectral aspect.
There is in the distance an opening in the fog,
and through this comes the principal light, re-
vealing the chilling prospect which elsewhere is
half-hidden by the unmitigated volume of fog.
Solitude seems here to have taken up her per-
manent home, and to sit listening to the splash
of the waters, and the cry of the sea birds. The
work is fall of truth, and highly suggestive to
the imagination.

No. 33, A winter scene, H. Lervens, sent by
T. Cramp, is a good little picture, and Improves
upon acquaintance.

No. 50, Feeding the rabbits, Th. Gerard, con-
tributed by J. Oeverhill. There is great eoftness
and sweetness in this picture, and much skill in
the grouping. The harmony of the cows too is
very noticeable and deserves much praise.

No. 57, Passing storm, Shattuck, Sent by Mr.
iCamp, New York. This s a work well worthyI' 

of attention. The set:reeling black sky and gather-
ing thick datknees on the lefr, and ominous of
the tempest, are very impressive. The trees
appear like sombre and half indistinguishable

' spectres adding to-the gloom, whilst the rain in,
, the distance pours amain. There is Equal solemn.
' itv and truth in this picture.

•
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HOUSES, dic.
SHOPS AD DWELLINGS.

TO LET.
THAT LARGE SHOP (with immediate

possession) 132 Craig street, under-
.. neath the Offices of the Subscriber',

with Cellar and Galleries.
FOUR ROOMS above the Offices of the Sub-

scriber.
TW 0 HOUSES in Wellington Terrace.
ONE HOUSE in Park Place.

Apply to the proprietor,
GEORGE BROWNE,

A RORITEOT,

No. 7 Wellington Terrace.
February 13. 	ti lstM 36

STORES.

TO LET,
The PREMISES 239 St. Paul Street,

occupied for the last 18 years by Wm.
Darling, Esq., as a Wholesale Hard-
ware Store.

eheee Premises are very extensive, 170 feet
deep, and are suitable for either the Wholesale
Hardware or Crockery Business.

Possession lst May next.
Apply to

HUBERT PARE
January 10.	 tf 7

TO LET.
That commodious Three-story CUT-

* i

▪ 

STONE WAREHOUSE, situated on
Recffiet Street, occupied for the last
three years by Messrs. N. S. Whitney

,f4 0o, The premises are new and have all the
modern improvements for a Wholeeale Business.
Possession let January next.

Apply to
MOSS le BRO.,

303 St. Paul Street.
December 6	 ets 291

TO LET,
The four-story CUT-STONE STORE,

No. 295 St. Paul Street, adjoining the
Subscribere. Immediate possession
if required.

EDW. HAGAR /g CO ,
Corner St. Peter Sg St. Paul Streets.

Febeuary 24. 	43

TO LET
THAT three story STONE STORE and

DWELLING No no Notre Dame
Street hest, next door to A. Brahadi,
Esq., Furrier, well suited for a fancy

etuti business. Apply to

TO LET,
The STONE STORE, 80 feet by 50 feet

on Common Street, fronting the La-
chine Canal, at present occupied by
Messrs. J. F. McCuaig rt Co.

Apply to
I. BUCHANAN, HARRIS it CO.

February 9.	 33

STORE TO LET.
THAT first-class Four-Story C U T

STONE STORE No. 53 College
Street.
Apply to

MILES WILLIAMS, Jr ,
College Street, Brewery.

27

TO LET,
From the let of May Alt,

Tun STORE in St, Paul Street, at pre-
sent occupied by '" essrs. Khi an,

Muir

LIFE IIND GEMINI
ASSURANCE.

THE' EUROPEAN ASSURANCE
SOCIETY.

Empowered by Special Acts of British and Cana-
dian Parliaments.

—
Efeen OFFIOE IN CAN ADA:

69 Great St. James Street, Montreal.
--

In addition to Life Assurance, this Society
issues BONDS OF SECURITY for persons hold-
ing Government or other situations of trust.

LIFE DEPARTMENT.
Persons for whom this Society is Surety can

Assure their lives at considerably reduced rates.
Life Policyholders in this Society cen avail

themselves of the Society's Suretyship to a pro-
portionate amount at any time—Fliss OF EXPENGE.

IEAll Premiums received In Canada invested
in the Province.

EDWARD RAWLINGS, Secretary.
	January 7.	 ly 5
	. nnnn••••n•n•	 ....11•n•• •16.111,n••.nn••

HOUSES dic,

OFFICES.

TO LET.	 ,71
Two or three DOUBLE OFFICES in

the rear wing of the Union Buildings,
with fire-proof Safes, Possession on
first of May next.

Apply to	
CHAS. TUGGEY.

Febigary 10.	 34

-- 	
Offices and Storage to Let.

—
The THREE UPPER FLOORS, in

whole or in Flats, No 87 Commis-
siener Street.

a pply to
L. B. ROSE,

20 Foundling Street.
February 22.	 d 44

TO LET.
TWO LARGE eiry and well lighted

ROOMS, fronting on McGill and St.
Maurice Streets, suitable for Offices
or Sample Rooms. Possession imme-

Apply to SCHNEIDER rk BOND,
82 McGill Street,

February 17.	 40

TO LET.
In Rev. A. Toupin's Building, Place d'Armes

Those splendid OFFICES on the second
fiat, at present occupied by the Hud-
son's Bay Company. Also ONE or
TWO OFFICES on the third flat.

Apply to
H. II. PERRAULT,

A rchitect,
65 St. Francois Xavier Street,

February 6.	 30
t=i1ECIr'""°°'••"-	

MISCELLANEOUS.

.,AI LARaliG WOOD-YARD, 180 x 86, front-
lug on Campeau Street, between Lagau-

TO LET,

ehetiere and Dorchester Streets.
Rent moderate.

Apply to 
W. WILSON,

299 Notre Dame Street.
✓ 44February 21.

TO LET.
-1 1IAT LOT at present occupied by J. W.

MeG ern as a Lumber Yard, fronting

on Char

TUESDAY MORNING, FEB. 28, 18

PlJeLIU APPOINTMENTS THIS
Fancy Drees Entertainment at Victoria Skating

this evening, at Seven o'clock.

See First Page for Houses to

AUCTION SALES THIS DAY
—

BY JOHN LEEMliNG & CO.
RealEstate, at 244 Notre Dame street, at h

Twelve o'clock.
BY WM. E EASTTY.

Bankrupt Stock of Adams & Co., at 45 Great St
Street, at Ten o'clock.

THE TEXPEktATURE YESTE
State of the Thermometer (in the shade) at the

Mr. McPherson, watchmaker and jeweller
of Ht. irraDOOD; Xavier and Notre Dame Si

February 27.-9 A.M., 20 above zero. .
2 P.M. 24
5 P.m. 20

BY TELEGRAPH.

GENFRAL PRESS CESPATC
—

New York, Feb. 27.—The Heralds W
ton correspondent says a largo number of
prisoners were released by the capture
Peace. They were confined in camp
about 1 mile from the City. Their tre
was of the most brutal character, and for
days preceding the evacuation they h
received a mouthful to eat. The citizen
tried to feed them, but the frod wastaken
by the officer in charge. They proem
most sickening spectacle many of them
been rendered idiotic and forgotten their
names. By the Havana we hase Havana
to the 22nd Feb. There was no news
Mexico. Arguelles had been sentenced to 8
in the prison chain gang,

Advices from New Orleans state the
Louisiana Legislature, ratified the eonstitu
amendment abolishing slavery on the 14th

Kirby Smith'. army still refuses to cross
east side of the Mississippi. Two at
were made to move the men ; it is th
a third attempt will result in open rauti

Richmond papers are very indignant a
failure of the bill to put slaves into the
The bill was defeated by only one vote an
Gulf Slates are charged with abandoning
Cause.

The Raleigh Confederate says the peopl
Wilmington had fifteen thousand bales et co
hidden away awaiting the arrival of the Fe
forces.

The Richmond Whig says a very hand
all ter occurred one day last week in the
ity of Burwells Bay, in which about 250
bees belonging to the celebrated naval bri
were defeated and routed by a comparat
small force of Confederate scouts under
mand os Lient Shclburn, assisted by a par
Independent Signal Corps, under comma
Lieut. Woodly, The enemy'. force had
sent out to capture a secret expedition k
to have been despatched in that direction.
dead bodies were subsequently found, 6 lyi
the roadside leadials to Smithfield and 1
Smithfield. We did not leant whether any
oners were taken, but a number of won
Yankees were carried off.

New York, 27th.—Stoc1ts are higher
ly active. Morey on call er cent.
ed 199 fell to 199} and

5

J. TIFFIN Is SONS.
February 10.	 34

February 2.
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Thursday, and that on that day a complete
catalogue will be for sale at the door. We
notice in the hall a few very fine specimens of
carving in marble by our young friend Me.
Robert Reed ; the subjects consisting of
"Children," and "Night and Morning," In cow-
anion medallions, the whole evidencing the
ossession by the enlist of talent ot a very high
haracter.

MST cis oft PAINTINGS.
cone on the Hudson, near West Point-Mignot-Jno

Caverhill.
Sheep-Carnenter-Mm McCulloch.
Death of the Duke of Guise-E. Crastin-Captain

Baynes.
My Mother's Grave-W. McDuff-Thos. McDuff.

, treet scene in Holland-Roberto Canalettu-Mrs.
McCulloch.
Do	 do	 do-	 do	 do.

Portrait-S. S. Powra-Artist.
My Ain Fireside-W. McDuff-Thos. McDuff.
Lady sealing a Letter-Haseler-Cat. Rayens.
Sane ymount Sands-McElroy-Dr. Scott.
The Adoration (15th Century] -Unknown-Captain

Haynes.
Group of Sheep-C. Jones-Jno. Caverhill.
Chile's Read-Greuze-Mrs. McCain, ch.
Owls' Head Mountain [Sketch]-J. Fraser-T. D.

Bing.
'Fortran of His Lordship the Bishop of Montreal and

Metropolita -W. Fraser.
Group of Sheep-Unknown-Mrs. McCulloch.
Portra't of Lord Metcalfe [copy] -J. Fraser-C. A.

Low.
Sancho Pala% and the Duchess- [after Leeliel-F

Law ford.
Interior of a Welsh Cottage-Unknown-C A Low.
A Cottage Interior- - eo Anderson-i Muir.
Landscape-J Meadows-is Lora McDougall.
Sheep-i' S Cooper, R A.-do.
Sheep- do	 do.
Landscape-Johann-do.
Landscape- do do.
Game ana Fruit [after Wenix]-Geo Bacon-Artist.
Portrait-J S Powers-Arti- t.
Poultry-H Lemmens-T Cramp.
k Winter Scene-T. Cramp.
Fawns-Beard.
Holy Family-Presented by Mre, Mcffulloch.
Street Arabs-J G Brown-J H Hetrick [N.Y.]

Otd Couple-Ge.,ellschap.
3nnset-Biersladt-Artist
Vie w on t e Hudson-Feuschol,
Starlets View-De How
Family 11,ppiness-F Brackaleer.
Jar d tlayers-EJohnson-H Cramp [N.Y.]
Kitchen Imerior-Noterman.
Woodland View-W M Brown.
Fos Hunter's Dream-N H Bean.
A Sea Coast View-EC Williams-J Carus.
Feeding the Rabbits-Th Gerard-J Caverhill.
The Ramble-A h Bellows.
Prairie lie os-W H Hays-fl Camp N Y.
Greenwood Lake-Crops y- 40.
Barnyard Scene-A F Tait-Fo.
Moonlight on the St Lawrence-Bourges-Do.
Learning to Read-Gigno,.-De.
Passing d' to.ra-Shattack—, N Y.
On Lake Memphremagog-Kate De Goulier-Artist.
A Ponrait (after Gerard Dow)-Breckelamp-Jamea

Muir.
-Do	 do	 do	 do

Chagnon Mountain and Orford Lake-It S Bancanson
-ArList.

Bove on the Ice-Wm Raphael-Do.
Fails of the Cnetadiere-R S DutRanson-Do.
River Ste. Anne (near Queeec)-Do-Do.
Skating in Holiand-F De Bracketeer-B Gibb.
French Flower Gifl-J H S Mann-Do.
An Inierior-A De Brackeieer-Do.
I tenor of a March-	 Do.
Remorandt's Studio-[after Leys]-Do.
Portrait-J S Powers-It H Parsons.
Evening on the Thames-Leslie- S English.
View ou the Androscoggin-A F Bellows - Do.
The I\ ativit , -alter Curreggio-T B Considine.
Baptism of Christ	 Do.
St. Paul CAA Ash , re	 Do.
Larriscape-O Jacobi-F B Mathews.

Do -E C Williams-A J Pen.
The Misers (alter Quintio Matsys)--C G Stewart-II

Brimley, Boston.
The Forge - Ley%
In ant Jesus.
Village ihn.
Village School.
Rina.do and Armida.	It Brimley, Boston.
B_atrice Cenci (copy.)	 Do.
St Catherine at trayer.	 Do.
Girl and Pitcher.	 Do.
The Oasis in the Desert-Marilhat.
Morni g Pray er-Sumtnias.
Lion ana Vulture-Gerome.
court scene -Isabey.
Taking the Herd to Water-Jadin.
The Desert-Th Encre.
The Happy Family-C NanteuB,
The hlopement-Baron.
Recollections of the Tropics-fl 9 Duncanson-Artist
scene on the Ottawa-Do-Do.

Do do do	 do
Landscape and Cattle-Do.
The Morning after the Storm-John Ritchie-A Wil-

B t n.
Fall on the Splugen-0 Jacobi-Do.
Tee Vale of Ustsume e-R 6 Duncanson-0 S3 Wood
Sketch-J M W Turner, R A-A Wilson.
On the River du Loup-A F Bellows-Do.
Landscape with Bu.1 -Vogt-Vogt.
interior of Stable-Do-Do.
Landscape and tattle-Shayer-A J Fell.

he Dawns-N C Ku
Noel Llabod f om Capel Carig-Sidney Percy.
Dutch Fishing Boats-Taylor.
Landscape and caLtlo-W iinayer, Jr.
Fishing acom.-N sourassa-Artist-
Chri -t in the Gard.m-do	 do.
Mis..ry-do	 do.
hmigran,s Going West-0 Jacobi-do
Lise Dead Christ-Artist,
Jairus's Dan hter-
G'en Wylde, North Wales-Ansdell.
Sir Godfrey Knelter. 	.
A cketch-J M W Turner, R A.
Sunrise in Italy-W tiavell-W Cunningham.
Shakspeare-t1 II meeck-Artist.
Landscape-A T Bellows-Mrs McArthur.
Scene on the White Mountims-do.
Mount Dessrt-W Hart-Mrs McArthur.
Beating up the Thames-1i C Williams--A J Pell.
The Q .ail Family-A F Tait.
Chickens-Do.
Stilt Life-Mrs S Anderson.
'rho Swing.
Tho Locket.

iig	 P •
The Pet Canary.
Fruit.

,e of Flowers.,
ex on the Hu 'on.

st-Gino -.A ..J Pt
Do.

the manner in which an artistic hand can con- I
fer picturesqueness upon the mere right lines of
architectural elevations. Mr. W. Scott contri-
buted these two pictures.

Two very pretty landscapes by Smith, of Lon-
don, and 0 Pearson, were contributed by D. L.
MacDougall, Esq ; and Mr. W. Scott, contribut-
ed two very pleasing drawings of children, done
in crayons, besides several other small pictures
of scenery, &c.

A picture sent by Mr Andrew Wilson, called
a " Tale of Love," is by Uwins, and is one of the
subjects of which that artist so frequently made
choice,--a little bit of Italian scenery, partly
architectural and pertly arboresque, with two
figures sitting by a wall, the masculine whisper-
ing in the ear of the feminine. The picture is
hardly more than a sketch, just washed in, but
having the true ear mark of the Royal Acade-
micians genius upon it.

One of the largest and finest of the water
colour drawings is the Welsh picture of Betlaws-
y-Loed, by McE wan, the property of Mr. Pell.
This is a very elaborate composition, all the de-
tails being worked out in the most faithful
manner, and the whole flushed with a care
which leaves nothing more to desire.

Mr. N. Bougisse contributes some crayon por-
traits exhibited in this department.

" A fine ,picture of Cavaliers carousing, by
Drummond, is contributed by Mr. W. Cunning-
ham. This is almost the only picture of the
same character in the water colour collection ;
but it is a very good one.

There are two or three pictures-all good
ones-by the younger Hardy, and they exhibit
the great versatility of power which has fallen
to the lot of this artist. One of these re-
presents a fine quaint street of Italy or Switzer-
land, with the houses inconveniently crowded
together, it is true ; but yet showing those
characteristics of enduring strength and loving
finish, which Mr. Ruskin says can never be ob
Seined in houses run up as they are in England
by builders, in rows, upon land which does not
belong to the proprietor ot the house, who for
his part only erects it to let it to temporary
tenants who will pay the most rent. The white
market cross standing in relief to the dark mass
of buildings is in the middle of the street, and
the scene is enlivened by the figures of citizens,
male and female. The other pictures by this
artist are companions-filled with bright colour
and active happy life. "In Wild Flowers," two
girls with the rosiest of faces are collecting the
blossoms from a hedge in which they are cm-
bowered,and which has a fresh verdure which few
painters could venture to represent without in
curring the danger of falling into a mere daub of
Venetian green. The other picture is very much
of the same general colour and character ; but
has even mole life than the first. In this, one
girl leans against the post of a lo-v outhouse,
smiling at the merry gobbling of a brood of
ducklings which come to be fed by her sister.
The scene in the City is the property of Mr.
Henry Lyman; the others, that of Mr. Andrew
Wilson. The latter gentlemeOnas moreover con-
tributed an historical painting of the asaasination
of King James of Sc otland, by J N Paton, RA,
A sunset drawing of Crag Miller Castle by Wal-
ter Paton, and a beach by moonlight, with a
very clever effect of the light upon the pools in
the sand in the foreground. The last is by Me-
Ph(rson.

Mr. Thos.Reynolds sends one of the most
beautiful and finished drawings in the whole
collection. This is a representation of Lincoln-
Cathedral, by McKee rie which is really wonchrt
fiai for the harmony of the colouring and distinct-
ness of every detail in the architectural lines of
the venerable and romantic pile. We see not
only the general landscape but every tree and
every wall or building embraced within the fore.
grounds ; and dietinguish the ruins of the subsi-
diary buildings from the main church, to which
they are united. Very 6:milar in some charact
eristics is a smaller picture of the ruined Cathe-
dril of Argues, painted by Dolby, and contribut-
ed by Mr. H. Lyman, jr., who has also sent a
picture representing another French subject -
this time a piece of well known history which
tells its own mournful tale. The noble Queen
Mat ie Antoinette stands in her raisei able prison
cell while a gang of brutal revolutionaries who
do not deign to take off their hats as a mark of
respect even to her deep grief, to say nothing of
her sex and rank, read to her the
act of her trial and condemnation
-some of them apparently callously
indifferent, others cynically curious as to how
she will receive the fearful announcement.
The Queen herself crowned with the hair which
was once celebrated for its beauty, and has
since bten famous for the witness which it
acquired by her sorrows, is erect, [scornful ; but
evidently using the chair by her side to give
that support to her body which is not required
for the heroic spirit, that looks out defiance and
contempt for her persecutors. This picture is
a colored photograph after the original of
Muller, who is celebrated for his choice of revu-

J
Mr. Thomas Reynolds besides the contribu-

tions already mentioned hae Bent two pictures
by the eminent painter Tophant une of these
is little more than a skete though a very
pretty ova of a other sea b

that, though there were a number of excell
and valuable paintings in it, both ancient
modern, still there was no attempt at any cl
fieation of them ; and that many partict
schools of painting had no place there at al
were only represented by ea;me very infe
examples. Of course a great national gall
open as that is at all limes to the public
maintaiaed and replenished at the public ea
ought to be something better than this
great pains have been taken of late years to
and remedy these defects. We however in C
ada can aspire to nothing of this kind ; si
for an aneuai exhibition, or still less as a per
nent gallery. Even if we had the money to
pend, the precious treasures of ancient art
rarely, if ever, to be obtained at any pries
though the original pictures of the great anc
masters may not be within our reach, cog
ings of their great master-pieces, and engrav
themselves ot the highest merit, and beautitu
specimens of art, and giving in their mea
some good idea of the spirit and composition
drawing of the originals, are not so unattai
ble. It is true we cannot thus realize the gl
mg colours of Rubens, or the delicate tone
Corregio, but we may have the beauty of
pression and form, such as the painters tu
selves imagined, and which, though of co
falling far, very far short of their marvel
original creations, are yet often true to t
ideal, in the impressions produced on the m
of those who study them. In this departm
that of engravings, we have endeavoured to
duce as complete a collection as the materi
our command admitted 'of. 1 teen that thei
cd state of the Hall this evening will not a
of their being all put in their place yet. Bat
Thursday the exhibition will be opened to
public for ten days ; and then they wil bt
to have justice done them on another sepa
screen. There are amongst them engravi
representing both at orient and modern scie
of painting some of them from the most cske
ted pictures and by engravers whose na
stand highest on the roll of fame-such as
bruit, v andyke, Jean G Wille, Raphael
gan, the Mullet's, Edelink, Desnoyer,, Ham
Dupont, Calame, SchieVoni, Holloway
There are also many pictures of much
some of which are for sale others lent for ea
lion ; besides sundry other works of art e
will be severally described in the catalm
is no small matter of congratulation tdl
who are acquainted with the valuable
lion of pictures in the possession of our
President Mr B Gibh, to find that during
past year he has completed a suitable gal
at his own residence for their receptio
There will, as far as I know, be nothing in
ish North America at all approaching in e
knee to this gallery when it is all set in or
and the pictures hung up. And here I woul
mark how much he is to be commed-cied
instead of covering, I might say as is
the case, encumbering hi walls witt
les which are not, unfrequently, ea
turcs of scone of the best pictures of th
oient masters, he has with much tast
judgment, from time to time, made purch
the annual exhibitions in London, tu
Brussels and elsewhere, of the best wor s
living artists then offered for sale. There at
few of his smaller pictures now here. There
also one picture here, painted by a resid
artist, Mr. Frees( r, which has been presented
the Association by Mr. Notman, who lias t
anxious to see it a success; but with the condi .

annexed that the Association shall within
years have a gallery of their own, with not
than 25 pictures, as the neucleus of a permit
collection, As the first President of this A
ciation, I feel no small gratification at the
eerie we have thus far attained. I trust 1
picture in question may survive long aft
gone-to witness its growth and incres
it will find a local habitation and to
panions, and partake in silent approv
periodical meetings of the lovers o art
ciel enjoyment and mutual improvement
though there are higher aspirations-and subl
truths than appertain to these subjects, to
iove of which 1 am bound to try and win y
hearts, yell cannot but feel that what are te
cd the amusements and reetutione of soc
might be sometimes improved ; and to awe
better tastes and kindle aspirations connl
with objects of high art, must have a tenden
strengthen the mind, and give it a relish for
suits of a less frivolous kited. It tray no
reasonable to expect that by these means, or
Art Unions, or any kindred echemes, we 4
form any great masters of high art amongst
students, for that must depend en real natll
genius and imaginative powers, as well as et
and cultivation of talent,. But we may do so
thing to encourage art, and raise the ge
taste of a young country. Surely therel
deuces already that the efforts that ha'
made and the discussions which have take
have not been without results. Much has lo
(to adopt, in conclusion, the words of a
writs.r in his nVnto. rt.. • .0' , .., .1.... 

P-
art to ristine been, to soften their manner

' make thqui less of wild beasts. Som
thought it omnipotent l'or i this ; other
given it as a sign of the dad  ne and f

of us. 1	 art



i
whisper ti the  child within it The other is •
fiamhed dewing of very considerable merit,

'I here were a very fine collection of photo-
graphs by Mr Hendereon, of various kinds of
scenery anJ paintings, chiefly of the sm t of 8 inch
es by 10. 'We supptlee teat it is iffipJesitilo to fo

ranything in the way of photography, which tor
beauty of execution will exceed this series. Yet
the most magnificent specimens of this art were
two pictures of Roman subjects-one of the Co-
liseum, brought from Rome_;-where they were
executed-by Miss Lyman. Nor must we omit
laudatory mention of a handsome photograph of
Montreal from the hands of Mr Scott-like Mr.
tienderson's, a credit to the art as practiced in
Siontrea'.

Among the curiosities of the exhibition is a

Portrait of Jacquard the celebrated inventor of
the loom of the same name. This portrait has
the appearance of being au ordinary but very
fine etching ; but is really woven on silk,

THE BOHM.

The arrangements were made with taste and
were complete in every particular The pic-
tures were, as in former years exhibited on a
temporary wall under the light of a series of
ejta extending on each side and throughout the
length of the Hall. The:gamete of the association
of which the audienee was entirely composed,
consisted of the elite of the city not only in
wealth and social position but in eultivation and
refinement in all that pertains to Art

The chair was occupiel by His Lordship the
Metropolitan Bishop, President of the Atteocia-
don. On die platform were seated Lieut.-Gen.
Sir W. F. Williams, K.0 .B., Major General
the Hon. J. Lindsay, C.B.,. George Thompson,
Esq., Hon. INA° Buchanan,, Col. Rollo,
Col. Dunlop, B.A., Major Ellis, and Messrs.
H. A. Lawford, A. Davidson Porkere Peter Red
path, Thos. Rimmer, T. D. King, F. B. Mat-
thews, W. B. Lamb, Andrew Wilson, Dr. T.
Sterry Hunt, members of the Council of the
Association.

His Lordship then addressed the vlsitore in
accordance with the usual custom.
ADDRESS BY TIM PRESIDENT OF TEN ASSOCIATION.

Ladies and Gentlemen.-We are met here this
evening, as the advertisements have given notice,
to hold " the annual conversazione of the Art
Association of Montreal." This implies that the
association is now an established institution
amongst us, claiming to possess a continuous and
sustained vitality, giving as least some signs of
its existence from year to year. When we met
in this hall last February, the advertisements
which had given notice ot that evenintent purpose
only professed that we were about to hold a con-
versamone of the Art Association of Montreal,
with an exhibition of pictures and other work' of
art. We are, you see, now grown bolder, more
confident of success , and we venture to assume
that such meetings and exhibitions are, at least,
to be of annual recurrence. Some of you may,
perhaps, remember that at our meeting last year,
in the address which I then delivered, I entered
somewhat Into detael, giving a brief account of
the first attempts at the formation of this Asso-
ciation, stating how at last we got eur Act of
Incorporation, and appealed to the friends of art
and the public generally for support ; but I Spe-

cially remarked that the exhibition then opened
was intended us an advertisement, as well as a
means for immediate gratification, and that whe-
ther the Association should eventually be a Suc-
cess or a failure, must depend on the support it
received. Well, I believe that that exhibition
gave very great satisfaction in itself at the time
and since then we have obtained from the Legis-
lature additional powers, enabling us to combine,
wiih the other objects of the Association, an Art
Union, with prizes, to be dietributen amongst the
subscribers on the principle of the Art Unions in
England and Scotland, which have been in such
active operation for many yeats. This, while it
gives a new and additional interest to our pro-
ceedings, and induces fresh members to join
the Association, enables us also by the pur-
chase of pictures for prizes, in addition to any
that may be acquired from time to time for the
permanent collection of the Association, to give
greater encouragement to Artists to send their
works here for exhibition. And from the large
increase in our members, during the past year,
includieg His Excellency the Governor General
and many of our leading public men, and from
the progress our infant Association has already
made, 1 think we are justified in believing that it
does give fa r promise of a continued and sus
tamed existence. But how rapid shall be its
growth, how many and valuable shall be the
fruits of its labours must still depend upon the
sympathy and support we get from the intelli-
gence and the wealth of the Canadian public.
With respect to the present exhibition, I do not
hesitate to assert that it manifest, a very consi-
derable advenue above the last, as that did above
the one that was held some two or three years
before. And while I put inn claim for due praise
and thanks for those members of the Council, who
being on the Exhibition Committee, have had the
srrangements in charge, and t am bound again
to name in this respect, our honorary Curator
eir. T. D. Kiog; at the same time it 18 evident
that they have themselves profited largely by
the experience of last year. First in their
general acquaintance with the sources from
whence they could obtain works of Art tor exhi-
bition ; and next in their selection and arran-
gement of them It should be the ohject of an
Association such as this to aim at the cultiva-
tion of a true and pure taste in all works of art
and also to teach, as far as possible, the princi-
ples of art in any particular department. One
great complaint, which is used to be made re-
speollag the National Gallery in London, wee
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Last èvetaing the Conversetiorm of this
,i dation took place in the Concert Room
' Meehaoies' Hall, Great St. James. Street. The

Committee charged with theeeollection of works
of arts and of their arrangement for the purposes
of ,this soiree, had exerted themselves with much
zeal and vigour, and thee appearance
of the room bore testimony ta their
good taste and the sucJess of their endeavours
to gratify and improve that of their constituents
They as well as the association at large are
greatly indebted, as they have been on previous
:tad limiter accasions, for liberality with which
the proprietors of fine pictures have placed them
at their disposal. The result was that a very
considerable numberiof good works were assem-
bled,

We will not say that the Hall was as et ell sup.
plied with weeks of art as it was on the last oc-
casion, but we are happy to say there is in the
present exhibition still much to invite attention,
-to esompensate the levers of the beautifal for
repeated visite during the "season" or this ex.
Onbition. ' The point of honor is assigned to Mr.
J. Fraser's large and beautifully finished por-
trait of the Lord Bishop of Montreal. The late
O. R. Leslie, one of our greatest British artists,
in hie hand-book for young painters, classes
the treatment of a portrait under two beads, the

objective" and the "subjective." The painter
who works in tne first school endeavours with
all his power to realize the obj set he paints
from, without any attempt to idealise or elevate

A primrose by the river's brim,
A yellow primrose is to him,

And it is nothing more."
and supposing that he does his work well, the
result, as direct imitation will be so far satisfac

-tory; but the painter ot the second class aime
far higher. He endeavours to imitate as closely
but in a broader and grander manner, seeing
in the object the subject and striving to general-
ize as well as to ideelise, to paint likeness com-
bined with character and intellect, instead of

, were uninteresting copying of lines and tints,
:giving us as the result a work which makes us
think as well as look at it ; in short an hostor-

lical portrait. Judging from the picture under
consideration we are happy to recognize in Mr.

1 Fraser a painter of the latter class, one who
1aims at treading the highest walk of his art.

We have watched him (the painter) with inter-
, est for some time ; but were not prepared for so
good a work from him. The likeness is hale

miously painted with the ease and elegance
l of a master. We now pese on to the acces-
tories, which in a picture of this size are of
great importance, awl we muet say they are
chosen and composed with refined taste. The
handling of the whole is bold and masterly ;
yet the effect of every thing is so perfectly na-
tural that the manner does not in any way in-
trude itself ou our notice. We congratulate
Mr. Fraser heartily on this his greatest work,
and hope to see it soon eclipsed by sometning
better. We have so far intruded upon our
spaee with this first notice that we have only
time to say this picture of the Rev. President le
presented to the Association by Mr. W. Not.
man, and is truly a magnificent gift which we
have every reason to believe is duly appreciat-
ed.

EMIGRANT! GOIN• WIEST 118 JA00111.—This is
work of eurpasting excellence and would in

any country possess vast historic interest, but in
this Canada of ours must have more
than elsewhere. The artist has here
thrown his whole heart and soul
into his work. He had something to say and he
bas said it with a power and feeling, which no
other local artist could touch, and we believe
there is not one of them but will „endorse the
remark. To our mind this picture is a perfect' poem. It represents a party of emi-\
grants in search of a new home in the unprov-
ed forests of the far We:incoming to a halt in the
way intercepted by a vast expanse of water.
The pioneer of the party is in consultation with

' the Indian guide, who with outstretched arm
points across the water plain towards the setting
sun. One of the party in patriarchal mood in-
tently peruses a map of the outlying country,
while the rest are arranged in groups such as
he imagination can conceive though few hands
an depict.

THE FALLS 07 THE CHAUDISRN-By DUlleaD80II.
-In this picture there is a freshness and epaikle

In the water altogether charming and natural.
Ir. Duncanson has also several other compost-
ions on exhibition.

Mr. Jttmee Duncan exhibits three landscapes in
eater color, they are in Mr. Duncan'e usual good
ty le.

Doe AND Simon -Raphaele.-Spirited, but
et as good as might reasonably be expected from

that (porter.
Having mentioned the above works of loca

artists, we content ourselves, at the late hour at
which we write, with giving a list, as correctly
as we could procure it, of the leading pictures
which were hang on the walls of the Hall ; ven-
turing to make a few remarks only upon the
collection of water colour drawings which will
be found below. nt e may add here, however,
that there were a large number of pictures from
contributors both in New York and in this city,
which the committee had no time to catalogue
cor to hang. We understand that this will be
done to-day, and that the whole of the plenum
‘ 1 11 be 1 - - dy co ' N' :It 'D ., 'D Ill" i DM' 0 on

inuonv	to
er	 nt Gelante-D eenertsjea-J, Muir.seope

Love arid TobacCa-Whitat
Portrait-A 1151.43
haiku Encam pm, nt-E Lyman Mills.
Murray Bay-Duncan-- limiest...
Quebec frOM Montmorenci-Duncan-Dancan.
ittuned Temple at klaice-I B Pyne-John Popham.
M .rin	 Meadows, si-Join Popham.
Peter the Great-G
Group of Children-0 R Jacobi-G F
On tue TOSHles-E C Williams-Alfred Rimmer.
Landscape-Lee, ti A- Lea be.
italun Gui In Hammock-F retephen.
The Blind Man-F Steptien
elm Chateau on the Shine- F Stephen.
View at Ns iant-Haxeltin-Boston.
Brant Lake-S W Grtgga-Boston.
A quiet Nook-F rost-Boston.
Contemplation-flea xman-Boston
Moonlight on the Bud on-A T Britcher-Boeton.
View at Brookline, Mass-S P odgtion-Boston.
StrawLerriee in She I-oeo H Hall, Boston.
Grapes-Geo H usil-Boston.
Near Eagle Cliff, Franconia, N H-J A Codman-Boston.
View near Conway, N H- G F Biggins-Boeton.
Toe Apptoachtng Storm-Ce N Cass-Boeton.
Lake Trou , - S R liielbunrn
View on the Sea Coast-It B Brown-John Rhynas.
Landscape by Cropay.
Pins-0 Jacobi-capt Baynes.
Landscape-A J Frost-t. J F.

*presented to the Montreal Art Association by Wm.
Notman.

WATER 001.0IIR DRAWINGS.

There was a very pretty collection of Water
Colour Drawings, some very good ; others, of
course, of various grades of excellence or inferior.
ity, till the worst reach the point of good for
nothing. There are tour characteristic Canadian
landscepes contributed by Mr. Armstrong, two
by his own hand and two from that of Mr. Cress-
well. These are all interesting as illustrations
of the scenery of the Upper Lakes but the only
one which etrikes us as possessing special excel-
lence is No. 3, representing a Headland on
bpanish River. This is a clever picture. The
drawing is good-and the graceful form and
bright coeur of the spruce in the foreground is
made to contrast admirably with the dark
mountainous mass which rises up behind, it, and
throws itself out into the nepling and sparkling
waters of the Lake.

Two groups of flowers contributed by Mr. T.
King possess most of the beauties which belong
to this species of artistic composition-
good grouping so as to produce an harmonio.s -
effect of colours, with accurate, smooth, and
bright representation.

There are a lsrge number of landscapes by
Way; of which we need only say that it would
be difficult to surpass them for the strength and
spirit of the execution. One or two of these
pictures are in colours ; and there is a splendid
series of twelve Canadian views in Sepia. Of
the coloured drawings the one which pleased us
most was the Mouth of the Saguenay-the very
ideal of stupendous tranquility, and of the
solemn grandeur which le derived from mas-
siveness. One feels as if he shrank to a pigmy
when he stands before this image of illimitattle
solidity and eternal duration. This
noble picture belongs	 to Mr. Thomas
Rimmer. Another picture in colours
represents a rock near Gaspe, and being a
real portrait, is nevertheless very much in the
style of the somewhat fancifully contorted rocks
and caves of the elder Verne t. It is the property
of Mr. Cunningham, and is a very favorable
specimen of the abilities of the artist. Of the
Sepia drawings, there are four which strike us
as being remarkable for their beauty. One ot
these is called the Mountain Solitude-s huge
desert lying in the bosom of a range of hills,
which rise gradually on all sides, with hardly
any break, either from trees or from inequalities
in the regular swell of the ground. Another
contrasts this repose of nature with the
fierce fury of the elements, when stirred
into a storm. In " A reminiscence of
the Saguenay" we see the shadows ot the mighty
rocks which embank that river, looming through
one of those flying mixtures of rain and fog which
sailors describe as dirt. The squall is coming
down heavily confusing the whole land scape,
so that it is hard to distinguish the great black-
ness of the hills Loin the obscurity of the thick
vapour, which partly veils them, and yet inten-
sifies the gloom which they create ; and then
our human interest is raised by a couple of boats
in the foreground, which are evidently just
struck by the gale, and on board of which the
sheets have been let go at the moment the strain
became too great for them to bear. Here is a
whole drama of wonderful contest between man
in his littleness and yet in the greatness of his
courage. and the vast foices of nature, which
threaten to overwhelm him at the moment,
but from which we see him snatching the victory.
The otter pictures of this series which we no-
ticed particularly, were representati 'DS of Que-
bec, or rather the St. Lawrence at Qnebee, and
of Montreal. The first of these is lull of life.
The movement of nppropriate figures on the
shore and of the shipping being exceedingly
agreeable. The second bas all the brightness
and clearness of one of our summer days when
the linea of architecture on shore, and of the
hulls and shipping at the wharf, come out dis-
tinctly and boldly. Ail these Sepias are the
Property of Mr, Notman and have been contri-
buted by him.

Mr. A. A. Watt contributed some Scotch land-
scapes by Thus. Watt.

There were in this Water Color Depattment
architectural drawings by Mere. Lawtoid and
Nelson, Mr. Butchisou and Mr. Thomas, lepre-
seating works undertaken by themselves in Mon-
tteal, bitch as the new residence ot Jos Joht sea,
Esq., Trinity Curd), kon but, while speakii g of
this stvle of art, we must net
omit special notice of two works of J. Thomas,
of London. These represent an interior of a
Cathedral, and the residence of Sir Morton
Pete, and the latter is a capital illttetratlen Of

mg beyond itsel7 Hut a, at
Wail worship and self-dedication to the Lima

I do not know any forna of ideal thought
reeling witch may be made more truly to a

serve, not only eleguanitnity, but the purest
votion and Godly tear ; by tear, meaning to
-J..— et- Inv. and WWII, which is specific of t

realieetion of our relation to God. And p

Irons religious pictures in the usual eense, if

paonter is himself religions-if he feels God
what he is looking at, and in what he is re 

d

Mg back on bis canvas-if he is impressed 
w

tee truly divine beauty, infinity, perfeetion.aes

meaning ot unspoiled material nature, the
and the fulness thereof, the heaven and all
host!, the strength of the hills, the sea and

that is therein , if he is himself impreesed
w

the divine origin and divine end of all viii
things,--then will he paint religious pic

tu

and impress men religiously,and tow make g
men better, and possibly make bad men less 

b

This is the true moral use of Art, to quicke

deepen, and enlarge our sense of God. I
mean so much our belief in certain articulate
trines. I refer rather to that temper of the
that mood of the mind in which we feel the
seen and the eternal, and bend under the y
of the world to come.' Poets (it has been
marked by another able critic) are always rp
ers ; why are not painters always poets .u
take their sketches from nature-but how

they embellish 7 They improve sentiment, eh

a professor of political economy would eee no
lug but chain acres and naval stereo How 

tut

nificently Milton paints the very creation of
scape :
ii B090, as in dance, the stately trees and si
Their branches hung with copious fruit

gemmed
With blossoms-with high woods the geld

crowned,
With tufts the valleys and each fountain ail
With borders 'long the rivers ; that earth n
Seem'd like to heaven, a seat where gode m

dwell,
Or wander with delight, and love to haunt
Her sacred shades."

The stately trees, like beings of life," as
dance." That was the grand creation, and he
posed it, perhaps, after he had heard the d
=sic of some Handel, and his mind's eye
gifted. The above model however, that
great landscape painter (Milton) painted,
a standard example all are expected to r ,

There are often great beauties in minor ar
that gain for theta both praise and admira
I would only assert that these painters alw
convey some sentiment, always acting upoi
mind, though perhaps not always quite pale
to the actual handling and explanation of •
who never analyze their own feelings. 1
will not now further occupy your time, but 1
you to examine for yourselves the paint
prints and other works of art that leave been
lected for exhibitioe ; and if any of those
have visited the galleries of Dresden, Floe
and Rome, should think that any atteme
ours is beneath the notice ot their travelled
and therefore feel inclined to turn away
diedaiuful criticism from any works of y ,
artiste labouring amongst us for fortune o.
fame-to such I will merely recite a few lin ,
Wodsworth, who, having hewn .5 Are •

to condemn a painting, as a preeum
tempt of the painter, tells us :-

"That of his scorn repenting soon, he drew
A juster judgment from a calmer view ;
And with a spirit freed from discontent,
Thankfully took an effort that was meant
Not with God's bounty, nature's love to vie,
Or made with hope to please that inward e
Which ever strives in vain itself to satisfy,
But to reeall the truth by some faint trace
tof power ethereal and celestial grace,
That in the living creature find un earth a p

At the conclusion of the address, the vii
resumed their examination of the pica-reed;
ing which a band, under the directio
Yr. Torrington, performed various rat
aelectioue.

His Lordship the Bishop during one ol
intermissions in the musical programm
nouneed that George Thompson,
had eoneented at the ri quest of the memite
the Council of the Association to make a fa

mark.g.MrThompson, after returning thanks
members of the Aseociation to whose 'not
he was indebted for the invitation to be pi
at this exhibition of the productions of the
tic genious of the country. He expresset
pleasure he experienced at seeing the in
shown by so large a number of the
classes of Montreal in these results of the
and genius of the community. It wee a r
for congratulation that there had been
lished by law an institution
in two years had covered the
with such works of art. He truited titi
institution, which was so extensively pat r .
and supported, would be enabled to after
tinned opportunities of witnessing such e
tions, and ultimately of surrounding their
with the best productions of art To one w
the privilege of visiting such exhibitions in 1
countries, and who had seen the influence
exercised on the taste ut thane commuai
was exceedingly gratifying that they had
lished such a one in Montreal. He wo
commend his junior friends not to regard
a mere matter of social enjoyment and an
tunity of meeting those they knew, but to
again and again, and study the clearest ,

or each picture, and cultivate refined MS
discrimination in weeks of art. He
those to whose courtesy he owed the plea

afi90.

of the



( .4R7' AssoadrioN Examirion 	 o.r. I N 61, Caviller's Ceing	 rums, by Driond, I.... 	e 	arffi	
;

! h a tarp highlessifinished picture, althoegh the 1
Yesterday the eibibon was agein open to subject is nut ana of fitly great novelty, as we

the public, and thottgli, during the day, there believe no iSsieviller"efrom the time ot Oliver
was a considerabla number of visitors, the pre- Crffinwell downward lever behoused to a 'fernper-
seat gloppy and oreforiable state of the went anc° -̀'''ci(q .the tehrit ti ou etc rfe red with the- at tend a tiie t No, 72, Tue Cloisto artiy, jun., is a linoQ1 nauy who so othet wise letvia‘been glad to earchltecturalnaiuting, a' urpose for which -water1 -
avail Oemselves of the op portunitiettiage eta, their  ' c° 1 "rs Pcin PechlitidY adapted 'dispos. In the seeping, uffiwitdie • . los ..il No. 5I,though classed among the water-colour,
which seem! to be thase favou We uu%

.. tAilialLaivitt reality an oil painthig, beautifully executed
a fair attendance. ,- tl_ , tt Auer pand worthy the particular notice of the visitor.

In resuming our notice/ of objects Worth of ate I It is placed opposite the window in the right-
tention, wp particularize the followier —o. 1t,5 is a still moonlight scene ou the Hud-son, by A. S. Butcher. It is smoothly painted,With a general blue, misty tone about it. If weare not mistaken, however, it is a little hard.Ne. 132, " The Locket," by Mrs S. Anderson of
Boston, as a somewhat peculiar picture. It is afemale head and bust placed in strong sunlight.Although the tone of colouring does not affect
the beholder pleasantly, it does not seem void ofdepth and transparency, and in these respects theexecution is clever.

No. 104 is a sketch by Turner, of which thereare 0118 or two in the exhibition. As they areunfinished productions, we can only say theyare very " Turnerish," and probably peurtray the
author's extravagances without his power andbeauties. This is, at least, the impression madeupon us by comparison with recollections ofworks by the same author.

No. 118, " The Raising of Tairus' Daughter," byRembrandt, is worthy of notice. The strong light
thrown on the corpse, and reflected on all around,has a striking effect.

No. 67, " A French Flower Gir'," by J. H. S.
Mann, is worthy of note for delicacy and trans-parency of colouring.

No. 45., " Drythm, South Wales," by ThomasWhittle, is an exquisite little landscape of greatfinish and mellowness of tone. The sun has gone
down behind the mountains, and the plain below
is left in comparative shade, though its distiu-
guishing characteristics are still discernible.

No 101, "The Mornieg after the Storm," byJohn R,ichic, is an oft told tale, which, however,
derives new interest from the simple and effectiveway in which it is told. The artist has avoidedsnaking use of all the usual conventional "pro-
perties," such as broken masts, floating, rigging,
&c., but has simply peurtrayed an every day Hi-
dden ad the experience of a fisherman's family.
- e composition consists of a dyke or pier upon
the beach, and upon the top of the rude stepsstands a fisherman's wife, with a child in her
DI ais,anxiously looking seaward,while two older
children have descended ie their eagerness to the
beach. It has, evidently, been a terrible night,
the very sea looks exhausted and lies in a black
sullen calm, . insensible even to the breaking -light which is beginning to penetrate the chill
eve atmosphere from the east. It is all right,
ievever; there is the well-known battered old
eft in the distance, with the biead-winners on

board. The weary anxiety of the night is over,
and however sullen the SE-1 may lcok about
tngs, the fisherman't cottage will soon be all
'aglow, aid Old Neptune and his cold damp fog
tied ill humor, will be inexorably excluded till the

, sun takes pity on him, and coaxes him into a
better temper.

No. 83. "Girl and Pitcher," by C. J. Lewis.
Although the title of this painting i3 somewhat

sue end leaves the subject to the imagination
if • the beholder, it is nevertheless cleverly
pointed and well worthy inspection. The com-
position consists of a porch or doorway with a
woup of children who are apparently intent on
ome mischief with a girl who having set down

her pitcher, and without observing them, is bit-
ring in the passage, probably lost in the contem-
lotion of the portrait of her sweetheai c.
a te lot. Is a finely finished portrait of "Peter

le Great," placed hi a somewhat indifferent
-glit. If the artist has not flattered him he meet

_ eve been a handsome man, though His Majesty
ereke a little too polished for all the boorish
necdotes that are related in connection with his

,tarly experiences.
No. 124—Is a mellow little landscape by A. F .

ellows placed at the angle of the screen in the
iatre of the room, It is a sunny ,glimps of ri -rer
misery paieted with the wonderful depth end
learness peculiar te the artist.
No. 173. A View on the Sea Coast, by H. B.

rover, a Portland artist. This is one of the
o..e. exquisite sea pieces in the room, the group

'

rocks looming through a fine gauzy transpa.-
e t mist, which scarcely looks like a creation

V a, painter's brush.
No. 137 is at delicatelyvinted little landscape,

v A. F. Butcher, being a View on the Hudson,
le river, however, fades avvey into mist.
No. 122. Sumise in Italy, by W. Havell, will

Igo attract the visitor's attention by its melloav
elouring.
In No. 43 we have a picture of quite a different

tamp, The pox-Hunter's Dream, by W. H.
' eard of Now York. Although the pace has
sen considerably increased by modern Nirnrods,
nd "riding up to the hounds" has become the

.ashion, it is evidently not fast enough for the
demon huntsman in this picture, whose ambition,
with winged horse and dogs, seems actually to
urn Reynard at will, and Put an end to his sly
tricks of " weaning to earth," Which often prove
uch a damper on enthusiastic sportsmen. The
hole group has a decided Tam-U-Shanter as-

'sect about it.
Saturday was the third day the exhibition has

sen opened to the publie, cud tilt:web, We admit
he weather has been come t unfortunate. we
-ertainly expected the lit y in Canada would
lave furnished more ail to au exhibition of'
his nature, coustrin eat merit tof many
false wore , exbi ed, 	e ('w op port gal-
ets ewogiti baver'- hi	 u oilared ofNotifying anylaste fo
eriehition will ho open
el we doubt not, with  iIll be a larger niniaber at

mien of our noteee are tfie -No. 73. View od	 4;
dimes. This is 	d
easing manner •
irly to excel in
ols being ever NI

iy." The presersi c
tst scene, a laden h
a ferry.
`o. 37. An old coripli; by Gee
*eon old lady sitting, in an

e fallen asleep under it'
ponderous tone which 11

hand of the room. The subject is The Chase,
and the work is - executed almost with the fineness
of enamel painting.

We must defer further notices till another day.

No 121 is another sketch by Turner, represent-
ing a hazy river scene

'

 the whole being enve-
loped in a brilliant mist, like Joseph's coat of ma-
ny colors. We remember many years ago seeing
another river scene by Turner, resplendent in
mellow evening light, the point of view being
from a sombre grove, bounded by a
low stone wall. It had been suggested to the
great artist that certain effects of light would be
much heightened by a contrast, whereuplan he
cut out the figure of a dog in black paper, and
hastily pasted it on the top of the low wall,
where it still remained in the attitude of barking
at the rowers on the river, and materially height-
ened the effect of the painting.

No 120 is an Adonis, by Sir G Ensiler. It ap-
pears a weak elliminate face, the beauty nt'
which he need certainly not have drowned him-
self for love of.

Ne. 43, Card Players, by E. Johnson, is contri-
buted by H. Camp of New York, and is one of
the best pieces in the collection. The scene is a
village ale-house. A group of three figures are
seated round a table, the prominent one being
that of "an old man-eloquent," who, with an air
of dogmatic triumph, is in the act of pinning the
lucky card to the centre of the table with his
fore-finger, and eyeing his defeated antagonist
with a half-contemptuous expressions which is
admirably ponorayed, He is evidently an old
veteran, and has played cards and run up scores
at ale houses all his life till his coat has sunk into
a state of chronic patchwork, from which it will
never recover. A little ragged girl, with a doll,
nt his side, is evidently anxious to gut him home
before innumerable glasses of beer have made
him morose and ill-tempered.

No. 59. Is a scene on Lake Metnphremagog, by
a young lady Amateur, Miss Kate De Goulier.
It is a sunset scene and softly painted, indicative
of no little promise.

No. 75. The Baptism of Christ. We believe this
picture was introduced into the exhibition as a
genuine" Turner," which if it was" turned" into-
a tea tray or turned to the wall, might literally
be the case. It is satisfactory to think however,
that no one can assert it is nota "Turner," though
report whispereth "Montreal Manufacture."  •

We have now with some few exceptions, noticed
at least the majority of the best oil paintings in
the exhibition, and leaving the visitor to make
fresh discoveries for himself, we must now take
a cursory view of the

WATER-COLOUR%
Which, as we have before remarked, far exceed
in point of numbers and merit the collection of
last year. Of this oldest form of art, first em-
ployed in frescoes by various ancient nations,
and of late years brought to such perfection by
the English school, are many beautiful speci-
mens.

No. 41, Craigmillar Castle, is a fine little even-
ing scene by Waller Paton.

No. 45, Little Ducks, by James Hardy, jun., is
a picture which must interest every visitor
both from the nature of the subject and the fresh
manner in which it is handled. The composition
includes an out-house, two children, a mamma
duck, and a lot of little goslings. The children
are prettily painted, and the attitude of Mna Duck
and her straggling progeny admirably depicted..
The light green foliage and the fresh cold light of
the picture unmistakably indicate the charms of
an English Spring morning. There may, how-
ever, be an" ugly duckling" among the brood,
who may ultimately prove a swan, like that One
in Hans Anderson's Swedish beautiful story.

No 44, " Gathering Wild Flowers," is another
picture equally pleasing in its composition and
execution, by the same artist.
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eetly
nafflitecu-
Y6 :Wield

nts	 ar-
t to cross
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infliction
lent spouse

n reading to her apnarently without
;het she has taken ref, go in unconsci-
The old gee le man look amusingly

Amongst the pi !soil e
Committee, are seeoSa t;:te groups by Jelin Rogers
of New York, they have ooly arrived within the
last few days and attract the  edtention of must of
the visitors. John Rtigers is imp of' a high
order of ability, indeed' we maireall it genius
in his peculiar province, he is ITS original ea fie
is varied and graphic, pure in sentiment, and
clever in execution. It we were to  compare the
spirit of his compositions with European works
we should say that they includel the finest
qualities of Wilkie and Teniers. But this
would not do him full justice. Beside drama.
tic power, picturesqueness of composition, na-
turatn-ss and fidelity of detail, harmony and
unity cf propos-lions and grouping, he has a
mine of humour, delicate sentiment and eta rated
netanIng, alike satisfying to head and heart.
We know ne sculptor like John Rogers, of New
York, in Europe; and be stands alone in his
chosen field, heretofore in all ages appropriated
by paiettag, by his lively well tatianced groups
In plaster sud bronze. Although duniuutive ,
they possess real elements of groatness; in their
execu ion there is no littleness, arti fice, or af-
fectation ; the handling is masterly, betraying
a knowledge of design and anatomy, not com-
mon, and a thoroughness of work ref' eshieg to
note. His is not high art, but It is genuine art
of a hIgn naturalistic order, based ou true feel.
ing, and a right appreciation of humanity. It
is healthful work, aud endears itself by its mute
speech to all Onset le "-The Vill.ge Post Office,"
"Returned Volunteer," and 'The Wounded bcout,'
in the exbibition aptly illustiatea our praise.
The chit ('store of his art is his power over
humai expression, bestowing upon plastic ma-
terial a capacity and variety of soul action which,
according to the canons ot some critics, it was
useless for sculpture to attempt. But he has
bien s iceesaful in tis respect, end inaugurated
a new tr.umph iii his department.
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ART ASSOCIA1 ION
Exhibition to Close on Saturday.

rrtHE EXHIBITION  OF PAINTINGiS now
1 being held at the MERCANTYLE LI-
BRARY BUILDING, will be closed on SATUR-
DAY EVENING next.

In order to afford to all an opportunity of visit-
ing the Exhibition, the Council have decided
that on SATURDAY the price of admission shall
be reduced to

10 Cents,
and they hope that the large number of artizans
and others, who find it difficult to leave their
business during the rest of the week, will aval
themselves of that opportunity.

ART UNION.
--

On FRIDAY EVENING at EIGHT o'clock,
the Drawing of the ART UNION wiil take place,
and Members are invited to attend.

S. E. DAWSON,
Hon. Sec.

37\\41453SL. 

laT ASSOCIATION.

The EXHIBITION of PAINTINGS at the
:IRROA1STII.S1 LIBRARY BUILDIRG in BOTIRVORtUre
eteeet, will be continued for NE WEEK,

Open from 10 A.M. ta 10
Admission 25 cents.
Members will be admitted free on show ing their

receipts at the dilor.

31 4Xt1"-6'

S. E. DAWSON, -
Hon. Sec.

CLJeivia,

Nagc-egt elfre/- Z-3 ,-t$-
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It is not generally known how many fine
works of art have been of late introduced into
Montreal by the praiseworthy liberality of
some of our opulent citizens. We learn with
pleasure that the Art Association has arrang.
ed for its Conversazione to take place in the
second week of February, and that arrange-
ments have been made for the exhibition of
many of these beautiful possessions, which
speak not only of the praise, but what is bet-
ter, of the taste of the owners. The new hall
of the Mercantile Library Association is well
fitted for such a display.

-

FINE ARTS ASSOCIATION.— The Council of the
Art Association have selected a number of very
excellent works of Art as prizes for the Art
Union drawing. We noticed especially one by
Wharton Metcalf, of Hamilton

'

 who has during
past few years been painting at Munich in Ger-
many. It is a view of the Sault St. Marie,
alued at $22u. There are also among the
rizes, a view in the Adorandacks by C. J Way,
alue $'75. Seven water colour drawings by
aeobi, value $25 each. A study of Game by
owler of Kingston, value $40. A view

of the Parliament Buildings by Duncan,
Value $55. A view in the Townships by Edson,

young and promising Artist of Montreal, value
55. Two water colours by Fraser value,:$25

pach ; a drawing by Sancffiam, value $16, and
'several of the publications of Canadian Scenery
hy Notman and Henderson. We ncticed also
two small animal subjecte by Vogt who is now
,tudying in Paris with good prospects of suc-
cess. The selection of prizes from among meri-
torious productions of Canadian artists must
recommend itself to everyone who desires the
edvancement of this country in the Art educa-
tion.

Cfce,
The annual general meeting of the Art Asso-

ciation was held at the Mechanics Flail on Sat-
urday last at 1 p ni, when the following gentle-
men were elected as- office bearers : President,His Lordship the Metropolitan ; Vice-President,
P Redpatle Esq ; Treasurer, F B Matthews, Kitt ;Opened : Messrs W Kay, John Popham. TheeRhumer; George Frothingham, George Drum,
mood, Henry Hunt, James Ferrier, jr, B Gibb, AWilson, B Chamberlin, Dr Davvson, W H A Da-vies. The following gentlemen were appointed
delegates to the Board of Arts: Messrs Sperree,
Henry Lyman, Matthews, Dawson, Lowe, Red-path, Davies, Gordon, Frothinghane, Watt, J M.Douglass Crane, James Ferrier, jr, Hutchins,Kay, J P -Cleric, William Hilton. Hopkins, Goo
Ferrier, Dr Godfrey, C H Davie, Drummond.

ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL.

The CONVERSAZIONE of the FINE ARTS
ASSOCIATION will be held at EIGHT o'elook on
TUESDAY EVENIIG, February 5th, at the New
Hall of the Moment e Library Association.

Suitable Cloak Rooms will be provided for Ladies
andGentlemen.

Preparations for the ART UNION are in a for- d
ward state, and the Council will shortly be enabled
to fix the day for the allotment of prizes.

10-4	
S. E. DAWSON,

Hon. See.

A R T ASSOCIATION.— Any
_LA. member who may not have received his
tickete for the Conveiptone, to be hold on the
evening oLlrele. 5th,	 ho Mercantile Library
Building, is requeste	 apply at DAWSON Dribs.,
No. 59 Great St. James streot.

Gentlemen desirous of joining the Associatien
anty enter their names at the same placo.

.itiitable Cloak-rooms are provided. Doors
open at a quarter to eight.

we. 	S. E. DAWSON, Hon. Sec.

THE COMING ART CoNvERsAzIoNx.—Gre. ce:-

parations are !row being made for the Art Exhi-- I
bition which takes place ou Tuesday next, and
which promises to be a very good one. It will
be held in the building of the Mer-
cantile Library Association, the upper rooms
ell which are well suited to the purpose. At the

elosethere will Vie ailottery in which all subscri-
bers will participate. The prizes are RS follows :

Falls of Sault Ste. Marie, by Metcalfe, worth
$220.

Water colour by C. J. Way, worth $75.
Two animal pictures by Vogt, worth $35 each.
Seven water colours by Jacob, worth 25 each.
Sketch of Mount Washington (water colour)

worth $25.
Oil Painting by Edson, worth $50.
Water colour by Sandham, $15.
Water colour by Fowler, worth $40.
Photographic Publicatione, by Notman.
Water colour, lilacs, by Fowler, worth $25.

(ART ASSOCIATION.
-

Any Member who may not have received his
tickets for the Convergazione to be held on TucsdaY
evening next is requeeted to apply at DAWrSON
BROTHERS, No. 39 VI ., St. James Street, on

S')	
b

MONDAY or TUB	 etween 11 A.M. and
5 P.M. Gentlemen de _rous of joining the Asso-
ciation may also enter their names at the same
place.

Ta addition to a share in the approaching Art
Union and tickets for the Conversazione, Members
have the right of free admission, co showing their
mullets at the door, during the whole of the
Exhibition.

On the (waning of the Conversazione the doors
will be opened at a quarter before S.

ger- Suitable Cloak Rooms have been provided.
S. E. DAWSON,

29	 Hon. Sec.

ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL

The CONVERSAZIONE of the FINE ARTS
ASSOCIATION will be it eld at Emir o'clock on

IfTUESDAY EVENING, Fe ruary 5th, at the New
Hall of the Mercantile Libra Association.

Suitable Cloak Rooms will e provided for Ladies
and Gentlemen.

Preperations for the ART UNION are in a for.
ward stete, and the Council will shortly be enabled ,
to fix the day for the allotment of prizes.

S. E. DAWSON,
21	 Hoe. See.
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'MEAL IIEltALD ANii DAILY COMMÉRCIAL
oriversazione of the Art Associatot 671 -fun and rich colouring, the latter well kept up

in the architectural back ground.MOnire al.
; Mr. Drummond also exhibits a charming
lindscape,We think that this Association has reason to "The ford," by Bellows, whose pic-
tures, we may say here, count four or fivecongratulate itself upon the success of its en- in this collection -all very characteristic of

deavours this year to diffuse a taste for the fine the style of the painter, and all good. Be.
arts among our fellow citizens. They have ob- sides the one the property of Mr. Drummond,

they are owned by Mr. Popham, Mr. Hope, andtalned, let us say in the first place, a more suit- Mr. Rogers of Sheffield. Among the amusing
able gallery than that which they have occupi- figure pieces is one, called the first shot,
ed for their exhibition in former years. They by Hamel, owned by Mr. Pell - two
have as the catalogue will show, a greater num- artillerist, each of three feet six, aboat to dis-,

charge a brass cannon-will, we dere say, be aber of pictures, and what may perhaps be re. favourite with visitors. Of the pictures' sent
garded as a chief merit-the banging Corn- by Mr. Popham, some of which we have already
mittee seems to have in general rigorously re- noticed, one of the beet is a " Hop picking
jected such paintings as were decidedly bad. girl," by Theo. Jeusou," a painting full of
One or two which should not have been ad- tine, rich, dark colour. A storm in the Hartz
raided, have escaped judgment; but the col- mountains, owned by Mr, Scott, painted by
lection as a whole if it does not contain any Morat, and one entitled a " Tight Spot," by E.
thing of the very first excellence, is a long way Tyler, are mmitorious. "The Woodcutter,"
before mediocrity. We give a catalogue of the by Shayer Sen. the property of Mr. Hope is a
oil paintings below, merely noticing a few of magnificent hit of English forest scenery andthe most striking Amomg these both for size life, full of light, shade, colour, and figures, withand excellence, we may notice copies of Rosa very high and smooth finish. The same gentle-
Bonheur's well known and magnificent picture
of "Ploughing" and "Au incident in the
Crimea" after Stayer. These are but copies, it
Is true, but they are by a Canadian artist, and
though they do not of course make proof
of au original genius, they show the posses-
sion cf all other qualities required ln a
painter of first rate eminence. Mr. Vogt, the
artist, has imitated with great fidelity the broad

`I French manner. They belong to Mr. Pell as
Ido three others by the same artist of animals,
I which though not very pleasing to soree eyes
on account of their being chiefly single figures
show great talent for that style of painting.
While we are upon the subject of Canadian
artists we may mention that Mr. Rap-
hael has a scene on the Bonsecours
market, which though perhaps something
heavy in effect illustrates in a very charac-
erietic way, the appearance of the frequenters
of our markets, the older architectura of the
city and some portions of our river scenery.
Mr. Jacobi, has a great number and variety of
pictures-all good We must give the entire
list if we endeavoured to specify the best ; but
among:the most pleasing is certainly theGypseys
the property of Mr. F. Kay. Of the others,
which are more in Mr. Jacobi's ordinary style,
we should he inclined, if we had to choose, to
select a sweet picture of forest, rock and water,
representing the Falls of St. AIM, below Que-
bec, the property of Mr. Popham, and a view
on the Upper Monttuorenci

'

 the property of
Sir. Drummond, Mr. Peter Redpath and Mr.
ell also send pictures by this favourite and in-

dustrious artist. A well known Canadian por-
trait painter, Mr. Sawyer, exhibits a meritorious
copy of Ruben' celebrated Descent from the
Cross. We have also to notice in this connec-

on a very clever pair of portraits, by Hamel,
of M. and Mad. Lows Boyer. The portrait
painters are farther represented among us by
Bell Smith, who has lately established himself
here, and, we hope, will find en-
couragement to stay. His portrait of
Mr. McGee is a very clever work, and one of
he best pictures, as a picture, in the collection

He besides exhibits a couple of beautiful little
fleure pieces, of very great artistic merit and
abounding in English life, called the " Midday
Mol"-a farmers boy with bright hair taking

Ibis noonday refreshment, and Rest by the
; Way" a couple of rosy girls it a stile. A. cou-
' pie of pictures, one bought fpr a prize
by the Association, have been painted by
Edson, who we understand is quite a lad. We
mention them, not on account of any special
excellence

'

 whittle is not to be expected from a
beginner ; but to show that taste for art is being

• cultivated by many of our young men. This
one will no doubt hereafter paint much better
pictures than those exhibited yesterday. Among
the pictures which stand first on the catalogue
we notice a marine piece of considerable excel-
lence by Kerwalleg, the property of Mr. J. T.
Adelson. The rock is very finally painted
well as the grassy recess in the cliff between it
and the foreground. A scene very well delin-
eated but 'withall haying something not entire-
ly satisfactory, probably from the preponderat-
ing grays in the background is that of the" MOSS
Troopers returning from a fray." The figures
of the men and the matte they have liftede

OIL PAINTINGS.

1. Child St Kitten, Gustave do Jonghe Alexr
Buutin.

2. largo Balsena near Rome, A Vertunni : John
Red path.

3. Marine View, G Kerwaideg, pere ; T. no-
\ 	son.
4.Lake Lucerne, G Kerwalleg, pere ; J T Mol-

son.
5. The Bird's Funeral, Lejeune J T Mol-

Cattle by C. Jones, an artist we believe of fast ;6 Lansdosticape, B C Kedfork : J T Molson.rising reputation, and a very splendid marine 7 : The Horatii and Curatii, Souliers : Edwardscone of ait Brig in distress." We have already
M, 	urphy.mentioned . one of Mr. G. A, Drummond s 8. Moss Troopers from a Foray, R Beavispictures by Jacobi, and we may add, F Kay.that another, the property of this gentleman,

Going to get Married, Kaltenmoser ; W Fby Alfred Fredericks, is, perhaps, the most ,
,bovvy picture in the room, and certainly by far
thee best in the same style in the collection. It 1 0 . A Trout Peol , J Syer : VT F Say.
is a representation of the well known scene 11. Rembrandts Studio, B Gibb.
w ith Juliet'sNurse, her bOY Peter, and ale,r- 12. Portrait Loeis Boyer, Esq, T Hamel L

man has lent the association several other
valuable paintings, including the " Peep Show,'
by Barr-an amusing group of ragged urchins
exploring and waiting to explore
the contents of a grotesque looking
box, through a round hole at one side;
a gem of shipping in "Greenock Harbour,"
by Bough, and a capital little picture of a laugh-
ing boy, called " Sly Boots," by Knight. Some
agreeable pictures belonging to Mr. Jno. Caver-
bill and James Ferrier, junr, , will be found
mentioned in the catalogue. Mr. G. H. Froth-
ingharn has contributed seven pieces, among
which we conceive that the ones most worthy
of notice are the companion pictures of New-
port Bay in a calm and in a storm, The first,
though very simple in its management, is also
very effective The sea stretches out in abso-
lute tranquility before the Spectator ; the air is
as quiet as the sea, and is loaded with fog,
through which the sun shines sufficiently to
make a slightly yellowed reflection in the
middle distance. A sail or two on the horigon
indicate by their attitude that the calm prevails
there, and in the foreground a couple of
figures, by the slowness of their operations,
keep up the feeling of stillness. But the
tide is rising, and the small white breakers
on two rocks, one still well above the water ;
the other just submerged tell that there is still
movement and life amidst all this repose.
There are four clever and highly finished
cabinets by Domicent, one of these Is the
property of Mr. W. F. Kay, the other three of
Mr. W. Scott. There are also several nice
landscapes by Arm field one called the  " Old
mill' owned by the Hon. John Young ; and
several pictures theproperty of Mr. James
Law of whieh a largo Canvas call,
cd the Neapolitan Wedding, eeminds
one of our own Wilkie for choice of subject,
though the treatment is decidedly German.
Perhaps few of the contributions are so uni-
formly good as seven made by 114r, Thos. Cramp.
The Winter scene by Jacobsen is in our judg-
ment of surpassing excellence. The whole of
it is marvellously true to nature, It represent
an old building in a forest .fter a snow stoem
with a monk hurrying through the woodland
path, but though there is hardly any colour bu
the light grays of the snow and the dark brown
of the forest trees stripped of their leaves, them
is none of that paleness of effect which destroys
so many otherwise good pictures. The sky
the great black tree in the foreground ; and the
young balsams covered with light snow are in-
imitable. The Flower Girl wed the yomeg
Reapers, by l'Enfant, of Metz, are also jewels of
art. In the first one doei not know which is
the freshest in colour, the girl or her roses
and the Gypsey Camp is by Shayer Beier eev
praise to which we need add no encomium. We ,
think that we need hardly particularige any
other oil paintings, except, perhaps, a Land-
scape by Patton, owned by Mr. Drummond ;
two specimens of the work of old Berghem,
the property of Mr. G. Ferrier; some very
pretty "fruit," by W. Hughes, the property
of Mr. Rogers, of She ffield, and a beau-
tiful Mountain Landscape on. the Conway, by
Leader, owned by Mr. W. F. Kay.

We have sought to point out to visitors the
objects best worthy their attention though we

the meow, and the iising winds are all very have doubtless omitted mention of some de-
spirited. It is by Beavis, who has besides serving pictures, which Will be found in the
sent a very humourous picture of the modern following list:
German School, by Kiettenumser, entitled" Go-
ing to get married," and a splendid Syer, re-
presenting a deep black trout pool, in which
the water after boiling over a precipice, quietly
turns slowly round in deep brown shadow,
all except the bubbles of foam and scum which
have been churned up by its former whirligig
career. Mr. Gibb's much admired collection
is this year only represented by small picture

" Rembrandt's studio," Mr. Thomas Mor-
14nd sends several pictures, one of Highland

am Rename and uliet, and element's in	 Boyer.

Cramp,
os. 104. YillamaInn,Rogers  ; Do,

105 Winter Scene, Jacobsen f Do.
os 106 Campagne, Rome, A J Strutt : Josep

McKay.
107. The Jungfrau, Switzerland, J Ropes : D

g- 109. Polar Sea, G Curtis : JJ Redpath.
110. Scene in Norway, Van Ingen : Do.
111. Campagne, Rome, A Vertunni ; P. Red

path.
112. Pontine Marshes, merit Rome, A yertuiui

P Red path.
113. Landscape and Cattle [Waning] N I3er

ghem, [1079] : G D Ferrier.
Landscape and Cattle fEyeningl ;

115. Landscape [October effect] A Patton G
A Drummond.

116.A hit under the old Bank, George Good
man : Henry Rogers.

117. The Willow Brook, AF Bellows : Do.
118. Milking, W Sbayer Senr : Do,
119. Cattle, noon, W Luker : Do.
1 el). Cattle Do: Do.,

emoreeys,	. tee.
122. Fruit, W Hughes : Do.
122. English Hostelry, 	,  Henry Rogers.
124. American (Evening) ; W. Bradley ; Hem.

flogeea
Gypsies, O. R. Jacobi W. F. Kay.
*Scene near Ottawa Edson : Edson.
Landscape, Balch : A. J

Scene near Birmingham, F. T. ,japleson

47.
48.

UsirtlorFeer.eding Chickenp, L. Ii.eiffer ; Chas

131. Madonna & Child, Carlo garatti W. 11

132. Woodland Scene, George banes D. L

WATER COLOURS.
51. In the room set apart for water colours th

Sketching Club had in the centre a screen wit
52. a series of sketehes ge mech side, those facia

the door being illustrations of' tt contrasts
53.	 those on the othev " Relive of the past," ol

scenes, old houses, old people -and old inefden s
Both sidee were highly creditable to the meal
burs of the Club. The walle of the room wer
completely covered with paintings; but the ver
cursory view which could be taken enders i
impossible to give any dendled remarks on theJohn Hope	 various subjects exhibited	 The catalogue,

'59. Poultry yard, Couturiere : John Caver- which will be fonnd published in full will
hill

60. Landscape, Sydney Percy : James Ferrier,
Jr.

61. La yendangere (The Grape gatherer),
S :Fox : John Cayeraill.

62. After a Gale, Kern : James Ferrier, Jr.
63 Coming Storm, Coomans : James Ferrier,

Jr.
64_ The Steamer Atlantic (on the Mersey),

13ntterworth ; James Ferrier , Jr
65. View on the Alps, G D Orsonnens :

66. rirts mouthPo 	 Harbour, Butterworth : J. S.
Mathewson.

67. Italian Pifferini (Pipers), A. Domieent
J. S. Mathewson.

.68, Bonsecours Market, W. Raphael : W.
Raphael.

59. Chippewa Indians, Kreigboff  : Wm. Sott.
10. Shepherdess,	 F, Millet : G. H. Fro-

thingbam.
11. Landscape & Cattle, Eig. Vau. Marke: G.

U. Frothingharre
72. Head, W. B. Babcock ; G. H. Frothingham.
'73. New port Bay (Canna), M. J. Heade ; G

El. Frothingearn.
14. New port Bay (Storm), M. J. Head ; G.

H. li'rothingham.
75. Red Riding Hood, W. B. Babcock : G. IL

' 	Frothingham.
76. Quiet Lesson, W P Babcock : G H Froth-

Ingham.
77. Descent from the Cross after Rubens, W

Sawyer : W Sawyer.
78. Surprise in the Forest, M Domicent: W

Kay.
79. *Poachers, M Domicent : Wm Scott.
80. Cows and Sheep, A Cortez: Do,

00. Old Mill and..L.andscape Ron J Young.

88. *Solitude, 0 4 Jacobi : A J Pell,
1200. Portrait : G. H. Frothingham.89. Duck Shooting, G Al-infield John Pop-

hem,	 201. Dead Bittern, D Fewler : John Popham.
202. Oranienstien, O. R Jacobi : Do.

n exhibits, in a very marked degree,81. *Crossing Mail at Quebec, Krei ghoff	 ;Win ethe progress made in this department Of theScott.	 1 Fine Ails.
82. Spill my Milk, Kreighoff : Wm Scott. 1 We may probably have something more to83 .	 Pei r-*Depaa ture	 say of this part ot the exhibition ; but in the
84. l
	 and	 meantime cannot but direct particular atten-*Return of Student, 1SI Domicent : Wm tion to No. 400, Contrast, by Captain Cole-

f
	i

Scott. 	'ridge; Nos. 425 and 426, by Alfred Rummer,85. Portrait Honble Thos D'Arcy McGee, Belle
Smith : Bell Smith.	 and most dainty little drawing of a girl nosnow-shoes, by Miss Newdegate, Thes,e we86. 'The Mid-day 'Heal, Bell Smith : Bell
Smith.	 speak et' particularly, because they are all the

works of amateurs; but yet exhibit the power87. *Rest by the Way, Bell Smith : Bell Smith and skill of thoroughly accomplished artists,

13. Do Madame Boyer, T Hamel : L 13eyer.
14 Italian Violinist, Thos Morland.
15. Demme and the Gold Shower, After Carlo

Dolci : Thos Morland.
16, Brig in Distress, Knill : Thos Morland.
17, Highland Cattle, C Jones : Do.
18.View on -Upper Montmorenci River, near

Quebec, 0 R Jacobi : G A Drummond.
19.Street Scene Verona from Romeo and Juliet,

Act V Scene 4th, Alfred Fredericks : G
A Drutamond

20.The Ford, A F Bellows : G A Drummond.
21. Landscape, J Pope : G A Drummond.
22. Lord Lytton Thos. Abel.
23. Rustic Scene, T. Abel.
24. Highland Scenery, Wm. Gordon : Thom

Abel.
25. Clapham Common, Williams Sent: Th

Abel.
26. Shakespeare's Cliff Dover, J Wilson : Th

Abel.
27. View of Venice, Hulk : T Abel.
28. Portrait Race-Horse "Petrel," R Harlin

ton : T Abel.
29, *Firs Shot, Hamel : A J Pell.
30. Dutch Boating Scene : T Abel_

, 31. Portrait of a Gentleman, W Sawyer : W
Sawyer.

32. Neapolitan Grape Girl, Theo Jenson : John
Popham.

33. The Hop Picker, Theo Jenson : John Pop-
ham.

34. Landscape, A F Bellows : John Pop-
ham.

35. Falls of St Ann, 0 R Jacobi : John Pop-
ham.

36 The Common, R Beavis : John Popham.
37. Storm in the 1.artz Mountain, A Morat :

W Scott.
38. A Tight Spot, E D Tyler ; W Scott.
39. An Incident in the Crimea. A Vogt after

Shryer : A J Pell.
40. *Sheep, A Vogt : A J Pell.

* Do, A Vogt : A J Pell.
42. *Cow and Sheep, A Vogt : A J
43. *Sheep, A Vogt: A J Pell.
44. *Fishing Smack in a Storm, A Montague :

A J Pell.

GAZETTE1: iii. kDNESDAY,

49. Kerr.

50. Macdougall.

Pile Horse Dealer; G Roggio : Mark Mot-
son.

Scene near Murray Bay,. R Jacobi
Peter Redpath

Near Lake Two Mountains, R Jacobi
Peter Redpath

The Wood Cutter, W Shayer Senr : John
Hope

Highland Loch Scene, McCulloch R S A:
John Hope

The Peep Show, Burr ; John Hope
Greenock Harbour, Bough ARSA; John

Hope
55. Fisher Girl, F Walker : John Hope
56. View in Venice, Muller : John Hope
57. Sly-Boots, J P Knight John Hope
58. View on the Androscoggin, A F Bellows

	-45. 	 On the Conway., B, W. Leader :	 F.Kay

	

46.	 Chas. Storer.

125
126.
127.

*Ploughfield, A Vogt after Bonheur: A J 128.
Pell.	 129.

*Landscape, Sontag : A J Pell.
Boating Party, G Roggio, Mark Molson.	 150.

as

show the variety of contributions and the
names ofartists. A few may be briefly mention-
ed here Behind a slightly raised dais, which
occupied the bead of the room, wee, paining
by Birkett Foster, pne of the the first wale
colour artists of the day. The subject was th
Hay field, and the beauty of the colouring, the
tedufirable dispopition of the figures ; emer
medal perspective which carried the eye
away for miles to the far distient bacls-
ground, showed that the picture wag the work
or a master. 4 number of Mr. Way's pictures
were mentributed by gertleneen whese pos-
session they are. This gentleman is steadily
Improving, Some of his later productions ex-
hibiting a marked adeance in his profession.
A large number of Mr jacobi's paintings were
also to be found 'throughout the room. Mr.
1441 Smith ; an artist very recently arrived front
London, showed some eery eopte epectmens.
The "Rest by the Way e vvas a very pleastng
Ifiaere, and hi$ miniatures on porcelain were
admirably exeputed. pee of -pq0a4giii prodme
done, the Parliarneatary buildings at ptta wa,
wag ye)), Striking, and attracted- consicieealite
notice. 4 sets Ow in $epith 5iir. Sandham.a young artist, gives promf:lae of feture
!ew

'

e and ie aighly creditable. The P grand
Canal," Venice, painted by Q. Hardy, was opeof the most striking pictures in tho room,
eeving great depth and brilliancy of colour,
with a fine atmospheric effect. Mr. Fowler, a
promising young artist remit!), settled 1)ete ialso contributed some good pictures. The

- "Hay Field," depicting one of those sudden
summer storms which occur in the middleof haying, told its story well. The whole11 	'

114.

PEBIttARY 6, 1861.
91. Ruins and Landscape,	 Do
92. Plain of Thebes, Fey: John Frothingham
93. The Wedding, M Munchen: James Law .
94. Spanish Minstrels, T Gide : 	Do
95. Stable, F Adams :	Do
96. Landscape, J Godet	 Do
97. *Coast Scene Sunset, A Clint Bell Smith
98. *A Day's Fishing, A L Rolfe : 	Do
i)8. Flower Girls, PEnfant de Mets: Thomas

Cramp.
100. Young Reapers, l'Enfant de Metz : Thos

Cramp.
101. Landscupe and Cattle, J A Wainwright

Thomas Cramp.
102. Sunset, E Boddiugton, Thos Cramp
10e. Gypeey Camp

f
 Shayer Senr ; Thorne

•
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Dr. T. STERRY -HUNT, F. R. S., in behalf of
the Council of the Art Association, explained
briefly the reasons which prevented them from
appearing before the public during the past
year. Preparations were afrefetly commenced
last spring for holding a conversaasPeeand car-
rying out the Art Union scheme, but were
ruptecl by the excitement consequent upon the
Fenian raids. These, it is well known, kept the
public in a disturbed state for several months,
beginning at the very time which had been ar-
ranged by the Council for their annual exhibi.
tion, and calling several ;of its members to new
and arduous duties. The Council were more-
over disappointed in the picture which they had
proposed to have printed in chromo-lithography,
l'or distribution among the members of the Asso-
elation ; none of the drawings which they could
obtain being regarded as suited for the purpose.
Under these circumstances it was deemed ad-
viable :not to waste in half-measures, the sub-
scriptione already paid no for 1866, but rather
to consider the moneys thus paid as available for
auother year. A resolntion ta this effect was
accordingly passed at the annual meeting. The
Council, in the meantime, have incurred no ex-
penses ; the room which they had leased for au
office, was abandoned last Slay ; the subscrip-
tions paid in by many of the subscribers for 18GG

1
 have been placed to the reedit of the subscrib-
ers for the current year, and after a year of' in-
terruption the Council comes once more before
the public, under new and they trust favorable
auspices. The elegant and commodious rooms in
whichthe present conversazione is held have been,
by the liberality of the Directors of the Mercantile
Library Association, placed at the disposal of
the Art Association for the present occasion, free
of all charge. Complaints having been made
after the last conversazione, to the effect that
some of the subscribers did not receive tickets for

'
that occasion the members of the Council beg
to state that at that time, advertisements were in-
serted in the daily papers of the city, informing
all subscribers that they could obtain tickets,
free of charge, on application to the office of the
Association. They trust, however, that the ar-
rangements on the present occasion have been
such as to leave no grounds whatever for similar
complaints. The Council have, through their
personal exertions, and the kindness of their
friends, got together a. collection of pictures and
other works of art, none of which have over be-
fore been exhibited to the public of Montreal
and one which it is thought, as a whole, is tar
superior to any collection ever before brought to-
gether in this city. It will remain on exhibition
to the public for the present week. As regards
the Art Union scheme, the Council have to in-
form the members of the Association that they
have purchased twenty-three pictures, and other
works of art,—one of them a picture valued at
two hundred dollars,—whIch will be distributed
by lot among the subscribers to the Association.
The day for the distribution is not yet fixed, but
will probably be at or about the close of the ex-
hibition, when due notice will be given.

Dr. HUNT then proceeded as follows :—
Modern art is represented by two schools. The

first finds in painting and in sculpture a field for
displaying technieal skill, and makes art to con-
sist in the perfection of drawing, in the judi-
cious management of ligheand shade,and color.
It aims to reproduce the-style, and to catch the
spirit of the masterpieces of antiquity, and thus
calls itself classic art. Its productions, how-
ever they may appeal to the student and to the
connoiseur are, for the most part, deficient in
that inspiration, without which art can
never awaken human interest, or speak to that
which is deepest and sincerest in our natures.
Those only to whom such power is given, are
really worthy of the Name of artists ; to such
their art is what language is to the poet and to
the prophet, when they come forth from their
hiding-places with divine messages to their
fellow-men, and must deliver the burden of their
overflowing hearts. Such souls tells us on the
canvas or in marble, what they have seen and
felt. The others are those who mistake the out-
ward form, in atich artists before them- have
clothed their thoughts, for the thought itself ;
and may be compared to o musician deftly
touching the keys and stops of an organ, which
for want of the blast of air in its pipes, is all
the time silent. Too much of such art the world
has seen in the last few generations, and many
a man, not devoid of artistic, feeling has been
dwarfed and crippled by the false theo-
ries of this classic school, which served
only to lead him away from the true path
True art is inure easily felt than described ; to

-him who has "the vision of the faculty divine,"
words are useless; to him who has it not they
are inadequate. Yet the sentiment of art, like
that of religion, is not wholly wanting in any
human soul, and like it may be fostered encour-
aged, and brought into activity. God's truth,
however, and not superstition, must reign, and
we shall then lied that art is not only akin to
religion, but is in truth a phese of the religious
life of humanity, and may become, what it was
in classic and medieval times, one of its highest
embodiments. It is by considering it in its
religious aspect that we shall Hull the key to the
true theory of art. Religion islhe culmination
of the social life of a people, which embodies,
alike in its theology and its art, its ideal ; that.
which it feels to be holiest, purest and best. The
classic Greek strove to represent in sensuous
forms his highest conceptions of the good and
the true • he brought his deities down to the
evel of die earth, and represented them in those
immortal works, the statues of Apollo, Hermes'
Bacchus, Juno, Minerva and Venus, which the'
world will always recognize as the highest ideals
of human beauty and perfection. Who that hael
'poked upon the Mercury of the Vatican has not
oit in that figure, intense with spiritual life and
epressed power

'
 beautiful but inscrutable, lofty

nd eternal, yet with a divine love, and a
gracious pity, the worthy embodiment of the
Grecian conce ption of Hermes, "dear to supernal
nd infernal gods," looking graciously down on
he ways of mortals. As I have contemplated .
hat master-piece of Grecian art and Grecian
iety, I have felt with Wordswortfi, that beforet some at least in olden time,

ONTRg AL A RD ASSOCIA9 it...v.	 1 have been asked to address a tow words to
you, ladies and gentlemen, in the Interest of art

Last evening the Annual Conversazione of lu Montreal, and chiefly of the Art Association
this Association was held in the building of the in this city. No one who remembers Montreal
Mercantile Library Association in a very plea- twenty years ago, and who looks at the scene
saut and successful manner. The rooms devoted which is this night presented to us, can doubt
to the art exhibition are the two on the third that there exists amongst us a higher taste in
story, the smaller one in rear, being more especie art, a truer appreciation of the social and intel-
ally designed as a picture gallery, and the large lectual advantage of the study of art, and, as it
one over the Reading Room at the front of the should seem a strong purpose in regard to the
building, also being excellently adapted for the future to cultivate it with an earnestness worthy
purpose. From an early hour in the evening of its dignity and value. This is due, largely, to
both roomsebeing suitably and brilliantly lighted the increased wealth of Montreal and to the
were thronged by the elite and beauty of Mon- higher education which wealth entails upon a
treat Society, no less than six hundred being community. In one sense, art is au expensive
present of whom, as usual at such re-unions, a pursuit, for it is only by large outlays and there-
largo proportion were ladies, who relieved by fore sacrifice, that any country, and a new coun-
their brilliant costumes, that sombre garb in try the more, can secure the possession of
which civilized mankind are bound to appear on works executed by artists of reputation or
state occasions. As Pm company wandered even of merit, and such works can alone
through the rooms te he music of Thorbalm's elevate taste or even educate it. It is matter for
excellent Quadrille Band, the scene was a very gratulation that Montreal possesses a few works
animated one, and all seemed pleased with the of the old masters, and very many works of men
choice that had been made by the Council as who bave attained .to eminence amongst the
regarded the place of exhibition and the very modern leaders of the French, English and Ger-
superior class of works composing the collec- man schools. Our citizens are following, at some
tion. On this head we believe it is universally distance, it must be confessed, the steps of those
admitted that the exhibition Ise far superior to men of wealth, who having made their money
that of last year. in the emporiums of commerce in Great Britain,

WATER COLOuRS.
The collection of water colours is very good

this year, and in a hasty glance round the room
we select the following as worthy of notice :—

No. 12. River Scene, one of the prizes of
the Association.

No. 275. A species of cactue in flower, and
worthy of notice as a fine piece of colouring, by
Fowler, of Amherst Island.-.

No. 243. A portrait of a lady in the costume
of our grandmothers, is also a fine example by
Bell Smith.

No. 239. A large and beautiful water colour
landscape of moorland and stream by Whitaker,
the property of W. T. Kay, Esq.

No. 238 This picture is placed immediately
behind the dais ; it is a ,haying scene, mes
exquisitely painted by Berkett Foster, and is no
unjustly considered the gem of the collection.

No. 276. This is a fine landscape of ravine
and pool by Way, and is a fine example of this
artist.	 not living in utter dorniancy, is so far hopeful.

A series of seven water colours by Jacobi, It is gratifying, too, to observe that many of
selected as prizes by the Association, and well those who import works of art for the embellish-
worth inspection. ment and adornment of their own houses, do notA series of eight waier colours, by Jacobi, the as in days of ignorance their father's did, stipu-
property of Mr. Drummond, and valuable as late for so many square feet or yards of daubedexamples of the powers of colouring of this canvass, set in a gaudy frame torso many dollars
artist. or Wounds, but are content with a few squareNo 3SO Is a Swampy Woodland and pool, re- inches, if the piece be one of true merit, withoutmarIcable fonts stormy light, and altogether a reference to cost. I would venture to say to
clever delineation of one of natures peculiar those who are proposing to devote a portion ofaspects. ; their income to the possession of works of art—No 351. This is a river scene by Prentice cl whether in marble on canvass, or on paper—speculiar ezcellence. I that they cannoL bolterserve either the cause ofNo 233. Is a specimen of Welsh Scenery, cone art in Canada or themselves than by ecuringsisting of a Ravine and Hillside. This a largei the productions of acknowledged masters. One
and important work by W j good picture or statue is of more value as aNo 217. Fine Hill and River scene by same study—yea, is of more intrinsic value, and cor-artist. tainly of greater marketable value than twentyNo 295. This is a fine Architectural Piece by indifferent ones. Some of our citizens have al-
Hardy. ready been guided by this principle, and the re-, Nos 303-2. These ara a pair of companion Pic sults you have before you this evening in thetures by Pearson, representing wood and rive very acceptable, the brilliant addition which has
scenery. this year been made to the exhibition, veryNo 264. This is a finely painted Architecture markedly in the class of water colour paintings.
Interior of a church by Mr Scott of Montreal. This Art Aesociatiou is a step in theOn the next screens will be found a very ex right direction, and I am sure I onlycellent collection of coloured Photographs b expresi the enigeesal sentiment of this commu-Henderson, some of which are on Porcelain. nity when f say that muets of what has been ac-No 210. A fine Sepia drawing by George Sand complished by this association is due to the in-
ham. tercet which bas been taken in the progress ofWe have next a very good view of the art ire Montreal by His Lordship the Bishop ofNew Parliamentary Buildings at Ottawa, from Montreal, and to the influence of that counselthe river ; a very capital specimen of wate and patronage which he has 80 freely extendedcolours by Duncan

t	 256. This is a striking picture of a wreck b to it. But, as I was saying, we baye bet taken
Way. '1 he bull of a large vessel in a dilapidate. a etep in the road to the cultivation of art in
state is cast high and dry upon the shore, and Montreal. There are other things to be done. I
left by the tide. mention two : First. It is desirable that there be

240. An interior of a cathedral by Haghe, and established in Montreal a picture gallery of art.
a fine instance of the capabilities of water-colour A building should be purchased for the object, if
for depicting architectural beauties. possible, not large or expensive at first, but of

201 and 207. These are two companion pictures suitable character and dimensions, and in a suit-
able position. This building should be fitted forby D. Fowler. Tho subjects are a dead bittern 

and wood duck, esed are remarkably well painted, the reception cf werks ef art, gifts to the coon-
Mr. Fowler is a %tented English artist, recently try, and to Re future generation§ of Imp of
settled at Amherst Island. wealth, men who take an interest in the eleVa-

ton of taste in Canada. There nnist ho such214. A capital oil sketch by Elmore, RA , re- men einougst us, and elsewhere throughout thepresenting a haying scene. 
country. I speak of this scheme as national in261. A sleighing scene on the St. Lawrence, 

and a very good one too, by John Duncan.	 its character, for in no other place in either
10trniteii 011444 " Rol! 1 Qr !P Q940 131'04A beautifully painted bunch of lilacs by G. -

Canada, as it is about to be, could such an in-
Sepia sketch by Way ; contributed by Not‘man.

Fraser.
stitution be founded. I throw ont the sugges-tfon in the hope that it will be taken up bySTATIJART. 	others, whose time and tastes qualify them forThe statuary is not very numerous ; but one of the work.	 It were a worthy dispothe most exquisite work is a marble bust of the sal of property to be the means oLady Clare by Connelly, an artist residing in

Rome. Lady Clare is the heroine of one of Ten-
nyson's poems. She is betrothed to her cousin,
Lord Ronald ; and say—.

" He does not love me for my birth,
Nor for my lands so broad and fair ;
He loves me for my own true worth,
And that is well," said Lady Clare.

Her nurse tells her, however, she is her own
daughter, and not 'the Earl's, and entreats ber to
keep the secret ; whereupon she goes to Lord Ro-
nald in a peasant dress, saying—

"1f come like a village maid,
I am but as my fortunes are ;

I am a beggar born," she said,
"And not the Lady Clare."

It is needless to say that, after this ingenuous'
confession, she is happily married, as all ladies
hope to be.

The work is a very valuable one, and the art-
ist seems to have fully realized the conception of
the poet. It is the property of F. Kay, Erg,

OIL PAINTINGS.
As regard the water colours, we have only

professed to draw the attention of the visitor to
some-of the beauties of the collection, and any
particular notice•of the oil paintings muet be de-
ferred to a future time.

Towards the middle of the evening, the Vice
President of the Association, Peter Redpatli
; sq., took the chair on the dais at the head o

; large room, and briefly introduced the Rev.
enk ius who read the following address

have consecrated to art ft fair proportion of
their gains, encouraging by princely remunera-
tion artists of merit, to lay themselves out -for
the realization of great thoughts and the accom-
plishment of noble works in painting and in
sculpture. The collections of art which have
been gathered by the merchant and manufac-
turing princes of Fatherland are amongst the
most costly and valuable in the civilized world.
These have been collected not so much to
promote the study of art, as to give
pleasure to themselves and to their friends. Yet
their cannot exist in anycommunity an accessible
collection of meritorious works of art without
inducing an exercise of judgment, which will
eventually lead to a true knowledge of the true
principles of art. This as I conceive, is what is
now taking place amongst ourselves. The
growth i3 slow. We seem to be but just emerg-
ing from complete ignorance of the great subject;
but lobe even in this state to feel that we are

thus perpetuating and advancing in this future
empire the study and progress of the fine arts,
Second : W 'e need in Montreal a school of arts I
and design. The day has gone by in which'
drawing was considered a mere accomplishment,'
or in which the aim of the teacher and pupil was
secured by crude imitations of two or three pieces
of work set by the master, and touched up by his.
own hand. Drawing has advanced to a study,
and is now an acknowledged branch of higher
education. It teaches accuracy, comparison, re-
lativity, and it brings the mind of the pupil into
contact with forms of grace and beauty, which
cannot fail to elevate and purify his own concep-
tions, and its study develops talents which would ,
otherwise remain dormant, but which through 1
this assistance secure for their possessor both
eminence and wealth, while at the same time
honour and advantage accrue to this country. I
would have this school established on a most
liberal basis, ft should be open to all nationali-
ties and creeds, and be under the supervision of
competent governors and instructors. At first, r
perhaps, a rented house would suffice for its de- amande, and five or six hundred pounds a year for
its maintenance, To many, such an institution
would open up a means of livelihood. To all
who should enter it, it would be a means of s'gratification and instruction which can scarcely
be exaggerated.

After a short interval, during which some
Pieces were given by the band, the Vice-President
introdu	 Sterr - Hunt

" Not unforgiven the suppliant knee might bend,
" As to a visible:power, in which did blend,
" All that was mixed and reconciled there,
" Of high and low, celestial and terrene
" Of manly grace, and heavenly purity."
In such forms was reflected the religions consci•
oneness or the Greeks. But there was, under-
neath this beautiful Greek life, the element o
pain and ill, dimly recognized in ti eir theology,

n which appears as the dark overmastering fate of
' their tragedies, and by its growth, at last de-
1 throned the gods of Olympus, and banished The

fair humanities" of the old religion. Let us re•
verently study the Greeks and their art ; they

r should be our teachers, but not our models. The
world has long since outgro wen the religion
which alone gave Grecian art its vitality, and

l genius itself, is powerless to • infuse lite into the
works of its modern imitators. But Christianity
came, and grappled with the great mystery of
life, by Infusing into the popular belief a higher
philosophy. an aspiration for a destiny not to be
found in the visible world. The trilth of nature
was henceforth to be soughtmot in what was, but
in what was to be. The outer world wen to the
early and medieval christians, at best. but a fair
delusion, blighted and cursed with sin ; asceti.
cism was the highest form of the religious life,
and the ideal was to be reached only through the
mortification of that body which the Greeks
adored. Christian art therefore consists not in
self-satisfied forrus,but in aspirations and in long-
ings for the beatific vision, that " one
rapturous glance of the never to be attained."
Such does it appear to us in Fra Bartolomeo, in
Raphael, and in Albert Durer. The pious artist

! sought his inspiration in prayer, and beheld in
r his vigils, the forms,pf the beatified, who came to
guide his pencil. Bbt a change came over Chris-
tendom, in that slowly advancing but tremendous

, movement, which, in different centuries, we call kg,
' reformation, revolution, and democracy; of which  ygr
all the great events of history f'or the last 300
years, are but phases. Ours is, like the Roman
world, a period of transition, and, like it, has
been unfavourable to true art. But already in
the whirling chaos, if we can read aright, there
are unmistakable signs that what was deepest
and tr eest in medieval Christianity, not only  sut--
vives, but is advancizsg tp a higher and more per-
feet realiyatiou than the world has hitherto be-
held. Its voice is heard throughout the lands,
proolairoing liberty to the enslaved, equal rights
to all, the instructing of tha ignorant, the lifting
uP of the fallen and the degraded, and " the ac-
ceptable year of the Lord." The religion of the
coming age will show that to godliness belongs
the life that now is, as well es the life that is to
come. And shall not this new and nobler em.
bog ireeet of Christianity, which is to give to the
Church of the Mere a winer stag a more (Athol lc
faith, shed its beneficent influence on art, as well 't
We behold it already in that tendency to study
and to reproduce the manner of the pre-Raphae-
lite artists. In them was seen the dawn that
heralded the glorious day then about to rise on
medieval art, and in the almorst unconscious •
but irresistible influence which is now turning
our MO3i serious and earnest artists towards that
early Italian school, we may see the rising of
that brighter and niore glorious day of art which
already floods with its light, our horizon. The
form in which the new gospel of art now makes
itself manifest, is in the divine significance of
inanimate nature, a truth of which Grecian art
had but a feeble conception. So far enslaved by
the notion of embodying every thing in human
form, it must needs people its hills and seas, its
streams and its forests, wills fawns and satyrs,
nymphs and dryads, with sea-gods and with ri-
ver-gods. It belongs to modern poetry, to a
Wordsworth and a Bryant, instead of invoking
such personalities as these, to bring before us the
conception of one great indwelling presence in
nature, who-
" Warms in the sun, refreshes in the breeze, 410
" Glows in the stars, and blossoms in the trees ;
" Lives through all life, extends through all x-

" Spreads undivided, operates unspent."
Here is the true Evangel of art, and he alone
can respond to the artistic want of our age, who
recognizes the indwelling divinity in each and
every one of His works, from man to the insect,
and from the snow-crowned Alp to the humblest
lichen which adorns its rugged side. To the l
artist who approaches nature with such a spirit, I
naught that God has made and blessed, will '
seem "common or unclean," but everything will
be deemed worthy of reverent study and careful
—nay, pious reproduction. To him, as to Words-
worth, even
"The meanest flower that blows, may give"
"Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears."Let us all endeavour to cultivate this reverent
and loving spirit, and we shall then find that we
shall insensibly become artistic in feeling, andshall learn to love and admire not only the worksof the world's great artists, but nature itself, thehandiwork of the Divine Artist.

After a very pleasant evening the company
finally dispersed about 11 o'clock. In conclusion
it may be stated the exhibitioa will be open to
the public during the week.
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204. Mountain Solitude, Q. J. Way ; Do.
205. The Brook, J. Fraser : A. J. Pell.
206. Storm ou Mount Jefferson, J. Fraser, A. J.

Pell.
237. Woods in Vermont, W. F. Flieud : A. J.

Pell.
208. Study near Moitat Royal, J. Fraser : A. J

Pell.
209. Woodland Scenery, C. J. Way : A.J. Pell.
210. A Stiff Breeze (Sepia Sketch), Sandham

A. J. Pell.
211. Veiw in the Highlands, Houston R SA : J.

Hope
212. Cape Eternity Saguenay, C. J. Way : Alf

Brown.
213. View St. Hilaire, C. J. Way ; Alfred

Brown.
214.1.1ayfield, F. McIntyre : J. M. Douglass.
215. View near Llanwrest Wales, C. J. Way

William Gunn.
216. Devonshire Farm Yard, C. J. Way : Wm.

Gunn.
217, Stepping Stones, C. J. Way : William

Gunn.
2 I 8. Venice, W. H. Bartlett : T. D. King.
219. Venice, W. H. Bartlett : T. D. King.
220. Lake Megantic, Cresswell	 Do.
221. Sketch (Indian Ink), J. Douglas : T. D

King.
223. Sketch (Indian Ink), A. Elmore : A. R. A.

T. D. King.
223. Water Mill (Painted 1810), S Barber :

T. D. King.
224. Scene in Malaga, W. H. Bartlett : T. D.

King.
2211. Irish Peasants at Holy Well, G. B. Comp-

tion : J. L. Mathewson.
2221. Grand Canal Venice. G. Hardy : J. L.

Mathewson.
2231. Study, C. J. Way : G. H. Frothingbam.
2241 Landscape, E. Crachet : i. H. Frothing-

ham.
225. Coast View, Rowbotham : G. H. Frothing.

ham;
226. Dead Hare, D Fowler • W Scott
227. Wood Duck, D Fowler : W F Kay
228. Falls (Niagara), Miss Newdegate : Major

Newdegate
229. Girl on Snow Shoes, Miss Newdegate:

Major Newdegate
230. Highland Shepherd (Sepi), Ur. Grant :

Major Newdegate
331. Portrait, Bell Smith Alex. Henderson
232. *Rest by the Way, Bell Smith ; Bell

Smith
233. Sketch in North Wales, C L Way ; G H

e'rothinghans
334. Table Rock, Niagara, W F Friend John

Popham
295. Portrait of Hon. Mrs. Graham (after

Gainsborough), Miss M Taylor : Peter
Red path

236. Barge loading Hay, Boucherville, M Sand-
ham : H Sandham

237. Design for Monument to late Frederick I
Law ford Esq, T S Scott : T 8 Scott

238 The Hay-field, Birket Foster W F Kay
239. Landscape, J W Whittaker : W F Kay
240. Cathedral interior, Louis Haghe : W F

Kay
241. Coast Scene, C J Way : F W Kay
242: Kenilworth , Castle, Saml Rayner • L H

Mathewson
243. Sketch of the Olden time, Bell Smith : J.

L. Mathewson.
244. Morning, near Rome, Capt. lhompson ;

Capt. Thompson.
245, Evening on Coast Devon : Cap. Thomp-

son : Capt. 'Thompson.
24G. Devonshire farm (Sepia), C. J. Way :

Wm Notmau.
247. Stepping Stones, (Sepia), C. J. Way : Wm.,

Nottuan.
248. Scene in North Wales (Sepia), C. J. Way :

Wm. Nothman.
249. Fosse Nobln Wales (Sepia) C J. Way Wm :

Nothman.
250. Belceil eSepia);C J. Way Wm. Notman.
251. Brixham, Devon, C. J. Way: Thos.

Itimmer.
252. Babbicombe Ray, Devon, C. J. Way :

Thos. Riminer.
253. View on the Rhine, A. W. Hunt A R A.

Thos. Rimmer.
254. Farm in Devon, C. J. Way : Thos.

Rim mer.
255. Village in Savoy, Lehne Thos Rimmet

256. Shipwreck in Torbay, C. J. Way : Thos.
Rimmer.

257. View near Cardiff, R. K. Ro wbotham
Thos. Rim:0er.

258. A Chiffoniere : Thos S. Scott.
556. A Mousquetaire : Thos. S. &sett.
250. A French Lady Tempe Louis ltV ; Thos.'

S. Scott,
201. Winter Scene on St. Lawrence, J Duncan :

J. Duncan.
262. Niagara Falls, C. J. Way : S. R. Dawson..

263. 	 ' .0 . T. S. E, Dawson.

264. Interior Lady Chapelle, T. S. Scott : T. S»

Scott.
265. Bouquet Flowers, Chas. Storer : Charles

Storer.
266. Cupid Sharpening his Arrow, Kuaws

(1765) • G. D. Ferrier.
267. Muskrat, D. Fowler: D. Fowler. -
20. Blown Down, D. Fowler D. Fowler. -
269. Mill at Rye Sussex ; D Fowler D. Fove;er

The attendance in the evening must have

been very gratifying to the Committee, the

room being filled with a fashionable company. ;

j the ladies in full dress making the scene a very

brilliant and striking one, to which o strains
of music lent an added charm. In the cours t

of the evening, Mr. Peter Redpath introduced
The Rey. Pr JENKINS, who delivered the

following addrc •,..R •
I havé been asked to address a few words to

you, ladies and gentlemen, in the interest of art

in Montreal, and chiefly, of the Art Association
mh q O entreat

wenty years ago, an o oo
,which Is this night presented to as, can doubt
'that there exists amongst us a higher taste in
art, a truer appreeiation of the tioetal and in-
tel leetual advantage of the steidy Of art, reed, as
it should seem, a 'strong perpoeti in regard he
the future to cultivate it with an earueetness
worthy of its dignity and value This Is due
largely to the increased wealth of Montreal and
to the higher education which wealth entails
upon a community. In one sense, art is an ex-
pensive pursuit, for it is only by large outlays,
and therefore sacrifice, that any country, and a
new country the more, can Bemire tke poesece
sion of works executed by artists of r imitation;
ot even of merit, and such Works eau alone
elevate taste or 'even educate it. It is matter
for gratulation that Montreal possesses 'a few
works of the old maeterts, and Tray
many work of men who have at-
tained to eminence amongst the vecidern
leaders of the French, English and German
schools. Our citizens are following, at some
distance, it must be coufessed, the steps of those
men of wealth, who having made their money
in the emporiums of commerce in Great Britain,
have consecrated to art a fair proportion of
their plug, enuotteagiug hy princely remunera-
tion artists of merit, to lay themselves out for
the realization of great thoughts and the accom-
plishment of noble works in painting anq
sculpture. Toe toollections or' art which have
been gathered by the Merchant and znanufac-
Whig prioées of Fatherland are amongst the
most costly and valuable in the civilized world.
Theo have been erarected not so much to
promote the study of art, as to give pleasure to
themselyee aud tq theis friends. Yet there
eannot exist in any community an accessible
pollection of ineritorioos works withqut. *We e
jog an eltereige of tudgment, whien will even-
teeny leed to a true knowledge of the tree
principles of art. This, as I conceive, is what
is now taking obese amongst ourselves. The
growth is slow. We seem to be but just emerg-
ing from complete ignorance of the great sub-
ject ; but to be even ill tlaie etete i ttl feel that
we ere not living in utter dormanoy, is so far
hopeful. lt is gratifying, too, to observe that
bodily of those who import works of art for the
embellishment and adornment of their own
houses, do' not as in daie of ignore -lice their
fathers did, sitipuiate for so many square
feet or yards or daubisd Canvas set in a
gaudy frame for s6 many dollars or
pounds, but are content with a fow Yquare
inches, if the pies. he one of true erit, With-
otit reference to coet. I would Venture to say
to those who are proposing to devote a portion
of their income to the possession of works of
art-whether in marble, on canvass; 95 on
paper-Wit they 9.annot better 4e -rye either the
eaUfie or art in Cttuada or themselves than by
securing the productions of acknowledged mas-
ters. One good picture or statue ie of more
value as a study-yes, ie of more intrinsic value,
end certainly of greatee marketable value-than
tweoty indifferent ones. one of our citmens
have already heels guided ley this principle, and
the results You have before you this evening, in
he very acceptable, and the brilliant addition

which has thig year been mede to the exhibition,
very markedly in the class of water colour
paintings. This Art Association is a step in
the right direction and I am sure I only
express the universal sentiment of this commu-
nity when I say that much of what has ',seen
accemeliShed 4 this Association' Is due to the
tnteregt Which has been taken i the progress
of art in Uontreaf by is Lordship tho Bishep
of Montreal, and to the infiueetee ot that coon-
set and petionage which he has so freely ex-
fended' to it- But, as was saying, WI; havé
bet talie4 step in the roaq to tile drativation
of art in Montfettl. There are ether thiggs to
he chino. I mention two. First. It tg desire.
4140 that there he established in Montreal
a Public Gallery of &rt. A building should
be purchased for this object if possible
not large Or ékpensive at first, but of suitabie
character and dimensions, and eultable pp,si-
WM. This building should be Ptted for the re-
ception of works of art, gifts to the country and
to its future generations of men of wealth, men
who take an interest in the elevatiain of taste
in Canada. There must be ettch men 4monget
us and elsewliese turougnout 'this country.
I speak of thiii scheme as national
in it character, for in no other place
in either prated Canada, as it poW is, or in
Confederated Canada as it is about to be, could
snch an institution be founded. I throw out
the suggestion in the hope that it will
he taken nn by those whose time and tastes
qualify ilicrn for the work. It were a wci thy
disposal of propetty to he the means
of thus perpetuating and advancing in this
future empire ths study and progress of the
fine arts. Second : We need in Montreal a
school of arts and design. The day has gone
by in which drawing was considered a mere
accomplishment, or in which the aim of the
teacher and pupil was secured by crude imita-
tions of two or three pieces of work set by the
master, and touched up by his own hand.
Drawing has advanced to a study, and is now
an acknowledged branch of higher education.
It teaches accuracy, comparison, relativity, and
_it brings the mind of the pupil into contact
with forms of grace and beauty, which cannot
fail to elevate and purify his own conceptions,
and its study develops talents which would
otherwise remain dormant, but which through
this assistance secure for their possessor both
eminence and wealth, while at the same time
honour and advantage accrue to his country. I
would have this school established ou a most
liberal basis. It should be open to all nation-
alities avd creeds, and be under the supervision
of competent governors and instructors. At
ifirst, perhaps, a rented house would suffice for
Its demands, and flee or six hundred Rounds a
year for its maintenance. To many, such an

hood. To all who iiIMUld enter it, it would be
a means of gratifieation and instruction which
can scarcely be eXaggerated.

After an interval,
Dr. T. STERRY HUNT. F. R. S., on behalf

of the Council of the Art Association, explain-
ed briefly the reasons which prevented them
from appearing before the public dui ing the
past year. Preparations were already com-
menced last spring for holding a oonversazione,
and carrying out the Art Union scheme, but
were interrupted by the excitement consequent
upon the Fenian raids. These it is well known
kept the public in a disturbed state for several
months, beginning at the very time which had
been arranged by the Council for their annual
exhibition, and calling several of its members
to new and arduous duties. The Council were
moreover disappointed in the picture which
they had proposed to have printed in chromo-
lithography for distribution among the mem-
bers of the Association, none of the drawings
which they could obtain being regarded .e.a sulk -
cd for the purpose. Under these circumstances
it was deemed adyitable not to waste inshalf
measures the subscriptions already paid up for
1866, but rather to consider the moneys thus
paid as available for another year. A resolution
to this effect was accordingly peased at the an-
nual meeting. The Commit, in the meantime,
have incurred a° expellees ; the room which
they had leased for an office was abandoned
last May ; the subscriptions paid in by many of
the subscribers for 1800 have been placed to the
credit of the sebsclibers for the current year,
aud after a year of Interruption the Council
cornes once more before the public, under new
and . they trust favourable auspices. The eke,.
gant and commodious rooms in which the pre-
sent conversazione is held, have been, by the
liberality of the Directors of the Mdcantile
Library Association, placed at the disposal of
the Art Association for the present occatiime,
free of all charge. Complaints having been
made after the last coevereaelone to the effect
that some of the subscribers did not receive
tickets for that occasion, the members of the
Council beg to state that at that time advertise-
ments were inserted in the daily papers of the
city, informing all subscribers that they could
obtain tickets free of charge, on application to
the office of the Association. They West, how-
ever, that the arrangements on the present oc-
casion have been such as to leave no grounds
whatever for similar complaint. The Council
have, through their personal exertions, and the
kindness of their friends, got together a col-
lection of pictures and works of art, none of
which have ever before been exhibited to the
public of Montreal ; and one which it is thought
as a whole, is far superior to any collection ever
before brought together in this city. It will
remain on exhibition to the public for the pre-
sent week. As regards the Art Union scheme
the Council have to inform the members of the
Association that they have purchased twenty-
three pictures and other works of Art,-one of
them a picture valued at two hundred dollars-
which will be distributed by lut among the sub-
scribers to the Association. The day for the
distribution is not yet fixed, but will probably
be at or about the close of the exhibition, when
due notice will be given.

Dr. HUNT then proceeded as follows
Modern art is represented by two schools.

Hie first finds in painting and in sculpture a
field for displaying technical skill, and makes
art to consist in the perfection of drawing, in
the judicious management of light and shade
and colour. It aims to reprodoce the style 'and
to catch the spirit of the masterpieces of
antiquity, and tlios calls itself clessie art. Its
produetioes, however they may appeal to th e seen the deign that heralded the glorious day
student and to the connoisseur are,for the mos t then about to rise on Medireval Art, and, in the
part, deficient in that inspiration without which almost unconscious, but irresistible, influence
art eau never awaken human interest, or speak which is now turning our most serious and
to that which is deepest and seincerest in our earnest artists towards that early Italian school,
natures. Those only to whom such power is we may see the lising of that brighter and
given are really worthy of the name of artists ; more glorious day of ait which already floods
to such their art is what language is to the with its light our horizon. The form in which
poet and to the prophet, when they come forth the new gospel of art now makes itself want-
from their hiding places with divine maisages to feat, is, in the divine significaoce of inanimate
their fellow men, and must delivée the burden nature, a truth of which Grecian Art had but a
Of their overflowing hearts.' Such souls tell feeble conception. So far was -it enslaved by the
uS on the canvas or in marble, what they have notion of embodying everything in human
seen and felt. The others are those who form, it must needs people its hills and seas,
mistake 'tha outward form, in which artists its streams and its forests with fawns and
before them have clothed their thoughts,for the satyrs, nymphs and dryads, with sea-gocts and
thought itself ; and may be compared to a liver-gods It belongs to modern poetry; to a
musician deftly touching the keys and stops of Wordsworth and a Bryant, instead of invoking
an organ, which for want of the blast of air in such personalities as these, to bring before us
its pipes, is all the time silent. Too much of the conception of one great indwelling preeence
such art the world has seen in the last few in nature, who .
generatidns, ana many a man not devoid of "Warms in the sun, refreshes in the breeze,

Wows in the stars and blossoms in the trees;artistic feeling has been dwat iel end arippled Lises. thiougu all tile, extends turoughby the false theoriee of this Classic school, whicu	 extent,
serVéd I only to lead him away from the true "spreads undivided, operates unspent."
path. True art is more easily felt than des- Here is the true evangel of art, and he alone
cribed ; to him who has " the vision of the can respond to the artistic want of our age,
faculty divine," words are useless ; to him who who recognizes the indwelling divinity in each
has it not, they are inadequate. Yet the and every one of His t werks; from man tu the

insect. and from the snow-crowned Alp to the
humblest lichen which adorns its rugged side.
To the artist who approaches nature with such
a spirit, naught that Clod has made and blessed

In such forme was reetieted the religious
ponsciousuises of the Oreeks. But there was,
underneath this beautiful Greek life, the aement
of pain and ill, dimly recognized in tiloir, the-

.

nlogy, which appeare es: the 44 -44 overmastering
fate of their trasedies,'" and by its growth, at
last dethroned the Gods of Olympus, and
banished " the fair humanities " of the old
religion. Let us reverently ettsdy the Weeks
and their art ; thay ehould he our tetteherS, but
net our modeis.. The World has long since out
grown the religion which alone gave Grecian
art its vitality, and genius itielf, is p9Weriesa
to infuse life into the tveq's o; its modern
imitators. flat 'Christianity came, and
grappled with the great mystery of life,
by Waging into the popular belief a highe
philosophy, an aspiration for a destiny not t...a be
found in the visible woild. 7;he, trutis of natu. e

, was henceforth '`o be sought, not in what Was, .
bot in what was to he. The outer world was'

I to the early and tued'ieval Christiana at hest km"
a fair delusion, blighted. and erased with sin •
asceticism yeas the highelt form Of the reiigio
life, and the ideal was to be reached ors,

, through the mortificat'ou u.ff that *oily whin
the Greeke r,dal•e4. Christian art, therefore',
consists not in self satished forms1 but in aapi .

rations and ip longings for the heatic vision ;
that " ope raptarouta &owe of the never to be,'
attained,v Stich does it appear to us in Fr
Bartolomeo. in Raphael, and in Albert Durer.
The pious attist sought his inspiration in prayer
and beheld in his vigils the form of the !aceti-
fied, who came to guide 14 penctf.' But a
change came civet' i -iiillsieudoicu In that slowly
advaticiag hue tranieridoés moVernent,
in different centraies, we call refol-matiittn, revo-
lution, and clemocztwiy, o which all the' great
eae 4ite of history for the last three hundred

I years are but phasee. Ours la like the /foe:eats
world, a period of, treueitiere, ated, ltke it has
been tintayourabie tostree art. But already in
the whirling chat, if we Can read aright, there
are uneeistakehle eiefts that what was deepest
and truegt in mediaeval Christianity not only
survives, but is advancing to a higher and more
perfect lealization than the world has hitleertia
beheld. Its voice is Peierel thte,oghont the holds
prociaiNitig libetty to 'the enalaVed, equal
rights hi 411 ; the inStructing of the ignorant, the
lifting up of the fallen and the degraded, and
"the acceptable year of the. Lord," The
religion of the Coftl'ing ae wil "ow
that to seadlimsee helouge the life that
now hi, as well as this life that is to come.
And shall not thiS new and 'nobler em-
bodiment of Christianity; whtcb ie to, give to
the Church of the future a wider enc.; a More
catholie faith, 'shed ils &figment inPueutie on
art as well ? We behold it already in that
tendeney to study liuo repradu,ce the mauner
of the pie-Raphaelite artists. In them was

Minerva and Venus, which the world will
ways recognise as the highest ideal of humai,
beauty and pit fection. Who that has looked
upon the Mercury of the Vatteep, has not felt
in that figure, tuitince with spiritual life and
tepressed power, beautiful but inscrutable,
16ftY and eternal, yet with a divine love and a
gracious pity, the worthy erabod4tiont of the
Grecian craiceptiou oiettermea, "dear to super-
nal, and infernal gods," looking graciously down
on the ways of mettals. As I live aoiatiesplat-
ed that master-piece of 'Grecian art and Grecian
piety, ; have felt with Wordsworth, that be•
fore it some, at least, in olden tiPoi
, ..Notbeugorglyitri the suppliant knço might

"As to a visible power In which did blend,
"All that was mixed and rec4Ol1ed ibete,"Ji high and low, eetestie l and terrene

t2d 1144nlY sl'aPfh and ieettVenlY

sentiments of art, like tine at religion, is
not wholly vyantieg in ady htiolan sent, and
like it ' May ' • fostered, encouraged,
brought	 into	 activity.	 GedIe	 tristh
he:Waver, and 'not guperstitien, mnst reign, and will seem " common or unclean,",but everything

011all'theu find Writ art is not only akin to will be deemed worthy of reverent study and
religion, but is in truth a phase a the religious careful-nay, pious reproduction. To him, as
life of humanity, and may become what it was to Wordsworth, even
in classic and ruedituval times

'

 one gas highest e T„ meanest flower that blows, may give
embodiments. It is by considering it in its "Thoughts that do often Ile too deep for tears."
religious aspect that we shall find the key to 	 Let Us all endeavour to cultivate this reverent
the true theory of art. Religion is the etilminits and loving spirit, and 'we shall then find that
thin of the eocial iUfe ei' the people', which we shall insensibly become artistic in feeling,
embodied elide in lee thablogy and its art, its and shall learn to love and admire not only the
idéal, that Which it feels to' be holiest, purest works of the world's great artists, but nature it
and best. The classic Greek strqy	 rc-, self, the handiWork of the Divine Artist.
present in sensuotis farms -tale 41gbest eoncep-
Vans of the good and the true he brought his
deitiee down to he evel of the cgth, and re-
presented triwtil let itOsia WAlortal works, the
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1n the course of the evening Dr. Jenkins, at

the request of the Connell, gave the followin

address, which he very wisely made short and
concise, considering that- wlsile they listened
his auditors were, to a certain extent, losing the
gratification of examining the many beautiful
objects with which they were surrounded

.,

•

ART ASS1)VI4TION OF MONTREAL,

FOURTH EXH- IBITION.

Last evening this even- t came off, and re-
flected great credit upon the several committees
elected by the Council. The selection of the
two rooms in the Mercantile Library Associa-
tion Building was a judicious one. They possess
a manifest advantage over the large room of the
Mechanics' Hall, where upon the two previous
occasiens these annual reunions were held. Not
only could the oil paintings be seen to greater
advantage, but the separation of them from the
water colour drawings, gave the admirers of
each a much better opportunity of studying them
in detail. The space was thoroughly adequate,
not only for the works of art exhibited, but for
the great throng of visitors, numbering over six
hundred, who Eeemedikeenly to enjoy the enter-
tainment. Thanks to the efforts of Col. Fane
and other lovers of music in Montreal, there have
been of late great advances made to educate
the public ear to the proper appreciation of' the
sublimest in the Art of Music. The Art As-
sociation is endeavouring to do the same
for painting. The ear, naturally, is not
more capable of giving pleasure to the
mind by means of sweet harmonies, than
is the eye of imparting gratification when
looking upon beautiful colours and grace-
ful forms give the eye and the ear the same
amount of education, and the result must be
alike. If we wish the Fine Arts to be under-
stood and appreciated, they must be brought
within the reach of those whom we would in-
struct. Of this there can be no doubt, that
since the incipiency of the Art Association about
six years ago, and its first conversazione in
Nordheimers' Hall, many very valuable pictures
have been added to our private collections, and
great thanks are due to their owners for
the annual public exhibition of them. The ex-
Vice Presideut of the Association, Mr. Benaiah,
Gibb, has perhaps done more than any one in
Montreal to foster the taste for good pictures,
and the beautiful gallery attached to his re-
sidence, which he kindly throws open to any
lover of Art, has re-acted upon others of our
citizens who, in a spirit of fair rivalry, have be-
come possessors of those works which formed
such a source of gratification to all whose
privilege it was to be present at the brilliant
gathering of last evening. It was universally
pronounced the best of our exhibitions, and the
number of reallymeritorious pictures exceed-
ed all former ones. A pleasant feeling
is kindled by these exhibitions-a feeling
that gives pleasure to all who take a
part in them. The owners are gratified at the
interest they are able to excite, and also at the
boon which they can confer in a manner at once
simple and easy, and also peculiarly aceeptable
to those who benefit by it. And the gratifica-
tion of the subscribers is enhanced by the reflec-
tion that what they enjoy so thoroughly has
been freely placed before them, for the express
purpose of pleasing and instructing them. It is
not our purpose in this brief notice to particu-
larize the works exhibited, since it would be
impossible to select a few examples without
unjustly neglecting many others possessing
equal claims upon our special regard. We
prefer, accordingly, to give merely a list of the
pictures exhibited and their contributors, viz;
TITLES OF WORKS OF ART EXHIBITED WITH

THE NAMES OF THE CONTRIBUTORS.

OIL PAINTINGS.
Child and Kitten-Alex Buntin
Lago Balsena near Rome-John Redpath
Marine View-J T Nelson
Lake LUCC1130—J T
The Bird's Muueral-J T Molson
Landscape -J 1' 211018011
The Horatii and Curatii-Ed Murphy
Moss Troopers from a Foray-W le Kay
Going to got Married-W k' Kay
A Trout Pool-W F Kay
Rembrandt's Studio-B Gibb
Portrait Louis iloyer, Esq-L Boyer

Do Madame Boyer-L Boyer
Italian Violinist-Thee Hovland
Dante and the Golden Shower-Thos Morland
Brig in Distress-Thos Morland
Iligiltand Cattle-Thos Morland
View on Upper Montmorenci River, near Quebec-

• A Drummond
Street crone, Verona, from Romeo and Juliet, Act

Scene 4-G A Drummond
'the Ford-G A Drummoud
Laupscape-G A Drummond
I,ord Lytton-Thos Abel
Rustic Sceno-Thee Abel
liighland Scenery-Thos Abel
Clapham Common-Thom Abel
Shakespeare's Cliff, Dover-Thos Abel
View of Veniee-Thos Abel
Portrait Race-Horse " Petrel"- Thos Abel
First Shet-A J Poll
Dutch Boating Scene-1 hoe Abel
P.rt 	• ' t leniall-W Sawyer

Neapelitan Grape Girl-John
The Hop Pieker-J elm Popham
Laudscapc-J elm Popham
Falls St Ann-John Popham
The Common-John Popham
Storm in the Hartz Mountains-W Scott
A 'fight spot-W Scott
An Incident in the Crimea-A J Pell
Sheep-A J Pell

	Do 	 do
Cow and sheep-A J Pell
Sheep-A J Pell
leislfing smack in a storm-A J Pell
[lough tield-A J Pell
Landscape-A J Pell
Boating party-Mark Molson
Tho Horse dealer-Mark Moison
Scene near Murray hay-Peter Redpath
Near Lake Two Mountains-Peter Itedpath
The Wood Cutter-John tioN
Highland Loch Scene-John Hope
The Feep Show-John Clope
Greenock Harbor-John Hope
Fisher tiiri-John Hope
View in Venice-John Hope
Sly-Boots-John Hope
View on the Androscoggin-John Hope
Poultry Yard-John Caverhill
Landscape-James Ferrier, jr
La Vendemniatrice (The Grape Gatherer)--Joh

Caverhi
After a Gale-James Ferrier, Jr
Coining Storm-James Ferrier, jr
Tho Steamer Atiantic(on the Mersey),Jas Ferrier,
View on the Alps-V Hudon
Portsmouth Harbour--J L !Mathewson
italiama Pifferini (Pipers)-.I L Mathewson
Bonsecours Market-W Raphael
Chippawa Indians-Win Scott
Shepherdess--B 11 Frothingham
Landscape & Cattle-U il Frothiugham
Head-o H Frothingham
Newport Bay (Calm) -tin Frothiugham
Newport Bay (Storm)-11 CI Frothingliain
Red Riding Hood-G il Frothingluon
Quiet Lesson-bi It Frothiugham
Descent from the cross after Rubens-W Sawyer
Surprise in the Forest-W F Kay
POW hers-Wm Scott
Cows & Sheep-Wm Scott
Crossing Mail at Quebec-Wm Scott
Spill My Milk-Wm Scott
Pair-Departure and Return of Student-Wm Soo
Portrait Hon T D'Arcy McGee-Bell Smith
The Slid-Day Meal-Bell Smith
Rest by the Way-Bell Smith
Solitude-A J Pell
Duck Shooting-John Popham
Oil Mill and Landscape-lion J Young
Ruins and Landscape-Hon J Youngr ,

Plain of Thebes-John Frothingliam
The Wedding-James Law
Spanish Minstrels-James Law
Stable-James Law
Landscape-James Law
Coast Scene, Sunset-Bell Smith
A Day's Fishing-Bell Smith
Flower Gids-Thos Cramp
Young Reapers-Thos Cramp
Landscape and Cattle-Thos Cramp
Sunset-rhos Cramp
Gvpsey Camp-Thos Cramp
Village Inn-Thos Cramp
Winter Scene-Thos Cramp
Compagna, Rome-Joseph McKay
The Jungfrau, Switzerlaud-Joseph McKay
Judgment of Faits-Joins White
Polar Sea-J J Redpath
Scene in Norway-J J Redpath
Compagna, Rome-i' Redpath
Pontine Marshes near Rome-P Redpath
Landscape and

Marshes,
	(Slorning)-(ii D Ferrier

Landscape and Cattle (Evening)-G D Ferrier
Landscape (October effect)-0 A Druntmond

A Bit Under the Old Bank-Henry Rogers
The Willow Brook-Henry Rogers
Milking-Henry Rogers
Cattle, noon-Henry Rogers
Cattle-Henry Rogers
Donkeys-Henry Rogers
Fruit-Henry Rogers
English Hostelry-Henry Rogers
Autumn (livening)-Henry Rogers
Gypseys-W F hay
Scene Near Ottawa-Edson
Landscape-A J Pell
On the Conway-W F Kay
Scene Near Binniegham-Chas Storer
Girl Feeding Chickens-Chas Storer
Madonna and Child-W H Kerr
Woodland Scene-D L MacDougall

WATER COLOURS.

Port rait-G H Frothingham
Dead Bittern-John Popham
Oranienstein-John Popham
View on Mississippi-Wm Scott
Mountain Solittide-Wm Scott
The Brook-Ai Pell
Storm on Mount Jefferson--A .1 Poll
Woods in Vermont-A J Pell
Study near Mount Royal-A J Pell
Woodland Scenery-A J Pell
A Stiff Breeze (Sepia sketch)-A J Poll
View in the Highlands-J Hope
Cape Eternity, Saguenay-Alf Brown
View St Hilaire-Alf Brown
Hayfield-J M Douglas
View near Llanwest, North Wales-WM Gunn
Devonshire Farmyard-Wm Genii
Stepping Stones-Wm Glum
Venice-T D King

Do T D King
Lake Stegantic-T D King
Sketch (Indian ink)-T 1) King

• Do	 T D King
Water Mill (painted 18101-1' D King
Scene in Malaga-1' D King
Irish Peasants at Holy Well-J L Mathewson
Grand Canal, Venice-J L Mathewson
Study-G LI Frothingltam
Landscape-G H Frothingliam
Coast View-G H Frotbingleuu
Dead Hare-W Scott
Wood Duck-W F Kay
Niagara Falls-Major Newdegate
Girl on Snow Shoes-Major Nowdegate

- Highland Shepherd (sepia)-Major Newdegate
Portrait-Alex Henderson
Rest by the Way-Bell Smith
Sketch in North Wales-G Il Frotbingham
Table Rock, Niagara-John Popham
Portrait of lion Mrs Graham, after Gainsborough

Peter Redpath
-Purge Loading Hay, Boucherville-11 Sandlirun
Design for Mouument to late Freak Lawford, Esq-

T S Scott
The Haylleld-W F Nay
Landscape-W F Kay_
Cathedral Interior-W le Kay
Coast Scene- IV F Kay
Kenilworth Casile-J L Mathewson
Sketch of the Olden Time-J L Mathewson
Morning, near Rome-Capt Thompson
Evening ou Coast, Deveu-Capt Thompson
Devonshire Farm (sepia)-Wm Notman
Stepping Stone	 do	 Wm Notrnan
Scene in North Wales do Wm Notman
Fosse Nails Wales do Wm Notman
Belœil do-Win Hobnail

Devou-Thos Jammer
13abbicol	 Devon-Thos Hinornor

View on the Rhin (' -1'110A ilimilkor
F118'lIl im, 1)0V00-11108 Kilmer
Village in Sac oy-Thos 'Gunner
Shipwreck in Torbay-Thos Wilmer
View near Cardiff-rhos Wanner
A Chifibniere-Thos S Scott
ASIouseuetaire-Thos S Seat

A French Lady, temp Louis XIV-Thos S Scott
Winter Scene on St Lawrence-J
Niagara Falls-S E Dawson
luterior Ladye dis-peut--T S Scott
Bouquet Flowers--Oharies starer
Cupid Sharpening his Arrow--U D Ferrier
Muskrat-I) Fowler

	

Blown	 Dow	 Fowler
Mill at Rye, Sussox--D Fowler
Crossing the lce-D Fowler
Ham ings' Fishermen and Boy-D Fowler
The Disused Rond--D Fowler
The Forum, at Itemise-fl Fowler
A Capuchin lerlar-D Fowler
A Cactus-D Fowler
F0880 Noue-J M Douglas
Sketch-Bessunger
Lanclscape-Bessunger
Landscapeœliessunger
Sepia Drawing-liesstieger
Sepia Drawing-Bessunger
Sepia Drawing-Benninger
Sepia Drawing-Bessunger
On the Saguenay-W Kay
Landscape-G A Drummond

	

Do	 Do

	

Do	 Do

	

Do	 Do
	Do 	 Do
	Ho 	 Do
	Do 	 Do

	

, Do	 Do
Sketch-Dr P W Campbell

Do	 Do
Scene in Padua-II Lyman
Portrait of' a Girl-Alex Henderson
Portrait on Porcelaiu-Alex Henderson

	Do 	 Do
Miniature on Porcelain-Alex Henderson
Sunset on the Adirondacks-Alex Henderson
Photographic Portrait, coloured-Alex Menders°
An Old Bridge--D l McDougall
A River Scene-D I McDougall

MISCELLANEOUS.
Beatitudes of Our Lord-II Sandham

WATER COLOURS FROM MONTREAL SKETCHING CLUE
Lady and Flower Girl-Capt Coleridge
Niagara Falls-Capt Coleridge

Do	 Do
Palanquin and Canadian Winter Sketch-Captail

	Scene 	 on the Marguerite-Col Lysons	

Coloridg

	

Palan	 PPalanquin Pic-Nie arty-Capt Coleridge

Landscape-Col Lysons
'Tis some poor fellow's skull, said he,

Who fell in that great victory.' I Col Lysons
A Relict of the Past-W Snow

	Do 	 Do
Landscape-Capt Thompson
Shefford (Station)-W le Ray
A Cross-Mrs Col Thad:well
A Castle-Mrs Sitworth
Knox Mills, Lachine-Pere Mathieu
Old Elm, Cote St. Antoine-Pero Mathieu
Colossal Buddha, Ceylon- —
Castle Gate-Mms Col Thackwell
The Village Stocks- —

I Church Interior- .--
Swiss WaterM11- —
Governor's Residence, near Colombo-Mn Colon

Thackwc
	An Old	 B Lamb

Ancient Ruins-Capt Thompson
Landscape- —
Heidelburgh Castle-Alfred Rimmer
An English Country House-Alfred Rinuner
Stonehenge-Mrs Capt Norris
Pyranrid---Hr Lloyd Anstruther
Parliament Huildiugs--tieo Mathews
Lachine itapids-Pere Mathieu
View of Montone-W F hay

	Du 	 Do
Old Gate Priest learns (oui--L Balch

PENCIL DRAWINGS.
Do Tell Us-A J Pell
Sketch for Bas-relief for Shakespeare's Monument-

Thos D Kin
BRONZES.

2Eneas Carrying His Fathom--B G ibb
Apollo Belvidert4-W F Kay
Shakespeare-AV Notman
Newton-W Notman
Murillo-Theo Lyman
Cervantes-Theo Lyman
Pifferino-Theo Lyman
Vase-Thos Abel

MARBLE AND PARIAH STATUETTES AND BUSTS.
Maidenhood-Theo Lyman
Beatrice-Theo Lyman
Tragedy-Thee Lyman
Comedy-Theo Lyman
Rebecca (in marble1-W F Kay
Proserpine (in marble)-W le Kay
Tennyson's Lady Clare (in marb1M-W F Ray
The Queen (Bust)-A Hayes
Prince Albert (Bust)--A Hayes

ART UNION PRIZES,
OIL PAINTINGS.

Sault Ste. Marie
Ayers Flats, Eastern Townships
Sheep Heads
A pair of Calves

WATER. COLOURS.
Squirrels and Duck
Mount Washington
Landscape
Rideau 1 ails, Ottawa
Chaudiere Falls, Ottawa
Parliament Buildings, Ottawa
Landscape
Lilacs
Coast Scene
Parliament Buildings, Ottawa

PHOTOGRAPHS.

3 Vols Canadian Views
8 Vols Canadian Sports
Three Photos do

And we wish to record our cordial approval o
the plan upon . which this exhibition was
formed, and of the arrangements made fo
carrying that plan iuto effect. Tw
features in it are especially noteworthy ; firstly
all the pictures exhibited were the property o
our citizens ; and secondly, there were a grea
many pictures by Canadian Artists, and fro
them all the prizes for the Art Union distriill
bution have hceit selected.

No one who remembers Montreal twenty
years ago, and who looks at the scene which
is this night presented to us, can doubt that
there exists amongst us a higher taste in art, a
truer appreciation of the social and intellectual
advantage of the study of art, and, as it should
seem, a strong purpose in regard to the future
to cultivate with an earuestness worthy of its
dignity and value. This is due, largely, to the
increased wealth of Montreal and to the higher
education which wealth entails upon a conunu-
nity. In one sense art is an expensive pursuit,
for it is only by large outlays and therefore sac-
rifice that aL)r country, and a new country the
more, can secure the possession of works exe-
cuted by artists of reputation or even of merit
and such works can alone elevate taste or eve.
educate it. It is matter for gratulation tha ,

Montreal possesses a few works of the old
masters, and very many works of men who hay •

attained to eminence amongst the modern
leaters of the French, English, and Germa.
schools. Our citizens are following, a ,
some distance it must be confessed, the step-
of those men of wealth, who having made thei
money in the emporiums of commerce in Grea
Britain, have consecrated to art a fair propor-
lion of their gains, encouraging by princely re-
muneration artists of merit, to lay themselves
out for the realization of great thoughts and the
accomplishment of noble works in painting and
in sculpture. The collections of art which have
been gathered by the merchant and manufactur-
ing princes of Fatherland are amongst the
most costly and valuable in the civilized world.
These have been collected not so much to pro-
mote the study of art, as to give pleasure to
themselves and to their friends. Yet there can-
not exist in any community an accessible col-
lection of meritorious works of art without in-
ducing an exercise of' judgment, which will
eventually lead to a true knowledge of the true
principles of art. This, as I conceive, is what
is now taking place amongst ourselves. The
growth is slow. We seem to be just emerging
from complete ignorance of the great subject ;

but to be even in this state, to feel that we are
not living in utter dormancy, is so far hopeful.
I would venture to say to those who are propos-
ing to devote a portion of their income to the
possession of works of art-whether in marble,
on canvas, or on paper-that they cannot bet-
ter serve either the cause of art in Canada or
themselves than by securing the productions
of acknowledged masters. One good picture
or statue is of more value as a study-yea,
is of more intrinsic value, and certainly
of greater marketable value than twenty
indifferent ones. Some of our citizens have al-
ready been guided by this principle, and the re-
suits you have before you this evening in the j
very acceptable, the brilliant addition which
has this year been made to the exhibition, very
markedly, in the class of water colour paint-
legs. This Art Association is a step in the
right direction, - and I am sure I only
express the universal sentiment of this corn-

i munit)' when I say that much of what has been
accomplished by this Association is due to the .

interest which has been taken in the progress
of Art by His Lordship the Bishop of Montreal,

, and to the influence of that counsel and patron-
age whirls he has so freely extended to it. But -

as I was saying, we have but taken a step in the
road to the cultivation of irt in -Montreal.  Î

There are other things to be done. I mention .,

fwd.
First, it is desirable there should be establish-

1 ed in Montreal a public Gallery of Art. A
building should be purchased for this object if
possible, not large or expensive at first, but o
suitable character and dimensions, and in a
suitable position. This building should be
fitted for the reception of' works of art, gifts to
the country, and to its k.itstre generations o
men of wealth-men who take an interest in
the elevsition of taste in Canada. There must
be such men amongst us and elsewhere
throughout the country. I speak of this scheme
as national in its character, for in no other
place, in either united Canada as it now is, or
in Confederate Canada as it is about to be,
could such an institution be founded. I throw
out the suggestion in the hope that it will be
taken up by others whose time and • taste
qualify them for the work. It were a
worthy disposal of property to be the means
of thus perpetuating and advancing in this fu-
ture empire the study and progress of the fine

i arts. Second : we need in Montreal a school of
art and design, established on a liberal basis.
It should be open to all nationalities and creeds,

i and be under the supervision of competent goy-
ernors and instructors. To many such an in-

l stitution would ope-mi up a tueans of livelihood.
To all who should enter it, it would be a means

of gratification and instruction which can
t scarcely be exaggerated.

At the conclusion 'of the rev, gentleman's re-

- marks, which were betened to attentively, Dr.

T. Sterry Hunt spoke as follpws :
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Mot eru art is representet •y two sc ioo s.
The lirst finds in painting and sculpture a held for
displaying technical skill, and makes art to con-,
!fist in the perfection of drawing, in the judicie
ous management of light ad shade and color.
It aims to reproduce the style and catch the
spirit of the masterpiece of antiquity, and thus
calls itself classic art. I ts proinctions, however
they may appeal te the student and to the cam-
noisseur, are, for the most, part, deficient in that
inspiration without which art can never awaken
human interest or speak to that which is dep.

1 es t anti eineereSt in Our nature, Thee Only j0
whom such power is given are really worthy ofthe name of artists. To such their art is what
language is to the poet and to the prophet whenthey came forth l'rom their hiding places with
messages to their fellow-men, and must deliver
the burden of their overflowing hearts. Such
soul tell us, on the canvass or in marble, what
they have seen and felt. The others are those
who mistake the on tward form, in which nrtists
before them have clothed their thoughts for the
thought itself; and may be compared to a musi-
cian deftly touching the keys and stops of an
organ, which for want of the blast of air iu its
pipes, is all the time silent. Too much of such
art the world has seen in the last few genera-
tions, and many a man not devoid of artistic
feeling has been dwarfed and crippled by the
false theories of this classic school, which serv-,
ed only to lead him away from the true path.

True art is more easily felt than described ; to
him who has " the vision of the faculty divine,"
words are useless ; to him who has it not,
they are inadeqnate. Yet the sentiment of
art, like that of religion, is not wholly
wanting in any human soul, and like it may be
fostered, encouraged, and brought into activity.
God's truth, however, and not superstition, must
reign, and we shall then find that art is not
only akin to religion, but is in truth a phase of
the religious life of humanity , and may become
what it was in classic and medieval times, one
of its highest embodiments.

It is by considering it in its religious aspect
that we shall find the key to the true theory of
art. Religion is the culmination of the social
life of a people, which embodies alike in its
theology and its art, its ideal, that which it
feels to be holiest, purest and best. The classic
Greek strove to represent in sensuous forms his
highest conceptions GC the good and the true
he brought his deities down to the level of
earth, and represented them in those immortal
works, the statues of Apollo, Hermes, Bacchus,
Juno, Minerva, and Venus, which the world will
always recognize as the highest ideal of human
beauty and perfection. Who that has looked
upon the Mercury of the Vatican has not felt in
that figure, intense with spiritual life and 're-
pressed power, beautiful but inscrutable, lofty
and eternal, yet with a divine love and a
gracious pity, the worthy embodiment of the
Grecian conception of Hermes, " dear to super-
nal and infernal gods," looking graciously down
on the ways of mortals. As I have contem-
plated that masterpieCe of Grecian art and
Grecian piety , I have felt with Wordsworth
that before it, some at least, in olden time,

" Not unforoven the suppliant knee might bend,
" As to a visible power in which did blend,
" All that was mixed and reconciled there,
" Of high and low, celestial and terrene;
" Of manly grace, and. heavenly purity.
In such forms were reflected the religious con-

sciousness of the Greeks. But there was under-
• neath this beautiful Greek life the element of
pain and ill, dimly recognized in their theology,
which appears as the dark, overmastering fate
of their tragedies, and by its growth at last de-
throned the God of Olympus, and banished
"the fair humanities" of the old religion. Let
us reverently study the Greeks and their art
they should be our teachers, but not our mo-
dels. The world has long since outgrown the
religion which alone gave Grecian art its vi-
tality, and genius itself is powerless to infuse
life into the works of its modern imitators.

But Christianity came, and grappled with the
great mystery of life by infusing into the popu-
lar belief a higher philosophy, an aspiration for
a destiny not to be found in the visible world.
The truth of nature was henceforth to be sought,
not in what was, but in what was to be. The
outer world was to the early and medieval
Christians at best but a fair delusion, blighted
and cursed with sin ; ascetism was the highest
form of the religious life, and the ideal was to
be reached only through the mortification of
that body which the Greeks adored. Christian
art therefore consists not in self-satisfied forms,
but in aspirations and in longings for the beatific
vision, that "one rapturous glance of the never
attained." Such does art appear to us in Fra
Bartolomeo, in Raphael, and in Albert Durer.
The pious artist sought his inspiration in prayer,
and beheld in his vigils the forms of the beati-
fied, who came to guide his 'Pencil.

But a change came over Christendom in that
slowly-advancing but tremendous movement,
which in diffèrent centuries we call reformation,
revolutioa, and democracy, of which all the
great events of history for the last 300 years are
but phases. Ours is like the Roman world, a
period of transition ; and like it has been unfa-
vourable to true art. But already in the whirl-
ing chaos, if we can read aright, there are un-
mistakeable Signs that what was deepest and
truest in medieval Christianity, not only sur-
vives, but is advancing to higher and more per-
fect realization than the world has hitherto be-
held. Its voice is heard throughout the lands,
proclaiming liberty to the enslaved, equal rights
to all, the instructing of the ignorant, the lift-
ing up of the fallen and the degraded, and the
acceptable year of the Lord. The religion of the
coining age will show that to godliness belongs
the life that now is, as well as the life that is to

I come.

2. Waltz  	 Snelling.
8. Feet March
4. Cavatine 	 Ernani 	

Gungl

6. Galop 	 Wildfang 	 Faust.
G. Aria 	 Attila 	 Verdi.

7. Quadrille 	 Rigoletto  •	 D'Albert.

8. Grand March 	 G 'mgt.
9. Selection 	 BOlisar  	 Donizetti,

10. Galop 	 Pylades	 ......... Prince,
11. Selections 	 Lucia di Lammermoor..Donizetti,

God Savo the Queen.

We can, in conclusion, but express the hope

that the labors of the Council will not end here.

A long cherished hope has been with them, viz

a permanent Gallery of Art. We cannot in this

generation expect a Provincial or National Gal-

lery, but we may anticipate bequests similar to

those of Vernon, Sheepshanks, and others in the

Old Country. There is also a want for a School

of Drawing and Design. Of its great need

there can be no question ; of the great value of

such schools in England there can be no doubt ;
it is certain that to them may be traced much

of the advancement that British Art has of late

years made. In the United Kingdom there are

about a hundred of these schools, and they have

had their beneficial results. M. Chevalier,

the celebrated French economist ; in his report

of the Exhibition of 1862, says The whole

world has been struck with the progress the

English have made since the last Exhibition, ia

designs for stuffs, and in the distributiou of

colors, as also in carving and sculpture, and ar-

ticles of furniture." The Right Honorable Lord

Stanley, a man of large and comprehensive

mind, some time ago, after the delivery of

prizes to the Art-students at Preston, said ;—" I

think that in promoting these schools of Design,

intended for the better culture of Art, we are

supplying a real want, and representing a real

tendency of our time." •

Our readers will think oar space well filled

by a further quotation of Lord Stanley's :—" t

ought not to be, and cannot be, the more play-

thing of luxury, or the mere slave of wealth. I

cannot conceive a man of sense and feeling set-

ting great store on pleasures which cannot be

shared by the great bulk, at least, of educated

persons. We value Art, we honor it, we seek

to promote it, because it is in its nature univer-

sal—popular in the time sense ; because, like ell

sources of enjoyment which are intellectual and

not material, it belongs to all those, and to those

only, who have within themselves the power to

appreciate it—who are students and scholars,

not merely purchasers and patrons.

THE ART ASSOCIATION CONVER-
SAZIONE.

A numerous company assembled last night i

the elegant rooms of the Mercantile Library

Association to enjoy one of the greatest treats

yet presented to the public of Montreal who

appreciate works of art. The walls of the large

rooms on the third story of the now Mercantile

Library building were hung with pictures from
top to bottom ; one room being devoted to oil.

paintings and the other to those in water-colors,

and it was difficult to say which was the most

attractive.
It would be difficult to discriminate among so

many pictures worthy of note, but " A View in

Egypt" attracted particular attention from its

unnatural appearance, which was yet, probably,

an accurate representation of the scene. The

valley of the Nile is covered with water, being,

doubtless, the season of inundation, and above

this gwaste sit in quiet and solitary grandeur

those two majestic figures of Memnon, which

have awed and astonished the ages. The sunset

is shedding a crimson light upon them, which
seems to render the stone almost transparent

and a little boat at their base, containing tonfists,
shows their colossal size. " A picture of

Scotch cattle," in the Highlands of Scotland,

rivals Rosa Bonheur in fidelity to nature.—
Many fine landscapes are exhibited and a few
historical paintings. There are also some very
good heads, especially one of an Italian grape

girl, and several good pictures of live-stock.

Among the water-color paintings, a small pic-
ture of a harvest scene by Birkett Foster; is
doubtless the best, though, if special attention
had not been drawn to it by the initiated, it
might not have attracted much more admira-
tion than some others.• A Canadian scene
of fire in the woods must have been drawn
on the spot. Two pictures of solitude
are oppressive from their stillness. Seve-
ral scenes in Old World cities are good. And
a picture of Juliet's nurse, surrounded by-
Italian gallants, takes one back to the wonder-
ful creations of Shakespeare's muse. It were,
however, vain to attempt any detailed descrip-
tion of nearly two hundred oil-paintings, and as
many in water-colors, besides some beautiful
statuary. All who have any taste for the fine
arts must go and see them.

During the course of the evening, the vice-
president of the association, P. Redpath, Esq., in
the absence of the President, Bishop Fulford,
called upon the Rev. Dr. Jenkins and Dr. Sterry
Hunt to address the assembly.

Dr. JENKINS said :—
I have been asked to address a few words to

you, ladies and gentlemen, in the interest of art
in Montreal, and chiefly of the Art Association
in this city. No one who remembers Montreal
twenty years ago, and who looks at the scene
which is this night presented to us, can doubt
that there exists amongst us a higher taste
in art, a truer appreciation of the social
and intellectual advantages of the study of
art, and, as it should seem, a strong pur- •
pose in regard to the future to cultivate it with
an earnestness worthy of its dignity and value. '
This is due, largely, to te increased wealt
of Montreal and to the higher educatio

lch wealth entails upon a community.—
In one sense, art is an expensive pursuit, for it
is only by large outlays, and therefore sacrifice,
that any country, and a new country the more,
can secure the possession of works executed by
artists of reputation or even of merit, and such
works can alone elevate taste, or even educate
it. It is matter for gratulation that Montreal
possesses a few works of the old masters, and
very many works of men who have attained to
eminence amongst the modern leaders of the
French, English, and German schools. Our
citizens are following, at some distance, it must
be confessed, the steps of those men of wealth,
who having made their money in the emporiums
of commerce in Great Britain, have consecrated
to art a fair proportion of their gains, encour-
aging by princely remuneration, artists of merit
to lay themselves out for the realization of
great thoughts and the accomplishment of
noble works in painting and in sculpture.
The collections of art which have been gathered
by the merchant and manufacturing princes of
Fatherland are amongst the most costly and
valuable in the civilized world. These have
been collected, not so much to promote the
study of art, as to give pleasure to themselves
and to their families. Yet there cannot exist in
any community an accessible collection of
meritorious works of art without inducing an
exercise of judgment, which will eventually lead
to a true knowledge of the true principles o
art. This, as I conceive, is what is now taking
place amongst ourselves. The growth is slow.
We seem to be but just emerging from com-
plete ignorance of the great subject ; but to
be even in this state, to feel that we are not
Eying in utter dormancy, is so far hopefu

It is grata yong, too, to o serve that many o
those w ho import works of art for the embellish-
ment and adornment of their own houses, do not,
as in days of ignorance their fathers did, stipu-
late for so many square feet or yards of daubed
canvas, set in a gaudy frame, for so many dollars
or pounds ; but are content with a few square
inches, if the piece be one of true merit, without
reference to cost. I would venture to say to
those who are proposing to devote a portion o
their income to the possession of works of art—
whether in marble, on canvas, or on paper
that they cannot hotter serve either the cause of
art in Canada or themselves than by securing
the productions of acknowledged masters.—
Ours good picture or statue is of more value as
a study—yea, is of more intrinsic value, and
certainly of greater marketable value, than
twenty indifferent ones. Some of our citizens
have already been guided by this principle, and
the results you have before you this evening in
the very acceptable, the brilliant addition which
has this year been made to the exhibition, very
markedly in the class of water-color paintings.
This Art Association is a step in the right direc-
tion, and I am sure I only express the universal
sentiment of this community when I say that
much of what has been accomplished by this
association is due to the interest which has been
taken in the progress of art in Montreal
by His Lordship the Bishop of Montreal,
and to the influence of that counsel and
patronage which lie has so freely extended to it.
But, as I was saying, we have but taken a step
in the road to the cultivation of art in Montreal.
There are other things to be done. I mention
two : First, it is desirable that there be estaS-
lislied in Montreal a picture gallery of art. A
building should be purchased for the object, if
possible, not large or expensive at first, but o
suitable character and dimensions, and in a
suitable position. This building should be fit'ed
for the reception of works of art, gifts to the
country, and to its future generation of men of
wealth, men who take an interest in the elevation
of taste in Canada. There must be such men
among us, and elsewhere throughout the country.
I speak of this scheme as national in its charac-
ter, for in no other place in either United Canada,
as it now is, or in Confederated Canada, as it is
about to be, could such an institution be founded.
I throw out the suggestion in the hope that it
will be taken up by others whose time and
tastes qualify them for the work. It were
a worthy disposal of property to be the
means of thus perpetuating and advancing'
in this future empire, the study and 'Pro-
gress of the fine arts. Second : We need,
in Montreal, a school of arts and -design.
The day has gone by in which drawing WAS
considered a mere accomplishment, or in which
the aim of the teacher and pupil was secured
by crude imitations of two or three pieces of
work set by the master, and touched up by his
own hand. Drawing has advanced to a study,
and is now an acknowledged branch of higher
education. It teaches accuracy, comparison, re-
lativity, and it brings the mind of the pupil into
contact with forms of grace and beauty, which
cannot fail to elevate and purify lois own concep-
tions, and its study develops talents which would
otherwise remain dormant, but which through
this assistance secure for their possessor both
eminence and wealth, while at the same time
honor and advantage accrue to his aen-atev.
I would have this school established on a most
liberal basis. It should be open to all nation-
alities and creeds, and be under the supervision
of competent governors and instructors. At
first, perhaps, a rented house would suffice for
its demands, and five or six hundred pounds a .
year for its maintenance. To many, such an
institution would open up a means of livelihood.
To all who should outer it, it would be a means
of gratification and instruction which can scarce-
ly be exaggerated.

Want of space hinders us from giving Dr.
Hunt's address this morning.

( EXHIRRION.

The " Right to the Road" is the title of a
water colour drawing by J. Fraser, sent in since
the opening of the exhibition, and consequently
not in the catelogne. It repreSeuts-a familiar
incident in Canadian rural lite, where the cus-
todian of the mail, taking advantage of the pri-
vilege bequeathed to him by the law of use and
wont, on one cf those stormy days by no Means
calculated to promote geniality even in Canada,
turns the habitants with their loaded sleighs out
into the deep snow, much to their annoyance
and discomfort, amid threats from the " com-
pulsory volunteers" and triumphant gestures
feom the locomotive Jack in office who is like-
wise the " tyrant of the road." The picture is a
gem in its way, and will go far to enhance the
reputation of the artist's versatile powers. The
drawing is spirited, the colouring natural, and
the accessories in perfect keeping, while for quiet
humour it seems all that could be wished.

oc shall not this new and nobler embodi-
ment of Christianity, which is to give to the
Church of the future a wider and a more Cath-
olic faith, shed its beneficent influence on art as
well ? We behold it already in that tendency
to study and to reproduce the manner of the pro:-
Raphaelite artists. In them was seen the dawn
that heralded the glorious day then about to rise
ou medieval art, and in the almost unconscious
anti irresistible influence which is now turning
our most serious and earnest artists towards
that early Italian school, we may see the rising
of' that brighter and more glorious day of art
which already floods with light our horizon.
The form in which the new gospel of art now
makes itself manifest is in the divine signi-
ficance of inanimate nature—a truth of which
Grecian art had but a feeble conception. So
far enslaved by the notion of embodying every-
thing its hutnan form, it must needs people its
hills and setts, its Streams and its forests, with
fituns and satyrs, nymphs and dryads, with sea-
gods and with river-gods. It belongs to
modern poetry, to a Wordsworth and a Bryant,
instead of invoking such personalities as these
to bring before us the conception of one great
indwelling presence in nature, who

" Warms in the sun, refreshes in the breeze,
" Mows in the stars, and blossoms in the trees,
" Lives through all life, extends through all extent,
" Spreads undivided, operates unspent.

Here is the true Evangel of Art, and He alone
can respond to the artistic want of our age,
who recognizes the indwelling divinity in each
and every one of His works front man to insect,
and from the snow-crowned Alp to the humblest
lichen which adorns its rugged side. To the
artist who approaches nature with such a spirit
naught that God has made and blessed will
seem " common or unclean," hut everything
will be deemed worthy of reverent study, and
careful, nay, pious reproduction. To him, as
to Wordsworth, even the meanest flower that
blows may give thoughts that do often lie too
deep for tears.

Let us all endeavor to cultivate this reverent
and loving spirit, and we shall then find that
we insensibly become artistic in feeling, and
shall learn to love and admire, not only the
works of the world's great artisOs, but nature
itself, the handy-work of the Divine Artist.

The music, of which the following is the pro-
gramme, was supplied by Thorbahn's orchestra;

the object of the Council was to employ and

encourage native artistes, and the rendering of

the music was worthy of their choice.

1. Overture L'Ambassadrice Auber.
Adieu
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Yesterday the exhibition was opened to the
public for the first time, and though an excellent
opportunity of examining the paintings by day-
light was afforded, we regret to say that the
number visiting the exhibition was not so large
as might have been expected. In the evening
the attendance was also somewhat slender, but
we have no doubt when the merits of the exhibi-
*ion become better known, the moderate price of

cts will cause numbers to avail themselves of
a privilege which will not occur again for an-
other year. With this view we append a list of
pictures most worthy of attention, which, al.
hough not in the order of the catalogue, will

generally be found near each other. It may be
as well also to state that tickets for the Conver-
ffeli0116 are of no further use :-

OIL PAINTINGS.
No. I. Child and Kitten, by Gustave de Jenao.
his is a very highly finished painting by a
reach artist. An elegantly dressed lady is

aent over a little girl in a careless attitude, who
3 playing with a kitten on the floor. Both
agues are painted with all the finish of e,
.ainature, and the kitten, which is almost at
, eit's estate, Is for a wonder well done.

No. 10. A Trout Pool, by J. Syer. This is one
ef the gems of the collection. It is a picture of
considerable size, and most exquisitely painted,
he subject being one of those pools in the course
1 a woodland brook, which, like Tennyson

ru ight say,
I slip, I glide, I gloom, I glance,

Among my skimming swallows,
I make the netted sunbeams dance,

Against my sandy shallows.
The spot depicted is a rocky glen embossorned
in spring foliage, through which a cool green
light is diffused over the scene ; the pool nest-
ling in the shade of overhanging rock ; a very
paradise for trout and anglers, or which the lat-
ter have already taken possession as figures in
he foreground. It is needless to say anything

more about this picture ; it 13 simply nature
transferred to canvass.

No. 121. A group of Donkeys on a sandy Com-
mon, by Luker They are standing and reclin-
ing by the road side, apparently pursuing trains
of reflection suited to their varied ages and ex-
periences-in fact moralizing, as only donkeys
can.

No. 73. Newport Bay (calm.) This is a fine
pieco of still-water painting, by Mr. J. Heade.

No145. This is it full sized copy of Rosa Boa.
heurs " Ploughed Field," by A. Vogt, a rising
Montreal artist, now in Paris ; and has been much
admired for the fidelity and life with which the
cattle are painted.

No. 19. A Street S'sene, Vercelli, from Romeo
and Juliet, 2nd act, scene 4th, by Alfred Frede-

'
No. 117. A Willow Brook, byi A. F. Bellows.

This is a delicious landscape of wood and water
in the peculiar style of this artist, whose fleecy
clouds, deep mirror-like pools and reflected foli-
age never lose their charm, The brook, however,
in this instance, with its floating water sedge and
lilies, might be easily taken for a river.

No. 90. An exquisite landscape painting of an
old will darn. The water is perfect, and al-
though the picture has not the warmth of some
or L'elloweee its colouring is doubtless superior,

No. 20 The Ford is another of Bellowes, re-
presenting a hay-cart crossing a river.

No. 2. Lago Balsena, near Rome. This is a
large landscape by Vertunnii worth attention
for its fine colouring and soft hazy distance.

No. 48. The Horse Dealer, by G. Reggio. This
is a spirited painting, representing a horse dealer
posting along at the head of a long disorderly
string vi" neeer do weel " animals, very like him-
self, who are kicking and biting in a mist of dust
of their owu raising.

No. 124. A little landscape representing an
autumn evening, by W. Bradley.

No. 31. This is a very good portrait of a well'
known gentleman, by W. Sawyer.

No. 39. This is a large painting by A Vogt, af-
ter Shryer, the great horse painter, representing
an artillery attack in the Crimea. This.picture
has yready been noticed at length in our co-
lumns, end has been universally admired for the
bold, life-like manner in which it is painted.

No. 60. This is a beautiful landscape of Welsh
scenery by Sydney Percy, painted with remark-
able depth, and, though exhibited before, it is a
picture that will bear study.

No. 384. Excellent studies of sheep and calves,
by A. Vogt.

No. 67. Italian pipers, by A. Domicent.
No. 110. A capital landscape in Norway, by

Van Ingen.
No, 47. Boating Party, by G. Reggio. This is

a peculiar picture, but worth attention.
No. 59. A Poultry Yard, by Couturiere. This

is one of the best paintings in the collection,
and might have inspired Hans Anderson tyith
Ws amusing story of the " Ugly Deckling."

No. 95. A finely finished stable scene by F.
Adams.

No. 21. A softly painted landscape of river,
wood and meadow, by J. Pope.

No. P. " Going to get Married," by Kel ton
moser. An amusing scene, depicting an inter-
view of the intending parties with the cnrd.
The sanguine confidence of the happy couple is
quite in keeping.

No. 128. View on the Conway, by B. W.
Leader, Another large and exquisite lanscape
of hill and river which cannot be too much ad-
mired.

No. 112. Is a finely painted landscape of the
Pontine marshes, near Rotate.

No. 58. Is a lovely view on the Androscoggin,
by Bellow, with a homestead, and a hill-side
covered with gorse, rising in the rear ; it is
painted in a soft, transparent manner not often
excelled by this artist,

No. 35. Falls of St. Anus, by Jacobi, and one
or bis best ; the water and rocks are splendid.

No, n9. Is a finely finished little landscape,en-
tilled" Duck-shooting, by G. Arnatield."

No. 116. "A bit under the Old Bank." This is
a small picture near the floor at the far side of the
room, end might have been painted with a mi-
croscope. Leavte and butterflies were never so

46, 7

-No. 63. "A Coming Storm.' A fine la
scape, with flock of sheep, byCoomans.

No 68. A well known scene in the rear of the
Bonseeour Market, painted with much spirit
by W. Raphael, a clever Montreal artist
who has already immortalized this locality.

No 101. A good landscape with cattle, by J A.
Wainwright.

No 46. A beautiful Landscape by Sontag a
New York artist ; painted with great softness
and depth, the style somewhat resembling that
of Sydney Percy.

No 83. Solitude by Jacobs, a peculiar and
striking picture of a desert lake.

No 105. A Winter scene by Jacobsen. This is
perhaps the most curious and beautiful work in
the collection. Its effect is rather that of a large
sterescopic view i than a painting; it represtents the
entrance to a Monastery in winter, and its execu-
tion is so strongly pre-Raphaelite, as to present
a simple reality. The light is wonderful, and the
trees and snow covered shrubs impress one with
all the lifeless stillness of a winter day, which
still further enhance by the presence of an old
monk with a water jar.

No.92. Plains of Thebes, a finely executed and
weird landscape. The crimson light of sunset
reflected from the hill tops, and the lifeless, gi-
gantic statues of Memnon over the surrouning
waters has a strange effect.

No. 85. Is a full length portrait of the Hon.
D'Arcy McGee, by Bell Smith.

No. 16. A Brig in Distress, by Knill, probably
the first Sea piece in the collection, as far as
wind and water are concerned.

No. 3. A Marine View, by G. Kuwalleg (pere).
The cliffe splendidly painted, but the era wants
life.

No. 115. Landscape, October effect, by A Par-
ton.

of PAINTINGS at the
BUILDIAG in Bonaventure
d for ONE WEEK.

. to 10 P.M.
Admizsion 25 cents.
Members will be admitted free en shoeing their

receipts at the door.
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posting along at the head of a long diserderly
string of " ne'er do wedl " animals, very like him-
self, who are kicking and biting in a mist of dust
of their,own raising.

No. 124. A little landscape representing an
autumn evening, by W. Bradley.

No. 31. This is a very good portrait of a well-
known gentleman, by W. Sawyer.

No. 39. This is a large painting by A Vogt, af-
ter Shryer, the great horse painter, representing
an artillery attack in the Crimea. This picture
has already been noticed st length in our co-
lumns, and bas been universally admired for the
bold, life-like manuer in which it is painted.

No. 60. This is a beautiful landscape of Welsh
scenery by Sydney Percy, painted with remark-
able depth, and, though exhibited before, it is a
picture that will hear study.

No. 384. Excellent studies of sheep and calves,
by A. Vogt.

No. 67. Italian pipers, by A. Domicent.
No. 110. A capital landscape in Norway, by

Van Ingen.
No, 47. Boating Party, by G. Reggio. This is

a peculiar picture, but worth attention.
. No. 59. A Poultry Yerd, by Couturiere. This
is one of the best paintings in the collection,
and might have inspired Hans Anderson with
his amusing story of the " Ugly Deckling."

No. 95. A finely finished stable scene by F.
Adams.

No. 21. A softly painted landscape of river,
wood and meadow, by J. Pope.

No. 9. " Going to get Married," by Kelton-
moser. An amusing scene, depicting an inter-
view of the intending parties with the care.
The sanguine confidence of the happy couple is
quite in keeping.

No. 128. View on the Conway, by B. W.
Leader. Another large and exquisite lanscape
of bill and river which cannot be too -much ad-
mired.

No. 112. Is a finely painted landscape cf the
Pontiac marshes, near Rome.

• No. 58. Is 'a lovely view on the Androscoggin,
by Belloweff, with a homestead, and a hill-side
covered with gorse, rising in the rear ; it is
painted in a soft, transparent manner not often
excelled by this artist.

No. 35. Falls of St. Anne, by Jacobi, and one
of his beat; the water and rocks are splendid.

No. 69. Is e. finely finished little landscape,en-
titled "Dock-shooting, by G. Armfield."

No. 116. " A bit under the Old Bank." This is
a small picture near the floor at the far side of the
room. and might have been painted with a mi-
croscope. Leaves and butterflies were never so
painted before.

No. 63. "A Coming Storm," A fie lands-
scapa, with flock of sheep, by COOMEILIB.

No 68. A well known scene in the rear oh the
Bonseeour Market, painted with much spirit
by W. Raphael; a clever Montreal artist
who bas already immortalized this locality.

No 101. A good landscape with cattle, by J A.
Wainwright.

No 46, A beautiful Landscape by Sontag a
New York artist ; painted with great softness
and depth, the style somewhat resembling that
of Sydney Percy.

No 86. Solitude by Jacobs a peculiar and
striking picture of a desert lake.

No 105. A Winter scene by Jacobsen. This is
perhaps the most curious and beaufiful work in
the collection. Its effect is rather that of a large
sterescopic view,than a painting; it represents the I
entrance to a Monastery in winter, and its execu-
tion is BO strongly pre-Raphaelite, as to present
a simple reality. Tbe ligbt is wonderful, and the
trees and snow covered shrubs imprése one with
all the lifeless stillness of a winter day, which
still further enhance by the presence of an old
monk with a water jar.

No. 92. Plains of Thebes, a finely exeeuted and
weird landscape. The crimson light of sunset
reflected from the hill tops, and the lifeless, gi -
gantic statues of Memnon over the surrouning
waters has a strange effect.

No. 85. Is a full length portrait of the Hon.
D'Arcy McGee, by Bell Smith.

No. 16. A Brig in Distress, by Knill, probably
the first Sea piece in the collection, as far as
wind and water are concerned.

No. 3. A Marine View, by G. Kuwalleg (pero).
The cliffs splendidly painted, but the sea wants
life.

No. 115. Landscape, October effect, by A. Par.
ton.
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Last evening, to some the most important
event of the Exhibition—the drawing of the Art
Union prizes—came off with the following re-
sults

Prize.	 Artist, Value.	 Winner.
Sault Ste. Marie 	 Metcalf.. 8220- T Morlaud
Scene near St. Hilaire.. Way.. 76.. J J Redpath
View in E. Townships . Edson.. 65- Joseph Gould
Parrint Buildings 	 Duncan.. 55. John Molson
Squirrels and Ducks 	 Fowler.. 40. ,Ld Bp of Monte.

ParPmt	 Jacobi.. 50.. It'bts Sc Reinhold
Sheep Feeding 	 Vogt.. 30.. W E Boyd
Rideau Falls.... ...... Jacobi.. 25. it Campbell], Sr
Calves 	Vogt.. 30.. W M Freer
Blount Washington.. Fraser.. 25- John Caverhill
Mills lunar Ottawa... Jacobi..  25..11ev J Fraser
Lilacs 	 Fraser.. 25.. W C Mumfbrd
Landscape 	 Jacobi.. 25.. A W Ogilvie
Landscape 	 Jacobi.. 25. .James Donnelly
Sunset 	 Sandham.. 15.. E K Greene
Cana d'it Waterfalls. Notman .. 12.. Rev Geo Slack
Canad'n Scenery. Henderson.. 12- James Lockhart
Canadian Sports....Notman- 8 .A C Hooper
Canad'it Scenery. Henderson.. 12. .RomeoStephens
Canadian Sports.... Notmau.. 8.. C P Thomas
Canad'n Scenery. Henderson.. 12.. Edwd Rawlings

The Vice-President, Mr. Peter Redpath, was in
the chair, and opened the proceedings by stet-
ting that the Council had earned their reward
by the public appreciation of their efforts. They
had only one object in view,—the desire to in-
crease among the citizens of' Montreal the love
of the Fine Arts. To dilate upon them was not
his object,—Wren's monument was S. l'auls,
his epitaph in that glorious pile was Circurn-
spice." The efforts of the Association had been
directed to the rational amusement of the people,
and the numbers who had visited the Exhibi-
tion sheered, that their love's labour had not been
lost. To -the disatisfied, whom he could
scarcely believe existed, he could point
to the Exhibition and say Circuntspice.
He said that every subscriber would
receive fully the value of their subscription.
Two tickets to the opening night or Convesa-
zione, if transferable, worth $2.00; a certain
engraving, photograph, or chromo-lithograph,
(not yet determined by the Council), of the
value of 51.00; and for the remainder, beyond
the privilege of daily visiting the exhibition, a
chance of winning a prize varying in value
from $8.50 to $220, or at the rate of' about one
prize to every 15 subscribers.

The tickets, numbering 309, were checked
according to the numbers of the receipts, by
Messrs. S. C. Bagg, and J. Holland, and the
corresponding quantity of blanks and prizes
were put in two revolving urns, over winch
Messrs. J. J. Hunter and John Rankin presided.

A vote of thanks was ' proposed by Dr. T. S
Hunt, and seconded by Mr. B. F. Matthews, to
the scrutineers, which was carried unanimously.

Mr. T. D. King, in proposing a vote of thanks
to the Council for their labors, said he was sure
it would not require a seconder, and it did not,
for it was carried by loud acclamation. .

One incident alone we record, as it showed
the universal regard of the members to their
absent president, the Lord Bishop of Montreal
and Metropolitan. When his name was an-
nounced as a winner, there was a unanimous
burst of applause.

(THE FINE ARTS SOME. TY.
--

The distribution of prizes of this Society
took place at the exhibition rooms last evening.
The Chairman, Peter Redpath, Esq., ou taking
his seat ou the platform, said :

The exhibition now drawing to a close hae
been the result of much labour and thought on
the part of the members of the Council. They
have had their reward, however, in the appreci-
ation which has been manifested by the public.
They have no other stimulus to exertion than
the desire to promote a taste for art in the
community as well as among themselves. The
Art Association has not been without benefit to
the community. To its existence we owe the
presence in Montreal of many works of art,
painting and sculpture of at least average
merit, and some for which a higher rank may
be claimed. To it we also owe the absence of
inferior works which would have occupied the
places of some you now see. It is an unfortu-
nate fact, or otherwise, according to the stand-
point from which you view it, that even art
cannot be encouraged without a quid prp quo to
its patrons. Now, I wish to show the sub-
scribers to this Association that they get value
for their money. In the first place, you get
two tickets for the Conversazione

'
 which, judg-

ing from the eager demand for them, are well
worth $2 each, Secondly, for the other three
dollars you have a chance which on this occasion
is Squivalent to about one in fifteen of drawing
one of twenty-one prizes, varying in value from
$220 to $8.75. Thirdly, we propose to give to
each subscriber, if practicable, a picture o
some kind. This will depend not only on the
amount of funds at our disposal, but on our
ability to procure a suitable picture. This
matter will now occupy the attention of the
Council. He then explained the mode which
was adopted in drawingathe prizes, at d Messrs.
S. 13agg and R. Holland were appointed Scruti-
neers, the tickets being drawn by Messrs. J. S.
Hunter and John Rankin.

The following is a list of the prizes and
names of the drawers :—

Value.
1. Sault Ste. Marie, Thos. Morland : Whar-

ton Metcalfe 	  •	 . .$220
2. Scene near St. Hilaire, J, J. Redpath

Way    .	 75
3. View in Eastern Townships, Joseph

	Gould : Edson   55
4 Parliament Buildings, John Molson :

	Duncan  -   55
5. Squirrels and Ducks, Lord Bishop

Fowler 	 .. 40
6. Parliament Buildings, Roberts & Rein-

holds : Jacobi 	  50
7. Sheep Feeding, Robert Campbell

	Vogt    30
8. Rideau Falls, W. E. Boyd : Jacobi 	  25

. 9 Calves, W. M. Freer : Vogt 	  .. 30
10. Mount Washington, John Caverhill

Fraser 	 25
11. Mills near Ottawa, Revd. Joshua

	Fraser : Jacobi    25
12. Lilacs, J. W. Mumford, N . Y.; Fraser 25
13. Landscape, A. W. Ogilvie ; Jacobi..., 25
14. Landscape, Jas. Donnelly : Jecobi.. , 25
15. Sunset, E. K. Green, Sandham 	  15
16. Views of Canadian Waterfalls, Revd.

Geo Slack : Photographs by Not-
man 	  12•

17. Volume of Canadian Scenery, James
Lockhart : Photographs by Hen-

	derson    12
18. Canadian Sports and Pastimes A. C.

Hooper : Photographs by
Pastimes,

	8.75
19. Volume of Canadian Scenery, R. W.

Stephens : Photographs by Hen-
del son 	  12

20. Canadian Sports and Pastimes, C. P.
Thomas : Photographs by Not.

	n    875
21. Volume of Canadian Scenery, E. Raw-

lings : Photographs by Henderson 12
At the close of the proceedings on motion

of Dr. S. Hunt, seconded by Mr. F. B. Matthews,
a vote of thanks was given to the gentlemen
who had so kindly assisted during the evening.

We congratulate the members of the Coun-
cil on the success which has attended their ex-
hibition this year. They have certainly de-
voted a large aniount of time to the collection
and arrangement of the paintings and other
works of art exhibited, and they deserve the
thanks of the public for their persevering ef-
forts to promote a love of the fine arts in the
community.

Lest night, at halt-past 8 o'clock, the drawing
for the prizes by the subscribers of the Art
Uniou, In connection with the Art Association
of Montreal, took place at the building of the
Mercantile Library Association, in the large
room used for the exhibition of water colors.
The President of the Association, Peter Redpath,
Esq , presided. lie said the exhibition which
was about to close had been a source of labor to
those concerned in it, though they had their re-
ward in the appreciation with which it had met,
The oaly desire of the promoters had been e ere-
tie n of a taste for art ; and the Association had
not labored without result, as to it they owed

1 the presence of many works of meriteboth in
sculpture and paintiug, to which the highest
meed of praise was due. He was anxious to
sheer that the subscribers to the Association got
the full value for their money. The amount of
subscription was $5, fur which each subscriber
got two tickets to the conversazione, which ex-
perience had shown could easily be disposed ot
at $1 each. For the remaining $3 they had the
chance of a prize in the Art Union equal to 1 in
16, from a value of $220 down to $8, and even
those who got the smallest prize hid more than
the worth of their subscription. It had been
proposed to give every subsc:iber a picture, and
the matter was now ourler the consideration of the
Council. The project, however, would depend
not only on the amount of funds, but on their
being able to procure suitable pictures. In the
management of the Association there had been
no waste ; teere was no salaried officers, and
this year there had been no rent, in consequence
of which the whole funds of the Association
had been available. He would now ask two
gentlemen to come forward and see that the
ticket placed in the drawing cylinder corres-
ponded with the receipts of the subscribers
The Vice-President then explained the manne
of drawing, which was by means of two cylin-
ders, in (me of which was placed the tickets of
the subscribers, and in the other the prizes and
blanks. lie would call on Mr. S. C. Sage and
Mr. R. Holland to see that the ticket agreed with
the subscribed receipts.

This duty having been performed, Mr. J. Hun-
ter and Mr. Rankin were called upon to conduct
the drawing. For a long time, however, nothing
but blanks were drawn, to the great amusement
of those present, until at last the first prize was
announced ( 7Th . 777) as drawn by Thomas Mid-
land, Esq. The drawing after this went on
pretty briskly, and the following whs the result :

LIST OF PRIZES.
Sault St Marie, Wharton Metcalfe, value $220,

Thomas Morland.
Scene near St Hilaire, Way, value $75, J J Red-

path.
View In Easterri Townships, Edson, value $55 ,Joseph Gould.
Parliament Buildings, Duncan, value $55, John

Meteor'.
Squirrels and Dueks, Fowler, value *40, The

Bishop of Montreal and Metropolitan.
Parliament Buildings, Jacobi, value $50, Mr

Reinhold.
Sheep Feeding, Vogt, value $30, W E Boyd.
Rideau Falls, Jacobi, value $25, R Campbell,

Calves, Vogt, value $30, W M Freer.
Mount Washington, Fraser, value $25, John

Caverhill.
Mills near Ottawa. Jacobi, value $25, Rev Jo-

shua Fraser.
Lilacs, Fraser, value $25, Mr. MelforJ, New

York.
Landscape, Jacobi, value $25, A W Ogilvie.
Landscape, Jacobi, value, $25, James Don-

nelly.
Snnset, Sandham, value $15, E K Green
Views of Canadian Waterfalls, Photographs

by Notman, value $12, Rev G Slack.
Volume of Canadian Scenery, Photographs by

Henderson, value $12, Jas Lockhart.
Canadiau Sports and Pastimes, Photographs

by Notmau
'
 value $8, A C Hooper,

Volume of Canadian Scenery, Photographs by
Henderson, value $12, Romeo Stephens,

Canadian Sports and Pastimes, Photographs
by Notman, value $8, C P Thomas.

Volume of Canadian Scenery, Photographs by
Henderson, value $12, E Rawlings

At the conclusion, Dr Sterry Hunt, seconded
by Mr Matthews, moved a vote of thanks to the
gentlemen who had assisted at the drawing,

Mr T D King then moved a vote of thanks to
the Council.
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n RTIP stdeslring to SU itkcitt RF. are herebym'AIMA that A essrs DAWSON BROS.,
Ii okserers, will receive their Stiberipthms
and deliver thereon the Tickets for the CON-
VERSAZIONE. The annuel Subscription le
Five rs.

Mr. J. r. Pcm, will ça 'on and collect, Euh-
sert pi ions nd deli  vt- r I eket ,  to 1 hose w ho are
at present Sut,seriters.

The VONVERSAZIONE 'will taire .place on .
TUESDAY, 2.'itt February, at the Gallery in the
M FRCANTILEA1 BR /MY 11131 DLN G .
wilt present soute special objects or interrs4s

;only-a limIted number of Tickets wilt be sold
Parties desirous Of sobseribing had better dn so
wlf heu!, drf. lay

JOHN POPHAM,
Hou. Secretary.
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La culture des Beaux Arts, est la /sure dis
progrès de la civilisation et de l'éducation dans

un pays. Les Beaux Arts annoblissent les idées
et donnent à une société ce brillant et ce pol
auxquels l'admiration ne saurait échapper.

Malgré les aptitudes des Canadiens-Françoi
pour les Beaux-Arts, nous devons avouer qui
cette branche importante de l'éducation est  et
arrière de toutes les autres chez nos compatrio-
tes. On commence, il est vrai, à s'adonner a la
musique; mais la peinture est 1'61c:ignée dans
l'ombre et non seulement nous n'encouragons
pas nos artiste, mais nous laissou. tomber tous
lee appels généreux, tous les exéSples d'encou-
ragement qui nous viennent d'ailleurs.

Il existe, à. Montréal, une 4000cialion des
Butus .drts alimentée presque exclusivement
par les Canadiens Anglais, Le 25 du courant,

• elle donnera son exposition annuelle de tableaux
et peintures. Ces années dernières, la société
S'est adressée à plusieurs riches citoyens Cana-
diens.Français qui leur ont a peine prêté leur
attention. Ce fait est humiliant pour nous et
nous devrions avoir a cœur de le faire oublier.
Nous pensons que le même appel se fait cette
année. Efforçons nous d'y apporter notre con-
tingent d'efforts en souscrivant d'abord, puis en
mettant it la disposition de l'Association les ob-
jets d'art qui peuvent se trouver chez nos com-
patriotes.

cctt\_tt,	 fAikatt 0	 ev"5"t_k	 .2
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(ART ASSOCIATION of MONTREAL
Incorporated 23 Vic., Chap. 1414/0

--
111.13E FIFTR CONVERSAZIONE, and EXHI-
.1 BIT ION OF woRKs ote ART of this Asso-
elation will take place at the Gallery, in the
Mercantile Library, .Bonaventure Street, on

TUESDAY EVENINci, 25th inst.
PAINTINGS.

A choice collection of Paintings in Oil and
Water Colour, many of which have been re-
cently imported from Europe, will be exhibied.

STATUARY.
Some Valuable pieces of Sculpture will also be

shewn. And it is expected that a Model for a
Statue of Her majesty, by Marshall Wood, and
fo- which the Queen ga,,e special sittings, will
arrive in time for Exhibition.

Music will be given during the evening, under
the leadership of Professor Torrington.

Suitable Cloak Rooms will be provided for
Ladies and Gentlemen.

Members' tickets may be obtained from Daw-
son Bros., Booksellers; or from Mr. J. E. Pell.
Annual Subseription, dire dollars. Only a limit-
ed number will be sold Members desiring
tickets for Ladies may obtain them xi pay
mens of one dollar each.

February 21.

JOHN POPHAM,
Hon. Sec.
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MEETINGS.

AbsOCIATI9N of MONTREA ,

EXhibiti011 of Works of 	rt,

TAT I 0 N OF MONTREAL.—

.nk- PUBLIC MEETING.—The Art Association Oi Mon-

treal respectfully invite all who are f nvourable to the forma-
tion of a PICTURE GALLERY, in connection with this

Association, to attend a, Meeting at the Lecture Hall of the

Mercantile Library Building, on SATURDAY the 20th inst.,

at THREE P.M.
By order.	 JOHN POPHAM, Hon. Sec.

N'Aï, •

r IRE EXIII alTION OF PAINTINGs, &c , at
1 the Gallery l u the ‘iercAtil lie Li brary Build-

ing, in Bonaventure ,,Areet, will be continued
until SATURDAY EVENING next

Open from 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

Admission 25 cents.
Catalogues 10 cents.	 -
Mom bers will be admitted free, on showing

their receipts at the door

February 26,

JOHN POP.H.A.M,
Hou. Sec.
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the eaeles of European and American artists of
world wide reputation. It is gratifying too, to
see the marked advance made by our young
Canadian artists, the veterans still maintaining
their reputation by the works shown.
Among them are eome of Was's "The short-
est way to the Hay tie!],' 76, the property of
Mr. John Popham, betag in his happiest man-
ner, and several of Jacobi's and Vogt's. Of the

I younger artists Mr. A. Edson has undoubtedly
made the most rapid aclyance,a "study of trees"
(13) being marked by great care and attention,
a "view in the Eastern Townships" (11) show-
ing a fine eye for colour, the sky somewhat de-
tracts from the picture as a whole. The "Miss-
isquoi River" (12) is a well balanced picture,
but the water is not sufficiently liquid. Mr.
Edson has the making of a good artist, and the
advance he has made since last year sufficiently
attests his industry and pains-taking. Mr. J.
A. Fraser has several sketches in water colour
one or two of which are good, but the colour-
ing in the most of them is hard and crude, and
not at all favourable specimens of what he can
do. A little sketch in oil "Kamouraska" (58)
is very much better, the jutting and over hang-
ing cliff being a nice bit, although the general
tine is too cold throughout. Another young
artist, who ranks only as an amateur, Mr.
Barber gives great ipromiees, a "Landscape"
(21) being good. Mr. Sandham has two oil,
and two water colour paintipgs "Lost in the.
Snow" (80) being decidedly the best. Mr. F.
W. B. Smith contributes some good illustra-
tione of Canadian out door sports in water'
colour, "La Crosse" (60) containing well paint-
ed portraits of the competitors.	 Mr. Weston
has some creditable water colours.	 Mr.
Boisseau has a couple of portraits of consider-
able merit (33 34) and Mr. Sawyer a portriat
of Mr. Alfred Savage (51) a good likeness, well
sad carefully painted. Mr. Bell Smith also
contributes two good portraits.

It would be impossible to particularise all
the paintings exhibited, even had there been

time to examine them, nowever cursorily. To
point out a few of the more conspicuous is,
therefore, all we shall attempt, many having
necessarily escaped notice. Mr. °core° Smith
seat eleven contsibutions Scene in the Court
of Marie de Medici" (3) by Isabey, the "Smithy"
(G) by Baron beys, and the " Gossip at the
Well" (8) by T. Verfn being the most striking.
Mr. W. r'. Kay had an admirable painting
" Roman Peasants going to Market (14) by
Poingdestre, full of life, the colouring very flue
and the figures beautifully grouped, the stoli-
dity of the donkey being well contrasted with
fierce raga of the almost dismounted man. Of a
different character contributed by the same gen-
tleman is the " Campagna, Rome," (59) by A.
Vtetunni, the deathly t Witless of which Is re-
lieved by the long-horned cattle in the foie-
ground, Mr. Kay has also sent " The Peddlet"
(60) " The Artnollcor" (61) by Litschauer, the
expression of the old man being exceedingly
good, the scene calling to mind Bures' &scrip-
don of Capt. Grose.

0 sae had a fowth o' sold nick !wickets
" Rusty aim caps au'iin.411r g jackets
'' Wad held	 Lo W(1011131 twa lu tack ets
" A towmond guld."

And " North Wales" (62) by A Peltier.
'‘ Near Llanuelly, North Wales" (2Z) Sydney
l'erey, sent by Mr. S. English, struck us as
hard in colour and not treated in a pleasing
manner. A piece Rho contributed by Mr Eng-
lish, "Converention and Meditation" (23) by W
Thayer, Sr., is well bandlcd, the grouping and
accessories being alike good. Capt. Shepherd
had two pleat:4,1g leudseapes 24.25. A little
head " Daisy" (26) by Babcock. au American
artist, sent by Mrs, G. U. Frothiughain, might

easily have escaped notice, being low hung and
not obsttusive in colour, but it is a picture that
will gain in favour by study. Immediately oppo
site the door was hung what was generally con-
sidered the gem of the coil ction, " A View in
Wales" (29) by Leader. 1 he atmospheric
effect was woutterfe!, and the little mountain
stream, widening to the foreground was so ense, and the eXeCUtiou of the work is exceed
clear and liquid that one could fancy the very ingly good. The proof engraaiug of Holman
trout might be teen lurking in the eddies Hunt's "Christ in the Temple" belonging to
There is no smudging in the whole picture,
which is one our young artists might study Mr. Thomas 

Rimmer will show the perfection
ta which engraving has attained, besides pie-

collection ot the same gentleman, is " Deer
with advantage. Of a different style, from the jog, as far as black and white eau, a good idea

of the great painting of which this is a represen-

Drinking" (a8) by J. W. !Healy, an American Wien.	 Two screens in oil fresco, one by Mr.
artist whose works arc highly prizsd. The
tone here is Hombre, the rolling bills built John Murphy, the other by Mr, James Weston

lighted up by the early dawn, at the cell time are proof of the striking advance male in the
arts es applied to decoration, and bear evidence

of the night before the fresh rays of the sun have
touched the horizon. Some of the deer are in of ' 11() "rides Canada "8 made within a few

the water down in the hollow, while ethers are Year&

	

on the low hillock in the foreground suitliug	 The Cesievi ersazione was not quite so well at-

the morning air. The whole picture shows
very careful handling. Mr. Thomas Wilson t ended as it has usually been, although

	, how s a good landscape by Marshall (35) and 	,rooms presented a gay and la illiant appear-

	

ate Jolla Caverhill One by Bellows (36) and 	ance, tue Amateur Musical Union, conducted by
,no by S. Williams (37).	 Mr. F. H. Torrington, adding much to the plea-

	" The Dream of Richard III " (38) shown	 sure of the evening. The following was the
by Mr. Alex. Urquhart, while well paiuted and programme :—
shoving a tine eye for colour and effect, scare:- 	 Grand	 ... 	 Gungl.

ly seeme to realiee	 us the crook backed	 Overture—" La Dame Blauche" 	 Boldieu.

monarch, the dreamer being a young WWII un- I 	Selection —"Traviata " 	Verdi.

	

der thirty with neither the expression nor	 Andante—" Surprise Symphony".. Haydn.
Selection—" Martha" 	  . ..Flotow.

Ma 	F's-st.

evening, addressed a few words to those pre-
sent. He said that one chief guarantee of the

Mr. Peter REDPATH, In the course of the

success of the A ssociation had been the
large attendance at the annual Conver-
seziones. This year he regretted to
see that it was not equal to the last,
when the number of tickets issued had amount-
ed to 432, a number he was afraid would not be
reached on this occasion. The subscribers al-
so showed a large falling off, there having been
as the report showed, 310 last year with only I.

his year. The labours of the Committee
not been unattended with anxiety as to theha

means to be need to keep up the public interest
They had tried the distribution of prizes
on the plan of the Art Union, but for this
were funds were found to be not equal, and if
()ailed upon to say what the subectibers were to
receive for their live dollars he would find some
difficulty in giving a satisfactory reply. One
objct which ought to be aimed at, not
only by the Committee, but by every
member of the Association, was the es-
tablishment of a Gallery of Arts sud
and a School of Design. There was some pro-
bability that the latter might be done, as such
a proposal was now under consideration, but he
thought a permanent Gallery of Art was of as
great importance. He was aware of the great
difficulties there would be in carrying out an
object of this kind, but if the Committee should
meet with public approval an I support, they
would be ready to take the initiative. Failing
some effort of this kind, be did not kno y what
they were to do next year. It was not intend-
ed, however, to give up. They had anxiety
now to know what plea they could put forward
for the subscription of $5, but if the establish-
ment of an Art Gallery were entertained, there
would not only be $5 subscriptions, but some
of $500, and he hoped a good many of the lat-
tsr. He thought now that some of the mem-
bers might make suggestions on the subject.

Dr. T. STERRY HUNT, on being called on,
said the establishment of an Art Gallery had
been spoken of. The distribution of prizes in
the manner of an Art Union had been objected
to by many on principle, ou the ground of its
being a lottery, and some proposed putting
aside any surplus the Association might have
to buy a few pictures as the foundation of a
public Gallery-, thinking it better that the
money should be thus used, rather than be
given in pictures to the value of five or ten
pouts& each among the members. Some
thought they would lose subscribers by this,
but he thought it was better such subscri-
bers should go, as those acting with them
him no higher motives than the desire to
draw us much as possible were a source
of weakness rather than of stiength
A great many new pictures were coming into
Montreal year by year, and it was surprising to
think that a great part of spirit thus shown had
been awakened by the yearly exhibitions of the
Association, for it must be remembered that this
was the fifth year these had been held. If the
paintings in private collections were gathered
together they would make a large exhibition and
what was wanted eiere, a few rooms like these

here he had no doubt that persons making
purchases would often be inclined to leave them
for six months, so that not only their private
friends but the puble also might have the bene-
fit. It was au important instrument in educa-
tion, and they should endeavour to have besides
paintings, architectural drawings, statues, &d
People who never see paintings or statues till
they are grown up can have no more idea of
their worth than savages, as the taste requires
culture, and it should be their aim to get mearn
to train the young, and to give them an oppor.
(unity to learn something of the beauties of
form and colour. Montreal, above all, should
aspire to take the lead in this matter, for she is
really the Metropolis of the Dominion. It has
long been a reproach that there is no public
library here, 'it ought to be felt as much so
that -there is no Art Gallery. In Buffalo
there had been a wonderful increase in three
years, during which they had obtained by pur-
chase or gift as many pictures as are at present
in these rooms, which were open all the year
round and visited by hundreds, and having a
thousand subscribers. What Buffalo han done,
Montreal could do, and if all the friends of art
would subscribe their $5, or $50, or $500, gifts
would conte in, and in a few years they might
be able to point with pride to au art gallery,
which would not only be a matter of pride to
the Committee but to every citizen of Montreal.

Mr. Justice DAY after speaking of the tacu-
lties the Creator Awl bestowed to appreciate
beauty, and the du' y of cultivating these even
amidst the difficulties to ere met with in a new
country, expressed his regret at learning of the
larguid condition of the Attociation, whose

objscte he had believed had taken bold of the
public mind. He thought it had been growing
slowly and peinfully, perhaps, but still grow-
ing—and he had not, therefore, been prepared
for the statement he had heard. He thought
it behoved all to assist those who wore endoas
vouring to train men to the appreciation of the
beautiful, He was not then prepared 'with
any suggestions, but it was evident that the
first step must ho the establishment of
sonie place of resort for the purpose.  At first
their progress must be tedious and imperfect,
having no fuuds to get the highest works of
painting or sculpture. But a few would be
obtained, and one after auothenadded, till they
could male° an advance to the formation of a
higher taste. In a city SO wealthy and advanc.
lug so rapidly in every respect, it seemed in-
credible that enough could not be obtained to
start such a project. There was every thing
in it to appeal to patriotietn, and to the ambi-
tion which was entitled to asseert ittaJf in the
formation of a uatioual character. Every step

(rai 	u pub'	 'utt
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ART ASOCIA.TION OF MONTREAL.

The Conversazione and Exhibition of this
Assoeiation took place last night in the Exhi-
bition Rooms of the Mercantile Library Atom
Bon The Oil paintings were placed in the
back gallery and the water colours, statuary,
bronzes Ptc., iu the front gallery. The number
of contributions is not quite so great as last
year, but there are some fine specimens from

also sent three 42
to 44.	 Hunting' (49, 50) a pair by Lutyene
coutribuLd by Mr.	 Lora McDougall. A
group " Let us Pray" (52) by Redgrave

j

 A.A.,
snows to great advantaeo. Mr. G. A. blUm-

moud has a very nice pair " Highland
Cattle and Highlaad Sheep," (53.54) paint-
ed by Watson, a Scotch artist. A very ps-
culiar atinosaheric effect is produced in the
" Cuttekill Falls — Sunset" f56 J by Spang-
ler, tho property of Mr. A, Wilson. The day

has been evidently very hot and the retreating
eurt is shining through the mist, down the tong
vasta left by the rift down which the stream
flows, surrounded ou all sides by trees, spring-
ing trom the margin of the water, aud clamber.
Mg up to the step edges of the gorge, while
the water foams and hisses down its rocky

channel. The qtliet repose of " Loch Lomond"
[64] oy Horatio MacCulloch, R 5. A.,- the pro-
perty of Mr. Juhu Hope ie a striking contrast.
The mighty Ben is lifting his head in the dis-
tance, while at the feet of the spectator lie Inch
Uailleach end luth Murria, the atmosphere
partaking much uf the us at character of Mac-
Cullecu'o style, the Loch iteelf looking dwarted
l'y the hills that rear themselves around and at
whose feet it nestles, the Queen of Scotch Lakes
" Ou the Seheidt," (63) by A. Callow, sent by
Mr. A McGibbon, has a breezy, braciug look,
the sea heaving and in motion, the vessels rush-
rug ou with their bluff bows and clumsy sails,
seudiug the spray leaping over them. A good
specimen of tue painter's style.

We must hurry through the Water Colours.
Mr. D. teow!er has sent some good bits of still
life (62 to 63, 82 83.) Mr. Notinan contributes
(66 b 72) scenes in the Eastern Townships, by.
Mr. J. A Fraser ; Mr. John Popham has two
good specimens of Jacobi  (S3 74.) " S tol e in
Gloster" (75 ) J. V. Barber and Way's [76]
already referred to. Mrs. Lloyd has a g000
etudy of a Child's head, [77.] Some good
specimens ate contributed by Mr. Thomas
Warmer, [91 to 98. 11 " The Cabin Boy," 1101]
by Drumuiond, corstaiautid by Mr. Henry
Lyman, is a little gem. The attitude of the
little fellow is easy, natural and unconstrained,
and the colouring admirable. " Tho Wreck,"
[104] by Way, is not in a good light or i
would attract more notice than it did. Con-
way N. Wales," (106] by the same artist, " Sea
View," [105] by Williams, and " Dead Lamb,"
[107 ] by F. Foot, were contributed by Mr.
Gilbert Scott. " Honfleur," [1081 by G. H.
Andrews, the property of Mr. Thomas Ht-y-
acids

'

 is a beautiful study of colour, and would
attamt notice anywhere. Mr. A. McPherson
sends some sketches by Lock, • [109 to 111]

slight but effective, and Mr. T. D. King
a considerable valiety of contributions.
Whittaker's " Capelcwrrig, Wales" '(132) pro-

perty of Mr. W. F. Kay, is very fine, warm in
Cole, with a brawling mountain stream rush-
ing down as if to cool the heated air. 133,

134, 135 are the property of the seine gentle-
man, the latter "Newcastle on Tyne" being a
good little picture. Hanging nearly out of
sight in the oil colour gallery is a miniature
(41) sent by Mr. G. H. Ryland, which is worth
special notice. Au Aaron Yearley On the
Coast near Scarborough," [142] belonging to
Mr. John Hope, is very line and will please
generally. The statuary sent numbers only a
few pieces, but these are of great merit. Au
alto relievo, " The Bride," by Mr. W. Fraser,
of Montreal. is well deeIgned and executed, and
gives good promise for the future of the artist,
who is a very young man, Mr. W. F. Kay
contributes two figures, one by Ranch, " The
Denied" [132] very graceful and beautifully
posed, the other " Atrunoild lusidio" )153] al.

legorical, Cupid covering himself with a sheep
skin, the wreath of &wens concealing a wreath
of thorns, aptly represents the results of mis-
placed love. Mr. R. Forsyth has three very
graceful figures of children (155) described as
the sleeping child after Rauch, being in
lively state and kicking Lis heels in the air
Of the infants reposing [156, 157] one is after
Canova, the other lifter Pardieu. Mr. la Reed
sends two basal. relievi„ Winter and Summer
[158, 159] which are deserving of high p-aise.

The collection of bronzes and _pariaus from
Messrs. Savage r ad Lyman is exceed-
ingly good, the treatment of all being
most artiste, and Doctor Sterry Hunt
sends "Bathyllue" by Gaston Guitton. Two
pieces of needle work scut by Mr. Robert Not-

' man would be probably paessd by as excellent
'etchings. The labour must 'nave been burn-

features of the scheming usurper. Avast from
this it is, looked at as a paintini, one of merits
\it', D. Rees contributes three gt

I'

4tk.

sit

•- n -t	 la (*MS :2.41.and there had nev i. r	 j t,d a gr,at ta tonwithout the possession of the love of ai t, andthe reaching ont to the realiefug of au idealever plesent to the mite' of the artist and thelov, r of att. But he would direct their atten-tiou to one fact. They could not get at this
until (buy combined to get •collection of wastisof art which shoold be open taa all. LCcouldriot be doue without money,. iftld tiniest' the
wealthy of the city came forward it teemed
ikely that instead of advancing they would

t iegrztde, and continue to dwindle mail theaaiiation ceased altogether.



n ,ca pe
Age of Inne ce 	After Sir Jos.Reynolds, P.Redpath, n
Coriolanus 	 H. Bone, T. D. King
Witches (Macbeth) 	  Do	 Do

	heron & Titania 	  Do
	eath of Achilles 	

JEolCriliAairi	
T. D. King

Fraser,	 John A. Frasertuey Trees (sketch) 	
y the Brook 	 A. F. Bellows,	 A. F. Bellows
andscape 	Do	 D

River Seene• • • • • • • • 	 J as. Weston, (amateur), J. Weston
Sunset .• ...• ........ • • • • • •  	 Do	 Do
Landscape 	 Do	 Do

Do	 Do
SBirloidwgsahoeing by moonlight.F. W. B. Smith,	 F. NY. B. Smith
Tabegganing 	  Do	 Do
Behind the Mountain in

	Jas. Weston
James Weston,

Westeesnto,winter 	
James Weston.Storm Lake Ontario 	

Ophelia (sketch) 	 A. E. Chalon,	 Jno. McLennan.
The Queen 	 Sawyer,	 Drummond.
Landscape 	 O. R. Jacobi,	 do

Do	 .........  	 Do	 do
Capelewrrig. Wales	 C  W. Whittaker,	 W. F. K.
On the Thames 	 George Dodgson,	 do
Cattle 	 It. Bassi's,	 do
Newcastle-on-Tyne.....	 \'1 . may,	 do
Sunset on Lake of Two

Mountains.	 0  R. Jacobi,
Landscape 	 Do
Rustic Artists 	 Do
Landscape 	 Moore,
Indian Council on Lake

	Simeoe in 1792 	
Duchess of Rutland (a

miniature)  	Sir Joshua Reynolds,	 do
On the coast near Scar-

borough 	
Aaron penley,

Moonlight .. • • 	
Waterfalls 	
Silouette 	

Do
LanDodscape 	

View in Perthshire
Do	 ..... Do

STATUARY.
e	Subject.	 Artit.

Shadow before Sunshine

	

(alto relieve) 	 W. Fraser,
Raunch,
BRe. nRzeoendi,,

After Rauch,
Do Canova,
Do Pardier,

R Reed,
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Earls, Milking 	
Deer Drinking 	
View in Wales 	
Winter in HungarY
Mount Orford  
Hayfield
Portrait of .a, Lady  	 Boisseau,	 A. Boisseau.Portrait of d Gentleman 	 Do	 do• Landscape	 C  Marshall,	 Thos. Wilson.Landscape 	 A. F. Bellows,	 John Caverhill.Landscape 	 S. Williams	 doDream, Richard 'II	 J  II. Nixon,	 Alex. Urquhart.

, Landscape 	 A. F. Bellows,	 D. Rees.-110op., ... .... .... 	 J. Boville,	 do.er.seY  	 Do	 do
. ;iver View. 	 Watson,	 C. Storer.'1, ildren Praying 	 Laminaux,	 do

, litician	 J  Van Fyken,	 doepitious Sleep 	 Miller ,	Hy. Lyman.•eirtship	 J  Al idwood, 	 J. P. Cla:k...rns in Devon	 F Foot,	 Gilbert Scott.. n ttle 	 A. Vogt,	 John Popham..1 unting 	 Lutyens,	 Lorn McDougall.
. Hunting 	 Do	 •	 doPortrait 	 W. Sawyer,	 J. Sawyer.Lot us Pray 	 R. Redgrave, RA., J. McLennan.
Highland Cattle 	 W. Watson,	 G. A. Drummond.Highland Sheep 	 Do	 do

' Camel in the Desert 	 Hunt,	 D. A. P. Watt.
- Landscape (Sunset) 	 Spangler,	 A. Wilson.Storm, L. Mempliremageg•Sandhani, 	 J. A. Fraser.. Kamouraska	 J  A. Frise,	 docem eigna, Rome 	 A. Verunni,	 W. F. Kay.The ridai Present ..... 	 Hirpfer,	 doThe Arinourer 	 K. T. Litschauer,	 doNorth Wales  	 . A. Peltier,	 do

, . 	On the Scheldt 	 A. Callow,	 Alex. McGibbon.Loch Lomond ..... 	 H. McCulloch, R.S.A., John Hope.Mohawk Falls	 0  R. Jacobi,	 It. C. Windeyer.
' 	Tho Cobbler 	

Portrait of a Gentleman 	 Bell Smith,
'fie  Trysting Place 	 O. It. Jacobi,

WATER COLOURS.
St/ b./ co.	 Artie.	 Contributor.Game of Lacrosse ..... .... F. W. B. Smith,	 F.W.B. Smith.Village School, (formerly in	 •

. 	the Gallery of the late
. 	King of Hanover 	 M. Stern,

Still Life, six subjects 	 D. Fowler,
..' 	Brook near -argents Land-
, 	ing, Eastern TownshipsJ. A.Fraser,

Mount Eloph antis .....  	 Do
Owl's Head 	 Do

.	 Mount Elephantis 	 Do
Mt Orford, from the Outlet 	 Do
Owl's used (storm gatheig)	 Do
Sunset, from Mount Orford 	 Do
Sunset 	 O. It. Jacobi,

„ 	Timber Slide on the Missis-
,. 	sippi River 	 Do	 DoScone in Gloster 	  Joseph V. Barber,	 DoThe Shortest Way to the

Rye Field	 C  J Way, 	Do• Child's Head (a study) 	 Mrs. Lloyd.,	 Mrs. LloydHomeward 	 C. J. Way, Mrs.G.II. Frothineham
• Noon 	  Do	 Do

I
-

- Lost in the Snow 	 H. Sandham	 m, 	H. Sand ha
Sketch five Nun's Island.	 Du	 Do.	 Water Fall on the St. Mau-

rice 	  C. J. Way,	 Thomas Wilson
Devotion 	 A Remote t,	 Do
Landecape 	 Willis,	 S. DawsonDo. 	  Do	 Do
Snow Storm 	  Do	 Do
Landscape 	  Do	 J. W. Ogilvie
Sea View 	  Do	 D
Moonlight
Beatrice 	
Landscape
Lake Como 	

' 	Ruins (sketch) 	
• 1 , ..nkeys Feeding

'1 e IITIRII 	
II, iq OAP°

.. .." 

Red
1
O
)0

'

MISCELLAN.E.
Subject.	 Artist.

Falstaff (Needlework) 	
Mephistopheles, do 	
Christ in the Temple (Proof

mE!tingraving) After Hot-
Hunt,	 Thos. Rimmer.

Screen MOH arid Fresco 	 John Murphy.	 John Murphy.
Do	 Do	 Do .• 	 John Weston,	 John Weston.
Among the pictures most worthy of note in the cata-

logue will be found the following :
OIL PAIN PINGS. 	•

No 49. And 50 two fine hunting scenes by Capt. Luty-
en's, representing horse and rider, scrambling over an
awkward fence.

No G9. Is a tine view of the Pontine Marshes.
No 61. ThisIdis a painting wolf-worthy of notice by Lits-

chaud, the subject being an old Armorer in his sanctum
absorbed in his own peculiar works of Art.

No 53. Is a fine groap of rough:Highland cattle by
Watson.

No 11. Is a Landscape, by one of our :! ost promising
Montreal artists, Mr. Edson. It is a Mountaiuous scene
the Eastern r ownships.

No 18. Malaria, is a powerful but disagreeable picture.
The scene apparently representing the flight of a sick
wilily by water, to some healthy region A. Vogt.

No 56. A sunset landscape by Spangler representing

a Mountain gorge and Torrent with the sunl ight streamin down it in a golden haze.
o 29. Is a view in Wales by Leader. This is one ofthe gems of the collection. The scene is a sunny gladeattire bend of a river, rippling over its shallows, with amountainous prospect in the distance. The water andfoliage are delicious.

No 17. Cattle going to water by Vogt. The cattleare very lifelike, though perhaps the touch in other por-tions of the picture is a little too broad.
No 15. Study of Forest trees by Edson, Motitreal.No 5. A small cattle picture, by Troyon.No 14. Is probably the best work in the collection. Itis entitled " Roman Peasants," and is at once droll andspirited. The seene is a most amusing group of collid-

ing donkeys, dogs sheep and peasants all at cross pur..poses .

No 12. Is a landscape on the Missisquoi River, byEdson one of our Montreal artists, and is by tar thecleverest he has painted.
No 28. Is a fine painting, the subject being a Moun-tain solitude, with deer come down to drink, the mostconspicious figure in the fore ground being a fine stag.No 65. The Mohawk Falls by Jacobi, exhibiting muchof the power, and some of the defects of style of thisartist.
No 15. _A Ploughing scene, by Vogt, in which he isevidently quite at home.
No 36. Is a landscape by Bellows, though perhaps notone of his best, but still painted with the soft and charm-ing touch of this artist.
No 63. Is a fine view on the Schelt.
No:60. Is a fine German or Dutch scene of great hu-mour by Carl Hirpler. • The male portion of householdare evidently bent on chaffing a young girl, one offeringher a pipe and the other the effigy of a baby, both ofwhich she is bashfully dee'lining.

WATER COLOURS.
No 104. Is a fine water colour by Way, Called theWreck.
No 76. By the same artist, is a charming Lanscapeentitled The Shortest Pr li to the Rye Field.No 75. Is a Hilly Ln:I.,Lcape in Gloustershire tNo 133. Is a fine view on the Thames

,
 by Dodgsen.No 81. A capital water colour sketch, from Nun's

No 135. A line view of Newcastle on the Tyne, byMay.
No 142. A carefully painted view ou the coast nearScarborough.
No 130. A Landscape, by Jacobi.
No 97. A picturesque old fisherman, by Winfield.
No 140. Is a curious old icture- The subject being

Alan ounci on a e Z uron.
No 105. A Landscape by Way, subject Conway

North Wales.
No 92. will be found in the corner of the room on the

left of the Dais. The subject is Beatrice Cenci after De
La Roche. It is a small picture but very striking one
she is issuing from her cell on the way to execution
surrounded by nuns. The face is very fair ; and quite
calm, but there is a slight redness about the eyes, and
a constrained expression of the mouth, which tells the
story almost imperceptibly.

No 125. A Tobogganing scene by W. B. Smith, Mon-

light

ireNhalot
73. A Canadian sunset ; the deep crimson sun-

g 

is reflected in the scattered pools of a morass very
picturesquely.

No GO. Montreal verszt$ Indians. This is Mr. F. B.
Smiths Famous Lacrosse gaine. It is very spirtedly
executed and has been much admired.

No 119. is a delicious bit of wood and water by Bel-
lows.

No 132. Is a fine water colour Landscape of Capel-
cwrigg in Wales, by C. W. Whittaker.

SCULPTURE.

In this department work entitled " Insidious Love" a
beautiful statuette The Daniel by Rauche the first Ger-
man sculpture of the day, and a pair of beautiful medal-
lions representing Summer and Winter, by R. Reed.

Toward the close of the conversazione the Vice-Pres-
ident, Mr. PETER REDPATH, addressed the assembly.
He said the absence of the President, his Lordship the
Metropolitan, must be a source of regret to all. One
of the chief sources of encouragement of the association
was the attendance at these gatherings, which on this
occasion could not compare with last year, when it
amounted to 425 ; the number of subscribers had also
fallen off from 300 to 180, and the Council found it
difficult *to keep up the interest of the Association.
They had tried to do so by giving prizes in the Art.
Union, but their funds were inadequate. There NOT&

two things, however, which he would like to see estab-
lished,-a gallery of art, and a school of design. The
latter they were likely to have, and if encom raged the
Council would make some attempt at a gallery of art.
He thought also this year they might attempt a lec-
ture.

Dr. T. STERRY HUNT said the President had spoken
of the propriety of forming the commencement of an
Art Gallery. Some people wished them to continue
the Art Union scheme, but others ol ,jected to the prin-
ciple of lotteries, and a good number of the Council
thought it wise to set aside the surplus to purchase pic-
tures for the commencement of an Art Union. It was
surprising to all how many good pictures had been pur-
chased of late by the citizens of Montreal, and brought
into the country, and he considered that this love of art
had been incited greatly by the art exhibitions of the
last four or five years. But these pictures were in pri-
vate houses, and he would advocate the establishment
of a permanent Art Gallery open to the public..
Such a gallery had been started in Buffalo, with a very
few pictures ; and by liberal donations of pictures and
statuary, as well as subscriptions, it had become an
ornament to the city. Such a gallery should be estab-
lished in Montreal, the metropolis, as it is, of Canada,
and be open free to visitors. It they could only get
half-a-dozen pictures for a nucleus, it would, no doubts
become in the course of five or ten years a pride to the
citizens of Montreal.

Judge DAY, after some introductory remarks, said
he was sorry to hear of' t he languishing condition of the
Association, and though he thought it had grown
slowly, as such things did in new countries, he was not
prepared for such a statement. It, however, behoved
there all to cultivate the higher faculties with which the
Creator had endowed them As regarded Art, the first
step in a. hulthful advance would be to form a col-
lection, to vhich both young and old might
go to form a standard. At first their
efforts would be feeble and imperfect but at last they
would be enabled to take a hieher stand. In a City so
wealthy it was strange they had no money, but every-
thing that appealed to their patriotisms as building up
the national character ought to be encouraged, and
among these was the proper education of the young. in
conclusion the speaker referred to the danger of materi-
al prosperity smothering the higher aspirations, :and
dwelt upon the importance of the encouragement of a,
love of art, without which there was no instance of na-
tional greatness. He again urged the necessity of a,
collection of Works of Art, but unless Mae wealthy citi-
zens came forward, the Art Association must fail in its
objects, and continue to dwindle away.

The company separated about eleven o'clock. In
conclusion we may state that to Messrs. Kay Popham and
Frothinghan, credit is due for the general arrangements
of the present exhibition, and to Mr. T. D. King, for the
hanging of the pictures.

, We are glad to see that the Art Association has

called a public meeting for the purpose of discussing

the possibility of establishing what would prove an

honour to the (esthetic tastes, and a credit to the

wealth and intelligence of the city,-a, we need
scarcely say, public and permanent picture gallery.
We trust that the meeting will be largely attended,
and that some of the wealthy men of this city will act
on the motto that" Richesse oblige," and fairly set the
ball rolling. Art galleries play an important part
in the education and material welfare of the masses
of the old world, and it is fully time that their
elevating influences should be exerted on the per-
eeptiOns of the artizans of the new.

.... -1 evening the fifth conversez lone and exhibition of
. orks of art in connection with this association was
, .1(1 at the gallery of the Mercantile Library, Bonaven-
,i re street. It will te sufficient to say that the general
t. rangements of the exhibition were the same as those
of last year. Although the attendance was not so large
as on previons occasions, the rooms were well filled
with visitors, and as far as appearances went there was
nothing to complain of. General Russell and staff were
present, citizens of wealth and influence were not want-
ing, and there was also a large number of ladies. In
the front room, devoted, as usual, to water colours, a
platform had been erected for members of the Amateur
Musical Union, who performed the following pieces,
under the leadership of Mr. Torrington, and contributed
much te the pleasure of the evening:-
Grand March 	
Overture-La Dame Blanche 	  

Gung'l
Boldieu

Selection-Traviata 	  	Verdi
Andante-Surprise Symphony 	 Haydn
Selection-Martha  Flotow
Marclt-Milanello 	  	Feet

As to the general characteristics of the exhibition, it
may be • stated that neither the collections of oil paint-
ings or water colours were so numerous as last year,
though in point of merit they were undoubtedly select ;
and as regarded Canadian, and especially Montreal
artists, infinitely superior to any previous exhibition.
All the pictures, moreover, were new, and had never
been exhibited in public before.

OIL PAINTINGS.
S'ab ject.	 Art eel. 	Contributor.The Fisherman 	 Ferogio del Vion, George SmithThe Beggar Girl 	 G. Plott,	 doScene in Court of Marie de
Medici 	 Isabey,	 doThe Artist's Retreat 	 G. Lines,	 doCattle	 C  Troyen,	 doThe Smithy 	 Baron beys,	doCattle 	 Paul Potter,	 doThe Gossips at the Well.. 	 T. Veron,	 doThe Oasis in the Desert 	 Marilhat,	 doThe Elopement 	 Baron,	 doView, Eastern Eownships 	 A. Edson,	 A. Edson.Missisquoi River 	  Do	 II. R. Ives.Study, Trees. . ....... ... • Do	 A. Edson.Roman I'easants going to
Market	 C  H. Poingdestre,	 W. F. Kay.Ploughing 	 A. Vogt,	 A. Vogt.View in Surrey	 5  Williams,	 W. Scott.Cattle at Water 	 A. Vogt,	 A. Vogt.Roman Peasants flying
from the Malaria 	 Braumbach,	 doLandscape 	 Wilson,	 Dawson.Ls ndscape	 J C. Barber,	 J. C. Barber.Landscape 	  Do	 doNear Lunelly, N. Wales. • • Sydney Percy,	 S. English.i 'onversation &Meditation. W. Shayer, sr

., inciscapes ,	 J  Creme,	 Capt. Shepherd.Acton Cottage	 J L. Meadows,	doDaisy 	 W. P. Babcock, Mrs. G. H. Froth-
ingham .

Eig.Van Marke, G. H. Frothingh amJ. W. Hinkly,	 doB. H. Leader,	 do
A  Casiell.	 Mr. Corristine.H. Sandham,	 11. Sandhain.J Veyrasset, Dr. Fe W. Cainpbel , .

George Smith
D. Fowler

W. Notman
Do
Do

Do
Du
Do

John Popham

ak 	

mC  J. Way,	 Thos. Riier
After Do La Roche,	 Do

3.C. J. Wa .,	 Do
Do	 Do

S. Prout,	 Do
Norterman,	 Do
Winfield,	 Do
Richardson,	 Do
Bright,	 II.D.King

•

Capt. Coleridge,	 Do
The Cabin Boy 	 Drummond,	 Henry Lyman
Natural Arch 	 IV . 11 ay,	 Do

.	 Sketch in the Pyrenees- -Vivant,	 Henry Lyman
Wreck 	 C. J. Way,	 Gilbert Scott

. 	Sea View 	 Williams,	 Do
: 	Conway, N. Wales 	 C. J. Way,	 Do

The Dead Lamb	 F  Foot,	 Do
. 	Ilentiour 	 G. IL Andrews,	 Thos. Reynolds

- The Thousand Islands 	 Lock, 	•  Alex. McPherson
' °Might on do 	  Do	 De

W. F. r In (s yr
.

Do.
R. Reed.

R. Forsyth.
Do.
Do.

R. Reed.
Summer	 do   Do,	 Do.

BRONZES AND PARIAS.

Artie.	 Contributor.
siBiean istobgshyt rit isujinso8Aurilleocu.t ...... .... ..

do
do

.. .......... Guitton, Dr. Sterry Hunt.
	 E. Picault,	 Savage & Lyman

Don Cmzar de Bazan 	 do
Don Juan 	 do

Hops 	 do
and the Doe.	 do

do
Ophelia 	 do

F M. Miller,
W. C. Marshal, R.A.,
Malempre,

The Dallied
Amoroso Insidio 	
Bust 	
The Reclining Child 	
Girl Reposing 	
Boy Do 	
Winter (basso relieve)

John Hope.
do
do

Mrs. Lloyd,	 Mrs. Lloyd.
o	 do

R. H. Semersall (amateur) do
Do	 do

F. Soho, (amateur)	 F. Soho.
:do

Contributor.

Contributor.
Robert Not man.

Do

do
do

Thos. D. King.
J. Fraser.

G. H. Ryland.



ART ASSOCIATION.•

Yesterday the attendance at the exhibition of the Art
Association was very numerous although the n um-ber in the evening was not so large as might have beenexpected ; as the exhibition closes on Saturday we trustthe public will avail themselves of an opportunity that
only comes once a year, though it is hoped that theAssociation will be enabled ere long to establish a Gal-lery of Art on however small a scale.Among the oil paintings to which we have not drawnattention, but which are among the best, are :—No. 54. This is a group of " Highland Sheep," byWatson, with i shepherd-boy and dog. It is evidentlya breezy morning on the mountain top, skilfully con-veyed by the way in which the fleeces of the sheep arebeing blown about. The execution is very spirited.No. 61. Is a " Village School," by Stern. It is care-
fully finished and full of life and humour.

No. 101. The "Cabin Boy," by Drummond. Thecolouring and attitude are worth observation.No. 61. "The Armorer," by K. T. Litschauer, will atonce attract the attention of the visitor ; both the com-position and the colouring are remarkably fine. The" Armorer" is a picturesque old gentleman, grimly sur-
veying a hole evidently made by a musket ball in aBasinet. The surroundings are capital, especially arusty T stove pipe painted to nature.

No. 66. " The Cobbler," a humourous piece.No. 8. "Gossip at the Well," a fine piece of colour-ing by Ver.
No. 27. "Early Milking," by Eig Van Marke, repre-sents a farm yard scene in which the cattle are fine.No. 58. " Kamouraska," by J. A. Fraser, has somevery pleasant points about it, the best being the execu-tion of the over-hanging cliff on the distance, which isfinely managed.
No. 38. "Dream of Richard the III," by J. H. Nixon,is a striking picture at far as colour and execution go,but the composition is defective.

WATER COLOURS. •
No. 108. One of the finest water colours in the col-lection, is undoubtedly " Honfleur," by C. J. Andrews.

I t is remarkable for its bright light, the sharpness with
which it is painted, and its excellent colouring.Nos. 66 to 72 are a series of clever sketches of Cana-dian scenery by Mr. J. A. Fraser. Sonic of these havebeen unfairly criticized as wanting softness of tone andfinish, or being hard and crude. Critics, however,
should be able to distinguish between finished pictures, •and mere sketches dashed in on the spot, and not re-
touched since. The subjects are scenery in the EasternTownship, and in the neighbourhood of Lake Memphre-agog, and as sketches they are admitted to displayreat breadth of treatment, freedom of touch and rich-ess of colouring. If these sketches had been shewn asinished water colour dr ,:wings, they would undoubtedly
ave been open to a charge of crudeness.
No. 66. The Brook, near Sargent's Landing,is particrt-arly clear.
No. 105. Is a fine sea view by Williams, with spraydashing over the rocks. Water in motion is undoubted-ly one of the artists' greatest difficulties, and this is afair specimen of successful treatment.
No. 138. "Rusti c.. Artists," by Jacobi, who is oftenmore pleasing in water colours than in oil.No. 118. Is another delicious piece by A. F. Bellows.It is entitled " By the Brook, a small landscape ofwood and water, in the happiest style of this artist,who seems equally at home whether in oil or watercolours.
102. "A Natural Arch near Torquay" is anothej: ofWay's, and not unworthy.
No. 62 to 65, 82, 83

'

 are contributed by Mr. Fowler.They are entitled "Still Life," and are capital sketchesof dead birds, the plumage being admirably treated.
107. The "Dead Lamb" is a good study from nature,

STATUARY.
No. 153. The "Amoral% Insidio," contributed by Mr.Kay, which . We have already briefly noticed, has been

much admired. Cupid is represented as peering fromunder a sheepskin, holding his bow close to his left side,
while near him at his feet on the right are the prover-bial roses and thorns, the latter of which unfortunatelyare not confined to allegory. The work is a fi ne one,and the idea well expressed.

No. 151. "Shadow before Sunshine, or The Bride," isa fine alto-relievo in plaster, by Mr. W. Fraser. It is' hung in the far corner of the room among the oil paint-tags. The title, which is a very poetical one, is suffi-ciently explanatory, the idea is happily wrought out,and the piece has attracted much attention. It is onlythe second attempt of the artist, who worked oat hisconception without a model. •
Mr. Forsyth exhibits a number of works, No. 155, a"Reclining Child" after Raucli, and two infants repos-ing, one being after Canova and the other after Pardieu.The figures though small are well executed—two ofthem are exquisite.
To Mr. Reeds Medallion§ of Summer and Winter inalto relievo at the head of the room we have alreadydrawn attention, and they will be found well worth ex-

amination, as the subjects are very pleasantly treated.
- Messrs. Savage and Lyman have also contributedmuch to the appearance of the room by a magnificentcollection of bronzes and parians. Among the latter" Bathyllus" is contributed by Mr. Sterry Hunt.At either end of the room will be found two largepanels in Oil Fresco, one by Mr. J. Weston, and the other
by Mr. Murphy, in point of execution, it would be diffi-
cult to choose between them.

Mr. Robert Notman exhibits two curious pieces, ofneedle work, in which one is equally surprised at boththe tabour and execution of the work. We have seenspecimens of this style before, but not so well executed;the way in whirls the shadows are put in is wonderful.p1.1••n••como...1n.0,0•••n••n
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Art Association of Montreal;
The adjourned annual meeting of the Society

was held in its Elthibition Gallery in the Nei, .
cantile Library Building at noon ou Saturday.
'The Secretary and Treasurer's annual reports
wore then read. '1`.he latter showed a balance
of $982,00 in hand. We shall endeavour to
publish the reporti in extenso in a future num-
ber.

The following officers ,wore then elected :—
Prosideut:—Toter Bedpan, Eeq. Vice-P i es ! -
rut—Dr. Slurry Hunt. Treasurer—F. B.
Mathews.

Thu following gentlemen were then elected
I to fill five vacancies in the Council, viz
Messrs. W. 1.r. Kay, Andrew Wilson, John
Popham, C. J. Way and O. R. Jacobi.

The undermentioned gentlemen were elected
to represent the Association at the Board of
Arts sud Manufactures, namely :—Mesers. F.
B. Mathews, G. Ferrier, A. J. Pell, George
,Frothingham, J. W. Hopkins, S. E. Dawson, R.
H. Stephens, H. Archibald awl John Popham.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE GAZETTE.
SIN—Who prepared the free-list of the tariff in so far

as it effects the importation of works of art, and now
submitted to Parliament? This tariff proposes to admit,
free of duty—to use it's own words— paintings in oil,
'C by artists of' well known merit, or copies of the old
" wasters, by such artists." Two objections to these
conditions will at once suggest themselves to any one
professing the slightest acquaintance with art matters.
It needs no argument to prove, that among the most
competent of critics, there is frequently a wide diver-
gence of opinion as to whether the works of an artist,
are or are not entitled to be considered meritorious. It
will be in the recollection of sonic of your readers, how
bitterly the works of some of the leading Pre-Raphael-
ites of the English school, were denounced in "Black:
wood" and other publications a few years ago ; and one
of the most eminent of French writers on art, has pro
nouuced the samples sent by Sir Edwin Landseer, to
the late Paris Exhibition and which are so popular in
England, as crude in colour, false in drawing, and in-
artistic in design. Many similar illustrations might be
added to these, to show how impossible it is to expect
uniformity of taste or opinion among the cognoscenti.
How much less likely then -should be the expectation
when officers of Customs are to be the judges. In art,
as in other matters, taste, even when It exists naturally,
needs education and development. Sir Joshua Reynolds
remarks in one of his lectures, that whm he first saw
the cartoons ot Michael Angelo in the Sistine, he failed
to see their merit. Not until his eye had become
educated by repeated examinations of these immortal
productions, did ho perceive their excellence. The effect
of this contemplated restriction of the free ireonation
of pictures "to artists of well known merit,' will be,
that many pictures of actual merit will be subjected to
duty, and trash admitted free. Place a high class work
of art alongside of an inferior production, before a man
uneducated in art, and he will, in many cases, give his
preference to the latter. Better admit inferior pictures,
in a new country like this, where art barely has a birth
as yet, than impede the importation of a better class by
the imposition of a tax.

Our second objection is to the restriction of "copies
of the old masters" t artists of well known merit.
Whoever heard of an artist of well known merit em-
ploying himself in copying old or modern masters ?
Subject every copylo a tax, or admit them free, but we
do object to a discrimination which implies in the author
a total ignorance on the subject of his discrimination.

Still stronger objections may be urged on the restric-
ions en the free importation of statuary. With one ex-

ception—and that in Mr. Reed of this city—there are no
sculptdrs in this country. A taste for sculpture as for
painting can only be generally developed here, for
many years to come, by the importation of statuary and
paintings, and the importation ought to be encouraged
by exereption from duty. The tariff proposes to re-
strict tDe free importation of statuary in "bronze,
marble, or alabaster," to works of "natural size." This
would impose a duty on some of the finest chef d'ouevres
in Europe were they brought to this country. Many of
the best works of Canova, of Rauch, of Bailey, Foley,
Benzoni and others are certainly below the asually
supposed standard of "natural size." Ile Chief of the
Customs Department should be informed that in art
mere size is not yet considered a ground of merit, and
the , want of natural size in a bust or statue ought to be
no ground for its exclusion from the free list. Again we
would ask, what is the standard of "natural size?"
We may suppose the statue of Daphne, by Marshall
Wood, submitted to a customs agent of diminutive
stature, and who, like most little men, has a tall buxom
wife, and by whose proportions he would
be likely to estimate the natural size of
a female ; and one of the most lovely
statues cut by an English sculptor of late years would
be thus unhesitatingly subjected to a tex. Let it also
be supposed, on the other hand, that the Amazon, by
Herr Kiss, or the Eve, by Gibson, were submitted to a
Customs appraiser whom forture had favoured with a
better half of diminutive proportions. He, naturally
enough—and if his wife belonged to the Xantippe class,
very prudently—would measure their proportions by
chose of his spouse, and accordingly subject these
masterpieces of art to taxation, because they exceeded
his idea of " natural size." These are no impossible
suppositions, if these rotrictions are passed. "Natural
size" having no standard, it will be the army of
Customs appraisers who must decide, and doubtless
their differences of opinion on this point will be as
numerous as the judges'. Again, we would ask, who
ever saw a statue in alabaster, ancient or modern, of
" natueal size"? We confess we have not, nor, we be-

e, any body else. Better place a duty on all
Wiiary in Alabaster than attempt a distinction where

no distinction exists. The wiser and simpler course for
Government to pur , ne will be to exempt all statu-
ary of natural size or less and all paintings, whether
original o;iiiiief„.. ot meril, or of no merit, free of duty.
1617kay ioi zt
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, TO THE EDITOR OF THE GAZETTE. . I
Sin—The/ strictures of your Fine Arts Correspondenton the imposition of.duty on all "statues not being ofnatural size," seem unreasonable. It is a measure ofincidental protection, in order to stimulate the produc-t tion of non-natural statues which are so much manu-factured here. He has omitted to consider the mimeronscolossal compositions of home production which adornour churches and gardens, which sadly steed protection.I also object to the supposition that the wife of the ap-praiser would become the standard of natural size.There are several appraisers for this port, and the in-troduction of such a question would be holdine. out theapple of discord. The,wife of the Minister of Customsshould be the standard, and her height should be potinthe tariff so travelling Canadians might state the sizerequired when giving a commission to an artist.

But why does not the seine rule apply to paintings ?Nv h ,y. are not our painters to share incidental protection
grunst the works of foreign ertists whether well knownor not? If the 15 per cent duty be required as a pro-tection to unnatural sized statues, why not to unnatu-ral sized figures in paintings ? It is unjust to paintersand must prevent the formation cf a school of art inpainting peculiar to and characteristic of our new andpromising Dominion.
These changes, however, and the new duty on litera-are, show that the attention which has been paidduring the last few years to the education of our rising

wintry has produced its effect. Our people are nowise enough, and literature is therefore taxed like any
her luxury. Is it not time to stop the educational

its and save money so much needed  el sew here?

FINE ART3 AND THE TARIFF.-

RT ASSOCIATION OF MON-
TREAL.

hvcogpons TED 23 Vie., CAP. 12.
• A Conver	 one and Exhibition of paintings,61.
ok, ill b	 en by thiS Association on Tuesday
lie' w rl25th	 JANUARY next, at their Gallery

the Me r tile Libritry Building, and at which
peetai attractions w PI.Ip presented.
Particulars in a futurendvertisement.

133  order.
re/8-16 JOHN POPHAM, Hon.-Sec.
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ART ASSOGIA.11:1T,
OF MONTREAL.

PATRON:
His Royal. Highness Prince
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The Council have to anrmunce that tile

next Exhibition and Conversazione will be

li&d at its GALLERIES lu the MERCAN-

TILE LIBRARY BUILDING,

ON TUESDAY, the 8111 MARCH,
at EIGHT p.m. at which HIS ROYAL
HIGHNESS PRINCE ARTHUR will be

present.
There wi'l be exliiblted about three hun-

dred choice

PAINTINGS AND WATER-COLOUR
DRAWINGS,

many of which have been recently im-

ported from Europe. There will also be

exhibited, for the first time, several valu-

able pieces of

STATUARY IN MARBLE.

During the evening the STRING BAND

of the RIFLE BRIGADE will perform' a

choice selection of Music.

Admission to the Conversazione will be

to Members only, by ticket, which may

be obtained from Messrs. DAWSON Boos.,

or Mr. J. A. PELL, at the Rooms of the

ASSO0i9tion.

Payment of Five Dollars entitles to Mem-

bership, to tickets admitting a Lady and

Gentleman to the Conversazione and Exhi-

bition, and also to a copy of a beautiful

Cl.romo published by the Association, from

a Picture by O. J. WAY, of

The Monte Rotunda in Corsica.

Members have the privilege of purchasing

extra tickets for Laites only, on payment of

one dollar each.
JOHN POPHAM,

non 'y Sec'y,

;01341, /90	 cAo

Oft Association of Mvnireali,
PATRON:

.17is Royal Highn.en Prince Arthur.

/ARTO ASSOGIA:11TI 

PAINTINGS AND STATI,ARY
Couvetsazion*:iiintl Exhibition
of Pahtitigs and Statuary

Will take place at the OALLERY OF TIIE
,..A.SSOCIATION in the MERCANTILE LI-

! MRARY BUIL DI l‘.1t, on

Tnembey, Slit iliiakehl
The Exhibition Iv ill be unuStially 1 irge

and interest 1.1%-.

	

His Royal	 !ice Arthur ha

	

eignitied his	 on to he rreten`.

	

Those wish i	 , I room- Members may
become such :,t l'A w.7 el:4)1'11E1:S, Great
St. James Mr. J. E. PELL, St
Antoine Stre.d. t.n Istylnent of the An tin il
Subscription ti• _Five Dollars. They will
receive therefor tickets admitting a gentle-
man and lady to the Conversazione and all
the Exhibitions of the Associatam, and a
Copy (tt (he lento and lvtnate:ful Chromo of the

• Home Rotrtudo, ii Cor.ica.
Only a I:mited number of tickets will be

Issued, so as to prevent the Booms from
being overcrowded on the evening of the
Conversa 71000.

ity order,

The large and valuable collection of

PAINTINGS, DRAWINGS and STATU-

AR'Y in the Galleries of this Association,

at the MERCANTILE LIBRARY BUILDING,

WILL REMAIN OPEN

FOR PUBLIC EXHIBITION

Till SATURDAY NEXT, 15th inst.

The eoors will be open from 10 A.M. to

10 P.M.
Members of the Association admitted free.

Others at 25 cents.
On request, a limited number of Season

Tickets will be issued at 10 cents. These

tickets will admit the owner only, and are

not transferable.
Catalogues may be had at the door. Price

ten cents,

Vane h 9.

JOHN POPHAM,
Hon'y Sec')'.

b57

744,A84-
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Art Association of Montreal. 9

PAINTINGS AND STATUARY

, rHE society has been requested to con-
tinue the exhibition at its gallery, MER-

ANTILE LIBRARY BUILDING, for a FEW
DAYS LONGER.

It will, therefore, remain open until further
uoliCe.

I
' 	Admission twenty-five cents. Members of the

1 ssociation free.
JHN POPHAM,

lion. becretnry.
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Fowler, F. B. Matthews. "1a G,.
orge," (J.

-osortilltrtn331, 

J. Way, and the 
"Square at Berne," J. Hardy.

Mrs. E. M. 
Hopkins contribetee a 

considerable

number of magnificent water-color 
sketches,

taken by her 
on the spot, in 

the Hudson Bay

Territory. Some of the 
statuary is classic and

very delicate, but none of the objects are of large

The string band of the P. C. O. Royal Rifle
size.

Brigade was in attendance, and one of the fee-

tures of the evening wee the presence of H. R. l

H. Prince Arthur, 
who arrived at , a little before

nine o'clock, and in company with 
the Vice-Pre ,

aident, Dr. Sterry Hunt, end Mr. Way, (the
President, Mr. Peter Redpath, being absent) rile-

mined attentively the pictures in both rooms. fi

R. a then along with the Vice- Prellident, e.,

vended the 'dais, and the latter delivered 
a bri ,

address, in which be alluded to the low state .

R
ef ;71 Montreal, some ten years ago, when th

Associat.ion was first established. Be then

traced the improvement 
in this respect to the

present time, zauch of 
which was doubtless due  i

to the exertions'z,4 the 
Art Association, who're

object amongst °tile; &as was to make the

art.zan more of an art.	
.

--- --A -

ii ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL—CON -

The sixiexhibltion ,11 and water color4,

, paintingat, given by ,	 ' : Association, in the

rooms otitie Mercauti » ibrary Building, was

' opened 17411 Tuesday *kit with the usual con-
-ereazione. The ittendance comprehended

, ,an.y patrons of art iii the citiy, and the exhitsi-

lin, taken as a whole, was perhaps superior to
any heretofore held % te ..rtesociation. The

i actual number of pi ree on the walls may

' have been greater, lent the general merit last

' ight was higher, scarcely, an inferior work be-

cg to be found. The hanging, too, was Pull-

-ions, and no picture or other work of art seem-

,..d to have been thrust out &eight after having

. teen admitted. The number of oil paintings

vas eighty-six, and of water -one hundred and,

eight, with some half dozen or so of chalk

drawings and etchings, alas twice that number

of pieces of statuary. r 'ally a third of the

whole had been exhibited before ; but it must

not be thought that the pictorial resourcee of

Montreal have been exhausted, for the collection

.3 a mere fraction of the art treasures possessed
by our citizens, and which are growing in

, quantity and improving in quality year by year.

, A conversszione on such an occasion is as much

i social as critical, and doubtless many who

were present last night w41 return during the

1 week that the exhibition will remain open, and

determine, under more favorable circumstances,

what, and how much, to admire of the sr-

tistic treat catered for them by the contributors.

n the meantime we will point out a, few

of those that challenged our own admiration,
amidst so large a number nearly all of'which

were good.

" Landscape," painted by J. Wilson, contri-

buted by D. L. Macdougall. "Conway Cas-
tle," B Hargitt, Miss Law. " The Wayside

Inn," J, Ritchie, R. S. A., John Whyte. "Fle

-mish Horses at Wayside Inn," W. ilerchaur, B

Gibb. "Burnham Beechee," A. McCallum.

" Sunset," J. W. Weston. "The Rehearsal,"

Ant. Seitz, J. T. Molson. "The Splugen Pass,

Tyrol," Jacobi, John McLennan. " Shawana-

gan Falls," Jacobi, F. B. niatthews; and " Port

of Baize, near Naples," which ie, perhaps,

Jacobi's masterpiece, and is contributed by John

McLennan. "On the Conway," W. B. Leader,

W. F. Kay, a very fine picture. "Cattle Drink-

ing," Eig Van Marcke, a splendid work, G. H.

Frothingham.
 "Winter." S. Jacobson, Thos.

0 ramp. " Highland Cattle," also "Highland

Sheep," W. Watson, G. A. Drummond. " Bay

of Sorrento," Afazzolini, Joseph McKay. " Sum-

mer," also" Autumn," Bompiani, Joseph McKay .

"Indian Head," Adirondacke, S. B. Hodgeon,

, And. Wilson. "Marine View," W. A. Knell,

Thos. Morland. "On the Androscroggin," J.

F. Bellowe, W. Scott. "On the Lider Valley,

ing. WATan Morro.

" Mountain Side, North Wales," Hunt, contii-

Wales, J. Peel, A. J. Pell. " Camp Scene, Lake

MassawiPpi," A. Edson, and "Scene in Ulster

flo., N. York," a picture remarkable for its color-

buted 
by Thos. Blattner. "Valley of St. Martin,

near Chamonnix," C. J. Way, Dr. D. C. McCal-\

lus», "Lobster ?haling off Dorset," W. H. Mole,

G. H. Frothingham. " Off Scarbofough," Penley,

John Hope. " Midnight," Paton, J. Hope.

" Fleullen," Way, John Popham. " Landscape,"

W. V. Barber, S. H. Thomson. " The Hay

Field," Birket Foster, W. F. Kay. "Two Fruit

Pieces," W. Hough, " Cape! Ourig, North

, Wales," J. W. Whittaker. " Grand Lac, near

1 Murray Bay," D. E. Grant. "View of Coleraine,

\ Ireland," J. Duncan. " Foss Noddynn, Wales,"

cd " Holy Island," Miss Warren, Alfred 
Brown.
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e with great .. - 0 and pro ..IrW Scott
exhibits two very nice pi turcs by Hicken.
the " Foraging Party,', and " Disputed Poss-
ession." Mr. Cramp's " Intenor of a Turkish
Bazaar," by Drummond was much admired.
and is exceedingly well painted. Mr. Way's
‘" Welsh Stream in Autuinnatowned by Mr.
Gilbert Scott is a fine . production. The
same artist " Zermatt IA Switzerland,"
shown by Mr. El. Lyman is one of that clev-
er painters best efforts. Mr. Popham shows
several good paintings siong which is a
capital " Scene ou the Rbine," by T. L.
Rowbotham, another is exhibited by the
same gentleman is " Lake Fluellen," by C.
T. Way, a nice soft effectire water scene
the mountain' s in the distance being beau
tifully depicted. Nos. 7 and 8 " Still Life,"
by Mr. Fowler, exhibited by Mr. Thomas
Rhumer, and 23 " Duck and Partridge," a
study of the same artist, exhibited by Mr.
Popham, are beautifully finished pictures.
No. 4 " View on the Rhine," is a charming
specimen of the work of that great artist.
Our townsman, Mr. A. Rimmer, has a very
retty "Cathedral in Rouen." The
Mentone Alps," also by Mr. Rimmer.

s a very good picture. 'Coped Craig in
orth Wales," by Whitta)rer, the property
t Mr. Kay, is one of the most charming

paintings in the Exhibition. Below this
hangs "Going Home," by Mr. Grant, one
f our young attists, who would do well,

notwithstanding his great ability, to study
"Cape! Craig." The "Square at Berne,"
by Hardy, exhibited by Mr. Lyman, tregh
not new to the Exhibition is a "thillg.asf
beauty," and like a good story is nonsfr.tfe
worse for being twice told. Mr. Lyman
has also close by "The Sailor Boy,"
Which is a very pretty production.
4 , Near Chamouinx," by Way, the property
of Mr. T. M. Thomson,- is a very effective
picture. Mr. Dalziell exhibits several very
fine specimens of wood 'engraving. Mr.
Kay's gem, the " Hay Field," by the re-
nowned Birket Foster, was admired by all
who attended the Exhibition. The effect
of a "Fresh Breeze off Venice," by Way,

"belonging- to Mr. T. M. Thomson, is very
good. From every point of view " Lobster
Fishing" by Mote is a beautiful production.
the property of Mr. Geo. Frothingham
"Oa the Arno," by Way, and owned by Mr.
H. Lyman, is hardly up to that astists pow-
er, although a very delicate painting. Mr.
Elliott shows a pretty "Landscape" by Ol-
iver. Florence's " Interior of an Osteria in
Rome" is an effective painting. The " As-
sassinatien of James I of Scotland" by Sir
J. Noel Paton, is a drawing of considerable
power and effect, lent by Mr. A. Wilson.

('to be Continued.)

RT ASSOCIATION EXHIBITION.

Every citizen of montreal who feels any in-
terest in the progress of the Fine'Arts in this
country ought to feel proud of the Exhibition of
the Art Association now open to the public.
Among the works are many gems of great
beauty—more particularly so among the water
cob:Ira. As the Exhibition will only remain
open for four days, it is to be hoped that the
non-members of the Association will avail
themselves of the opportunity of seeing the
pictures.

We should advise our young artists—and
especially the students belonging to the differ-
ent public and private drawing .classes in the
city—ta bestow a careful attention on the vari-
ous handlings and styles of the water-color
paintings. It is not often they have the chance
of studying the unsophisticated drawings of
such artists as T. L. Rowbotham, J. V. Barber,
A. Psnley, E. Dolby, and T. Nash, reminding us
of the older and pure methods practised for the
most part by Dewint, Barrett, David Cox, and
Coply Fielding, and possessing a certain purity
and quality in tone and a pleasing breadth and
repose foreign to the foreign and mougrel ad-
mixture of opaque and transparent colors.
Many will be inclined to turn away from the
calm grey tenderness of these pictures ; but let
the spectator study them with care, concentrat-
ing his mind on the scenes represented, and he
will find the poetry of the painter sink into his
heart.

We shall be pardoned for urging the study of
these drawings on our young artists, but we do
so, knowing the object et  the Council of the
Art Association is not so much t'or the mere
display of the pictures of its members as it is
fbr the education of the public, and mare par-
ticularly art students, in order that they may
become familiar with good drawings, paintings
and statuary.

It will not be possible to give a description of
all the water-colors. We shall content ours
selves by pointhig out some that we consideg
the most praiseworthy.

The exquisite drawings of A. W. Hunt, win
careful hand has made minutest transcripts
the mountain sides in North Wales, are is
hag most careful study. They possess tie

After a brief notice of the history of th
sssociation, its first exhibition in 1859, it
cond in 1860, at which H. R. H. th

ii ince of Wales was present, Dr. Hoar an
eunced the opening ot the sixth exhihitio
t.. the Montreal Art Association, and allud-

—d to the fact that it was graced by the pre-

is
' ., 	ence of H. R. H. Prince Arthur. He then

:poke of the aim of the Association, which
was to cultivate a knowledge and a love of
art among our community, and thus to
create artists by developing. the artistic in-
tinct, which, like every other ennobling

faculty, requires education. The object of
or, is not merely to enable us to paint pic-

. turcs, carve statues, or build cathedrals,
beautiful and precious though these things
may be, but to make our daily life more
beautiful and happier. There have been
ages and people among which the humblest
utensil and the most trivial ornaments were
fashioned with such a grace and fitness that
;leis remains are still precious in the ar-

t sts' eye We see that the animas who
sought these had that just appreciation of

t e harmonies of form and of colour which
onstitute the artist, and we feel that from
he architect who reared the pantheon to
he potter, who fashioned a wine jar on his
heel, the workmen of those days had a

-nowledge of the secrets of proportion and
f the curves of beauty, which few of us can
omprehend, and fewer still acquire. In
edieval Europe we again meet this spirit,

vhich is shown alike in the architecture,
the arms and the costumes of the people,
in whose elaboration and completion
the artist took a delight akin to that
which we now feel in contemplating
it. To him his daily bread was not'
his only end and aim, but he f

wrought to please himself and to embody in  l

wood, or metal, or stone, his conception of
what was beautiful or fit or fair. The i

workman was an artist, because the artist
was the workman. To such views,however,
the artisans of to-day are in a great part
strangers, and this artistic sentiment, which
once dignified and ennobled labour, is one
of the great wants of our time. After

, briefly explaining the causes of this divorce
between labour and art, the speaker ob
served, much is now doing and has been

l done to cultivate it by schools of design
iind public galleries in the old world, and
'se on this continent, under new social and
political conditions, may, I believe,
einch more. It is the dream of some art
nthusiasts that here on this continent will
.ne day be developed an art which, unlike
.s it must be to classic or to medieval art,
liall be inferior to neither of them. To this

oreat work of the future in whose realize-
, ion, said the speaker, I have the firmest
i :all, we can all contribute our share. Art
slucation must begin with the children in
I he homes and the school room, and be
sontinued in schools of design, and in
galleries which shall be open to all. In
these should be taught tbe great principles
of symmetry and grace of form, and the
harmony of colour, and the student should
be instructed to apply them alike to the
ornamental and the useful objects of every
day life. The cultivated instincts of a
generation thus educated would be shown
in every walk of life ; homes would not only
be made more beautiful but happier, and
labour ennobled by putting a new spirit in
it. 'Dr. Hunt then alluded to the work
which is being done in England, and in the
principal cities of the United States. He
spoke of the schools of design which had
been established by the Art Association of
Montreal, and looked foi ward to the build-
ing up of a museum and gallery of An
among us, as a work worthy alike of the
efforts of the wealthy merchants of our
great city and of the enlightened statesmen
who are building up our new nationality.
He adverted the great progress in artistic
taste which has been made in Montreal
during the past ten years, and pointed as
evidence of it to the fi ne collection of pic-
tures generously lent by our citizens for
the occasion. He concluded by Oanking
them in the name of the Association for
their generous contributions.

WATER COLOUR PAINTINGS.

The water colour paintings comprised 108
specimens, some of them exceedingly good.
Mr. E. M. Hopkins exhibited a series of six-
teen chalk and water colour Canadian scenes.
Mr. J. Duncan, one of our oldest actists, had
two capital paintings, " Coleraine Ire-
land," and the "Sleighing Clubs." Penley's
"Off Scarborough', exhibited by Mr. John
Hope is a very fine marine and land sketch
the cattle and figures in the foreground
as well as the rocks in the rear being ad-
mirably painted. A " Sketch on the Miss-
tssippii Ottawa' by Jacobi exhibited, by
Mr. English is a very fine drawing, and Mr.
Gilbert Scott's " Sunset on the Ottawa," by
the same artist is very beautiful being one
ofJacobis best, it is'elaboratly finished. Mr.
F. B.',Matthews exhibits a' Mare and Foal,"
by Fowler, of Ontario, Mr. Fowler is ara-
ateut painter of great ability and this pie-
ore together with "Roll hocks" is a'nt-

requialtes that wally J ::,,•

lack, a close fidelity to nature, a precise pen-
cilling, unexceptionable texture, tone, and

Keeping.
Among the figure pieces, Birkett Foster's

" Hayfield,"—a thoroughly English scene—is
very charming. How brilliant and gem-like

are the colors, how luminous the lights, how
transparent the shadows, what fineness of tone,

what renal clouds. Every stroke of his pencil,

infinite in multitude, is playful as a wind-

dancing leaf.
There is a very carefully executed semi-his-

toric composition, "The Assassination of James

I. at Perth," by Sir Noel Patou, R. S. A. and au

" Interior of a Turkish Bazaar," by Drummond,
which are deep and rich in color, and, although
familiar to us, from having been before exhibit
ed, yet, like old friends, we are rejoiced to see

them once more, and in such goodly company.
Capel Curig, North Wales, by J. W. Whitta-

ker, is renaaraable for its exquisite balance of

harmonious color.
Foss Noddsn, Wales ; and Holy Island

Northumberland, by Miss Warren are carefully,

well executed drawings, bits of unconventional

nature, dressed in unpretending grey.
The sketches and drawings, sixteen in num-

ber, from the pencil of Mrs. E. M. Hopkins site

admirable, and composed of picturesque ma-
terials. Theis great charm is their truthfulness.
The figures of the Indian canoe guides And Iris

gaols voyagers are to the life.
Mr. Alfred P,irnseer has again taken to the

pencil, and contributes three drawings of grs:.

promise. They are architecture: subjects, is

which he shows great aptitude. The Maik,

Cross at Malmesbury is a nicely composed pic-

tire, with the old Abbey in the back ground.

Mr. C. J. Way is represented by fifteen -fiie-
tures—scenes in Italy, Switzerland, North

Wales, and North America—thus affording the

public an opportunity to judge of the versatil-

ity of this industrious and gifted artist.

Bell Smith has sally one little figure pictstre,

with the title "He loves me, he loves me not."

It is a nice bit of coloring.
D. E. Grant sends two, " Grand Lac, near

Murray Bay," and " Going Home," the latter,
souse cattle wending their way homewards
through a lane leading from a meadow, with

trees in the foreground, is a clever sketch from

nature.
Among the chalk drawings and etchings

are Two Children, by James Archer, a pen-

and-ink sketch of cattle, by Verbeckhoeven, and

a Madonna and Child, by Bartolozzi, the cele-

brated engraver, that are worthy of notice.
Though neither catalogued nor classified,

there are some meritorious wood engravings
by Mr. J. Dalziel, which ought not to have been

passed by.
In sculpture the present exhibition is richer

than any of its predecessors. Some of the

subjects manifest genius, and rare capabilities
in execution. It may be said of them

" Sculpture is mind enchanted into stone."

ART ASSOCIATI N
?<Au. /2-

In the gallery proper ths oil paiutiugs
arranged, and among them will be found man
really good pictures, some distinguished fo
colour and expression. They are for the mos
part landscapes, and delineations of clomesti
story, a few portraits, but no scriptural or poetic
corn posi b no .

The heart of our collectors does not Ile with
icriptural epics and historic fancies, nor w- ith
passages front our English poets, and stories
Irma classic hare ; Madonnas, Saluts, and reli-
gious allegories tlissd nit affiet  ; matter-of,

fact pictures, rather than fasciful, they appre-
ciate, hence we have so many lan lacapes which
speak of shaded p :till glens, where cattle
seek the shade at mu, mauntains and moun-
tain scenery, with their middle distance of hills
and near view of plains and valleys

Upon enteriug the g tilers' our attention was
immediately called to a beautiful winter-pie,e,
by S. Jacabion,—the artist has put a Ne-try in-
to the cold snow-scene. Mercy and charity is
represented by the monk, who is leaving his
cloistered home, aud wending his way through
the deep, untrodden snow, with a basket of pro-
visions to same needy, an I poshaps sick and
distressed family.

To the left, and on the genie lose, are two
beautiful landscapes by J. Syer, aise! W. B.
iseader, but of very opposite characters. The

n ,s, s moiler:1in scene in North Wales nes

XHIBITION OF PAINTINGS, 41c
Press of other matter prevented our pub-

thing inin full our report of the Conversa-
one on Tuesday evening, and we now
ublish Dr. T. Sterry Hunt's address
gether with the description of a portion

,f tha Water-colour Paintings, Draw-
sgs, Sco.

e eke" kit Ço H r N.A..

Ô.	 1.4sysio tsei	 I.. •	 iOetsi olfaics-Xs-c. clefs,
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and its mission to Montreal is, to uphold and
diffuse through its public exhibitions those cor-
rest principles and practices which can alone
Promote the prosperity of an Association andsecure the welfare of art.

pe urn:, is evidently the result of close out-
door study, anil,is is good example of the truth
whichpatient study brings as its reward. Mr Syer
does . not, lilie Mr. Leader, attempt to get ap-
plause by the glitter of a sunbeam; there is in
this, as in all his works, :a vigorous natural,
and, we may say, a grand, solemn, mystic re-
pose pervades the whole picture. In the scene
on the Conway Mr. Leader has attained a cer-
tain stirring and popular effect; the foreground,
sparkling with light and lustre, is very care-
fully painted. These two pictures, nearly side
by side, are worthy the study of our young ar-
tists. la A. MacCallum's Burnham Beeches

: there is great truthfulness ; the drawing of the
!beech tree trunks, and the dazzling play of the

Llder Valley, Wales, by J. Peel is a very care-
sunlight through the trees, are admirable. The

telly paiuted picture, arid is treated with that
,owledge and mastery, and touched in with
. a happy facility ss well known to those ac-
Lainted with this artist's pictures. The same
[narks will apply to the View near Brockam,
urrey.
These pictures, with others, have been speci-

lly imported by Mr. A J. Pell,and we hope they
will be sold, not only for the credit of our lovers
ot:pictures, but for the sake of the encourage-
ment of that class of trade ; works of art, by be-
ing publicly exhibited and offered for sale, are
becoming articles of trade, following, as such,
the unreasoning laws of market and fashion.

Flemish Horses by the Wayside Inn, by W.
Verchitur, and the Farm-yard, by J. F. Herring,
will afford our animal painters an opportunity

of studying an at t in which they have not yet

' reached the positi .:1 of masters. The remark
o ill apply with '11. ' ' I A • e force by the study

an admirable p.eture, Cattle Drinking, by

i ig Van Marcke, beyonl doubt, is the best pic-

ire of the class in the Exhibition. The Con-

4 ress, by Sclienke, we do not place under the

lead of Cattle-pieces. In this most careful and

0ainstaking picture the artist has given indi-
;idual portraits of sheep, each head having as

ereatly marked and different an expression as

:. welve men in a jury box.
Mr. Vogt's Sheep Overtaken by a Snow-storm

oily envy their more fortunate brethren of the

ilighlands, by IV. Watson, in having the enjoy-

iuent of a little sunshine.

The Splugen Pass in the Tyrol, by Jacobi, is

a most favorable specimen of this artist's work,

and one that any collector may be proud to

possess. The Port of Baiae, near Naples, by

the same artist, may be worthy of comparison

with the Ruins, Temple of Diana, Baiae by J.

B. Pyne, to show how differently two artists

of repute may treat a somewhat similar sub-.

ject
In what may be termed Scenes Domestic—

grave and gay—there are several pictures well
worthy of attention : The Old Armorer, by E.

: T. Litsehauer ; The Early Breakfast, by Th.
t;erard ; The Rehearsal, by Ant. Seitz ; The
Young mother, by W. B. Babcock ; The Boyar-
on Wedding, by Miller ; The Stealing Apples,

hy J. Miller ; The School Examination, by W.

IlacDuff ; and Feigning Asleep, by Zimmer -

inan. These must be brought by each specta-

tor to the test of their owu experience, for

works of this class are successful just as they
awaken a dormant sympathy, just in the mea-

sure of the response they find within the breast

of each one of us, beating to the same pulse of

. , life.
In portraits there are but three ; first, the large

portrait of the late lamented and good Bi.-hop

Fulfurd ; second, the natural and vigorous

portrait of Colonel Dyde in his full regimentals,
as Commandant of the Brigade of Militia Vol-

unteers, painted by Bell Smith ; third, the

portly and well known figure of John Leeming

in his official robes, as President of the St

George's Society.

In figure studies there is one very remarkable

picture, painted on silver, by B. Deuner. It is

that of an old man verging upon five score,

with as "many wrinkles in his fate as the lines

in the last new map ot the Indies." If the sub-

ject be not a pleasing one, it is in point of ex-

quisite finish, touch, and delicate handling, un-

surpassed, it excites our astonishment if it does

not our pleasure, The Gypsey Fortune Teller,

by Edward Sharp, is a picture of that class

that presages an eminence for the youeg artist

who painted it. The two oval, semi-allegorical

i pictures of Summer and Autumn—Ceres and

- Pomona—by Bomplisni, are calculated to cheer

up anyone with a " fit of the blues," and who

13 not in his home that best of all fireside e'isins

: tuions, a good-looking and fond wife.

The present exhibition has been universally

pronounced one of fair general average, and

nothing more. There is only one regret con-

nected with it, and that is a very serious one,

that the public has not rewarded the efforts

of the council by a large attendance Probably it

may be thought the exhibition will remain open

for an indefinite period ; but we are positively

informed that the exhibition will close this

evening ; therefore, we urge upon all who have

not visited it to do so.
An institution like the Art Association has a

duty to perform, and a mission to fulfil. Its

.A RT .N.SCIATION
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SOCIETY OF CANADIAN ARTISTS,

The above Societies, incorporated by Act of Par-
liament, heft to announce a combined Exhibition of
atiropean and Cansdian Art, and au. Art Union, on

MONDAY. 8th April next,

The Exhibition win remain upea to the members
tor tme week.

THE ART UNION

Will present especial attention. It is Intended to ex-
pend the whole of the net proceeds 0 e the suosertp.,
Donato the purchase ot works of Art, hie Canadian
A rt isle, a hich will ho offered as prises to th.e subscri- • •
bees. A part of these prizes, will range from two
hu odre.d to mie lagnidred dollars each. 	..

In a ddltion. there will be otwented to eor 0 .4abspri-
berv. wit() may not be the reciplent of a what from the

i it Union, a cope of

TWO ORIGINAL ETCHINGS

I by If Canadian A rtist, designed expressly Pa this n te-
, CIO 1011.
: A tew of the pictures belonging to Canadian Artias,
I will Im on sale during the ExhIbit'o	 • •

I
1
 It is h. pod that malty thromdmut the. Dominion

will, Iry Wes subscription, aid in fostering Art in this
country.

'Chose desirous t n f becoming members, may become
! such, cat payment of MI 10311.1(11 subscription Of Vivo
I Dollars at any of rho font 'wing Places in Montreal:

Dawson Br,,,., We,. geott, :ifta Notre Dame.st met, Mr.
t .1 E Pell,V, St. Antoine st
. A sewteriber of Rye dollars will ah'' receive tickets

r' Ont 	a Geutlemen and Lady to the Exhtbition
I throughout the week.

No pictnre will be exhibited that has appeared in

i any former exhibitIon. it it:et:pooh -hi that some very
beaut iful and valuable werkauf Art will he presented.

By older
JOHN POPHAM,

• ilotey. Seely Art Association.
W. L. FRASER,

Scety,-Treas. enciety Cana , litin Artist.
Montreal, ;.Irti Feb., l'T.I.

ART ASSOCIATION.—We have to acknow-
ledge the receipt of four very beautiful en-
gravings which are to be presented to sub-
scribers to the Art Association. They are-
, Young Canada," by J. teams-, "Old Ferry-

1
. man at Rye Harbour?' by D. Fowler ;

" Amosig the wharves, iQuebec," by Henry
Sandhans; and "All alobe," by Allan Edson.
These etchings are themselves worth the
subscription to the Association.,

	.2	 s42-- 11---eeis/2

/ART ASSOCIATION,
AND

Society of Canadian Mists
The above Associations have-pleasure in

stating that the subscriptions already re-
ceived, warrant the appropriation of

ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS

In the purchase of Works of Art for

ART UNION.
The additional subscriptions expected

-,
prior to the opening of the Exhibition,
will, It is hoped, enalile them to largely'
increase tills amount.

THE EXHIBITION
Will take place

On Monday, the 8th April,
AT 3 P.M.,

and continue open for ONE WEEK, at the

Gallery, 12 Bonaventare Street,
over Mr. MCLAREN'S Saddlery Store (fol.
merly occupied by the Mercantile Library,

A Subscription of Five Dollars entitle
the subscriber :—

L To Four Original Etchings.
2. To a chance of a Prize at the Art

Union,
3. To the Free Admission of a Gentle

man and Lady to the Exhibition.
Tickets may be purchased at Notman's

Dawson Bro.'s, W. Scott's, and A. J. Pell's,
or from Mr. J. E. Pell, or Jolla Fraser
sen.

JOHN POPHAM,
Hon. Sec'y Art Association

W. L. FRASER,
Sec'y Society Canadian Artist

N.B.—Except to the Press, no Complil
mentary Tickets admitting to the first
day's Exhibition, will be given.

March 27	 r 27, 29M 1, 3, 5, 8A.

t9r
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tiad Ian scene, being well (it%
t e tone good. "Harvest Time,"06 )
A. Edson, is a beautiful drawing, re,seating a cornfield with a largo chump ottrees in the centre, the grain bej ng. partiallycut and the reapers scattered itIcaff. :This
picture is admirably drawn the' trees being
especially noteworthy, and we twat frontthis and other productions from the braith of
this young artist that ho has before him acareer of no ordinary promise. "Sunset,
Outlet of Gull River, Ontario," by Mr. A. R.
Jacobi is another charming painting, the deep
glow suffusing the background of the picture
being most artistic, and the whole drawing
fully sustaining this artist's reputation. An-
other picture by Mr. Sandham, "Low Tide,
Indian Cove," is also worthy of notice, being
one of the best of the productions of this
artist, the water especially being cleverly
drawn. "Lilacs and Tulips," (75) a group offlowers

'
 by Mr. D. Fowler, who is a copious

exhibitor, is somewhat too rough for a flower
sketch, in which the first necessity is delicacy
of handling and colour. "In the Glen" (139)
by Mr. W. L. Fraser is a pretty picture, the
landscape being clearly worked out, but the
colouring seemed to be rather too bright.
"Kentish Cart" (79) is another of Mr. D.
Fowler's sketches, and it is tolerably good,
though Ilia same drawback applies to it as to
most ofilis other pieces, that they are rather
too sketchy and rough. Notwitstanding
this, however, there is a good deal of origin-
ality and boldness of conception in Mr.
Fowler's pieces. "The St. Lawrence flora
Longeuil" (104) and "At Longeuil" (105)
are both of them from the brush of Mr. C. J.
Way. The former is a singularly beautiful
picture, one of the gems of the collection,
the effect of the light being remarkably
good. "Meditation, Eastern Slave" by Mr.
W. Lorenz is a painting of a bust which is
artistic though the flesh tints are somewhat
too bright. The drawing altogether is a
good one, the face being excellent. Miss
Braubach exhibits several paintings, some in
oil and some in water and of varying degrees
of merit. Some of them, "Among the Rasp-
berries" (24) and "Alone at Home" (25) arc
very pretty pictures which display more than
an ordinary share of artistic feeling, the re-
quirements of this artist being more delicacy
of touch. "Caught in a Snow Storm" (59i)
one of Mr. Sandham's pictures is a purely
Canadian scene, capitally drawn. Early
Autumn" (101) by Mr. Edson and exhibited
by Mr. F. B. Mathews is one of
the best of his productions, the distance
being very effectively worked out, and
the scene itself very beautiful. "Summer
Evening on Cap l'Aigle Road, Murray Bay,"
" Meadowbrook, Georgeville "  "Mill Stream,
Murray Bay,"  and "Perce Rock, Gaspe," (38
to 42), exhibited, the two first by Mr. An-
drew Allan, and the last by Dr liacCanum,
are all from the brush of Mr. C. J. Way, and
are worthy illustrations of beautiful scenes,
whilst viewed in an artistic point of view
they are highly praiseworthy. "Old Mill,
Ontario," "Raising Bee in tho Backwoods,"
"Cottage, Lower Lachine Road," .. Soene
Missisquol River, Ontario," "Farm Scene,
Ontario," (29 to 36), exhibited the first three
by Mr. Joseph Walker, are all the works of
Mr. O. R. Jacobi, and they excel in clearness
of outline, tone and mellowness of colour,
and an accuracy to nature which is com-
mendable. Mr. F. A. Verner exhibits four
portraits of Indians (8 to II), which are ad-
mirable specimens of that branch of art.
The hard rigid features of the Indians are
life-like and the countenances stand out
from the canvass as in bas relief. He also
exhibits an excellent drawing of the "Eagle
Rocks" at Labrador," (12), "Portage, Mus-
kako River" (13), and "Encampment, Mus-
kako River," (14), all of which, especially the
first, are excellent. Mr. Wyatt Enton gives
a beautiful study of "Twilight at Quebec,"
(3) ; Mr. W. R. Ross sends one of Mr. Jacobi's
best pictures, " On the Saguenay," (46),
a very fine painting, tha colouring,
the trees, the groundwork, and the
hills being alike artistic and bold. A very
pretty picture is "Autumn, Mount Orford"
(35), by Mr. Edson, and the same remark ap-
plies to "A Light Breeze "(35) and " On the
Coast of the St. Lawrence" (36), two draw-
iings of Mr. Sandham's. "Young Canada"
(19), by Mr. James Weston, is a Canadian
piece, and one of the most beautiful in the
collection. It represents a couple of boys,
one in a sleigh drawn by dogs and the other
pushing behind. The figures are admirably
drawn

'

 the trees in the distance, the snow,
md the gloaming are so well worked out as
to make this certainly one of the most pleas-
ing pictures in the collection.

Taking the collection as a whole, we cor-
dially congratulate the committee upon the
result of their labours. The exhibition
cannot fail to promote the interests of art:in
this city and indirectly throughout the Do-
minion, and we hope that the public will
gladly avail themselves of the opportunity
afforded them of viewing a beautiful and in-
structive collection of paintings.



Fine Arts at Home. -
The Society of Canadian iirtiati and Art

Association's Exhibition will be opened on

the eigth of next month, in their olTroomt

in Bonaventure Street. One side will be
devoted to European and American Art

and the other to Canadian. Each sub-
scriber of five dollars will be entitled tg 

receive the four Etchings, one "Amongst
the Wharfs at Quebec" by Henry Sandham

(an artist to the manner born) ; one by
Allan Edson 4-' All Alone," likewise a
Canadian ; " You4Canada" by Western,
an Englishman, a reident in Montreal ; !
and "The Essex Ferryman," by Fowler,
another Englishman, residing near King-
ston. The receipt will admit the subscriber
and a lady at all times during the exhibi-
tion, and the prizes will range, we under-
stand, from ten to two hundred dollars.

We know that both Societies, have
hitherto been successful, but more espe-
cially the Society of Canadian Artists ; and,
although there was at one time a sort of
antagonism between the two, which ought
not to have existed, we believe that has
now become a thing of the past, all old
things have passed away and every thing
has become new. We know not what the
Western men may send ; we trust J. A. Fra-
ser, Ambrose, Millard, Forbes and Fowler,
will be well represented, not forgetting
Martin, Way, Sandham, Edson, W. Fraser,
Western, Lorenz, Raphael and Miss Ida
Braubach of Montreal, will be in full force.
The Art Association, under the active
management of Mr. John Popham, the
Secretary, with an efficient committee, in-
cluding Dr. Sterry Hunt,F, Matthews, An-
drew Wilson, G. Frothingham, F. Kay &c.,

&c., have taken the entire responsibility
upon themselves, and the work goes brave-
ly on. This is as it should be. All the prizes
will be selected from the works of our own
Artists, but there will be European and
American pictures on exhibition and for 1
sale. Too much credit cannot be awa,rdeci 1
the council of the Art Association for their
liberal conduct in this transaction.

The Artists have lost during the past
year three of their best members—Vogt,
Sharp and Sons—the two first by death, the
last by removal, who, we believe, will be
still represented. We believe the Exhi-
bition will be superior to any thing yet
put before the public of Montreal, and we
bespeak for it an extensive patronage.
The two associations are acting in the most
friendly spirit and Mr. Fraser (Cousin San-
dy) and others are canvassing the city with
considerable success. Up to a late date those
who had a wish to encourage Native Art had
to fall back upon the multiplied crudities of
Kreighoff; but with men born and trained
in our ow land and a number of lii4hly
educat 'mportations, who make ti .
Divine t a labour of love and de.
themselves to it not for the mere means
of making the pot boil, but to show that
Canada, in addition to her matei ial wealth,
which is still increasing for a young
country which has but lately emeiged
from the primeval forest, can hold her
own in taste and refinement. We Oust
the liberal inhabitants of Montreal, and
they are many, will not be forgetful of this
special effort. We hope Bourassa will send
a few good pictures and that Freret and
his pupil, W. Fraser, will be there in the
clay or the marble.

r Our friend's gting to FMrence, Italy,
d will do well to cul out this paragraph and

put it in their packet-books. . To see pic-
tures and find addresses of rident artists,
visit the artliitudio of Robert Sprenger,
110 Via dei Tagli. WhetIttr biiyer or

., not, they wil meet with a c'elfdial . recep-
tion and HOC s VII to re+ thvm for their

'it. TVy	 find beautiful pictures,
ui 4 .4gery	 bic prices,lit Manzno-

'	 'Via Oti lardini, near the Pitti
e. •

___/LTIE ART; EXHIBITION.

Cant-dia-n - Artiste repvien ed —
peau Art—A charming collection.

The Seventh Exhibition of the United Art
Association of Montreal and the Society o
Canadian Artists opened yesterday morning
in the Gallery in Bonaventure street. The
exhibition includes a considerable number
of the works of our Canadian artists, both
those who have already achieved honour and
reputation, and those who, as yet, are only
aspirants for popular fame, and those of
European artists of world wide celebrity. It
is satisfactory to be able to state that our own
productions bear a favourable comparison
with those of the European artists that are
here exhibited, who have far better opportu-
nities of studying art both theoretically and
practically than Canadian artists have hither-
to been able to command. Generally speak-
ing, for tone and colour and purity of taste
the European artists bear away the palm, but
to the Canadians is certainly due the credit
of boldness and originality of design, a keen
eye to the beauties of nature in their own
country, and very considerable artistic skill
and feeling in depicting them. And the
effect of such exhibitions as that which was
opened yesterday, and of such a society as
that under whose auspices the pictures have
been collected, cannot but be to extend and
diffuse a taste for art among our people, and
so, by increasing the demand for
paintings, to improve our native artists. In
the Catalogue of the Exhibition the paintings
are arranged according to the usual division
into oil and water colour drawings, but per-
haps the most interesting mode of viewing
the collection is that which has been adopted
by the hangers, who have arranged all the
Canadian works on two sides of the room,
and those from Europe on the other two. By
this arrangement a comparison is more easily
arrived at between the two classes, than
would have been the case hadsthe strict line
of division into oil and water colours been
adhered to.

Following this plan of viewing the collec-
tion we shall briefly comment upon such of
the pictures as seemed more particularly
worthy of notice, commencing with the
European paintings. In this class we have
several excellent works by well known
artists, amongst the number being Messrs.
J. Leech, Alfred Gray, R. H. A. A. Soloman,
Van Schendel, W. Luminais, L.H.F.; J. F.
Herring, Van Marcke, L. H. F.; Peter
Patson Carl Brenner, G. Shalders, I. P. W. C.;
A. W. Hunt, S.P.W.C. ; F. Powell, S.P.W.C;
J H. Mole, I.P.W.C. The first painting
that strikes attention in examining these is
a rural view in Warwickshire (52), by J. Thors,
exhibited by Mr. T. W. Thomas, who has
also exhibited several others ; it is a very
charming drawing, the trees and sky being
unusually naturally depicted and clearly
and well painted. "Cattle" (48) by Van
Ilarcke is in a different way a good picture,
the colouring being bold and the surround-
ings such as might be expected in any work
of this painter who stands deservedly high
in this branch of art. The painting is shown
by Mr. W. F. Kay, who also exhibits a pretty
little piece, "Card building" (51) by J. P.
Babcock. "Playing Cards" (17) by J. C
Waite, exhibited by Mr. James Hutton is a
very beautiful painting. It is a party of
four, father, mother and two children playing
a game at cards and the figures are remark-
ably cleverly drawn and life-like, whilst the
'colouring, although subdued, has just suffi-
cient tone to give an excellent effect to the
whole. Near to this is another charming
picture "Cattle at Connemara" (1), drawn
by Alfred Gray and exhibited by Mr. John
Hope. The cattle are represented troopin,
through the heather ; with hills towering
upwards in the distance, giving a wild effect
to the painting. The cattle are remarkably
natural, the colours are modulated, and the
representation of the hills melting away in
the horizon is very artistic. Then there are
three of Mr. Herring's paintings, "Horses"
(53)," Horses, dangerous play," (64), and an
Eaglish Farm Yard" (55), all sent for exhi-

bition by Mr. Thomas. These pictures are
matchless in their way ; but every one knows
that Herring painted horses better than, per-
haps, any other artist, excepting Madame
Rosa Bonheur, so that it would be a mere
surplusage to say more. "Alma Quies" (44),
by Walter MacLaren, and exhibited by Mr.
Alexander Buntin, is a representation of

' three female figures ; the faces are beautiful,
but the artist has chosen an unfortunate co-
lour for the drapery, white, giving to the
whole picture a somewhat pasty appearance.
"Romans pursuing Gauls" ( i 6), by Luminais,
and exhibited by Mr. G. A. Drummond; is
one of the finest paintings in the collection.
Two Gauls on horseback are represented as
flying from their pursuers, and their course
has led them through a sdgge-grown pond.
The figures of the horses and the men are
excellently drawn, the former especially, the
terror which they feel revealing itself in
every limb. The marsh and the haze which
envelopes the scene make it wonderfully
realistic, and not a detail that could be effect-
ive is forgotten. "Cattle at Forst," (27),
by Alfred Gray, and exhibited by Mr. John
Pephani,-ie-ftpainting that displays consid-
erable artistic culture, as well as mechanical
skill. I , Picking Blackberries" (59 A,) by T.

rooks, ami exhibited Mr. R. B. An us is

ano ser c arming picture ; the figures of
several children are clear and well defined,
and the colouring rich, the only fault being
that the sea, always a difficult point, is
somewhat unnatural. Mr. Andrew Allan is
to be envied his possession of "A Farm
near Staplehurst, Kent," by Herring and
Williams (18.) This picture is one of these
in which Herring, whose forte lay in animal
painting, entrusted the filling in of the land-
scape to other hands, and the result is per-
haps as charming a rural scene as could be
painted. In many drawings whilst one por-
tion is exquisite, one has to regret that the
artist has not been able to make the whole
so:his speciality being landscape figures, or
animals as the case may be, and many of
the finest paintings display this weakness ;
instance many of Turner's, where the figures
are comparatively poor and ill drawn ; but
the plan adopted by Herring, if skilfully
carried out, avoids this difficulty, and this
picture is a notable example of that.
"Burnham Beeches (59i), by A. MacCallum,
and exhibited by Mr. R. B. Angus, is a tol-
erable landscape, but the colouring is too
bright, though possibly it may mellow with
age. "The Acquittal" by A. Soloman, and
sent by Mr. James Hutton, is another of the
gems of the collection. This is the original
sketch from the picture, and is, as we know
from observation, nearly equal to the picture
itself, which is an exceedingly beautiful one.
A prisoner has just been acquitted of some
crime, and his father and mother, wife and
children are gathered round, mingling their
joy with his in the happy result of his trial.
The faces are exquisitely painted, the
colouring of the figures is rich and the back-
ground of the picture of a deep mellowed
colour that admirably sets off the figures in
the foreground. "A Shepherdess" (50) by
J. P. Babcock, and exhibited by Mr. G. H.
Frothingham, is a moderate painting, the
figure being good, though the surroundings
are poor. A very beautiful picture, "Rot-
terdam—Market Scene," (5) Van Schendel, is
exhibited by Mr. Hutton. This is a scene of
a market stall at night in this quaint old
city, and the light falling upon the figures is
very artistically worked out and the effect
excellent. Mr. John Hope exhibits two of
Peter Paton's water colour drawings, one

Peehles from Redpath Castle," (60) and
the other "St. Mary's Loch" (61) which are
the original drawings for the illustration of
St. Ronan's Well in the illustrated edition of
the Waverley Novels. They are both very

pretty pictures, though they present no
special features. Mr. G. E. Bradbury ex-
hibits two exquisite water colour drawings
from his own brush, the one of Spring and theother of Autumn Flowers (110 and 111) and anumber oflandscapes : "Views from theWhite
Mountains," and "Wild Flowers" (121 to 128).The latter are by no means equal to theSpring and Autumn Flowers, which is one ofthe most beautiful flower paintings we haveseen. " Milling Moor, Perthshire," (106), T.Stuart, exhibited by Dr. McCallum, is a verypretty landscape, in water colours ; " Ches-ter' (6'7), Abbeville (68), Litchfield Cathe-
dral (69), and Salisbury (70), all by Mr.
Rimmer, are all promising drawings, showing
considerable knowledge of architectural
painting. Mr. John Popham contributes aselection of paintings in water colours ; " Re-flections in the Stocks," by Carl Brenner (62),is a very amusing sketch of a toper gravely
contemplating his own toes over the frame ofthe stocks, into which he has been inductedfor his vagaries of the preceding evening ;
"A Consultation," by M. Haywood (63),
"Sheep," by G. Shalders (64), and th
"Market Place of Prague" (65), all of them
very excelleet drawings. Mr. Kay also ex-
hibits a group of cabinet pictures : "Old
Buildings on the Moselle" (115), by A. W.
Hunt, a finely drawn painting ; "Sheep"
(116), by Chaldere, very natural and life-
like ; A Cafe at Damascus (117), by Carl
Werner, a somewhat moderate drawing,
though the figures are well executed, and a
group of "Welsh Peasant Girls," by J. H.
Mole (118), which is pretty. The Society is
fortunate in being able to exhibit one
sketch by the lamented John Leech, whose
drawings amused and delighted us in the
pages of Punch for so many years, and whose
untimely death left a blank in the artist-staff
of that publication, which has never been
filled. The sketch exhibited is "old Mr.
Wiggles," sent by Mr. Scott, and it illustrates
the iadiscriminate manner in which his gar-
ments throw out buttons upon his prac-
tising on them with a sewing machine. The
sketch is very amusing, the wonder depicted
in Mr. Wiggle's face and hair being remark-
ably cleverly touched off. Altogether the
European side of the exhibition forma a very
charming collection.

No less charming also, was that contri-
buted by our Canadian artists, and to it
attaches the additional interest that the
painters are resiients in this country, and
have sought to fix upon canvass its abundant
natural beauties. To a Canadian even mod-
erately well versed in the beauties of his
country, almost every scene presented to his
gaze by the artists will be familiar, as they
are nearly all of them well known spots.
Mr. A. R. Jacobi is, perhaps, the artist
whose productions are most numerously re-
presented. Mr. A. Edson, Mr. F. A. Ver.
ner, Mr. C. J. Way, M-. James Weston,
Miss Braubach, Mr. Henry Sandham, and Mr.
J. Duncan are also exhibitors. Winter : "A
Fall on the Ice.," (137) by F. Smith, and
hibited by Mr. F. M. Smith, is a very !
picture, giving promise of tuture exc

the art;st. "On the Tom fn



FINE ARTS EXHIBITION.
public ga cry, i we	 suc	 on,
are Mr. F. A. Verner' e contribution this
year, in addition to an effektive, but rather
roughly executed study of coast scenery,
Eagle Rocks, Labrador, (12) and the Porte
age (13) ; and Encampmeat, (14) which are

rather more carefully treated. We cannot
speak so highly, as we have sometitues had

the pleasure of doing, of Miss nitichee:
efforts, of which Among the Ra	 (:24),
le perhaps the befit, Of the

The joint-exhibition of the Society of
Canadian Artists and the Arts Association
was opened yesterday afternoon, when a
large number of subscribers, who alone had
the eniree, visited the rooms

'

 and enjoyed

the treat which native and foreign talent
had _ provided for them. The " hanging
cemmittee" heve this year performed their
very difficult and thankless task with an
impartiality and discretion which must
shield them from the objurgistions of dis-
appointed mists who are aptato attribute
the positione assigned to their works to
personal caprice or professioeel spite.
Every picture has been hung where it de,

served to be, and where its merits may
be best seen and considered. The picturel
by foreign artists, supplied for the most pea'
by members of the Art Association, would,
with scarcely an exception, receive favour-
able notice in any European collection, and
we are glad to find our connoiseenrs display
so much judgment in their foreign pure
chairs, and so liberal in permitting thet
public to share in the enjoyment which thd
possession of such choiee works of art must..

afford. At the same time it is gratifying to
find that our own artists are not neglected,
but that, on the contrary, most of them
have as many commissions as - they can
fulfil with that regard to reputation which
must not he sacrificed to immediate pen.
In the works exhibited this year by Cana-
dian artists we notice a y,t4Y general ad-

,ance, a growing intimacy with the secrets t

of nature, and an increasing	
f

in their interpretation.	 There are,
, very few	 pictures in	 the depart-'

1 ment	 allotted to native art which:.
do not deserve a word of praise, as at least'

ill' exhibiting that honest and earnest desire to v,

' • reproduce the beautiful and sublime in

1 nature which is the secret  of artistic suc-'i
i cess. Without attempting to criticise each

work in detail, we would mention a few of

OIL PAINTINGS BY EUROPEAN ARTISTS

the most striking is undoubtectly Burnham
Beeches, (59) by A. McCallum, which is
vigorous in treatment, and fault-
less in detail. The Hay-field
(59) by F. W. Hulme, will contest the palm

with it in some minds, and it certainly de-
Serves all the admiration,tliat can be lavish-
ed on it. We have three very characteris-
tic works by the well-known animal painter,
J. F. Herrine6,—Horses,, (53) Dangerous

Play, (54) and An Englieh Farm Yard, (55)

—in each of which fidelity to nature is com-
bined with boldness of treatment. Van

Marcke's Cattle (48) 'will be admired for the
effective contrast between the b'driftine

feathery clouds and the perfect stillness of
the landscape. Romans pursuing Gaule,

(16) by the distinguished French artist,

Lurninais, LUE., is one of the gems of the
exhibition ; every detail is in harmony with
the rest, and is indespensible. We would
call special attentidn to this picture. A
Toilette, (49) by Chevilliard, is rich in
colour, and masterly in drawing. The hu-

man figure is instinct with life, and the
dainty Italian greyhound which crouches at
the lady's feet is inimitably , true. Alma
Quies, (44) by Walter McLaren, is e valu-
able specimen of the mystic spiritual school
which has sprung up, or rather undergone a
revival, within the past ,few years, and
which aims at producing the greatest effect
with the most meagre and unpromising
materials. We must reserve the remaining
works for mention to-morrow.the

OIL PAINTINGS BY CANADIAN ARTISTS

which are worthy, of special praise. Mr. O.
R. Jacobi's admirers will find in the paint-
ings exhibited by that artist new cause for
wonder at the facility with which he can in-
vest a very ordinary landscape with truest
poetry. The Gipsey Beene (28)—an ex-
ceedingly well executed picture, is perhaps
his least characteristic effort, but The Old
Mill, (29,)the Scene on the Missisquoi River
(32) and the Farm Scene, (33,) are exquisite
specimens of the style which he has made
pectiliarlee his own. Mr. C. J: Way, in ad-
dition to exhibiting a number of pictures in
water colours, which we reserve for subse-
quent notice, is one of the largest contribu-
tors in oil paintings, and every one of his
works is pregnant with artistic feeling and
has been executed with scrupulous care.
The companion pictures euramer Evening
on Cap l'Aigle Road, (p8,) and the Meadow
Brook, Oreorgeville, (39,) are two of the
most leautiful of the numerous landscapes
exhibited this year. Each is faultless in
perspective and distribution of light. The
artist has not been quite so successful
in his Perce Rock, (42)—theselection of a
point of view not having been,
to our thinking, particularly happy, elie
Way's other works ? View on Cap l'Aigle
Road, (41), Mill Stream, Murray Bay, (40),
Petit Lac, (43), another Murray Bay view,
and In the Pine Woods (7), will all furnish
food for thought, and enhance the reputation
of one of ow most prolific, but, at the same
time, most careful artists. Mr. Edson is
fulfilling the predictions of success based
on tie early efferts. Of the works exhibited
this year one ef the boldest in conception and
most vigormis in execetion is the Mountain
Torrent, (15.) The dark foreground reliev-
ed by a stream of light in the centre
which makes eyery pebble in the stream,
every eddy of the rushing water, and every
twig of the surreunding undergrowth dis-
tinctly visibleanake one of the most effective
contrasts we have ever seen, By the same
same artist, but in a style utterly different,
are twotbeautiful Eastern Townships land-
scapes, Autumn, Orford Mountain, (45),
and Mount Orford, (47), and a cascade
scene, (2), not inaptly named Solitude.
Mr. Henry Sandharn's On the St. Lawrence,
(37) is a splendid work, showing rare skill
in the treatment of such subjects, as does
the charming little picture Light Breeze,
(36). The same artist gives us four Indian
subjects, Trying for a shot, (56), 'Squaw
going to Market, (57), Squaw on Snowshoes,
(58), and Willem making Baskets, (59), each
of which shows careful drawing, and judg-
ment in colour-56 and 57,being perhaps the
happiest efforts of th3 series. We are glad
to see, we believe for the first time,
the name of an artist of considerable
promise, Mr. W. L. Fraser, whose Pool in
the Woods, (34,) would reflect credit
on one to whom nature had been a life long
study, and its reproduction the task of many
anxious years, It is one of the gems of the
Canadian Department. Mr. Weston exhi-
bits ifour paintings—Young Canada, (19)
Beanpole, from Point Levi, (21) ; Clearing
off after Rain, (45) ; and a Study from Life,
(20.) They ere all highly creditable, but
we prefer the last, at which the artist has
evidently worked con dmore. A series o
four half length Indian figures, which
should be bought up for exhibition in

EX H;BITION::THE ART

older tho."*Prienot of Gaul to be &necessary
Bilge of the evolution of humality, we cannot
but feel sympathy for n he fear-stricken Gauls as
they fie from Cresar's legionaries. This admit-
lje hag+ pindireeiteset tees :jewel in the centre

of the eastern wall of the Gallery—au-exemple
which-eatue,pf our Canaditni figure tied P Edam!
painters, who -have alit ilready irretriev-ibly
finmed a style, may • emulate ; the picture,
though sketchy, bears the touels of a master

"MI: -James flutton sends three Pict-tires in
what may be termed the Wilkie-EnglishSchool ;
no one eau look upon them without having their

m pa thies. awakened. " No -Feither r. Mt he.: "
by J. C. Wale, untortuna.tely plac4
in such a superior position that: Without the eel
of a step ladder et an epera g!ass auties
and tuerits canaot he 'advantageously seen, but

way of ecaeperise eon, 'The Accelerate
by A. Saiomen, (No and ".Playing Cards! ,

(No 5-) are hungon - the line. The subject of the
one is the narrative of an incident.that very pro-
feebly occurred in real life. it is the - origina
ekeedh.:efer .a picture which has sained the
utmost popularity through the medium of  • en -
gintevings and photographs ; ofthe merit of the
pietere both - as to grouping_ and - des:Wing there
can be no doubt, sud it will well ropey an at-
tentive study. The other is a dom sue scene,
evidently taken from the'llfe, at least the ate
cessoriee give circumstantial reality to this
bumble but joyous scene ; the picture is full of
force and character, andfaithffil to literal truth;'
there is not one in the exhibition more delight-
fully simple or more thoroughLy artistic than
pthl na•yfearcse2,s, attitudes and, dressesof the " card

Beneath the Roman's' pureeing deeds le a -
curious picture, more curl , us than natnree
called " Alma Quits," eintekuted by Mr.
Bundle ane painted .he eVraiier McLaren e ...this
picture haiS M111144440 the bouores+ a tree:
eritieida and more jeeteig remarks • thee ans
other with the weediest uf .esteuval picture, he
via-aevis, on the"weeterit wall, " Meditation —
Ea,sterit'Slayeen[No. 1-50.1 By one it was com-
pared to three 'mulatto women in their night .

gowns njust after taking their bath 'by Moon-
light ;: by another; that the three women bad
been embalmed: and just risen in their grave
clothes, and were conempleting 'the nearest
Way te , their old places ..of abode ; by a third
the figures'had such a pasty Appearence that
they.must Intie been the likenttesee of that class_
of women whibh uplseli badin her Mind's eye
when - she odd in answer, to the King's questiou
" How do' you pretty lady.?' - Welt—Thee
sky, the owe was a baker's daughter.— We knee
.whet we are, but knew net what we may be."

The artist bag ndulged in a featesstte fancy.
and has the power of depicting a scene which
creates a seeeetion—a faculty not given h.
many painters. Landor, if we :are right, once
said that. there were e in literature writers of a
certain +class who _are profieue'd merely as
muddy water, uot.beceuse they had real depth,
but ones' a claudy.obecurity ; and so there trier
be painrera-we clo.not say Mr.Walter McLaren
is one of them—whe love-to place elie'r subject
in a muddy lookitigenemosphere, which a.
wondering multitude is: eXpeetee to . gaze
as if it we e the infieife-stiblime.

On this side of the room there are twe everej
fine landscapes, co itributi.d by Mr. nR:fl.. Angus,
which see'l laced - on tl.e " sky line." As the sulen
jects a.eeseatia1ty (terms, . it Would have .bee,
"more germain to the matter" had they bees
placed fleurer the growl . One " E tglish Hay
held," by F. W. Battue [Ne. 5i,J is a picture f
much merit, and amongst 'the' indiseriminafe
semblege of landeca; eiesome ambitious ia lef - y
mountains,some showiag a silvery sine shed
wan andivetety rays upon the soft haze when—
'veils the hills, end:plays in sporti , e ripple
the wave etc  of the lakes ; .t deserved a teed r
fatee end: to did its companion " Burnham
13eeehee," by A.. MeCalltun eNo. 59k], a well
studied drawing exhibitieg a firmness and pre::
cision" which- ermined accuracy of hand can
alone give. These two pictures are by experts
in their art, they are..erue to the cuaracter, th
clime, - and the: vegetation . of old E gland ., an
froth those.who w. re fortunate enough to, hays
opera glasses to see them -to advantage, go.
commanded deserved admiration:

Mr. F. W. Thorne!, Mr. F. W. Kay, and Mr.
, George Frothingnam have contributed sonic

charming pictures.
In conclusion of our notice of the foreien

pictures, we acknowledge it huis been a ple.asarit
, task tu noiice so choice a collecrien ; our only
I regret that it was not twice as lare, whichet

could have been, bed the older meeibers.et the
I Art Association, such as Messrs. Th s. Glenn'

Healy Lyman., Andrew Wilson e 'DeL. MaeD t
gall, Bemeitth Gib, el. English, George Suede
and James Ferrier, jr.,. contributed their share.
We trust it is not an evidence of the wan of

mg the attentioe of our readers to some of the intereseer eiefeiLleily amongst the rtwruh:rs of
mcsi striking pictures. the Art ASSOC ation. Tee present efleibitioe is

Amon the oil paintingseem too ,cattle pieces pipet dei as &lien, • ehat changes of serge
by the" Hibernian Paul:Fetter", Alfred Grey, Wad or other .fie.e welkin in the ads agetnefft

.HA., contributed by .efr. John:: fiepe ;Alley . the Art Assoc ation We know that among

—
Yesterday there was a large gathering at the

Zehibition held in co-partnership with the Mon
treat Art Aisociation and the Society of Cana
than Artists. The co-partuershipt is to be re-
gretted because it is' an acknowledgrheur of the
decadence of both societies. A quefftion also
may arise whether the subscribers this year, of
the sum of five dollars to the joint societies are
members of the both, or of either, because it is
distinctly stated, that." all persons who during
the Current or last expired ,financial year thereof
shall have contributed five dollars or more, shall
be ordinary members of the Art Association, but
sha'l not be entitled to vote as such unless they
have paid up such contribution for the current
financial year." But as this is a . matter for the
legal advisers of both institutions,te determine,
we shall dismiss it without eirther considera-
tion.

There is a matter of deep regret., and one tad a
truly founded on fact, that there is, nottvith-
standing the many excellent pictures exhibited'
a manifest deterioration in the quality and
numoers of works of Art exhibited ; and also
that great injustice has been done not only to
the lenders of pictures of great' merit by Euro-
pean . artists, but to the artists th In-
selve, by placing some of their works
in interior, positions, or the rather in superior
positions

'
 far above the honorable 'ins so much

coveted by all. 'Royal academicians. lf the
works of foreign artists are lent to the Art As-
soeiation it is the duty of the Hanging Com-
mittee to see that they are properly and suit-
ably pisposed ; if lent to the Society of Cana-
diah Artists it should have been a matter of
chivalry with them not to have given the place
of honor to works beneath, criticism, even if
painted by themselves With this seort, and
we hope not too severe or unmerited preface,
we will assume amure agreeable task In direct-

are tvortny of being rauked with the works of
Sidney' Cooper—one " Cattle-at Connemara,"
No. 1, is a taithful tranSeript of that wild com-
try, the'scene le vigoreuely painted and is

the members there are some who are desirous to
se , caned out th. prayer et the petition set
forth in IS	 "by the Rt. Rev. Franeis Futford,
Metropolitan. the Very Rev. Arehde	 Leech

thoroughly :Irish The eonipainflint picture to and othere thet -they have firmed themselves
into an Association for the en ouragemeet

Also Fine Arts by means of the estableshmeet
and initinnenauce, of a Gallery or Calleries of'
Art, and the estauesinueut of a SeLoul.of De-
sign in the City of montreal, We weit not
wethentt tiaxiety As '.t. te future of the Art
AtSociaticei, and fervently hope some n e w. and
healthy blood will be infused into it.

it coritributed by,Mr Andrew Alien, is etpon the
ether band thoroughly Eaglish, and. représenta

tartn lioasesead yard near Staplehurst,
by Heeling et Williams. No. 18, It fire beautiful
epecienedeeelerring s handling, the horses, pigs
and, poultry are as natural as life ; the picture
te of 'that plain spoken truth., which
tieenee to.. .precluee 'the intresieet of im-
agination or romance of any n' sort. ..lt
i* one of the artie,ts' , well known pictures
whiehein .their special line ate unsurpassed.
eietween these is an extraordinarily cievei: and
effective little picture, contributed .by Mr. G. A.
Druenrnote, and Pftinted thy, a FietnIr Artist W:
Lum L.H.F.; entitled " Bethel -A pursuing
Gaule" ; it is, though smell, one of the most im-
portant works in` the exhibiticite 'acid appeals;
perhaps, more so than any other to the imagine
ion, aud, however: fte4te historians may cures

14-tms"	 ivj
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The drawingdrawing of prizes in connection wili
this exhibition took place last evening.
There was a very large attendance of sub-
scribers and others, including a number of
ladies. Mr. Popham, the Secretary of the
Union, read a financial statement from
which it appeared that the valne of the
prizes to be drawn for was estimated at
$1,100. Dr. Beers and Mr. Rees were ap-
pointed scrutineers, after which the draw-
ing was proceeded with. It may be proper
to mention that the prizes consist of two
kinds, those allotted by number, namely
sketch prizes, and those selected by the
prize holders themselves from the cata-
logue.

The following is the list of prizes :—
Ticket No 4—John Hope, sketch prize.
No 10—John Lovell, $75.
No 105—J G Biglow, sketch prize.
No 109—,1 N Hall, sketch prize,
No 112--J-J Redpath, $40. 	-
No 114—T Castle, $25
No 123—Jas Crathern, sketch prize.
No 124—E Haeusgen sketch prize.
No 138-11 Balmer, statuette.
No I39—C J Brydges, sketch prize.
No 150—Miss G B Hoy, sketch prize,
NO 156—E Fulirer, statuette.
No 164—W Murray, $200.
No 169—T S Hunt, $100.
No 176—R B Angus, sketch prizes.
No 192—.1 S Marcou, $20.
No 194—Jno Hammond, $25.
No 284—J McIntosh, sketch prize. _75,
No 306—R leddie sketch prize.
No 346—R A Lindsay, 	 sketch prize.
No 347—A Keroack, sketch prize.
No 356—J J Almton, $50.
No 35,9-8 H May, sketch prize.
No 365—A C Hutcheson, $15,
No 370-11, Hope, statuette,
No 373—A B Stewart, sketch prize.
No 314—.Thomas and Thibaudeau, sketch

priv.
No'380—J Tiffin, sketch prize.
No 333—W Bailey, $20.
No 386—J S Brush, $50.
No  221—Shuttleworth, [Toronto] sketch

prize.
No 229—P Mott, [Toronto] sketch prize.
No 407—Lyn, [Toronto] sketch prize.
No 409—Miller, $15.
No 413—Sangstcr [Toronto] sketch

prize.
No 484—Donald Murray, $15.
No 485—Mrs Fraser, sketch prize.
No 486—C B Carter, sketch prize.

D. Fowler exhibits some characterisfic
sketches, chiefly of simple and common
subjects. These, however, : tinder the trans-
forming touch of the artist, become invest-
ed with a poetry r nd grace of which we
could scarcely have believed them sliscep-
tible. Some ofilla sketches besides possess
a quaint and delicate humour, which makes
them still more effective. " A-Cultivator in
Chancery" may be instanced as fully illus-
trating the characteristics we have mention-
ed... In " SWiSS Pony," wo .. have what

I Sterne, or somebody else calls "the luxury
of wo," embodied with inimitable skill
and felicity. " Mulatto Girl": and "-Neapo
litan Fisherman," are studies of another
kind, and equally sUccessful. " Lilacs and
Tulips,' i8 as much to be admired for its I
exquisite contrasts of eolourks for the fidel-
itywith which the forms and the tints of
the flowers are reproduced. The other pic-
tures by this artist are " Come to Grief,"
" Mowing Machine," "Kentish Cart,"
"Harness used in Hop-Gardens," and
" Beilstein on the Rhine." Way has several I
tine landscapes, "At Longueuil," and " A
Windy Day, Lake Magog," being, in our
opinion, the befit. "Fishing Beats, Ven-ice," is a capital pictUre. , Strayed Rab-
bit," is one of those light, graceful efforts
of fancy, in Which artists, like pfiets, some-
times indulge. W. L. Praaer' exhibits A ,I
sketch, " In the Glen," somewhat kindred
in spirit to his painting, "A Pool in the .
Woods," and fnlly equal to lt in merit.
These two pictures show Mr. Fraser to have
both a nice perception of the natural beau-
ties of landscape and it rare ability in trans-
fesring them to hie canvass. C. S. Millard
contributes several fine pieces, " On Mad
River," and "Harvest Time," being: among
bis happiest efforts. Among the other

c:auadiau artists the poet -notice-
- hie are "On the Priest's Farm, 1 and "VieW
n Lake Memphremagog," by J. Duncan;
toth very good pictures - ; "River Scene,"

.ly F. Smith ; "Eastern Girl," by W.
orenz, a picture of great promise

t nd two sketches • by Wyatt Eaton.
Me works of foreign artists exhibited in
his department are not very numerons, but
.everal of them are unsurpassed in excel-
once. " A Cafe at Damascus" by Carl
Werner, a member of the London Institute
, f Painters and Water-Colours, is a perfect

' teem. 'The figures are thoroughly oriental,
end have each a distinct individuality and

_.,,,geharacter while the accessories of the
',scene are finished with a precision, minute-

ness and subordination of detail truly won-

i
 ilerful. The same may be said of two °x-
quisite companion pictures, " Sheep" by

. G. Chalders, which, as specimenm of animal
painting, can scarcely be excelled. " Roman
Girl"by Juliana, and "Cavalier" by Terni,Life
_leadenly studies in Rome, are both spirited
sketches. " Reflections on the Past," by Carl

41 13..renner, representing a grey-headed repro-
. bate undergoing the punishment of the
stocks, is somewhat in the Hogarth .style of
art. There are some good land-
scape views from the ' White Moira-

:.

tains by J. E. Brudbury ; and several

0 clusters of . spring and autumn flowers, by
the same artist, are well deserving of men-
tion. "Milling Moor, Perthshire," by J.
Smart ; " Sunrise, Lynton, North Devon,"
by 8. H. Baker, are beautiful landscape
views. There are several good architect-
ura1 sketches by Rinamer ; while " Old Mr.
Wiggles," by J.Leech(Punch)," Peebles,from
fledpatli Castle," and " St. Mary's Loch,"
original drawings, by Peter Paton, for the
illustration of St. Ronan's Well, in the
Waverley edition of Scott's novels, will be
regarded with interest, as much for the as-
sociations connected with them, as their
intrinsic merits.

In a recess oft the main gallery are sev-
eral sketches by the different . Canadian
artists, . intended to be given as prizes, and
all of which are possessed of different de-
grees of excellence. To these are added
two or three statuettes, destined for the
same purpose.
.--, Altogether this is one of the best art
exhibitions ever held in Montreal
and we trust our citizens will very general-
ly avail themselves of the opportunity thus
afforded; on such easy terms, of becoming
acquainted with some of the best produce
tions of native and foreign talent.

/672_
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ExHum or PAINTINGS, gic
The EXHIBITION will remain open to

the Subscribers and the Public, at tho
GALLERY, No. 12 BONAVENTURE ST.,
till SATURDAY,- the 13th Instant, from

10 A.M. to 6 P.M. ; and from 7.30 to

10 P.M.
Admission to Nomipubscribers . 25 Cents.

ChildIen under 16, 15

7-- April 9 /no-.	 e 86

RAW1NG OF PRiZES OF
ART 'UNION

Of the ART ASSOCIATION of Montreal,

and SOCIETY OF CANADIAN ARTISTS,
will take place, at the GALLERY, DD

THURSDAY EVENING, 11th INSTANT,
At EIGHT P.M.

Subscribers will show their Tickets at

he door.
April 11	
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V

TO THE EDITOR OF THE GAZETTI'

S55,—The paragraph in my note, quoi.
by " Sesame " is indeed open to criticisii.
Yesterday, the day it appeared it print, I e1
tamed the promise of Mr. Frazer to have it
corrected, but he forgot to do so. Two words
were omitted by the printer, viz : " by those."
The paragraph should have read, as it was
written, as follows:—' There were a suffi-
cient number of really good pictures import-
ed from Europe and purchased from one or
two local artists by those who do not buy
pictorial rubbish at, tte., &c."

It is pleasing to observe the press and the
public awakening to the necessity of another
Art Exhibition. From the experience of the
past, I believe no suitable exhibition for a
week could be had for less than six hundred
dollars. The cost of suitable gas fittings
would be alone a large item. It would be
therefore unwise to undertake another with-
out the prospect of at least one hundred sub-
scribers of five dollars each. The difficulty
the committee experienced at the two last
exhibitions in obtaining support, partly from
special causes which need not now be men-
tioned, leads me to believe it would be wiser
to delay another till the autumn, when it is
believed, some more good pictures will be
here from Europe.

The Exhibition of 1865 admiringly alluded
to by "Sesame," had not the financial suc-
cess which the committee would desire to
eport, namely, a deficit of about three bun-
i red dollars, which some of them had to meet
rut of their own pockets.

Respectfully yours,
HONORARY SEC'Y ART ASSOCIATION.

6th February, 1877.

Applications to Parliament.

1.,

The minister of trustees of Saint Andrews
church, Montreal, will apply to the Legislature of
the province of Quebec, at its present session for

wer to borrow money and hypothecate as secu-
!ty therefor the lot of land on which the said
I i inch is erected, and said church and other build-

. ings thereon erected.
LUNN & DAVIDSON,

Attorneys for Applicants.
Montreal, 20th December, 187 7.	

2

Notice is hereby given that the Art Association
of Montreal will apply to the Provincial Legisla-
ture, at the next ensuitur session, for the amend-
ment of their act of incorpiiration, by relieving
the Art Association of Montreal, from the necessity
of building on lot No. 1172, Saint Antoine ward,
Montreal, should they buy part of lot No. 1168, in
same ward, and by authorizing them to held art
unions and for other purposes. x

JOHN POPHAM,
' I. 	bony. Secretary.
Montreal, 20th November, 1877.

a_

TO THE EDITOR OF THE GAZETI. L
SIR,—Without wishing to criticize the

structure of the following sentence in the 141
letter of the "Hon. Sec. Art Association,"
" There have been, during the past feu:
year a sufficient number of really good pic-
tures imported from Europe, and purchas. , ,
from one or two local artists, who do not lw
pictorial rubbish usually sold at Montreal
tions, to make a very attractive exhibithe
arid not inferior to any former one," I mo'-'
respectfully challenge the truth of his stat. -
ment. His assertion that the pictures pu: -
chased in Montreal during the past foe
years would make as attractive an iLihibition

any one of those held in the Mechanic-
Hall in the early days of the " Art Associa-
tion of Montreal," when the late good Eisler;
Fulford was its President, is startling—that i
if the lion. Sec. wishes the public to undc.
stand that the pictures so imported are equal
in number and quality to those exhibited in
1864-65.

Again, I do not think the hardness of the
times would militate as effectually against
the success of a "Loan Exhibition" as the
want of a proper room, or hall, or gallery
with a sky-light for the pictures. TL
" hard times " did not prevent the ovc
taxed citizens, their wives and daughter
from overflowing the Academy of Music upon
a recent benefit night. 1 am afraid there is
a greater preventive than the properly con-
structed Art Gallery (soon coming in the Fra-
ser Institute) to the success of a " Loan Exhi-
bition," and that is the apathy of the public
in all matters connected with Art, Science
and Literature. Where is the guiding genius,
the harbinger of things besides commerce
and sectarianism ; exchanges of stocks and
reformation of drunkards ; usury and stub-
born polemics ; the concentration of the soul
on dollars and an overbearing spirit in the
discussion of theological and political ma
ters 7 Where is the man that endeavours
bring together the men and women of oppo
ing creeds differing faiths and nationaliti ,

in Montreal to chat soundly together up.,
subjects connected with Art, Science an
Literature ? Who is there in our midst gi
lag a series of oonversaziones where there is
gathered together Romanists, Anglicans,
Presbyterians, Methodists and all other sects,
to inspect water-colour draw ings, prints, rare
books specimens of cerame art bronzes,
*Kati and such like,—olsiceas tending..in the,, s
, _tying of the soul ?

It is difficult to estimate the true signifi-
cance of the want of this guiding spirit, this
"coming man" who will take a lead in the
refining amusements of the people, and try
to bring about "Unity in Diversity." Art is

mmon to all. The works of Michael An-
gelo, Raphael, Correggio and Le&iardo da
Vinci belong not exclusively to one Church
—they are the heritage of the world. The
works of Landseer, Wilkie, Hogarth and
Reynolds are capable of giving pleasure to

, the people in general. Art, whether in
I Music, Painting or Sculpture, is catholic in
' the truest sense of the word. A temple de-
dicated to Art is badly needed, a temple in
which the vile and the vulear will not enter.
Where is the man of leisure and of soul that
will set about the building of such a temple?
Let it not be said that the people of Montreal
cannot get any more exalted ideas of Art
than by the inspection of prints in the stores

liawson and Sadlier
i

 Savage and Lyman
and Notinan. If the temple is built there
will be found plenty of people ready and
willing to furnieh it, after the fashion set
them by Vernon and Sheepshanks in the old
country. There will be many who will be
happy to assist in getting up a "loan collec-
tion," and I do not think the "hardness of
the times" will prevent thousands from vi-
siting the collection, if the members of the
Art Association of Montreal will work once
more with she spirit, that sn'eerted them in
1864.

Yours obediently,
SESA NI E.

entreat, February 5, 1877.



ES HEREBY GIVEN that the Art As-
sociation of Montreal will apply to the

Provincial Legislature at the next ensuing
Session for the amendment of their Act of
Incorporation, by relieving the Art Associa-
tion of Montreal from the necessity of build-
ing on Lot No. 1172 St. Antoine Ward, Mont-
real, should they purchase part of Lot /so.
1168 in same Ward, and by authorizing them
to hold Art Unions and for other purposes.

JOHN POPHAM,
Hon .-Sec'y.

Montreal, Nov. 20th, 1877.	 203

The ANNUAL MEETING will be held
, in the Library of the Natural History

. Society, on

THURSDAY, the 13th DECENRER,
At THREE precisely.

The Council and Members (Subscribers)
are urgently requested to attend, as im
portent matters connected with Mr. GIBB' s

bequests, and a proposed Conversazione, 	 ....69L.41‘,.,

&c., will be submitted.
JOHN POPHAM, 	l'

Hon. Secretary.
December 13	 c 298
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IN THE LIBRARY OF THE NATURAL HISTORY
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On THURSDAY, the 13th December,
at 3 precisely.
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ART ASSOCIATION.
ANNUAL MEETING—PROPOSED CONVER5A-1 	ZIONE AND ADDRESS TO HIS EXCEL-

LENCY LORD DUFFERIN—THE LATE
- BEQUEST OF MR. B. GIBB—ELECTION

OF OFFICERS, ETC.

, Yesterday there was a large meeting of
prominent citizens and art connoisseurs in

i the Natural History Society's rooms, con-
vened in pursurance of the advertisement

f contained in recent issues of the Montreal
I HERALD, and signed by Mr.Popham, Secre-

tary of the Art Association of Monereal.
It is the first meeting held by the Art As-
sociation for several years.

Amongst those present were the Hon.
Justice "Mackay, Dr. Cordner, Aid. J. C,
McLaren, C. Joyce, Dr. G. W. Beers, Aid.
Hood, J. H. Joseph, T. D. King, Hugh
McLennan, E. A. Prentice, Aid. Mercer,
Ald.Nelson, H. Lyman, P. Itedpath,Lambe,
Charles Gibb, Wm. Notman, F. B. Ma-
thews, John Popham, Secretary, and many
others.

On motion, Mr. Peter Redpath was
called to the chair.

Mr. REDPATH—The object of the meet-
ing, as you are, no doubt, aware, is simply
to re-organize the Art Association on a
sound basis, with a view of putting our-
selves in a position to take over the pic-
tures bequeathed to the Association by the
late Mr. Benaiah Gibb, for the benefit of
the citizens of Montreal. We have no
minutes to read or confirm, as we have had
no meetings, I think, for some years past,
but Mr. Popham has prepared a report,
which I now call upon him to read.

Mr. POPHAM read the following re-
port :—

The Council of the Art Association of
Montreal submit to the members the fol-
lowing report:—

Th  Associations' seventh and last exhi-
bition of Fine Arts was held in conjunc-
tion with that of the Society of Canadian
Artists, in April, 1872, and terminated
very successfully. The commercial depres-
sion, and a lack of sufficient pictures of
merit, which had not been already ex-
hibited, deterred the Council from having
another exhibition in 1875 and in 1876.
But a re-appearance of commercial pros-
perity, and the recent acquisition of seve-
ral valuable works of art, by some of our
citizens, lead the Council to believe that the
time has arrival when another Cony er-
sazione and Exhibition should be held ;
and it is expected a most attractive display
of Art can be presented. It is therefore
proposed that it should take place in the
month of January, and that the exhibition
should be kept open to the members and
the public as heretofore, for a few days
after the Conversazione.

The Council have much pleasure in stat-
ing that His Excellency Lord Dufferin will
favour the Conversazione with his presence
and deliver an address.

Since the last meeting, the Council has
to lament the demise of three of it,s warmest
friends and supporters, namely, Mr. Be-
naiah Gibb, Mr. George R. Frothingham,
and Mr. Thos Rhumer.

It has also great pleasure to announce
that Mr. Gibb has bequeathed to the City
of Montreal represented by this Associa-
tion and subject to its management the
whole of his very valuable collection of
Paintings and Bronzes, which are valued
at sixty-five thousand dollars ; also a piece
of land on which to erect an Art Gallery,
and eight thousand dollars towards the cost
of the building.

The land is situated on the east corner
of St. Catherine street and Phillips Square,
and the names of the paintings, and a list
of the bronzes, and the clause of the Will,
by which they "re donated, are appended
to this report.

The Council hope that the citizens of
Ale '  11 sixwArtivt wheitaeer

a 8UI. hie reception of theserrirS
for others, which they h e

23 Vic. cap. 13, entitled, " An Act to in-
corporate the Art Association of Montreal,"
that certain lot of ground known and
designed on the official plan of and in the
Book of Reference of St. Antoine Ward,
Montreal, by the number 1172 and
situate at the corner of St. Catherine
street and Phillip's Square, contain-
ing about 60 feet on Phillip's Square,
and 80 feet on St. Catharines street, which I
conceive to be well adapted as to size and
situation for the purpose of building a fine
art gallery. I direct that the buildiug so
to be erected on such lot shall not be
higher than two stories, to be of stone,
lined with brick, the art galleries, receiving
their light from the roof, to be in the sec-
ond storey ; as also the anterooms and the
portion allotted as a dwelling for the Cu,.
todian. Should more room be required, a
third storey might be raised about twenty
feet from the adjoining stone gable of the
house to the south-east,now the,property of
the Hon. Charles Wilson or his representa-
tives, taking care net to overshadow the
skylights of the galleries, or endanger
them by avalanches of snow. The entrance
to be from Phillips Square, and the
ground floor on the line of St. Catherine
street to be appropriated to shops. which,
in a rapidly growing thoroughfare, will
rent easily and bring in a handsome re-
venue to pay interest and other expenses.
Should no commencement be made in ac-
tual building of said proposed fine art gal-
lery for a period of three years from the
date of my demise, this bequest of said
lot of land to be cancelled, and,
in that case, I hereby declare the
same cancelled and the said lot shall
revert to and form part of the residue of
my:estate ; but should said building be
commenced within the time prescribed by
this paragraph, I give and bequeath the
sum of $8,000, so soon as the foundations
for such buildings are laid, provided my
brother, George Gibb, will have departed
this life, it being my intention that this
sum shall be paid out of his share in the
residue of my estate, as hereinafter pro-
vided.

Mr. HENRY LYMAN moved, seconded by
Mr. F. B. MATHEWS —"That this associa-
tion avails ifself of its first general meet-
ing, held since the death of Mr. Benaiah
Gibb, to express their high appreciation of
the public spirit and benificence which was
shown by the very handsome bequest of
property and works of art to this associa-
tion, and to formally accept the same, ac-
cording to the terms of the said bequest."
Carried unanimously.

The CHAIRMAN said that the'next bug-
ness was the election of a President, Vice-
President, Treasurer, and a Council of
twelve, six of whom remained in office for
one year, and Six for two years. With re-
gard to the presidency, it was not very
easy to get a gentleman to consent to oc-
cupy the position, notwithstanding the
trouble taken, both by himself and Mr.
Popham. He had, however, encceeded in
getting the consent of Sir Francis Hincks
to accept the office. (Hear, hear.) In sev-
eral matters he had been associated with
Sir Francis, and always found him thor-
oughly attentive and industrious in attend-
ing to matters that came to his notice. He
thought in electing him they would secure
a good President. (Hear, hear.)

Mr. JOSEPH—Are you ineligible. (Hear,
hear.) •

The CHAIRMAN—I am not ineligible, but
I was obliged to decline.

Mr. POPHAM—I may state that the Coun-
cil repeatedly solicited Mr. Redpai h to ac-
cept the position, and he has repeatedly de-
clined.

The ballot for President was then taken,
Mr. Lamb acting as scrutineer.

The CHAIRMAN expressed his pleasure at
seeing so many present, and subsequently
announced Sir Francis Elincks unanimously
elected.

Ald. MERCER remarked that it was very
plain from the extract of the will they had
heard read, and the clear manner in which
it was drawn out, that it was the Art Asso-
oiation that had control over the paintings
and funds of the Association, and the Cor-
poration nothing whatever to do with the
matter. He was glad it was so, for he did not
think it could be in better hands, and
he was very sure they would carry out the
terms of the will to the satisfaction, not
only of the representatives of the deceased,
but that of the citizens of Montreal, and
they, as individuals, would be called upon
to supplement, as far as possible, their
private enterprise.

The CHAIRMAN—Do you appear here
as a member of the Corporation ?

Aid. MERCER—We were summoned to
attend here by the City Clerk.

Aid. NELSON—The facts that have come
out, Mr. Chairman, so far, were known to
some membees of the Corporation. I was
appointed a committee of one, to ascertain
how far the city were concerned. I got a
copy of the will and sailed upon Mr.
Matthews, from whom I learned that ac-
tion WES o be taken relating to the will,
it also be-nee; understood that the Mayor
and Co were to lee invited 

hel•X and see *JIM WAS going
on, in ord thpt, so far as
went, the orporatiert-

'

Mr, F. B. MATTHEWS seconded the mo-

tion,
The CHAIRMAN suggested that it would

be better to instruct the council to report
upon the practicability of such an arrange-
ment, as set forth in the motion of Dr.
Cot-duet.

Mr. JOSEPH said with reference to the
Mercantile Library Association, he had
reason to know it was out of existence, and
the other association (the Frazer Institute)
had never been in existence. Rethought
that in attempting negotiations with these
associations they were only deferring ac-
tion ; they had already lost eight months
since the bequest was made.

The CHAIRMAN had confidence sufficient
to believe that before long something sa-
tisfactory would be arranged with refer-
ence to the Frazer Institute.

Mr. HUGUL MCLENNAN suggested that
the motion of Dr. Cordner should be divid-
ed, and the first made to read : "Tht,
meeting of the Art Association of Montreal
approves of the proposal to purchase the
house and laud on St. Catherine street,
formerly the residence of the late Bena,iali
Gibb, and the Council of the Associatioe
shall, it it sees fit, acquire the said pro-

perty."
Dr. CORDNER. accepted the amendment,
Mr. R. A. PRENricE—What is the reve-

nue of the art association ?
The CHAIRMAN—The art association hai

no revenue, except the annual subscrip-
tions.

Mr. PRENTICE—What did that amount
to last year ?

Thr CHAIRMAN—I presume it amounted)
te nothing.

Mr. PRENTICE—Suppose we were to
purchase this, how would you propose to
maintain it ?

Mr. JOSEPH—By mortgage.
Mr. PRENTICE—What other source of re-

venue have we ?
The CHAIRMAN—We must get a revenue

some way.
A MEMBER—We must charge some small

amount for admission.
ANOTHER MEMBER—We might create a

school of instruction.
Mr. MATHEWS said that some members

of the art association, on looking into the
will of the late Mr. Gibb, found that pro-
vision for revenue was suggested by ehe
erection of shops on St. Catherine street,
and have the gallery on the second storey.
This plan they believed to be defective,
because the gallery would not be sufficient-
ly large, would not, in fact, hold many
more than the Gibb collection. They had
had plans made for the building, but
found the expense would be very large.
When it became known that the Gibbs'
homestead was to be sold, it occurred to
some members that it would be far better
to acquire that building_ than build on the
corner lot, for, besides being in the centre
of desirable ground, it could be enlarged
more readily when occasion required. With
reference to the trustees of the Fraser In-
stitute, they were very desirous of joining
the art association in the occupancy of the
dwelling. If they did join them the funds
at their disposal woald be ample, without
any mortgage. He believed it wise to join
with the Fraser Institute.

Mr. PRENTICE—Will the Frazer Insti-
tute advance any money ?

Mr. Marraieves—The Art ASSOCiatIOI1-1
have $8,000 in nab ; the value of the cor-
ner lot recently made was $9,600, the
Frazer Institute have the balance of the
Memantile Association which is $7,000, so
that the public would not be asked to con-
tribute much to begin with, and I have no
doubt we can pay off the full amount" of
the purchase.

Mr. JOSEPH—Are the Frazer Institute
prepared to ratify this without delay, or
are they waiting the result of other suits ?

Mr. MAreatEws —The executors have ex-
pressed themselves anxious to see the as-
sociation take shape, so I have no doubt
they will give the Council all the assist-
ance in their power. They are in favour of
purchasing the Gibe's homestead.

Mr. JOSEPH—Are the Frazer Institute in
a position to do anything ?

Mr. MATTHEWS—I believe they are or
will be shortly. They are negotiating the
transfer of the property they purchased
and signify their desire to join us.

Mr. POPHAAI—I may state that the Hon.
Mr. Abbott informed me day before yester-
day that whilst not in a position to make a
formal offer they hove to be able to do so
as soon as the transfer back of the proper-
ty of Mr. Phillips, on Dorchester street, is
completed. Whatever the Fraser Institute
will be I believe we can stand on our
own footing. Within the last few
days I have had four offers of $500 each
towards the building fund. Mr. Popham
further remarked that he had too much
respect for Montreal and its liberality, to
doubt their inability to raise the $13,000
to enable them to raise the Gibb Mansion.

The resolution, as amended by Mr. Mc-
Lennan, was carried.

Dr. CORDE ER then moved, "That the
Council of the Association be requested to
ee e eee at 9 10t Ire meeting. 'my mismesAjan
they may have afative to a practiCal 'ar-rangement for co-operation with any other

a
institution, or institutions. )f an artistic, •



Meetings, Amusements, &E.

ART ASSOCIATION
OF MONTREAL.

The Council have to announce that the EIGHTH EX-
HIBITION and CON VERSAZIONE will be held at the

Windsor Hotel,
On FRIDAY, 15th February, set S

at which their Excellencies the Earl and Countess of
Dufferin, will be present. His Excellency will also be
pleased to deliver there an address.

A very • lete° and valuable collection of Paintings,
Drawings, &a., will he exhibited, none of which, with
but four exceptions, have been exhibited before by the
Association.

During the evening the Band of the Royal Fusiliers
will perform a choice selection of music.

Admission to the Conversaziene will be by ticket only,
which may be obtained from Mr. J. W. Gray, artist, 49
City Councillors street, or at Messrs. Dawson Bros.

Payment of $5.00 entitles to membership. To tickets
admitting a lady and gentleman to the Conversazione and
Exhibition, and also to the privilege of obtaining extra
tickets for gentlemen who are non-residents of Montreal,
and cl 	or 1 dies, non-resident or otherwise, at $1 each.

loirser 	JOHN POPHAM,

visitors to the Conversarione will enter the
/14.B?2	 Hon.he  See'y.

Windsor from Dorchester street. Suitable cloak rooms
^ ladies and gentlemen will be provided.
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He was nee langer auld ;
His hand but touched the curlIn' stane,

He felt nee mair the eauld.

And as he raised the broom he cried,
What's gard me ta forget

There's naught but curlin' warms the blood,
We'll hae a guid game yet.

On His Excellency's side were the follow-
ing :—
Aye tho' the wind's see cauld and snell,

A' ither folk are nirlin,
Our speerits rise as itheis fa'

Whane'er we think o' curlin'.
For naething else can warm our hearts,

Or set our btuid a dirlin . ,
Sae tak your brooms for sune weel hae

A guide game of curlin'.
Next we have : —

The many anxious cares o' life,
We fling aside in ri ht good will,

To meet again in friendly strife ;,
To try again our curlin' skill.

Let eauldrif bodies roun' the lowe
Sit shivria' thro' the wintry day,

But gle ta me a guld broom knows,
Keen tinklin' ice an' roam' play,

And further on :—

For tho' no whimplin' burnie runs
Wi' laughiu' mirth down to the sea,

For whisper'd word o' maiden fair
Is heard around the leafless tree.

Let crimpin' snow aneath the feet
And flichterin' flakes afore the e'e,

Tae me the sweets o' music Is 	•
The music o' the curlin' tee.

ARRIVAL OF LORD DUFFERIN.
His Excellency arrived shortly after 11

o'clock, and there were present a large num-
ber of prominent curlers who, together with
a number of lady guests, enjoyed the day's
sport very much.

Mr. D. J. Greenshields, President of the
Club, assisted by the Board of Directors, re-
ceived His Excellency, and the party were
escorted to the reception loom, while the
applause so warmly bestowed rang
through the building. Elaying inter-
changed courtesies with the members of the
Three Rivers Club and others, the Vice Regal
Club teams were soon on the ice. Here a
splendid besom, manufa,itured expressly for
the purpose by H. A. Nelson di Sons, was
presented to His Excellency. It is a nicely
made article of curling paraphernalia, and
contains engraved upon a shield of silver
which ornaments the handle, the crest and
monogram of His Excellency.

 the_crest

 GAME

was soon opened, and ere long the Vice Regal
team had secured a lead of five points, while
the air rang with the plaudits of curlers as a
splendid shot marked triumph for their side.
Keen curling, careful and steady play on the
pait of the Three Rivers men soon changed
the aspect of affairs, and after a very close
contest they defeated the Vice Regal team,
as will be seen from the score given below :—

VICE REGAL.	 THREE RIVERS.

NO. 1 RINK.

Lt.-Col. Littleton,	 W. C. Pentland,
-T. Rowell,	 A. McDougall,
His Excellency—	 C. A. Boxer—Skip 11.

Skip 12.

	

Twelve ends.	 Eleven ads.
NO. 2 RINK.

W. Robertson,	 L. Brunelle,
T. Hamilton,	 P. N. Martin,
Capt.F.Ward—Skip 17. P. B. Vanake—Skip 15.

—

	

Ten ends.	 29	 Eleven ends.	 30
THE CURLERS' LUNCH.

The party, having finished the game at
about a quarter to two o'clock, adjourned to
the dining room, and when they had been
seated, the chaplain of the club, the Rev.
Robert Laing, asked the divine blessing, and
in a few moments thereafter the curlers, with
appetites whetted by the keen enjoyment of
the game,vrere discussing the wholesome fare.

They were seated at the table in the fal-
lowing order :—

Mr. D. J. Greenshields, the President.
ON THE LEFT.	 ON THE ' RIGHT.

Col Littlet -m,	 His Excellency Lord
C..1 A A Stevenson,	 Dufferin,
Capt Hamilton,	 Mr Boxer,*
Mr Webb Hayes,	 Mr Gee Brush,
Mr Russell Stevenson, Mr Bierstadt,
Mr Pentland,*	 Mr C J Brydges,
Mr Stewart, of the Jas McDougall,

Scottish American,	 Mr Vanase,*
Copt W ard, A D 0,	 Mr Alexander Mit-
Mr Martel,*	 chell,Vice-President
Mr Brunel,*	 Thistle Club.
Mr McDougall,*

* Three Rivers.
There were also present John L. Craig, T.

K. Alexander, Alexander McPherson, J. M.
Kirk, C. H. Tuggey, Secretary of the Thistle
Club, all Directors of the rink, with Mr. A.
R. Brown, and these gentlemen did the hon-
ors of the table in attending to the guests of
the Thistle Rink.

During the progress of the lunch, the
President, Mr. D. J. Greenshields, addressed
the Vice-Regal and Three Rivers clubs in
terms of warm welcome to the hospitality of
the Thistle Club.

His Excellency replied to the welcome on
behalf of the Vice-Regal Club, while Mr.

Capt A K F McAllen, Andrew McCulloch,
Justice Monk, Mrs and .141's J L Morris, Lt-Col
John Martin, Mr Molson, Mr McGillivraY,
Miss McGillivray, capt Mackinnon, Mts.
Macrae, A McPherson, Miss McGowan,
Capt H B Moore, Mr and Mrs James
P McKay. Mr Mooney, Mr and Mrs John
Thomas Molson, Captain W S Malle.
port, Miss NU:Taggart, Chief Justice and
Mrs Moss (Toronto), Mrs Moss, Rev E M
Myers, Mrs Macrae, Joseph McKay, Miss
Charlotte MoTaggart, Mrs Hugh Macdonald,
Mr and Mrs W J McMaster, Miss McDougall,
Miss v cCulloch, Duncan MeEachern, Lieut
McArthur, Mr Justice and Mrs MeHay,
Dr DO McCallum, Miss Molson, Mrs L
Lt Massey, Ald Massey. Mrs Luke Moore, Mr
and Mrs Henry Middleton, Madame J Lamo-
qua de Martigny,Mr and Mrs Joseph May, Miss
McGown.

J P Nortfm, Ald and Mrs H A Nelson, Rev R
W Norman, Mr, Mrs and Miss Notman, Mrs
Albert D Nelson, Mim Nelson.

• 0
His Lordship the Metropolitan and Mrs

Oxenden, Capt W R Oswald, Miss Oliphant,
Wm O'Brien, H Ormand, Miss Ormand.

J H Palmer, Mr and Madame Perrault, Miss
Josephine Perrault, Mies Plummer, 13 Pag-
nuelo, Ensign Pratt, C IS'Papineau, Mr Justice
Papineau, h Gustave Papineau. Mr and Mrs
John Popham, Miss Ellen Plimsoll, Cornet
Porter, Mr S A Paton, Vice -Consul Perreault,
Louis Perreault, Cant Wolfred Duplesls, J
Premeau, Mr and Mrs Pant:natl.

'R
Mr and Mrs James Rose, Mr, Mrs and Miss

A nlrew Robertson, Ella M 0 Robertson,
Mrs Edwin Russell, Mr and Mrs Alf E Roe,
Rev D i.oss, BD, sirs Donald Ross, Miss ti G
Reed, Mr and Mrs R A Ramsay, Mr and Mrs
8 J B Rolland, J D Rolland (Mayor of Hoche-
laga), A fit Ramsay. Senator and Mrs Ryan,
Ensign C C Remillard, Mr and Mrs Peter Red-
path, Consul for Portugal and Mrs F A Routh,
Mile De Rocheblave. Euclide Roy, Judge
Rainville.

S.
miss.s Smith, H W Shepherd, Major Steven-

son, Thos Simpson, Lt Alex Stuart, capt Sully,
W Snalth, J P, Mr and Mrs Charles a Spicer,
Miss Scott, Mr G Stephen, Mrs John H Strat-
ford, Col A A Stevenson, J Philip Scott, Mr
and Mrs L J Sergeant, Capt R W Shepherd,
Mrs W B Simpson, Mt s E at George Smythe,
Mr, Mrs and the Misses Sprague, Mrs G F
Slater, Mr and Mrs Alex Stuart, Thos Swin-
yard, Mr Stuart (6th Fus), Mr, Mrs and Misses
Skelton.

T.
Dr and Mrs Turgeon, A W McTaggart, Lt

Thomas T Turnbull, Senator and Mrs
Thibaudeau, Captain N U Tatlow, Mr
and Mrs Joseph Tiffin, Jr, Dr Trenhohne,
Miss Tierney, James Torrance, Joseph Tucker,
Miss Tyler, J R D Tollemache, Mrs Delap
Tollemache, Mr Tyler, Capt John Tees, Miss
Taylor, Dr Trudell.

V.
Mrs PeVine.

W.
Thomas Workman, M P, Mrs and Miss

Wheeler, Cant, Molson, capt Howard Wright,
Lt H T Witgress, Lt Geo N Watier, James A
Wilson, Lt-col Whitehead, 0 S Wood, Miss
Florence Whitney, Mr and Mrs James Worth-
ington, Miss Wheeler, J E M Whitney, Miss
Whitney, Mrs Charles Warren, Capt A Mc-
Tavish Watt.

THE CONVERSAZIONE OF THE ART
ASSOt lATION.

This event has been looked forward to with
considerable satisfaction by patrons and
lovers of art in our city—unfortunately not
so numerous as could be wished—and it was
hoped that the event would prove not only
successful in so far as the conversazione itself
was concerned, but that the circumstances
under which it was to be held would be a
fresh stimulus to the exertions already made
by the few citizens who have, through all the
vicissitudes of the Association, adhered to its
objects, persevered in face of almost insur-
mountable obstacles, in achieving it, and that
with a self-sacrifice in many cases which en-
tailed no little inconvenience. And not only (
that it would do this, but that by
the example of their Excellencies in
according their presence and patronage
to the opening conversazione would add
large numbers to the ranks of those who are
determined that art shall obtain a premature
footing in Montreal. The success of the con-
versazione is certainly well assured, and the
exertions of the workers, if the thing were
possible, must receive new life and fresh
vigor from the encouragement the brilliancy
of the opening afforded ; but whether or not
there will be added a long list to the muster
roll can be determined only in the future.
We sincerely trust that it may be so.

The billiard hall of the Windsor Hotel had
been chosen for the exhibition, after many
attempts to find a more suitable building, and
the management made every effort to secure
light sufficient and with proper direction to
show off the subjects to advantage. Each
picture was ranged as convenience suggested
around the walls, while from above
poured down the light, which in nearly
all cases gave the visitor a fair oppor-
tunity of viewing them. Catalogues had
been printed, and the paintings were num-
bered corresponding to those therein con-
tained, so that little difficulty existed in
finding the name of the title, owner and
author ; there would have been none had the

y. been provided, ioel will be found
lab' Oh the dots.

V..xedliency will, I venture to hope, be
,perfilo'n'that the circumstanees to which 1

, .see adverted, are a stifficient -xcuse for my
dwelling at some length on a subject of such
great importance to the city, before solicit ing
Your Excellency to open this Exhibition.

His Excellency responded in a brief ad-
dress. He said that Sir Francis Hincks had
departed from his usual gallantry when in
asking for perfect silence from the ladles
and gentlemen present, be had emphasized
the word ladies. He (Lord Dufferin) would
not deprive them of the privilege tradition-
ally accorded to the sex in the few words he
had to say. He referred to the idea preva-
lent among many persons that each had been
born an art critic (laughter). A famous ar-
tist who had ventured on the sea of art had
said that the further he sailed the more bound-
less it seemed to be. He (Lord Dufferin) had
during the course of his term as Governor-
General, replied to very many addresses,
which he had done more or less imperfectly.
But on the present occasion he had endeav-
ored to perform this duty more fully, and
with that object in view he had prepared the
reply he intended to deliver. He had care-
fully weighed every word of it, and had writ-
ten not one word too many and had
not omitted a syllable which should
have been there set down. He would
not, however, give words to the address, but
would place it in the hands of Sir Francis
Hincks. (Here his Excellency handed to
Sir Francis Elincks a check for $100). Lord
Dufferin continued, and with reference to the
proposed Art Gallery, trusted that the people
of Montreal would not allow the opportunity
afforded by the munificence of the late Mr.
Bermiah Gibb to go unimproved upon. And
in this connection, he was authorized to
promise on behalf of a painter, celebrated in
the world of art, a very considerable picture
as his contribution to the Art Gallery of
Montreal on its completion—he alluded to
Mr. Bierstadt. (Loud cheers.) In conclud-
ing his brief address, he thanked the brilliant
audience before him for the kind considera-
tion which they had given him, and especial-
ly the ladies. (Laughter and applause.)

Their Excellencies then mingled with the
throng, and inspected the various works of
art, and returned to their apartments at
about a quarter past 9, the procession being
honored in the usual manner as it passed
across the floor of the rotunda and ascended
the grand staircase.

Her Excellency was dressed in maroon
silk, trimmed with Brussels lace. Her head-
dress was a wreath of flowers and diamonds,
while she wore a necklace and pendant also
of diamonds and heavy gold bracelets.

It would be quite a task to attempt a criti-
cism of the subjects, and one from which we
shrink. But some of the paintings which
created the greatest attention may be men-
tioned.

"Scarborough by Moonlight" (No. 7) is a
picture full of bright color, and showed the
town by night, the sheen of the moonlight
reflected from the rippling waters of the bay,
while a cluster of fishing vessels on the left
and group of fishermen in the foreground, the
nets drying upon the wharf, being well de-
picted. It is by A. Grimshaw, and was con-
tributed by Mr. R. B. Angus.

" Horses at Water" (No. 40) represented
a group of horses just leaving the bed of a
rivulet at which they have been slaking their
thirst. The scene is evidently intended to
represent twilight, and the soft, mel-
low light is well executed, the pose
of the rider natural, and the attitude
of the animals well considered, more
attention having been given to this than to
the landscape, although that is also well
painted. Boddiegton and Schaders are the
artists and W. Denoon the contributor.

A very striking picture, and one whose ex-
ecution compelled universal admiration. was
"Glen Sannox," a beautiful sketch, with a
stream running through a plateau and over a
rocky bed (nearly dry) in the foreground,
while standing out boldly are mountains, the
clouds which float among their summits be-
ing represented in a remarkably vivid man-
ner—the whole suggestive of the inspiration,
execution and care of a master. Mr. James
A. Aitkin is the artist, Mr. John Hope the
contributor.

"Stray Sheep" (No. 56) is a very humorous
sketch, and represents two monks on their
way homeward. The night is dark, but it
can be seen that they have been at the revels
of some neighbor, and are homeward bound.
Their expression is excellent. Artist A.
Dixon and contributor C. Holland.

"A Scottish Moor," is an excellent sketch
of a sunset scence in the Highlands of Scot-
land, and represents a bleak-looking moor
"when the kye come hame," which they are
doing, driven by the shepherd The quiet of
the scene is well exhibited, and the glare of
the sunset from behind the hills is admira.
bly shown. McWhirter, artist ; Mr. Andrew
Wilson contributor.
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FRANK H. BU RNETT & CC. Stock Brokers,
23 Hospital street.
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Fi•iday, February 15.

Tho following were the receipts by Grand
Ti unit Railway for the past twenty-four
homs:-
Flour, bila 	  1100
Butter, kegs 	  14
Leather. volis 	
Ashes, hrls 	

	

.............  	 2101369Die std hogs
Whiskey and HIghwines, casks: 	  34
Pork, bris 	  70
Wheat, bush 	 .....	 .....	 800

The stocl.s in store and in bands of millers
were as follows :-

Feb. 15,
1877.

71,874
11,967
12,66
3u, AS
13,441.•

50,2

ECO
134

Flour-Sales reported were :- ,000 bris
Extra Superflue at $5.65; GO do Spring Extra
at $4.85 ; 200 do at $4.821 (yesterday) • 200
do Superflue at $4.55; 200 do Strong Bakers'
at $5.10 ; 200 do at $5.20. •
Surerior Extra 	  '1	 1$5 900$ (( Ca
Extra euperrine 	

5 25Fancy 	5
Sp.ima Extra 	

I	 a rtigs 
4 850 0 1)

I 4 5i0 4 60Superdne 	
So (mg Ba'cers' 	  4Norrilna1.	 5 100 5 05
Fine 	

;

	

legs 	 ri: ;
1 ,01 1, • ds  	 2 750 u 25
V.C.Ilrs. nec 101 lbs 	 2 400 2 45
Clty Baça (delivered). J	 2 550 2 60

oatmeal-Quiet at $4.50 to 4.70.

Canada heat-Nominal.
CO:nt-Per 56 lat., 621c to 65e.
Osic -, -Per 32 lbs., 28e to 30e.
ssa ees,,-, --At 55e to 65e.

	Pet, 	- 1sc to8ocper6olbs.

_ 2.--- 1!okAmon at 10e to 13e; me-
di iii • t 11c to 18e; fine at 1.9e to
20e.

tUbb ;:wr, -At 13e to 14e.

less, $13.50 to 14.50 ; accu>.) ing
to bran>) ; oin Mess nominal at $11.00 to
$12.00.

Pressed Hogs-Sale, two car loads at
$4.90.

Lard-9c to 10e for tubs and pails.
Ashes-Per 100 lbs-Pots, $3.80 to 3.821,

according to tares,
[BY TELEGRAPH.],..

Wheat in Chicago was quoted 1 cent
higher.

NEW YORK, February 15, 12.00 a.m.-Re-
ceipts-Flour, 10,224 barrels ; wheat, 130,-
000 bushels, corn, 41,000 bushels; oats,
11,000 bushels.

Gold, 1021.
12:10 -noon-Flour firm.
Wheat firm and nominal ; Chicago, $1.28

to 1.29 ; Milwaukee, $1.30 to $1.31 ; Red
Winter, $1.30 to 1 38 ; Nô 1, $1 38 to 1.40.

Corn quia and strong at 56e to 561c
No. 2, ;60c to 61; No. 3, 49e.

Oats quiet.
Cmcmpa, February 15.-Wheat-Receipts,

73,000 bush; shipments, 114,000 bush.
9.31 a. m.-Wheat opens at $1.091 for'

March.
11,03 a. m._Wheat-Sales at $1.09 for

March.
Corn-Receipts, 57,000 bushels; ship-

ments, 43,000 bush.
9 32 a.m.-Corn opens at 44e to 4410

for May.
11.03 a m.-Corn 411c to 411c for March ;

43g to 431c for May.
Oats-Receipts, 29,000- bush ; shipments,

15,000 bush.
Barley-Receipts, 19,000 bush; shipments,

7,000 bush.
9.37 a. m.-Pork opens with sales at

$10.57/ for April.
9 50 am.-Lard opens at $7.35 to 7.371 for

March ; $7.45 to $7.47/ for April.
MILWAUKEE, February 15.--Wheat-Re-

ceipts, 45,000 bushels ; shisments, 40,000
bushels.

9.35 a , m.-Wheat unsettled at $1.09 for
Match.

11.04 a.m.-Wheat quiet ; hard at $1.14
No. 1, 1.121; No. 2, 1.091 for cash ; $1.091
for February ; $1.091 for March ; $1.10 for
April.

CHICAGO, February 15.-Freights-All tail
to New York, 25e for grain.

LIVE STOCK MARKET.

February 15.
Mibcif Cows.-There were a good many

mileb cows offered at 'Tiger Market this fore-
noon, but they were all of commen or inferior
quality. Milkmen comIslaiu that really good
COW8 are very Omet this season, and that

mixe&
aney quiet.

Oats steady ; receipts, 11,000 bushels ;

sales, 18,000 bushels, at 33e to 37e for mixed
Western and State ; 31e to 411 for white.

Pork quiet at $11.30 to $11.50.
Lard a shade easier at $7,60.
Butter, 12 0 to 34e for State and Pennsyl-

vania.
Cheese steady.
Petroleum-Crude, 71e; refined, 121c,

CHICAGO, February 15.

Hogs-Receipts, 26,000; market moder-

ately active and higher ; light grades selling

at $4 to $4.50; heavy packing, $3.85 to
$4.05 ; shipping, $13.95 to $4 10.

Flour very firm ; Western. Extra, $4.40
to $5.50 ; Minnesota do, $4.75 to $6 ; super-
fine. $2.50 to $4 ; other Linde unchanged,

Wheat strong ; No, 1 Chicago Spring,

$1.10 to $1.101 • No. 2, $1.091 for cash ;

to $1.054 for February ; $1.10/ to
$1.101 foe March ; No 3, $1.05.

Coin quiet and unchanged at 423 for cash
411c for March.

Oats higher at 24/3 for cash ; 25/0 for
March.

Rye a shade higher at 531e.
Barley a shade higher at 471c to 48e.
Dressed hogs, $4.271 to 4.35.
Pork strong at $10.40 to 10.45 for cash

$10.321 to 10 35 far March.
Whiskey steady at $1.04.
Bulk meats firm and unchanged.
fteceipts-Flour, 9,000 barrels ; wheat,

73,000 bushels ; corn, 51,000 do; oats, 29,000
bushels; rye, 2,000 bushels ; barley, 18,000
bushels.

Shipments-Flour, 14,000 barrels • wheat,
114,000 bushels ; corn, 43,000 bushels; oats,
15,000 bushels ; rye, 4,000 bushels ; barley,
5,000 bushels.

LONDON, February 15.

11.30 p. m.-Consols, 95k-; 5's, 104/.

LIVERPOOL, February 15.

Cheese, 69s.
11.30 a. m.-Cotton flat and irregular.

1 LIVERPOOL...	
Febuary 11. February 15.

5 30 p.113.	 5.30 p.m.
s. d.	 s. d, s. d.	 s. d.

Flour. 	.20 0 to 28 0 20 0 to :8 0
Red Wheat 	 10 2 to 10 10 10 4 to 11 0
Bed Winter 	 11 0 to 11 6 Il '2 to It 8
White W inter 	 12 2 to 12 6 12 2 to 12 6
Club._. ....... 	 12 6 to 12 4 12 6 to 12 11
New Corn ...... 	 27 0 to 27 3 a 3 to 17 6
Old Corn 	 28 0 to 28 328 3 to 25 9

	

Barley   3 11 to 0 G 3 11 to 0 0
	Oats   3 0 to 01 3 0 to 00

Peas 	 36 6 to 00 1 16 6 to CO 0
New Poik 	 55 0 to 00 ( 15 0 to 00 0
Lard 	 ..39 0 to 00 I. 39 9 to 00 0
Beef	 84 0 to 00 ( 33 0 to 00 0
New Bacon 	 29 6 to 30 I ;9 6 to 30 6
Tallow 	 . ..40 6 to 00 i 10 6 to 00 0
New Cheese......b8 0 'n OU t 9 0 to 00 0

A NTWERP, February 15.

- Petroleum, 271f.

3.1LIVORTS.

GRAND TRUNIC WEST.

Jones&B 2 bags nuts; J Esplin 1 bd1 shafts.
2 do•wood, 1 bx hware; H Dobell&co 4 bbIS
ashes; K&Coolason 2 do; A W Ogilvie&co 200
do flour; C J Cusack&co 100 do; Viau&Frere
100 do; J E Flunsicker 100 do; bit Laing; K&
Cookson 200 do; T W Raphael 200 do; Moi-
sons' Bank 800 bush wheat, 70 bbls pork;
Fuller&S 9 do butter; J IT Vaillancourt 5 do;
A R Bell 33 ck hwines; Ontario Bank 109 d
hogs; Consolidated Bank 104 do; Ames,H&
2 rolls, 1 bx leather; Black&L 1 do, 33 rolls;
Cassils,S&co 19 do; II. J Fisk 9 do; J H Moo-
ney 2 bx do; Cate,C&co 2 crates do; Shaw Bros
1 car do.

Wilson, P&co 100 bics; Bro1ie&H 10 brls;

GRAND TRUNK EAST.	
h

F&Workman 3 pkgs; H S Eyans&co 2 bxs; J
Roy&co 1 truss, 6 bles; J C Gordon 15 bxs; J
A Converse 100 hies manilla; E Barbeau 1 3
horse; Claxton&co 1 ese; H J Fisk 1 do: W
J McMaster 2 do; J M Burnett 43 bis and
bris fish; llobertson,L&co 1 51; J Johnston&
co 2 do; Hodgson, &S 2 do; Fairbanks&co
79 bics scales; Perry Davis&co 1 cse; Lowden
&co 3 do, 2 bags; C Ç Snowdon 2 cs, 1 pce
cstg; Kirk, L&co 1 h c tea; C&Caverhill 5 os;
Jack&co 2 h c tea; Hart, M&co 2 sax c nuts;
Wilson, P&co 12 br1s; Neleon&Son 3 cs; Mc-
DoUgall, 1.4eo 7 csks, 20 pkgs; Canadien R
Co 5 rolls; Thos Wilson&co 1 bx, 1 brl; Na-
son&Som 3 hiles, 1 bdl; L Larivee 1 bx; B&
Raymond 1 do; J D Pate,naude 2 do, 3 brls; J
C Thompson G es; Montreal Cotton Co 1 bx
mchy; J A Converse 45 bles manilla; S R
Parsons 24 pea frture; Robertson, L&co 1 cse;
J Hudon&co 45 do; D Crawford 2 bas fish;
Burke Bros 1 do; T Crathern 1 do; W Cald-
well 1 pkgt; A Ccuillard 2 bris; F&Work-
man 14 bas; L H Packard 1 do; D H Co 20
tas; J A Converse 57 bics manilla; Ft&La-
croix 11 do hair; Reforel&co 25 bris sugar; H
J Shaw 15 pkgs; B& W Daws 2 pianos, 2 or-
gans; J Taylor 12 ear wheels; Fairbankskco
79 bas scales.

MONTREAL AND CHAMPLAIN.

II J Shaw 1 car Turniture; Whitely Bros 1
box; W Evans 9 bills 1 bag; Prowse Bros 1
box 1 lx11; Montreal O co 3 retbrts; Robert-
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W. MACKENZIE. BI oke'; IS Si,. Francois,
Xavier Street.

Wheat, bush 	
Corn
Peas
Oats
Barley
Rye
Flour, barrels 	
Rye flour, " 	
Oatmeal,
Cornmeal 	

Fe b. 15,
1878.

396,295
121,S89
173,785
10, let
41,916
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Feb. 1,

396,022
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169,040
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63,674
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and design ci under the Official Number
one hundred and seventy-seven of the
Official Plan and Book of Reference for
the said Ward ; bounded in front 'by Craig

l Street, in rear by Saint Louis Street,on one
side by Bonsecours Street, and on the
other side by the Official Lot number one
hundred and seventy-six of the said Ward,
measuring one hundred and twenty-six
feet eight inches in front on Craig Street,

arn7Stalsles, and other Buildi •  thereon
erected.

'Pull information upon application.
L. JOS. LAJOIE,

Assignee.
Office of Laj oie, Perrault & Seath,

Montreal, December 13th, 1877. j b 298

Will be sold by Authority of Justice, to
the highest and last bidder, on MONDAY

, the 24ris DAY OF DECEMBER instant,
the following immoveable property depend-
jug' of the communion of property which
existed between the late Augustin Des.
noyers, deceased, in his lifetime Gentleman,
of the City of Montreal, and the late
Euphrosine Brien dit Desrochers, his first
wife, in her lifetime, also of the same
place, viz.

Two contiguous undivided lots of land
situate on Aqueduct Street in the St.
Joseph Suburb, in tt e St. Antoine Ward of
this said City, known anddesignated under
number five hundred and thirty-three
(No. 533) on the Plan and in the Book of
Reference of said St. Antoine Ward, con-
taining eighty-five feet three inches wide
by one hundred feet in depth on the north-
west line and eighty feet also in depth on
the south-east line, with four one "story
wooden dwelling houses and other build-
ings thereon erected ; bounded in fiont by
said Aqueduct Street ; on one 'side to the
north-west by Lot No. 534 (of cadastre) ; in
rear by Lot No. 530 (of cadastre), and on
the other side to the south-east by cadastre
lots Nos. 531 and 532.

A portion of said lot No. 533 is subject to
a ground rent of fifteen dollars per annum,
payable on the 29th day of September of
each year, constituted to the capital sum
of two hundred and fifty dollars in favour
of the Honourable Mr. Justice 13erthelot,
and is redeemable at all times.

And, the said Lot No. 533 is partly
charged with a substitution in favour of
the grand-children of the said Augustin
Desnoyers.

The, sale will take place on the premises
AT 10 O'CLOCK A.M.

For the Conditions of the Sale apply to
the undersigned. Notary, at his Office, No.
110 St. Joseph Street.

E. MeINTOSIL N.P.
December 4	 r tf 290

To the thinking of many there are room
and reason in Canada fox another news,
paper ; so it is proposed to start age, a
weeky, to be called

"TUE CANADIAN SPECTATOR  1 "
Nvikla. the Bay. ALFRED J. BRAY, as
Editor.

It will not enter into r:valry with any
paper now extant in this country, and yet
will seek to have the whole ceuntry as its
constituency.

It will not be devoted to a denomination
or sect ; nor to a Church, in a larger sense,
as against any other Church; but will strive
to promote freedom, and knowledge, and
life. To that end Sermons will be pub-
liShed by the Editor or some other preacher;
OrthodOxy and Hetrodoxy will both get a
hearing ; articles will be contributed by
Canadian, United States, And English
writers on Theology ; Report s will be given
of what the churches are doing, &c.

It will be political, but not parfila,
holding the right to criticise any party, and
to demand *hat seems te best policy for
the -fromotion of good in this countiy.

It will contain articles on Agriculture,
Horticulture, and Applied Science in its
varions branches, mostly original, but
sometimes reprinted from the leading
Reviews of Great Britain and the United
States.

A Serial Story, original when possible.
lent always geed as te literature and senti-
ment, will be carried along week by week,
se that each member of a family will find
something of interest,

To the end that perspnalities and what is
vulgar may be kept from the paper, each
Articldwill be signed by the name of the
writer. The same rule will apply to all
letters.

The Editor will be responsible for his own
articles only, and for the rest, whosoever
may have a thing of public interest to say,
Mid eay say it decently, will have a hearing.

"THE CANADIAN SPECTATOR" will
consist of 12 pages, of the size of the PALL
MALL GAzETTE,:and will be printed on
toned paper

The first number will be issued on Fi-
Dy, JANUARY 4,1878, and a specimen copy
will be posted to any addcess in Cana,d(l cAr
the United States for 5 cents. Annual
Subscription, TNO DOLLARS

OFFICE-162 8T, JAMES STREELIIONTREAL.
November 20	 tf 31D 278

rtste	i 1 Attorneys.at-La Y.

EDGAR, RITCHIE & HOWELL,
arristers and Solicitors i Chancery, 136

Adelaide Street East, Toronto.
J. F EDGAR, C. H. RITCHIE, ALFRED

HOWELL, E. T. MALONE.
Deceml er 30	 ly 244

WALKER, McINTYRE, & FERGUSON,
Barristers, Solicitors, &c.

No. 34 EL43-1N STREET
(OPPOSITE RUSSELL HOUSE).

OTTAWA, Ont.
W. H. WALKER,	 ALEX. FERGUSON.

'A. I. heINTYRE.
June I 	ly 267 

McMAHON CIBBONS & ItlIcHAB
Barristers, Attorneys, Solicitors, &c.

LONDON, ONT.
HUGH 111A.CMAHON, Q.C.	 GEO. C. GIBBONS

, GEO. IeNAB.
London, August 23, 1875 	 17 201 

MACLENNAN	 MACDONALD,
Barris Solicitors, Notaries, ,;&c.

CORNWALL, ONT.
D. B. MACLENNAN, N.SANFIELIiSSAQDONLLD

JAMES W. LIDDELL.

0 EC IT WHYT,
OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE AND ACCOUNTANT.

OFFICES :

EXCHANGE BANK BUILDING,
Corner of Notre Danse id St. Francois

Xavier Streets.
September 2	 ly 211

EVANS & RIDDELL,
Public Accountants,

EDWARD EVAN S, Official Assignee
WESTERN CHA.MBZES,

No. 22 ST. JOHN STREET.
September 2	 ly 213

J. RIELLE,
LaaxclrSurveyer,

NO. 146 ST. JAMES STREET.
July	 ly 169

fliuc Tarits.

G. W BATCHELDER 84 CO.,
Contractors for the BuildiNg andFitiitig o
MODERN HAY PRESSING ESTAB-
LISHMENTS and Ma.aufacturers of
BATCHELDER'S PATENÎ HAY AND COTTON

PRESSES.
Also Wholesale Deaisiss in PRESSED and

LOOSE' HAY.
Foi rurther information, address

131.`RTHIER (ea haul.) P,Q.
G. W. BATCHELDER.	 E. M. COPELAND.

Ootollor 15	 lv 2 4 13

For a term of years, in one of the finest
positions in the city those premises at pre-
sent occupied by the Propsietor, situated
on St. Caslierine street, corner of Union
Avenue and Phillips Square. Shop fixtures
at a valuation, if required. It is heated
throughout by steam. Possession can be
had on 1st April next, or sooner, if neces-
sary. To a good tenant terms moderate.
Apply to C. H. TUGGEY, 37 Beaver Hall

December 6	 t7.4 292

TO 1- 41.11:9
That unt-stone Store, No. 9

Reeollet Street, with Patent Hoist,
ili lately occupied by Cameron &

McKenzie. Apply ta S. H. & J.
Moss, 5 and 7 Reoollet Street.

October 5	 239 
C) LET,

A firstsclass House, with Garden
itis Attached, No. 52 UPPER ST.

ljuu URBAIN STREET. The House
is in pei feet order, has large Draw-

ing Room and Dining Room apart, is heat-
ed by steam, and is in every respect a
most desirable residence.

The Coach House and other Out-build-
ings are also in excellent order.

Apply ta Mr. B. Dxvias, Advocate.
October 11 	241

	--TO LET,
A large FLAT in the rear porticn

of the MONTREA., HERALD Printing
ui and Publishing Company's Build

'rig, suitable for light Manufactur
ing. Steam supplied, if required. Apply to

JAMES STEWART,
snassmo. Vlive45*05.

TO IA
FftSSe"te,oaza hti9h ciii4A, ,,,fleti)..grrrisentyt.i.Toztlei
ei.:4„u.°brITPublishing	 RztitfeE0 'Rs sBuilding,T E A suitablefor	

n Ts u,

August
Managing DIrectir(;"



Association, as soon as the building is pro-
cured.

The following offices have to be filled,
Viz. :—

The President, Vice-President, and Trea-
surer, and twelve members of the Council,
six of ! he latter to be elected fur one year,
aid six for two years from date, or until
the succesaors are appointed.

The Council have alone the power to ap-
point the Secretary from among the mem-
bers of the Council.

The whole respectfully submitted.
JOHN POPHAM.

Hon'y. Sec'ty.
Montreal, Dec. 13, 1877.
The extract from the will referred to in

the foregoing report is of special interest,
and reads as follows :—

XTRACT FROM TFIE WILL OF MR. B. GIBB.

43rdly. Having observed a growing taste
for fine arts in this city, and a desire fre-
quently expressed by many of our citizens
for the formation of a public picture gal-
lery, and an Art Association having been
formed a few years ago for the promotion
of the fine arts, of which Association I have
myself been a member since its formation,
and whereas, from the success of recent
public exhibitions of works of art held
here, and the interest manifested therein
by the citizens generally, the Art Associa-
tion of Montreal has given tokens of a per-
manent existence, I do therefore give and
bequeath to the City of Montreal, repre-
sented by the said Art Association of Mont-
real, all my collection of oirpaintinee, con-
sisting now of about 84, and six bronzes,
now as more particularly set forth and
described in a list attached to this my will,
and signed by me and the said notaries,
and I also bequeath to the said Art Asso-
ciation of Montreal, any paintings I may
hereafter purchase at any period previous
to my death. It being my desire that
these paintings may form a nucleus of a
permanent gallery of works of art in the
City of Montreal.

44thly. Having recently imported from
France a bronze group, namely " Orestes
and lphigenia," with marble pedestal, and
another statute called " Eleazer and Re-
becca," I hereby bequeath the same to the
said Art Association of Montreal, but with
the condition that they remain in the pos-
session of my two nieces now re-
siding with me, so long as they
may wish to retain the same
in our present d welling, save and
except the bronze statue of " Eleazer and
Rebecca" which I desire shall be taken
possession of immediately after my death
by the said Art Association of Montreal.
And I also bequeath two bronzes 'Egyp-
tian winged sphinxes" on precisely the
same conditions as the above mentioned
"Orestes and Iphigenia" to the said Art
Association of Montreal. It is also my
will and desire that my said two neices re-
tain in their possession the two original oil
paintings, recently imported from Dussel-
dorf by Butler, namely, " Lake Wallen-
stadt" and its mate "Le Lac de quatre
Cantons" until it pleases them to give
them up to, and they may he claimed by
said Art Association of Montreal."

It is also my desire that twelve pictures
and two bronzes, mentioned in the 42nd
paragraph of this my will, do remain in
the possession of my two neices until the
death of the survivor of them should they
so wish to retain them, when they will be
given up to the said city of Montreal, re-
presented as aforesaid, by the said Art
Association, to whom they are bequeathed
by this my will.

It is also my desire that the said pictures
shall remain in their positions on the walls
of my residence and in the gallery appro-
priated for them, as at present or at the
day of my death, as well as any other arti-
cles bequeated by this my will, until after
the sale of my household goods and effects.

As there are several paintings in my re-
sidence not sufficiently good to be placed in
a public gallery, I desire all those not
named and included in the list of paintings
attached to this, my will, to be sold by
auction with my other goods and offects
save and except any other paintings I may
hereafter pnrchase.

And with the view to the establishment
of a gallery of art, I foresee that the Art
Association will find it a difficult matter to
procure a suitable and proper accommoda-
tion for the establishment of any number
of works of art they may possess. I hope
that my friends, who are members of the
Art Association, will use e,xertions and
proceed at once after my demise in second-
ing my efforts to supply what has been
deemed a want in our growing city, namely

parmanent building for the exhibition of
works of art. la therefore, hereby give,
devise and bequeWi to the Art Association
of Montreal, a body politic and corporate,
and duly incorporated under statute of the
late Province of Can da in the year 160,

At the suggestion of t 'HAIRMAN,

that the Council were already charged
with such consideration from the die- (
cuseion that had taken place, the motion
was withdrawn.

The meeting then adjourned.
At a a subsequent meeting of the Coun-

cil, Mr. POPHAM was re-elected Secretary.
It is proposed to hold the Conversazione-

in thé New City Hall, if it affords sufficient
facilities, and a committee of the Council
were appointed to inquire into the matter.

did not cla o to belong to this Association,
The CHAIRMAN said they were all glad

to see the representatives of the Corpora-
tion present. The next business was the
appointment of a Vice-President, and he
took the liberty to nominate the Hon. Jus-
tice Mackay. (Rear, hear). He had done
them great service in time passed, and had
actually transferred a great many pictures
to the Association. (applause). He did
not think they could have a more compe-
tent gentleman for the position.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Mackay was elect-
ed unanimously.

Mr. R. W. Shepherd was elected Trea-
surer unanimously, and the following gen-
tlemen, in the order named, were elected
the council, it being understood that the
tenure of office of the first six should ex-
tend over two years and the latter one
year :—Messrs. Dr. Cordner, F. B.Mathews,
Wm. Notman, W. B. Lambe, John Hope,
Peter Redpath, John Popham, Charles
Gibb, Edward McKay, Richard White, F.
W. Kay, and C. J. Holland.

The CHAIRMAN called upon Messrs.
Mathews and Notman for their report, and
explained to the meeting that the two gen-
tlemen named had been deputed to consult
with the executors of the Gibbs' estite, to
ascertain if they could purchase from them
the late residence of Mr. B. Gibb, with a
view of joining with the council of the
Fraser Iiistitute for the occupancy of the
residence co-jointly.

Mr. Matthews then handed in the fol-
lowing letter, which was read by the
Chairman :—

ESTATE OF LHE LATE BENAIALL GIBB.

MONTREAL, 12th December, 1877.
Messrs. Matthews ck Nottnan :—

GENTLRMEN,—Referring to the conversa-
tion had with you yesterday in reference
to the purchase of the residence of the late
Benaiah Gib, with a frontage of 127 feet
on St. Catherine street running to the
"Dow" estate property in rear, with a
width of 127 feet, a depth of 105 feet on
on the east side and 201 on the west side,
the whole more or less, no guarantee as to
exact measurement,

I may say that I have consulted my co-
executors, and I am willing, on their be-
half, to convey to you the said property for
the sum of $30,000, payable one-fouith
cash on passing deed, and balance in easy
payments, bearing interest at the rate of 7
per cent., payable half-yearly. This offer
is open for one month from this date.

I am, Gentlemen,
Yours very truly,

R. W. SHEPHERD,
Executor.

N.B.—Possession given on the 1st June
next, rebate on intereat from date of cash
payment to the above date.—R. S. W.

The CIP‘IRMAN—I think the executors
have shown every disposition to meet the
Art Association of Montreal, and they
deserve our thanks.

Mr. JOSEPH remarked that a question
might arise as to the right of the Art As-
sociation to vary the donation of the land.

Dr. CORDNER said he had been requested
to move that this meeting of the Art As-
sociation of Montreal approves of the pro-
posal to purchase the house and lands con-
nected with the estate of and formerly oc-
cupied by Mr. Benaiah Gibb ; that the
Council of the Association should, if they
see fit, acquire the said property and have
the statute incosporating the association
amended as they see fit, and further that
the Council be authorized so unite with
the Frazer Institute or any other literary
society without any abandonment by the
Art Association of its ant Aionly. It seem-
ed to him that an arrangement of this
kind might lead to good results in the
future. There were two or three institu-
tions in the city that were in a dormant
state, the Art Association which was, how-
ever, very active at that moment, and the
Mercantile Literary Association, the one
being established to promote a taste for
literature. In Boston, the Athenasurn
which was now in a most flourishing con-
ditian, was started in the Mansion
House of Col. Perkins, which was
simpiy a brick dwelling very much
of the same general character of
Mr. Gibb's late reeideno. He thought by
the acquirement of the Gibbs homestead
it would give them a local habitation and a
name, and much good would result in the
amalgamation of the societies he had nam-
ed. From what he had been informed con-
cerning the circumstances, financially and
otherwise, of these local institutions, it had
been impressed apon his mincl that it would
be perfectly practicable to get the Gibbs'
mansion, retain its are gallery with the
pictures hung just as he (the late Mr.
Gibb) placed them himself, and then get
in the books of the other institution, and
provide useful reading hir the west end of
the city.
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'THE VICE - REGAL YISIT.

LADY DUFFERIN AT THE VICTORIA
SKATI NC RINK,

THE VICE-REGAL CLUB BEATEN BY ONE
POINT BY THE THREE RIVERS CLUB.

Tir II 1F-1 LA lEVEE.

LARGE ASSEMBLAGE !

_List of the Presentations

THE ART ASSOCIATION.
THE EIGHTH XHIBITION

A MAGNIFICENT ASSEMBLAGE.

The Vice-regal festivities of the week
are about to close, but the incidents that
have been recorded will live long in the
memory of those who have shared in them.
Yesterday was a busy day with their Ex-
ssllencies, and throughout it the Wind-
sor Hotel was frequented by citizens
anxious to keep up the eclat that has been
manifested throughout the week.

Her Ladyship the Countess of Dufferin
having signified a desire to pass yesterday
morning at the Victoria Skating Rink, the
management announced that the Band of
the Victoria Rifles would be in attendance
during the day, which attracted a large
concourse of members. Her Ladyship ar-
rived shortly after ten o'clock and spent
about two hours there, being accompanied
by several ladies of the suite. The Countess,
who is a most graceful and accomplished
skater, entered into the spirit of the sport,
and evidently enjoyed herself, and about
noon returned to the Windser.

The Vice-Regal curlers competed
against two rinks of the Three Rivers
club ; and, for the first time since Lord
Dufferin has been Governor-General, had
to succumb to an opponent for the division
medal offered for competition. The game
was played on the Thistle Rink, each con-

, tending party playing two rinks on the
' ice. The game was keenly contested, hnd
, resulted as follows :—

NO. 1 RINK.
Vice-Regal.	 Three Rivers.

Lt.-Col. Litteton.	 W. C. Pentland.
T. Rowell.	 Alex. McDougall.
Lord Dufferin 	 12 C. A. Boxer 	 15

2 ends	 11 ends.
NO. 2 RINK.

W. Robertson	 Louis Brunelle.
T. Hamilton	 Narcisse Martel.
Capt. F. Ward.....I7 J. B. Vanasse 	

10 ends.	 11 ends.

29
—

Majority for Three Rivers, 1.
During play there was a very large at-

tendance of leading citizens.
It was announced that their Excellencies

would hold a drawing room and levee at
three o'clock in the afternoon. Long be-
' fore the hour named the hotel was
thronged with citizens anxious to pay their
respects to the distinguished guests.
Nearly every officer of the several volun.
tour corps was in attendance in full dress
'[he Victoria Rifles furnished a guard of
honour of 100 men, under the command of
Captain Charles Torrance. The men were
drawn up in line in the grand corridor
of the hotel, immediately in front of the
grand reception rooms. Their Excellen-
cies, on appearing, were greeted with the
usual salute. The following is a complete
list of the presentations

A.
Lord Aylmer, J Eliot Austin, Rev Canon and

Miss Anderson, Mrs C F Aines, R B Angus, Mrs
i; B Angus and the Misses Angus, C A Adams,
Chauncey K Adams, Miss Anderson, South Que-
bec; Mr and Mrs J at Andrews, jr, Mr and the
Misses Abbott, J B Abbott.

B.
Lieut-Col and Mrs F Bond, Mrs C S Blackman,

Major and Mrs E L Bond, Rev Canon and Mrs
Maurice S Baldwin, Mrs Charles Fox llower,Miss

j Boxer,: Mrs G L Brush, Capt 6th
1 Fusiliers; U V Brush, Strachan, Mrs and the

it
Li Col A A Stevenson, MF B; J Philip Scott,
and Mrs L J Seargeant, Capt R W Shepherd P of
W. Mrs W B Simpson, Mrs E St George Smyth,.11Mr, Mrs and the Misses Sprague, Mrs UT Slater;
Mr and Mrs Alex Stewart, Thos Swinyard.
Hamilton; Mr Stewart, 6th Fusiliers; W B Simp-
son, mr, Mrs and Misses Skelton, Er and Mr '1' ur-
goon, A W McTaggart.

T.
Lint Thos T Turnbull, M G A; Senator and

Mrs Thibaudeau, Capt R G Tatlow Poyn, Mr
and Mrs Joseph Tiffin, Jr;• Dr Trenholme, Miss
Tierney, James Torrance, Joseph Tucker, H B M
Packet Agent, Egypt; Miss Tyler, J R D Tolle-
inache, Miss Delap Tonemache, Mrs Tyler, Capt.
John Tees, Montreal Cavalry, MSS Taylor, Cla-
Gone, Dr '1 rade].

V.
Mrs De Vine, ClarlOne.

W.
Thos Workman, M P ; Mrs and Miss Wheeler,

Capt Molson M G A ; Capt Howard Wright, P of
\V ; Lieut LeT Wilgress, Lieut G N Wittier, 65th
Batt; Jas A Wilson, Lt-Col Whitehead, Victorias;
0 S_Wood, Miss Florence Whitney, Mr and Mrs
J as Worthington, Miss Wheeler, Castle Cosey,
Scarsdale, N.Y . . ; M Whitney and Miss Whitney,
Mrs Charles Warren.

After the levee, His Excellency in-
spected the guard of honour, and expressed
himself much pleased at their neat and
soldierlike appearance.

THE ART ASSOCIATION CONVER-
SAZIONE.

One of the most interesting events of
the Vice-Regal visit was the eighth exhi-
bition and conversazione of the Art Asso-
ciation. About eight o'clock a guard of
honour, consisting of 135 rank and file of
the 5th Royal Fusiliers, with the band, (of
twenty-five pieces,) under the command of
Captain Geddes and Lieut. Lyman—Lieut.
Caverhill carrying the Queen's color--para-
ded in the vestibule of the hotel, forming
three sides oc a square, so as to admit of
the guests passing from the grand stair-
case to the room where the exhibition was
to be held. Their Excellencies were re-
ceived with the usual salute. The scene in
the exhibition room was magnificent,
the ladies being attired in most gorgeous
costume. When Their Excellencies took
possession of the dais erected for the oc-
casiop, Sir Francis Hincks advanced and
read the following address, which was re-
ceived with applause
To HIS EXCELLENCY THE RIGHT HONOUR-

ABLE THE EARL OF DUFFERIN, K.P., G.
C. M.G., K.C.B., GOVERNOR-GENERAL
OF CANADA. &C., &C.

May it please Your Excellency :

The pleasing duty devolves upon me, as Prest
dent of the Art Association of Montreal, of con-
veying to your Excellency the cordial thanks of
the Society for the honour eonferred on it by the
attendance this evening of your Excellency and
the Countess of Dufferin at its eighth exhibition.
This 'meting being a critical one in the history
of the Association., your Excellency will, I ven-

turc to hope, pardon me If I advert very briefly
to the benefits which it has conferred on Mon-
treal, and to some extent on other parts of Ca-
nada. Among the early patrons of tile fine arts
in Montreal was the late Mr. Benaiah Gibb,
whose valuable collection of paintings recently
bequeathed to the Art A sSociation, In trust for
the citizens of Montreal, your Excellency, whose
taste for and appreciation of the fine arts are
well known, had an opportunity of inspecting on
the occasion of a former visit to the city. Prior
to the organization of this Association such col-
lections were rare, but during the period of
twenty years which have since elapsed many

luable private collections of paintings have
17C;en formed in Montreal. The exhibitions which
have been held, and of which the pre-
sent Is the eighth in number, have
been useful in various ways. It has been
customary to purchase the paintings of local ar-
tists by the Association, and to distribute them
by lottery to the members, and incentives have
thus been held out to Canadian youths to devote
themselves to art, and to repair for the best in-
struction to European schools. Some of the por-
traits on exhibition in this room have been
painted by Canadian artists, who, after having
imbibed a taste for their art by examining the
paintings at the exhibitions of this Associa ion,
have prosecuted their studies in Paris, and have
obtained the honour of having their works ac-
cepted and hung in the Salon.

I have already stated that this is a critical
meeting of the Society. The citizens of Mon-
treal have been unexpectedly called on to deter-
mine whether they will permit a munificent do-
nation, bequeathed to the Association upon con-
ditions which reflect the highest honour on the
donor, to be forfeited The late Mr. Benaiah
Gibb, an old and much respected citizen of Mon-
treal, who had travelled a great deal in Ehrope,
had acquired a valuable collection of paintings,
which, after expressly excluding such pictures
as he deemed unworthy of a place in the Gal-
lery, he bequeathed by his Will, unconditionally,
to the Art Association, in trust for the citizens
of Montreal. Mr. Gibb was not satisfied
with making this munificent bequest, he wisely
determined to stimulate the cdizens of Montreal
to erect an Art Gallery, where his own bequest,
as well as other donations and bequests, of which
the Association has had promises, could be suit-
ably placed. Mr. Cibb's bequest or paintings
and bronzes has been valued at sixty-five thou.
sand dollars, and his conditional donation is a
lot of land at the corner of Phillips' Square and
Ste. Catherine street, valued at nine thousand
four hundred dollars, and a sum of money
amounting to eight thousand dollars, payable
when the foundation walls of a suitable building
shall have been raised. If the Art. Gallery build-
ing should not be erected within three years after
Mr. Gibb's decease, the bequest of land and
money will be lost to the city, and I feel assured
that Your Excellency will concur with me in
thinking that it will be deservedly lost. It was
wisely provided that forfeiture of the legacy
should be the penalty of the inertness or illibe-
rality of the citizens of Montreal, in neglecting
to provide for the fulfilment of the very reason-
able condition attached to Mr. (Alan's legacy.

ee be fgt.' Were e

feel that there must have been some chenge
of tone from that which the Picture
originally presented to account for the
excess of yellow which pervade it,

the work.
many of the finest passages inhe	 k 

No. 7. Scarborough by Moonlight." A.
Grimshaw. A picture, which, though it
represents the shadow cast by moon lig
by what appease to us to be an untruthful
tone of green, yet presents much attrac-
tiveness; the sky is a most perfect render.
lug of that difficult feat in painting, and
the shimmer on the water will please all
those who have enjoyed the play of moon-
light on the ripples.

No. 9, " Lyn y-Ddinas." Sydney Percey.
A very delightful example of the painter,
the coolness is not forced to an extreme as
we have seen in this _painter, the limpid
clearness of the water, the bathers in the
middle distance, and the silvery scheme
beyond, combine with the well painted
foliage on the right in making a picture
of the utmost freshness and purity.

No. 15. " Storm and Cattle." Joseph
Weinglein. A most vigorous work. The
rendering of the storm clouds is per„ect,
as is the dismay of the cattle, which are
most skilfully drawn , the whole is ren-
dered in a manner that is truthful and
satisfactory in the highest degree.

26, 30, 31. "Portraits." Wyatt Eaton.
Very excellent work in portraiture, notice-
able for good, solid painting and agreeable
colour.

33. "A Study." G. P. Chalmers. A
man reading. This work will repay all
the attention bestowed upon it. The
quiet dignity of the pose and the thought-
ful face are rendered with breadth and
simplicity.	 A declining light coming
through the window partially illuminates
the room, the whole bearing that quality
of suggestiveness which is so attrac-
tive.

34. "The Hour of Prayer." Arthur
Hill. A. figure Mt an attitude of devotion.
There is much dignity in the picture and
great cleverness in the rendering of the
flesh, which is very solidly painted.

38. " A Grey Morning at Pargborne,"
Ernest Parton. A river scene of much
beauty ; the path on the right bank in a
long drawn :perspective, :stretching away
from the spectator into the distance, carry-
ing one into the picture as it were by its
inviting appearance. The water in
this picture is rendered with great care
and fidelity.

39. " Alma Quies," Walter McLaren.
The figures of three maidens painted in
half tone, which is at once difficult of
execution, and so suggestive when ac-
complished successfully. These figures an
statuesque in pose, with faces of classi
regularity, set in an atmosphere, it may
be of twilight, with-an after-glow suggest
ed principally by its reflection in the water.
This is one of the most poetic works in the
collection.

46. " The Bridal Crown :" Tiederna,nd.
A most. careful rendering, with every de-
tail made out with the utmost precision.
It displays all the gool qualities of the
school to which it belongs, which is essen-
tially prosiac.

48. " New York Harbour in Winter
Moran. This is a close rendering of an
almost Arctic scene, with its floating ice
and ships apparently threading their way
amongst it. The reflection in the water
from the sky is very good.

50. " The Morning Bath :" W. P. Bab.,
cock. This subject will be sure to please
it is a delightful piece of work. Perhaps
the most charming thing about it is the
expression of the child, whose face is to-
wards the spectator. The execution in this
instance is of a high class.

49. " The Sheperdess," Jean Francois
Millet, G.C.L.H. The most attractive
painting in the collection, a work that will
never lose in freshness ; it will astonish
the beholder by newly developed beauties
at each inspection. Pages might certainly
be written in praise of its beauties, and
probably poetry alone nould approach it
in sympathy. To those whose opportuni-
ties have not afforded an acquaintance with
the highest and most suggestive aspect of
modern art, we would earnestly say„ study
this picture, and though, perhaps, it may
not appeal to the senses in the manner of
the Merely imitative school, yet by returns
ing to it again and again and adopting the
same course with some picture of the ordi-
nary realistic type, it will be found that in
the latter case no new impressions are
formed, indeed, dissatisfaction is a more
likely result. On the other hand, this
work, which is somewhat mysterious and
Euggewive, will be found,to afford pleasure
always, when the other ceases to excite at-
tention even.

52. "Tee little standard bearer," Geortz.
A very well painted subject.

following is the prograname of the music

played :—
March—Battle of Magenta
Selection—Echoes of Night 	
Quadrille—De Gazelle 	
Waltz—Little Nell 	
Galop—La Corso Ire 	
Polk ii—Pe,golla 	
March—Distant Greeting 	

TO-DAY'S PROGRAMME.
Their Excellencies will leave the Wind-

sor Hotel at half-Past 10 o'clock, and visit

the Hudon Cotton Millsat 11 o'clock, and

will leave Hochelaga by special train by

the Q. M. O. & O. Railway at 12 o'clock on
teeir return to Ottawa, They will be

escorted to the station by a detachment of

the Montreal Ca.valr .

	Marie
Biviere

... Dawkes
D Godfrey
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Marie
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RIB VICE-REGAL GUESTS.

The Last Day of the Festi-
vities in Montreal.

Movements of Their Excellen-
cies Yesterday.

— 	
Tho Curling Match—Defeat of the

Vic 3-Regal Team by one Point.
—	

Lady Dufferin at the Victoria
Skating Rink.'

The Levee and the List of those
who were Presented.

Conversasione of the Montreal Art
Association—A Brilliant Scene.

Queen's weather certainly has been the
rule since His Excellency's arrival in Mon-
treal, and that he brought grand weather with
him as well as a genial temper and his pro-
verbial kindliness of manner is something
that the citizens must congratulate him upon.
The day's programme was a varied one, and
it involved no little fatigue, especially to
His Excellency, when one considers a three
hours' game of curling among the items, fol-
lowed with the fatigue of a levee almost im-
mediately afterwards. But in physique as in
intellect His Excellency has no weak point,
and when he appeared at the conversazione
in the evening, it was with less appearance
of fatigue than has been noticeable on
his features since the first even-
ing, on his arrival among us
His welcome by the curlers was a hearty one,
and in fact instead of any falling off in the
enthusiasm with which all classes have re-
ceived him, it was warmer, as if our citizens
were getting used to his presence and liked
him better as each day lengthened their ac-
quaintance. We give the summary of the
day's proceedings as follows :—
TUE CLRI.ErtS' WELCOME AT THE

THISTLE RINK.

His Excellency's visit has been hailed by
no portion of the community with greater de-
light than has been manifested by the curling
clubs of our city, and it having been arranged

' that a match was to take place ye sterday be-
tween the Vice-Regal Club of Ottawa and the
Three Rivers Club, of that place, the mem-
be r s of the Thistle Rink loyally placed their
rink and ice at the disposal of both clubs.

The ice was in capital condition, being
just the thing for all around play, while the
arrangements otherwise were in keeping with
the occasion.
-Cie& decorations excelled anything of

the kind eirer before attempted, and were
creditable in the highest degree to the rink
caretaker, Mr. William Hampton, and
tLe members who so assiduously as-
sisted him. It was ornamented with
bunting profusely festooned in the most
artistic fashion. At the end of each rink
were placed the cress-brooms and stones,
while festooned above them were the British
Ensign and Dominion tiags,the folds drooping
gracefully. Above each window were also
drooped flags, with a wreath of evergreens
in the centre, and under the window against
the wall were mottos of curlers' glory, while
the "Hog" was represented by a picture of that
veritable quadruped. At the centre of the
building drooped an arch of bunting com-
posed of the British and American flags, a
wreath making the loop in the centre, while
on the Governor-General's side was the motto
" God Save the Queen." Curling stones
were placed along the wall upon the platform
and relieved the nakedness thereof, while
between each of the dozen windows on each
side of the building were hung wreaths in
evergreen. The T and rings surrounding it
were beautifully painted, while at the corner
of the rinks on the ice were illuminated his
crest and monogram, with the cross-brooms
and stones, the word " Welcome " in large
characters half-circling the whole.

The Three Rivers bide ice was decorated
also in capital style, with the cross brooms
and heaver and maple leaf. Opposite the
door were the words, "Cited Mille Failthe,"
supported by a genuine curlers' broom, the
shield whereon the words were emblazoned
having been the first object which presented
itself to the eye of His Excellency on enter-
ing the room.

Boxer, on behalf of the Three Rivers Club,alsoea
kfoyakvord err r

rwardselriAlihrtfIllaihe RinkIr
the Windsor, His Excellency having ex-
pressed himself in the highest terme as to
the enjoyment he had had in tho gamellipad
also with reference to the quality of the eta-
ling of the Three Rivers men.

A feature of the occasion was the presence
almost during the entire game of Her Excel-
lency Lady Duffe,rin and suite, and Wept for
the interval which elapsed during Her Excel-
lency's visit to the Victoria Skating Rink,
they witnessed and enjoyed the game.

The colors of His Excellency were used as
prominently as possible in decorating the
rink, the orange and blue being in pretty
contrast on the ice, while the handles of the
stones were also marked with rosettes of the
same colors.

VICTORIA SKATING RINK.

Her Excellency, accompanied by the Hon.
Mrs. Littleton, Mrs. Russell Stephenson and
Miss Hamilton, visited Victoria Rink about
eleven o'clock, and were received by the Di-
rectors, Mr. Fairbairn and Mr. Lewis, the
Secretary, Mr. Chipman, being also in at-
tendance. There were on the ice a goodly
number of spectators, principally ladies, and
Her Excellency joined them, accompanied by
Miss Hamilton. Some time elapsed before
the distinguished skater tired of the exhila-
rating exercise ; and having done so, she re-
tired to the Directors' room, and soon after-
wards the party left the Rink. The ice was
in splendid condition, but the band of the
Victoria Rifles, advertised to be present, did
not arrive, a contretemps which caused not a
little disappointment.

THE DRAWING -ROOM AND LEVEE

was held in the grand millers of the Windsor
Hotel, commencing at 3 o'clock, and some
idea of the numbers in attendance and effio
were presented may be gleaned from thellist
which we publish below :—

A.
J Eliot Austin, Miss Anderson, Rev Canon

Anderson, Lord Aylmer, Mrs C F Amea, It B
Angus, Mrs R B Angus, Misses Angus, C A
Adams, Chauncey K Adfms, Miss Anderson
(south Quebec), Mr and Mrs J M Andrews, Jr,
Mrs and the Miss, s Abbott, .1 B Abbott.

B.
Lt- Colonel and Mrs F Bond, Mrs C 8 Black-

man, Major and Mrs E L Bond, Mrs
Charles Fox Boxer, Miss Boxer, Mrs
Geo L Brush. Capt Biaikiock (6th Fusiliers),
Geo V Brush, Strachen, Mrs and the Mi-ses
Bethune,.-capt Joseph Beauchamp, Mrs Ed
Barnard, Mr, sirs and the Miss Brydges, Geo
Browne, jr, Mrs I Badenach, John Buckley,

H Bethnne, M B Bethune, Miss Barlow, Mr
and Mrs F W Blacklock, Gao Barnston, Miss
Barnston, Miss Frances Barnston, Lt P J
Bedard, R Stanley Clarke Sage, Misses Bagg,
Dr Bell, The Very Bev Dean of Montreal, Miss
Bond, Capt L 0 Berry, Mr Brehaut, Rev 8
Belcher.

C.
Justice and Mrs Cross, Lt W M Cushing,

Captain James A. Curry, Mrs David Childs,
Dr F W Campbell, Mrs Charles Childs; airs
M Campbell, isev and Mrs R Campbell, Lt-Col
Crawford, Alexander S Cross, Lt E D Colleret,
Dr J J Casgrain, Cant and Mrs Campbell, tShe-
riff Chauveau, Lt Caverhill, Mrs L Cushing,
At iss V Campbell, Dr Campbell, Miss
Catherine ampbell Miss Charles, J L
Coutlee, E Carter, Q C, Miss Carter,
Frai,cis Crispo, Miss C Campbell and Miss
Campbell, Mr and Mrs Alex Campbell, Mr and
Mrs T J Claxton, Carrie R Childs, J R
Clougher, James M Cochrane, Wm D Craig,
Miss Sarah P Cook, Mrs J W Cook.

D
G H Dumesail, Principal and Mrs Dawson",

Mademoiselle Dorton. Mr and Mrs David,
Major sultivan David, Mr and Mrs Joseph
Duutre, and Miss E Chagnon, Lieute-
nant Davies, Captain Dupont, Col Dyde,
Mr Justice and MraDay, Mr and Mrs Justice
Dunkin, Mrs Dow, Capt J Try Davies, Rev Dr
De ola, NI Nolan De Lisle, Chas Drummond
and Mademoiselle Pinsonneaulf, U S Consul
General, Mrs and Miss Dart, C Peers Davidson,
QC, Mrs and the M sses Durnfotd, Mr and
Sirs S E Dawson, Hon Chief Justice Sir A A
Dorton.

Ensign Esdaile, Mr and Mrs AS Ewen.

Dr A Fisher, John Fair, Jr, Mrs .1 Foster,
Lt-Colonel Eraser an officers of the M G A,
Bishop Fabre, Lt.-Col Forsyth, Mrs J L For-
syth, Rev J L Foster, Major J T Fletcher, T A
Fauteux.

G.
Mr Gray; Italian Consul-Genl, A M F Gla-

ns-Ill, Mrs Gilmore, Lt E G Green, Capt W S
Gardiner, Ensign Adolphe Grenier, Capt Chas
G Geddes, Mn, sirs and the Misses Gault, Les-
lie H Gault, Miss H M Gordon, Mrs and Mis
Greenshields, Aid E K Greene; Miss Gordon,

'L V M Globe 1, Mr and Mrs James A Gil-
lespie, Mn, 'aS Miss C Geddes, Lt.-Col
Gardiner, Ik lalarnesu, Hugh Graham,
Miss Marian a er, the Misses Gilman.,

H.
Dr and Mrs Hiemeston, victor Hudon, Mr and

Mrs Joseph Hickson Mr, Mrs and Miss J 8
Huntc-r, mrs Aspinw:111Howe an Miss Howe,
Mrs W A Chariebole, Miss H	 nd, Mrs
Holland, Mr and Mrs E P Han	 d, Mr vied
Mrs it Cralgie Hamilton and ter Hare&
ton, Mr and Mrs T B HaWson, Clow-140 land,
Mrs Robert E Hill, Lt Robert E r,tll Dr and
Mrs Howard, C A Handyside, Lt Ctlandy-
side, Mr and Mrs J W Ilenshaw, Mrs Hod-
gettes, Mr and Mrs Phillip Holland, Mrs
Harder, Rosswell W Holmes, A S Higgins, the
Hon Mr and Mrs John Hamilton and Miss
Hamilton.

Miss A L Ibbotson, B Ibbotson, Misstmma
A Ibbottson. ,e;

J.
Henry Judah, Miss Johnson, Capt TArthur

Jackson, T 8 Judah, Mrs ,1 It Johnson and
Miss Johnson, Mr Justice Johnson, Mr Harry
Joseph, Mrs and Miss Joseph.

K.
Major Kennedy, Mrs Ralph Kilby, Mr and

Mrs W W H Kerr, E F King.
L. •

Gull Lamothe, apt and Mrs Laporte, Rev
Canon G Lamarsh, Dr Leprohon (vice-Consul
for Spain), madame fi Larnotte, Mr and Mrs
Lyman, Mrs -.red Lyman, Mr and Mrs
John Lewis, Lieutenant-Colonel Labranche,

r	 or NI rioal	 P sy

,
figures attached to each subject been printed
in gbic i	 ad of	 skeleton lAlers, with
lin	 ll	 that;qhey could scarcely be
seen.

Shortly after half-past seven the visitors
commenced to assemble in niimbers, And by
the time eight o'clock had been reached tha
room was filled with an audience brilliant in
beauty and fashion, and representing, it is
fair to say, the intelligence of eour city.
A guard of honor of 120 men .• from the
Fiftia.,.Royal Fusiliers 'had been drawn up
fronftthe foot of the grand staircase to the
door of thq ehilliard room, thus forming a

pass. Mean 'me their Excellencies and
paesafre thrcilltiae ich the procession was toldl 

suite had been received by the President of
the Association, Sir Francis Hincke, in the
room of Mr. Notman. They were there pre-
sented to the Vice-President, Mr. Justice
Mackay, and the Council, composed of the
following gentlemen : Rev Dr Cordner and
Messrs Ir B Mathews, Was Notman, W B
Lambe, Peter Redpath, John Hope, John
Popham, Charles Gibb, W F Kay, Richard
White, Edward Mackay, C Holland and R W
She ph e ad, Treasurer.

After an Interchange of ecdffiesies, the pro-
cession formally Lnroceeded to open the con-
versazione. His Excellency, dressed in his
official uniform, was proceeded by his suite,
and the Countess and the ladies were
escorted by themembers of Council. As
the procession passed along, His Ex-
cellency was repeatedly cheered. On reach-
ing the rotunda, he was received with the
general.salute, and in *few moments reached
the did' erected for the accommodation of
their Excellencies. Here he was received
with the greatest cordiality, and after having
surveyed the stelae before him—a room liter-
ally packed witb refined and elegant human-
ity—he was presented with the following ad-
dress, Sir Francis hacks having asked for
perfect silence on the part of the ladies and,
gentlemen while he read it.
To HIS EXCELLENCY TILE RIGHT HONORABLE

TI-CE EARL OF Duesaturer, K.P., G.C.M.G
E.C.B., GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF CANADA,
ttC., die.

May e please Your F.xce116ncy :
fire pleasing duty devolves upon me as Pres-

ident of the Art Associal iota of Montreal, of
Conveying to your Excellency the cordial
thanks of the Society for the honoe conferred
on i e by the attendance this evening of your
Excellency and the Countess of Dufferin at its
eighth exhibition. This meetmg being a crit-
ical one in the hl,tory of the Association,
your Excellency will, I venture to hope, par-
'don ins if I advert very briefly to the benefits
which it has conferred on Montreal, and to
rf,me extent on other parts of Canada. Among
the early patrons of fine arts in Montreal was
the late Mr. Benaiah Gibb, whose valuable
collection of paintings, recently bequeathed
to the Art Association, In trust for the citi-
zens of Montreal, your Excellency, whose
taste tor and appreciation of the fine arts are
well known, had an opportunity of inspecting
ou the occasion of a farmer visit to the city.
Prior to the organization of this Associa-
tion such collections were rare, but dur-
ing the period of twenty years which
have islapsed many valuable

'
 private col-

lections of paintings have been form-
ed in Montreal. The exhibitions which
have been held, and of which the present is
the eighth in number, have been useful in
(Alilesoeus ways. It has been customary to pur-

the paintings of local artists by the As-
sociation, and to distribute them by lottery to
the members, and incentives have thus been
held out to Canadian youths to devote them-
se,lwes to art, and to repair for the best in-
struction to European schools. Some of the
portraits on exhibition in this room have
been painted by Canadian artists, who, after
having imbibed a taste for their art by exam-
ining the paintingOt the exhibitions of this
Association

'
 have pposecuted their studies in

Paris, and have obtained the honor of having
their works accepted and hung in the Salon.

I have already stated that this Is a critical
meeting of the Society. The citizens of Mon-
treal have been unexpectedly called on to de-
termine whether they will permit a munifi-
cent donation, bequeathed to the Association
upon conditions which reflect the highest
honor ou the doisor, to be forfeited. liars late
Mr. Benaiala Gip an old and much respected
citizen of Montrskil, who had travelled a great
deal in Europe, had acquired a valuable
collection of paintings, which, after ex-
pressly excluding such pictures as he
deemed unworthy of a place in the Gal-
lery, he bequeathed by his will, uncondition-
ally to the Art Association, In trust for the
citizens of Montreal. Mr. Gibb was not satis-
fied with making this magnificent bequest, he
wisely determined to stimulate the citizens of
Montreal to erect an Art Gallery, where his
ow n bequest, as well as other donations and
bequests, of which the Association has had
promises, could be suitably placed. Dlr. Gibb's
bequest of paintings and bronzes has been
valued at sixty-five thousand dollars, and his
conditional donation is a lot of land at the
corner of Phillips' Square and Ste. Catherine

,sitre t, valued at nine thousand four hundred
dollars and a sum of money amounting to

sleight thousand dollars, payable waen the
ifoundatiop walls of a suitable building shall

save been raised If the Art Gallery building
should not be erected within three years after
Mr. Gibb's decease, the bequest of land and
money will be lost ltalie city and I feet as-
sured that Your Excellency will concur with
me inihinking that 1011 be deservedly lost.
It Wr wisely prey that forfeiture ofa
the legacy should the penalty of the
inertness or illiberality of the citizens of
Montreal, in neglecting to provide for
the fulfilment of the very reasonable
condition attached to Mr. Gibb's legacy.
Under the circumstances that I have ventur-
ed to bring under the notice of Your Excel-
lency, the Council of the Art Association, re-
lying with implicit confidence on the liberal-
ity of those citigens who are in a position to
9mitate the noMe example set to tdena by Mr.
'Cribla, have obtained plans of a suitable build-
ing and are able to state with confidence that
for sum not exceeding twenty-three thou-
sa ollars they will be able to erect one in
ace dance with the provisions of Mr. Gibb'sail . Already nine subscribers of five hun-dred dollars each have been proctired, and it
is earnestly hoped that the re mai nder of the
slam required will be contributed this evening,
40 tawisno delay may take 'place in conanaenc-
lilt the building of the Art Gallery. TheColleen do not allow themselves to content-
Pi ke  even ior a moment, the possibility of
thecitizens of Montreal permitting the muni-
fie at donation of their laments , fellow-citi-n.,	 .-7	 CI.	 ..,.....‘	 •-• i	 a

" Saint Koval)," (No. 80), was also much
admired, being an illustration of the follow-
ing legend :-
', Saint Kevan he met a young woman one

day,
Meandering along the lake shore;

She look'd s yly at the Saint, so they say,
But the Saint would no notice take, sure.

" 'Yfeu're a goeni hand at fishing,' says Kate,
' Tie yoUrseli, dear, who knows how to

hook 'em ;
But now you have caught 'em, aghra,

Dun't you want a young woman to cook
them ?' "

The monk holds the fish by a string, and,

with rod over his shoulder, is returning
home, when the maiden accosts him, flti

above.	 The figures are well well draWn,
and the water in the background
well represented, but the features of the sly
maiden are better viewed from a distance.
The male figure is admirable in pose and ex-
pression. Alfred Dixon, artist ; D. Butters
contributor. With the examination of these
and other excellent paintings it will he
seen there is much that can be enjoyed in
an hour's sojourn in the billiard room, and el-
the public will be glad to have learned from
this announcement that the Association have
determined to keep the exhibition open to-
day, on Monday and on Tuesday, and 25
cents is the price of admission, the doors
opening a`, 10 a.m, of each day.

MILITARY.

The following officers commanded the guard
of honor :—Major Atkinson, Adjutant ; Capt .
Geddes, Lient Lyman and Ensign Caverbill
The permanent guard and sentries were fur-
nished by the Victoria Rifles, Lieutenant
Nott being officer of the day.

TO-DAY.

The Vice-Regal party will visit the Hudon
Cotton Mills, Hochelaga, and will leave for
the Capital at half-past 12 o'clock.

( )

•,

Mr. Eiersimilit's Present to aionfreoi.

The following letter to Lord Dufferin ac-
companied Mr. Bierstades resent te the
Art Gallery of Montreal :

NEW Yl, Mar	 1st, 1878.
Y DEAR ,LORIPTIF ERT —I send you

to-day my contrib'uticti to the, Montreal Art
Gallery, the foundation of winch has alreaele:-
been laid by the gerierefile•Vation of e`
lete Mr. Bi-Gibb. 1/°'

After the delightfilldkins 1 have spent i
Cahada, and which arilireireect in my remem
brance with the kindness Aown me by Lady

ufferiu and yourself, I esteeni it a privilege
to be permitted to leave,' through you, sont
permanent reminder of my 1..e.eit a pee-
pk who have shown so much p-t-pirit in
such S geertause.

When once this Museum etalVit which
speaking theetongues of all nation	 hiero-
glypiii0;.af &en and color, and;	 form-
ing7Vit or i)ermanent art congre	 tiny
establitheil, there will be other a
valuableConteibutions than

ore
d, in

tiItrattrac-thet on future,,s on
ntroetatlhewliellast%latPe:'6Galglery of Art.

To your share in ste foundation you will,'
in after yearsr—which I pray may be many,
—look b&cic:Witla as sincere a satisfaction as
to any of your "timberless efforts to promote
the honor of 'Our Country and the welfare
of its people.

Ireni4k1E yours,
Most sincerely, _

ALBERT BIERSTADT

r•Q



ses Beth e, Capt Jos Beauch I p, 65th Batt;irs Edwar Barnard, Mr, Mrs and Miss Brydges,
eorge Br n, Jr; Mrs T Badenach, John Buck-ley, S il Bethune, M B Bethune, Miss Barlow,

Mr and sirs F IV Bialklock, George Barnstorm.s Barnstom Miss_ _Frances Barnsten Lieut. p
J Bedard, 66th Batt; R Stanley Clark Ba'gg,RoyaFusiliers; the Misses Bagg, Dr Bell, M Cs A; The
Very Rev the Dean of Montreal, Miss Bond, Capt
L 0 Berry, R E; Mr Brehant, Rev S Belcher.

C.
Mrs Justice and Mrs Cross, Mrs W A Charle-

' bOls; Meta W M Cushing, tIth Fusiliers; Capt JasA Currie, MUA; Mrs David Childs, Newbury Vt;
Dr F W Campbell, 1st P of W; Mrs Charles
Childs, Mrs M Campbell, Rev and Mrs Robert
Campbell; Lieut-Col Crawford, Royal Fusiliers;
Mr A S Cross, Royal Fusiliers; Lieut E D Colleret,
65th Batt; P S Casgrain MD, Assist-Surgeon 65th
CMR; Captain and Mrs Campbell, St Hilaire;
Sheriff Chauveau; Lteut Caverhlll, Royal Fusi-
liers; Mrs L Cushing, Miss Victoria Campbell, Dr
Campbell, Miss Catherine Campbell, Miss Clark,
J L Coutlee, E Carter, QC, Miss Carter, Francis
Crispa, Miss Campbell and Miss Carrie Campbell,
Mr and Mrs Alex Campbell, Mr and Mrs T James
Claxton, Carrie R Childs, T R Clougher, James
M Cochrans, W B Craig; Miss Sarah P. Cook,
Morrisburg Ont; Mrs 8M Cook.

D.
Geo H Dumesnil, Rev Principal and Mrs DaW-

son, Mademoiselle Dorun, Mr and Mrs M E
David ; Mapor Sullivan David, 6th Fusiliers; Mr
and Mrs Joseph foutre and Miss E Chagnon, of

' St Johns, Q; Lient Davies, Montreal Engineers ;
Capt Dupont, 6th Fusiliers ; Col Dyde, C M U;
Mr Justice and Mr Dunkin, Mrs Dow ; Capt J
TryaDavies, Victoria Rifles ; Rev Dr de Tola, Mr
M Nolan De Lisle, Mr Charles Drummond, and
Mademoiselle Pinsonbault, 1.7* S Consul General,
Mrs and Miss Atart, C Peers Davidson, Mrs
and the Misses Maria Durnford, Mr and Mrs S
E Dawson, Hon Chief Justice Sir A A Dorton-

E.
Ensign Esdalle, Royal Fusiliers ; Mr A S and

Mrs Ewing.
F.

Dr Arthur Fisher, John Fair, Jr, Otis Fusiliers ;
Mrs J Foster ; Liant-Col Frazer and officers of
the M G A ; Bishop Fabre, Lient-Col Forsyth,
Mrs J Bell Forsa-th, Rev J L Foster, Major John
P Fletcher, AIGA;PA Fauteux.

G.
Mr Gray, 6th Fusiliers ; Consul-Gen-

eral, A M F Glanelli. t Miss Gihnour, Toronto ;
Lieut. E G Green, M F B ; Capt W S Gardner. Oda
Fusiliers ; Ensign Adolphe Grenier, 65th Batt ;
Capt Charles G Geddes, Royal Fusiliers ; Mr,
Mrs and Miss m Gault, Leslie H Gault, Miss H
M Gordon, Mrs and Mts. § Greenshields. Ald E K
Greene, Miss Gordon, L F M Giobeasky, Mr and
Mrs Jas Gillesdie, Mr, Mrs and Miss Chas Ged-
des, Lt.-Col Gardner, 6th Fusiliers, Leopold
Galarneau, Hugh and kiss Graham.

Mr and Mrs Aspinwall Howe Miss Aspinwall
Howe, Dr and Mrs Hingston, Victor Hudon, Mr
and Airs Joseph Hickson, Mr and Mrs J S Hunter
and Miss Hunter, Hon 'John and Mrs Hamilton,
Miss Hammond, Mrs Holland, Mr and Mrs E P
Hannaford, Mn and Airs R Craigle Hamilton and
Mr Hamilton, Mr and Mrs T B Hawson, Mrs
Charles Holland, Mrs licbt E Hill, Lient E Hill,
Royal Fusiliers ; Dr and Mrs Howard, Mr C A
Handyside, Victorias ; Lt.-Col Handyside, Vic-
torias; Mr and Mrs F W Henshs.w, Mrs William
Hodgetts, Mr and Mrs Phillip :Holland, Mrs
Harder, Roswell W Holmes, A S Higgins.

I.

Miss Alice lbbotson, B Ibbotson.
J.

Mr Henry Judah, Miss Jonnstone, Chateau-
guay, Capt F Arthur Jackson, Victorias, Mr T
Judah, Mrs F G e ohnson and Miss Johnson, Mr
Justice Johnson, Mr Henry, and Mrs Joseph,
and Miss Joseph, Miss Emma A lbbotson.

K.
Major Kennedy, Montreal Engineers, Miss

Ralph H H Kllby, Mr and Mrs W W H Kerr, E
King.

L.
G. Lamothe, Cant and Mrs Lapointe, Rev

Canon G Lamarche, Bishop's Palace, Dr Lepro-
bon, Vice Consul for Spain, Madame G Lamothe,
Mr and Mrs Henry Lyman, Mrs Frederick La-
man, Mr and Mrs John Lewis, Lleut-.:ol Le-
branche, c5th Batt, T S Lamere de Rapideux,
Rev and Mrs Gavin Lang, Major L A H Latour
and Mrs Latour, Misses Lambe, Mr and sirs
Charles LeBlanc, Mrs M J Long, Miss Leathem,
Miss Lewis, Miss Lane, Lient T S Lyman, 5th
Royal Fu.slliers, Mein Llewellyn, M Lewis, Royal
Fusiliers.

M.
Capt H B Moore, Vic R; Mr and Mrs Jas P

Mackay, Miss McGowh, Capt A K F McAllen, M
G A; A McCulloch, Mr Justice Monk, Mr and
Mrs John L Morris, LieutsCol Martin,
0th Fusiliers ; Mr molson, Mr McGilli-
vray, Miss MacGillivray, Captain Mackin-
non, 6th Fusiliers ; Mrs Macrae A Macpherson,
Miss McGown, Mr and Mrs James P Mackay,
Mr Mooney, 6th Fusiliers ; Mr and Mrs John
Thomas Molson, Capt A McTavish, P of Wales ;
Capt G S Malepart, 65th Bait; Miss McTaggart,
Justice and Mrs Moss, Toronto ; Mrs Moss.
Grenville street; Rev E M Myers, Mr Macrae, Mr
Joseph MacKay; Miss Charlotte McTaggart, Mrs
Hugh Macdonald, Mr and Mrs W J McMaster,
Miss McDougs 11, Miss McCulloch, Duncan Mc-
Eachran, Lieut McArthur, Mr Justice ana Mrs
Mackay, Dr D C MacCallum, Mrs Molson, Mrs L
Mills, Boston ; Lient Massey, 6th Fusiliers ; Ald

MMercer, Mrs Luke Moore, r and Mrs Henry
Middleton, Mr and Mrs,4eseph May, Mad J La-
moque d'Alartigny.

N.
J P Norton, Aid and Mrs Nelson, Revit W

Norman, Mr, Mrs and Miss Notman, Mrs A D
Nelson, Miss Nelson.

O.
His Lordship the Metropolitan and Mrs

Oxenden, Capt W R Oswald, M F B; Mrs
Olyphant, Wm O'Brien, Mr and Miss Ormond.

P.
John H Palmer, Mr and Mrs H N Perrault and

Miss Josephine Perrault, Miss Plummer, Toronto;
S Pagnuelo. Ensign ; L E H Pratt, 65th Batt ;
C F Papineau, Mr Justice Papineau, L Gustave
Papineau, Mr and Mrs Popham, Miss Ellen
Plimsoll, Cornet Porter, M V C; Mrs A P110 0, N
Pilon, Vice-Consul Perrault, Louis Perrault,
Capt Wcsfred du Ness's, 65th Batt, 1' Primeau,
Boucherville ; Mr ans Airs Panguaan.

R.
Mr and Mrs James Rose, Mr Mrs and Miss

Andrew Robertson, Ella M 0 Robertson. Mrs
Edwin Russell, Mr and Mrs Alfred E Roe, Rev D
Ross, Mrs Donald Ross, Lachine; Miss C G Reed,
Mr and Mrs R A Ramsay, Mr and Mrs S JB Rol-
land, Mayor Of Hochelaga; A G Ramsay, Hamil-
ton, Ont ; Senator and Mrs Ryan, Mrs Peter
Ryan, Ensign C C Runllard, 65th Batt ; Mr and
Mrs Peter Redpath, The Consul for Portugal
and Mrs F A Routh, elite de Roeheblave, Euclide
Roy, Mr Justice munvitio.

. 	 .

Under the eircumstanceffthat I have ventured
to bring under the notice of Your Excellency,
the Council of the Art Association, relying with
implicit Confidence on the liberality of those citi-
zens, who are in a position to imitate the noble
example OM VW ...141 by Mr. ‘414.-1, have ULK4411.=
plaits of a suitable building, and are able to state
With Confidence, that for a sum not exceeding
twenty-three thousand dollars, they will be ableto erect one in accordance with the provisions
of Mr. Gibb's will. Already nine subscribers of
live hundred dollars each have been procured,
atid it Is earnestly hoped that the remainder of
the sum required will be contributed this even-
ing, so that no delay may take place in com-
mencing the building of the Art Gallery. The
Council do not allow themselves to contemplate,
even for a moment, the possibility of the citizens
of Montreal permitting the munificent donation
of their lamented fellow-citizen to be forfeited.
A Subscription-book has accordingly been pro-
'rifled, and will be found on a table on the dais.

Your Excellency, will, I venture to hope, be of
opinion that the circumstances to which I have
adverted, are a sufficient excuse for my dwelling
at Some length on a subject of such great impor-
tance to the city, before soliciting Your Excel-
lency to open this Exhibition.

Just as the venerable Knight concluded,
the band in the vestibule struck up, and
the buzz of the immense assemblage
rendered hearing impossible. When the
band had ceased playing,

His EXCELLENCY TIM GOVERNOR-G FINE-
RAL said: Ladies and gentlemen,—I was
sorry to perceive that in making this ap-
peal for a brief period of silence, that
Sir Francis Hincks, with less than
his usual gallantry, laid unnecessary and
unwonted emphasis on the word ladies
(laughter). I am sure those of the fair
sex present long to exercise their heredi-
tary privilege (laughter.) Ladies and gen-
tlemen, it has been my good fortune in
Canada, as some of you perhaps are aware,
during the past six years, to be called upon
to reply to a great number of addresses.
I have endeavoured to discharge that duty
from time to time, however, more or less
imperfectly, to th d best of coy ability ; but,
on the present occasion, the reply I am
about to make, will, I think, be as succinct
and as hearty, perhaps, as all those that I
have hitherto had the honour of composing.
It is a written reply. Every word upon
the paper has been carefully studied.
There is not a word too much in it, or a
word too little. f will not so far trespass
upon the attention of this distinguished
audience, as to read my reply to the
address, but I have the pleasure of hand-
ing it unread to Sir Francis Hincks (His
Excelleney then handed a cheque to Sir
Francis for $500), and I have resorted to
this course the more readily because I am
well aware that, whereas the professors of
every branch of science, whether it be con-
nected with Greek or with Latin, with me-
chanics or metaphysics, with the military
art or any other, think a considerable
amount of previous study is necessary to
be able to speak with authority upon it.
When we <Rome to art, every one seems to
thiffk he is a born art critic (laughter)
sufficiently capable and intelligent to en-
lighten his fellow.creatures upon any
topic." His Excellency then said,
that " without worrying the aud's
ence with any superficial remarls
in connection with art, he would
confine himself to making an announce-
ment on behalf of an honoured and personal
friend, who had been pleased to allow him to
become the means of communicating, not
only his sympathy, in calling the attention
of the citizens of Montreal to the absolute
obligation—which had been imposed upon
them by the bequest of their late friend
Mr. Gibb—to build up a temple of art for
the treasures he had bequeathed, but the
necessity of doing so. That ge ntleman
had been good enough to authorize him to
iaform those who were interested in the
objects, which had been so eloquently en-
larged upon by the projectors of the ad-
dress, that it was his intention at no dis-
tant date still further to enhance the value
of those treasures by the contribution of a
considerable picture, as he had been good
enough to say, which he himself would be
pleased to put a value upon. (Applause.)
He could only say, under the circum-
stances, and with the knowledge that they
had the power of establishing one of the
not: at- valuab:e galleries existing on the
Continent, that he very much mistook the
citizens of Montreal if they allowed the
opportunity to go by default. In con-
clusion he thanked the audience for their
patience, and especially the ladies for their
silence. (Laughter and applause.)

Their Excellencies and suite were then
escorted round the room and inspected the
pictures, the band in the vestibule play-
Mg in therneanwhile some stirring airs.

Before proceeding to a more detailed de-
scription of the works of art which have
been 'gathered together, we would remark
that it was surprising to see so many pic-
tures which had never beforebeen exhibit-
ed in Montreal, as we believe it is only
five years since the last exhibition by the
Ass( o'ati n, but perhaps the most wonder-
ful thing in connection with the exhibition
of 155 pictures, is that they should have
been hung with such sueoese, and in so
short a time. Without attempting to
notice more than a few of the works, as it
would require a more extended, exansi-

u we muon  so taking !
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54 65. "Hawthorn Bloom" an 'Dow
by the Willows," A. Dixon. Decorative
panels, two very good subjects for the pur-
pose for which they were intended, which
is no disparagement to either the painter
or the subjects. The great masters paint.
ed numerous panels fur the purpose of de.
corating furniture, and many men, like
Herkimer and:others, have turned their
attention to this very laudable practice.

65. "A. Scottish Moor," MeWhirter. A
magnificent rendering of the close in t wi.
light, with a pale gl.iw iite sky, thaisase
of the mountain with the foreground lost
in gloom; the whole is very forcible and
truthful.

73. Near Ditchling, England." A very
truthful represehtation of the subject, the
sweep of the turf over the rounded hills
rendered witn much exactness. This pic-
ture has many master-poinis.

74. "Churning,"—Victor Lane. This is
another picture of great merit in colour
and execution, painted with great reserve ;
perhaps, as a lady remarked, it is too
clean. There is really a reminder of the
expression of being able to eat ones dinner
off the floor in its display of extreme
purity.

77. " Early Morning at Marlette."
A. Deliesart. One of the most str,k-
ing pictures in the room, and in com-
position, tne of the most simple.
..12he sky is full of the cold brilliancy of
early morning, the trees are no conven-
tional representation, the street irw the
humble hamlet, with its modest hearses
on either side, are most cleverly rendered,
though apparently so trifling.

80. "Saint Kevan." Dixon. A very
humourous picture and cleverly painted,
both as to figure and background. The
story is excellently well told.

82. "Hunting in Fontainebleau." De
Gesne. Another clever picture : repreeks.ste
ing, a forest scene ia a masterly way, with
huntsmen and dogs. There are many
skillful passages of light passing through
the foliage, as well as clever inimagement
of distance in the trunks of trees.

84. Italian Girl," C. Johnson. This
picture is painted with great so idity, and
its quality of colour is perfect. The back
ground of foliage, with a sin di patch of
sky, recalls the practice of the griat por-
trait painters in their treatin eat of back-
g rot, nds. -

9k. "Portrait of Mrs. Russell Stephen-
son," Edwin Russell. This picture is sure
to challenge attention because of its
unusual treatment, principally in connec-
tion with the background, of scarlet
drapery. It is not an experiment, as some
seem to imagine, and of English painters
certainly Sir Thomas Lawrence, on at least
one occasion, made use of the expedient.
The pose of the figure is both
easy and graceful and probably
characteristic. The light was not Such
as to enable one tu determine what
effect so large a mass of scarlet etl estit
have on the flesh tones. The painting of
the velvet was good, and not too laboured,
though there appeared to be a little want
of relief, perhaps dne to the indifferent

92. "One of My Headaches." Edwii
Russell. A cleverly painted portrait of
dog, whimsically treated.

Turning to the drawings we find, No; n,
"Fishing in Still Waters," Simonetti. Ar-
parently a clever drawing, but hung too
high.

16. "A Welsh Moorland." Whymperis.
A faithful rendering, with much quiet
beauty.

ys Scotch Firs, F. Davis. A clear pic-
.

ture. The distance and middle distances
well made out. The branches of the firs
are a beautiful study in themselves.

32 and 33. "Dogs"; O. L. Da PeriFie:
Very clever and vigorous representations
of dogs, 32 shewing considerable variety of
character.

35 and 36. g. French country scenes ;"
Piette. Painted in body colour with
charming effect in that treacherous me-
dium, and in a manner that should gladden
the heart of Mr. Ruskin, who has lately
declared for that method of working.

46. " Birch trees" ; J. B. Millet. The
trunks of these trees, both as to form and
the rendering of the bark, are the most
perfect thing in their way possible, and yet
these is no sacrifice of breadth.

47. "Field near Barbison, France," J. B.
Millet. This is a most remarkable piece of
work; it is rendered with a minuteness
that is equal to the rarest of Japanese Art.
The distances are made out with wonderful
skill, shewing a considerable extent of flat
country, by means that are scarcely ap-
parent, even on close examination.

49. "Cafe at Damascus," Carl Werner.
Much agreeable colouring and manipula-
tion of extreme delicacy. 	•

50. "Jacqueline," Mary Goodsal. A
very good picture, but too high to be seen
to advantage.

In the was of Statuary, "Surprise." and
"Joy," by Francois von Luppen, are two
charming busts of 'children, possessing
, s, sutssweissuess a expression.

We are chliged to postpone the remain-
"ihir Brôur PoLiel5 Ot	 othilaitVilS-u
our next isdue.

The band of the regiment referred to
has been organized only about a fortnight,
and the pre was the–flit occasion o

•
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J[ INSURiNCE ONLY.
A. W. OGILVIE, M.P.P., President
RICHARD WHITE, 1st Vice-President
G. M. KINGHORN, 2nd Vice-PresideW

DIRECTORS:
A. DESJARDINS, M. P. - I JAMES CORISTINE,
S. If. Rwiso,	 I W. W. TURNBULL.
I II. CHAMPAGNE	 PETER MCCALLUM,
. IL TRUDEL, M. D.	 1 THOMAS R. WOOD_
AMES WORTHINGTON,

CHAS. D. HANSON, Chief Inspector,

HEAD OFFICE:
180 kgt. James street,

Elf/%14EtY	 Secretary.
'zlerinced Agents throughout:the Dominion
kary 18	 iy mwf 119

OCEAN  INSURANCE.
NSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH

AMERICA,

ncorporated 1704.	 Charter Perpetual

Capital, $2,000,000

Assets, January 1, 1878.
First Mortgages on City Property.$1,609.210 00
Real Estate 	  100,000 00
United States Government Bonds 	  1,055,454 00
Pennsylvanla, and other State

	

Loans    728,178 00
Philadelphia, Boston, and other

City Bonds 	 765,310 00
Railroad, and other Companies'

Bonds and Stocks 	  857,803 00

$5,115,955 00
-4ash in Banks and Bankers' hands 567,417 99
'all Loans with collaterai .... 107,695 62
otes Receivabl

Premiums..	 -44-01144;
et Cash Premiu

ea Interest
counts due t

TAYLOR & DUFF
Official Assignees, Accountants,

AND

COMMISSIONERS FOR TAKING AFFIDAVITS
sa Notre Dame St.,

Opposite Exchange Bank, MONTREAL.
..........._

1	

'

Commissioners of the
JOHN TAYLOR,	 Superior Court Of
JOHN M. M. DUFF Lower Canada and

for Prov. of Ontaric
February 6	 ly 31 

MORRIS 8( COWAN,
Itail-vvay Supplies,

AND

General Agents,
21 DEBRESOLLES STREET.

January 16	 lm 13

T. ILA,TOTTE
Official Assignee for the County of Carle-

ton, including the City of Ottawa.
ACCOUNTANT AND COLLECTOR.

OFFICE: 64 WELLINGTON Sr., OTTAWA.
January 12	 3m10

Jr- A.1%1DES	 A.-VV- I-K
Dispensing Chemist.

( BY EXAMINATION.)

Prescriptions Prepared with Accuracy and
Despatch.

Cor, Place d'Armes .and St. James Street
ION LtE1AI..

January 1 6 	0m 262
SA.WITJET, GTUNEN,

Stock and Exchange Broker
St. John Street,

MONTREAL.
December 24	 3m 307

MACDOUGALL BROS.,
STOCK BROKERS,

69 St. Francois Xavier Street,
MONTRE AL

64 Broadway, NE127 YORK
Of the Moatreal Stock Exchange, and

New York Stock &Gold ExcLange,

Buy and Sell Stocks, Bonds, &c.
November 13	 272

SMITHERS &DONALD
BANKERS AND BROKERS,

No. a 1311,COA.13

STOCKS, ...10NDS, GOLD, &c., BOUGHT
AND SOLD FOR CASH OR ON

MARGIN.
September 13	 ly 221 

RUDOLF RUSCRER, 0. E.,
Land tSurveyor, Draftsman 4r

rSolleitor of Patents,
No. 38 St. James St.

October 24 	y 255

RIIIND Az FULTON,
ASSIGNEES AND ACCOUNTANTS,

26 St. Francois Xavier Street, llontres.1
JOHN FULTON,

Accountant and Commissioner.
WILLIAM RB.IND, Official Assignee.

May 29	 ly 128 

A. P. MORIN & CO"
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS

FIRE, LIFE AND MARINE.
Risks placed with first-class Companies

on best terms.
Office—No. 303 Commissioners Street,

Montreal. P. O. Box 724.
April 11	 Is 87

.MAN & LEITCH,
B4i2RI42TOBIrEr4 AT-LA

TRADE AND COMMERCE.
MAIL STEAMERS SAILED.

Hibernian, Jan. 31, for Halifax, 16 days
out.

Peruvian, February 7th, for Halifax,9 days
out.

City of Berlin, February 7th, for New York,
9 days out.

Scythia, Feb 9th, from New York, 5 days
out.

City of Brussels, Feb. 12, for New York, 4
days out.

DEPARTURE Or OCEAN STEAMERS.

Quebec ........................Portland, Feb. 16
Republic... ........ ............New York, Feb. 16
Scandinav+tn 	 Halifax, Feb. 17

	China	 New York, Feb. '20
New York, Feb. 21

City of Berlin 	 New York, Feb. 23
Peruvian ......	 ......	 ..... Hal ifa x, Feb. 24
Scythia	 ......	 ...... 	 New York, Feb. 27
City of Brussels 	 New York, Feb. 28 I

Thursday, Feb. 15.

—The SS. "Polynesian," from Halifax
on the 6th instant, arrived out to-day.

—The Beaver Line SS. "Lake Cham-

plain" arrived at Portland this morning.
—Wheat at Chicago to-day jumped up

to $1.12* for March, but at the close
quieted down a little, the last quotation
being $1.11* @ $1.111 for March.

—The New Orleans Times of iFebruary
says : "The receipts of sugar and molasses
of late are insufficient to meet the demand.
Western and Eastern buyers are buying
up the stock as soon as it is discharged
trom the boats.

—The great manufactories at Ilion,
N.Y., are comparatively idle and hundreds
of mechanics are out of . employment.
There appears to be no prbability that
business will revive there for some time to
come.

—The official lists of shipments of
brandy for the last three months of 1877,
from Charente and St. Nazaire, show that
Messrs. Rouyer, Guillet & Co. have been
the second largest shippers during that
period. From an advertisement in another
column it will be seen that Mr. D. P. Beat-
tie, of this city, is the agent for Canada.

FINANCIAL.

To-day's cables state that Consols opened
at 95*, a drop of 3-16 from the closing
price of the previous day ; subsequent ad-
vices, however, report a slight recovery ,

the latest quotation being 95 5-16. A Paris
despatch shows that Rentes are a little
higher, closing at 109f. 65c. In New
York matters are quiet ; Sterling Ex-
change was a little stronger at $4.82*.
Gold is quiet at 1021. Here matters re-
main without material change. Sterling
Exchange is steady at 81 between banks,
and 81 @ 8* for counter transactions.
Gold drafts are firm at * @ 1 premium.
Greenbacks are bought at 21 and sold at
11- discount. Silver is unchanged at 0,
and Exchange on New York at 1* dis.
The Stock Market was quiet, and showed
little change. Bank of Montreal are quiet
at 158 for buyers, 159 sellers ; for Ontario
93 is offered and 94 asked ; Consolidated
are weaker at 77 bid, 79 wanted ; 99 is
offered for Molsons, and sellers ask 100;
Toronto are dull at 138 for buyers, 140 for
sellers; Jacques Cartier are weaker at 50
@ 501; Merchants are steady at 65* @
65*; Commerce are quiet at 115+ @ 1151 ;
for Federal 102 is offered and 1031 asked ;
Eastern Townships are enquired for at
104; Ville Marie are offered at 80;
Champlain and St. Lawrence 6 per
cent. Sterlin t1de changes]. hands

OYAL CANADIAN
Insurance Company.

7C1-1E

IRE AND MARINE.

DESCRIPTIONS OF RISKS
ACCEPTED BY THIS COMPANY

On favorable terms,

MARINE :LOSSES
Payable in London when required.

100 St. James Street,
MONTREAL.

March 21 ly 69

124,171 61
%cu. At,

NEW YORK.

:ALM

$6,461,729 70 I COR TWA
This Compway iss4es, ia add '!ion  to Opct 1 Jas. ', Erroll.

Special Policies.; rti	 nee,	 June
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étaient différentes, les hommes aussi. C'est
le public qui avait tort de croire que les
électeurs d'Ontario, parce qu'ils approu-
vaient la politique de Sir John Macdo-
nald h Ottawa, doivent nécessairement dé-
sapprouver celle de M. Mowat h Toronto.

D'ailleurs, il n'y avait aucun grand prin-
cipe, aucune grande question en jeu. Les
conservateurs manquaient d'un programme
comme les libéraux. Il n'y avait pas de
raison suffisante pour le peuple de er.: re-
tourner sur sa couche, et il n'a pas fait voir
qu'il fût, cette fois, disposé h le faire pour

1

,o v Urbi/lin-0

il faut deux avocats pour chaque procès,
sinon plus, le barreau a toujours compté
plus de membres que le notariat. En
1818, il y avait donc 26 avocats k Mont-

1). Ross, con'lr du roi, John Boston,
S. Sewell.	 Louis Jos. Papineau,
Joseph Bédard,	 M. O'Sullivan,
Denis B. Viger,	 H. Heney,
James Stuart, 	 Alexis Bourret,
Janvier D. Lacroix, D. B. Rollin,
B. D. Beaubien, 	 James C. Grant,
D. Ogden,	 Ers. Desrivieres, fils,
F. X. Bender,	 Paul Lussieri
-T. R. Rolland,	 Tous. Peltier, fils.

Fred. A. Quesnel,
Louis M. Viger,	

Alex. McMillan,
François Roy,

Samuel Sherwood,S. Gale,

La liste civile comprenait alors
Sir J. Coape Sherbrooke, G.C.B., gou-

verneur-général.
Hon. F. Nathaniel Burton, lieutenant-

gouverneur.
Lieutenant-colonel de Monviel, adju-

dant-général de milice.
Jos. Bouchette, écr., arpenteur-général.
Jus. Planté, écr., greffier du papier ter-

rier.
Ls. Bourdages, surintendant des postes,

et 4 Anglais dans les autres offices.
La municipalité de Montréal comntait.

notre- usa to n'Ait
FEIRD. GAGNON.

DEVINETTE

Dans une chambre, quatre coins ; dans chaque
coin, un chat ; en face de chaque chat, trois

, chats ; sur chaque queue de chat, un chat.  Com -
bien en tout ?

I Nous donnerons la solution dans le prochain
numéro.

M. Mercier a été élu dans le comté de
Saint-Hyacinthe par une majorité de 307
voix. Personne ne s'attendait h une pa-
reille majorité, pas même M. Mercier lui-

' même. C'est le tour de Rouville et de
Chambliy maintenant,

ÇA ET Li

Le ministère Mowat est sorti des élec-
tions générales, dans la province d'Ontario,
avec une majorité plus forte que celle qu'il
avait. C'est étonnant et amusant de voir
avec quelle facilité la majorité passe d'un
côté a l'autre depuis quelques années.
Après les élections générales du mois de
septembre dernier, qui ont donné une ma-
jorité de trente-cinq voix au parti conser-
teur dans Ontario, qui aurait cru que le
-cinixte‘el..Meia, Z11.. trent eiterte, eVILILUC nun ...-
deus jours, le furent les lis d'or, pour lesquels
tant de vos ancêtres versèrent si noblement leur
sang.

Comme représentant de la reine, permettez-
moi de vous dire que Sa Majesté est assurée de
la loyauté et du dévouement de 'ses sujets de la
province de Québec, qu'ils soient issus de pères
venant des Iles Britanniques, ou que l'ancienne
France les réclame comme soutenant, dans un
nouveau monde, l'honneur, le renom, la bra-
voure et la fidélité au Souverain et au pays, qui
distinguèrent leurs ancêtres.

J'exprime ces sentiments dans ce beau lan-
gage qui dans tant de ptys et durant des siècles,
fut r,gardé comme le type de l'expression con-
cise et nette et le plus habile interprète de l'es-
prit et de la pensée humaine.

Le monde entier, en l'employant, se rappelle
avec vous que c'est la langue qui, dans l'Eglise,
se répandit avec éloquence des lèvres de Saint
Bernard et de Bossuet ; et qui, avec Saint Louis,
Du Guesclin et l'héroïque Pucelle d'Orléans,
résonna sur les champs de batailles.

Cette place sera toujours identifiée avec la
race glorieuse qui produisit ces grandes âmes
et cette cité, placée comme elle l'est, sur na
des sites les plus imposants du monde, sem-
ble digne. de ceux dont le langage est parlé dans
tout l'ancien Canada, et qui couronnèrent de
demeures civilisées le rocher élevé qui est au-
jourd'hui le Gibraltar de notre Puissance.

Bien des changements se sont opérés depuis
que la première flotte européenne jeta l'ancre
sur les bords du Saint-Laurent, mais aucun
événement ne souilla jamais les glorieuses an-
nales de cette forteresse, de cette place si chère

l'histoire. Car ne fut-ce pas d'ici que jail-
lirent ces influences qui changèrent en riches_ a •
prisonné et exilé aux Bermudes.

Sur la terre d'exil, son caractère sympa-
thique lui fit de suite grand nombre d'amis
parmi ceux-là mêmes qui étaient prévenus
contre nous. Lors de l'avénement du mi-
nistère Baldwin-Lafontaiue, il entra dans
le département des terres de la couronne,
et devint en 1851 sous-chef de ce départe-
ment, poste qu'il occupa jusqu'au moment
de sa retraite avec grande efficacité. Il
reçut, en plusieurs circonstance, des mis-
sions de confiance, comme par exemple, en
1860, celle de commissaire pour s'enquérir
des résultats du traité de réciprocité avec
les Etats-Unis.

M. Bouchette avait épousé en secondes
noces une des filles de notre respecté con-
citoyen, M. E. B. Lindsay ; il laisse une
veuve et plusieurs enfants,

réal ; voici leurs noms : 	—
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offering. Several buyers have gone into the

country to operate, but have met with
very indifferent success. During the week

a bay carriage horse was sold by private sale

for $110 and two ponies at $42 and $45

each respectively. The following were the

shipments of horses during the past week :—

May 21st, 24 horses, $1,198 ; 13 do, $1,139

21 do, $1,826 ; 20 do, $1,682. May 22nd, 1

horse, $50 ; 17 horses, $1,553 ; 13 do, $1,150;

13 do '  ; 7 do, $353. May 23rd, 18

horses, $1,756 ; 10 do, $682.50. May 24th,

19 horses, $1,532 ; 10 do, $610.

ST. GABRIEL CATTLE MARKET.

MONTREAL, May 26.

About 22 carloads of cattle, ranging from
good to choice in quality, were offered for

sale on this market to-day. The demand was
chiefly on export account, and sales were
made at from 4tc to 5fc per lb, live weight
Hogs sold at from 5c to 5tc per lb , live
weight. During the past week 113 carloads
of cattle were received at Point St. Charles,

87 of which were for through shipment to
Great Britain, principally from To-
ronto. The rest were for this
market, and were mostly purchased
for shipment. Alaerman McShane bought
15 cattle from Mr T G Cann at $70 each ; 9
from Mr J Lutanist, of Toronto, at $77 each,
or at Sc to 5tc per lb ; 18 from Mr. John
Stagg, of Brockville, weighing 26,690 lbs,

costing $1,334.60, or at Sc per lb ; 33 from
Mr George Patterson at $4.80 per 100 lbs,

and 38 cattle from various other parties at
4ic per lb. Mr F W Ritchings, of Toronto.
had 2 carloads of cattle unsold ; also Mr Wm
Lunnis, and Mr Walter Laing, of Guelph,
had each a carload of cattle unsold. Mr
Hugh Belly, of Toronto, sold 15 head of
cattle at 4tc per lb, Mr J Lunnis

sold 12 cattle at $63 each, or about-5n-pc:446s
and 9 head to Alderman McShane as men-
tioned above. Mr. Geo Featherstone, of To-
ronto, offered 42 choice head of cattle, which
were unsold at noon. Mr James Eakins, of
Port Hope, sold 15 cattle out of two carloads
at from $30 to $50 each, or at 4tc to 4/c per
lb. Mr F Murphy, of Tweed, received one
carload of cattle, none of which bad been
sold at noon. Mr John Elliott, of Kingston,
sold 2 cattle out of a carload left over from
last week at 4io per lb. Mr A Stone, of Port
Perry, sold one carload of cattle to Mr
R J Hopper at 41c to 4ic per lb.
Mr. Wm. Roberts, of Granby, had 1 carload
of cattle which he took down to the Viger
market, not finding any demand at these
yards from the butchers. Mr. E. Snell, of
Galt, had a mixed carload of cattle ana iabgs,
and sold the former to Mr. Craig, of Bramp-
ton, at Sc per lb. Mr. Craig is shipping
about 60 head of cattle this week to Europe.
Mr. Frank Shields, of Toronto, shipped one
car of cattle to Mr. R. J. Hopper, of
this city. Mr. Wm. Head received 2 carloads
of hogs from Chicago, and sold them in dif-
ferent lots at from 5c to 51c per lb. live
weight, also sold 1 choice carload of cattle
for export at 51c per lb., 5 cattle to Mr. Jos.
Desenales of St. Lawrence Market, weighing
5,600 lbs., at 4ic per lb., 3 choice steers to
Mr. Sampiere, at 5e, weighing 1,200 lbs each.
At Point St. Charles last week, besides the
cattle as stated above, there were received
759 hogs, 29 horses and 1 carload of sheep.

LATEST MARKETS.

[BY TELEGRAPH.]

LONDON, May 26.

11.30 a m—Consols, 98 15-16.

LIVERPOOL, May 26, 11.30 a.m.
May 26.

s. d. s. d
Flour, per ctl   8 6 to 10 (
Spring Wheat. .....  7 6 to 8
Red Winter   8 10 to 9
White Winter  8 6 to 9
Club    9 1 to 9

4Corn, new 	  3 to 0
Corn, old 	 ...... 0 0 to 00
Barley  	5 3 to 00
Oats, per ctl 	  5 6 to 00
Peas, per ctl    6 2 to 00
New Pork  	47 0 to 00
Lard 	 32 6 to 0
Beef 	 75 0 to 00
New Bacon 	 25 6 to 25
Tallow 	• 	34 6 to 00
Cheese 	 41 0 to 00

NEW YORK, May 26.

12.10 p. m.—Wheat nominal ; Chicago
$1.04 to $1.05 ; Milwaukee, $1.03; No 2 red
$1.17.

Corn auiet steamer, 43}c ; No 2, 44ic ti



dition. This is considered a very successful
trip taking into account the large number of
cattle on board, and it the vessel was as
overcrowded as stated at the time other leav-
ing this pert, the arrangements for ventila-
tion must have been admirable.

FLOUiÇNS PLCTION.
7-

Statement of flour inspec‘ed during the
week ending the 24th May, 1879 :-

Superior Extra
Extra Superfine 	
Fancy Superfine 	
Spring Extra 	 ,,, 11,1• n
Superfine 	
Fine 	 • • • I • 	

POI lards 	
middlings 	
Rejected 	

Total 	  6997
L. A. BOYER,

Flour Inspector.
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Oafs quiei.
2.20 p.m.-Wheat dull and lower. Sales,

175,000 bushels ; Chicago, $1.03 to $1 04
Milwaukee

'
 $1.04; No 3 Milwaukee, 951e.

Corn easier.	 Sales, 125,000 bushels
steamer, 43c ; No 2, 43fc.

Oats quiet.
Tallow, iic to 61e. 	 4
Dressed hogs, 41e to 5e.
Whiskey, $1.04.

MILWAUKEE, May 26.
10.33 a. m.-Wheat, 991e for May; ilLoog

for June ; $1.001 for July.
11.05 a m-Wheat, $1.001 for May; $1.00i

for June ; $1.001 for July.
3.30 p. m.-Wheat, hard, $1.03; No. 2,

913te cash for May; 991e for June; 99c for
July; No. 3, 791o.

DETROIT, May 26.
12.55 p m-Wheat easier; extra $1.061

white $1,044 to 1.05 for cash; $1.051 to 1,0 154
for June; $1.051 for July; milling, $1.021
asked.

Receipts, 45,000 bushels; shipments, 4,000
do.

TOLEDO, May 26.
12 noon-Wheat qu iet; No 1 white $!.0081

asked for amber $1.111 asked for cash
$1.11 1 asked for May, $109 b i d; $1.o8 s
asked for June, 1.051 bid; $1.061 asked fur
June; No 2 red $1.121 cash; $1.121 asked for
May, $1.09 bid; $1.091 asked for June, 1.051
bid; $1.06 asked for July.

Corn quiet ; steamer 40e asked; 39c for
cash; 39e asked for May, 38e bid; 39e asked
for June, 381c bid; 30e asked for July. 1

CHIOLGO, May 26.
10 30 am-Wheat opens at $1,01i bid for

Aune ; 90io bid for July.
Corn, 351e for June, 3610 to 3610 for July,

371e August.
10.33 am-Pork, $9.55 to $9.571 for June,

$9.65 to $9.671 for July.
Lard, $8.071 bid for June, and $6.15 bid

July.
3.30 p.m-Wheat, $1.001 bid for June, an

98 1e to 981e for July.
Corn, 31e for June, 361e bid for July, an

37e asked for August.
Oats, 281e for June, and 291c for July.
Pork, $9.621 bid for June, and $9,721 blir

for July.
Lard, $6.071 for Jane, and $6.121 LI	 I.,

for July.

ONTARIO RARliETS,

TORONTO, May 26,
Market very dull and inaetiVe to-day.

Flour is wanted, but at concessions and ou
the spot ; the best bid for extra is $4.20.
Wheat neglected and prices nominal, with
no orders in the market. Oats firm ; Eist-
ern held at 40e on track. Barley and pease
seem to be nominally unchanged.
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THE 110114E MARRI&F,

MONTRNAL, May 26.
Although there has been leas trading ha

horse-flesh during the past week, ail vela•
pared with the previous one, yet". very fair
amount of business hiss 1:.:(eu achieved, for,
since last Monday, there have been shipped
from this city to the United States 186
horses, costing $14,613 40, against 221
horses, valued at $1,392.0, for the previous
week. l(ast Weduesday a car-load of CALM.
diaD ponies were shipped to New York,
averaging about $50 each, and were consi-
dered a very useful lot of animals. Seven
buyers are staying at the American House,
arid plekIng up all the beet oulmele

I a ,

TRADE AND INDIUSTET I TVLE U. A

The New York 7Yntes to-day publishes re-
ports with regard to the condition of industry
and trade in various sections of the Union.
The reports are from about 75 different points
in 31 States, nearly all important centres of
trade and manufacturing industries being
represented, and give evidences of prosperity
on every hand. Manufactories are wqrking
on full time, trade increasing slowly, and
showing no need for idleness. In New Eng-
land manufacturera of all kinds appear
have felt the revival of baainesa Mos
strongly, except in one or two casea. In Rhod
Island and Connecticut, where recelirilua
ciel embarrassments temporarily interfere(
factories are running ou full time, with
brisk demand foe their productions. Lumb
Mille are busy, but prices are low. Jobbe
report a good spring trade ; sales rapid, b
on a small margin of profit. Retailers ate
complain, being the last to &el evidences
returning proaperity. Business is transact
on a sounder basis, fewer credits given
and leas asked, and collections more
easy. Less idle men are to be seen on the
streets, owing to factory resumption and
emigration, and skilled labor is in demand
and wages are lower. What has been sai
of New England is true of the Mi
States. Baltimore lost vanaiderable
ern trade, bid is happy over an inerea°:ed ex-
port Of btifiiness. In other Seetliern States
and Southwestern States the general ex-
Preasiou is very a'lerful, South Carolinaonly reportie-4 trade dull, cotton States re-
port ree '.ving business based on promise o
crops. Other States generally report a good
feeling. Throughout the West there are
evidences of prosperity. No failures or
rumors of failure in traie; collections easy  ;

long credits neither offered nor asked. These
are the chief financial indications. All the
manufacturers are busy, jobbers report trade
has been in some places 15 per cent, better
than last year. Retail trade again is the
least affected by returning good times, but
farmers are now hard at work, and have
little time to spend in shopping. Building
is going on rapidly everywhere. Immigration
is very large.
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11EW AliT WERT.
--

la/ ugura' Ion by H. E. the Governer-
Ganeral and H. R. H. Prifle3SS

Louise.
The Addreeses and Reply—xt r. olbh's

Reg lest—The riCcUree.
--

A new era in art has boon inaugurated in
Montreal, the lefluence of which wile no
doubt, be felt throughout the Dominion, in
the opening of the Art Gallery at the build-
ing of the Art Aesociation of Montreal, in
Phillips' Nueva. The name of Mr. Gibb
will long be remembered as the munificent
donor of the valuable collection of paintings
which cannot fail to form the nucleus of a
permanent art exhibition in our midst. The
speech of the Marquis of Lorne, and
the addiess to which it Is a reply,
set forth no thoroughly the beneficial influ-
ences which flow from the development of
an artistic spirit among our people that ills
uuneceseary to further dilate upon this sub-
ject; suffice to say that this art gallery which
bee no  been opened will supply a want
which the lovers et art have long felt in our
community. All that is required now to en-
sure the success of this movement which has
been leaugurated under such fortunate miss
piece, is the hearty co-operation of our citi-
zens, without which the results no nalich to
be desired, and which the Governor-
General depicted in glowing terms,
cannot be accomplished. The coup d'oeil on
entering the gallery, was brilliant. On the
main wall opposite the entrance hung
the Gibb collection ; the remaining works
were loaned by patrons of art in this city.
Among the works of native artists which de-
serve more than a passing notice are
No. 130, by H. Sandham, of Montreal,
representing a scene on the Godbout River.
No 131, " Gathering seaweed," by the same
artist; No 236, a landscape, by Kreig-
hell; No 145, " Habitanta pursued by
Wolves," W. Raphael, Montreal ; No 240,
"A race for life," by H. Bird of this city, re-
presenting a herd of bison pursued by In.
diane; 316, "Buffaloes grazing" byVerner; 317,
"Twilight, Lake of the Woods," by 'Verner.
"Olivia," No 215, a study from the
Vicar of Wakefield, le also a very

ca able work of art which we hope
to see placed among the art collections of
Montreal 345, "View of Montreal from
Coteau Rouge," by J. Duncan, and 834,

Twilight en the Ottawa," by D. E. Grant,
are weeks of merit, The Mellard Duck,"
No. 382, by T. M. Martin, Toronto, and 378,
"On the Lego Maggiore," by D. Fowler, eli-
cited much favorable cerement. In the
water colors, the works of Mr. W. B. Simpson
are conspicuous for their merit ; 363,
"Schoo lboys taking advantage of the early
stage," is a racy picture, the figures well
brought out, and the colours admirably blend-
ed. Among the paintings by foreign
artists, were many of great value, one, a
shepherdess, by Millet, No. 173, being
valued at $2,500.

By eight o'clock, throngs of ladies and
gentlemen, the elite of Montreal, came pour-
ing in, the toilettes of many of the ladle be-
ing noticeable for their teurteled eleganee.
About 9 o'clock His Excellency the Gover-
nor-General and Her Royal iligtmess the
Princess Louise arrived attended by Major
and Mrs DeWinton, and were escorted by
the President of the Association to the dais.
The Hon. Mr. Justice Mackey, President,
then read the following address t—
Ta nfa Excellenou the R faht Siortorable SR. John

Douglas Sutherland Campbell, Marquis of
J orna sole Of Her Majesty's M at Hon. cable
Print, Council, Knight of the most ancient and
moat nob:e erd, /f the birdie, and Kn.ghi
Grand itross of the most dtstenguishid order of
• Aria, CtlIfld at, Neo,ge, Geeerner- werterat
of comae, awl dmiral cf the same,
der , te, dia, and o Her Royal Lighness the
Prole os totseye.

On behalf or the Art Association of Mon-
treal. we desire to thank Your Excellency
and Yonr Royal Highness for the honor and
advantage conferred upon our Association by
the p.tronege to which you hove graciously
consented, sud also for the favor or Your Ex-
cellency's and Your Royal Highness' presence
this evening, on the occasion of the opening of
our Gallery.

We not only believe that the love of the
beautiful in nature and art is a source of some
o f tee purist pleasures of life, but that it
stimulates and supports our hbehest aspira-
tions, ad we think that the influence of th
Fine Arts is eepeclally important in refining
and ennoblit g those practical alma which
nscessarlly tend to absorb the erurgles of a
people Active y engaged in developing the
material resources of cur young and rapidly
growing coun , ry. We therefore acknowledge
with gratitude the interest which Your Excel-
lency and Your Royal Highness have taken
In our efforts, and we feel that the promotion
of art could receive no higher or more effi-
cient countenance than lu the pa , ronage
extended by those who represent here the
Crown of England, and in their persons unite
itlmtrious lineege arm station, with a love of
in elleetual and restnetie culture.

In your Royal Highness we recognize a wor-
thy successor of your noble father the great
and good Prince Alnert, encourager, in his
life time, of all that in , gLit tend to Improve
the public taste and advance the Interests of

idea- see w

cede,. In photography, it cannot be deniecrl
that our people challeuge the most able com-
petition. I have, to be sure, heard complainte
with reference to the manner with which by
means of photographs, Canadians are de-
picted to the outtside world. I have heard it
stated tbat one of the many causes of the
gross ignorance which prevails abroad with
reference to our beautiful climate, is owing
to the persistence with which our photo-
graphers love to represent chiefly our winter
scenes. But this has been so Much the case,
and thetas photographs excite so Deitch ad-
miration that I hear that in the old country
the practice has been imitated, so
that if them may have been harm at first the
very beauty of these productions has pre-
vented its continuance, because they are no
longer distinctively Canadian, and the ladies
in what I maintain are the far more trying
climates of Europe are also represented in
furs by their photographer, so that this fa-
shion is no longer a distinguishing charac-
teristic of our photography ; in proof of this
I may mention that In a popular song which
has obtained much vogue in London, the
prim ipal performer sings :—

" I've been photographed like this,
I've been photographed like that,
I've been photographed In falling snow,
Inn long furry haLa

No doubt these winter photographs do give
some of our friends in the old country
the belief that it is the normal
habit of young Canadian ladies to stand
tranquilly in the deep snow, enjoying a tem-
perature of 33 0 below zero, and it would
certainly give a more correct idea of our
weather were our Canadian ladies and gen-
tlemen to be represented, not only in bright
sunshine, in the spring greenery now so
charming, when the woods are carpeted
with fern and the lovely three-leafed white
lily, but also amongst our beautiful forest
glades in summer, wearing large Panama
hats, and protected by mosquito veils ; but I
suppose there are obstacles in the way, and
that even photographers, like other mortals,
find it difficult properly to catch the mos-
quitoes. To pass to our present prospects, 1
think we can show we have good promise,
not only of having an excellent local exhi-
bition, but that we tinkle _ire encearee et
time look forward to the day when there may
be a general art union in the country, and
when I or some more fortunate successor
may be called upon to open the first exhi-
bition of a Royal Canadian Academy to be
held each year in one of the capitals of our sev-
eral Provinces ; an academy which may, like
tat of the old country, be able to insist that
each of its members or associates should on
their election paint for it a diploma picture
an academy which shall be strong and
wealthy enough to offer as a prize to the
meet successful students of the year money
sufficient to enable them to pass some
time in those European capitals where the
masterpieces of ancient art can be seen and
studied. Even now in the principal centres
of population you have shown that it is per-
fectly pbssible to have a beautiful and in-
structive Exhibition, for besides the picturee
bequeathed to any city it may always be at-
tainable that an Exhibition of pictures be
had on loan, and that these be shown besides
the productions in both oil and water colour
of the artists of the year. It may be said
that in a country whose population is as yet
incommensurate with its extent people are
too busy te toy with Art, but without ailed.
Mg to the influence of Art on the mind,
which has baen so ably expressed in your
address  in regard to its elevating and refin-
ing power, it would surely be a folly to
ignore the value of beauty and design in
manufactures, and in other countries blessed
with fewer resources than ours, and in times
which comparatively certainly were barber-
OUR, the works of artists have not only gained
for them a livelihood, but have pleased and
occupied some of the busiest men of the
time, the artists finding in such men the en-
couragement and support that is necessary.
Long ago ia Ireland the beautiful arts of il-
lumination and painting were carried on with
such signal success that Celtic decora-
tion, as shown inthe beautiful knotted and
foliate] patterns that still grace so
in my of the tombstones and crosses of Ire-
land and of the west of Scotland, passed into
England, and, more strangely, even into
France. The great monarch, Charlemagne,
was so enchanted with the designs and
miniatures of an Irish monk that he per-
suaded him to go to work at Paris, and for
nearly two centuries afterwards the brilliant
pages of French Bibles, Missals, and Books
of Hours showed the influence of the culture,
the talent and the taste of Erin, Surely
here there should be opportunity and a ope
enough for the production of the works of
the painter's hand. The ancient States
of Italy, her cities and commu-
nities of the Middle Ages were
these who cheriehed most their native
painters, and the names of many of those
who covered the glowing canvasses of Italy
with immortal work are known often Irons
the designation of some obscure township
where they were born, and where they found
their first generous recognition and eupport.
Here in this great Province full of the iesti-
Atialle 444
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A IthOugll the Wallt of a permanent cad levy

had lung been felt, probably no step would
have been t +ken, for some tlrue to come, to
ereet. atne,11 a 1,111110,5 In MOU real, had It 1,01,
been for the late tar. Rensiah Gibbs munifi-
cent bequest, and the i rompt action which he
imposed upon us. In addition to Ilk very
valuable coils On of p (mina; and several
bronzes he gat% and betpleateed to the AKIO-
rillI0 ,1 111 trust for the e Mee, s of al on treat,
the ground upon which our building stands,
and eight thousand dollars In money. Ours is
believed Lo be ttie It at building are ted in the
Dominant whol y fur Fine Art purposes.

We novr mint respectfully pray your Ex-
cellency and your Royal Highness to accept
our warmest wishes fur your coutlnued wel-
fare and happiness, and we feel, in common
with all our fellow-di -teens to whose support
and encourageinent our instititutroa is com-
mended by this auspicious opening, that the
taste and liberality of the principal contrib.
utor to thie foundation ieeeive to-ulg-ht a
sanction which Is gratefully fell by his num-
erous surviving friends as a tribute most hon-
orable to his memory.

It only remains fur us to pray your Excell-
ency and your Royal Highness to dec.are
formally the welling of our Gallery.

"Aelilecie Or, President.
Tous. RYAN, Vice-President.

Montreal, May 20th, 1579.
:Ws Excellency responded as follows :—
LADIES AND GENTLZMIN,—Thie is the first

eccasion, I believe, on which a Inge corn-
peny representing much of the influence and
wealth, of thin great city Ills met together
in order formally to inaugurate the opening
of the buildings of an Art Institute. Through
the kindness of the President and Vico-Presi.
I have already had an opportunity to-day to
inspect the works with which this city,
through the munificence of Mr. Cribb, has
been endowed. 1 think Montreal can be
honestly and warmly coneratulated not only
upon the possession of a collection which
will go far to molting her Art Gallery eue of
the most notable of htr inetitutions, but on
having succeeded in getting possessien of
funds enough at a time which is certsinly
by no means peculiarly propitious for
the gathering of money, to give
a home to this collection in the Gallery in
which we are assembled, and to have erected

building large enough to exhibit to stran-
ge many other pictures besides those be-

longing to the bequest. It is, perh pe too
ustotuary that the epeecues of anyone in

n y position should express an over.sanguine
low of the hopes and aspirations which find
peeee amongst the various communities in

the country, and I believe the utterances
of a Governor-General may often be com-
pared to the works of the great English
painter, Turner, who, at all events in his
later years, painted his pictures so that the

hole of the canvas was illuminated
and lost in a haze of azure and
gold, which, if it could be called
truthful to nature had at all events the effect
of hiding much of what, if looked at too
closely and too accurately represented, might
have been considered detrimental to the

eauty of the scene. If I were disposed to
accept the criticisms of some artists I should

-Le inclined lo indorse the opinion I have
heard expressed among them, that one of the
few wants of this couutry is a proper appre-
ciation and countenance of art, but the meet-
ing here to-day to inaugurate what I hope
will be the reign of art in Montreal
enables me to disprove such an as-
sertion and to gild over with a
golden hue more true than that of

many of Turner's pictures this supposed spot
upon the beauty of our Canadian atimeephere,
Cettainly in Toronto, here and elsewhere,
entlemen have already employed their
ush to good effect, and I shall not more

articular]," mention their names because
ey WM readily occur to many here. we
ay look forward to the time when the in-
uence of such associations an yours may be
xpected to spread until we have here, what
hey formerly had in Italy, namely, such a
se of art that, as was the case with the
rest painter Correggio, our Canadian intakes
ay be allowed to wander over the land scot

free of expense because the hotel-keepers
will only be too happy to allow them to pay
their Lilts by the painting of some small
portrait or of some sign for " mine host."
Why should we not soon be able to point to
a Owned jan school of painting, for in the ap-

reciation of many brunches of arc and in pro-
em:), in science Canada. may favorably
ware with any country. It Was only the

other day that Mrs. Scott•Siddons told use
that in her readings and recitations of poetry
and especially of Shakespeare's plays she
found her Canadian audiences more enthes-
lactic and intelligent than any she had met.
Our Dominion may claim that the voices cf
her daughters are as clear as her own serene
kies, and who can deny that in music, Na-

ture has been most ably assisted by Art,
when from one of the noble educational ee-
tablisionente in the neighbourhood of this
city Mademoiselle Alban' was sent forth to
chnon the critical audiences of Europe and
Anterica? Canada may hold her head high
in the kindred fields of Science, for who is it
who Las been making the bere of every
Gas Company in every city fall before the
mere rumours of his genius but a na-
tive Canadian, Mr. Edison, the inven-
tor ot the electtic light ? In another
branch of art her science must also beecon-
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insu now living, there should be far more
encouragement than in poorer countries c

old for the decoration of our buildings, whe-
ther sacred or educational. The sa-
cred subjects which moved the souls
of the Italian, German, Flemish
and Spanish masters are eternal, and cer-
tainly have no lesser influence upon the
miuds and characters of our people. And if
legendary and sacred art be not attempted,
what a wealth of subjects is still left you,—
if you leave the realm of inaginaation and go
to that of Nature, you will see living and
moving around you what a choice is still
presented. The features of brave, able and
distinguished men of your own land, of
its fair women, and in the scenery of
your country, and the magnificent wealth
of water of its great streams, in
the foaming rush of their cascades, over-
hung by the mighty pines or branching
maples, and skirted with the scented cedar
comma in the fertility of your farms, not
only here but throughout Ontario also, or in
the sterile and savage rock scenery of the
Saguenay. In such subjects there is ample
material, and I doubt not that our artists
will in due time benefit this country by
making her natural resources and the beauty
of her landscapes as well known as are
those of the picturesque districts of Europe,
and that we shall have a school here worthy
of the growing greatness of our dearly loved
Dominion.

It now only remains for me to declare this
Gallery open, and to hope that the labors of
the gentlemen who have canted out this
excellent design will be rewarded by the
appreciation of a graceful public.

His Excellency and Her Royal Highness,
descending from the dais, shook hands with
the president and members of the commit.
tee, after which they made a short survey
of the Gallery, prior to taking their depar-
ture.

The selection of the pictures and their ar-
rangement reflect great credit on Messrs.
Samuel English and W. L. Fraser who had
charge ot this portion of the work. The re-
ception committee was composed of the Hon.
Mr. Justice Mackay, President ; the Hon.
Thomas Ryan, Vice-President ; Mr. R. W.
Shepperte Treasurer ; and Mr. Peter Redpath.

To.day, the exhibition will be open to
members of the Art Association, and the
public can obtain admission on payment of
a small charge.

LADIES' SOCIETY OF DECORATIVE
ART.
--

The rooms in the Art Gallery building—
Owning by 11.5th. Pritteeaa Louise.

—
Some few weeks since, as notIced in these

columns at the time, a few prominent ladies
of our city met together and founded an as-
sociation -which they decided should bear the
title of a The Ladies' Society of Decorative
Art ;" of this Society Her Royal Highness
the Princess Louise graciously consented to
become patron. Rooms were secured in the
new building of the Art Association on
Phillips' Square, and yesterday afternoon they
were formally opened by Her Royal High-
ness.

Shortly after four delock y the Princess, ac-
companied by His Excellency the Governor-
General, arrived at the rooms, which face on
St. Catherine street, and was received at the
outer door by Madame Rivard and
Mrs. &Tolson, the honorary presidents, and
Mrs. Wheeler, the acting president. Ines.
much as the -niait of II.R,11. was a private
one, and her intention of being present un-
known but until u short time previous, there...-were but few preseat. Arnoug the ladies in
the room in addition to those before named,
we noticed Mrs. Hingetou, Mrs. F. Wolfer-
stan Thomas, Mrs. JosepleTiffin, Jr, Mrs E.
K. Greene, Mrs. Mercer, tars. G. W. Stephens,
Mrs. E. A. Whitehead, Mrs. 11. S. Tyke aud
Miss Frothiughane

His Excellency the Mirquis of Lorne was
accompateied by Major DeWinton and Mr,
and Mrs Russell Stephenson.

Her Royal Highness having been presented
with a silver key,by the honorary presidents
and president, unlocked the outer
door of the room and formally declar.
ed the institution open, graciously
consenting to accept the key as a souvenir
of the visit. Her Royal Highness was then
conducted round the room by these ladies,
who pointed out to her the various objects of
interest with which it was ornamented, con-
sisting of Gobelin Tapestry, rare India, Jap-
anese and China curiosities, such as bronzes,
ivory carvings, needle-work and - jewel!), ;
ceramics, represented by the celebrated pot-
teries of Dresden, Berlin, Sevres, Worcester,
Derby and Chelsea, also water colour draw-
ings and pen and ink etchings by amateurs,
some of whom are members of the Montreal
Sketching Club. M. R. H, particularly ad-
mired some sketches tor photograph Mount-
ings by Mr. Pereira, who is well known to
fame by the execution of the ornamental
borders in the pbotograpleic album which
was presented to Bishop Oxenden upon his



The Amerioan scenery, however, filled his soul
it could hardly he otherwise. In a preface he
thus apelike of Niagara : " It was through an
" opening among the trees, as we approached
" the spot where the full view of the Falls was
" to burst upon us, that I caught this glimpse
"of the mighty mass of waters folding smoothly
" over the end of the precipice, and so over
 whelmine was the, notion it gave me of ihe

"awful spectacle I was approaching that during
"the short interval that followed imagination
" had far outrun the reality ; and vast and won-
" &dui as was the scene that then opened before
" me my first feeling was that of disappointment.
"It would have been impossible, indeed, for
"anything real to come up to the vision I had, in
"those few seconds, formed of it ; and those
"awful scriptural words, 'The fountains of the
''great deep were broken up,' can alone give
"any notion of the vague wonders for which I
"was prepared. But in spite of the start thus
"got by imagination, the triumph of reality was,
" in the end, but the greater ; for the gradual
"glory of the scene that opened upon me soon
"took possession of my whole mind, presenting
"from day to day eJrne new beauty or wonder,
"and like all that is sublime in nature or
.` art, awakening sad as well as elevating
"thoughts." While in Montreal, he tells us
he made an excursion up the Ottawa, when
he beard the boatmen sing a Bong, whose
Minsk and words he pencilled down on a fly.leaf
of " Prieetley's Lectures on History," and imme-
diately below them the first stanza of his own
well-known Canadian boat song :

" Faintly as tolls the evening chime,
Our voices keep tole and our oars keep time;
Soon as the woods on shore look dim,
We'll sing at St. Ann's our parting hymn.
Row, brothers row, the stream runs fast,
The rapids are near and the daylight's past.

"Why should we yet our sail unfurl?
There is not a breath the blue wave to ourl ;
But, w hen the e ind blows off the shore,
Oh I sweetly we'll rest our weary oar.
Blow, breezes blow, the stream runs fast,
The rapids are near awl the daylight's past.

"IIttawa's tide I this trembling moon
Snail see us float o'er thy surges soon.
Saint of this green isle ! hoar our prayers,
Oh, grant us cool heavens and favoring airs.
Blow, breeees, blow, the stream runs fast.
The rapids are near, and the daylight's past."

It is 'impossible to attempt even to enumerate the
more important incidents of Moore's life on this
occasion. They will be rehearsed by orators in
a few days in a thousand different ways. He
was well provided for by his country in his de-
clining years, evert those whom he had most
strenuously opposed in his political writings
supporting his claims. It is affirmed that he
died a Protestant, which is denied by Roman
Catholics on the ground that no Protestant
could write many of the linvi the fruit of his
mind. But certain it is that he did not live a
Roman Catholic, for he attended the Protes-
tant churches more frequently than that in
which he was bora and educated, and educated
his children in the Reformed religion. But the
subject is one which will do no good by being
discussed. He has gone to a more just and mer-
ciful judge than men . His memory lives, and
during the hundredth anniversary of his birth-
day, on the twenty-eighth of this month, it will
be revived and will be as green as the songs he
wrote, which elevated the national spirit and
character of the Irish people.

THE ART CONVERSAZIONE.

A BRILLIANT AFFAIR—THE WEALTH AND BEAUTY
OF MONTREAL REPRESENTED—A.DDRESS TO
TUB GOVERNOR GENERAL AND AN EXCELLENT
SPEECH IN REPLY.

The inauguration of the new Art Gallery
came off last night according to the manner de-
scribed in the WITNESS yesterday. Before the
arrival of His Excellency the Governor-General
and Her Royal Highness the Princess Louise,
which was at about nine o'clock, the house was
crowded by a very brilliant assemblage of the
élite of the city, comprising a large proportion of
all the subscribers to the Art Association
with their ladies. Their Excellencies were ac-
companied by Mrs. DeWinton and Capt. Hal,
bord and Major DeWinton, A,DX's. After
receiving them at the entrance the band of
the Victoria Rifles proceeded to the cor-
ridor at the head of the stairs. But a
few minutes elapsed before the august visi-
tors ascended the staircase escorted by the
Reception Committee, their approach being
announced by the trumpet blast, and tne band
playing "God Save the Queen." The crash was
great, but a way was made by a guard of honor
of the "Vice." As the party swept through the
door into the grand gallery, and up to the dais,
the eyes of all were eagerly strained to catch a
glimpse of the Princess. Her Royal Highness
looked extremely well, dressed in white satin,
with lace draperies and diamond ornaments.
His Excellency wore evening dress, adorned
with the star of the Order of the Thistle and the
ribbon sash of the Order of St. Michael and St.
George.

THE ADDRESS.
Mr. Justice MACKAY, President of the Asso-

ciation, stepped forward and read the following
address
To Hie Excellency the Right Honorable Sir John

Douglas Sutherland Campbell, Marquis of Lorne,
one of Her Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Coun-
cil, Knight of the Most Ancient and Most Noble
Order of the Thistle. and Knight Grand Cross of
the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and
St. George, Governor-General of Canada, and
Vice-Admiral t-tf the same, &c . dc. ; and to Her
Royal Highness the Princess Louise :

On behalf of the Art Association of Montreal, we
desire to thank Your Exeellenoy and Your Royal
Highness for the honor and advantage conferred
upon our Association by the patronage to which you
have graciously consented, and also for the favor of
Your Excellency's and Your Royal Highness's pre-
sence this evening, on the occasion of the opening of
our Gallery.

We not only believe that the love of the beautiful in
nature and art is a source of some of the purest plea-
sures of life, but that it stimulates and supports our
highest aspirations, and we think that the influence of
the Fine Arts is especially important in refining and
ennobling those practical aims which necessarily
tend to absorb the energise of a people actively en.
gaged lu developing the material resources of our
young and rapidly growing country. We therefore
acknowledge with gratitude the interest which Your
Excellency and Your Royal Highness have taken in
our efforts, and we feel that the promotion of art
coula receive no higher or more efficient countenance
than in the patronage extended by those who represent
here the Crown of England, and in their persons unite
illustrious lineage and station with a love of intellec-
tual and =nova culture.

In Your Royal Highness we recognize a worthy suc-
cessor of your noble father, the great and good Prince
Albert, encourager, in bis lifetime, of all that might
tend to improve the public taste and advance the in-
terests of the Fine Ai ts, and whose ideas and work
have so largely contributed to the notable revival of
art which this age witnesses.

Although the want of a permanent Gallery had long
been felt, probably no atop would have been taken,
for some time to come, to erect suet a building in
Montreal. had it not been for the late Mr. Benaiah

i Gibbs munificent bequest, ar.d the prompt action
which be imposed upon us, In addition to his very
valuable collection of paintings and several bronzes,ho

gave and luipwallied to the Alsociation io truit for the
ell iteits of Montreal, the ground upon wliteh our

eddieg stands end eight Dimmed dollars in money.
Ours la believed to he the first building erected In the
Borpinion wholly for Fine Art puronsea,

We now most I esneettelly pray Your Excellency and
Your Royal Highness to aecoot our warmest w miles
ter 3 our conlinUed welfare and happiness', and we feel,
in common with all our fellow-0101one to whose sun •
pert and encouragement our institution is oommended
by this auspicious °polling, that the taste and liberal-
ity of the principal contributor to this foundation re-
celve to-night a sanction which Is gratefully felt by
his numerous surviving Woods as a tribute most
honornble to Ilia memory.

It only remains for us to pray Your Excellency and
Your Royal Highness to declare formally the opening
of our Gallery. IR%MacKAY, President.

Tocs. RYAN, Vice-President.
TE111 RIPLT.

The Governor-General then delivered the fol-
lowing intereeting speech

LADIES AND ORNTLIsmEN,—This is the first Occasion,
I believe. on which a large company. representing
much of the influence and wealth of this crest city,
has met together in order formally to inaugurate the
opening of the buildings of an Art Institute. Through
the kmeness of the President and Vice.Preeident 1
have already had an opportunity today to inspect the
works with which this city, th ough the munificence
of tir. Gibb, has been endowed. I think Montreal
only be honestly and warmly congratulated, not only
upon the possession of a collection which will go far
to making her Art Gallery one of the most no!able of
her institutions, but on having suoceeded in getting
possession of funds enough at a time which is certain-
ly by nc means peculiarly propitious for the gathering
of money, to give a home to this coliection in the Gal-
lery in which we are assembled, and to have
erected a building large enough to exhibit to
advantage many other pictures besides those
belonging to the bequest. It is, perhaps, too
custoniazy that the speeches of anyone in my position
should express an over-sanguine view of the hopes
and aspirations which find a place amongst the
various communities in the country, and I believe the
utterances of a Goveinor General may often be com-
pared to the works of the great English painter,
Turner. who, at all events in his later years, painted
his pictures so that the whole of the canvas was
illuminated and lost in a haze of scare sud gold,
which, if it could be milled truthful to nature, had at
all events the effect of hiding mush of what, if looked
at too closely and too accurately represented, might
have been considered detrimental to the beauty of the
scene. If I were disposed to accept the criticisms of
some artists I aboula be inclined to endorse the
opinion I have heard expressed among them, that
one of the few wants of this country is a proper ap-
preciation and countenance of art ; but the meet-
ing hero to-etay to inaugurate what I hope will be the
reign of art in Montreal enables me to disprove such
an assertion, and to gild over with is golden hue more
true than that of many of Turner's pictures this sup-
posed spot upon the beauty of our Canadian atmos-
phere. Certainly in Toronto, here and elsewhere,
gentlemen have already employed their brush to good.
effect, and I shall not more particularly mention their
names because they will readily occur to many here.
We may look forward, to the time when the in-
flueuce of such associations as yours may be expected
to spread until we have here, what they formerly had
In Italy, namely, such a love of art that, as was the
case with the great painter Correggio. our Canadian
artists may be allowed to wander over the land soot
free of expense because the hotel-keepers will only be
too happy to allow them to pay their bills by the paint-
ing of some small portrait or of some sign for n mine
host." Why should we not soon be able to point
0 a Canal:du school of painting I—for in the ap-
preciation of many branches of art and in pro-
ficiency in science Canada may favorably coin.
pare with inal country. It was only the Other
day that Mrs. scott-Siddons told ma that in her read-
ings and recitations of poetry, and especially of
Shakespeare's plays, she found ber CanadiAn au-
Menus more enthusiastic and intelligent than any she
had met. Our Dominion may claim that the voices of
her daughters are as clear as her owe serene skies,
and who can deny that in music. Natu-e has been
most ably assisted by Art, when from one et the noble
educational establishments in the neighborhood of
this city Mademoiselle Albani was sent forth to charm
the critical audiences of Europe and America ? Canada'
may hold her bead high in the kindred fields ots
science, for who is it who has been making the shares
of every gas company in every eity fall before the
mere rumors of his genius but a native Caugaian,
Mr. Edison, the inventor of electric light ? In an-
other branch of art her science must also be con.
ceded. In photography, it cannot be denied faat our
people challenge the most able competition. I have,
to be sure, heard complaints with reference to the
manner with which by means of photographs, Cana-
dians are depicted to the outside world. I have heard
it stated that one of the many causes of the gris ig-
norance which prevails aoroad with reiereuce to our
beautiful climate, is owing to the persistence with
which our photographers love to represent chiefly our
winter scenes. But this has been so much the case,
and these photog,raghs excite so much admiration that
I hear that in the old country the practice has been
imitated, so that if there may have been harm at first
the very beauty of these productions has prevented
its continuance, because they are no longer distinc-
tively Canadian, and the ladies in what I maintain are
the far more trying climates of Europe are also repre-
sented in furs by their photographer, so that this
fashion is no longer a distinguishing charge enstic of
our photography; in proof of this 1 may mention that
in a popular song which has obtained much vogue in
London, the principal pe former sings :-

,' I've been photographed like this,
I've been y hotographed like that,
I've been photographed in falling snow
In a long furry bat."

No doubt these winter photographs do give some
of our friends in the old country the belief that it is
the normal habit of young Canadian ladies to stand
tranquilly in the deep snow, enjoying a temperature or
33 deg. below zero, and it would certaielv give a
more correct idea of our weather were our Canadian
ladies and gentlemen to be represented, not only in
bright sunshine, in the spring greenery now so charm-
ing, when the woods are carpeted with fern and the
lovely three-leafed while lily, but also amongst our
beautiful forest glades in summer, wearing large
Panama hats, and protected by mosquito veils ; but I
suppose there are obstacles in the way. and that even
photographers, litre other mortals, find it difficult pro-
perly to catch the mosquitoes. To pass to our present
prospects I think we can show we have good
promise, not only of having an excellent local exhi-
bition, but that we may, in course of time, look for-
ward to the day when there may be a general art
union in the country, and when I or some more for-
tunate successor may be called upon to open the first
exhibition of a royal Canadian academy to be held
each year in one of the capitals of our several pro-
vinces ; an academy which may, like that of the old
country, be able to insist that each of its members or
associates should on their election paint for it a dip-
loma picture ; an academy which shall be strong
and wealthy enough to offer as a prize to the most
successful students of the year money sufficient to
enable them to pass some time in those European
capitals where the masterpieces of ancient art can be
seen and studied. Even now in the principal centres
of population you have shown that it is perfectly
possible to have a beautiful and instructive exhibition,
for besides the pictures bequeathed to any city it
may always be attainable that_ au exhibition
of pictures be had on loan, and that these
be shown beside the productions in both oils
and water color of the artists of the year. It
may be said that in a country whose population is
as yet incommensnrate with its extent people are
too busy to toy with Art ; hat without alluding to the
influence of Art on the mind, which has beau so ably
expressed in your address, in regard to its elevating
and refining power, it would surely be a folly to ignore
the value of beauty and design in manufactures, and
in other countries blessed with fewer resources than
ours. and in times which comparatively certainly were
barbarous, the works of artists bave not only gained
for them a livelihood, but have pleased and occupied
some of the busiest men of the time, the artists finding
in such men the encouragement and support that is
necessary. Long ago in Ireland the beautiful arts of
illumination and painting were carried on with such
signal success that Celtic  decoration, as shown in the
beautiful knotted and foliated patterns that still grace
so many of the tombstones and crosses of Ireland and
of the west of Scotland, passed into England, and
more strangely, even ioto France. The great
monarch Charlemagne was so enchanted with the
designs and miniatures of an Irish monk that he
persuaded him to go to work at Paris, and for
nearly two centuries afterwards the brilliant pages of
French Bibles, Missals, and Books of Hours showed
the influence of the culture, the talent and the taste
of Erin. Surely here there should be opportunity and
scope enough for the production of the works of the
painter's hand. The ancient states of Italy, her cities
and communities of the Middle Ages were those who
cherished most their native painters, and the names of
many of those who covered the glowing canvases of
Italy with immortal work are known often from the
designation of some obscure township where they
were been, and where they found their first generous
ecognition and support. Here in this great province,

full of the institutions and churches fouaded and built
by the piety of past cecouries as well as by the men
row living, there should be far more encouragemeot
ha n in poo rer countries of old for the decoration of

our buildings, whether sacred or educational. The
sacred subjects which moved the souls of the Italian,
German, Flemish and Spanish masters are eternal,
and certainly have DO lesser influence upon
the mind and characters of our people, And

If legendary and sacred art he not attempted,
Whet it wealth of aubjects is still left you, —
If you leave the realm of innigInation and go
to that of Nature, you will see hying and moving'
around you want a °boleti is still presented. Thu
foal ores of brave, able and dialingulshed men of your
own land, of (Ili fair women, and ill the soenery of
your country, and the magolficent wealth of water of
Its great streams, in the foaming rush of their efts-
cedes, overhung by the mighty pines or branohlag
maples andskirted with the scented cedar empties. in
Its fertility of your faring, not oulv here but through-
out Ontario also, or in the sterile ana savage rook
scenery of the titgnenay, In such subjects there is
ample material, and I doubt not that our artists will
to duo time benefit this °wintry by making ber natural
resources and the beauty of her landscapes as well
known as are those of the picturesque districts of
Europe, and that we shalt have a *oboe' hero wor-
thy of the growing greatness of our dearly loved
Dominion.

It now only remains for me to  declare this Galler1
open, and to hope that the labors of the gentlemen
who have carried out this -excellent design will be re-
warded by the appreciation of a grateful public.

The viceregal party retired almost immediate-
ly, Her Royal Highness stopping to speak a few
words with several ladies near whom she passed
and graciously acknowledging the homage of all.
A good number of the other visitors left directly
after the viceregal party, while many remained
for an hour and more to inspect the pictures. Oar
limited space will not permit of a criticism or even
a general description of the meritorious works of
art exhibited, but it would be wrong not to men-
tion the paintings of Montreal artiste, which at-
tracted especial attention, viz. : A scene " On
the Godbout" and "Gathering Sea-weed" on the
coast of Nova Scotia, by Henry Sandhana
"Habitants pursued by Wolves," by W. Ra-
phael ; " A Race for Life," "The Way through
the Wood ," portrait of the artist's father,Gen.J.F.
Bird, of the Madras Army, and a " Portrait" by
H. Bird ; " Street View of Quebec," by J. Wes-
ton ; also, two water.colors, " Landscape" and
"School-boys taking Advantage of the Early
Stage," by Weston, and six water.colors of Que-
bec landscape scenes by D. E. Grant, A.
beautiful painting has been quite recently pre-
sented to the Association by Mr. John Mc-
Lennan, M.P. The subject is "The Spines.
Pass, Tyrol," and it is from the easel of O. J.
Jacobi, of Toronto.

THE LOAN COLLECTION.

The Council desire to express the thanks of the
Association to the ladies and gentlemen who
have kindly lent works of art for exhibition and
have thus contributed to the pleasure and ius
et-ruction of the public in general. In recount-
ing the names of thcse who have manifested se
generous an interest in the objects of the As-
sociation, they feel especial pride in including
that of Her Royal Highness the Princess Louise,
who not only consented to assist His Excellency
the Governor-General at the inauguration of the
Gallery, but graciously contributed to the loan
collection two paintings from her own easel, and
therefore appeared at the opening of the new
Gallery in the threefold capacity of patroness,
contributor and artist.
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(THE ART ASSOCIATION.

The building which, as our readers a
aware, has, for some time past, boon in
course of cons truction, for the accommo-
dation of the Art Association of Montreal,
will soon, we are glad to be able to an-
nounce, be ready for occupation. We
believe that it is the first building, to be
wholly devoted to purposes of art, which
has been erected in the Dominion, and it
is needless to say that the community at
large, and especially the lovers of art,
owe a debt of gratitude to the

an011111111111111101

memory of the late Mr. Benaiah Gibb
for the munificent bequest which enabled
the Association to initiate the enterprise.
Although the want of a suitable Gallery
had been long felt and suggestions were
not wanting on me sunject, it is quite
probable that, had it not been for the
considerate kindness which placed so
large a sum in the hands of the AssOcia-
tion, as well as the wise conditions with
which it was accompanied, the work
would, at least, have been indefinitely
postponed. It will be remembered that,
in addition to his valuable collection of
pictures and several fine bronzes,
Mr. Gibb bequeathed to the Association,
in trust for the citizens of Montreal, a

' conveniently-situated piece of ground
and $8,000 towards the cost of a Gallery.

? Besides this sum, the receipts towards
I the cost of the building and furniture up

to the present amount to $6,218.29,
. making a total of $14,218.29. The esti-

mated cost is $22,000, so that it will be
' seen there remains a balance of $7,781.-
1 71 still to be made up. It

	

is	 needless	 to	 urge	 on the,
; citizens of Montreal the desirability of, having the Gallery opened entirely free

of debt. And we are sure that all who
give any attention to the matter will be

' in sympathy with the appeal of the asso-
ciation, which has just been issued, in
which they seek the aid of their fellow.
citizens in paying off their liabilities.
The influence of a handsome and
tastefully filled Art Gallery in a
community can hardly be too highly esti-
mated. No better handmaid of the
best culture could be provided
for both young and old. It tends
to promote not only pod taste but
morality by creating a love for whatever
is sublime or beautiful in the works of
the great interpreters of nature. The
educational value of such an institution
is exceedingly high, tending, as it does,
to develop faculties which are too often
neglected in the ordinary school course or
allowed to decay for want of cultivation
in the toil and turmoil of the work-a-day
world. The building itself, moreover,
will be no slight addition to the attrac-
tions of our city, on which all adornment
sits well. To the resident it will be a
constant pleasure ; to the stranger it
will be a new inducement to come
or to stay. We trust, therefore,
that the appeal to which we have referred
will meet with a hearty and practical re-
sponse, and that those by whose zeal
and energy Mr. Gin's wishes have been
brought to the present stage of accom-
plishment will have no reason to complain
of any lack of generosity on behalf of the
larger community, equally interested in
the institution.

The subscription still iemains at the
low figure of five dollars, notwithstanding
the greatly increased privileges of mem.
bership. For this trifling sum members
and their families and non-resident friends
are entitled to admission to the
picture galleries and rooms of the
Association on all ordinary occasions

i and to one vote at every meeting.
... .u.i sisu entitle them to a first privi-
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i lege in the purchase of tickets to such
conversaziones and other art reunions as
the Council may, for financial reasons, re-
quire to be specially paid for. The Coun-
cil hope to be hereafter enabled to make

i arrangements for the reading of papers,

privileges of an aoilifvni
two votes instead of one at meetings of
the Association. It is intended by by-
law to constitute donors of five hundred
dollars and upwards life Governors of the
Association, and to give them five votes
at all meetings, together with other pri-
vileges and powers of a conservative na-

ture looking to the permanent intr+_
of the institution. ,4

	all

lr

member

omts h beeonr

rights

 aaart d topicsowapi nti chds

during

i tnhge 

lifetime,

delivery  

annual

heac tl
and for other entertainmen tswhich may be
free to members ; some educational pro-
jects are also in contemplation by them,
if the funds placed at their disposal will
admit. The qualification for life member-
ship is a donation of one hundred dollars,
which payment will invest the donor,
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I ta.to4 to the malt dispicable Means to
attain their object, pausing not at the

11 open use of violence to prevent a free
expression of the opinion of the electors
but we have to urge on our friends in St.
Hyacinthe to reaent this species of hull
dozing, and to be prepared for the effort
which is being made to prevent the re-
cording of their votes, and to see to it
that intimidation shall fail in the object
for Which it is used.

THE ART GALLERY.

Tbe opening of the Art Gallery on Phil-
lips' Squtre merits a stage in our progress as
a community, the attainment of which has
for years been to many of our citizens
an object of earnest hope. We will not ven-
ture to say at what time or in whose breast
this hope was first conceived, and to tell by
what kindly influences it was fostered until,
though oft deferred, by the loving thought-
fulnees of one to whom art was ever dear, it
faded into the glowing dawn of fulfilment,
would be to make too long a story. We do
not think, however, that we will be very far
wrong if we assign as the date when what
had hitherto been a vague yearning began to
take the form of words, the first few years
after the arrival of Bishop Fulford in this
city. That great man was a lover of
art in all its branolaes. He brought
with him to Montreal, along with a cul-
tivated taste, a knowledge of the master-
pieces of wbich, at that period, few in Ca-
nada had more than heard the tnames. His
poeition as the head of the Anglican clergy,
to which, when his admirable character and
accoinpliehments came to be known and ap-
ereciated, was added by courtesy the repre-
sentation of the Protestant clergy generally,
gave lama opportunities of sharing his opini-
ons and knowledge with a lerge umber of
persons. Nor did the good ieshop neglect
to avail himself of other means of modifying
for better the standard of public taste. Sete
dom did he appear on a platform or st the
lecturer's desk without having aoraething
say on his favotito subject. In a lecture,
which he delivered in January, 1853, on
" Taste and Style in Literature," he spoke of
painting, mine and poetry as sister arta, and
said there was such an affinity between them
that the formation of a just taste, capable of
appreciating the beautiful and true he arty
one of them, would prepare the Way for
the development of an improved taste
in the others else. But he added
that, although, through the agency of the
press, one might be as familiar with the pro.
ductions of the greatest authors in the
backwoods as in the moat fainties mats of
learning, it was not so with regard to the
arts of painting, sculpture and architecture,
and that even in the matter of music we were
at a disadvantage compared with the inhabi-
tants of Europe. The great cause of this
dieadvantage was the want of facility of ac.
cons to the best modem, whereas lovers and
connoikeeure of art ha the great European
centres had their judgments corrected by ex-
perience feed their taste ripened by long fa-
miliarity with excellence. If Bishop rut -
ford were d el ivering to-day the leetute Which,
doubtless, some of our readers had the pleas-
ure of hearing mote than twenty-five years
ago, he would, happily, see reason to consid-
erably modify some of his stetemeets. Dur-
ing that quarter of a century events have oc-
curred which have wholly altered the tuts-
thins of country to country kid tionte
need to continent The example set
by England in 1851 has been fol-
lowed by nation after nation until
the present, when leer antipodean kinsmen
have invited the world to friendly compete
lion in their distant continent. To cross the
Atlautic Las long been an undertaking of far
less risk and difficulty than what it once was
to go from London to Edinburgh. Cana-
dians and Americans are now as familiar
with the great art-treasures of Europe its
Englishmen were a quarter of a century ago.
As to ancient art, two wealthy dwellers on
this side of the ocean have done more to un-
earth the hidden riches of the dim past than
any European has yet been able or generous
enough to do. Colonies of " our people "
Wive made Italy their adopted country, In
our comparatively smell community there I
are not many of the highest c lass the wags
on which we depend for guieenee in the best
celture, who have Ilee visited aiaci inspected
the great eee-galbeeeet d the world anti
breeent. heeltie 'Cm experience which cannot
but elect for good their less fortunate ac-
quaintances. Nor is this all. We have seen
the birth of, we have even hopefully observed
the first signs of character in, what the
Marquis of Lorne so fitly sud delicately

t I of Art. If'eS7uPg ' : aairle
asses to consider the influence of weenie sur-

roundinge on the (Hittite:Live schools of Greece
and Italy, of Holland, France or England, be
the least cast down when he contemplates
the possible future of our Canadian school.
There are features in a Canadian landscape
which are found nowhere also in the wo:rld,
•fhe blue sky which the pilot.... Imagination
has for ceuturie4 attributed to Italy is,our

y In reality. Ruskin has called attention
to this traditional coloring of the Italian
heavens as a great mistake. He say : How
many are misled by what less been said and
sung of the eereuity of Italian skies to sup-
reme they must be more blue time the skies
of the North, and think that they see them
so whereas the sky of Wily ia far more dull
al;rigray in colour than the skies of the North,
and is distinguished only by Be hatonee re-
pose of light." In Canada we bave the
blue aky of the north le I tH FrotLsr.

treal there he been hitherto any painful di-
vergence between religion and science, be-
tween morality and art. Let us hope that
their union will be only more confirmed by
the opening of the Gallery. Let us also hope
that the friends of art will be stimulated by
the example of their neighbors, the friends
of science, awl that before long the gallety
will be as Well filled by the works of great
masters as the rommi oppoeite are by what is
beauteous, strange or suggestive in the
works of nature. The entrance is from
Phillip' Square, and the first thought
on opening the door le one
of surprise and admiration. There
is no grander entrance hall, no finer stair-
case in any building in Montreal. Nor,
ehould a stranger happen to stray into it,
could he be long in doubt es to whither his
upward tending steps would lead him, for
some of the most magnificent paintings
adorn this atrium. He would there have a
key to the significance of the wealth of light
which, shoWered directly from the sky
above, floods the whole interior. Passing by
the stairs to the left, before ascending, the
visitor soon finds himself opposite two
apartments. One, facing the entrance, is the
Council Chamber. It was used as a recep-
tion room on the occasion of the visit of the
Marquis of Lorne and the Princess Louise on
the opening night, and will, for that reason,
have a long lease of pleasant associations.
Most tastefully was it arranged for the ac-
commodation of those illustrious guests.
But-what a lovely piece of statuary I What
a fair broad brow I what a perfect bead I
what delicately shaped nostrils! If
there le pride, there is no velgar
display of it. Petulant pouting would
not become those lips, nor tossing,
that gracefully set head. We fear
that as long as human nature is What it is,
the Grand old gerdener and his wife"
might smile in vain in the presence of such
i'mperial beauty. Pity that the kind heart"
should not go along with ie The work is
Connolly's. It is the property of W. F. Kay,
Esq. tt Marguerite," by Romanelli, is worth
studying. It is of a different order of beauty
from the " Lady Clara." The pencil sketches
by a favorite pupil of Sir Thomas Lawrence,
the property of the Collector of Customs, W.
B. Simpsott,Eaq conspiceously placed over
the mantelpiece, add meth to the appearance
of the room and are still More worthy of no-
tice for their aseociations. One of the por-
traits la Hiatt of Mao Tiekeit, erne had been

Inaid of honor to Queen Charlotte, the wife
of George the Third, and great grandmother
of the Princess Louise. The large room to
the right just se one isseee from the Colwell
Chamber, which *as used as a ladies dress-
singeroolei on the evening of the converse-
biome is to be the art library and reading-room
fie members of the Association. It is a few
steps lower in level than the hall and noun.
cil room, and is spacious, light, cheerfel and
every way well suited to the purpose to
which it is to be devoted.

Ascending the stairs, we soon come in
view of the Gallery itself, which we enter
from a landing whose walls are also adorned
with fine pictures. As one treaders are
aware, the immediate object for which the
Gallery was elected was to provide a perma-
tieht and secure home for the splendid Gibb
colleetion. They consist of seventy-two
paintings and six pieces of bronne. We gave
a full account of the bequest soote after Mr.
Gibb's death. It inclilded a large rum of
money and the site of the building, and by
Its tattle the Gallery was to be completed and
ready for occupation before a certain axed
date. The fund was subsequently supple-
mented by the generosity of several gentls.
men and by the considerate kindness of Mr.
Charles Gibb, of Abbottsford, in advanc-
ing a sum of money sufficient to
anticipate the payment of a large num-
ber of subscriptions. To the earnestness
and energy of the Cotincil in thee pushing
on the work, the pellet° are indebted for its
completion iii 1M hort a time. The Gibb
eticteres are arranged on the wall facing the
door, so that the visitor can take in at a
glance the extent and great value of the
gift. Few cities have been so fortunate as
to obtain at one time a nucleus for a gallery,
so large, so various and no valuable. It re-
presents the study ; the experience, and the
discriminating taste of one who was literally
an ainatenr, that is, a lover of what is best
in art, 'there is not a single picture in it
that has not some quality of truthfulness,
power, grace, mystery or quaintness, which
recommended it to the clear-seeing purchaser.
The bronzes were not exhibited at the Coulter
,azione, as it was not easy to place them to

advantage and at the same time to ensure
them from injury. They can be seen, how-
ever, in the small room which opens from the
corner to the right 86 one enteis the main
gallery. Midway between the entrance and
the left cemede _doer which leads into The

 --Besides Vie Gibe) coflec-
Lion, Ole toil...wing pictures fire The proi,
of tine Association :-Scene in the Thousand
Idles, by 0 R Jacobi, of Toronto (71) ; Vicw
lu teursica, by C J Way, formerly of Mon-
treal (80);-Elollyhocks, by J Fowler, of To-
ronto (81) ; Houses of P.udiamentaht.,, Sacra-
b Jac Ty 0 It obi, of Toronto (82);
mente Val ey, by A Bierstadt, of Neer York
(8 3), and he Splugen Pass, Tyrol,  by O gJneobl, To to (84). Mr. Bieretedes tee-
did picture i was presented by the artist him-
self to tee Association while he was on a
vieil to hiontreal with Lord Dufferin, whose
guest he 'then was. The "Splugen Pose"
picture, the best, prottably, that ever left
Jacobi's hands, is the generous gift of Mr.
John McLennan, hi.P.

As the Oibb collection and the
rest of the property of the Associa-
tion will remain permanently iii the
Gallery. we need Ras no rmAro isf

Romans' is another, but it tells a different
story. A e Bavarian Wedding" would require
hours for Its thorough enjoyment. There is
a fine variety of feature, costume, character
and incident. Two portraits by Wyatt Eaton,
whom we are proud to claim 48 a Canadian,
adorn the walls. One in of a gentleman, the
other of a young girl. e Highland Cattle,"
by C. Jones, is a fine, bold picture. The
young steers and the sheep naie eve.° ae...
dowed with an expression of fearlessness and
pride of life in keeping with their lofty van-
tage ground. Dim summits In the misty dis-
tance just suggest the intervening peopled
valleys. A e French Farmstead," by E. Ver-
digen, is a simple scene effectively placed on
canvas. The sheet of water in the foreground
is excellently painted. There are several
landscapes with cattle and sheep which are
deserving of praise. " Crossing the Cam-
paana"-an ox-cart laden with pleasure-
seeking peasants of various ages in
a plain broken here and there by
a truncated pillar or ruined wall-is by A.
Vertuni. e Habitants pursued by wolves," a
well known and highly priz .d picture by one
of our own artists, W. Raphael, attracts no-
tice even among so many claims on our at-
tention. A e Highland Landscape," by Ho-
ratio MacCulloch, R.S A , finds many ad-
mirers. Raup's "Shepherd and Shepher-
dess " are very real, and so is their affection,
on which the sunlight streaming over their
nearing faces seems to bring heaven's sanc-
tion and blessing. " Apple Thieves," by J.
Miller, is a picture of which every boy will
appreciate the naturalness. The artist has
managed his light so as to give a hint of the
glorious late-summer brightness in the sur-
rounding country, though we do not see it.
If we did, our attention might be diverted
from the stealthy old man who is about to
avenge himself on the marauders. "On the
Conway," by B. F. Leader, is a charming
Welsh scene, with many points worthy of
study. e A Gipsy Party," by O. R. Ja-
cobi, of Toronto, is clever in idea, and well
executed. A e Race fer life," by H. Bird,
shows what good use that gentleman has
macle of his North-western experience.
"Meditation versus Conversation," by William
Shayer, Sr., evinces considerable humour.
The donkies are quite life-like. " On Suffer-
ance," by J. Knight, RA , (water colour),
presents a boy in a half-reaped wheat-field, a
sentinel evidently against harndoor and other
intruders. Threaireese withers., .....,
are apprortentng tne gharded spot and the
boy seems to be waiting to see how far their
audacity will carry them. Apart from the
motive it is a fine painting. The colorieg of
the ripe wheat is excellent. e Linda de
14 e_puni," by J. Whipple, would add to the
weleiref any collection of water colours. Two
pictures, egily recognized as Mr. C. J. Way's,
convict:toe" face each other from opposite
Walls of the Water Colour room. One is "A
Solitude-Mount Desert, Maine ;" the other,
which is the property of the Association, is
"A View in Corsica." The former is well
painted, but the subject does not give much
scope to artistic ability, the greater part of
the picture being taken up with a large flat
rock, like a turtle's back. The other is a
capital picture, and displays all bis charac-
teristic merits, There are many charming
water colours which we would, at least, like
to mention ; but we have already passed far
beyond the limits of our original intention.
We do not, h owever,wiah it to be inferred that,
in naming some pictures, we have slighted
the rest. On the contrary, some of the wor-
thiest paintings in the gallery have been
left untouched. In conclusion, we may re-
peat what we said before, that there is not a
bad picture at present in the gallery. Taken
in their entirety, the Loan collection, with
the GM collection, and the pie.
turcs which belong to the Asso-
ciation,	 are highly ceeditable- to--thie.
good taste of Montreal.	 In his excellent
reply to the address presented to
him, His Excellency said the other
evening that he looked forward to
the day when there should be a Canadian
National Academy. The day may seem dis-
tant now, but much depends on the efforts
of those who take an interest in our art pro-
gress Meanwhile, the aine which should be
kept constautly in view is the fulfilment of the
revered testator's design by covering the
other walls of the gallery with pictures
worthy of his own. When that is done, we
shall have achieved something to which we
may point with pride and when the next book
on art and artists is published, we shall not,
as we have regret to have seen in a recent
work, find Canada almost ignored and Mon-
treal altogether left out in She
cold, as having done nothing	 for
art that	 was worthy of mention.
It may not be out of place te add that the
Art Association of Montreal has been incor-
porated since the year 1860. Had it been

our statue	 e an art standrica
eereeke 	r 	flag ifs whole car*

w , 11(1.PO doub , . much more advanced
than it is. BulTCle notely vain regrets of
pst mistakes, but by manful and steatly
use ot present opportunities that good can
be effected. It is Veasaut to know that the
.0..,edation is to-da) on . fire, t,ntIng . that
Bs prospects are excel lent, teat the member-
ship in 41.-..1414, , or,l ollaalt ft hall the bore
te iheve an If" VIM. n the  -

Louise graciously it/Lemke herself i

f
ou.iHO Majeety in the	 aton	 ,

beeh seen, Her Roy& eilgitues's ' t 	t't

faro.	 The President, Judge Mac a
the Vice-President, the lion. Thouno;
Ryan, and the Council have already shown
that they do not intend to allow another
lapse into lethargy, and one has only to con-
verse a few momenta with the courteous and
efficient Secretary anti Curator, Mr. S. Rug-
like to learn that fear of failure has no

which are tanin  nowhere else in e woe u.
The blue eley which the painteu'aimagi naL..
han for ceuturieii attributed to Italy ieour

in reality. Ruskin has celled attention
to this traditional coloring of the Italian
heavens as a great mistake. He say : " How
many are misled by what has been said and
sung of the serenity of Italian skies to sup-
pose they must be more blue titan the skies
of the North, and think that they see them
so, whereas the sky of Italy is far more dull
awl gray in colour than the skies of the North,
and is distinguished only by its intense re-
pose of light." In Canada we have the
blue sky of the north in its very perfection.
Among the water-colours in the Gallery at
present is one called Sunset on Lake et.
Louis" (335) taken, we believe from the
summit of Mount Royal. The sky in it ia a
living blaze, "one red," save for the streaks
made by the ground of transfigured cloud.
If we had net seen such sunsets in Canada,
we would have thought the coloring over-
done, tut Mr. Grant has only faithfully
painted what he saw. We have seen pic-
tures of Italian scenes (we recall some of
Mr. Way's) in which the sky was flagrant
enough, Mit its coloring did not equal that
of our Canadian cloud-land. Then our
vegetation, at every season, is like that of no
other country. In spring the rapidity of
its growth gives it a look of almost sentient
life and how glorious is its passing in the
fell 7 Then we have the drama of
Orpheus and Eurydice in the Indian
summer with nights made glorious
by our own Aurora. Whoever enters a Ca-
nadian forest for the first time, or sails over
the Ottawa or St. Lawrence or Saguenay, or
loses himself in our Eastern Townstaips Swit-
zerland (not to go beyond a very ordinary
experience) muet be struck with the n„whess
and variety of nature's ways tr, Our land,
and have a foretaste of the infinite pleasureof lovingly watching teem from budding
time to chaugIng leaf. Even in the circum-
scribed area of our Isleed of Montreal how
much is there to eeiploy the heart and head
of Poet or '',"...",nter or naturalist during a
long lifee' And at the clogs, there would
be to learn. What a majestic pa-
at:petals, then, opens out before the eye of
imagination when we remember that the
Dominion includes the vast area from ocean
to ocean with its almost endless succession
of changing scene. Without crossing a
boundary by laud or water the Canadian /*-
List has tin expanse from which to choose
equal to that which, in Milton's grand
poem, the angel pointed out to the wonder-
ing father ol mankind. There is no wench
of the art for which scope cannot be found
therein in abundance. We do not
mean, of course, that greed or
beautiful or romantic surroundings
will make artists of those who dwell
among them, nor yet that Canadian artists
must necessarily select Canadian subjects.
But the surroundings must have an effect in
modifying the genius of the artist, when he
appears, and, as a matter of fact, many of
our Canadian painters have found themselves
most at home-even after residence abroad-
when using their pencils to illustrate their
native scenes. It is too soon as yet to at-
tempt to indicate the prominent characteris-
tics of our Canadiau school, but, before long,
with the impulse given by such new oppor-
tunities as our Art Gallery oilers, it may be
possible to do so. Those characteristics will
become evident, as our national traits be-
come more distinctive and settled. It is
pleasant, in the meantime, to see Canadian
talent no well represented in the coil , ction
at present on exhibition. Thera are paint-
ings by O. R. Jacobi, I) E. Grant, W
Raphael, J. Weston, D. Fewler, C. J. Way,
Wyat Eaton, H. Bird, F. A. Verner and J.

-Duncan, which would attract notice in any
gallery. It is also worthy of mention that,
in the majority cf cases, their eultetche
whether scenery, incident or still life, have
been found in Canada. In this connection,
Mr. Van Luppen'e bust of a " Merry Little
Snow-shoer," all tuqued and reedy for the
ramp, ought to have its meed et praise It

may be well, however, before we say any-
tbing further of the contents of the Gallery to
try and glee those of our readers who have
not yet entered it some notion of the build-
ing itself. We have already, it will be re.
uaembered, given a dcseriptiou of the archi-
tecture and plan and we have only to add that
MOESia. Hopkins and Wily have thoroughly
kept their engagement. It is really a strik-
iagly handsome edifice and it is admirably
;fitted to set off the fine square at the east
end of which on St. Catherine street it is
sheeted. The location is most convenient,
being central to a large majority of those
who will most often visit it, Its proxituity
to the Natural History Society's Rooms, to
the Cathedral and other uhurebee,
to several educational institutions,
to the gymnasium

'

 to the Academy of
MOOG and to the St. James' Club House
may case be regarded as pleasantly SUggra-

live. For why should not art and SCIVIICO

be welcomed as sister haadmaids to reli-
gion, all together cot/tine/tang to  educate us,
as social beings, physically, intellectually

land sphitually, tor our inuncatel destinies?
Certainly wu cannot complain that in Non-

(83); and	 Splugen Pass, Tyrol,
Jacobi,, To to (84). Mr. Bierstaxit'S lea.
did picture. was presented by the firths him-
self to the Association while he was on a
visit to Montreal with Lord Dcifferin, whose
guest he then was. The "Splugen Pass,"
picture, the best, proeably, that ever left
Jacobi's hands, is the generous gift of Mr.
John McLennan, M . .

An the Gibb collection and the
rest of the property of the Associa-
tion will remain permanently in the
Gallery, we need say no more of them
at present than that there is not a bad or
even an indifferent work of art among them
all. We may at some other time say some-
thing of them individually.

Mention has already been made of the pic-
tures, so graciously and kindly contrit need
to the loan collection by Her Royal High-
noes the Princess Louise. These are three
pretty out-door sketches, in a triple frame, of

Inverary-View up Glen Shine" and an
oil portrait of the grandmother of the Mar-
quis of Lorne, Elizabeth Gunning, of Castle
Coote, E08C0010200, Duchess of Hamilton and
of Argyll, from a pastel of the year 1770.
We have already mentioned some of the
works of Canadian artists in the collection.
There is just one picture by Vogt, so early
cut off long before he had reached the looked
for DOWEL Of ilLIS career. It is one of those
field scenes which he loved, and from its
merit as well as ite conspicuous position at
the top of the pictures on the west wall it at
once attracts attention. It is called
e Returning Home." Conspicuous also
and full of merit is a portrait of
General Bird, mounted and in uniform, by
his son, whom we are happy to number
among our Canadian painters. We have al-
ready mentioned Mr. Grant. He has quite
a series of fine water colour drawings of Can-
adian scenery. Mr. Fovvler's " Lego Mag-
giore (morning and evening) and several
other fine water colors are for sale and ought
to find purchasers. Among several pictures
by Mr. Bellows we may mention his "Land-
scape near Compton," Lake Memphrema-
gog," and a " Landscape." A really fine
picturo is " Ojibway Indians Gambling," by
Mel'. A. Verner, which we recommend to
those who are forming galleries to taken
look at. We have already meetioned Mr. H.
Sendham's Gathering Seaweed." It also
is for sale. The spirited water color of Mr.
J. Weston, " School boys taking advantage
of the early stage," has deservedly won
general admiration. MF. T M. Martin has
two water colours representing still life, in
which he excelle, " Blue Jays  " and " Mal-
lard Duck." Laforee " Breton fisher-
girl " is a fine sample of realism.
She moves slowly along the shore
with a basket of sea_wrack on her arm ; her
exceedingly red hair (ffava lIalli crins
ferox) falls straight below her cheeks on
either side ; the comfortless, almost hopelees,
look on her pale face is in keeping with the
damp-looking ragged dress ; not fir off is a
fishing-boat left high and dry by the out-
going tide and there is DO other sign of life
but the girl herself. We are left to make out
the riddle of her destiny as best we may, but
evidently her life has not been a happy ono
and her prospects are not pleasant. " After
the storm," (Music)) and the Morning after
the storm" (Jacobsen) have both merit but
of a very different order. The former is a
se) scene ; the sky is appearing through the
drift of clouds and the satires are hopefully
beginning to repair whatever damage has
been done ; the latter, a winter scene, shows
a convent, an old monk leaving deep tracks
in the snow which leas fallen so heavily as to
weigh down the trees, noel over the whole
gleams the morning sunshine. The " Re-
hearsal" (A. Seitz) is worthy of careful
study ; everything in the roone-the little
caged chorister overhead seeming to listen,
the dog so still beneath the chair with the
bare-gnawed bone belore him, the look and
attitude of the musicians-seems to add
te the effect and illostrate the devotion of
the old men to their favorite art, Hill's
" Hour of Ptayer" (oil) and " Red Riding
Hood" (water colour) are both " things of
beauty' and " joys for ever," for once seen
they can never be forgotten. E. T. Cob-
bettei " Irish Girl" is well favored and pleas-
ant to look at, but, notwithstanding her
healthy face, has too much of a town air in
dress and expression. " Sunday Evening,"
by L. Vern, is a picture that will repay ex-
amination. " A Study," by G. P. Chalmers,
is one of those pictures that give rise to
many questionings. We would like to know
what makes thegentleman so dissatisfied and
restless as he seems to read. Something
about the small-paned window suggests a
prison, but, if seethe glow ou his face is so
ruddy that he cannot have been long in con-
fiuement. A Pompeian Interior" is a sti-
mulant to the historical imagination. Just
on such happy groups, luxurious, mirthful,
carelese, came that awful rush of darkness
and ruin of which Pliny the Younger
writes in the letter in which ho de-
scribes his uncle's death. n May Day,"
by Heulant, is another picture of
old Roman life, nerd "Gauls pursued by

is prospects are excellent, that the member-
alai is inc ,aaaing ard *rat it has ths hono

n the "-
minion, N

been seen, Her Roy Highness t
Louise graciously interests herself i

	yfare.	 The President, Judge Mac a

the Vice-President, the Fion. Thomas

Ryan, and the Council have already shown
that they do not intend to allow another
lapse into lethargy, and one has only to con-
verse a few moments with the courteous and
efficient Secretary and Curator, Mr, S. Eng-
list, to learn that fear of failure has no
part in the present management of the - In-
stitution. We are sure we will be heartily
jeined by all our readers in the wish that
their utmost hopes may be fulfilled, and that
the Art Gallery may prove a blessing to
Montreal.

LETTER FROM LORD DIIFFERIN.
—

The following letter from Lord Duff-via
was read at the Academy of Music, New
York, on the occasion of the Moore Centen-
ary. It was in answer to one seat by the
President of St. Patrick's Society requesting
that the noble earl prepare an essay or poem
to be read on the occasion:-
BRITISH EMBASSY, ST. PETERS1315RD May 8.

GENTLEMEN,-I beg leave to thank you for
your very kind communication of the 22d
of April. In consequence, however, of the
long time It requires roe a letter to reach at.
Petersburg, I have only this moment become
acquainted with your request, too late, I fear,
to comply with it, to any practical purpose.

I need not say that I heartily sympathize
with the feelings of those who are about to
.101.4 in the proposed celebration. A similar
one has been organized In Ireland. and the, e
Is somethmg very ennobling lu thc thought
of a common sentiment of respect toward a
great literary name thus tiudiag expreaaaan,
on either side of the Atlantic.

In conclusion allow me to express to you
my very deep sense of the friendly terms in
which you are good enough to refer to me
personally. I have the honor to he gentle-
Men , your obedient servant.

DUFFBRIN.

EERIGUE; FIRE.
--

Supposed attempted Murder.
—

At about 2:30 this morning _a  fire occurred 
in tithe livery stable owned by Sir. J. T.
Morey on Lagauchitiere street. The
covery was made by the policeman on the
beat who broke open the door and gave the
alarm. The Meta, so far as can be ascertain-
at so late an hour, are as follows. On enter-
log the constable fouad the night-watchman
lying in a pool of blood totally unconscious,
his skull being broken in. The
unfortunate man is not expected to recover.
Suspicion of foul play and ineendiarism are
entertained. The fire was extinguished after
a number of carriages and a quantity of har-
ness had been destroyed. Owing to tire late
hour, further details as to insurance, etc., are
not obtainable.

DONABUS.-At 32 Osborne street, o
Inst., wife of Wm. Donahue, of es daughter.

PIED.
LoDGE.-At Danville, P. Q , on the 19th

May, Mr. Thomas Lodge. late of the 12th
Light Di agoons, In the 95th year of his age.

1,1ew Athtertistinnits.
WESLEY CHURCH,

ST , OATHERINE STREET, near Phillips'
Ecitiare.

Rev. JAMES ROY, M.A., Pastor.

Dedicatory services continued SUNDAY,
June 1st.

The Rev. EE CRY WILKES, D.D., will
Preach at II a m.., and the Rev. GAVIN
LANG at 7 p.m.

At 3 p.m. a CHILDREN'S SERVICE will
be held, at which Rev. A. H. MUNRO and
Rev. J. L. FOliesTER will deliver addresses.

May 3 . 121

NON- allitSTIND CONDUCTORS_
AND E AVE TROUGHS.

PAOULTON's PATENT!
Warranted not to burst by I rost ; Deal,

sttong, Curable and cheap. Samples en view .]
curl ad information given, at

,C.E0. W. REED'.,
783 MD 78.5Wralg etreet West,

129	 Slate, Metal atcl Gravel Roofer.

IMPORTANT TO CAPITALISTS,
FOR SALE —

The Richest Aluminum Deposits in
the World,

Yielding from eighteen to twenty-two per
cent of the purest Aluminum, that precious
and very valuable metal, on the MOUNT
PerICAL VALE PROPERTY, Wolf& Of the
Mountain, will be sold In lots to suit par-
ches ra.

t-pecanens and anaiysla c an be seen at 632
St eery street, or Si) St. Maurice street, near
McGill street.

.	 ALSO,
SIX HUNDRED ACRES of the CANADA

FUEL, with Patent rights. Apply to
THUS. F. O'BRIEN,

128	 532 St. Mary etreet.



TanCre-IIEG AL DOINGS.

formal Openino or the /New •rt
1cry by Lord Lorne nod H. R. IL
Abe "trine:efts Louise Last Evening.

Montteal for years past bee felt keenly the
eant of such a building, as that which the
'oeneficencs of the late Mr. Benaiati Gibh h %9

enabled the Art Aseociation to ereet ; and
that it has been erected, and that His Ex•
ceiteney and the Princess Louise formally
opened it last night in the midst of such
favorable surroundings, ara facts that malt
cause every lover of crue art to rejoice. The
ne ateliers of the Art A.sseciatiou have been
hard at week. their best efforts being mat
forth to mako the interior of the building
what it ehould be, and if the e
were some shortcomings for the metier
eye to detect they may be attributed in all
fairness to circurrestane,es other than lack of
inclination to do their beet. The best
arrangements for the comfort of members
bad been made, and shortly after eiget
o'clock the ticket holders cemmeuced to poor
into the mein entrance, whieh is on Philips
teluare• A canopy had. been erected at the
door leading from the footpath, and carriages
drove np, deposited their preeions freighr,
end went off again, no confusion whatever
having been caused. The coat and cloak
room arrangements were excellent. By the
time the clock had marked the hour of half-
past eight there were collected a very
large number of our citizens, among
whom were the Hou Judge Mackay, Mr A
W Ogilvie, Mr Notruan, Mr 9 Dawson,
Aid. Neleon and wife, Aid. Monney, wife
and daughter, Aid. I) k McCord and wine
Mr R White, of the Gazette, and wife, Mr
Jae Teeker and wife, Mr W W Ogilvie, Mr
Joan Popham, Mr Dryedale, and a very
lame number of others well known in social
and business circles. At the outer entranee
a guard of honor of fifty men and three offi•
cers was drawn up, under command of Capt.
Renshaw. First Linutenent H S A Howe,
Second Lieutenant Harry Abbott and Capt.
Sully were the other officers present.

THE FORMAL OPENING.

At a few moments after nine o'clock the
Vice-Regel party arrived, and were received
with the royal salute from the military and
three times three from the people assembled
at the entrance. In a few moments the hall
was reached, when His Excellency and
H.R.H. the Princess Louise, Major and
Mrs. DeWinton in attendance, passed up
the staircase, and were met by Hon. Mr.
Justice Mackay, President of the Associa.
non, who read an address thanking His
Excellency and the Princess for their
presence, mentioning particularly the en.
courage ment given to art by Her Royal
Highness and her lamented father ; and also
remaking in grateful terms as to the memory
of Mr. Gibb, to whose munificenee it was
float they owed the pleasure of being in such
a gallery.

, Tie assemblage had grouped around the
dais and listened very attentively CO

TUR REPLY OF HIS EXCELLENCY.

Ile said
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,—This it the

' first occasion, I believe, on which a large com•
pane repreeenting much of the influence and

this great city hie met together
in order formally to inaugurate the opening
of the buildings of an Art Institute. Through
the kindness of the President and Vice-Presi.
dent I have already had an opportunity to-day
to inspect the winks with which this city,
through the munificence of Mr. Gtbb, hm
been miclowid. 1"tinik Inerirreat Wene 'be
honestly and warmly congratulated not only
upon the possession of a collection which
will go far to making her Art Gallery one of
the most notable of her institutions, but on

e having succeeded in getting possession of
funds enough at a time, by no intans propi-
tious, to give a home to this collection in
the Gallery in which we are assembled, and
to have erected a building large enough to
exhibit to advantage many other pictures hi-
idea those belonging to the bequest. It is,

perhaps, -too customary that the speeches of
one in my position should express an over-
sanguine view of the hopes and aspirations
of the various communities in the country,
and 1 believe

THE IITTERA.NCE8 OF A GOVERNOR-GENERAL

may often be compared to the woike of the
great English painter, Tarner, who, at al
events in his late years, painted his pictures
so that the whole of tue couvas was illumi-
nated and lost in a haze of azure and. gold,
which, if it could be called truthful re na•

lure, had at all events the effeci of hiding
much of what, if looked at too closely, might
have been considered detrimental to the
beauty of the scene. [Applensee If I were
disposed to accept the criticisms of some ar-
tists I should be inclined to endorse °tits
opinion I have heard expressed, that one of
the few wants of this country is a proper ap.
predation and countenance of art, but the
meeting here to-day to inaugurate the reign
of art in Montreal enables me

TO DISPROVE. SUCII AN ASSERTION

and to gild over with a golden hue more
true than that of many of Turner's pictures
this supposed spot upon the beauty of our
Canadian atmosphere. Certainly in Toronto,
here sud eleewhere gentlemen have already
employed their brush to good effect. We
may lock forward to the time when the in-
fluence of such associations as yours may be
expected to spread until we have here, what
they formerly had in Italy, latch a love of
art enet, was tht Ca, with the great
painter Correggio, our Canadian artiste nosy
he allowed to wander over the laud scot free
of expense because the hotel keepers will only
be too happy to allow them to pay
their bills by the painting of 80019 small
portrait or of 401110 eigu for " mine
host." (Laughter and applause.] Why
should we eut be able to paint to

A. CANADIAN SCHOOL OF PAINTING,

for in the appreciation of many branches of
art and in prohciency in science Canada may
favorably compare with any country. Only
the other day that Mrs. Scott-Siddons told
me that she found her Canadian audiences
DOOT0 enthusiastic and intelligent than any
else had met. Our Dominion may claim
that the voices of her daughters are as clear
as her own serene skies, and who can deny
'hat in music, liatnro hcen most te'.dy
tesisted by art, when from one of the noble
educational establishmente in the neighbor-
bowl of this city Mademoiselle Albani was
:tent forth to charm the critical audiences of
rerope end America I Cansele may hold
aer Lead high in the kindred fields of Sci-
ence, for who is it who has been making the
shams of every Gas Company in every city
fall before the mere rumors of his genius
but a native Canadian, Mr. Edison, the in-
vent , 7 of the electric light

ANOTHER BRANCH OF ART

her science must also be conceded. In plia.
tography it cannot be denied that our people
challenge theenost able competition. (etp•
plause.) I have heard it stated that one of
the many causes of the gross ignorance

hich prevails abroad with reference to our
beautiful climate, is owing te the persistence
with which our photographera love to repre-
sent chiefly our winter scenes. Bat this has
been so much the case, and these photo-
graphs excite so much admiration that I
hear that in the old country the practice has
been imitated, so that if there may have
been borin at first the very beauty of these
productions has prevented its continuance,
because they are no longer distinctively Ca-
nadian and the ladies in the far more try-
tog dilates of Europe are also repreeeated
in furs by their photographer, so that this
feehion is no longer a distinguishing charac-
teristic of eur photography ; in proof of this
1 may mentnet that in a nowatar song which
has obtained much vogue in London, the
puincipal perfurmen siege

I've been photographed like thla
I've been pho , oglapb,d 1i10 tbat,
I've been phologemphed in falling snow,
In along furry DUI..

No doubt these winter photographs do give
some of our friends in the old conotry th'
belief that it is the sonnet habit if Noting
Canadian ladiee to stand trar guilty in th •
deep snow, eujiwieg a temperature of 33.
below zero flaughter), and it would certaiulv
teen nie),' e,recet itig1- 1-4 one weather syme
our Canadian ladies sod ge1rn.i to
.(rpresented, not only in hriaht
but also amongst our beautiful forest glades
in summer, wearing large Panama hats, and

PROTECTED By MOSQUITO VEILS

but I suppose there are obstacles in the way,
and that even photographers, like other
mortals, find it difficult properly to catch the
moequitos. (Renewed Laughter.) I think
we can show we have good promise, not only

THE ART EXHIBITION.

The Art A ssociation of Montreal deserves
much credit for the manner in which it has I
followed out the designs °flit° late Mr. Gibb 1 •
and the spirit with which it has entered on I
the work of elevating the taste of the people !
of Montreal. The exhibition opened by His
Excellency and so kindly patronised by the 1.
l'rincess Louise has proved not only the fin-
est but by far the most successful ever held
in this city. POI:MCI l., :libitiihi9 h9k0 bee. .
very good, but It has been difficult to induce
enough of people to go to them to make It
worth while to keep them open more than a
day or two. This one, on the other hand,
has been kept prosperously open all summer,
there being enough of visitors every day to
make the attendance worth while. Most
important of all, the exhibition, before clos-
ing, was thrown open for several days to the
public free. At one time the fate of such a
free exhibition might have been to be ne-
glected by the chase for whom, only, a free
exhibition is desirable. The opposite has
been the case this year. Montreal has seldom
seen a finer sight than the ciowds of people
of all ages which filled the rooms five hun-
dred at a time, ehowing a real respect tor and
interest in the pictures, and leaving behind
them almost no tokens of low breeding,
About twenty thousaed people in all visited
the Exhibition, of whom nine thousand were
in the free days. The knowledge of art
which many of these visitors could bring
with them to the study of the pictures would
be small indeed, and some there may have
been who honestly wondered what they had
all come to see ; and who is to be blamed, for
where have our people had an opportunity of
training theinuyes to know one picture from
another. Such free exhibitions, however,
judging from the number of school boys and
school girls who were to be seen at this oneare calculated . to train a generation to sup-
port the art associations, and to encourage
the exhibitions of the future. Montreal is
somewhat lacking , in educational exhibi-
tions. We leave no free art museum like the
Normal school at Toronto, where are morns
devoted to copies of the finest works insculpture acid painting which the world
has produced, to photographs, to mechanical I
contrivances, to school implemente andgames—a place where one may spend aweek and not be satisfied. This building is
always occupied by groups of visitors intwos and threes and half-dozens. Its results
in cultivating the taste of the people whocan tell I Such an educator is badly needed
in Montreal. In its own sphere the Art
Gallery, whose first season hats so auspicioue-
ly proved the wisdom otiaits founder, will
doubtless fulfil thie purpose well, as we pre-

Ilection, and whatever
mine the property of the

win' any others that may
knee or for the convent-
s he loft on its hands,
Ors thrown open to the

1

of having an exc.-Bent bal eyhibitiou, bat
that we may in COU!se of time look forwent
to the day when there may be a general art
tiDiOD in the cent:try ; a Royal Academy to
be held each year in one of the wands d
cur several Previnces ; an academy which
may, like that of the old country, be able to
intist that each of its membersatr assOCiare3

should, on their election, plot for ic a dip.
lcma picture ; on seeeleiny which Gantt Its
strong and wealthy enough to offer as a prize
to the most successful students of the year
money sufficient to enable them to primmest;
time in Mom European capitals where the
masterpieces of ancient art can be seen and
studied. Even now in the principal centres
of population you have shown that it is per-
fectly possible to have a beautiful and in-
structive u xhibition, for besides the pictures
bequeathed to any city it may always be at-
tan:able that MD Exhibition of pictures by
had on loan, and that these he shown
besides the productions in both on
and water color of the artists of the year.
It may be said that in a country who3e pop-
ulation is as yet utoommensurate with its
extent,

PEOPLE ARE TOO BUSY TO TOY WITH ART,

but without alluding to the influence of Art
ou the mind, which has been an ably ex•
pressed in your address, in regard to its ele•
eating and refining power, it would surely
he a folly to ignore the value of beauty and
design in manufactures, and in other noua-
toise blessed with fewer resources than ours,
arid in times whieh comparatively certainly
were barbarous, the works of artists have not
only gained for them a livelihood, but have
pleased and occupied some of the busiest
men of the time, the artists finaing in stele
men the encouragement and support that is
necessary. Long ago in Reified

THE BEAUTIFUL ARTS

of illumination and painting were carried on
with such signal success that Celtic decora-
tion, as shown in the beautiful knotted and
foliated patterns that still grace so many of
the tombstones and crosses of Ireland and of
the west of Scotland, passed into England,
and, more strangely, even into France. The
great monarch, Charlemagne, was so en-
chanted with the designs aud miniatures of
an Irish monk that he persuaded him to go
to work at Paris, and for nearly two mate.
ries afterwards the brilliant pages of French
niblee, Missals, and Books of Hours showed
the influence of the culture, the talent and

the tastes of Erin. Surely here there should
be opportunity and scope enough for the pre.
duction of the works ef the painter's hand.

THE ANCIENT STATES OF ITALY,

her cities and communities of the Middle
Ages, were those who cherished most their
native painters, and the names of many of
those who covered the glowing couvasee of
Italy with immortal work are known often

from the designation of some obscure town•
ship where they were born, and where they
found their first generous recognition ad
support. Here in this great Province, full

of the institutions and cherches founded and

built by the piety of twat centuries as well

as by the men now living, there should be
for more encouragement than in poorer

of obi fo' Ch. 

buildings, whether sacred or educational.
The sacred subjects which moved the souls of
the Italian, German, Flemish and Speuieh
mastem are eternal, and certainly have no
lesser influence upon the minds and cheram
tens of our people. Anclaff legendary and
tottered art be not attempted, what a wealth

db enbjeats is tffi te%ü,.—ii you leasare alee
realm ot imagination and go to that of Na-
ture, you will see living and moving around
you what a choice is still presented.

TEE FEATURES OF BB.AVE,

able and distinguished men of your own land,
of its fair women, and in the scenery of your
country, and the magnificent wealth of
water of its great streams, in the foaming
rush of their cascades, overhung by the
mighty pines or branchiog maples, and
skirted with the scented cedar capses, in- the
fertility of your farms, not only here, but
throughout Ontario also, or in the sterile
and savage rock scenery of the Saguenay—
in such subjects there is ample material, and
I doubt not that our artiste will in due time
te beat tide ccuntry by making her namrat
r seurces and the beauty tof. her /melee-epee
99 well known as are the picturesaus dis.

t n . cts of Europe, and tbat shall have a

tot sot here worthy of our dearly loved Do.

mibi,n. It now only remains for 1113

declare this gallery open, and to hops that
t Le labors of the gentlemen who have
married ont this excellent design will b
rewarded by the appreeiatiou et a grateful
public.

Their Excellencies then leekted at a few of
the peintiugs, and s t n after th-i order to
" present 9411314," and the cheer from the
people outside, told that the party hati left
the gallery, homewatd•bound. Among
the paintings which were chiefly admired,
eside from the Gibb collection, were " The
Old Armourer " (K. J. Litscham)—an old
man with a helmet whose front had been
crushed in. He is likely enough speculating
upon the fate of its last wearer, and. the tools
and general air of the place are natural. " A
Pompeiian Interior " (Scinti) represents the
magnificence of Pompeitan private life, or
semetbing akin to it, three groups of figure,
—ore in the foreground, oie to the left, and
the third in the back, with etatuary in the
distance. The effect is certainly beautiful
and the perspective correct. " Crossing the
Campana " (Vertuni) is also a finished paint-
ing of the Italian ached, and there le a little
study, " The Shepherd" (J. F. Millett),
which shows a women leading her fi tetra. It
is twilight, and demean a dtig be the distance
seen through the haze. A large emu of money,
it is said, has been refused for this little
gem Mr. Sandham, our own Montreal artist,
shows two pictures—one " A Race for Life,"
by H. Bird, of Montreal, is an excellent
P., bject, and. Mr. Sandhemes " Gathering
Seaweed," is one of the beet which we hove
neon by that gentleman. A bust by Mr.
Van Lnppen, af Montreal, attracted much
ettention. It represents a young Canadian
-lad for the storm, sad is one of the bright.
eat of many good bits of work which Mr.
Van Luppen has contributed.

The Band of the Victoria Rifles was i's
ettendance dining the evening, under Mr.
Leveller, and some of its selections were ad-
Inirable.

WESLEY CON-GREGATIONAL
cif:track'.

Description at the Chnreh—A Fine
Organ.

The new Wesley Congregational Church,
OD Si. Catherine street, occupies a spleulid
position on high ground, and improves the
appearance of the locality in winch it is
situated. Its foundations are of limestone,
eight feet high, the dressings and quoins
being chiselled, and the courses rock-fee:ad.
Thom are three doorways, the centre one
being thirteen feet in width and twenty.feur
feet in height. Those on either side give
access to the basement with circalax stair-
cases to the main hall and gai.
lexies. A richly carved and pannelled
gable Mies fifty feet above the ground level,
and on each corner is an octagonal tower,
terminating with ornamental finials. Below
the apex of the main gable is a large rose
window, the tracery being very beatitifuL
It is deeply recessed, 14 feet in width and
22 feet in height, having columns, pilasters
and moulded jambs and arched mouldinga,
richly carved tympanums, terminating in a
very rich cress of foliated design. Between
this window and each octagonal tower there
is a rose window seven feet in diameter, with
oinameetal tracery. The plan of the church
is cruciform, with short nave. Choir and
nansept meet in a circular centreof 54 feet in
diameter, having twelve clueteneei columns,
moialded bases, enriched and foliated capitals
Co support the arches and dome, the latter
being fifty feet above the floor levee, ceiling
1.geit, twenty-five feet in diameter, filled
with ettt and colored glass, with lantern
above to giro light to the centre of the
Church. The galleries ace placted across tee
nave and the transepte. The choir and
organ are in the rear of the pulpit, which is
tlatee feet above I lee floor, with steps ascend-
ng on dther lit the centre is a rich.
V designed dark, end nt front a circular

railing for communicauts. The seats are
finely carved, and radiate front the centre,
numbering 800 sittings. The vestries for
the choir and ministers are under the
platform. The basement is twelve feet
high, and centaine a lecture hall,
48 x 12, library and five classrooms. It is
well lighted and capacious throughout. Ven-
tilating floes are placed in the nave transept.

I for the saxe or mew perspective.
e The amities of Landscapes after Salvator

I I eau are indifferent both in eubject and
I ce niacin and are examples from :idea
Lno one can form a just estimate of the pe-

ntium r character and excellence of . one of the
greatest painters of savage and uncultivated
nature, whose delineations are co wild and
weird that they seem fitted for the abode
of witches and furies. From the entrance
hall, which is of fair proportions, but, un-
fortunately, not well lighted, we passed into
a cosy little room furnished with good taste
and not over-crowded with either pictures or
ornaments. It is dignified with the name
of" Council Chamber," and was used as
an attiring room by His Excellency the
Governor-General, Her Royal Highness
the Princess Louise and their suite upon
the opening night. Our attention was at
once arrested by two charming pieces of
Sculpture Marguerite and Lady Clara
Vere de Vere--" Minds enchanted into
Stone "—they are exquisite in feeling and
their sculptors Conolly and Rom anelli ought
to win renown for their art by such
elegant creations. Upon a cabinet a good
specimen of Thompson's handicraft, there
are two modern China vases more capri-
ciously than carefully or judicially select-
ed. They are neither good exponents of
the beauty of form or colour as displayed
by the celebrated manufactures of Sevres,
Dresden or Worcester, nor of the flee
quality of some specimens in the possession
of our local collectors. We thought the
Bronzes Orestes and Iphigenin, and _Cleaner
and Rebecca, by Tievant ; or the Boar
Hunt by Morris, and the Cleopatra by
Barbechen would have been more suitable
ornaments and better fitted to exhibit to
the Royal Patron of the Art Aeeociation of
Montreal, and to show forth the munificence
of the Founder of the Art Gallery—but
failing them, there most assuredly could
have been found many very choice Ceramic
bits, some few of which would have been
worthy the inepection of our illustrioue

peso, and now repeat their resolve that no 1
eemaitleration or circumstances shall et any
time induee teem kV to !,C

funds as to imperil the interest of (aid

petitiener, or for that matter of any of the
other ministers, ae seid Dade knows."
Thus the fact is not contested. This fund
created by the voluntary anion of indem-
nities duo ea.ch minister in the said church
personally, and, created for the usage and
benefit of the said church, has been dimin-
ished by the considerable sum of $40,000
during the past four years. To ehow the
respondents we have not placed the rights
of the petitioner in danger, his annual al-
location is only the sum cf $450 which le:
presents a capital of at least $6,500.
Now this capital is safe, and tie
has nothing to feet' in this argument. And
more, the intereat of the petitioner in the
fund in question is not limited to the an-
nual indemnity which he receives. This
eonaiderable diminution of the funds would
warrant him in not placing any confidence
in the as uraeces which the respondents
wish to give him, that they would preserve
always sufficient to ensure his revenue, but
there to still more—i e. that they, the re-
spondente, continue to spend the capital of
the fund in quesnon, even if they preserve
for the petitioner the sum cf $6,500. It is
evident that he alone could not profit in
this amount to the detriment of others
haying a right in ouch fund. The answer
of the respondents on this point, far from
being satimactory, conatituteenn the coa-
trary a formal admiseion to the petitioner's
claim as well founded. So then a conse•
queries of ties act cf the respondents is
this : ,—The $40,000 spent by them consti-
tutes by the dimunit ion of the funds of toe
said church an irreparable kss for those
having a right therein, and as the Statute
of 1875 permits the respondents to take
fropp the capital of sais funds, and
thalf the respondents have already
seriously taken advantage of thia
power, as they admit themeelvee, the
petitioner is well founded in maintaining
that his rig hts are imperilled if the respen-
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Never before has Montreal had the good fortune of getting together so
many good pictures as are at present on exhibition in the new gallery of the
Art Association, Phillips Square.

The collection consists of about three hundred and fifty oil paintings and
water color drawings and some half dozen bronzes, of these the Gibb bequest
comprise seventy-two paintings, the balance being pictures loaned the Associa-
tion, with the exception of about twenty-five works by resident artists. Of the

' latter, Nos. 13o, "The Godbout," by Hy. Sandham ; 219, " Gathering Sea
Weed," by the same artist, and 216, " Ojibway Indians Gambling," by F. A.
Verner, are the most important. " On the Godbout" is a very fair reproduction
on canvass of all the peculiarities of a Canadian salmon river, painted with a
good deal of vigour and talent ; there is some really fine work in the white

I birches in the foreground, and the picture, as a whole, is a very creditable
production from a Canadian easel.

No. 216, " Ojibway Indians Gambling," by F. A. Verner, has in it little
to comnend it ; it has evidently been painted without much study or intention,
and withdut nature. One rederning point in it is, that the most difficult portion
is the best, viz., the figures ; the foliage is very bad. Mr. Verner is capable of
doing better work than this, as instance No. 218, " Morning on Lake Nepigon,"
a canoe crossing the lake in the mist of the morning,—a picture in which the
feeling of early morning is well and faithfully rendered, and in which both tone
and technique are alike good. It would be well for Mr. Verner if he would
trust less to " chic " and paint more (not sketch) from nature. A work of much
merit is " Gathering Sea Weed," coast of Nova Scotia, Hy. Sandham, No.
219, a warm sunny afternoon, a long stretch of comparatively calm sea,
a line of cumulus clouds crossed by the cirrus, and just tinged by the evening
sun. In the foreground an ox-cart with one ox " yoked," according to a local
custom, by a board tied across the horns, and two picturesquely attired figures,
—the one testing his strength with the ox, which seems determined to go the
one way, while he is as equally determined that it shall go the other. The
other figure, evidently unaware of the dispute going on between ox and driver,
is tossing the purple sea wrack into the cart. The painting all through this
picture is good ; in some portions it is more than good, as in the sand and
shingle in the foreground. The drawing is also, though far from faultless, very
good, and the ensemble is effective. No. 145, " Habitants Attacked by
Wolves," is another good work by a resident artist. A party of habitants,
returning from market in a sleigh, are attacked on the edge of a wood by
wolves, as evening is closing in. The artist has succeeded well in getting a
feeling of terror into the picture. There is terror
pony, the three habitants who have seized the first thing handy to defend
themselves, and a world of terror in the dog, who, judging by appearances, will
be the first out of danger. This work is a very good example of low-tone
painting, and, like all Mr. Raphael's work, shews academical training.

No. 129," Whittling," by Wyatt Eaton. Mr. Eaton is a Canadian by
birth, but his artistic education has been gained in France, he having been a
pupil of Gerome. In this picture, however, there is more of Jean Francois
Millet, than Gerome ; it is a very artistic rendering of a very ordinary subject,
and is a splendid study of greys. The drawing is exquisite:

In the -:ollection so generously bequeathed to the Association by the late
Benaiah Glib, the works of Dutch painters predominate, although there are
some noble examples of German, French, and English artists. Foremost
amongst these is No. 3, "A Sunny Woodland," by F. W. Hulme,—a clever
admixture of russet fern, green grass, and English elm, just tinged with the
first approach of autumn. In the middle distance, a breezy common, and in
the extreme distance, a suggestion of the town ; in the foreground, a shepherd
boy lazily reclines against the grey trunk of a fallen tree, while a collie dog
helps him to keep idle watch over a flock of sheep ; this, together with No.
146 (Loan Collection), by the same artist, are very fair examples of modern
English landscape art,—thoroughly healthy and natural, and yet not rising any
higher, excellent as it is, than imitation,—a certain sequeAce of the practice of
this school of lanscape painters, if school it can be called, of painting their
pictures entirely out of doors,—a practice which entirely precludes any attempt
it idealization.

Two other examples of this method of work are Nos. 16o and 175, " On
he Conway," by W. F. Leader, (Loan Collection). These are really beautiful
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happy facility of expression, coupled with a clever rendering of textures
throughout the work which is very admirable. The marble, although not ren-
dered as Tadema would have rendered it, is nevertheless unmistakably marble.
The treatment—foreground in shadow, bright sunlight outside—is Fortuny's
the colour, too, although lacking the glitter, reminds one of that great master.
There is no such clever rendering of sunlight and shadow elsewhere in the
Gallery as is this. The picture possesses also a nice touchiness, and although
there is a certain faultiness in the principal figure, that faultiness results more
from a want of grace than defective drawing. This picture also ought to
remain here.

No. 107, " The Churner," Victor Laine, is a work of much excellence, one
of those charming kitchen interiors so common in France in the district of
Seine-et-Marne and elsewhere, with a quaint old fire-place and tile floor, asingle figure, a simple French peasant girl churning, with no company except awell-fed cat. Despite a little chalkiness, this work is good in colour ; it is also
well drawn, while in sentiment it is equal to either. There is in this littlepicture no striving after effect, no attempt to throw a glamour over peasant life
and no admixture of the stage, but a simple, charming rendering of an incidentwhich the artist might have seen in any neighbour's cottage at any time. Thisis a work which wears well, and will take a place with No. r73,—"A Shep-
herdess," by Jean Francois Millet,—a splendid example of a most importantschool of painting, of which such men as Dupre, Breton, and Boullard are
exponents. It is fortunate for Montreal that this work of Millet's is accessibleto them. Millet was, par excellence, the painter of the people ; a peasant bybirth, a peasant he remained until his death. The peasant fare would sufficefor him—a piece of bread and a bowl of soupe meagre—only the artist soulwithin him must find expression, and this it found in painting the life aroundhim. His was that love for art which cared but little for appreciation, forfame, or for money ; which was content to dress in blue blouse and sabots, solong as he could hold sweet converse with Nature in the simple peasant life.Well do we remember his village home in quaint Barbeson, the large barn-likestudio, a perfect museum of stone and stick, and odds and ends, objectsordinary enough, but which, under the magic of his touch, added such graceand charm to his compositions. A few steps from the studio door, and weare out upon what, after all, was Millet's studio, the plain of the barriei

on the edge of the Forest of Fontainbleau—a flat plain without fence or hedge,crossed by a white road fringed with apple trees—and in the distance thevillage of Chilly ; while on the plain, " from early morn to dewy eve," are tobe seen the shepherdess followed by her flock, or the peasant woman with hertwo cows secured hy tether from iojoring the •-_•.rop unprotected by fence orhedge, while she sits under the apple trees and knits ; or yonder, where theharvest has commenced, strong, sturdy women bind the grain into shtmkswhile their husbands, not much more sturdy, lay low the ruddy grain, and onthe ground, in the shadow of the shooks, brown, chubby children toss andfrolic. It is such scenes as these which the genius of Millet has immortalisednot the hero life of castle and feudal hall, but the life which perhaps after all isnot the less noble—the life of honest toil ; not the simpering court lady ofWatteau, but the strong-limbed, healthful shepherdess of the plain. Now lookat this little picture, No. 173,—a shepherdess returning home followed by her
flock and accompanied by her dog ; in the sky is the after-glow, for the sun
earth—
has set : in the zenith. the new moon : the mantle of nio.ht ic fallinry thrs

" Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight,"

soon the sheep will be safe in the Bergerie, and their keeper at home—a day's
labour has won a night's repose. At first sight there is nothing remarkable in
this picture—you might entirely overlook it, for it does not challenge admira-
tion ; sit down and study it ; think how this scene would impress itself upon
you in Nature ; think of how in the gloaming you would have to strain the eye
to see details—of how with a glow such as this in the sky the eye would be
filled with its glory so as hardly to be able to take in minutix, and you have all
this in the picture. Notice that nothing which goes to make up truthfulness is
omitted, even to the halo round the figure which seems for the time to trans-
form the coarse peasant woman into a Madonna; this is true and reverent
work. All this Millet saw, and more than this—no evening in summer but
such a scene as this was to be seen from his door, and with the feeling of a
devotee he has transferred it to canvas. Millet, the simple peasant artist, hasgiven to the world works which will educate and gratify the xstlietic sense
when his bones will have mouldered in the dust.

No. 199, "Alma Quies," Walter Maclaren, is a work of much merit of a
decorative character. Three maidens in light coloured draperies, classically
disposed about the figures, against a low wall for a background the evening
sky, the sea and a remnant of an old fortress with a few fishing boats pulled up
upon the shore. This work is replete with artistic feeling. It requires a gooddeal of talent to manage flat tints as nicely as they are managed here, for thereis no attempt at relief in any part of the work, which reminds one of that " best
abused " man, Whistler, of whom, we believe, Maclaren was a pupil.

A capital sketch is, " Returning Home," Leopold Rivers," No. 182, low
toned, rich and luminous, possessing a good deal of the quality of No. 201, " In
the Forest," by Lindstrom, a picture which rightly divides the post of honour
in the centre of one wall with Ernest Partons " On the Thames near Pang-
bourne," No. 197. These are both capital landscapes, the former an autumn
morning, with trees almost leafless, and a pool of still water considerably
augmented by the rain of the previous night, for it has been raining, the trees
with their few remaining leaves glistening yet with moisture. The latter, No.
197, is one of the happiest efforts of a painter whose work is always artistic
and truthful. There is no more honest work in the room than this, nor one
more worthy of study. Nos. 159 and 147 are two cattle subjects, by Alfred
Gray, R.A. They are both of them highly commendable, the most effective of
the two being 159, " Wild Cattle in Connemara." The rugged drift of the
clouds, the rift through which a streak of golden sunlight falls upon the hills,
the weird wild feeling which precedes a storm, the hush and the lull ere the
storm cloud bursts in big drops is well given, while the drawing of the cattle is
almost faultless. The other picture is a sunny hillside with cattle resting in theheat of the day. This is equally as good in execution as 159, with the excep-
tion that it is a little deficient in tone ; the technique is vigourous. Placed
between these two works is " Compass Cove," A. W. Williams, No. 181, one ofthe roost attractive pictures exhibited, and one that is wortlry of all praise. Those
who saw the "Academy" of three years ago will remember  " Wild Cattle, Isle
of Skye," by this artist, which was one of the attractions of that year's exhibi-
tion. There is much of the same power and attractiveness in this canvas, thedelicate touchiness of the sky, the glitter and sparkle of the sea, the softhaziness of the atmosphere are all rendered with precision and tenderness.
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No. II.
Worthy of all praise is No. 7, "Cordova," F. Bossuet,—a placid river, in

the immediate foreground a quay with a picturesque group of idlers and
fishermen to the left, and running parallel with the river a street ; in the middle
distance the old bridge crosses the river, its arches duplicated in a mirror-like
reflection ; to the left of this rises, massive and grand, the old Palace of the
Moorish Kings ; while very nicely introduced throughout the composition are
suggestive groups of peasants, fishermen, market women, black-robed ecclesias-
tics, and all such incidents as help to make up life in a sleepy Spanish town.
It is hardly possible to select any portion of this picture for criticism, for it is
all alike good—water, sky, buildings, and figures ; and, although no portion
rises to the dignity of greatness, there is a breadth and an evenness of execution
in the work which places it far above mediocrity. There is in it very little
indeed of what is generally known as detail, and yet it is full of detail; very
little of what is generally understood as finish, and yet it is exquisitely finished.
There is also in this work a very nice appreciation of values ; for, although the
buildings rise clear and sharp cut in the clear Spanish atmosphere, there is no
lack of aerial perspective.

It is an encouraging fact that No. 155, "A Highland Landscape," by the
late Horatio McCulloch, R.S.A., attracts a good deal of attention from visitors ;
for there is not a square inch of this canvas but is replete with art knowledge
and refined artistic feeling. Somewhat conventional in treatment, the conven-
tionality is that of an artist who could and did paint nature, but whose genius
refused to waste its energies on the slavish reproduction of individual leaves
and stones ; one who could not condescend to analysis, but whose mood was
with the grand and broad in nature,—the light, and air, and sunshine of such a
glorious panorama of mountain and of flood as this ; but if he could not
condescend to analysis, he was a perfect master of synthesis, and has left an
influence in Scotland which is felt to-day in the works of such men as Peter
Graham. This is a work which should remain in the Gallery.

It would not be easy to find a picture more silly in "motif" than No. 14,
" The Studio of Jean Breughel," nor one more stagey in make up, and yet there
are some good passages in it, but these are destroyed by the utter impossibility

- of the whole composition ; in the youth who is drawing from a group of flowersso close to him that he could not properly see them; in the maiden with the
elongated waist, and in the extraordinarily heterogeneous mixture which theartist is " composing," and in the window, outside of which is no light. and yet

li61ItS up one sloe ot the boy's face and throws the other into shadow,and has no effect upon any other portion of the composition. Compare thiswindow with the one in No. 29, "Preparing to Decorate the Church," J. H.I-Ie -ermans, a bit of painting worthy of Holman, Hunt, or Rosetti; notice hownicely the true value of the light is given, and the right amount of detail in thefigure against the window ; also the difference between the light transmittedthrough the medium of the glass, and that which shines through the open doorwithout any intervening medium ; these points give excellence to a work which;s by no means perfect in its other details. Two works, which will repay
careful study are, " A Visigoth Warrior," No. 164, and " Gauls Pursued by
Ruin," No. 1z3, (Loan Collection), Evoract Vital 1_nr,,.;,,,,;‘• 117.
the smaller and least important of these two first. A single figure of a warrior,
seated upon a grey horse, accompanied by a black hound, with a background
of subdued green ; this picture is not much more than a span in size, and yet
were it life-size, it would require nothing more. The warrior has ridden hard,very hard, and over many a weary mile, and yet he sits his horse a warrior
every inch ; now see how nicely all this is expressed in this hand's-breadth ofcanvas ; in the tired slouch of the hound, and the fretful impatience of the
horse. In the second example, " Gauls Pursued by Romans," two figures
seated on tired horses, just emerging from a ford, while across the river is sug-
gested, more than seen, their pursuers and mortal foes ; the pose of the nearest
figure tells the story of a desperate struggle for life, and an equally desperate
ride to be after all but futile, for the drooping head, the slackening grasp of the
spear, and the forward plunge of the horse uncontrolled by the rein which has
fallen from the hand of the rider, tell the story with consummate artistic effect,
that all his effort is in vain, for he has evidently received his congé. There is a
massiveness, a greatness in this work, unequalled by anything else in the
Gallery. Notice how the effect of the dull, cold, cheerless morning add to the
misery, also the perfect drawing and anatomy of the figures. As one studies
this work, one is at no loss to understand why Everast Vital Luminais haswon three medals at the Salon, and has been made a Chevalier of the Legionof Honour.

Almost equally good, but in a totally different manner is No. 22, " A Way-side Inn in Flanders," a beautiful rendering of Flemish horses, by Verschaur, a
highly finished picture alike excellent in drawing and effect.

There is mach to remind one of that most brilliant of all the paintersof the Spanish school, Fortuny, in No. r50—a Pompeian interior, with just adash of Alma Tadema. This is an exceedingly clever picture. There is a
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NOTICE IS GIVEN that the Art
Association of Montrealtwill stimly to the

Legislature of Quebec, nt its next session, for
amendment to their Act of Incorporation 3rd
Vic., cap. xlii., and to be relieved from the
disabilities of section one of that Act, and from
obligation to alienate the land and building
corner of Phillips Square and St. Catherine
street in Montreal, and to be atiowed to ac-
quire and bold lands and other property,
freely, for the purposes of revenue, for the ends
of the Corporation.

S. ENGLISH,
Secretary.

Montreal, 30th December, 1879.
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THE EXHIBITION OF PAINTINGS BY THE ART
ASSOCIATION.

No. III.
No. 136, "The Rehearsal," Ant. Seitz, is a picture pitched on a key low

j and sombre, and possessed of much of the sad beauty of minor music. The
first impression is, from a casual glance, that the subject is an humourous one,
.wo unprepossessing old men, the one playing a violin, the other a violoncello,
from a piece of music propped against the back of a chair, by the aid of an old
handkerchief and a snuff-box. But, as we take in one by one the accessories
and details, the humour fades, and suggestions of the finer strains of human
sentiment and feeling takes its place. The candlestick, used last night, and
still upon the table; the old jug and half loaf, and upturned cover, hint that no
woman dwells there,—an idea, still further conveyed by the old boot and
pipkin upon the stove, but notice upon the wall is faintly limned a suggestion
of a woman's portrait, and upon the nail from which it hangs are a few faded
flowers. Scattered upon the floor, evidently without dread of ruth from "baby
fingers," are loose music and an old book. Do not these things hint of what
might have been once, and we wonder as we gaze if, perhaps, the violin which
the long bony fingers of he, who by lack of coat and shoeless feet, is evidently
host, clutches with such a nervous grasp, takes now the place of wife and child,
while the little niche with crucifix and beads, hint of treasure in heaven and
hope of a final reunion. This, and much more than this, is conveyed in this
beautifully poetic little picture, how entirely are the performers engrossed
in interpreting the composer's thoughts ? and by the wrapt expression of the
two performers, we can well imagine that the mean room with its bare floor and
rugged walls is forgotten in the glorious harmony of violin and cello ; and in
the souls of these two cronies the memory of "days of toil and nights devoid
of ease " have given place to "the music of wonderful melodies." Technically
this picture is as excellent as it is poetically ; in other words, it is as good in
execution as it • • is low toned, rich and harmonious, with a

- lever rendering of textures ; and alt o

,

Association, pre_,,ser*e41 by raza,bere , the
number is a landscape

in a well-known nu -..L. forest, known by
the pretty name of the t , Btkrnham l'TZTIllaies ,

t4)
 the

FIG)ea-r.rhllery by Mr. R. B. Atigt °11.1 6 dil%P.Rs" ank'J
of Montreal. It is a picture which, though
it loses nothing when seen from a distance,
bears the closest inspection, being the work
of one who has, as it were, lived among
the ferns and turf and tree roots which he de-
picts. : There are also here for the present a
fine collection of pictures belonging to Mr.
Frothingham, and some very good ones be-
longing to Messrs. Kay, Hope, Redpath and
others. The public spirit which prompts
the leaving of these pictures here is worthy
of imitation by all who have good pictures
which are not in immediate and active use.

, A new charm is now to be added to this gal-
lery by the hanging of some selections fronx

' a really magnificent collection of old masters
' belonging to Mr. J. Barton Hill. These

pictures are, we believe, all regarded as
originals by the possessor, who places an ex-
ceedingly high value in money upon them.
Some of them may very well be so, while
others convey the speedy conviction that
their assumptions are unfounded. Those
which are to be hung are, it is at least safe

1
 to say, either genuine or sufficiently good
copies to give a good impression of the
style of work done by the greatest men who
ever painted on wood or canvas, and will be
of very great educational value so long as
they are permitted to remain. In giving
them wall room the Association vouches
neither for their genuineness nor their value,
but merely accepta them as sufficiently good, 1
as they undoubtedly are, to be studied by the
people of Montreal, and to enjoy the dignity
of a place in their Art Gallery. He who
studies them carefully will have acquired at
least the A, B, C knowledge without which
he would be very much at fault when he
has an opportunity, likely at best
to be a hurried one, of enjoying the
galleries of Europe. We shall refer to
these pictures more at length when they are

;'Admission free" is the cheerful notice
seen every Saturday at the door of the Art
Gallery, and as many as so desire may enjoy
their half-holiday there with their families.
The enjoyment of art needs art education,
but this education, so far as it can be ob-
tained from the contemplation of good
modern pictures, is now, to a certain extent,
within the reach of all, for there are in this
gallery, even now that the loan collection
that graced its walls during the summer has
been largely removed, a sufficient number of
good specimens of the works of contemporary
artists to :form the hasts of an elementary
knowledge. 1n addition to the Uribb collec-
tion, in which many of the pictures are of
great merit, there are a few belonging to thebelonging

A VIS est par le présent demie que
l'Association des Arts do Mo.ntrbal

fera une demande a la Lbalelaturc de Que-bec lors de la prochaine session pour amen-der son acte d'incorporation 23 Vict. Chap.
UI et pour annuler la premlOre Foot loti

de cet Acte etl'obligation d'aildner le terrain
et la construction sises au coin du carre Ph i-
lippa et de la Rue Ste.. Catherine, it Mont-rOal, et de lui permettre d'ac ,nerir libre-
ment d'autres terrains et d'Autres propria-
t4is pour le besoin du revenu pour los ilas do
la Corporation.

L. ENGLISH,
Ire.

Moutr6al, 80 Decemi n

is offered for the recovery of the picture or for
such information a.s will lead to its recovery.

The picture is on wood panel and its size

about tWelve Inches by ten; the name of the
artist, A. F. TAIT, is upon it it represents
group of chickens. Any person to whom it
may be offered for sale or for framing, will
please detain

S. ENGLISH,
Secretary.290
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tain (Dities to perform, and Mr. Radford that
he hail certain other (Entice. Witness had to
.,ttenel to contagious diseases, small-pox,

nation, and the civic hospitals •;- in fact,
, Wing pertaining to disease. Oetarally

r M Association of Montreal,
(Incorporated rd Vic., cap. 13.)

-

rpIIE ANNUAL MEETING of t)
.1 Association will be held in the A
GALLERY Bur Longo , Phillips' Square, on

WEDNESDAY, 14TH JANUARY INST.,
At THREE &clock P.M., precisely,

(i)
MONTREAL, THURSDAY JANUARY 15, 1880 	

of

THE ART ASSOCIATION Or MON-
TREAL.

Annual General Meeting.

The annual general meeting of this Asso-
ciation, for reception of the report, election
of officers, &c., was held in the Art Gallery,
Phillips' Square, yesterday afternoon. There
were present :—Messrs. Win. Adams, A. W.
Atwater Rev. Dr. Cordner, Lient .-Col. Bacon,

.L Harrington Bird, N. Bourassa, G. S. Brush,
.Win. Denoon, G. A. Drummond, Wm. Drys-
dale, Chas. Gibb, D. J. Greenshields, A. C.
Hooper, J. W. Hopkins, R. C. Jamieson, J. H.

„Joseph, A. Joyce, A. A. McCulloch, J. S. Mc-
' Lachlan, R. W. McLachlan, Wm. McLennan,
Hon. Mr. Justice Mackay, F. B. Matthews,
Chas. Martin, Rev. Canon Norman, Wm.
Notman, John Popham, Hon. Thos. Ryan,
Peter Redpath, Dr. W. E. Scott, Wm. Scott,
Capt. R. W. Shepherd, A. D. Steele, D. A. P.
Watt, Richard White, Robert ;Wood, and
Mesdames Wood and R. McDonald.

The President, Hon. Mr. Justice Mackay,
occupied the chair, and the meeting having
been called to order, the minutes were read
and confirmed, after which the Chairman
moved, seconded by the Rev. Canon Norman,
the adoption of the following

. REPORT.
Since the lait annual meeting, held in

January, 1879, the new building erected upon
. the ground given for the purpose by the late

lamented Benaiall Gibb, Esq., has been com-
pleted. On the 29th of Mat ch last, meeting
of the Council was first held within it; a cura-
tor and secretary (Mr. S. English) and a jani-
tor and resident care-taker (Mr. Thos. Ste-
venson) had been appointed in Febrvary
previously. On the 20th of February, the
Council, earnestly desiring that the building
should be opened free of debt, made appeal
to their fellow-citizens for assistance toward
paying off the liabilities of the Association.
This was by circular printed in both French
and English, of which copy was sent to the
addresses of several hundreds of persons. A
list of ell the subscriptions and donations to
this end, up to December 31st, is appended
to this report. On the 28th of February the
Council addressed His Excellency the Gov-
ernor-General and Her Royal Highness the
Princess Louise, soliciting them to become
patrons of the Association ; and early in
March we were informed that His Excellen-
cy and Her Royal Highness had been gra-
ciously pleased to accede to our request.
On the opening of the new budget in March,
by the Hon. the Minister of Finance, it was
found that works of art were included in his
tariff of import duties, as assessable at rates
varying from 20 to 30 per cent. ad valorem.
The Council authorized strong representa-
tions to be made, through our Vine-President
in the Senate and Mr. John McLennan in the
c ommons. and also direct to the Minister,
urging that sculpture, paintings and draw-
ings be allowed to remain on the free list,
and that prints and painted glass be added to
the free list ; also

'

 that if customs' duties on
works of art were deemed by him to be im-
perative, that they elluuld be levied in the
specific, not in the ad valorem form. These
efforts were successful as regards oil paint-
ings, which were restored to the free list, but
not so as regards other works of art. Early
in April the Council, on the report of a com-
mittee of Councillors, and in accord with
clause 19 of the By-laws, named seven stand-
ing committees having charge of and em-
bracing all the objects contemplated by the
third clause of the Act of Incorporation. Of
thesie the Art Gallery and the Entertainment
committees had charge of the opening cere-

tonios, and the Finance and Building corn -
mittees of their respective departments.
Seeing the shops did not rent freely, the
Council willingly reserved one of them for
educational and libutry uses, and opened

iininunication between it and the corridor,
t1,,, nrc,, ent state of the Assoe ion's

,,,, e in

Giving a total expenditure of	 ,-,41,602 79
The direct receipts from the same source

were :—
From entrance fees and sales of

eldalognes.    057 30
Flom commission on pictures

sold ...... . ..........  	 37 50
Making a total of	 $994 80
Leaving to be paid out of or-

dinary revenue    607 99
	 $1,602 79

No direct revenue accrued from the inau-
guration, members only having been present
at the ceremony and no charge made for
their admission cards. • Members and their
non-resident triends were also admitted to
the loan exhibition free. The ordinary
revenue for the year has been as follows :—
From rents due to December 31st, 1579

(balance) 	  $512 66
From entrance fees 	  71 60
From dues of 301 annual members (296

paid, 5 to collect) 	  1,505 00

Making a total revenue of	 $2,089 26
The expenditure has been :—

For interest on loans (balance) 	 $ 334 44
For fuel and gas 	  272 96
For fire insurance on building and pic-

tures 	  347 62
For printing, advertising, stationery,

postages, etc 	 • 	153 71
For salaries of curator and janitor 	  184 01
For water and taxes (unpaid) 	  357 00
Leaving a balance to the good, of 	  439 53

$2,089 26
The year's expenditure has thus been in

excess of its income by the sum of $168.46.
Six paintings have been presented to the
Association during the last year, viz :—Four
by Mr. John Harris, one by Mr. John Mc-
Lennan and one by Mr. R. B. Angus ; for
which the thanks of the Association are here
again tendered. In September there was re-
ceived through the President of the Ontario
Society of Artists, a draft by His Excellency
the Governor-General for the constitution of
a central Dominion art association, to be
called the Canadian Academy, proposed by
His Excellency ; the President attic Ontario
Society informing us that he had been
charged by His Excellency to lay the matter
before our Association. In reply to the
letter of the President of the Ontario So-
ciety, the Council informed him that while
our Corporation had to preserve its separate
organization, the officers would yet do all in
their power to further the design of His Ex-
cellency and the other promoters of the new
association, and to lead others to do so, and
it was added that the formation of the new
association could not but be approved of. It
is proposed to have a class of honorary life
members, to be composed chiefly of persons
who may have rendered :34411;11 stavieee.to_the
Association. A by-law so enacting is now
offered for ratification, and the names of
Messrs. W. B. Lambe, J. Popham and T. D.
King are meanwhile submitted by the Coun-
cil for election to that office. The
circular of the Association of February, 1879,
stated that it was " earnestly desired that
the Gallery should be opened free of debt,
and the Council therefore urgently appealed
to their fellow-citizens to assist in paying off
its liabilities." Since then the Gallery has
been opened, but the expectations of the
Council as to opening it free of debt have
not been realized. The pleasure of having
It, and the advantages of it, have been recog-
nized by thousands. Some of its fruits are
perceptible in the intelligent criticism upon
paintings and art subjects that have appeared
in the public prints, in the course of the year
just ended. Its influence will increase, un-
doubtedly; but to educate people to appreci-
ate the real, the true and the beautiful in
art, we must place before them beautiful and
real works of art. To do this means are re-
quired, and the present is a good occasion
upon which to renew our appeal for contri-
butions. Let each one interested in the
welfare of his fellow-citizens, and in the ad-
vanoement of the grandeur of the city, give
something. It ought not to require a violent
effort, in a liberal community of the magni-
tude of ours, to pay off the debt ‘upon our
building and to furnish it with a respectable
and needed addition to its stock of paintings.
The site of our building forms part of the
Gibb devise ; there has been expended upon
it in buildings, architect's and professional
fees fixtures and furniture, (and including
small el strip of land purchased from the ad-
joining owners) up to December 31, 1879, the
sum of $24,403.86. towards which the re-
ceipts have been as follows : The Gibb be.
quest of money, $8,000; subscriptions to the
building fund, already paid in, $5,748.33,
yet to collect, $1,216.67 ; per detailed list on
page 12, $6,965.00, in all $14,965.00,
leaving to be provided the sum
of $9,438.86, which sum is presently
represented by the loan from Mr. Charles
Gibb of $7,000, mentioned in the last report,
and by a farther loan of $3,000 from
Mrs. Ferguson, to be approved ofand ratified at this annual meeting,
By the Act of incorporation, 23 Viet., c. 13the Association has a right to hold ouly so
much real estate as they may require ‘• for
their actual occupation as such Association»
If they acquire any other real estate, by gi• ..ne be nest, they mey only hold

more than live yeara

allied there being very little discus-

eci by Mr. Itedpath seconded by Mr.
P. Watt, that Mr. Albert Bierstadt hav-
lready qualified and being now nomin-
y the Council, be elected a fellow of

ssociation.
ved by Rev. Canon Norman, seconded
r. John Popham, That Mr. John Harris
g qualified and being now nominated
e Council be elected a governor of the
iation : and that Messrs. John McLen-
and R. B. Angus having qualified and
g now nominated by the Council be elect-
fe members of the association.
oved by Mr. Richard White, seconded by
S. Dawson, That on the nomination of
ouncil, Messrs. W. B. Lambe, J. Popham,

T. D. King, be elected life members of
association,
oved by Capt. R. W. Shepherd, seconded
ev. Dr. Cordner, That the association
y the recommendatien in the report of
ncil for borrowing the sum of $3,000 from
. Ferguson and granting a mortgage to
on the Association building to secure re-

ent of the amount.
oved by Mr. R. W. MeLeelmee, second-
y Mr. CHAS. GIBB—That the Association
by approves the proposal contained in
annual report to apply to the Legislature
uebec for alterations and amendents to
r Act of incorporation 23 Vic.
he CHAIRMAN then announced the result
e election of officers, which was as fol-

io resident : The Hon. Mr. Justice McKay.
ice-President : The Hon. Thomas Ryan:
reasurer : Capt. R. W. Shepherd.
ouncillors—For one year ,: Mr. Charles
b, Mr. G. A. Drummond, Mr. S. E. Dew-

Gi, Mr. D. A. P. Watt, Dr. T. Sterry Hunt,
SO 'RichardRichard White. For two years : Dr.
Mr-dner, Mr. F. B. Matthews, Mr. Wm. Not-
Cm., Mr. Peter Redpath, Rev. Canon Nor-
mahnan, Mr. John Popham.
Nopler a cordial vote of thanks had been

odered the Chairman, to Which be replied,
tekin reiterating his intention to take steps
ag , the institution of a publie library, thefotetiog was adjourned.Inc

ART GALLERY EXHIBITIONS.

to which the members are urgently requet

to attend.
S. ENGLISH,	 as.

Secretary.
14.13.—The gallery will be closed to the public

on the day of the Annual Meeting.
Montreal, 9th January, lesa.	 9
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When writing on this subject a few days
ago the annual report of the Art Association
had not reached us. From it we learn that
the Association has determined to hold an-
nual spring exhibitions of sculpture, paint-
ings, water-colors, and drawings including
architectural sketches and black-and-white.
The object is said to be " to exhibit more
it particularly the works of Canadian ar-

" fists." Although the exhibitions will
not be confined to these native produc-
tions, still special prominence will be given
to all such meritorious works as native art-
ists choose to send in. It is intended to
open the first of these annual exhibitions
about the twelfth of April next, the last day
for receiving pictures being Wednesday,
April 7th. It was intended to hold it in
March, but the date was postponed so as to
admit of all the works of art being first sent
to Ottawa for the opening exhibition of the new
Canadian Academy in that city. A committee
of the Council has arranged for the delivery
of two or three lectures on art topics during
March and April, the first of which, by Mr.
Cassils, is advertised. It has also arranged
for the exhibition for a limited time during
March tmma most striking and powerful work,'
by Gabriel Max, a well-known painter of the
Munich school, whose works have startled
the art world of Europe within the past few
years. This particular work, which belongs
to a citizen of Montreal, is in the opinion of
our best judges ot art one of the most re-
markable paintings on this continent. One
gentleman says he would walk to New
York on foot rather than miss seeing it.
The subject is the raising ofJairus'daughter,
and we hope again to draw attention to
it when it is on exhibition. As regards
the date at which exhibitions of resident
artists should be held while we expressed a
preference for the winter, it must not be for-
gotten that while summer is an artist.
sketching time, the winter is his working
im ad the early spring months are those
d ing which he win be likely to have most

shed work for exhibition and sale.



_4 GREAT PICTURE .SALE.

tamed as follows :— Profits 01 annual exin.

bitions, from legacies, donations  and
from investments in public funds, Each
ssooK.4.szateioll is retytnren 10 119.1‘raeRtrae tali-

rtually the sum of ten dollars, 4114 t oieb
associate half that sum. An exhibition of

t .
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espies of the constitution and laws of

the Canadian Academy of Arts, in which 1

• T ris ; Excellency the Marquis of Lorne has

: taken so deep an interest, have been is-

-tied to the press. The objects which

itre sought to -be obtained by such an

establishment are the encouragement of
design as 'applied to painting, sculpture

architecture, engraving and the industrial

arts, and the promotion and support of

eitication - leading to the production of

beautiful and excellent work in manufac•

titres. To- accomplish these objects a

National Gallery is to be instituted at the

seat of government ; exhibitions are to
be held in the chief cities of the Domin-

ion ; and schools of art and 'design are to

be established. The Academy member-
-ship is to be limited to forty, who shall be
called 0 Abademicians of the Canadian
Academy." Of these ten are to be archi-

tects, three engravers, and ten designers,

Provision is macle for an order of members

to be known as Associates, the number
thereof to he not loss than twenty, but
indefinite, Among these will be painters,

sculptors, engravers and designers. The

members are to be Yawl of "fail- moral
character," and may b3 either British sub

jects or foreigners. If the latter, they

lyrist reside in this country. There is

likewise another order of members, to be •

called " FtWeAgil Acalcmicians," consist-
ing of eminent foreign artists who do not

reside in the Dominion. Besides those

there is to b3 a class of honorary retired

aeiAemicians; an honorary secretary of
foreign earrespondence ; a . professor of

ancient history professer of ancient
literature; an antiquary; professor'
ships in painting, sculpture, ttpohiteo-

tare an 1 ans.tomy, and an order
of honorary members to be composed of

mea who are interested in the

cultivation of art and the inlostrial pro-

gress of the country. The governm3nt of
the Academy is to consist of a President;

4 Vice-President, Council and General
Assembly, In the first place the officers

are to be nominated by the Governor-

General, and thereafter elected according

to the manner set forth in the constitu-
tion. .41 secretary and treasurer are to
perform thrhtties prescribed for them,

The funds of the A:la,demy are to be oil

engravings and

lirt-t.,24SOUR ARTISTS.

If there are places where artists of all

classes, whether literary, musical, pictorial

or dramatic, have formed themselves into a

somewhat self-assertive mutual admiration

society, it may fairly be said of Montreal that
here the real artist never gets his due. We

have already alluded to the fact that when-

ever Canada produces an artist able to hold

up his head among his fellows, she loses

him. It is only after he gains recognition

abroad that people think anything et him at
home, but then it is generally too late to

Haim him as ours. This is very naturally

he case in a new country diffident of its own

opinion on subjects to which it has not been

trained. Mr. Longfellow only became great

lmong his countrymen after he had become

great in the outcr wcrld, and this may safely

be said of all the older men of letters or

rt in the United States. There is nothing

liscreditable in a new country being thus

Modest in asserting itself, nor in its being

very much delighted when it gains praise

, from abroad, but the sooner we learn to

know and appreciate what is good the better.

Till lately, our largest picture-buyers would
rather buy second-class work with a foreign

bignature than work as good or better that

was only by a Montreal artist. Canadian

painters do not get as much for their work

here as they would elsewhere, and this

is a very simple reason for their going

away. They suffer in other ways from a

lack of social recogs.i.tion. When an art
isee fOr uecibiou

• last persons thought of to whom to refer it

are the men who have given their lives and

considerable talent to the study of art. Our

Mrs. Lion Hunters do not hunt up artists of

merit to patronize socially, although in doing

so they would be doing real good to the
community in which they live. Artists and

their wives,al though they cannot always dress

as expensively,at least speak as good grammar

as many ladies and gentlemen who are much

sought after in the drawing-rooms of

this commercial metropolis. 	 It would

, be at least possible for leading citizens to

; open their drawing-rooms tor artistic re-

, unions, and show by this means a respect

for talent and a desire to encourage it. It

I may be said that just now we have almost no

artists in Montreal. We are not likely ever

to have many unless we make it our busi-

es to do all we can to make the place one

N all ,a,r,trei et can enjoy life as well as ho

MR. BENJAMIN Y. CARVER'S COLLECTION DIS-

POSED OF AT 0007) PRICES.
The sale by auction of the celebrated collet-

, Con of paintings owned by Mr. Benjamin F. Carrer,

1 who Is now tu Europe, filled Leavitt's art gallery last

i evening with fashionably-attired ladies and gentle-
men. The competition was extremely spirited in sev-

eral instances, and exceedingly good prices were
realized. The total procleds of the;r8i.ctures were
$31,190, as follows: oPe4{44, , e'

Ptclure	 Artist.	 Price.
The Little Brother 	 Meyer Von Bremen$2.810
The Restless Bull 	

!/,1
Verboeckhoven	 1  500 1

The Visit to the Baby 	 Baugniet	 1  475
Oise Oracle 	 Plot-	 1,150
Sheep and Lamt-ys 	 Verboeckhoyen ..... 975
A Striking Picture 	 Frappe 	  900
I.ady at Toilet 	 Escosura 	  800
The Alpine Tourists 	 Boutlbonne 	  800
'Inc First Born 	 Doyen 	  775
Forest of Fontainolean 	 Diaz 	  750
The Stylish Dark 	  Hiddemann 	  700
Winter 	 KatimMerer 	  670
Moorish Sentinel 	 Marchetti. 	  650
The Muleteer 	 Vibert. 	  575
The Torn Kite 	 Kretchmar 	  520The Wine-Tasters. 	  Zimmerman 	  500The Village Doctor 	 Hubner. 	  500
In the Park 	 Simonetti 	  500
Unexpected Return 	 Bottcher 	N 	480
In the Country 	 Moreau 	  475
The Love Token 	 Toultnouehe. 	  475
A Pastoral 	 Jacque. 	  460
Springtime 	 Levy	  440
Caught in the Act 	 Zierman 	  400
Come to Papa 	 Bottcher 	  370Sheep in Stable 	 . 	 Jacoue 	  370
The Ticket of Lodgment 	 Walker 	  360
Winter Landscape. 	 Boughton 	  360
Playing Store 	 Soignee   360
New-England Farm 	 Diuyie 	  320
A Head. (female) 	 Merle 	  330
The Letter 	 Anders   320
Une Affaire d'Honneur	 Volkhart 	  310
The Neighbors 	 Knight. 	  300
The Bay-window 	 Rasfnelli 	  300
Blindman's Buff 	 Schutz	  3410
The Singing-school 	 Schutz 	  300
Spilt Milk 	 Boker 	  300
'J tie Billet-doux 	 Rougeron,   300
A c Evil Conscience 	 Hertel 	  2m5
Ironing 	 F akkerkorff 	  280
'Tartars Traveling 	 Szerner   260
Landscape and Deer 	 Beard 	  260
Pets on it Spree 	 Beard   250
An Interesting Book 	 Scheurenberg ....... 250
Please Some Grapes, Ma 	 Baker 	  250
A landscape 	 Richet	  245
The Parrot  	 Lesrel 	  .240
Torre Dei Schierl 	 Gifford 	  230
Cattle 	 Selbels 	  230
'I he Needles—English Chan- •i Melbye 	nel 	 230
The Artist's Daughter ..... 	 Soyer 	  215
Autumn Morning on the Seine. CI ceri 	  200
Refreshments. 	 Garnier	  200

	 Toulniouche, 	  200
Committee.... 	  200
Ceremano 	  195
Hue, 	  190
Van schendel 	  190
Keneett	  185
Lerrure 	 175
Fabri 	  165

	 C'oornans 	  160
Zieni 	  160

	

Gués   160
Boyer 	  150
	 Spell 	  150
	Bouchot 	  140
	 Heade	  140
13augniet 	  130

	

Soyer   120
	A rmfleld   115

Panitris 	  100
95

	

Wopfner   95
Tasser 	  65
Dui-tour 	 42
Durieux 	  42

"The Little Brother" was about 12 by Cinches
In size: "The Restless Bull." about 12 by 18 inches;
the "Lady at Toilet," about 4 by 6 inches ; "The
Muleteer," about 4 by 4 inches, and "Ironine,"
about 6 by 8 Inches. "Venice,' morning
and evening ; " Blindman's Buff" and " .taing-
lug School," and "Come to Papa" and
"Unexpected Return," were all companion
pictured, and were put op together. The purchasers
of the first and second named pairs were wise
enough to take both at their bids, but the gentleman
who bought "Come to Papa," for $370 thinking he
might be able to get the other for less, said he would
only take one nt teat price. Some wicked perso
In the rear of the room kept 'raising" him
dently for fun, PO that his hesitation cost him
extra. The Meyer von Bremen was eta
, I,000, and "The Restless Bull " and'
,.• . - ((0, tut VW) was ti, r,_]Mg fir 	'

	.,1 was among the put • 	'it

Richly Pleased
A Pastoral 	
Return of the Flock 	
Tho Lette 	
A Butcher's Shop 	
Near Newport 	
Springtime 	
The Mirror 	
Sappho 	
Venice 	
The Guitar 	
Grandma Asleep 	
Buttercups and Daisies
Cairo 	
Springtime 	
Rehearsal., 	
The Medal. 	
Setters and Pups 	
On the Sea-shore 	
Trie Sew Aeortisftion 	
on the Lake 	
The Faggot-Gatherer 	
Venice. (Morning.) 	
Venice, (Evening.) 	



kRT '.; . ASSOCIATION.
J. THERE IS NOW ON VIEW AT

'TEEM C4,6,LLEIZY,
Phillips Square,

A PICTURE, by GABRIEL MAX,

mulimit,

THE RAISING OF JARIUS' DAUGHTER
Open every Week-day from 11 A.M. to

5 P.M.

Admission to non-members, 23e. Mein:-
bers free.

March 2
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dued pathos, must always haunt the Una-.

e4ination of those who have seen it.

' We are glad to be informed, by those
who are supposed to know, that the tech-
nique is good. We are content to let the

elritics discuss the scientific or artistic

rh.alue of this colour or that shade.	 It

gsems to Us very much like learnedly
hilassifying the modulations of the song of

bird. The great artist interprets the

.

Aliought of his soul into poetry or painting

1/» y the aid of the innate powers withwhich

God has gifted him. If the picture goes

home to the heart—if it dominates the

; mind with a sense of power or beauty

—we are quite satisfied about the

technique and the mechanical pro-

cesses. Critics may fritter away their

attention upon the details, but we feel

sure that if the artist had chosen any
other methods the details would equally
have been demonstrated to be just
what they should have been. We, who

are not critics, strive only to reach the

artist's thought. It is important, how_

ever, to know that the work is solidly

pah1 ,4ed, for that is essential to its

endurancd.
In a vaulted (.1-

trimber the full light of a

single window falls ci-jw. awards upon the

figure of a young girl lying' dead. She is

swathed in white ; her head a:N_(.1 shoul-

ders are slightly raised upon a large w nA: ite

pillow. The upper covering of the bed is

thrown back, showing a mass of white

against the wall close against which the

bed is placed. The swathed form rests

upon the white under-sheet, and upon it

the whole of the direct light is concen-

trated. The arms are bare, and are ex-

tended by the side of the body ; and we

feel that the white of the linen seems

living compared with the pallid white of

death.
Upon the foot of the bed sits the

Lord, in the shadow. His profile
only is seen, in the light reflected

from the bed. The dark upper bed-

clothes are behind Him and the sober

nr the well of thr. hamber. He is

reafly to condemn us. Besides,
how should such a being have been hidden
in Palestine ? How is it possible if the
Divinity shone so brightly through him
that no one of his people but his Mother
believed in him. The present school of
painters has taken an intermediate, and,
we think, truer view, and although Millais
and Hunt are sometimes painfully real,"
they always strive to express the idea, that
just as our Lord was said "to speak
as never man spake," so in someway or
other he must have lookel as no other
man looked, while yet the mass of his con-
temporaries could not recognize his great-
ness. In this respect Max has been most
successful. As we gaze upon his work,
and our eyes glance from the reviving face
of the girl to the earnest, compassionate
face of the Master, we seem to feel the
latent power dwelling in the sombre
figure in shadow. There is no effort, but
there is intenseness in the attitude and
in the strong features. The Godhead is
veiled in flesh and we see the great elder
brother of man.

But we cannot yet leave this subject,
for the Man of Sorrows is there. Weary
and travel-stained He sits, the pitiful
sight before him of one of His Father's
children stricken in early dawn of life,
and as we seek to follow the
thought of the artist we go back
to the grand old Latin hymn which
gathers up in one line

" guivrens me sedistl lassos,"
the whole story of our Lord's life on earth,
and realise that the artist is trying to
teach us that the prayer

" Tantus labor non sit cassus"
shall never be uttered in vain.

And that is the Easter lesson—the
Easter sermon the picture has been
preaching all these weeks and which
the Easter festival comes now to
bring ome to our hearts. The
maiden we see is not dead _ but

sleepeth, and so all the loved ones

who have passed away, those who have

from time to time brightenej! Our weary
road with too transient gleams Of sun.

light are not dead but sleep, and at the

touch of the risen Lord of life are raised

into a life which shall never end.

-•••	 7
_

.-;' THE RAISING OF JAIRUS'
DAUGHTER.

lIontreal is under deep obligation to
the Art Association for the exhibition of
the picture by Gabriel Max which closed
this week. Silently, but not the less ef-
fectively, did this really great work preach
to Us during the weeks immediately pre-
ceding the great resurrection festival of
the Christian Church. It touched in many
hidden springs of faith almost choked
with the rank religiosities or the deaden-
ing negations of the day and caused them
to flow once more in quiet gladness.
sever did the words "Because I live ye
shall live also" receive so vivid and abid-
ing an exposition in this community.

For it is the property of that which is
great in art, as distinguished from that
which is beautiful only, to plant in our
minds a vivid and enduring image which
r,nay never be effaced, but starts up by the
power of the imagination in distant times
and places, and thus enriches all who
study it by bestowing upon them a per-
manent gift of noble and fruitful ideas. As

Keats  well says, these visions

Haunt us	 they become a cheering light
ind bound to us so fast,Unto our souls, a

shine or gloom Wercast,That whether there be
ilk They always must be with '1 '3 '

This painting with its lofty' _realism, its

	

2,44;	 b-
i
startling effects of light and shade,	 su

lecture.

130 0.40N
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ART.
Lecture by Robvet cameos, Eau., in

the Aril Gallery.

Tile Art Galleiy, Phillips square, looked

exceedingly brilliant haet evening with

ADP allay	 pietnn	 me and the i mhioble
andien(e which had	 enabled. to listen to

Robert ('seed's lecture on Art, illustrat-

ed .by photographs of the meet cede-

brated paintings to be found in the galleries

of the otd world.
The Hon. Mr. Justice Mackay occupied

the chair. The lecturer referred to the fact,

that the Montreal Gallery of Art might b.:

the nueleus of a great National .1/2.ssoeiation,
w Lich he trusted at au early day woald be

eciabliehed. He said it was essential l'or
I be lover of art, is order to have

an seculate knowledge of pictures and

statues to eeareh the gallegalleries of the
world. They could, not obtain it by the
study ot books. He then took the audiene-e
with him to the tsational uaileries of Eng.

lead,Dresden, Mulece, Florene,-,
Pi 'e Milan, Venu', Napiee

gravb.iiA,:4fines-

era/
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MR. ROBERT CASSELS " ART."

There was a considerable audience in the Art,

Association room Thursday evening,to hear a lee-
tureby Mr.Robert Cassels ou "Art." Mr Justice
McKay presided, and briefly introduced the lec-
turer. The title was not well chosen, inasmuch ma
the subject of the interesting lecture was not strict-
ly speaking, "art." The lecturer referred in detail
to all the great national art collections in Europe
and the principal treasurers of each, at the same
time expressing a hope that what had been done
ha other countries might yet he accomplished by
our young Dominion. All great collections had
grown by donatione, bequests and Government
purchases, and he would like to regard the col-
lection of the Montreal Art Association as the
nucleus of a great national gallery for the Domi-
nion, which would be of value in developing a

taste and talent for the fine arts among the

people. The advent of the Marquis of Lorne

and the Princess Louise, the latter of whom had

inherited the artistic taste and talent of her

father, might do a great deal in this direction.
The lecture was illustrated by a capital collec-

tion of photographs.
The Rev. Canon Norman moved a vote of

thanks to the lecturer, which was carried.
Mr. George Drummond's painting "The Rais-

ing of Jaime' Daughter," was a great centre of at-

traction to the audience at the zonclipsion of the
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j. THERE IS NOW ON VIEW AT

'THE GA IdLERY,
Phillips Square,

A PICTURE, by GABRIEL MAX,

Os' XIIN.ICH,

THE RAISING OF JARIUS' DAUGHTER
—

Open every Week.day from 11 A.M. to
5 P.M.

Admission to non-members, 25e. Mem:
il bers free.

March 2 	55_	
THE RAISING OF JAIRUVSs.

DAUGHTER.

MR. ROBERT CASSELS ON " ART."

There was a considerable audience in the
Association room Thursday evening,to hear a lee-
tureby Mr.Robert Cassels ou "Art." Mr Justice
McKay presided, and briefly introduced the lec-
turer. The title was not well chosen, inasmuch as
the subject of the interesting lecture was not strict-
ly speaking, "art." The lecturer referred in detail
to all the great national art collections in Europee
and the principal treasurers of each, at the same l
time expressing a hope that what had been done
In other countries might yet be accomplished by
our young Dcminion. All great collections hael
grown by donations, bequests and Government
purchases, and he would like to regard the col-
lection of the Montreal Art Association as the
nucleus of a great national gallery for the Dome
thon, which would be of value in developing is
taste and talent for the fine arts among the
people. The advent of the Marquis of Lorni

and the Princess Louise, the latter of whom had
inherited the artittic taste and talent of hoe
father, might do a great deal in this direction
The lecture was illustrated by a capital colles

tien of photographs.
The Rev. Canon Norman moved a vote el

thanks to the lecturer, which was carried.
Mr. George Drummond's painting "The Ra

leg of Johns' Daughter," was a great centre of a
traction to the audience at the conclusion of t
lecture.

Montreal is under deep obligation to
the Art Association for the exhibition of
the picture by Gabriel Max which closed
this week. Silently, but not the less ef-
fectively, did this really great work preach
to us during the weeks immediately pre-
ceding the great resurrection festival of
the Christian Church. It touched in many
hidden springs of faith almost choked
with the rank religiosities or the deaden-
ing negations of the day and caused them
to flow once more in quiet gladness.
,.1nTever did the words "Because I live ye
shall live also" receive so vivid and abid-
in an exposition in this community.

For it is the property of that which is
great in art, as distinguished from that
which is beautiful only, to plant in our
minds a vivid and enduring image which

•:,nay never be effaced, but starts up by the
! power of the imagination in distant times
and places, and thus enriches all who
study it by bestowing upon them a per-

.manen t gift of noble and fruitful ideas. As

Keats' well says, these visions

Haunt us 2 they become a cheering light

Unto our souls, a.
t:

'nil bound to us so fast,

That whether there be Rhine or gloom o'ereast,-
They always must be with '18 '

This painting with its lofty realism, its
startling effects of light and shade, :.*.seub-

r
clued pathos, must always haunt the him.:

24ination of those who have seen it.

We are glad to be informed, by those
who are supposed to know, that the tech-

nique is good. We are content to let the

tzritics discuss the scientific or artistic

r halue of this colour or that shade. It

gaems to Us very much like learnedly

tilassifying the modulations of the song of

tl bird. The great artist interprets the

hought of his soul into poetry or painting

, bey the aid of the innate powers with which

God has gifted him. If the picture goes

home to the heart—if it dominates the

mind with a sense of power or beauty

—we are quite satisfied about the

technique and the mechanical pro-
, cesses. Critics may fritter away their

attention upon the details, but we feel

sure that if the artist had chosen any

I other methods the details would equally

have been demonstrated to be just
what they should have been. We, who
are not critics, strive only to reach the

artist's thought. It is important, how.

ever, to know that the work is solidly

pain ,4 edi for that is essential to its

enduraned.
In a vaulted :hamber the full light of a

single window falls ct17. awards upon the

1 figure of a young girl lying' dead. She is

swathed in white ; her head a' shoul-

ders are slightly raised upon a large w.12 i te
pillow. The upper covering of the bed is

thrown back, showing a mass of white

against the wall close against which the

bed is placed. The swathed form rests

upon the white under-sheet, and upon it

the whole of the direct light is concen-

trated. The arms are bare, and are ex-

tended by the side of the body ; and we

feel that the white of the linen seems

living compared with the pallid white of

death.
Upon the foot of the bed sits the

Lord, in the shadow. His profile
only is seen, in the light reflected
from the bed. The dark upper bed-
clothes are behind Him and the sober

11 f th hanther. He is

judge, refely to condemn us. Besides,
how should such a being have been hidden
in Palestine ? How is it possible if the
Divinity shone so brightly through him
that no one of his people but his Mother
believed in him. The present school of
Painters has taken an intermediate, and,
we think, truer view, and although Millais
and Hunt are sometimes painfully real,-

they always strive to express the idea, that
just as our Lord was said "to speak
as never man spake," so in someway or
other he must have looked as no other
man looked, while yet the mass of his con-
temporaries could not recognize his great-
ness. In this respect Max has been most
successful. As we gaze upon his work,
and our eyes glance from the reviving face
of the girl to the earnest, compassionate
face of the Master, we seem to feel the
latent power dwelling in the sombre
figure in shadow. There is no effort, but
there is intenseness in the attitude and
in the strong features. The Godhead is
veiled in flesh and we see the great elder
brother of man.

But we cannot yet leave this subject,
for the Man of Sorrows is there. Weary
and travel-stained He sits, the pitiful
sight before him of one of His Father's
children stricken in early dawn of life,
and as we seek to follow the
thought of the artist we go back
to the grand old Latin hymn which
gathers up in one line

Ctwerens me sedisti lasses,"
the whole story of our Lord's life on earth,
and realise that the ertist is trying to
teach us that the prayer

" Tantus labor non sit CaSSUS"

shall never be uttered in vain.
And that is the Easter lesson—the

Easter sermon the picture has been
preaching all these weeks and which

thé Easter festival comes now to
bring home to our hearts. The
maiden we see is not dead but

sleepeth, and so all the loved ones

who have passed away, those who have

from time to time brightenekj. pur weary

road with too transient gleams Of sun.

light are not dead but sleep, - and at the

touch of the risen Lord of life are raised

into a life which shall never end.

ART.
Lecture by Robert entombs, E.. . in

She Ars Gallery.

The Art Calleiy, Phillip( square, 1. -..-1ced

elcerdis.gly brilliant last evening with it.
line allay cf pictures and tile, lasheyiable

audiem e which had se. embled to listen to
Id r. Ruben Caseers lecture on Are illustrat-
ed by photographs of the ruest cele-
brated paintings to be found iu the galleries
of the oei world.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Mackay occupied
the chair. The lecturer referred to the feet,
that the Aloutreal Gallery of Art might be
the nuelens of a great National issoeiation,

which he trusted at au early day would be
eeiablielied. He said it was essential for

the lover of art. is order to have
an act:mate knowledge of pictures and
statues to sear-h the gallenes of the

world. They could, not obtain it by the

btudy of hooks. He then took the audience
with him to the National tsalleries of Eng.
laed, Belli ii. Dreeien,	 F ier -nee,

Veuice, Gehoa, Milsu, Vieuue,
and the Louvre of Paris, giving graphic des-

criptious of the exquisite works of the old

al , 0 new naieters, the fine statuery, and the

eeetivl'uddings in Which'theyve r- eonteieed.

Be trusted that the day was not far distant

is Leh we in Canada would be prend of our

National Gallery. Our space will not permit
of even a resione of this molt inten-stiug lee-

tune The Rev. Cation Norman proposed .i.

vote of thanks, which was heartily recei
_

ART EDUCATION.

The Art Association of Montreal, which
owes its existo., eeteeleily tie thv.
cent bequest of the late Mr.7 .lreradah Gibb,
is putting forth strenuous efforts to advance
art culture in this city. Independent of the
general attractions of its gallery, ever and
anon supplemented by works of art lent to
the Association for temporary exhibition, or
by gifts, it admits, under certain necessary
restrictions, students to copy the pictures,
statuettes, bronzes, etc.

, 
which are on exhibi-

tion. The gallery itself is open to the gen-
eral public without charge on Saturdays
during the greater part of the year, and on
other week days on payment of a small fee.
The Council, with the view of increasing ac-
tive interest in art matters, and educating
the taste of the citizens, has established a
series of art classes for advanced students.

Course 1 is in figure painting and draw-
ing, under the instruction of Mr. Raphael.
Course 2 is in composition and land-
scape painting, under the instruction of Mr.
Edson, and Course 3 in modelling and
sculpture, under the instruction of Zr. Van
Luppen. The Association derives no pecu-
niary benefit from these Courses, as all the
fees paid by the students are handed over
to the instructors. The experiment, for such
it is, has so far been attended by most en-
couraging success. The classes have been
well attended, and, in fact, it has been found
necessary to divide one into two divisions,
as the number attending could not be aeconi-
dated at one time.

Also, during the winter season, papers will
be read on the following subjects :-

I. "Ceramics," with specimens, by Mr. J.
W. Gray.

2. " Engravings," with illustrations, by
Mr. W. McLennan.

3. ii Music," with illustrations, performed
by a select choir, by Mr. Joseph Gould.

The variety as well as the interest of these
subjects show the desire on the part of the
Association to promote art culture, and it is
hoped that the public will second such
praiseworthy efforts.

The number of members is but a little
over 300. This, considering the wealth,
general intelligence and population of this
city, is considerably below what it ought to
be. We trust that the new year will witness
a considerable addition to the list of mem-
bers, and that the Association will speedily
be enabled to wipe off the debt on the build-
ing. In this connection, we would suggest
to the Council that the most rapid. method
of paying off the above liability would be
actively to selicit subscriptions of Site) or
under towards this special and very desirable
object. In the hope of increasing member-
ship, the Council have determined to present
every member for 1880 and1881 with a port-
folio containing ten autotype copies of
original pictures. The intiensic value of
this portfolio, with its contents, will fully
equal the amount of the regular subscription
but it will possess a special interest, in that
the autotypes will in all probability be mostly
taken from the works of Canadian artists,
such as Edson, Sandham, O'Brien, Way,
Raphael, Fraser and others. The autotypes
taken by this process will be indelible, and
are strikingly faithful and effective.

It is in contemplation also to bold an ex-
hibition of works by Canadian artists in the
month of April next. We insert the above
information for the benefit of our readers,
and with the desire to co-operate cordially
with the Council of the Association in their_
laudable attempt to (Mine( higher artistic
taste in the community at large.

du. mose"e_.,
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" SOLD"—OTHER NOTICEABLE PICTURES IN THE
COLLECTION.

It is quite refreshing to see the number of
little Elipa attached to the pictures in the Art
Gallery, bearing the magic word "sold," and we
would suggest that believers in the National
Policy cannot demonstrate their faith in their
creed better than by increasing the number of
these interesting little gips by a few judicious
purchases. A little gem by J. A. Fraser, C.A.,
of Toronto, called " A Last Ray," has been pun ,

chaeed by Her Royal Highness the Princess
Lcuiae. The picture presents the expiring
rays of an admirable oun set, while toward
the fore ground a very beautiful twilight
effect in produced. The pale crescent moon
lends an additional charm to the scene.
By way of a severe contrast look at O. L. Jacobi's
" Landscape," number two of the collection.
A coming storm is capitally depicted in earth
and eky, es • muster:ng black!y the clouds hurry
by," looking all the blacker and more threatening
for the bit of blue eky here and there apparent.
The work is considered a masterpiece. " The
Falls of St. Anne," by the same artist, is also
worthy of praiee, a little water coming down a
perpendicular wall of rock and a great deal of
spray, is the subject. 'Number sixty-five, by
Harrington Bird, of Montreal, has a little his-
tory, a knowledge of which is eesential to a just
appreciation of its merits. It represents a herd
of cattle

SOMEWHERE NEAR THE COAST OF MAINE

headed by an immense black bull of rather queer
proportions, so much so, as to invite criticism,
but the painting is said to be a portrait of the
bull deeply impressed on the memory of the
artist from the fact that Taurus "went for
him" while drawing the picture. It is said that
the artist drew the bull very successfully for
some distance, and really one can easily under-
stand his desire to increase the enchanting die-
tance. "On the Lower St. Lawrence" by D. E.
Grant, of Montreal, is a very nice little sketch of
the river at low tide ; the reflection of the sky is
good, and a deer and a flock of geese are intro.
duced with capital effect. "Sunrise on the
Saguenay" is the diploma picture of the Presi-
dent, L. R. O'Brien, C.A., of Toronto, in which
the roeeete hues of early dawn are reflected on
the placid surface of the Saguenay undisturbed
by a single ripple. The artist's portrayal of
the morning mist enshrouding Cape Trinity is
excellent. " Morning at Murray Bay," by W.
Raphael, CA., of Montreal, shows the first
streak of morning light on the distant horizon,
while the foreground, where an Indian is seated
upon the rocks', is still in all but darkness. "A
view on the Mississippi" i9 what Mr. Whistler
would probably call

A DUET IN OIL,

the landscape having been painted by Jacobi,
and a couple of goats introduced by Vogt. In
"The Splugen Torrent," also by Jacobi,

The flashing mass foams shaking the abyss,
The hell of watfrs ; where the howl and hiss
And boil in endless torture.

"A Solitude", by the same artist, is a scene in
Germany, and is a solitude that can be felt, el-
most unearlisly. The picture is said to exercise
a remarkable fascination upon many beholders.
but its general effect is rather forbidding to the
lover of the beautiful, clever as it undoubtedly
is. Two pictures in the collection are worthy of
especial note, from the fact that they are the
productions of the first Canadian artist, a house
painter, C. Krieghoff by name. Krieghoff was,
we understand, preceded by some one who had
a talent for sketching in water colors, but Krieg-
hoff patriotically painted nothing but Canadian
subjects, and may fairly claim to be the

FATHER OF THE FINE ARTS IN CANADA.

His two specimens on view are "On the Way to
Market " and an "Indian Camp." In "Mount
Orford" (Eastern Townships) Allan Edson has
escaped from his usual groove and has excelled
himself in so doing ; the clouds are just lifting
cif the mountain after a storm ; Dunham Pond
at the foot of the mountain is successfully drawn ;
the shores are edged with drift wood. "Two
Studies," by Robert Harris, C.A.,attract consid-
erable attention, the one a "Bay's Head,"
the other The Exile," a very melancholy look-
ing vagabond indeed. Mrs. Scareibsee "Of

hat is She Thinking ?" is a portrait of a lady
gazing intently at vacancy; the expression of the
face is remarkably good. The " Old Disused
Forest Road" is a characteristic sketch of Allan
Edson's,and the Lame may be said of his "Trout
Stream in the Forest." " Whittling " by Wyatt
Eaton, of Now York, is a picture of a juvenile
Jonathan, devoting all his concentrated energies
to the grand national pastime of the Yankees.

,

THF. CANADIAN ARTS ASSOCIATION.

THE EXHIBITION IN THE CITY—SOME OF TH2
CHOICE PICTURES.

We referred recently to a few of the moat strik-
ing pictures now on view in the Montreal gallery.
A second visit to the collection in Phillips Square
gave undiminished gratification. One could not
help regarding the exhibition as one of the most
striking signs of the times, as a token that the
nation can afford to encourage art culture.
Granted that painters like poets are barn not
made, they are not born fully developed and
there is some sort of comfort for the man of
dollars and dimes, who has no soul for
yellow primroses, in the fact that his
order can afford to patronize the fine arta. A
stroll through the gallery just now will amply
repay anyone with the slightest appreciation of
the beautiful, and the old world critics who
think Canada can produce nothing bat lumber
and raw-boned beef would be considerably as-
tonished. To begin at the beginning, number one,
" The Newsboy. by R. Harris, CA., of To.
ronto, is generally conceded to be the  gens of its
class. The same artist al,n exhibits his diploma
picture, " The Chorister," after the style of
Bonnat, the great Parisian realistic painter, with
whom Mr. Harris has studied. The "Camp in
the Woods," by Allan Edson, C.A., of Mont-
real, may be described in the words of Byron:

On the heart the freshness of the scene
Sprinkles its coolness, and from the dry dust
Of weary life a moment leaves it clean
With nature's baptism."

The camp is barely discernible at first and is
quite subordinate to the beauty of the surround.
ing scenery. "On Guard," by Mower Martin,
C.A., is a capital piece of animal painting repre.
eenting a dog watching some dead ducks. " In
Breezy October," by J. A. Fraser, C.A., of To.
ronto, is a sketch of Bay Chaleur, in which the
artist has been signally successful in si'
pressing the cold beauty of the scene. The
October breeze is everywhere apparent in
sea and sky; the "white horses" are out on
the waves and the clouds seem to be skimming
across the azure sky. The beach, upon which
some Indians are standing, is well drawn. The
Hon. Mrs. Langham's sketches are suggestions
rather than expreesions, but suggestions replete
with sentiment and feeling. "The Cow," by A.
Vogt, is another excellent piece of animal psaist.
Mg, showing the great promise of the artist now
dead, and this specimen of his talent is sur-
passed by his "Breath of Morning Air," which
depicts a horse's head thrust out of the window of
what is LOW a stable, but was formerly a trading
fort built by Lassalle on the Lower Lachine
road. Mr. Henry Sandham exhibits among his
other works, "A Sketch in Mount Royal Park,"
which is wonderfully Iris to nature. By the
way, Mr. Sandham la about leaving Montreal.
" Autumn," by Allan Edson, is a scene near
Bolton which was painted in one month for the
Centennial, but which, however, exhibits no
traces of hurra. "Point Au Pic," by W.
Raphael, C.A., of Montreal, will gratify many
Montrealers who make Murray Bay their sum.
mer reeort.

The attendance at the Gallery has been re-
markably good, considering the state of the
weather. The pictures are gelling well at prices
ranging from $20 to $500.
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emorate the bequest of the late Mr.
b." The committee reported to the Court-

il in favor of a mural tablet, either of Aber-
fen granite or of brass, bearing a suitable

inscription, to be placed upon the wall in the
entrance hall of the Art Gallery building.
The Council adopted the report, asked that
further enquiry be made as to cost, sc., and
dilected that "said memorial be of the value

at least $500." The committee, having
procured a number of designs, found that a
handsome brass tablet, laid upon black mar-
ble, could be purchased and Tut in place for
something less than the sum named. Un-
fortunately, for financial reasons, the matter
has remained in abeyance ; but it is hoped that
in the coming year the Council may be
enabled to carry out the desire of the Asso-
ciation in this matter. Early in the year
a committee of the Council (consisting of
Messrs. Watt, Hope, Dawson and Lambe)
was named to prepare a new code of by-laws.
The work was finished in March last, parti-
cular attention having been given to special
clauses looking to a strict conservation of
the property entrusted to the Association,
and to the prevention of debt. It was found
subsequently that amendments to the charter
would have to be sought from the local Par-
liament, and it has been deemed better to
await the result of this application for fresh
legislation before proceeding to pass the new
by-laws ; therefore only those which relate
to membership are submitted herewith. On
the 29th of March the Council received a
letter from the Governor-General's Secretary
conveying the gratifying intelligence that
Ills Excellency and Her Royal Highness had,
upon our request, consented to open for-
mally the new Art Gallery on the 26th May.
The month of April was employed by the
Art Gallery committee in preparing for the
public opening, borrowing and making se-
lections of pictures for a loan collection, pre-
paring catalogues, &c. On the 25th of May,
His Excellency the Governor-General and
Her Royal Highness the Princess Louise
honored the Association by a private inspec-
tion of the paintings in the Gallery ; they
made a minute examination of them, and, on
their departure, expressed themselves pleased
with their visit. The President and Vice-
President were in waiting upon them by ap-
pointment. The next day, in the evening,
the formal opening of the building and gal-
lery took place. Over six hundred ladies and
gentlemen attended, and the scene was very
brilliant. At nine o'clock His Excellency
and Her Royal Highness entered, attended
by their suites, and were conducted to a raised
dais at the end of the principal room, where
an address from the Association was read to
them by the President, to which His Excel-
lency responded in an eloquent and appro-
priate speech, toward the end of which he
proclaimed the Gallery opened, and termi-
nated his remarks with the expression of a
hope that the design of the Association would
be duly appreciated, and the labors of those
engaged in it rewarded, by a grateful pub-
lic. Thanks are due and are hereby
again offered to those ladies and
gentlemen who kindly lent paintings to be
exhibited on the occasion. Tho exhibition

I embraced in all three hundred and sixty
; works ; consisting of the loan collec-

tion :—Paintings, oil colors, 164; paintings,
water-colors, 107 ; sculpture, marbles, 3;
total, 274; the Gibb collection : Paintings,
oil colors, 72 ; sculpture, bronzes, 4 ; total,
76 ; and the Association's other works :
Paintings, oil colors, 7 ; paintings, water-
colors, 3; total, It. Of the loan collection,
forty-one oil paintings, thirty-seven water-
colors, and one marble bust were, by artists
resident in Canada. It was esteemed a
better and more valuable exhibition than
ever before seen in the city. Her Royal
Highness the Princess Louise most graciously
contributed to it several interesting paint-
ings, her own work. The exhibition was
kept open daily during the summer, until
the 3rd of September. The three first days
of that month were made free days,' and
there were 9,000 visitors to the gallery dur-
ing those days. Since that time every Satur-
day has been free day. The entire number
of visits paid to the gallery up to December
31st, has been upwards of 23,000. From this
season's experience, we conclude that it is
as a rule unnecessary to keep the rooms
open after dark, the evening visitors not
being numerous enough to warrant the out-
lay for gas and attendance ; also, that
twenty-five cents may be regarded as the

inimum charge for an admission fee ; and
urther, it has been found that when admis-
on fees are charged, the public interest

cannot be sustained for a longer period
than about four weeks, even with au ex-
ceptionally good exhibition. The expen-
ditures connected with the opening and
inauguration of 010 gallery, and with the
loan exhibition which followed, were ;—
For catalogues, circulars and other

printing, advertising, stationery
and postag-s	 $ 336 NS

For hire of furniture, musicians and
sundry petty charges 	  153 55

or salaries, wages, cartages and ex-
press charges , 	0-1
r Gas 410840) and r re Insurance

	ttttttt	 279 07
s-aw-mo

resentatives.	 o
land upo ;ch is the building in which we
are has been acquired by devise since the
23rd Viet:, under the will of the late Mr.
Gibb ; he certainly never intended that
should alienate the property ; moreover, he
specially appointed that, in any building the
Association might erect upon the land de-
vised, shops should be along the frontage o
St. Catherine street. These shops are not, in
one view, proposed for "actual occupation"
by the Association. Under these circum-
stances, the Council proposes that the Quebec
Legislature be asked to alter and amend the
23rd Viet. so as to confirm us in our present
possession of the land derived from the late
Mr. Gibb, to free us from obligations to
alienate it, or to actually occupy the whole
of it ; and further, to authorize us to hold
any real property the revenues net from
which shall not exceed $10,000 per annum.

R. MACKAY, President.
D. A. WATT, Acting Hon. Sec.

The Treasurer's audited statement, the
items in which are all dealt with in the
above report, followed.

In moving the adoption of the report, the
President referred to the progress made dur-
ing the past year, and the increased interest
which he hoped would be shown by the peo-
ple of Montreal in art matters. He also re-
ferred to the want of a public library, and
stated that his best endeavours would be used
towards the institution of one. In conclu-
sion he would move, seconded by the Rev.
Canon Norman, (ghat the Report of the
Council be accepted, and that the Council be
authorized to print a large edition for circu-
lation, including therein the proceedings of
the inauguration meeting."

The election of officers was next in order,
Messrs. A. McCulloch and C. Gibb being
appointed scrutineers. Whilst the ballot
was being taken, other business was pro-
ceeded with.

On motion of the Hon. Tims. RYAN, it was
resolved, that the following new By-law re-
specting membership (as to-day amended)
be approved and ratified, and that all exist-
ing By-laws in conflict therewith are hereby
repealed :—

Patrons.-1. The Council may from time
to time solicit and name persons distinguish-
ed by high rank and station, and by their ap-
preciation of fine art, to be patrons of the
Association.

Benefactors.-2. Donors of money or pro-
perty to the value of $500 and upwards shall
be enrolled as benefactors, and shall have
their name inscribed on the walls of the Art
Gallery and printed in every annual report.
The late Benaiah Gibb, Esq, is hereby named
as the first benefactor of the Association.

Governors.-3. A donation of $500 in
money, or of acceptable peoperty to the value
(in the opinion of the Council) of $1,000,
shall be a qualification to the office of gover-
nor.

Fellows.-4. A donation of an original
work from any person who has attained emi-
nent proficiency in art, shall be a. qualifica-
tion for nomination to the office of Fellow.

Members.-5. In addition to the patrons,
benefactors, governors and Fellows, the As-
sociation shall consist of members—who
may be either life, annual, or associate. A
donation of $100 in money or of acceptable
property to the value (in the opinion of the
Council) of $400 shall be a qualification for
nomination to the office of life member. All
members shall, when required, sign the
constitution and by-laws of the Associa-
tion.

How nominated.-6. The Council may,
without a qualification by money or gift, no-
minate any person to the office of governor
or of life member who may have attained
proficiency in art, or who may have rendered
signal services to the Association.

How elected.--7. Governors, fellows and life
*members shall be nominated by the Council,
and may thereafter be elected at any meeting
of the Association, by a majority of the mem-
bers then present and voting.

Voting rights.-8. Each benefactor
and governor shall have five votes each fel-
low and life member two votes, and each an-
nual member one vote at all meetings of the
Association. Associate members may take
part in such meetings, but without the right
to vote, neither shall they be eligible to office.

Annual dues.-9. Neither patrons,, bene-
factors governors, fellows nor life members
shall he subject to assessments. The yearly
dues of annual members shall be $5;  the
dues of associate members shall be fixed
from time to time by regulation. No mem-
ber shall be eligible to office, or have the
right to vote at any meeting, or to enjoy any
of the privileges of the Association, so long
as the dues for the current financial year
shall remain unpaid.

Roll.-10. A roll of members with the
number of votes (if any) which each is en-
titled to cast, shall be kept by the secretary,
and laid on the table at every meeting of the
Association. The names of members may be
removedi from the roll under conditions to be
defined by regulation.

Diplomas —il. The officers of the Associa-
tion shall issue diplomas to the patrons, bene-
factors governors and hIlows.

Plioving rovigtiowl nrc then



ITTI." n Or . anatia. at ILI
to incorporate the French River &
N.3v1gation Company, for the purpoke of
pietism and Improving tiae navigation between
Georgian Bay sad the River St. i.,:esrresic.,, hy

way of the Ottawa Valley.
IVAN 1VOT

f_4ollettoe foc ..A	 .
Montreal, 2nd January, 1880.	 4

MOTICE IS HEREBY U1V - N Trill
-LI the MONTREAL TELEGRAPH COM-
PANY will apply to the Parliament cf Camtda,
at its next session, for an Act to extend tO)
powers and franchises of the said Company*
all parts of the Dominion of Canada, to alidw
it to make connections and carry on business
elsewhere, and generally to grant to the said
Company all such powers and privileges as are
now enjoyed by any other telegiaph Com-
pany carrying on business in the Dominion.

Montreal, 1st December, 1879 ; 	299
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Vatican organ, in
ocates "Rome rule

r, the U4,ivers,
a violent	 ..sh crisis.' It

presents the	 ::rounent as ab-
orbed in African and Afghan affairs, and
Marja of the sufferings of the Irish, and
seaks of the Duchess of Marlborough's re-
ef fund and the foreign subscriptions as
:terly inadequate to alleviate the popular
stress.

errible Disaster at St. Kitts.
Fro hundred lives lost—Immense quan.

tity of property damaged.

NEW YORK, January 14. --- A Herald St.
bornas' special says : News has just been
calved of terrible floods on the Island of

Xitts, by which two hundred lives were
st, property to the extent of a quarter of a
illion dollars destroyed, and the whole
land wasted. The land sweeps up from
.e shore slowly at first, through the rich,
rtile and cultivated soil, and then mounts
oruptly toward the central mass, the rugged
oak whereof is known by the name of
ount Misery, the elevation of its summit
sing nearly 4,000 feet, and it overhangs the
olten walls of an old crater, the last rem-
silt of an inner cone that has
en washed away. The mount is
othed with pasture and woodland,
sd round its skirts, the rich valley of
e Bassettorre, is the arable portion of the
land, -which is mainly devoted to sugar.
le island itself, known as the Mother of
e Antilles, is 23 miles long by 5 miles
oad, and covers 67 square miles. Th
ood occurred on Sunday last, and the
reams on the mountain side rapidly be-
me torrents, converging into a gulch at the
ot of the mountain. They rose from their
smow channels, and poured down upon the
able land in a resistless stream. A gene-
1 stampede ensued toward the coast, and
e confusion was terrible. Blacks and
Lutes, natives and English, all made for the
sarest points of safety. The torrent rolled
to the town of Bassettorre, among the
owly built houses and public edifices.
Ind slips added to the terrors of the scene.
Lue sugar fields were levelled to the ground,
torn up, sugar houses and dwelling places

orne bodily away, and the waters rushed
sadlong to sea with their freight of drowned
ttle and struggling human beings. The
eue was pitiful. The whole population of
e Wand does not exceed 25,000, and of
ese 200 perished, and many of the rest are
aimless. The people huddled together on
e roofs, wild,with téfror. The authorities
eut immediately to work to relieve the dis-
5SS, but the task is too great for them.
trge quantities of provisions and all the
gar ready for shipment were swept away.
a earnest appeal is made for help. The
and has not known such a calamity since
22, when a terrific hurricane nearly de-
oyed the island. On July the 3rd, 1867,
ssettorre was destroyed by fire.	 All the
sdness portion ot the town and most of the
urches and dwellings were seduced to
hes, and five lives lost.

EPPS'S COCOA.—GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.
" By a thorough knowledge of the natural,
ws which govern the operations of diges-
n and nutrition, and by a careful applica-
n of the fine properties of well-selected
coa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast
Mes with a delicately flavored beverage
MI may save us many heavy doctor's

lls. It is by the judicious use of such ax-
les of diet that a constitution may be
adually built up until strong enough to re-
't every tendency to disease. Hundreds of
btle maladies are floating around us ready
attack wherever there is a weak point. We
ay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping
reel yes well fortified with pure blood and
properly nourished frame—Civil Service
zette.—Sold only in Packets labelled-
AMES EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists,
ndon, Eug."

CEIRISTMAS TREE AT NEW GLASGOW.—The
,v. Mr. Scully and Mrs. Scully, of New
asgow, held a Christmas Tree festival at
t place for the Sunday-school children, to
ici the parents and parishioners were in-
ed. A very pleasant evening as spent,

entertainment consisting of dialogues,
itations, &c., by the children, and an ad-
as by Rev. M. Scully. About 80 persons
ro present, and all expressed themselves
ighted with the evening's entertainment.

WILL CURE
'orate, Scrofulous Humor, Cancer Cancerous
umor, Erysipelas, Canker, Sall. Ithbune,
'Impies or Humor on the Face, Coughs
and Colds, Ulcers, Bronchitis, Neuralgia,
Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Pains In the
Side, Constipation, Costiveness, Piles,

iizziness, Headache, Nervousness,
tins in the Back. Faintness at

stomach.- IZ

PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
 that application will be made to the

Legislature of the Province of Quebec, at its
next session, for the passing of an Act to incor-
porate "La Sociét6 St. Jean-Baptiste de
Lachine." 299

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that ap-
plication will be made to the Parliament

of the Dominion of Canada, at its next ses-
sion, for an Act to incorporate a Company , for
the construction, maintenance and operation
of a line of Railway from at or near the city of
Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, passing
through or near the city of Ottawa to the city
of Quebec, in the Province of Quebec, with full
power to purchase, lease or amalgamate with
any railways or portions of railways projected
or constructed, that may be useful as parts or
branches of the line of railway to be autho-
rized by such Act, and to construct all neces-
sary bridges across intervening rivers, and
also with power to connect or make running
arrangements with one or more lines of rail-
way running westward of the said cities of
Ottawa and Toronto.

Montreal, Slat December, 1879.
DAVIDSON, MONK & CROSS,

5	 Solicitors for Applicants.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN TFIAT
the MONTREAL ASSURANCE COM-

PANY will apply at *the next session of the
Parliament of Canada for a Bill for its reor-
ganization, for an extension of and amend-
ments to its Charter and for additiohal powers
to enable it to issue Accident and Guarantee
policies.

DAVIDSON, MONK & CROSS,
tt

NOTICE.
MUTUAL FIRE- INSURANCE COMPANY

OF THE COUNTIES OF CHAMBLY,
LAVAL & JACQUES CARTIER.

(By order.)
JOSEPH BELLE ROSE,

11
	

Secretary-Treasurer.

xteld &tau.

FOR SALE OR LEASE
MOFFAT'S MILLS,

PEMBROKE, ONT.

VA LUAB LTEH NOEPE R E S,
Situated in the Centre of the

Town of Pembroke,
CONSISTING

1st. Four-storey Stone GRIST -MILL, OAT-
MEAL MILL and Engine House.

2nd. Brick WOOLLEN FACTORY, Wooden
CARDING MILL, Storehouse and Sheds.

3rd. Large Wooden Storehouse and Flour
Store.

Excellent Water Power; all:in perfect order
and being worked to fullest capacity. Plenty
of local wheat. Good con nections with Lum-
bermen and Merchants through the Ottawa
district.

Fo further particulats apply to the ca,si,

ir necessities
mmt, January 14.-
(nag leastili
Ireland._ r'......,

Tb

3

Montreal, 10th December, 1879.	 cl	 fe

If

HOCHELAGA, 8th January. 1880.
The members of the Mutual Fire Insurance

Company of the Counties of Chambly, Laval
and Jacques Cartier having decided at the gene- t
ral.meeting of the thirtieth December last, to
dissolve the said Company and to wind up its
affairs, the Board of Direction elected by that
meeting have given effect to that decision, by
passing a resolution annulling all the insu-
rance policies issued by the said Company.

Wherefor I give notice that all the insurance
policies of the said Company will cease to be
in force On MONDAY, the TWENTY-SIXTII (lay
of JANUARY instant, at TWELVE o'elock Noon,
and they will be void and of no effect after that
date.



1 ,ction had to be trasisterreu w

England, where as well as in France

iegotiations were entered into for

ta purchase. Once more the public •
ipirit of New York, even at the eleventh

dour, and notwithstanding all that

had been previously spent on works

of art, came to the rescue, and the alien-

ation of those gathered treasures was pre-

vented. The trustees made an appeal

to the friends of the Museum, and the ap-

peal was not in vain. Within a few days

the $40,000 was pledged by the pa-

trons of art, lady art-lovers of

wealth and position heading the

subscriptions. By this timely generosity

the people of New York are in possession

of one of the most varied and valuable

illustrations of ancient art to be found

anywhere. Those of our readers who

have had an opportunity of examining

them can appreciate the thoughtful liber-

ality as well as good taste which made such

a gift to the community. On the educa-

tional importance of the Metropolitan

Mus uem to all classes of art workers and

en. it is unnecessary to dwell. The

very sight, even for a hasty 111- imirlirRIP.
and then, of such chef-d'oeuvres of the
skill of the painter, sculptor, carver,
goldsmith, and other producers of
what is harmonious and beautiful,
cannot but have a humanizing
and refining influence. We will just call
attention to one point more—the value of
the donations made from year to year,
and tho amount of the subscriptions.
The latter range from $16,000 to $50, but
what strikes us especially is the frequency
of the sums of $1,000 and upwards-Ttlie

a column often being of this
category. Among the donations are
pizMings, pieces of sculpture, speei•

mons of . !‘ivence and majolica, decorated

pottery, antique ,"'Irvings, Japanese, Chi-

nese, and pre-historic _ 4 naorican vases,

books on art subjects, &c., value,
and often a single donation consisting of
specimens in sufficient number and vari-
ety to form the nucleus of a separate
museum. It may be worthy of mention
that the contribution of $1,000 at one time
entitles the donator to be a Patron of the
Museum, and that of $500 to be a Fellow,
the right in each case being in perpetuity.
The gift of $200 entitles the giver to be a
Fellow for life. Gifts of books or works
of art to the value of twice the amount
required in money will also procure ad-
mission to any of these honorable posi-
tions. To these -remarks we append no
moral. New York, we are well aware, is
a larger, more populous and wealthier
city than Montreal, but if the lovers of
art amongst us who have means were only
to exhibit the same generosity as those of
the American community, our Art Gallery
would soon be worthy of its name and of
the munificence of its liberal f,„„nA-r

.	a•a•	 a •n•••n .a.l0 •
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re intended for the market, and will b
slaughtered by Ottman ec Co. The South
downs are only on exhibition. Tho buck i
valued at $150, and the ewes at $50 each
There are some Soutbdowns, raised in Ken
tucky, some Leicesters, raised in Ohio, an
some choice Canadian sheep on the way
which will be added to the exhibition as soo
as they arrive, They were expected yester
day,

TREE INTERNATIONAL DAIRY FAX
—

On Tuesday evening Mr. Brooks delivere
an interesting speech at the Dairy Fair no
being held at the American Institute, Ne
York, from which we give the following htt
portant extract our forty-five million
of people, over twenty-three millions of then
are engaged in agriculture. Of our $695
749,930 of exports in 1878, all but $159,710

0 979, or $536,038,951, were the products
the soil, and this in a year when, compare
with the present, there was a great shrinkag
in values. During the fiscal year of 1876-7
ending September, we sent out of the coun
try 3,099,497 bales of cotton, and for th
year ending September, 1978, 3,346,640 bales
Putting the last year's crop into pounds
there were 2,163,000,000 grown, of which w
exported 1,419,000,000. In cotton or woolle
fabrics we can to.day, although there is al
ways room for improvement, hold our ow
with the rest of the world. Our agriculture
prosperity for 1879 is as wonderful as it i
providential, and re uire

o acts. The speaker then pointe
out the enormous production of cereals, an
the vast quantities exported, thus adding t
the wealth of the country. The demesti

exports of 1878 were the largest in the hici

tory of the United States, and the amoun

was $680,683,798, against $437,051,532 of im
ports, and coin is not enumerated in thl

statement. We exported for the fiscal yea
1878 $13784,000 of lion and steel, an
in 1879 a value of $12,766,294. Th

grand total of the value of ex
ports of the country for the year endin

June 30, 1879, was $717,093,777, and impert

$466,073.775 excess of exports, $251,020,002

This is a glorious record indeed but the
to know that of all these values only 23 pa
cent was carried during the ias .

in American vessels, is simply a griev2inc

and a shame. The value of the farm pro
ducts is $2,500,000,000, and the growth i

value and demand is as certain as the revolt'
tions of the earth. The United States liar

over 40 per cent of all the railroads in th
world. Further statistics wore given show
tag the increasing prospeti4 of Wu aiMtary

The clearances of steam vessels from this
port comprise about three-fifths of all the
clearances from other ports of the several
States. He alluded to the vast banking
business of the country, the transactions in
Wall street sometimes putting those of Lom-
bard street and the Bourse into the shade.
All this prosperity is due to the two hand-
maids of agriculture and commerce. The
larger landed proprietors, unfortunately, here
as elsewhere, are driving out the holders o

smaller farms. The products of our farms
provide work for 351,628 people with mes
satisfactory results. There is hardly a State
in our vast Union which does not, either up
on its surface or beneath it, bear the riches
treasures. When it is not the golden grain
or fruit it is the gold and silver, the iron an
the lead, the coal and the oil, and all in
countless quantities and boundless resnIts.

In conclusion, he urged all young men not
to make the mistake of dwelling in the slums
of the cities : but to go out into the broad
country.

The chief attendance, of course, is in the
evening, and yesterday morning there were
but few visitors. The persons present ap-
peared chiefly attracted by the fine show of
dairy cattle, in pens near the Third Avenue

ix—the aanex.known as the M



designs • of rare merit is to

be held every year. The pro.

vision is made that " no needlework,

artificial flowers, cut paper, models in

coloured wax, or any such performances,

shall be admitted into the exhibitions of

the Canadian Academy." The exhibitions

are to be held each year in a different city

of the 'Dominion—for the present at

Ottawa, Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Tor-

onto and Montreal, in the order name 1,
if possible. This in substance is the plan

upon which it is proposed to establish this
institution. We hope that the efforts
being thus made to promote the indus-

trial progress of the country will be rewa,r -

ded with success. We believe that there
are In Canada men possessing talent which

only requires to bc fully developed to

enable them to make their mark in the

world of art, aral it is our earnest hope

that the Canadian people may give -

their cordial support to this new

enterprise, in order to afford them

the means of prosecuting their stud-

ies with beejprospects of success.
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trdware; Cast ils, fitintson&co 11 do mdse; 6
u•sley 7 do; J R Clogg&co 10 do fruit;
wson Bros 3 do mdse; H 6 Evans&co 16

,) apothecaries ware; M Fisher, sons&co 14
5 mdse 7 do copperas; Freres de Chante 2
) stationery; E Green&co 10 puns rum;
Y Gilmour&co 2 cs mdse; Gault Bros&co
pkgt do; Gillespie, Moffatt&co 437 boxes
dsins; Gnaedinger, son&co 1 case hats; 8
reenshienis son&co 37 pkgs mdse; A Gib-
ton &co 22 do toys, &c; J Henderson&co 1
) hardware; Wm Johnson 9 do cocoa; Jas
)hnston&co 8 do indse; Kenneth Campbell
co 12 do; Lyman, sons&co 4 do; Lanthier&
) 1 do hats; Montreal Saw Works 68 bndles
cases steel; E Morice&co 2 do chocolate; D
'orrice&co 1 do „mdse; J Murphy&co 1 do;
hos May&co 42 do; Chas Watson 6 do:
ackenzie, Powis&co 18 chts tea; McDougall
D 2 co; J McArthur&sons 2 do sugar of lead;
rder 28 brIs s of copper-, Order 250 boxes c
ates; Order 571 bars and pcs iron; Order 13
des leather; Order 59 pkgs tea; Order 102
); Order 50 pkgs currants; J Popliam&co 1
se samples; J Robertson&co 2 pkgs mdse;
is Robertson 10 cs gal iron; Thos Robertson
m 70 plaets iron; Robertson Linton&co 10
:gs mdse; Rankin Beattie&co 6 do; J Rat-
ay&co 2 do; .1 B Rolland&Fils 4 do; Skel-
n Bros&co 7 do; H Shorey&co 1 do; Steven-
n&co 3 do; Schwob Bros 1 do watches; N P
xi I do evergreens; B & SR Thompson 2do;
dse; S H Thompson 96 do; Tooke Bros 6 do;
rnanuel Thonet 1 do felt; Thibaudeau
tos ken 10	 wart	 rn 	9 M1 llra
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tic presi ency of Colonel Lysons. It is,
we think, desirable that the art inter-
ests of the city should centre as much as
possible in the rooms of the Art Association.
Another thing which would be a legitimate
object of the Association would be to culti-
vate the residence of artists of merit among
us. If we had now among us even a fair

• proportion of the artists that our own city
has produced, or at different times claimed
as its own, we should have a brilliant galaxy
of talent. But one by one our best men
leave us for places which will afford them a
better return in money and credit for their
work than they are able as artists to obtain
here. We once had a society of artists of
very good promise, but instead of progress-
ing it has disappeared, through the process
just referred to. What seems to be wanted
is that fairly good positions should be as-
sured to one or two men of undoubted talent,
of thorough technical training and good
general culture, whose character and stand-
ing would encourage a market for home
talent.



1.1,17110•1.11.1.

educational value of the Art Gallery, the
generous bequest of Mr. Gibb, is a problem;
we presume, constantly before the minds of
the directors. We have already a school of
art in connection with the Board of Arts,
and it is questionable whether another is
called for. A happy suggestion has been
made that the Montreal Sketching Club
should be enlarged in its design and hold its
meetings at the rooms of the Association,and

I should present the Association with such of
its productions as should prove of sufficient
worth or local interest to be accepted. Such
a suggestion will not appear at all utopian
when it is remembered that such well-known
artists as Mr. Rimmer, now of Chester, Eng-
land, Mrs. Hopkins, now of London, and
others of equal ability are, as it were, among
the alumni of the club, the present club
being a revival of that so liong and
efficiently carried on under the enthusias-



ILI No. 359 Notre Dame street.—Six Dinner Irrrrtirn.".
$1.00; Board, $3.50 per week.

BOARD.—Vacancies for a few
 boarders, also day-board. 49 McGill College

Avenue.

BOARD.—Table Board, $2 per
Week. 38 13 Aylmer street,

POARD — Arlington House, 776
J.fi Craig st., few doors west at Victoria Square. First-
class table board, $250 per week ; six tickets, $1 ; single
meats, 25e; that-class rooms (transients), $1 per day.

ROOM, Furnished. 
102 Cathedral street.

ROOMS Vacant, 
137 Mansfield street.

Room..4.._ Pleasant Rooms, fur.
nished or unfurnished, to let, at No. 11 Phillips'

f gram.

jEt ()()MS.—To let, furnished Apart-
mente. with or without board ; use of kitchen if

required. 189 Bleary street.

t, 	 109
Rooms,with board.

109 Union Avenue.

411=111..— Front Room to let, with I p
Mranstimlil •

ROOMS, comfortably furnished.
28 St. Monique street.

ROOMS.--Furnished Front Rooms,
first fiat. 1,373 St. Catherine st.

Rooms._ Comfortable Rooms,
with or without build, at 27 Genevieve street.

ROOMS, furnished.
23 McGill College Avenue.

OOMS.—To let, Rooms ; two at
$10. one at $6; Bath and Water Clouet; heated

by hot water. Apply at 660 Palace btreet.

ROOMS.—Large cheerful Rooms,
doable and single, with good board and home corn-

torte, for gentlemen or married couple, at 41 Mayor st.
1111111111•n••n•••111.	

Situations Vacant.
ADVERTISEMENTS/or HELP WANTED, 1.7,!•erted tmier VaA &cod

at Ow rate of ONE CENT PER WOICD each bums., prepaid.

NV-ANTED, a Message Boy. Ap-
ply. in applicant's writing, 100, " Witness" (Moe.

WANTED, a General servant for
a email family. Good references required.

Apply 114 Minter street.

W ANTED, a General Servant,
Protestant ; must be good cook and laundress.

Apply at 366 Mountain st.

ANTED.—We can give steady
iahers on olatcil

a



    

......, Ln,...), ...... --r. — ‘,—. ....t: story and areTicely subordinated to the predominating idea. There is throughout the corn-,on sition but one touch of positive colour (the bird in the cage), and that notmuch larger than a pin's head; but notice how that touch gathers up and centresall the tones in the painting. A comparison of this touch with the rest of thepainting will show the delicate reserve in the treatment of the picture.But all this cannot be seen by a casual glance; true art, like Nature, does notdeclate.iti_secrets nrt2r reveal them to th (1;a pern, the sweet poet orme peopieTians Sft rfknvff@fiffielgrys`,- '''''' - ' —
../..._.

" I v.:al, .11 ...y , ..6 e.---Aild -.-.---:e thee a3 I behId thee, May ! "

and G. W. M. Turner is reported to have answered the petulant remark of a
"blind art critic" to the effect that he "could not see such things in Nature"
with "don't you wish that you could."

A sweet little picture, and one which tells all the story at once, and a sad
story at that, is No. 141, "The Sick Child," H. Rhomberg—a "wee ane " in
an old arm chair, covered, or partly covered, by a blanketiogiently1
dreading th e. nAti , ous dose which_the ino-IEFIreparing for it, while an

elder sister is encle3.30-nriiiri-O—dtVert the child's attention. The story is well

told, and the expressions are well studied and natural. The child is undoubt-
edly sick—not sick enough to be very dangerous, but sick enough to be very
fretful; this expression is artistically contrasted with that of the mother, who is
playfully endeavouring to conceal her weariness and anxiety under a forced

smile. But this work lacks on the one hand the poetry and firmness of hand-__
Lug of No. 136, and the su e ' cr' 1 €1--nrassive-riess of No. 123, and

yet to deny it merit, and that of a high order, simply because it is of a different

school of painting to either, would be the sheerest pedantry and narrow-

mindedness. One of the geins of the exhibition . is No. 121, by M. Maris,—a

little picture prosaically termed in the catalogue "Girl and Kid," but for which

we think the artist would consider "A Summer Idyll" a better title,—a shep-

herdess with distaff in hand, and who in a fit of idleness is caressing a favourite

kid. There is much in it to remind one of the magnificently suggestive land-

scape work of Corot, while the treatment of faint tints and light upon light

suggsgs_the-figure - Subjects of Bastien Le Page. This is perhaps the most

carefully drawn and patiently studied work in the collection. The American

Society of Painters have requested the loan of this picture for exhibition in

New York.
A good example of Babcock, and one which shows how thoroughly he has

been influenced in his love for colour by the works of Titian, is No. 174, "The
l
1 Morning Bath," a canvas which fairly glows with the rich but subdued tints of

' that great master. The defective drawing also shows how by the study of the

works of one man exclusively, his errors, as well as his excellencies, may be

perpetuated. Nos. 289, " Berne," 303, "Street Scene," 344. "Venice," J.

Hardy, jr., (water colours), are fine examples of the free use of" body" colours

[upon what is known technically as cattermole paper. Of these, No. 344 is the

(
i most effective, although a little cold, while No. 289, "Berne," is the most

I interesting. These are all works which possess almost as much power as oil

aintings; with much' brilliancy, and although there are many works in the
ater colour gallery of more merit, there are none more effective nor taking.
o. 260 , " Landscape," J. B. Millet, is, perhaps, the most decidedly original in
pl_traent._nivinere.xhibil'.ed, ..iii,l - it-is one upon whose .study we may
estow mucrtime. A simple bit of the Plain of the Barrier, a few apple trees,

- cows, a cow herd, and some chickens ; this is all. It requires study to
able to tell wherein is the charm connected with the work, and why those
t qualified to judge of the true and beautiful in art, linger over it. It cer-

tainly is not its colour, for it contains but the merest suggestion of that. It is
not in its subject, for the subject is ordinary enough. It is not that we have
here the work of an artist by nature, who, ignorant of all conventionalities, has
told the story with charming navieté of what he has seen. It is this extremely
rare quality possessed in such an eminent degree in J. B. Millet's works which
has made them so eagerly sought after. A few years ago and these drawings
were to be bought for a few francs on the Quai Voltaire ; to-day they find a
home in collections rich in examples from the easels of the great painters.

Nos. 261, 277 and 281, by G. Shalders, are three very highly-finished and
minutely-worked drawings of sheep. Capitally drawn, and with unmistakable
wool upon their backs, (a not very common thing in pictures of sheep, as see
Nos. 244 and 27), and sweet little bits of just such landscape as one sees in

,_"Royal Bucks," but excellent as they are, one is inclined to question whether the
" finish " has not been carried too far, and whether Nos. 261 and 281 are
not a trifle " coloury." No. 267, "A Mountain Torrent," by J. W. Whittaker,
is a beautiful picture and a clever one too ; what a glorious rendering of moun-

it

in and of flood this is ; how instinctively we feel the true artist in this work
old in sentiment and masterly in handling; how admirably the rush and swirl

he waters is given, and how each stone and fern and blade of grass seems to
'sten with the mist and dew, and as we gaze, we fancy we can almost catch

roar of the torrent and smell the vapour which arises
"From the well-watered and smoking soil."

•

•   



•Siirt Association of Montreali -

"The World's Judgment" was the title
of a lecture delivered last evening, by His
Honor Mr. Justice Mackay, in the Art As-
sociation Hall, Phillips Square. The re-
spected Ramer began by reviewing the
woks of great artists who lived centuries
ago. The names of Raphael, Michael An-
gelo, and many others, were mentioned, and
quotations from eminent authors were cited.
The cartoons of Raphael and his Trans-
figuration were credited as being the greatest
productions of the painter's brush, and they
stood to-day in the world unparalleled.
Michael Angelo's was next reviewed at
length, and the opinion arrived at that bis
woilts, in their way, still remain unrivalled.
The Istational .Art Gallery luckily possessed
some excellent productions from the brush
of some of these great artists. The next
point touched on was the coloring of pictures.
Some so-called artists had, plenty of paint,
but no ideas, w151.ei with others it was the
reverse, but every artist had his peculiarity, i t

and he' supposed always would have. The
lecturer then spoke of imposters and picture-
imitators, who have been practicing this
nefarious piece of 'nosiness, and deceiving
ihe world for centuries, for ho believed there
was no branch of trade in which there was
more fraud than in picture dealing. Some
very interesting and laughable anecdotes
were told in corroboration of this statement.
You might, he said, go into any art gallery
in Florence, or other towns in Italy, and
come out with an allegel production of
Raphael or any other great artist, for
a few pounds. The works of modern artists
were next reviewed at length and favorably
commented on. The lecture was concluded
by the drawing of a few morals, and an
advice to accept the world's opinion in pre-
ference to our own. A vote of thanks was
rifoved by Mr. Peter Redpatb, and seconded

I by Dr. Stem, Hunt, and carried amidst
d applause.

The gallery was visited yesterday by a
large number of the members, and the exhi-
bition of works by Canadian artists will be
open to the public to-clay.



ART ASSOCIATION
OF MONTREAL.

A General Meeting of THE ASSOCIA -

TION will be held in

THE ART GALLERY,
On Saturday next, the 30th April,

At THREE P.M.,
For the Election of Governors and Life

Members, the acceptance of a Code of By-
laws, and general business.

By order of Council.
S. ENGLISH,

Secretary.
Montreal, 20th April, 1881. b 100

ART ASSOCIATION
OF MONTREAL.

The Annual Meeting
of the ASSOCIATION will be held in the
GALLERY on

Saturday Next, the 22nd Instant,
At 3 P.M.,

for the reception of the Annual Report of
the Council, and for the Election of Officers
for one year, and six Councillors for two
years, and for other business.

By order of the Council.
S. ENGLISH,

Secretary.
Montreal, 17th January, 1881.
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Will be delivered in the ASSOCIATION
BUILDING,

On Friday 21st January, 1881,
At 8 o'clock pan.,

By J. W. GRAY, Esq.,

With SPECIMENS and ILLUSTRATIONS.
Members admitted by Ticket. Non-

members, 25 cts.
January 18 15



is the morning's mist. The delicacy - dis-
played in the colouring, and the manner in
which the artist has dealt with the subject
are most truthful, and show an intior. are
acquaintance with the atmospheric in-
fikj - .1,Qa of the country. Very close to

i this hangs a picture that cannot fail to
arrest the attention of the counoiseurs
in art masters. No. 92, " View in the

I Adironcilac,kby Homer Watson, cf
pEtnori-, -- Ontario. The . boldness of ou t -
line is well marked without any dis-
figurement of angles. The subject is a
storm:about breaking over one of the tow-
ering hills, at the foot of which meanders
a shallow. stream. The foreground, is per.
baps, the weakest point cf the picture, and
it would add much to it if it were brushed
out. But the depicting of tile angry
storm, and the masterly way in which the
foliage is brought upon the canvass is
most marked, and displays much study
and (..-vident artistic ability. The artist,
we are informed, has not hail the advan-
tages of some of his more fortnnatz. COI:

freres, and it is all tbe more to his credit
that he has been able, during his
leisure hours, while not engaged on laqi
farm, to turn out oo merited a production.
No. 21, a full length portrait of Mt.. F.
Coats, of Paisley, Scotland, by Mr. H.
Sandham, C.A., of Montreal, recopies the
centre of the north rail of the gallery and
is well executed. But it is in N. 35,
"Beacon Light, St. John Harbour," that
Mr. Sandnam shows his great ability
with Um brush. There is an evident at-
tempt at .' Pursierising." Tae suLject in
all its parts is well treated. The fore-
ground shows two of our hardy fisherTen
out la their yawl, putting down taeir fish-
ing net for the night, while slowly coming
in through the fog on the tide, with l'eeLd
sails, is a ship, guided into harb mr by
tho `• Beacon L gut." This excellent work
of art forms one of the Cani,d an Naiionid
Gallery pigmies. Tt.-merrow we salad
continuo our remarks on the collection.

1
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lags, prints and painted glass still remain -
subject to Customs' duties.

An Act to amend the Act of Incorpora-
tion was passed by the Quebec Legislattilre
during the year.

Under clause nine of the By-law respect-
ing members the Council has, by regulation,
fixed the dues of associate members at $2
per annum, and has defined the conditions
under which they may visit the gallery for
purposes of study or to copy such works as
may be selected by the Council for that
purpose. No associate members are yet en-
rolled.

Three evening lectures, free to members,
were delivered in the large gallery ; one on
March 4th, by Mr. Cassels, on "Art ; ' one
on March 25th, by Mr. Popham, on "The
claims of Pictorial Art ;" and one on April
14th, by Mr. Justice Mackay, on "The
World's Judgment of Art" It is in con-
templation to have several lectures during
the coming season.

During the year there has been presented
to the Association, by Mr. W. C. Smillie,
one oil painting ; by Mr. Popham, a port-
folio of fac-similes of drawings by Michael
Angelo and Raphael ; by Miss Parkman, of
Boston, a set of photographs.

An experimental series of advanced Art
classes has recently been formed under the
supervision of a Committee, and is now in
active operation in one of the vacant shops.
The number of students in attendance on
the three courses is already upwards of
forty. The course of instruction embraces
figure painting, drawing, composition, land-
scape painting, modelling, and sculpture.

thitd attendant having been found
necessary for the proper care of the gallery,
the Council has appointed Mrs. Grace as
an assistant to the Curator, thereby leaving
the latter officer more free to give attention
to out-door duties. In June last Me.
Stevenson, the Janitor, having resigned his
office, Mr. F. Sweet, the present incumbent,
was appointed in his place.

The thanks of the Association are due to
those ladies and gentleman who have
generously and liberally loaned works of
art for exhibition. It is proper to make
special mention of the fine coliections from
the Misses Frothingham, which includes a
characteristic example of Jean-Francois
Millet, "The Sheperdess," and from Mr. F.
W. Kay, which includes some choioe water
colours

'

 also of two Marbles, by B. Spence,
leaned by Sir Alex. T Galt. ' A collection
of 38 works, the property of the President,
presented by him to the Fraser Institute, is
also on loan exhibition in the small gallery.

The entire number of visits paid to the
Gallery has been :—
By members 	 5,680
By payers during the Domin-
-   . 6,303

y payers at other times.. ... 1,906
8,209

By free visitors on Saturdays..	 4,258

Total visits during the
year ....  	 18,247

' .le amount of insurance on the Associa-
tion's property is as follows :—On the build-
ing, $16,000 ; on the Association's collec-
tions, $28,730 ; ou loan collection, $25,000;
total, $69,730.

LIST 05' DONATIONS.

In addition to the Gibb Bequest, the
more important gifts to the Association of
money and works has been as follows
Amount brought forward as de-

tailed in last Report  	$6,965.00
Mr. John Harris, tour Oil Paintings 1,400.00
Mr. John McLennan, M.P., one Oil

	

Painting     400.00
Mr. Albert Bierstadt, one Oil Paint-

	ing    1,000.00
Mr. Richard B. Angus, one Oil

Painting .....	 .  	 500.00
Mr. W. C. Smillie, one Oil Painting 300.00
Mr. M. H. Gault, M.P., £100 stg. to

purchase an Oil Painting 	  500.00
Mr. John C. Baker, Stanbridge, Q 	 ,

	(per Mr. Popham)    500.00
Mr. G. A. Drummond.... ......	 500.00
Mr. Alexander Murray.... 	  . 100.00
Mr. Wm. McLachlan. 	  100 00
Mr. Charles E. Morton 	  100.00
Dr. T. Sterry Hunt 	  100.00

)
) $12,465.00

The Treasurer's report was as follows
1880	 D.
To loan from Mrs. Ferguson.... $3,000.00
" Subscriptions to Build'g Fund

• paid 	 526.67
Entrance fees.... 	

"

	1,106.90
792.09

Commission au. t. (balauee) 	
" Rents collected. 	

I

193.71
" Annual subscriptions 	 1.15 5

Proceeds
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EPPS'S COCOA—GRATEFUL AND COMFOR

—" By a thorough knowledge of the natu-
ral laws which govern the operations of
digestion and nutrition, and by a careful
application of the fine properties of well
selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our
breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy
doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built np until strong enough
to resist every tendency to disease. Hun-
dreds of subtle maladies aie floating around
us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. 'We may escape many a fatal shatt

by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure food and a properly nourished frame."
Civil Service Gazette.—Sold only in packets
labelled—" JAMES EPPS & Co., Homoeopathic
Chemists London, Eng. Also, makers of
Epps's
Chemists,

 Essence, for afternoon use..

—Herr Pretorious, the Boer Trumvir, has
visited Mr. J. H. Brand, 'President of the

Orange Free State, to solicit his mediation
and permission to obtain ammunition. It
is asserted that President Brand said the

first request should bave come earlier, and
be refused to grant the second.

—The snow-storm has been renewed in

the southern parts of England and Scot-

and, and the weather is very cold.

deg
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1,4	 ANNUAL MEETING.

The annual meeting of the Art Associa -

tion of Montreal was held on Saturday
afternoon, in the gallery of the Institution.
The chair was occupied by the Vice-Presi-
dent, Hon. Thomas Ryan. There were
present the Rev.	 Canon Norman,
Rev. J. S. Black,	 Messrs. W. B.
Simpson. R. W. Shepherd, Sr., John Pop-
ham, J. W. Gray, J. C. McArthur, F. S.
Lyman, Geo. Hague, Richard White, Charles
Gibb, F. Matthews,W. Hall, W. Scott, W. G.
Murray, W. Denoon, T. D. King, A. Edson,
Ald. McCord, W. MçLennan, Thos. Craig,
and others.

Mr. William Hall was appointed Honor-
ary -Secretary.

After the minutes of the last annual
meeting were read and confirmed,

The Chairman then read the following

•

230.40

$9,315.52

$2,875.17
426.10
804.85

394.81
552.72
331.94
522.39

1,300.00
2,077.00

30.54

$9,315.52

The CluntmAis moved that the report of
the Council be now received and adopted,
and that the Council be authorized to print
500 copies.

Rev. Canon NORMAN seconded the motion.
He said that, whilst on the whole the past
year had been very successful to the Asso-
ciation, they could not but deplore the fact
that the membership was scarcely 300. It
was to be regretted that they had to appeal
to the public to join the Association ; there
ought to be a love of Art for Art's sake. He
hoped that by next year they would have
at least 600 members.

Ald. MoCoee thought the report was a
very satisfactory one.

Mr. JOHN Porno{ referred to the artotype

prints, and regretted, as Canon Norman had
stated, that anything like a bribe should
have to be offered for new subscriptions.
The first object was to encourage Canadian
Art, and the second was to show that they
could produce as fine artotypes as they could
in the Old World.

ELECTION OP OFFICERS.

The election of officers for the ensuing
year was then proceeded with, and resulted
as follows

President—Hon. Mr. Justice Mackay.
Vice:President--Hon. Thomas Ryan.
Treasurer—R. W. Shepherd, Sr.
The following were elected members of

the Council, in place of the retiring mem-
bers :—Messrs. D. A. P. Watt (re-elected),
Dr. T. Sterry Hunt (re-elected), George
Hague, W. Hall, A. D. Steele and Wm.
Hurray.

Three of the retiring members, Messrs.
Chas. Gibb, G. A. Drummond and S. E.
Dawson positively refused re-election.

Mr. GEORGE HAGUE then made a few re-
marks. He thought that the Art Gallety

was the finest on the continent ; there was
nothing like it in Chicago or Boston. But
there was an absence of plastic Art ; he had
seen these works in various galleries, and
he did not see why they could not obtain
them, and not only plaster casts, but plaster
busts. They might have the busts of great
men, which would add very much to the
higher branches of Art. They might also
have a collection of medallions. These
things cost money, and he supposed they
would have done a great deal more if they
had had more money. He hoped to see the
time when the Art Gallery would occupy
the whole of Phillips' square. Whatever
others would do towards the improvement
of the Gallery, he would be one of those
who would help to bear the expenses.

Mr. F. D. KING drew attention to the fact
that there would be in a few days a mag-
nificent exhibition of etchings and mono-
chronos.

The CHAIRMAN said the first plan was to
get funds to clear off the debt, and then go
on with the improvements suggested by
Mr. Hague. If the Art Gallery were sup-
ported as it should be, it would become one
of the greatest institutions of Montreal.

Mr. WILLIAM MURRAY moved, seconded by
Mr. T. D. KING, that a vote of thanks be
tendered to the Chairman for the able man-
ner in which he had presided over the
meeting.

The motion was carried unanimously,
and the meeting adjourned.

, ART ASSOCIATION.

LECTURE ON " CERA MICS," BY MR. J.
W. GRAY -

A very interesting and instructive lecture
was given in the gallery of the Art Associa-
tion last evening, by Mr. J. W. Gray, on
"Ceramics." The Rev. Canon Norman
occupied the Chair, and, in introducing the
lecturer, stated that this was only the first
of a series of lectures that were to be
given during the season. Two others will
follow, one on " Engraving " and the other
ou " Music." He would also say that Mr.
Gray had taken a great deal of pains in
collecting his specimens for illustrating his
lecture.

Mr. Gray said that man's material wanted
the impelling power which draws him into
the state of nature accompanying the ma-
terial one. As he grew in intelligence and
increased in wealth, new necessities and
aspirations arose, which found their issue
and fulfilment in Literature, Science and
Art. The elevation of the mind took place;
life's pleasures were enhanced by the cultiva-
tion of these refining Arts. Man might be
said to enter into a new world, through cul-
tivation of the beautiful in Nature and Art,
full of everything that can minister to his
intellectual gratification. It ems imtsossible

for man to rest satisfied with acquiring ma-
terial ease and not be impressed with the
beauty, wisdom, order and goodness which
formed the basis of intellectual satisfaction
and happiness ; that, however, the instincts
of man might impel him to the gratification
of his appetites, he could not ignore the
spiritual parts of his 'nature, which
ever impelled him to search out
something higher, more ennobling and
elevating than material ease. This elevat-
ing power or feeling caused him to share in
the lofty movements of fine minds, and to
take pleasure in all artistic creations. In
all correctly educated minds, they found,
that they became more tender in their sen-
sibilities and general in their sympathies,
and the more they cultivated the moral
sentiments there was greater , possibility
that they would be confined within stricter
limits, while the uneducated mind was very
apt to find its pleasures in the trivial and
commonplace. As all nations advance in
wealth, taste and intellect, the people be-
come cultivated and endeavour to give to
the works of their hands

'

 whether for utility

or ornament, forms of beauty and colour,
never resting satisfied with contributions of
personal ease and comfort unless something
was superadded to their satisfactory sense
of the beautiful, and they fabricate forms of
beauty or justly appreciate them in propor-
tion as their natural powers have been
cultivated. Thkre were Woe. among
them who would care to ' give up tar,
elegancies of life and be contented
with the blank necessities. The lecturer
touched upon the power of imitation pecu-
liar to man, and this power of imitation was
in nothing more evident than in the Arts,
and Art being born within us and coeval
with our birth, it was useless to trace it
back and give the honour of its discovery
and cultivation to any one nation. Mr.
Gray next spoke of the influence of Art
upon us, and its mission, which he charac-
terized as affoiding us pleasure, instruction
and improvement. He next gave a defini-
tion of what Art was, and its office, dividing
it into the Fine and the Industrial, stating
that the Industrial was governed by utili-

,arianism, and subject to the laws of adapta-

1 	-potation in urging upon Partial:Inn

io grant an appropriatiou for the surveyis

of the proposed route.
The Comm ittee resolved to rep.

Council in favour of it.
A FANATIC.

At this stage of the proceedings, A!
McShane stated that he had some very is ,

portant business on hand, and producins

copy of the Courrier de Montreal, he pointess' ss,

to a paragraph, in which he was called "a
fanatic" and other disagreeable names in
relation to his conduct ou the West-End
Abattoir question. The worthy Alderman .
said that he did not believe there was
more liberal-minded and less fanatic mem

ber in the Council than himself.
Mr. Riddell, of the firm of R;ddell

Stevenson, appeared before the Committee;
in reference to an excessive taxation of the

property belonging to the estate of the late

I

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL:
as sq.

The Council has the honour to report its
proceedings for the year 1880.

The somewhat interesting collection of
Paintings, .consisting 1st twenty-four ex-
amples of " old masters," the property of
Mr. Barton Hill, which occupied the upper
hall at the date of the last annual meeting,
remained on exhibition during the months
of January and February following, and
attracted numerous visitors to the gallery.

The Royal Canadian Academy, to which
reference was made last year, has been suc-
cessfully inaugurated. It held its first ex-
hibition in Ottawa, in the month of March
last, when the exhibits were numerous and
of a meritorious character. The second
exhibition will be held at Halifax in July
next ; the third in 1882, in St. John, N.B.,
and thereafter in Quebec, Toronto and
Montreal.

Early in the year a Committee was named
to make arrangements foi the bolding of
the annual Spring Exhibition during the
last fortnight inApril, "to exhibit more parti-
cularly the works of Canadian artists, resi-
dent and non-resident." The usual circu-
lars were issued to artists, and arrangements
made to procure a loan of the diploma pic-
tures, and other important works from the
exhibition of the Royal Canadian Academy,
—all of which were forthcoming. The
exhibition was a most creditable one ; it
embraced upwards of two hundred works
by Canadian artists, from which sales were
made by the Curator to the value of about
$2,400. It remained open from the 13th to
the 30th of April, and was visited by over
2,500 persons. It is intended to bold this
year's exhibition during the fortnight, April
11th to 23rd, and to receive contributions
up to Saturday the 2nd.

A powerful work by Gabriel Max one of
the younger masters of the Munich School,
"The Rai sing of Jairus'Daughter," was loaned
to the Association by a member of Council,
Mr. Drummond, and placed on special ex-
hibition in the Council room for three
weeks in the month of March, during which
it was visited by upwards of 2,000 persons;
and again on general exhibition during the
term of the Dominion Exhibition, Septem-
ber 13th to 25th. The expenses of gas-fit-
tings and mountings were borne by Mt.
Drummond, to whom the thanks of the
Association are here again tendered. It is
intended to include an artotype reproduc-
tion of this picture in the Association's port-
folio for 1881.

The very successful Dominion Exhibition
held last autumn in this city, was the
means, through the co-operation of the Ci-
tizens' Committee, not merely of adding to
the revenue of the Association, but also of
bringing it under the notice of strangers
from all parts of Canada who visited Mon-
treal in large numbers on that occasion.
The Council, in consideration of the cir-
cumstances and of the-sum of $200 granted
by the Citizens' Committee, made a special
loan collection of one hundred and twenty-
one picteres, and reduced the entrance fee

I to the nominal sum of ten cents. The en-
tire exhibit numbered about three hundred
wor ts, the most noteworthy of which was
the painting by Gabriel Max, above men-
tioned, which deeply impressed all behold-
ers. During the ten days of the Exhibitiom

1 upwards of seven thousand persons visited
I the rooms, and the receipts exceeded the

expenses by the sum of $780.
With the view of increasing the member-

ship of the Association, the Council, on the
recommendation of a Committee, has sine-
timed to publication of a Portfolio of ar-

totype pftnts from paintings exhibited in
the gallery, and from sketches made by ar-
tists for this purpose. Specimens of these
prints are on the table. It is proposed to
present a copy ot this work to each member
for 1881, and some volunteers have under-
taken to canvass for new members so soon
as it is published. Should this venture
prove to be a success, it might be repeated
annually.

C No steps have been taken in the matter
of the memorial brass to be placed in the

at

C.'

fee

entrance-hall in commemoration of the be-
quest of the lute Mr. Gibb, but the Council
is not without hope that the finances of the
Association will admit of the work being
proceeded with in the course of the coming
year.

During the last session of the Dominion
Parliament, water colours were added to the
free list. Of works of art, sculpture, draw-,

Catalogues sold 	

0:6 	Cu	
By balance from 1879.... 	
" Building and furniture 	
" Salaries and labor 	
" Fuel, $151.56; Gas, $124

	Water, 119 25. ... 	
" Interest on mortgages (bal.)..

	

" Insurance (balance) 	
" Advertising, printing, etc... •

" Loan from Mrs. Ferguson re-
paid in part 	

tc Paid sundry artists (per cont.)
cc Balance    

2

-
Milts, pro ortion, ornament and harass .
colour, sh swing the necessity or the impor-
tance of b ending the beautiful and useful
as ugliness was not essential to man, and
that thé more beautiful and useful their
ornament was, it commanded the more
ready sale in the marts of the world. They
often judged of the progress of the refine-
ment of a nation through the cultivation
of the Arts, and that they ever
reflected honour when in a spirit
of:purity and sincerity, they encouraged
them

'

 while those of the Industrial not
only added to our comfort, but increased
our commercial prosperity. He dwelt par-
ticularly upon the potteries of England, and
the date when they flourished, showing that
it was to individual enterprise their success
was mainly due, while those of the contin-
ent had ever commanded the favour of in-
fluence and royalty. Next came the manipu
lation. In a very concise and explicit form.
the lecturer described the manufacturing of
pottery, the various processes and the modes
of its production. There were differences
of opinion with regard to the collecting of
old china, some highly prizing and some
looking upon it from too utilitarian a point
of view. Treating of its utility, the beauty
of form and colour with which it could he
invested, Mr. Gray particularly dwelt upon
the importance of placing good forms and
colours before the young as an educatin,,:
medium. It was just as essential for
the young to know why the bird flies as
how, to detect the loveliness of the rose
as to number its petals, and to feel the
beauty of the mountain forms, with the re-
pose of the valley and the sublimity of th e

ocean, for all these tended to call forth the
finest feelings implanted in their nature.
We have not the advantages that they
have in Europe for the cultivation of the
Arts ; yet it will not do for us to repine, but
learn to think and feel and do for ourselves.
What we needed was earnest study and
proper direction to Art. When this had
taken loot among us, we might safely
leave the course of it to the energy and the
independent character of our people ; and
there was no doubt but they would carry_
the cultivation of a national taste in Art,
and a jast appreciation of the sublime and
beautiful, to an eminent degree of perfec-
tion.

At the conclusion of the lecture, Professor
DAREY moved, seconded by the CHAIRMAN,

that a vote of thanks be tendered to the
loaners of the pottery, which was carried
unamiously.

A vote of thanks was also tendered to the
lecturer for his able and instructive lecture.
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---- REPORT OF THE COUNCIL:
The Council has the honour to report its

proceedings for the year 1880.
The somewhat interesting collection of

Paintings, ,consisting ot twenty-four ex-
amples of "old masters," the property of
Mr. Barton Hill, which occupied the upper
hall at the date of the last annual meeting,
remained on exhibition during the months
of January and February following, and
attracted numerous visitors to the gallery.

The Royal Canadian Academy, to which
reference was made last year, has been suc-
cessfully inaugurated. It held its first ex-
hibition in Ottawa, in the month of March
last, when the exhibits were numerous and

of a meritorious character. The second
exhibition will be held at Halifax in July
next ; the third in 1882, in St. John, N.B.,
and thereafter in Quebec, Toronto and
Montreal.

Early in the year a Committee 'was named
to make arrangements for the holding of
the annual Spring Exhibition during the
last fortnight in April, "to exhibit more parti-
cularly the works of Canadian artists, resi-
dent and non-resident." The usual circu-
lars were issued to artists, and arrangements
made to procure a loan of the diploma pic-
tures, and other important works from the
exhibition of the Royal Canadian Academy,
-all of which were forthcoming. The
exhibition was a most creditable one ; it
embraced upwards of two hundred works
by Canadian artists, from which sales were
made by the Curator to the value of about

$2,400. It remained open from the 13th to
the 30th of April, and was visited by over
2,500 persons. It is intended to hold this
year's exhibition during the fortnight, April
11th to 23rd, and to receive contributions
up to Saturday the 2nd.

A powerful work by Gabriel Max one of
the younger masters of the Munich School,
"The Raising of Jairus'Daughter,"vvas loaned
to the Association by a member of Council,
Mr. Drummond, and placed on Special ex-
hibition in the Council room for three
weeks in the month of March, during which
it was visited by upwards of 2,000 persons ;

and again on general exhibition during the

term of the Dominion Exhibition, Septem-
ber 13th to 25th. The expenses of gas-fit-
tings and mountings were borne by Mr.
Drummond, to whom the thanks of the

Association are here again tendered. It is
intended to include an artotype reproduc-
tion of this picture in the Association's port-
folio for 1881.

The very successful Dominion Exhibition
had last autumn in this city, was the

means, through the co-operation of the Ci-
tizens' Committee, not merely of adding to
the revenue of the Association, but also of

bringing it under the notice of strangers
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IA I 'ANNUAL MEETING.

The annual meeting of the Art Associa-
don of Montreal was held on Saturday
afternoon, in the gallery of the Institution.
The chair was occupied by the Vice-Presi-
dent, Hon. Thomas Ryan. There were
present the Rev.	 Canon Norman,
Rev. J. IS. Black,	 Messrs. W. B.
Simpson. R. W. Shepherd, Sr., John Pop-
ham, J. W. Gray, J. C. McArthur, F. S.
Lyman, Geo. Hague, Richard White, Charles
Gibb, F. Matthews,W. Hall, W. Scott, W. G.
Murray, W. Denoon, T. D. King, A. Edson,
Aid. McCord, W. McLennan, Thos. Craig,
and others.

Mr. William Hall was appointed Honor-
ary -Secretary.

After the minutes of the last annual
meeting were read and confirmed,

The Chairman then read the following

CR.

By balance from 1879.... ...... $2,875.17

" Building and furniture 	 426.10

" Salaries and labor 	 804.85

Fuel, $151.56; Gas, $124
Water, 119 25....  	 394.81

" Interest on mortgages (bal.)..	 552.72

" Insurance (balance) 	 331.94

" Advertising, printing, etc.... 	 522.39

" Loan from Mrs. Ferguson re-
paid in part 	  1,300.00

" Paid sundry artists (per cont 	 ) 2,077.00

e Balance 	 30.54

$9,315.52

The CHAIRMAN moved that the report of
the Council be now received and adopted,
and that the Council be authorized to print
500 copies.

Rev. Canon NORMAN seconded the motion.

He said that, whilst on the whole the past
year had been very successful to the Asso-
ciation, they could not but deplore the fact
that the membership was scarcely 300: It
was to be regretted that they had to appeal
to the public to join the Association ; there
ought to be a love of Art for Art's sake. He
hoped that by next year they would have

at least SOO members.
Aid. McCoRe thought the report was a

very satisfactory one.
Mr. JOHN POPHAM referred to the artotype

prints, and regretted, as Canon Norman had
stated, that anything like a bribe should
have to be offered for new subscriptions.
The first object was to encourage Canadian
Art, and the second was to show that they
could produce as fine artotypes as they could
in the Old World.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The election of officers for the ensuing
year was then proceeded with, and resulted
as follows

President-Hon. Mr. Justice Mackay.
VicePresident--Hon. Thomas Ryan.
Treasurer-R. W. Shepherd, Sr.
The following were elected members of

the Council, in place of the retiring mem-
bers :-Messrs. D. A. P. Watt (re-elected),
Dr. T. Sterry Hunt (re-elected), George
Hague, W. Hall, A. D. Steele and Wm.
Murray.

Three of the retiring members, Messrs.
Chas. Gibb, G. A. Drummond and S. E.
Dawson positively refused re-election.

Mr. GEORGE HAGUE then made a few re-
marks. He thought that the Art Gallery
was the finest on the continent ; there was
nothing like it in Chicago or Boston. But

there was an absence of plastic Art ; he had
seen these works in various galleries, and
he did not see why they could not obtain
them, and not only plaster casts, but plaster
busts. They might have the busts of great
men, which would add very much to the

higher branches of Art. They might also
have a collection of medallions. These
things cost money, and he supposed they
would have done a great deal more if they
had had more money. He hoped to see the

time when the Art Gallery would occupy
the whole of Phillips' square. Whatever
others would do towards the improvement
of the Gallery, he would be one of those
who would help to bear the expenses.

Mr. P. D. Rum drew attention to the fact
that there would be in a few days a mag-
nificent exhibition of etchings and mono-
chrones.

The CHAIRMAN said the first plan was to
get funds to clear off the debt, and then go

on with the improvements suggested by
Mr. Hague. If the Art Gallery were sup-
ported as it should be, it would become one

of the greatest institutions of Montreal.
Mr. WILLIAM MURRAY moved, seconded by

Mr. T. D. KING that a vote of thanks be
tendow440 ibo 4asirman for the able man-
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ART ASSOCIArloN,

LECTURE ON " CERAMICS," BY MR. J.
W. GRAY

A very interesting and instructive lecture
was given in the gallery of the Art Associa-
tion last evening, by Mr. J. W. Gray, on
"Ceramics." The Rev. Canon Norman
occupied the Chair, and, in introducing the
lecturer, stated that this was only the first
of a series of lectures that were to be
given during the season. Two others will
follow, one on " Engraving and the other
on " Music." He would also say that Mr.
Gray had taken a great deal of pains in
collecting his specimens for illustrating his
lecture.

Mr. Gray said that man's material wanted
the impelling power which draws him into
the state of nature accompanying the ma-
terial one. As he grew in intelligence and
increased in wealth, new necessities and
aspirations arose, which found their issue
and fulfilment in Literature, Science and
Art. The elevation of the mind took place;
life's pleasures were enhanced by the cultiva-
tion of these refining Arts. Man might be
said to enter into a new world, through cul-
tivation of the beautiful in Nature and Art,
full of everything that can minister to his
intellectual gratification. It as ime.ossible
for man to rest satisfied wite, acquiring ma-
terial ease and not be impressed with the
beauty, wisdom, order and goodness which
formed the basis of intellectual satisfaction

and happiness ; that, however, the instincts

of man might impel him to the gratification
of his appetites, he could not ignore the

spiritual parts of his *nature, which
ever impelled him to search out
something higher, more ennobling and
elevating than material ease. This elevat-
ing power or feeling caused him to share in
the lofty movements of fine minds, and to
take pleasure in all artistic creations. In
all correctly educated minds, they found
that they became more tender in their sen-
sibilities and general in their sympathies,
and the more they cultivated the moral
sentiments there was greater , possibility
that they would be confined within stricter
limits, while the uneducated mind was very
apt to find its pleasures in the trivial and
commonplace. As all nations advance in
wcalth, taste and intellect, the people be-
come cultivated and endeavour to give to
the works of their hands, whether for utility
or ornament, forms of beauty and colour,
never resting satisfied with contributions of
personal ease and comfort unless something
was superadded to their satisfactory sense
of the beautiful, and they fabricate forms of

beauty or justly appreciate them in propor-
tion as their natural powers have been
cultivated. TI-dre m ere *Sim among
them who would care to ' give up th !
elegancies of life and be contented
with the blank necessities. The lecturer
touched upon the power of imitation pecu-
liar to man, and this power of imitation was
in nothing more evident than in the Arts,

and Art being born within us and coeval
with our birth, it was useless to trace it
back and give the honour of its discovery
and cultivation to any one nation. Mr.
Gray next spoke of the influence of Art
upon us, and its mission, which he charac-
terized as affoiding us pleasure, instruction
and improvement. He next gave a defini-
tion of what Art was, and its office, dividing
it into the Fine and the Industrial, stating
that the Industrial was governed by utili-

,arianism, and subject to the laws of adapta-
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- porstuon in urging Upon ritrnamerrr
so grant an appropriation for the surveying
of the proposed route.

The Committee resolved to ttpod

Council in favour of it.
A FANATIC.

At this stage of the proceedings, Ald.
McShane stated that he had some very im-
portant business on hand, and producing a
copy of the Courrier de Montreal, he pointe

to a paragraph, in which he was called "a
fanatic" and other disagreeable names in
relation to his conduct on the West-End
Abattoir question. The worthy Alderman
said that he did not believe there was
more liberal-minded and less fanatic meta
ber in the Council than himself.

Mr. Riddell, of the firm of Riddell dr
Stevenson, appeared before the Committee;
in reference to an excessive taxation of the
property belonging to the estate of the late
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bility, priyortion, ornament and harmony ch

colour, shoving the necessity or the impor-
tance of blending the beautiful and useful,
as ugliness was not essential to man, and
that the more beautiful and useful their
ornament was, it commanded the more
ready sale in the marts of the world. They
often judged of the progress of the refine-
ment of a nation through the cultivation
of the Arts, and that they ever
reflected honour when in a spirit
of: purity and sincerity, they encouraged
them, while those of the Industrial not
only added to our comfort, but increased
our commercial prosperity. He dwelt par-
ticularly upon the potteries of England, and
the date when they flourished, showing that
it was to individual enterprise their success
was mainly due, while those of the contin-
ent had ever commanded the favour of in-
fl uence and royalty. Next Came the manipu -
ration. In a very concise and explicit form,
the lecturer de4cribed the manufacturino; of
pottery, the various processes and the modes
of its production. There were differences
of opinion with regard to the collecting of
old china, some highly prizing and some
looking upon it from too utilitarian a point
of view. Treating of its utility, the beauty
of form and colour with which it could be
invested, Mr. Gray particularly dwelt upon
the importance of placing good forms and
colours before the young as ai' educating
medium. It was just as essential for
the young to know why the bird flies as
how, to detect the loveliness of the rose
as to number its petals, and to feel the
beauty of the mountain forms, with the re-
pose of the valley and the sublimity of the
ocean, for all these tended to call forth the
finest feelings implanted in their nature.
We have not the advantages that they
have in Europe for the cultivation of the
Arts ; yet it will not do for us to repine, but
learn to think and feel and do for ourselves.
What we needed was earrest study and
proper direction to Art. When this had
taken root among HS, we might safely
leave the course of it to the energy and the
independent character of our people ; and
there was no doubt but they would carry_
the cultivation of a national taste in Art,
and a jast appreciation of the sublime and
beautiful, to an eminent degree of perfec-
tion.

At the conclusion of the lecture, Professor
DARBY moved, seconded by the CMAIReIAN

that a vote of thanks be tendered to the
loaners of the pottery, which was carried.
unamiously.

A vote of thanks was also tendered to the

lecturer for his able and instructive lecture.
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MONTREAL ART ASSOCIATION.

It is gratifying to know that the Art A..18t)Cii
time cf Moutreal shows a degree of progress
highly cheering to the many friends of that in-
elitution. Not only does its gallery continue to
be a leading attraction of the city, but the Cau a
cil are just now laboring to the utmost to render
it still further worthy of the intention of the
founders. This year's work will COM101011C8 with
a lecture on Tuesday night, and others will
follow during the winter and spring. At least
four lectures will be delivered during the period
named, making one more than last year, but it is
the intention of the C macit to by no me ins
limit themselves to numbsr, provided the ability
and willingness be forthcoming to furnish the
lectures.

The exhibition of the works of Canadian
artists will take place in April. It is expected
that some specimens much surpassing any
hitherto exhibited will be offlred for °raids n
and in this connection it should be stated that
the art classes raider Mt:MM. Raphael, E 'sea

and Van Luppen have during the year been
very successful, are being daily more appreciated
and are steadily increasing in membership and
general uesefulaess.

With a view to still further give impetus to
the institution, the Council have now in prepara-
tion a portfolio of ten artotypes of original
drawings by Canadian artists and others, welch
will be presented to each member of the Ass
tilSn for 1881 We have seen several specimens
of these artotypea, end it is suffi rient ta say that,

if only in a commercial point of view, each spe-
cimen is more than worth the annual subscription
of live dollars.

A number of new paintings have lately beets
added to the collection, and altogether the Art
Gallery of felontreal promises to be-as indeed
It abundantly deserves to be-the p atroniz-.3
during the coining year of all who appreciate the
senius of painting, or would encourage true ar-

tistic refinement.

01;7.0.44
-44r-til-alkase

CANADIAN ART,	 36. Atlantic House /tacit 	 WW. Brown
In Maiden Meditation. 	 W Raphael,

A line collection of paintings by Cana.RC A.

	

38. Grapes   M Martin, C Adials artists.	 Woodcock and snipe ...W Raphael, RCA

	

(Mon t morency 	
kiannaford, A R C A.

l 91. A Rise In Molasses 	 W Raphael, R C A-
42. Grapas	  T Martin, R C A
43. Plover and Teal .... 	 W Raphael, RCA
44. Nature's Own deaaties 	 W Itaahaei,R CA
45. ou the	 Dart (Horse shoe Fill ...M Han-

naford, A R C A.
46. Sherbrooke ....... ......,.... ...... W Sawyer
I 47. Partridges J C Miles

48. Looking towards Nun's Island (Moonlight)

49. Malaga Grapes 	 j.JWC MGirlaeys
50. Bounding Cave (Coast of Maine) 	 W W

Brown.
WATER COLOURS.

50. A Cottage in Somersetshire. .L R O'Brien,
R C A.

"Happy Day "-Glen Sutton. ...A Edson,
R C A.

62. ".!Where are They Gone ?" Chiswick
Churchyard 	 H Sandham, R C A

53, Phlox 	 T M Martin, RCA
51. "Happy Moments " 	 H klandham, R C A
55. Pool by the Wood ... .... A Edson. R C A
56. View in the White Mountains... .M Mat-

thews, RCA
57. Falls on the Chaudiere River 	 L R

O'Brien, R CA
58. Foxglove 	 W Revell, R C A
64. A Fog on the Banks 	 L R O'Brien,

• RCA
60. On the road to Sillery Cove (Quebec!)... L R

O'Brien, RCA
01. A Sketch in New Fores (near Lyndhurst).

R O'Brien, R C A
62. In the Queen's Park, Toronto. 	

M Matthews, R C A
63. On the Peabody River (White Mountains) 	

• •	 TM Martin, R C A
64. The Glen at Chateau Richer 	

L R O'Brien, RCA
65	

GMenRhododendrons 	 A F Gen
66. Fruit and Flowers 	 W Revell, It C A
67. Study of Rocks (Tadousac). ..A P Coleman
68. St. Andrews, (Argenteuil) 	

L R O'Brien. R C A
69. Landscape 	 R Baigent
70. A Grey Evening on the Otonabee 	

A P Coleman
71. The Wharves at Montreal 	

L R O'Brien, RCA
72. "An Old Favorite" 	 D E Grant
73. Fruit 	 Julia Weston
74. Low-tide on the Thames 	

H Sandham, R C A
75. In the Prince's Bastion (Citadel, Quebec) 	

L R O'Brien, R C A
76. Abbey of Lindesfarne 	 M P Taylor
77. CarlIsts Skirmishing....... 	 J S. Crocker
78. Landscape.... 	 R Baigent
79. Banshee Ter, New Zealand 	

M Hannaford, A. R C A
80. Spanish Muleteer 	 J S Crocker
81. View of Strati] Earn (Perthahlre)..F Sohns
82. Belfry of Bruges	  M P Taylor
83. In a Quaint Old Flemish City. 	 M P Taylor
84. Des Arables Rapids (Upper ottswa) 	

A P Coleman
85. On the River Earn near Comrie....F teohns
86. Muskrat Trapper........ ....... E $ Shrapnel
87. Deer Hunting 	 ES Shrapnel
88. Porte de Gand-Bruges 	 M P Taylor
89. Twilight on the Humber 	 F A Verner
90. After Sunset-High Park 	 F A Verner
91. Fishing Nets on the St Lawrence 	

E Shrapnel
92. Whaling off the Bermudas... .E Shrapnel
93. Flowers  ' 	 Eloise Weston
91. Portland Harbour (sunset) 	 Miss E Scot

• 40. The Natural S teps  	 )
The special exhibition of the works of Ca-

nadian artists at the Gallery of the Art
adeiation, Phillips' Square, is one full of

interest to the well-wishers of native art.
The attendance, already very large, is daily
increasing. The exhibition is not so large
an that of last year, owing to the fact that

le Society has not borrowed any pictures in
addition to those forwarded by artists for ex-
hibition and sale. Another reason why the
display this year does not equal that of last
year in point of numbers is that several Ca-
nadian artists are actively engaged upon
a Picturesque Canada." Taking the exhibi-
tion as a whole, however, it shows a very gra-
tifyiug improvement in regard to artistic
excellence, and there are as many good pic-
tures on sale now as there were last year.
We notice among the list of contributors this
year two new artists, Messrs. Cox and
Coleman, of whose productions we
shall speak somewhat in detail be-
low. It was erroneously stated by our
evening contemporary that the best works
of our local artists were being withheld for
the Academy exhibition to be held this year
at Halifax. This statement has been em-
phatically denied by a well-known artist, who
affirms that there is no necessity for with-
holding their best works, which are now, in
fact, being displayed in Montreal, and which
will be sent to Halifax if not sold. This ex-
hibition will be closed a week from to-mor-
row, in order that the paintings not disposed
of,:may be sent to the spring exhibition of the
Ontario Society of Artists. The special col-
lection consists of 94 oil paintings and water
colors, which have been hung and arranged
under the superintendence of Mr. English
with artistic skill, in a manner that shows off
each picture to the best advantage.

Among the oil paintings which deserve
especial mention is a " View on the Nerepis
River, N. B.," by Mr. J. C. Miles. Of the
several paintings exhibited by Mr. Miles this
is perhaps the best. It is an effective land-
scape in which the treatment of the trees
and the perspective are particularly good.
The picture has merits which speak well for
the future of the artist. " Lobster Fishers
Landing the Catch " is the most am-
bitious effort Mr. R. Harris has
made. The composition is good and
the sky is very effective. The
coloring would by most persons be regarded
as the weakest point of the picture which is
undoubtedly an excellent one and one in
-which the drawing and technique arc of a
high order. e Solitude" and "Twilight on
the Humber," by Mr. F. A. Verner, are much
admired and in the latter the twilight eitect
is very nicely reproduced.' Both pictures
are fair specimens cf this style of art. " After
the Storm (Muskoka)," by Mr. A. Cox, is a
splendid representation of the wilds of
Canada. The conception is grand and the
execution good. 'The  rocky fastnesses are
particularly well delineated and betray the
excellence of which the artist is capable.
The picture evidences a haste in the finish
which it would be desirable Mr. Cox should
avoid in the future. a The Stone Road (Dun-
das)" is a scene from the oldest settled por-
tion of Ontario and is one of the best land-
scapes in the room. Tho massing of light
and shade i8 exquisitely done and the paint-
ing as a whole is an artistic success. e Clear-
ing up," by Mr. H. Watson, is a fine picture
which smacks of the weirdness of Gustave
Dore. " The untrodden Wilds of Ceinada,"
by Mr. T. M. Martin, is very
tar in advance of any of Mr. Martin's
contributions last year. The atmosphere
among the trees is faithfully treated, and the
coloring and technique are admirable. The
whole picture reproduces the freshness of a
wilderness. ll Under the Pines (Mount Royal
Park)," is one of the best pictures Mr. Gray
has yet painted. Tile scene is full of local
interest and much achnieed. " A study from
life," by Mr. J. Weston, is far ahead of any-

4 thing that gentleman has yet exhibited.
e An Alpine 'Torrent " is painted in the
usually careful and conscientious style of

, Mr. C. J. Way. "Nearly Through," is some-
thing entirely new for Mr. Martin, who has
hitherto devoted his attention to landscapes.
The picture represents a washerwoman com-
pleting her day's labor, and is a wonderfully
realistic picture. This is the first piece of
figure painting Mr. Martin has attempted,
and we would advise him to continue his
efforts in this direction. " Bethel (White
Mountains)" is a landscape by Miss Emily
Scott, which must disconcert some of the
professionals. It is a fine composition and
a very creditable performance for an ama-
teur. Throe portraits by Mr. A. Boisseau
ire on exhibition. Those of Aid. Grenier

I and Hoa. Mr. Moureleati are faithful

it.
. ' likenesses, and very creditable works

. of art. It is understood that Mr
. lioisseau was formerly R 1111 1 ,11 ' f ••• "`'

Roche, awl having given up art tor a
time has taken up the brush again wits,

... -,..... . ...r et. nnatau	 II A man of no
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ART EXHIBITION.

The spring exhibition of the warks of Cana.
than artists opened this morning at the gallery of
the Art Aesociation. The usual pictures on one
wail have been displaced for the accommodation
of the larger oil paintinge,while the remainder of
the exhibits have been disposed as best neght be
on screens, which afford an opportnoity of cone-
parieg the merits of a crimson background
with the well discussed green of the walls The
exhibiticn of Canadian art in the same gallery
last year was altogether more magnificent than
this one. The first exhibition of the Canadian
Academy had jest been held at Ottawa under the
patronage of Lord Lorne, and had been not
merely a collection of the year's work of the
artiste, but contained the diploma picture,
the very best production of each of the Acade.
racism& This exhibition was, when closed,
moved almost bodily to Montreal ; at all events
very little of any value was left behind. In
addition to that, a very valuable loan collection
of the works of Canadian authors, past and pre-
sent, was secured by the diligence of the Art
Association. This year the Academy exhibition
is to be held at Halifax, and as one of its stand-
ing rules is, we believe, that no picture shall be
sent to it that has been exhibited before, we may
presume that the artiste would reserve their best
pictures for it, so that instead of being an advan-
tage to our local exhibition it must detract from
it. No loan collection has been made this year,
probably under the impression that there are not
enough of good Canadian pictures not formerly
exhibited to warrant the 'aber and ex-
pense. Tho present exhibition may, there.
fore, be presumed to be a fair eample
of what may be looked for in an annual ex•
hibition without any adventitious advantages.
In this view, and considering the constant flow
of our beat artists out of the country, the pressent
exhibition will be studied with much interest by
all who wish to encourage Canadian art, Of
the oil paintings the most ambitious is by Mr.
Cox, of Toronto' After the Storm,"-a picture
of a tumultuous mountain torrent, with its trib-
utary streams tumbling between great wet rocks.
The picture is said to be technically crude ; some
parts of it seem hastily painted, but it bears
signs of native power which lead us to expect
good work in the future from one whose name
is new new to us. A. selfsmade painter
is Mr. Homer Watson, whose picture, ex-
hibited last year, drsw much attention
in connection with the story of the artist's some.
what limited advantages. He contributea two
this year, of which we prefer No. 25 on the
screen, which has a sort cf weird poetic look, as
though it were an illustration of the Idyls of
the King, with a weary, wandering kaight in
it rather than a Canadian peasant. Mr. Harris,
et Toronto, contributes a good number, among
which the picture of the landing of a lobster
catch is interesting. But excelling all that he
has ever shown before is his head of a work.
bagman, one of the most noticeable pictures
in the gallery. Mr. Boisseau, who is a
trained artist, but who had laid down his

L
 brush for puny years, has been encouraged

to resume it, and devotes himself to por-
traits, of which he exhibits three, which as
portraits are excellent. Mr. Mower Martin has
not conquered a bard mannerism which is
against him,but his"Indian Summer" is well con-
ceived, and far from nnpleasing and tile sea-side
scene is positively beautiful. Mr. Martin ex-
cels in skies. He has also sent for the first time
a human figure, a stalwart washerwoman. Mr.
Gray,of this city, also contributes a few pictures,
among them one which surpasses any of his former
work. Animals in intense action are the favor-
ite subjects of Mr. Harrington Bird. His only
picture this year is a picture of Russian peas.
ants pursued by wolves. It would be difficult
to make studies for such a picture out of Raub,
although the subject is far from a new one
among European artiste. Mr. Verner'a pictures
are as usual easy to find. He seems to have a
poetic feeling in choosing his enbjects, and a
couple of sunsets hung on the wall are better
than most of his former work. Mr. Weston has
an effective portrait on a plaque, and there is
quite a good scene in the White Mountains by
Miss Scott,

We are forced to postpone notice of the water
colors, which are decidedly the best part of the
exhibition.
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note the rolling clouds filling the sky with tine
gray tones of color-a splendid setting for the
rich hues ot the figures and the cliff that form
the foreground and mid-distance of the picture.
The picture will he on exhibition for only a few
days, as it is on its way to the Exhibition of l ithe Royal Dominion Academy, to come off dun
lug the month of July in Halifax.

A PICTURE ADDED.

A Seaside Idyl, inspired by one of Canada's
grand coast scenes, and composed by one of
Canada's sons, is now appealing to all loe'ers of
nature and art amongst us in the Art Gallery,
Phillips Square.

A prelude to this idyl will be remem-
hersai by all who had tho pleasure of see-



the Humber," by Mr. 	 A. Verner, are muchadmired and in the latter the twilight effect
is very nicely reproduced.' Both pictures
are fair specimens of this style of art. " After
the Storm (Muskoka)," by Mr. A. Cox, is a
splendid representation of the wilds of
Canada. The conception is grand and the
execution good. The rocky fastnesses are
particularly well delineated and betray the
excellence of which the artist is capable.
The picture evidences a halite in the finish
which it would be desirable Mr. Cox should
avoid in the future. "The Stone Road (Dun-
das)" is a scene from the oldest settled por-
tion of Ontario and is one of the best land-
scapes in the room. The massing of light
and shade is exquisitely done and the paint-
ing as a whole is an artistic success. "Clear-
ing up," by Mr. H. Watson, is a fine picture
which Smacks of the weirdness of Gustave
Doré. "The untrodden Wilds of Canada,"
by Mr. T. M. Martin, is very
tar in advance of any of Mr. Martin's
contributions last year. The atmosphere
among the trees is faithfully treated, and the
coloring and technique are admirable. The
whole picture reproduces the freshness of a
wilderness. " Under the Pines (Mount Royal
Park)," is one of the best pictures Mr. Gray
has yet painted. The scene is full of local
interest and much e.dmifed. "A study from
life," by Mr. J. Weston, is far ahead of any-
thing that gentleman has yet exhibited.
"An Alpine Torrent" is painted in the
usually careful and conscientious style of
Mr. C. J. Way. "Nearly Through," is some-
thing entirely new for Mr. Martin, who has
hitherto devoted his attention to landscapes.
The picture represents a washerwoman com-
pleting her day's labor, and is a wonderfully
realistic picture. This is the first piece of
figure painting Mr. Martin has attempted,
and we would advise him to continue his
efforts in this direction. "Bethel (White
Mountains)" is a landscape by Miss Emily
Scott, which must disconcert some of the
professionals. It is a fine composition and
a very creditable performance for an ama-
teur. Three portraits by Mr. A. Boisseau
are on exhibition. Those of Aid. Grenier
and Hon. Mr. Mousseatt are faithful
likenesses, and very creditable works

, j of art. It is understood that Ms
1 Boisseau was formerly a pupil

Roche, and having given up art tor a
time has taken up the brush again wits,
every prospect of success. "A man of no
account" is an admirable head both in senti-
ment and technique, and one of Mr. Harris'
best productions.

Of the water colors, Mr. L. R. O'Brien con-
tributes ten, many of which are gems of art.
Mr. H. Sandham has contributed three, con-
spicuous among which is "Happy Moments,"
happy in conception, happy in treatment,
and altogether an admirable picture. "A
Study of Rocks," by Mr. A. P. Coleman, is a
most effective production and one of the best
water colors in the collection. That Mr.
Gagen's picture "Rhododendrons," is appre-
ciated is shown by the fact that it is ticketed
"sold," as are also a large number of the
paintings in this collection. Among the ob-
jects of art which are much admired here is
a marble bust by a Montreal amateur, which
is a remarkably clever work. In this brief
notice we have, owing to the limited space
at our disposal, passed over many pictures
worthy of special notice, and also some
which want a little harsh criticism. The
collection upon the whole, however, shows
the decided advance that has taken place in
art matters in Canada, even during the past
year. Below is a detailed list of the paint-
ings and water colors :—

OIL PAINTINGS.

1. View on Nerepis River, NB 	 JC Miles
2. Lobster Fishers Landing the Catch 	

It Harris, R C A
3. Solitude (Scarborough) 	  F A Verner
4. Twilight on the Humber 	 F A Verner
5. After the Storm (Muskoka).— ...... A Cox
6. Portrait of a Gentleman 	 A Boisseau
7. Peonies 	 T M Martin, R C A
S. The Young Genius 	 R Harris, R C A
9. A Mali of No Account 	 R Harris, RC A

10. The Stone Road (t)undies)-1.1 Watson, RCA
11. The Young Home Ruler 	 .J Weston, RCA
12. Cape Blomi don (Low tide)	 W Gray
13. Cushing's Island (Maine) 	

T M Martin, R C A
14. Portrait of a Gentleman ........A Boisseau

Uutrodden Wilds of Canada 	
T M Martin, R C A

16 Peasants Attacked by Wolves H Bird
17. Under the Pines (Mount Royal Park)........

J W Gray
IS. Mottling on the Kaministiquia 	

T M Martin, R C A
19. Autumn (Passing Showers)......J W Gray
O. First Days of Indian Summer 

T M Martin, R C A
21 " Little Sunshine and Shadow" 	

J Weston, A RCA
2e A River Bank 	 . T M Martin, R C A
21. An Alpine Torrent 	 C J Way

" Nearly Through" tWashing Day) .....
T M Martin, Re A

Clearing Up 	 H Watson, H C
JO. In the Spinps Time	 TM Martin, R 0 A
27. Habituate Killing Time on a Frosty Night

J Weston, A RC A
28 Old Windmill, near Montreal..F A Verner

i. Eagle Lake 	 Verner
SO, Duck and Partridges ......... 0 Miles
Si. White Head, near Portland....F A Verner
SI Portrait of a Lady. A Boisseau
It. Bethel (White Mountains)... ' fias E Scott
31. A Match Safe W W Brown
Xi. In the Walmaktuari Range. .M Hanneford,

MONTREAL ART ASSOCIATION.
It is gratifying to know that the Art A.S80eia

lion cf Montreal shows a degree of progress
highly cheering to the many friends of that in-
etitution. Not only does its gallery continue to
be a leading attraction of the city, but the Ciao
cil are just now laboring to the utmost to renter
it still further worthy of the intention of the
founders. This year's work will commence with
a lecture on Tuesday night, and others will
follew during the winttr and spring. At least
four lectures will be delivered during the period
named, making one more than last year, but it is
the intention of the C macil to by no mesas
limit themselves to number, provided the ability
and willingness be forthcoming to furnish the
lectures.

lee exhibition of the works of Comedian
artists will take place in April. It is expected
that some specimens much surpassing any
hitherto exhibited will be offsred for criticis n
sad in this connection it should be stated that
the art classes 'under Messrs. Raphael, E Igor'
and Van Luppeu have during the year been
very successful, are being doily more appreciated
and are steadily increasing in membership and
general usefuleess.

With a view to still further give impetus to
the institution, the Council have now in prepara-
tion a portfolio of ten artotypes of original
drawings by Canadian artists and othere, which
will be pr e sented to each member of the ASPycia•
tiEn for 1881 We have seen several specimens
of theme artotypes, end it is soffi dent ta say that,
if only in a commercial point of view, each spe-
cimen is more than worth the annual subscription
of five dollars.

A number of new paintings have lately been
added to the collectitsa, sod altogether the Art
Gallery of Montreal promises to be—as indeed
it abundantly deserves to be—the p stroniz.d
clueing the coming year of all who appreciate the
genius of painting, or would encourage true ar.
tistio refinement.
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cels  in skies. He has also sent for the first time
a human figure, a stalwart washerwoman. Ur.
telray,of this city, also contributes a few pictures,
among them one which surpasses any of his former
work. Animals in intense action are the favor-
ite subjects of Mr. Harrington Bird. His only
picture this year is a picture of Russian Dena'ante pursued by wolves. It would be difficult
to make studies for such a picture ont of Rnseia,
although the subject is far from a new one
among European artist.. Mr. Verner's pictures
ere as usual easy to find. He seems to have a
poetic feeling in choosing hie subjects, and a
couple of sunsets hung on the wall are better
than most of his former work. Mr. Weston has
an (ffective portrait on a plaque, and there D
quite a good scene in the White Mountains by
Misa Scott.

We are forced to postpone notice of the water
colors, which are decidedly the best part of the
exhibition.
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found place amongst our art treasures. This I 8 g	 43 Q.5". .9	 7.71,
cool prelude has been followed by a warmer and .2 ce.t
richer waft from the seaside in the prcture now t  
on view, depicting a scene "On the Beach at 
Perce," and our readers should visit the beach.  S eObserve "the busy toilers of the sea ' seat-	 pekt,tered in picturesque groups in the foreground ;	 8 a 2let their eyes wander off across the bay, stud-	 r).Fe; „.„414,1-44vded with fishing boats, and take in Peres Rock, ""Q"- °
which so grandly rises from the waters, and
note the rolling clouds filling the sky with due
gray tones or color—a splendid setting for the
rich hues of the figures and the cliff that form
the foreground and mid-distance of the picture.
The picture will be on exhibition for only a few
days, as it is on its way to the Exhibition of
the Royal Dominion Academy, to come off dar-
ing the month of July in Halifax.

.11.1iii&e, —Canada's sons, is now appealing to all lov‘ers of	 84g:snature and art amongst us in the Art Gallery, ;SS?	 c 'DeePhillips Seiner°. 	 RA prelude to this idyl will be remem-	 g,pec.-bered by all who had the pleasure of see- 's— al po 74P,ing it in the same Gallery in the spring of 1?. c4E "S"'
1880, and the artist was then noted as an in- ,ta	 e,0terpreter of some of nature's beauties, of 1.,:ga2, - 41 fwhich Canada need not be ashamed. During , n 	 z, 9
1879, Mr. Fraser, of Toronto, visited tee Mari-1.0	 nfetime Provinces, and returned with vivid recots	 8ketone of the scenes he had looked upon so a , 2), ro
grand in form and rich in color. In a painting .g:1, 1) - w g:4 71.6„,=r1
entitled, "Breezy October," ho first gave ex-
pression to his feelings, and this clever work cs

A PICTURE ADDED.
A Seaside Idyl, inspired by one of Canada's

grand coast scenes, and composed by one of
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CANADIAN ART,

A tine collection of Paintings by Cana.
than acting's.

36. Atlan t ic House ach 	 W W, Brown
3;. la Maiden Meditation. 	 W Raphael,

RCA.
38. Grapes 	 T M Martin, R c A

Woodcock and sin pe ...W Raphael, R CA
40. The Natural Steps (Montmorency)	 NI

Han naford, A R U A.
41. A Rise in Molasses: .....W Raphael, R C A

Grapes	 T M Martin, RCA
4C. Plover and Teal 	 W Raphael, R C A
44. Nature's Own ilea' Ces W Itaphaei, R CA
45. on the Dart (Hors,: bhoe Fat ;• • • •M Han-

naford, A R C A.
46. Sherbrooke 	 W Sawyer
47. Partridges 	 J C Miles
48. Looking towards Nun's Island (Moonlight)

J W Gray
46. 'Malaga Grapes 	 J C Miles
50. Bounding Cave (Coast of Maine) 	 W W

Brown.
WATER COLOURS.

50. A Cottage in Somersetshire. .L R O'Brien,
R C A.

61. "Happy Day "-Glen Sutton... .A Edson,
It C A.

62. ":Where are They Gone ?" Chiswick
Churchyard 	 H Sandttam, R C A

5.3, Phlox 	 T M Martin, R C A
51. "Happy Moments"... 	 11 Mandham, R C A
55. Pool by the Wood.... ...... A Edson, R U A
66. View in the White Mountains... .M Mat-

thews, RCA
57. Falls on the Chaudiere River 	 L R

O'Brien, R C A
58. Foxglove 	 W Revell, R C A
50. A Fog on the Banks 	 LE O'Brien,

R CA
60. On the road to Sillery Cove (Quebec)... LB

O'Brien, RCA
61. A Sketch in New Fores,t (near Lyndhurst).

L R O'Brien, RCA
62. In the Queen's Park, Toronto. 	

M Matthews, BC A
63. On the Peabody River (White Mountains) 	

T M martin, R C A
64. The Glen at Chateau Richer 	

L R O'Brien, RCA
65. Rhododendrons 	A F Gagen
W. Fruit and Flowers 	 W Revell, it C A
67. Study of Rocks (TadonsAe.)	 A P PnIpm

LAST EDITION.
ART EXHIBITION.

The spring exhibition of the works of Cans.
dian artists opened this morning at the gallery of
the Art Af.sociation. The usual pictures on one
wail bave been displaced for the accommodation
of the larger oil paintioge,while the remainder of
the exhibits have been disposed as best m'ght
on screens, which afford an opportunity of cone
paricg the merits of a crimson backgrouml
with the well discussed green of the walls. The
exhibition of Canadian art in the same gallery
last year was altogether more magnificent than
this one. The first exhibition of the Canadian
Academy had jest been held st Ottawa under the
patronage of Lord Lorne, and had been not
merely a collection of the year's work of th
artists, but contained the diploma picture,
the very beet production of each of the Acade-
!Arians. This exhibition was, when closed
moved almost bodily to Montreal ; at all event=
very little of any value was left behind. In
addition to that, a very valuable loan collection
of the works of Canadian authors, past and pre
sent, was secured by the diligence of the Art
Association. This year the Academy exhibition
is to be held at Halifax , and as one of its stand-
ing rules is, we believe, that no picture shall be
sent to it that has been exhibited before, we may
presume that the artists would reserve their beet
pictures for it, so that instead of being an advan-
tage to our local exhibition it must detract from
it. No loan collection has been made this year,
probably under the impression that there are not
enough of good Canadian pictures not formerly
exhibited to warrant the labor and ex-
pense. The present exhibition may, there.
fore, be presumed to be a fair sample
of what may be looked for in an annual ex-
hibition without any adventitious advantages.
In this view, and considering the constant flow
of our best artists out of the country, the present
exhibition will be studied with much interest by
all who wish to encourage Canadian art. Of
the oil paintings the most ambitions is by Mr.
Cox, of Toronto" After the Storm,"--a picture
of a tumultuous mountain torrent, with its trib-
utary streams tumbling between great wet rw.'ss,

The special exhibition of the works of Ca-
nadian artists at the Gallery of the Art
--16413ciation, Phillips' Square, is one fall of
interest to the well-wishers of native art.
The attendance, already very large, is daily
increasing. The exhibition is not so large
as that of last year, owing to the fact that
the Society has not borrowed any pictures in
addition to those forwarded by artists for ex-
hibition and sale. Another reason why the
display this year does not equal that of last
year in point of numbers is that several Ca-
nadian artists are actively engaged upon

Picturesque Canada» Taking the exhibi-
tion as a whole, however, it shows a very gra-
tifying improvement in regard to artistic
excellence, and there are as many good pic-
tures on sale now as there were last year.
We notice among the list of contributors this

, year two new artists, Messrs. Cox and
Coleman, of whose productions we
shall speak somewhat in detail be-
low. It was erroneously stated by our
evening contemporary that the best works
of our local artists were being withheld for
the Academy exhibition to be held this year

, at Halifax. This statement has been ern-
{ phatically denied by a well-known artist, who

affirms that there is no necessity for with-
holding their best works, which are now, in
fact, being displayed in Montreal, and which
will be sent to Halifax if not sold. This ex-
hibition will be closed a week from to-mom-

at disposed 68. Sts Androwe, (A'rgenteull) 	
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I spoke of the Black and White Exhibition at the Art Gallery, last week,

in posse. 1 can speak of it this week in esse. It is such as Montreal may

well be proud of. I, for one, had no idea that such a display could be produced

in this city. Speaking arckeologically, the series of prints is very interesting

N indeed, while as mere matter of collection, the show is replete with instruction.
Albert Durer and Rembrandt are represented with their own burins. There is

an aquafortis print from the master hand of Van Dyck himself, representing the
"Crowning with Thorns." The best Italian, French, German and English

engravers have some of their works exhibited—Bartallozzi, Dupont, Muller,

Strange, Lupton and others. There is no Montreal reader of the SPECTATOR

who should fail to visit the exhibition and enjoy its beauties. The catalogue is

not raisonne, as I hoped it might be, but it is well done, all the same, and when

sent abroad, will go far toward heightening the artistic reputation of Montreal.

AN OUTLINE OF THE HISTORY Of
ENGRAVING.

The above was the subject of a very in-
teresting and instructive lecture delivered
last night, in the Art Association Gallery,
before a very large audience, by Mr.
William McLennan. The lecturer com-
menced by stating that the material for his
lecture he had derived from the works of
Dr. Wiltshire, Jackson and Chatto, Scott,
Hammerton and others. The speaker then
divided the method of engraving into two
divisions, viz., on wood and on metal The
process of engraving on wood was ably
and clearly described, the lecturer stating
that the art was known and practised
In China nearly a thousand years ago.
That in 952 A. D., certain canonical books
were engraved and printed by order of the
Emperor. This process seemed to be the
same as used in Germany for block books.
The first authentical date ot a wood-cut is
1432. This was part of the legend engraved
in Gothic characters, at the bottom of a
print of St. Christopher bearing the infant
Christ on his shoulders, and known as "the
Buxhein St. Christopher." The lecturer
then explained bow many of the ancient
wood-cuts appeared to he deficient in draw-
ing, as guaged by the standard of the pre-
. nt age. The subjects which in ancient
tees engaged the engraver were either
ffigies of the Virgin and Saints on the one
,and, or " playing cards "— the "

esoke "—on the other The early engravers
.%orked with very nearly the same tools,
eel practically the same way as the en-
laver of to.day. The lectucer also stated

, hat Dr. Wiltshire was of opinion that all
the early prints were printed and not

ebbed over on the blocks, thus establish-
ing the fact of early printing presses. After
pointing out the many difficulties encounter.
cd by the early engravers in getting good im-

pressions in consequence of the roughness
of the paper, which would not take
the ink even*, the lecturer showed that
to-day these difficulties were gotten over
by what is known as "over laying." The
process of "over laying" was known and
practised in the 16th century. The style of
engraving on metal was first known as la
maniere cribler, which consisted of punching
out holes of various sizes in the
plate, producing a curious dotted effect.
This method is used, to-day, for astrono-
mical cuts. After showing how the art has,
from time to time, been improved upon,
and how, at this date, illegitimate means
are often adopted by engravers to gain
effects in the cuts, the lecturer
next detailed with minuteness how
metal engraving superceded wood, point-
ing out that at the close of the 16th cen-
tury engravers preferred metal for working
upon, as more even impressions were to
be got from it than wood. Steel
engraving came into use about the
beginning of the present century.
The terms , c Copper " or " Steel " indicated
the material on which the design was
worked, while Line Engraving," "Etch-
ing," "Mezzotint," and the like, the manner
of the method of the engraving. The lec-
turer described in an intelligable way the
process of the different methods.
The speaker then pointed out how absurd
it was to class pen and ink sketches with
"Etching," which was only another divi-
sion of engraving. "Etching" differed
from an engraving in that the design of the
former was not incised by the engraving
tool, but by the chemical action of an acid.
This art in the past 20 years has undergone
wonderful changes, and has been brought
to great perfection in France and England.
T he lecturer closed his remarks
with	 some good advice to those
collecting rare pictures and prints.
We regret that want of space
precludes pur giving more than a resume of
what was a very able and instructive lec-
ture ou engraving. Mr. McLennan han-
dled his subject with much ability, and is to
be congratulated upon the success of his
efforts to further a taste for Art in our
midst.

e HE EXHIBITION IN BLACK AND
WHITE.

(To the Editor of the Witness.)

Sen,—I am desirous of callitg the attention et
our citizens, psrticalarly the very busy ones whs

are so absorbed in their vocation as to have n
time for anything outside of it, to an institntio .

that is patiently working for the r good, and t
its present effort in a good work. I mean ths

Exhibition in Black and Whit-, which has beef.
opened to the public by the Art Association f
the past ten days, and which will, I am glad t
know, be continued during this week, in orae-

that many who have not yet found it convenient
to visit the exhibition may still have an oppor

tunity to do so. The exhibition is intereetin
for several reasons ; it is the firr t. of a series pr„
jected by the Council of the Association, and le

diontreal, if not in Canada. It affords the ad-
at the same time the first of the kind held in

mirers of the engravers' work an oppor.
Unity of contrasting it with works
art in color, as both kinds are now
on view in the Gallery. Farther, the
advocates of the different kinds of engraving
such as line, mezzotint, &c., have here excel-
lent specimens of their favorite methods with
which to advocate their separate claims. The
maleerned in the art can also form some idea of
its scope, variety and progress, by commencing
at the first screen in the west end of the gallery,
and examining the works seriatim ; by we:el
they will learn to some extent the progress of
evgraving from about the year 1500 down to tnes
present time. There are also interesting bits of
history connected with feline of the specimens on

view, one or two of which I will mention. A
fine line eugravieg (No. 8) a portrait of bones
16th, shows marks of a break across the plate,
the explanation of which is that during the ter.
rible times in L'aris in the past century, this
plate was cut in two and sank in the Seine to
preserve it from destruction by the revolutionary
party. After the restoration the plate was
fished out, repaired, and impressioea were taken
from it. A further interest in this engraving
will be taken by the student of history when he
remembers that the likeness was the occasion of
what has been considered by some the best roper •

tee ever made, perpetrated at the King's ex-
pense by a fine specimen of a Highland chief
strikinsly resembling the monarch, and who hed
been invited to the court on account of his re-
semblance, On another screen there is a mezzo-
tint portrait of a doctor of divinity, who Mu-
ished in Scotland at the beginning of this cen-
tury, and was reputed to On one of the " two
bottle" men of his time Dining at the Muse
of the father of a resident of our city, the lat-
ter gentleman well recollects being present on an

occasion when the waiter presented (es was the

custom) th, 'being cup" to the doctor. Its
capacity was ebout two bottles of porter,bat the
rev, gentlemam thinking there did not remain
encugla in the cup for his 'swig,' ordered
Jetomie to " gang awe and pit mais in it,"
Jemmie obeyed, but in mistake poured in
a bottle of sherry in place of porter, and
presented it again. After a mighty draught,
worthy of the doctor's reputation, he turned
to the lady of the house and pronounced it the
best porter he had ever drunk. There are aloe
three engravings by Bartolozzie presented by
himself about the year 1785 to a favorite pupil,
the mother of a well-known citizen of the city
Many such items might be mentioned ot works
In this collection, and the directorate of the as-
sociation have found by this pioneer effort a rich
store of material for future exhibitions cherished
as heirlooms in many of cur old families, and
which I brut will from time to time be drawn
from their seclusion in the home to give pleasure
and profit to the public, In addition to the
engravings there are clever drawings in Sepia,
India ink, and pen and ink, of Canadian scenes,
the work of native artists; and I understand
that future exhibitions will be made .up more
largely of works of this kind, thus affording our
artists opportunities for the exhibition and sale of
the priroductions.

In closing my letter, let me say that, besides
calling attention to this interesting display, I
wished to show my appreciation of the effents
of the Council of the Art Association to culti-
vate the taste, and give opportunities to our
people to spend some pleasant and profitable
hours sway from the hurry and rash of this
money-getting, pleasure-loving city. The Gal-
lery would be no undesirable place to send the
"little ones" in order that a love for the beautiful
in art may be early implanted in their minds. I
do sincerely hope the public will show their apt
preciation of these efforts by visiting the Gallery
in greater numbers, add when exhibitions are
announced will be willing to contribute of their
art treasures for exhibition purposes, as well as
sustaining the Association by a largely increased
roll of membere. The catalogne has been well
prepared, and, if preserved, will prove to be a
souvenir of an exhibition which will be remetn.
hared as containing many valuable specimens
not likely again to be accessible to the public.

Pe A. B.
Montreal, March 7, 1881.

l'HE PEN VERSUS THE ERUSII.

Pencil. Crayon, Chalks, Pen arid Ink-
What They Can Do With Light ano;
Shade—What the Grayer's Tool Ha•

AeCOMPHShed During Four Centuries.

The exhibition (now being held at the Ai
Doom, on Phillips Squares ) of engravings bee
ines, mezzotint and portrait ; etchings, sketch. -

in sepia, in crayon and every form of use whis

pencil, chalk and peu may show the power
black and white, in producing artistic effe. -

is artistically a grand suocess. There is food
-,etisfy the most critical, and the variety is

streat that all must find plenty of their especis.

favorites with which to spend au instructive and.

delightful hour. Dating back to the beginning
ri the 16th century, the great masters silken
that date are nearly all represented by some
yak, either unique, artistic, rich or grand. In

! our limited space, to-day, it is only possible to

point out a few of the main pictures', which

will, of couine, occupy the attention of all

who attend. In the gallery around
the staircase may be • seen a superb
copy, before letter press, by Stackpole,

the great engraver, of Faizabeth Thompsou's

famous "Roll Call," one of the grandest subjects
and finest works of any day. "Christ leaving
the Pnetorium," lier Gustave Dore ; and a

fine copy of "Ecce Homo," which, as

a study for expression, has never
' been equalled. There is also a series of fine

designs, copies of sculpture, entitled, L' Hem&

cycle Du Palais Des Beater Arts, which are
marvels of accuracy in detail. These engrav-
ings form a part of the collection presented by
the Prince Napoleon to L'institut Canadien,

and will have a two-fold interest to many ob-
servers, having once been the property
of Napoleon III. There is also a Mag-
nificent copy of " The Last Muster,"
which is taken from the Sabbath service of the
veterans at Chelsea, engraved by Arthur Tut-
rd. There is also a series of four engravings,
representing the sacking of Jerusalem and the
triumphal march and procession of the con-
querors. We have no time to enter thc main
hall to-day, but our readers are informed that a
great treat awaits them, and all lovers of Art in
the city should avail themselves of the oppor-

.uity during the two weeks which it will re-
, ,In open.

THE ART A SSOOTA 2'ION QE
14/W4.44.4 MONTREAL. /01.
Exhibition of' Works of Cannel

Artists.
The exhibition of the works of Oanadia ar

tists, which was opened yesterday morning in the
Art Gallery, (cannot fail to prove highly gratifying
to the patrons of native talent. Generous and
discreet pateooage is all that is needed to develop

! a school of art which shall be characteristically
and distinctively Canadian, and for which Canada
need never blush. A country which possesses
cools infinite variety of scenic resource should be
able to distinguish itself in the world of
art. By the way, thanks to the
kindly offices of the Governor-General,
the Canadian Academy is now entitled,
by Her Majesty's permission, The Royal Canadian
Academy, and our academicians now write R. C.
A. after their names. There are some fifty new
oil paintings on view and about the same number
of water colors. Probably the best piece of work
among the oils is a landscape by H. Watson,

,

R. C. A., " The Stone Road ' (Landes), a solid,
clever painting. The coloring is subdued, and
the artist has succeeded in producing
a really attractive picture from a
not very promising subject. The same
artist also exhibits "Clearing Up," a landscape
of great merit. " Nearly Through," by T. M.
Martin, R.C.A., is a life-like representation of an
old washerwoman standing at the washtub. The
fidelity to detail in this picture is very striking.
Mr. R. Harris, R.C.A., exhibits " A Man of No Ac-
count," representing a very interesting looking
vagabond, with a world of expression in his face,
and which the artist has been marvellously success-
ful in transferring to his canvas. Mr. Harris
also shows " The Young Genius," an Italian boy,
rained with a violin, and " Lobster Fishers Land-
te.g the Catch," the title of which is sufficiently
indicative of the subject. Mr. A. Boisseau ex-
hibits capital portraits of Alderman Grenier, the
Hon'. Mr. Moussenu and Mrs. G. W. Stephens.
Mr. J. Weston, A.C.A.. shows several very cre-
ditable works. His " Hubhants Killing Time on
a Frosty Night " possesses considerable merit,
but is, however, surpassed by his " Study from
Lite," a clever piece of portrait painting. T. M.
Mann's •‘ Untrodden Wilds of Cannda " is a very
beautiful landscape charmingly executed. "After
the Storm," a scene in Muskoka by A. Cox, is
also a very fine painting. Mr. W. Raphael, It. C.
A., shows three good specimens of his work,
•'Clover and Teal," "A Rise in Molasses," and -1u
Maiden Meditation." Mr. L. R. O'Brien
is very numerously represented amelf.s.
the water colors, his best, and the
being undoubtedly A Fog on the Bard-
representing one Cl' tile Allan steamers
just visible through the mi-t. Allan Edson's
" Pool by the W.iod " is a refreshing lamisetipe of
great excellence. Mr. H. Sandhatn's prolific pen-
cil contributes several attractive end clever
sketches, the best of which are "Happy Mo-
ments," depicting an hoWart/ driving the lady of
his choice through a snow-clad weed and
" Where are they Gone," a scene in Chiswiek
church yard with a group of children phi?, ine
hide and seek among the tomb stones. A P
Coteman exhibits a very clever " Study of Roe'
The exhibition as a whole is well worth a VI,,,

The gallery is open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

t.
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THE ART -ASSOCIATIONI 	 clock, 180 years old, which was in the

	sess-s.

Island of °deans for 120 years. On a
table of inlaid wood is a handsome

GUITAR OF SPANISH WORKMANSHIP,

—
walls a Japanese mirror of white metal
Venetian mirror, in glass frame, with
floral decorations ; cld Italian dish of
hammered brass, with inscription ; dish of
enamelled earthenware, and a sconce of
hammered brass.

The Exhibition, on the whole, is well
worth a visit from the lover of art, and we
trust to see the Association rooms crowded
this week and next to see these valuable
treasures of by-gone days.

Exhibition of a Loan Collection
of Decorative Art Objects.

A VALUABLE COLLECTION OF
ANTIQUITIES.

Since the opening at the Art Gallery, on
Monday evening, of the Exhibition of the
Loan Collection of Decorative Art Objects,
Bric-a-Brac, etc., quiet a number of persons
have visited the rooms, and it bids fair to
attract a large number of the sesthetic-
loving public of Montreal to the Associa-
tion rooms during the next forthnight ; in
fact, there has not been such an Exhibi-
tion in Montreal before, or one so calculat-
ed to improve the tastes of the people.

Immediately at the right of the entrance
to the hall is a table, on which is placed
three Mosaics, examples of modern Flo-
rentine work, very fine ; a reduced copy in
bronze of the celebrated Warwick vase
and two screens of Mica drawings,(Oriental
subjects). Next to this stands a
modern ebonized cabinet with panels,
which contains a collection of
Japanese work, including vases of cop-
per and porcelain, decorated with cloisonne
enamels, vases of Kaga, Awata and Sat-
suma wares and large decorated jar with
cover. There are also the following in
this Cabinet :—Pilgrim bottle and vases of
Coalport ware, jugs of Lintborpe ware,
vases of Barbottini ware, reticulated Ivory
Worcester ware, and jugs, etc., of Doul-
ton's stoneware. We next noticed an old
rosewood Cabinet, ornamented with brass
work, of das e somewhere about 1800. The
front of the Cabinet is also ornamented
with three glass panels, which sets off to
perfection the

THE RICH AND ANCIENT POPTERY WARES

which it contains, amongst which we no-
ticed some beautiful specimens of modern
fayence copies of what is known as
Raffaelle ware, jewel case and pair of vases
to match, of about the 15th or 16th cen-
tury ; some French china ware, with
burnished silver band, which originally
belonged to Prince Jerome Bonaparte ;
specimen of blue enamelled ware of Louis
XVI. time, two inkstands with a Cupid
very curious ; sacrificial cup oruamented
with lizards, used by the Chinese ; very
fine specimen of Worcester porcelain china,
dark purple ground, with two medallions
and exquisitely painted English flowers for
ornamentation ; Wedgewood jug of brown
ware, inside glazed, of date about 1790,
and beautiful little fruit dish of

WEDGEWOOD WARE.

With grapes and leaves exquisitely painted ;
two or three specimens of Bristol and
Salop ware, amongst which is a curious
old baby's pap-boat ; curious pair of old
Japanese plates cream-coloured; China
inkstand, with pounce-box, pale primrose
ground, ornamented with flowers ; old
Worcester vase, of Regent ware, with violet
ground, gold fillets and flowers, ox date
about 1810; beautiful old Worcester case,
with landscape in centre and flowers in the
border, and Oriental vases, something alto-
gether out of the common. The next
Cabinet also contains a very interesting
exhibit, being a collection of old china,
comprising Earl of Shrewsbury's beer mug ;
pair old Davenport vases, very rare, at the
present time

ALMOST FABULOUS PRICES

are paid filthern ; Lady Huntingdon's
tea-pot, 1760; Queen Anne's tea-pot ; Louis
Philippe's candle-cup, Bristol cup and
saucer; Rose du Barri cup and saucer ;
Crown Derby cup and saucer ; Limoges
sup and saucer; beautiful in point of deco-
ration and painting; old Berlin cup (land-
scape), very fine ; several samples of
Wedgewood ware, beautiful in design and
colour ; Dresden plate, very old ; pair Chel-
sea candlesticks, " Josiah Wedgewood ;"
'medallion, very old and very rare, etc., etc.
Next to this is a large Cabinet, which con-
tains quite a collection of Indian and
Oriental Niello ware ; Sherbet set of brass,
with coloured enamels, Turkish work-
manship, and a teapot° of Wedgewood's
basalt or blackware, nearly a century old ;
also a large collection of silver ware, oval-
shaped salvers, of date 1780, coffee set of
seven pieces, punch ladle with Queen Anne
shilling inserted, sugarbowl of the time of
Louis XV. We now come to a

FINE ROSEWOOD CABINET,

inlaid with brass, which was brought to
Montreal in the last century, containing
tea-pots, ladles, coffee-pots, candlesticks
representing Corinthian and Ionic columns
of the time of George II., caudle-cups,
ewers, porringers, egg-cup and cream-jug,
pair of apostle spoons of date 1656, of old
silver plate. This cabinet also contains
an old silver Host which was used by a
missionary at least two hundred years ago.
In other parts of the room there are also
several examples of fine old pottery. Sus-
pended from the wall in front of a carpet
we noti

ornamented with delicate inlays of mother
of pearl. A cabinet with secretary of
mahogany decorated with brass inlays, fur-
niture and grills is very handsome, an.d a
secretary of cherrywood of old Freneh
workmanship, attracted much attention),
A good example of old workmanship is a
cabinet of rosewood with brass mounts.
On top of a small chest of drawers of
Spanish mahogany is a handsome marble
set consisting of candelabra, two candle-
sticks and three statuettes, all in brass
and of French workmanship. We also
noticed a Japan cabinet ornamented with
pictures of Japanese scenes in gilt, and a
pair of very pretty Japanese bronzes and
incense pot ; table of rosewood with fold-
ing top, inlaid with brass of last century
workmanship ; cabinet ornamented with
scenes in which mythological and scrip
tural incidents are curiously blended ; a
jewel casket of French walnut with brass
mounts ; corner-chair, with arms in rose-
wood. The arm-chair that was used by

HIS MAJESTY WILLIAM IV •

on the anniversary of the battle of Camper-
down in 1835, at Greenwich Hospital, at-
tracted a large number of the visitors. The
chair was also used by II. R, H. the
Prince of Wales at the Ball on the 27th
August, 1860, at Montreal, and the wood
used in its manufacture was part of a
battleship belonging to Admiral de
Winter's fleet. There are also several other
chairs and arm-chairs of antique design
and workmanship. In the centre of the hall
is a handsome circular table, rosewood :,top
and brass inlays. A cabinet of oak, panels
and mounting of silver, high relief orna-
mentation, was much admired. Next to a
handsome fine screen of stained glass, is a
table with inlaid top of Florentine mosaic,
with lapis-lazula, malachite, and va-
riegated marbles. A handsome bronze
of" Amour and Papillon" ornamented a
substantiai mahogany table, also in the
centre of the hall.

In the centre of the eastern end of the
ball, are

TEN LARGE GLASS CASES

containing a great variety of exhibits, in-
cluding the following :—A crucifix of gold,
pearls and emeralds, worn by Marie Antoi-
nette, modern Roman em mel crucifix and
bracelet ; magnificent pendant of onyx
cameo surmounted with a coronet of gold
and diamonds (for sale) ; Roman shell-
cameo brooch, ornamented with the head
of Medusa ; curious old ring of 1790, with
figure of justice in sepia on pearl
card-box of Niella ware, moresque,
gold and platina, inlaid with steel;
Japanese jewellery; armlets made out of
gold coins linked together, including
guineas of George IV.'s reign ; Turkish
coins and old Roman antique coins ; coral
'necklets and head-combs of several kinds ;
belt made out of silver clasps belonging to
old books; velvet reticule with old silver
mountings ; gold medal bearing an effigy
of St. Charles Borrommee ; carved ivory
necklace, brooch and earrings ; crucifix of
burnished ivory and wood ; old gold and
silver watches

FROM THE TIME OF THE STUARTS

and Queen Anne ; snuff-box that belonged
to Gen. Montcalm ; card case made of
sandal-wood inlaid with ivory and Sycee
silver; filigree work of several descrip-
tions; set of fans in pierced ivory and
horn (Eastern); tray of hammered copper
with relief decorations in other metals,
after the Japanese style ; salver of brass
with colour decoration, Moorish workman-
ship ; tray of hammered silver, decorated
with butterflies of other coloured metals
holster pistols of 18th century workman-
ship ; a sword of French workmanship of
the time of Louis XIV., which belonged to
the late General Durnford in 1790, and
another which belonged to Solicitor-Gen-
eral Sewell in 1812; an old pistol that
went through the battle of Culloden ;
dagger which came from

THE WELL OF CAWNPORE,

and was very likely used on the occasion
of that terrible Massacre, the marks of
blood being still upon it ; waist ornament,
armlet and anklet worn by the women of
Damascus ; a lot of embroidery, part of
the loot at the Palace of Pekin, etc., etc.,
etc.

In one corner of the ball there are three
costumes—two Albanian, one male and
one female, and an Arab costume ; also a
cloak worn by the Maoris.

Round the hall are ranged some very
fine Persian and Daghistan rugs, prayer
carpets and hangings of great age and very
valuable. At the western end of the hall
bangs a large goblin tapestry, representing
the promise of safety from the sea to &rats
by Diana, who points to the swans escap-
ing from the falcon, the inscription above
being : " Ut ayes falconem ita et Diana
iEneain mare evantrum prornittit." Facing
the entrance to the hall is a piece of modern
Japanese embroidery, very rich, in front of
which is suspended a quaint, old Moorish
lamp. There are two cases of laces, which

UESDiY DECEMBER 6, 1881,

THE ART ASSOCIATION.
OPENING OF THE 'LOAN COLLECTION BY A CON

YERSAZIONE.

The exhibition of the Art Association's Loan
Collection of decorative art objects, bric-a-brac.
&c., was opened last evening by a conversazione
in the Association's rooms. A large number
of ladies and gentlemen attended, and the halt
presented a most artistic and bright appearance,
Among the visitors were Messrs. G. A. Drop:-
mend, Gillespie, W. B. Simpson. J. R. Deugall, '-

NV. Evans, C. C. Foster. E. K. Greene, J. Mc-
Lennan, J. B. Greenshields, F. B. Matthews,
D. A. Watt, R. Campbell, Bethune, R. (2.
Cowan, Mills, Learmont, Wm. Hall and J. Tas-
ker, and the Revs. E. Gould and IL Campbell.

The evening was most Dloasantly spent,
the articles on exhibition being them-
selves more than enough to occupy at-
tention for two hours. Music of a very
high class was furnished by several ladies
and gentlemen during the evening. A lady
amateur, whose name we are not at liberty to
publish, gave the song of the evening ; songs
were also contributed by Messrs. T. W. Elliott
and Henry Beattie. Dr. Davies played the ac-
companiments on a fine Hosenkrantz piano, and
the pianoforte solos of Miss Paulina Saxe were
very much appreciated.

We cannot now do more than mention some
of the most noticeable works of art and curios-
ities which are to be seen in the present exhibi-
tion. It is safe to say that it includes many of
the most valuable artistic possessions of Mont-
real. Three sides of the large hall are hung
with rich and ancient carpets and rugs, spotted
here and there with a fine bronze or a porcelain
dish. On one side of the hall the pictures of
the gallery are uncovered. as is also the case in
the smaller room and on the staircase. Round
the hall are ranged cabinets, ancient and
modern, British and foreign. with old-fashioned
sideboards, tables and chairs; old china, old
armor and weapons, old - costumes, old lace and
many other things of uncertain age. At the
upper end of the room hangs a large tapestry,
lent by Mr. Selby, representing tho promise of
safety from the sea to CEneas by Diana, who
points to the swans escaping from the falcon:
the inscription above being—" Ut ayes falconem
lia et Diana (Damn:, mare evasurum promittit."
Near this is a large Jacobean buffet. of very
rude and plain workmanship. A carved cabi-
net, of Bombay blackwood, described as modern
Indian, shows elaborate and tasteful carving.
Among the furniture is one of those old
corner chairs of the Chippendale period
which are now returning into fashion in
England. Two very well preserved specimens
of Dutch clocks are to be seen, with brass
engraved dials. A large Japanese lacquer
cabinet atSrects attention by its profusion of
gilded illustrations, and another cabinet,of oak,
is richly adorned by panels and mountings of
silver in high relief. A very good specimen of
modern Chinese carving and piercing is to be
seen in a large frame of boxwood,the ornaments
consisting of foliage and birds. A set of most
remarkable chessmen, of very highly colored
Ivory, Indian workmanship, is to be seen in one
of the cases. A Spanish guitar which lies on
one of the tables is an admirable specimen of
mother-of-pearl inlaid work. Ladies will be
greatly interested by some magnificent lace
which occupies a case to the left of the en-
trance in the hall, and many carpets and pieces
of embroidery are also well worth attention.

DECORATIVE ART.
r,,40 !Sovel Exhibition—Valuable coneetton

—Objects for Study.
Those who remember the Caxton Celebration

some years ago in the Mechanics' Hall, will bring
to mind the astonishment universally expressed
at the number of old books, rare editions, quaint
manuscripts And illuminated texts, gathered to-
gether from Montreal and vicinity. A visit to
the rooms of the Art Association will lead to a

	

's	 similar agreeable surprise at the collection of
tieles of vertu, bric-a-hrne, antiques and objects
of historical interest, which is there spread out
to the admiration of the art-loving public. The
inauguration took place last evening, under the

ti most brilliant auspices, and from the approbation
everywhere evinced. we are justified in believing
that the display will prove of substantial benefit

-

e\ to the development of restiletie taste and the in-

 el struction of the rising classes. The collection
may be divided into four parts :—

I. Historical Objects, chiefly those connected
with the country. There are not very many of

, these, but as it is the first time they are brought
together, they acquire value frein their very juxta-

Pwlit On.bjects of Design, chiefly in the way of
hangings, tapestry, rugs, curtains, carpets, em-
broideries and old costumes.
Ill Objects of Jewellery, prim:din:Illy watches,

clocks, bronzes, as also potteries.
IV. Objects of Furniture, such as inlaid cabi-

nets, tables, chairs and mantel..
As the aim ef this imique exhibition is mainly

to instruct and edneate, we purpose going over
the different branches in detail, censocrating
separate descriptions to each: Meantime we
shall confine ourselves tu-day to n simple an-
non neetnent of the epening. and tu
invitation to allie ef_th_c_
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.	 at the number of old books, rare edition*, quaint

manuscripts and illuminated texts, gathered to-

gether from Montreal and vicinity. A visit to
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ticles of vertu, bric-a-brae, antiques and object ,

..	 of historical interest, which is there spread out
to the admiration of the art-loving public. The..k-
inauguration took place last evening, under the

most brilliant auspices, and from the approbation
everywhere evinced, we are justified in believing
that the display will prove of substantial benefit

to the development- of cesthetic taste and the in-

struction of the rising classes. The collection

may be divided into four parts :—
I. Historical Objects, chiefly those connected

Ns with the country. There are not very many of
these, but as it is the first time they are brought

together, they aoquire value from their very juxta-
position.
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II. Objects of Design, chiefly in the way of
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hangings, tapestry, rugs, curtains, carpets, em-t
broideries and old costumes.

	

43 	III. Objects of Jewellery. principally watches,
clocks, bronzes, as nice potteries. 

IV. Objects of Furniture, such as inlaid cabi-
nets, tables, chairs and mantels.

As the aim of this unique exhibition is ma inlv
to instruct and educate, we purpose going over
the different branches in detail, consecrating
separate descriptions to each.' Meantime we
shall confine ourselves to-day to a simple an-
nouncement of the opening, and te an earnest
invitation to ail ela.7sc3 of the public.
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walls a Japanese mirror of white metal,
Venetian mirror, in glass frame, with
floral decorations ; cld Italian dish of
hammered brass, with inscription ; dish of
enamelled earthenware, and a sconce of
hammered brass.

The Exhibition, on the whole, is well
worth a visit from the lover of art, and we
trust to see the Association rooms crowded
this week 'and next to see these valuable
treasures of by-gone days.

T-RE ART ASSOCIATION,	 clock, 180 years old, which was in the
Island of Weans for 120 years. On a
table of inlaid wood is a handsome

GUITAR OF SPANISH WORKMANSHIP,

ornamented with delicate inlays of mother
of pearl. A cabinet with seeretary of
mahogany decorated with brass inlays, fur-
niture and grills is very handsome, an4 a
secretary of cherrywood of old French
workmanship, attracted much attention;
A good example of old workmanship is a
cabinet of rosewood with brass mounts.
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THE ART ASSOCIATION.
OPENING OF THE 'LOAN COLLECTION BY A CON-

VERSAZIONE.

The exhibition of the Art Association's Loan
Collection of decorative art objects, bric-a-brac,
&c. , was opened last evening by a conversazione
in the Association's rooms. A large number
of ladies and gentlemen attended, and the hall
presented a most artistic and bright appearanc
Among the visitors were Messrs. G. A. Dru
moud, Gillespie, W. B. Simpson, J. R. Dengall,
W. Evans, C. C. Foster, E. R. Greene, J. Mc-
Lennan, J. B. Greenshields, F. B. Matthews,
D. A. Watt, R. Campbell, Bethune. R. C.
Cowan, Mills, Learmont, Wm. Hall and J. 'ras-
her. and the Revs. E. Gould and R. Campbell.

The evening was most pleasantly spent,
the articles on exhibition being them-
selves more than enough to occupy at-
tention for two hours. Music of a very
high class was furnished by several ladies
and gentlemen during the evening. A lady
amateur, whose name we are not at liberty to
publish, gave the song of the evening ; songs
were also contributed by Messrs. T. W. Elliott
and Henry Beattie. Dr. Davies played the ac-
companiments ou a fine Rosenkrantz piano, and
the pianoforte solos of Miss Pauline. Saxe were
very much appreciated.

We cannot now do more than mention some
of the most noticeable works of art and curios-
ities which are to be seen in the present exhibi-
tion. It is safe to say that it includes many of
the most valuable artistic possessions of Mont'
real. Three sides of the large hall are hung
with rich and ancient carpets and rugs, spotted
here and there with a fine bronze or a porcelain
dish. On one side of the hall the pictures of
the gallery are uncovered, as is also the case in
the smaller room and on the staircase. Round
the hall are ranged cabinets, ancient and
modern, British and foreign, with old-fashioned
sideboards, tables and chairs; old china, old
tumor and weapons, old' costumes, old lace and
many other things of uncertain age. At the
upper end of the room hangs a large tapestry,
lent by Mr. Selby, representing tho promise of
safety from the sea to CEneas by Diana, who
points to the swans escaping from the falcon :
the inscription above being—" Ut ayes faleonent
'fin et Diane (Eneant mare evasierum promittit."
Near this is a large Jacobean buffet. of very
rude and plain workmanship. A carved cabi-
net, of Bombay blackwood, described as modern
Indian, shows elaborate and tasteful carving.
Among the furniture is one of those old
corner chairs of the Chippendale period
which are now returning into fashion in
England. Two very well preserved specimens
of Dutch clocks are to be seen, with brass
engraved dials. A large Japanese lacquer
cabinet atavects attention by its profusion of
gilded illustrations, and another cabinet,of oak,
is richly adorned by panels and mountings of
silver in high relief. A very good specimen of
modern Chinese carving and piercing is to be
seen in a large frame of boxwood,the Ornaments
consisting of foliage and birds. A set of most
remarkable chessmen, of very highly colored
ivory, Indian workmanship, is to be seen in one
of the cases. A Spanish guitar which lies on
one of the tables is an admirable specimen of
mother=of=pearl inlaid work. Ladies will be
greatly interested by some magnificent lace
which occupies a case to the left of the en-
trance in the hall, and many carpets and pieces
of embroidery are also well worth attention.

DECORATIVE ART.
• Navel Exhibition—Valuable Collection

—Objects for Study.
Those who remember the Caxton Celebration

"*"..k... same years ago in the Mechanics' Hall, will bring
to mini the astonishment universally expressed
at the number of old books, rare editions, quaint
manuscripts and illuminated texts, gathered to-
gether from Montreal and vicinity. A visit to
the rooms of the Art Association will least to a
similar agreeable surprise at the  collection of ar-
ticles of vertu, bric-a-brne, antiques and objects
of historical interest, which is there spread out
to the admiration of the art-loving public. The
inauguration took place last evening, tinder the
most brillinot auspices, and froni the approbation
everywhere evinced , we are justified in believing
that the display will prove of substantial benefit
to the development of 1:esthetic taste and the in-
struction of the rising classes. The collection
may be divided into four parts :—

I. Historical Objects, chiefly those connecteditos with the country. There are not very many of
• these, but as it is the first time they are brought

together, they acquire value from their very juxta,-
posit ion.

H. Objects of Design, chiefly in the way of
hangings, tapestry, rugs, curtains, carpets, em-
broideries= ana old costumes.

III. Objects of Jewellery, principally watches,
clocks, bronzes, as also potteries.

IV. Objects of Furniture, such as inlaid cabi-
nets, tables, chairs and mantels.

As the aim ni this unique exhibition is mainly
to instruct and etineate, we purpose going over
the different branches in detail, consecrating
separate descriptions to each: Meantime we
shall confine ourselves to-day to a simple an-
nouncement of the opening, and to an earnest
invitation to all clarc .!to
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Exhibition of a Loan Collection
of Decorative Art Objects.

A VALUABLE COLLECTION OF
ANTIQUITIES.
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ART ASSOCIATION
• OF MONTREAL.

The ANNUAL MEETING of the ASSO-

CIATION will be held in the GALLERY,

litonday next, the 23rd of January,

At 3.30 P.M.,

For the reception of the Annual Report of

the Council, and for the Election of Officers

for one year, and six Councillors for two

years, and for other business.
By order of the Council.

S. ENGLISH, Secretary.

Montreal, 18th .January, 1882	 15

ART ASSOCIATION
OF MONTREAL,

1-11E.7.,Cri'l[111.7E
0 Will be delivered in the Art Gallery,

On TUESDAY, the 31st of JANUARY,
At EIGHT p.m., lo-z

By MR. J. HAMPDEN FIELD,
46

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.
Members admitted by ticket. Non-inem-

ers, 25c.
S. ENGLISH, Seel etary.

21

THE EXHIBITION
OF

ihe Royal Canadian Academy
IS FREE TO THE PUBLIC

OnMonday and Tuesday, 1st & 2nd Nay.

Art Gallery, Phillips' Square.
S. ENGLISH, Secret& y.

u103

ART ASSOCIATION

Will be read in the ART GALLERY
PHILLIPS' SQUARE,

On Friday Fvot, 17thMarch, 1882,
By MR. JOSEPH GOULD.

Subject—i( ROBERT SCHUMANN,"
With Selections from his Vocal and Instru.

mental Compositions.
Members admitted by Ticket.
March 14
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MOTHERS ! MOTHERS ! MOTHERS

Are von disturbed at night and broken of
your rest by a' sick child suffering and cry-
ing with the elcruciating pain of cutting
teeth ? If so, go at once ani get a bottle
of MRS. WINS LO W'S SOOTHING SYRUP.
It will relieve the poor little sufferer imme-
diately—depend upon it. There is not a
maner_gn_e_mtb. who has ever used it who
will not tell you at once th-Tii7E7TIT regu-
late the bowels, and give rest to the mother,
an relief and health to the child, oper-
atinglike magic. It is perfectly safe to use
n all cases, and pleasant to the taste, and

is the presciption of one of the oldest and
best female physicians and nurses in the
United States. Sold everywhere at 25 cents
a bottle

reTinneents.
	—

A BEATTY'S PIANOFORTES-Magnificent
4oL • holiday presents ; square grated piano-
f prtes, four very handsome round corners,
rosewood cases, tnree unisons, Beatty's
matchless iron frames, stool, book. cover,
boxed, $222.75 to $297.50 ; catalogue prices,
$800 to $1,000 ; satisfaction guaranteed or
meney refunded after one year's use ; up-
right pianofortes, $125 to $255 catalogue
prices, $500 to $800 ; standard plan -.fortes of
the universe, as thousands testify ; wri, e ior
mammoth list of testimonials ; Beatty's ca-
binet organs, cathedral, church, chapel, par-
lour, $30 upward ; visitors welcome • free
e ‘ triage meets trains ; illustrated catalogue
(holiday edition) free. Address or call upon

DANIEL F. BEATTY, WashInetes, New J e rsey .

The Best Fiéld
FOJ

EMUTS .

AN IMMENSE AREA OF RAILROAD
AND GOVERNMENT LANDS, OF GREAT
FERTILITY, WIPHIN EASY REACH OF
PERMANENT 114 VRKET, AT EXTREME-
LY LOW PRICES, is now offered for sale in
EASTERN OREGON AND EASTERN
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

These lands form pat of the great GR IN
BELT of the Pacific Slope, arid are within
an average distance of 250 to 300 miles from
Portland, where steamships and sailing ves-
sels are directly loaded FOR ALL PARTS OF
THE WORLD.

GRAIN AT PORTLAND, OREGON, COM-
MANDS A PRICE EQUAL TO THAT OB-
TAINED IN CHICAGO.

The early completion of the Northern Pa-
cific R. R. is now assured, and guarantees
to settlers cheap and quick transportation
and good markets both East and West. The
opening of this new overland line to the Pa-
cific, together with the construction of the
network of 700 miles of railroad by the O.
R. it X Co. in the. valleys of the great C'o-lumbia and its principal tributaries, ren-
ders certain a rapid increase in the value cf
the lands now open to purchase and pre-
emption. There is every indication of an en-
ormous movement of population to the Co-
lumbia River region in the immediate

futueANLANDS SHOW an AVERAGE YIELD of
40 BUSHELS OF WHEAT PER ACRE. No
Failure of Crops ever known.

RAILROAD LANDS offered at the uni•
form rate of $2.60 an Acre.

CLIMATE MILEr an HEALTHY.
For pamphlets and maps, descriptive of

country, its resources, climate, route ofravel, rates and full information, address of
A. L. STOKES,

Geu'l Eastern Pass'r Agent.
52 Clark Si., Chicago, Ill.

$777 s. rEAM, and expenses io Ageate.
Outfit free. ' Address p. o. VICK ER Y
AtieustaiNe:

ONTREAL HERALD AND DM

L

Ala ASSOCIATION.
The annual meeting of the members of

the Art Aesociation of Montreal wee held
yesterday afternoon in the Gallery Room
of the Society. Hon. Mr. Justice Mackay
was in the Chair, and among others pre-
sent were noticed the following :—Meesrs,
A. A. McCulloch, Hon. Thos. Ryan, W. E.
Lambe, Canon Norman, W. Notman, T. D.
King, J. Popham, J. II. Joseph, W. G. Mur-
ray, A. B. Steele, H. McLenuitu, J. S. Mc-
Lachlan, M. H. Gault, M.P., C. Martin, W.
D. Simpson, P. A Paterson, J. Lewis, W. H.
Shepherd, R. W. Shepherd, J. S. Hunter, C.
Gibb, A. Henderson, 'r. Craig, J. M. Doug-
las, S. English, N. B. Simpson and others.

The minutes of last meeting were read
and approved. The Chairman then read
the Report of the Council, of which the
following is a synopsis :—

Your Council are happy in being able to
offer, for the year 1881, a favourable Re-
port of the progress of the Institution. The
number of subscribers bee been consider-
ably augmented, donations in both money
and works of art have to be acknowledged,
a petition of debt on the building has been
paid, and it may, perhape, be worthy of
note that an inci eased interest in matters
relating to the Fine Arts is observable in
this city.

It will be observed that the Treasurer's
Statement now preeeuted is dated 30th
November, thus covering only eleven
mouths. This has been rendered necessary
in order to carry out No. 23 of the revised
Code of By-Laws, whice provides for the
closing of the Treasurer's books ou the 30th
November each year, so as to allow time for
audit and prepaiation of Report for the
Annual Meeting. For the future, of course,
the , tatement will cover twelve mouths.

Details of the eleven months' reeeipts
and expenditure will be found in the
Treasurer's Stetement, vouchers fur which,
together with the Auditor's Report, will be
found on the table.

The indebtedness on the building was re-
duced last year by the payment in full of
the balance of the late Mrs. Ferguson's
loan, imam, y t -,700, - leaving ea the only
charge against the building the original
mortgage to Mr. Charles Gibb of $7,000.

Whilst watmly acknowledging gifts of
both money and works of art during the
year, the Council feel it their duty respect-
fully to call the attention of wealthier
members of the Association, and lovers of
the Fine Arts generally, to the desirability
of lessening, by means of liberal subscrip-
tions, the still heavy debt upon the build-
ing. Anxious as your Council are to ektend,
in many directions, the usefulness cif the
Assciation, their first care must necssarily
be, at the present, the reduction, if not the
complete extinction of debt. The policies
of insurance upon the building and its con-
tents have been increased by $3,103.75
since last year, the total insurance being
$72,833.75.

Early last year a petition was addressed
to the municipal authorities, praying them
to reliete the buildings of the As,ociation,
upon the ground that the institution is
purely educational in its character! The
ropresentations of your Couacil were favour-
ably ieceivetl, and it was decided that the
gallery tor the future shall be exempt from
assessment.

The following works °Wirt have been
presented to the Association during the
past year :—An oil painting by R. Villegas
y Cordera, Rome, entitled " A Bazaar at
Tunis,' from Mr. M. 1-$., Gault, M.P., select-
ed at the donor's request by our President
during a recent visit to Italy. An oil
painting, by Richard Harris, R.C.A., To-
ronto, entitled A Alan of No Account,"

ISITAFAVkle ay'.212: ..111.e..Lesd•des,
A remoduction in serpentine marble of

5, Giovanni da Bolog,ua's •, Rape of the Sa-
_ hineee s fn She Lu a ia def Lanzi, Florence.

Two large casts from the Antique, " Anti-
nous " and " The Disk Thrower," presented
by the Natural History Society, Montreal.

Since the monetary contributions acknow-
ledged in last year's report, a generous gift
of $500 has been received from Miss Ork-
ney, $40 from Mr. James Worthington, and
$20 from Mr. Joseph Tiffin.

In accordance with the announcement in
last year's report, a Portfolio of ten plates,
illustrating a new method of photo-print-
ing, was presented to each member of the

I Association. The work met with general
approval, and, it is believed, attracted many
new subscribers. For economic reasons,
however, a similar undertaking has been
oispensed with for the present year ; but,
as copies still rerusin on hand, one will be
presented to each new subscribes as far as
the edition will last.

The first Exhibition of the year was that
of Works of Art in Black and White,—the
only one of the kind yet given in Canada.
It was opened in the month of February,
and attracted considerable attention. Many
val j,le specimens of both ancient and

ngS adiArai ags_
for the occasion, together with sorn excel-
lent drawings in monochrome, by L. R.
O'Brien; P.R.C.A., R. Harries, R.C.A., and
other artists.

Mr. Wm. McLennan's instruopve paper
on "Engraving," read on the 25th February
before a large audience, lent additional in-
terest to the Exhibition.

This was followed in April by the Second
Annual Exhibition of Paintings by Cana-
dian Artists. The collection contained
several wotks of conspicuous merit, but, as
a whole, did not manifest the progress
which the preceding Exhibition (1880) had
led some sanguine critics to expect.
Amongst the more noteworthy pictures
were Mr. Homer Watson's "Old  Stone Road,
Dundee," painted with a true feeling for
nature ; and a vigorous head by Mr. R. Har-
ris, Toronto, entitled "A Man of no Ac-
count." Through the liberality of one of
our members, the latter pieture has become
the property of the Association.

On the occasion of the Provincial Exhi-
bition held at Montreal in September last,
the Citizens' Committee granted to the
Association the sum of $50, with the under-
standing that our gallery should be opened
for 10 days at the charge of 10e. The loan
collection was considerably augmented, and
the Gallery attracted many visitors. Two
thousand three hundred and fifty paid at
the door, and 616 catalogues were sold.

The fourth and final Exhibition for the
year was that of Decorative Art, opened en
Idonday evening, December 5th, by a con-
versazione with mesic, which was attended
by more than 200 members and Wends of
the Association.

flee Exhibition remained open until the
21st December, and was visited during
these 15 days by upwards of 1,400 members
and friends, and by 378 non-members paying
25e. each. A copy of the printed catalogue
is submitted herewith. A large number of
objects of a decorative and artistic charac-
ter were contributed ; many of them of
great value and rarity ; the whole of which,
the Committee are pleased to report, were
removedeexhibited and returned to their
owners without any breakage or loss. The
fittings procured for this Exhibition have
been so arranged us to he of permanens use
in tho future.

Notwithstanding the somewhat disap-
pointing receipts for admission, the Com-
mittee are sangffine that when the accounts
are adjusted, the expenditure will be found
not to have exceeded the appropriation
made by the Council for this Exhibition.

The lecture season of 1881 was inaugur-
ated on the 21st January, by Mr. J. W.
Gray, with a paper on the subject of
"Ceramics." Many valuable 'specimens of
pottery were lent for the occasion, and used
by the leeturer fur the purpose of illustra-
tion.

Ou the 25th February, riming the Black
and White Exhibition, Mr. Wm. McLen-
11101 read 1.,IN excellent paper—" An Out-

line of the History of Engraving," before a
large audience ia the gallery of the Asso-
ciation. In addition to special examples
shown by the lecturer, the exhibition it-
self afforded many useful illustrations of
the subject

The third lecture of the year was given
by Mr.Joseph Gould, on " English Machi-
gals, Glees and Part Songs." The subject
was an interesting one, and derived an ad-
ditional charm from the presence of a
trained choir of twenty voices, by whom
some of the earliest specimens of English
Part Music were effectively rendered. Both
lecture mad music were warmly app:eciated
by a large company.

The entertainments of the year were
brought to a close by a conversazione with
music, on the occasion of the opening of the
Decorative Art Exhibition in December
last. There were several selections of
classical piano music given by Miss Saxe ;
as well as some good vocal music by ama-
teurs, under the conductorship of Mr.
Davies.

In the month of November last, an in-
formal meeting ot the Committee on Lec-
tures and Entettainmente was held, and it
was suggested, subject to the approval of
the Council, that at least three lectures
should be given during the months of Janu-
ary, February and March of 1882, and that
the following be the subjects and lec-
turers

January,—Photography, with illustra-
tions, by Mr. Field.

February,—Domestic Architecture, by
Mr. Steele.

March,—A lecture on a musical subject,
by Mr. Joseph Gould, with vocal illustra-
tions.

All these gentlemen have kindly ac-
ceded

If another lecture is required heApril, it
is hoped that the President, Judge Mackay,
or Dr. Sterry Hunt, will give a paper.

The art classes, a prospectus ot which
was published in last year's Report, com-
pleted their first session in the mouth of
May last. The total number cf students in
attendance was forty-two, of which fourteen
were under Mr. Raphael, seventeen under
Mr. Edson, and eleven under Mr. Van Lup-
pen. The present session began in October
last, with a smaller number of students,
under two of the above-named instructors.

At a General Meeting of the Association,
specially called for the 30th April last, a
revised and enlarged code of By-laws was
considered and adopted. These, together
with the Act of Incorporation, and the
Amending Act of July 24th, 1880, have
since been printed in a convenient form,
and copies may be had from the Secretary
at the Gallery.

GOVERNORS AND LIFE MEMBERS.

At the above meeting, in conformity
with the By-laws just adopted, the follow-
ing members, being duly qualified by their
gifts or other important services to the As-
sociation, were elected and constituted
Governors and Life Members respectively
As Governors—Hoe. Judge Mackay ; Mr.
George Hague ; Mr. Peter Redpath ; Mr.
Hugh MeLettnan ; Mr. W W Ogilvie ; Mr.
M H Gault, M P ; Mr. Alexander Buntin ;
Mr. George A Drummond ; Mr. J C Baker ;
Kr. Charles Gibb ; Mrs. J H R Molson ;
Mrs. T Stem, Hunt ; Mrs. Robert Moat ;
Miss E C Orkney. As Life Members—Rt.
Hon., the Earl of Dufferin; Hon. Thomas
Ryan • Hon. Judge Cross ; Rev. Dr. Cordner;
Mr. J T Molsou ; Mr. J S McLechlan ; Mr.
George Stephen ; Mr. Jonathan Hodgson ;
Mr. Alexander Murray ; Mr. Joan Hope ;
Mr. Robert Wood ; Mr. Robert Reford ; Mr.
William McLachlau ; Mr. C E Morten ; Mr.
W C Smillie ; Dr. T Sterry Hunt ; Mrs. J T
Molson.

MONUMENTAL BRASS.

It was noted in last year's report that the
Council had it in view to erect, at an early
date, some permanent memorial in the
building to the memory of our late bene-
factor, Mr. Gibb. Shortly afterwards a sub-
Committee was formed to report upon the
subject to the Council. It was then deter-
mined that the memorial should take the
form of a monumental brass, of the value of
not less than five huadred dollers, and au
order was forwarded to England for its exe-
cution. Your Council are now glad te re-
port the arrival cf the engraved brass from
the works of Messrs. John Hardman Se Co.,
London.

Mr. R. Reid, of Montreal, will shortly
submit a design for the marble upon which
the brass will rest.

For the benefit of non-resident members
and others the inscription in full is recorded
as follows This Art Gallery owes its ex-
istence to the liberality of Benaiali Gibb,
Esquire, who died in this city on the 1st of
June, 1877. By his will he devised and be-
queathed to the Art Association the land
upon which this building stands, eight
thousand dollars in money, over ninety oil
paintings, and eight valuable bronzes. The

• 1i placed this tablet bere..i4
onour of the donor, as a small Caen of

respect and gratitude to him ; and to aid: in
perpetuating the memory of his generosity
and public spirit."

RENT OF SHOPS.

As members are aware, the two shops
beneath the eastern end of the Gallery have
been reserved for the use of the Art Classes
of the Association.

The Council have now to report that the
temaiming two, namely the coiner shop and
the one adjoining, have been rented to Mr.

'

Charles Martin upon the following terms
—From now to the 1st of May for the SIMI

of $250, and afterwards at $600 per annum.

ATTENDANCE.

The visits paid to the Gallery during the
year has been as follows :

	Members (free)    4,857
Non-Members (25c ) 	  1,317
During Provincial Exhibition (10c.) 	  2,350
Free Visitors on Saturdays 	  2,474

--
Total visits during the year 	  10,998

CORRESPONDENCE WITH OTHER INSTITUTIONS.

The followine, Institutions devoted to
the Fine Arts have courteously forwarded
catalogues of Exhibitions held by them,
their Annual Reports, etc., etc.

Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts,
Philadelphia.

National Academy of Design, New York.
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
Our own catalogues, reports, etc., have

been mailed in return ; your Council think-
ing it desirable to cultivate, as much as
possible, a friendly intercourse with sister
associations, whether in this country or
elsewhere.

PROPOSED READING ROOM.

The attention of the Council has been
directed, for some time past, to the desirable-
ness of establishing a Reading Room in con-
nection with the Gallery. There are many
works congenial with the objects of the
Association, which, though highly import-
ant in themselvrs, are rarely to be seen in
Montreal. Such periodicals as L'Art, The
Art Journal, The Etcher, Gazette des Beaux
Arts Zeitschritt far bildende Kunst, etc., etc.
would, it is believed, attract many readers
and students, and, from an artistic point of
view, prove to be of great educational value.
These periodicals, after a term of service
in the Reading Room, might be bound from
year to year, and would, in course of time,
form the nueleues of an interesting art
library.

So far, however, monetury considerations
have delayed the project; but your Coun-
cil venture to hope that, with the increasing
prosperity of the Association, an art reading-
room may be founded at no distant day.

THANKS.

Thanks arc due to all those, noted else
where, who have made gifts of money or
objects of art to the Association, as well as

1 to those ladies and gentlemen who have so
liberally contributed to the various loan
exhibitions held during the year.

The CHAIRMAN in proposing the adoption
of the report said :—trrom the report it will
be seen that the history of the Association for
the last year is upon the whole not an un-
pleasant one. We received an accession of
over ninety new subscribers, and we have
reduced the debt upon our building by the
payment in full of the late Mrs. Ferguson's
mortgage claim. The acceunts of our Trea-
surer and Finance Committee have been
referred to an Auditor, Mr. Ross, and found
correct. We have received a few gifts during
the year ; these are acknowledged in the re-
port, and since it has been adopted several
new donations have been made amounting to
over $2,400, which fall to be accounted for in
our next report. Yet our citizens are behind
in their encouragement of us, for in the four
or five years -since the death of the late Sir.
Gibb, and since the new vitality assumed
by the Association of benefactors other
than annual subscribers we have very few.
In our reports of 1879 and 1880 we appealed
for aid to pay off the debt upon our build-
ing,. To pay this debt we feel to be the
first duty upon us. By additional annual
subscriptions, and what would be only an
appropriate addition to our list of life mem-
bers, it would speedily be extinguished. In
a city like this our annual subscriptions
ought reasonably to amount to six or seven
hundred. In this connection I cannot, for
myself, but regret that we have failed to
attract support from our French-Canadian
fellow-citizens. Honour to the twelve of
them who have come forward. But I look
forward for better things in the future.
Time was when such a thing a thing as an
Art Exhibition would never have been
thought worth mention in a speech from
the throne by a Lieutenant-Governor of a
Province like Nova Scotia; but that time
has gone by. Consider also the establish-
ment of our Dominion Royal Academy,
founded for the grand object of the creation
of a national gallery at the seat of Govern-
ment. Let us hope that it will meet, as it
deserves, large support year atter year from
the Dominion Legislature. We have lately
had an application from the Dominion
Boyal Academy for permission to hold their
annual exhibition in our gallery. We have
had pleasure in acceding to the application
referred to, and therefore we may look for-
ward to an interesting and instructive exhi-
bition in April next.

The report was adopted.
The election of officers for the ensuing

year was next held. Messrs. Gibb and
Lambe were appointed scrutineers. The
following were elected :—President, the
Hon. Mr. Justice Mackay ; Vice-President,
the Hon. Thomas Ryan ; Treasurer, Mr. R.
W. Sheaherd ; and six new members of the
Council, Rev. Canon Norman, Mr. F. B.
Matthews, W. Popham, H. McLennan,
Mr. John Popham, Mr. F. W Thomas
Secretary and Curator, Mr. S. English.

The CHAIRMAN then read out the names of
several gentlemen and ladies who had
qualified as life members.

It was then moved by Canon NORMAN,
seconded by Mr. W. B..Simesost, that the best
thanks of the meeting are due and are
hereby tendered to the Committee who have
prepared the excellent and satisfactoey re-
port for the past year, adopted this day by
the Association. Carried.

Moved by Mr. POPHAM, seconded by Hon.
T. Rene, that the thanks of the meeting are
due and are hereby tendered to Messrsl
Matthews and G. W. Murray fortheir valu-
able services its collecting during the year.
Cal ried .

Moved by Mr. T. D. KING, seconded by
Rev. Canon NORMAN, that the matter of
granting special tickets to the memberg bf
the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, which will admit them
free to the Art Uallery during their visit to
Montreal, be considered by the Council.
Carried.

On motion of Mr. GAULT, seconded by Mr.
H. MCLENNAN, the thanks of the members
were tendered to the President, Vice-Presi-
dent, Council and other officers for their
valuable services during the pt year.
Carried. .

On the motion of the same gentlemen,
the thanks of the meeting were also given
to Mr. English, the Secretary, for his un-
wearying efforts at all times to benefit the
ASOOCiation. Carried.

There being no further business the
meeting adjourned.
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them, to present themin person to the Legis-
lature. The proposed new City By-law con-

t cerning Health will shortly be taken up
, and discussed by the Board of Health and

medical gentlemen in the saine manner.	 I

—A Professor Gunning, up in Michigan
islecturing on "After man, What ?" A
Fort Wayne editor, who has been there,

f rises to remark that it is ,‘ generally the
sheriff or some woman"

G-12.,..A..T1' BONDS
UtlItTV WGIt/L1 ZEZ	 mn me t...uutpanyr 1,mm itcguitILIwuo.

of the Company, which can be produced at all the Agencies of the Bank of Montreal, and
other Banking Institutions throughout the country, wilhne

Tr.c][ -viEr) AT T Nr PER CE,N7C PREMIUM
on their par value, with interest eccrued, on account of and in payment of the purchase
money thus further reducing of the price of the land to the purchaser.

Special arrangements made with Emigration and Land Companies.
For copies of the Lana Regulations and other particulars. apply to the Company's

	and Commissioner, JOHN McTAVISH Winnipeg ; or to the undersigned	 - -
By order of the Board,

CHARLES DRINKWATER Secretary.
December 16	 fmw 4m 300

THE GREAT

REMEO
FOR

IIMATISIII,
Neuralgia, Sciatica, Lumbago,

chache, Soreness of the Chest,
Gout, Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swell-

ings and Sprains, Burns and
Scalds, General Bodily

Pains,-

Tr.,eth, Ear arid Headache, Frosted
Feat and Ears, and a// other

Pains and Aches.
N• 	o rrevaration on earth equals Si. JACTITS

Aerp,, sure, simple and cheap Exterlial
inieedy A triai entails but lbe comparatively
tinling outlay of .i0 (lento. and every one eliffering
tlfb pain ea , bard cboap and positive proof ut: atm

a. 'nut.
Ire.•tIona la Illevon Lang.nagea.

ALL DRUGGISTS AND DELLEr.2
IN MEDICINE.

A.VOGELER & CO.,
ilaltintore, Ara.. U. 8,4

October 14	 DW246

NORMAN LAMONT.

Notice is hereby given, That a PETI-
TION has been presented to the Court of
Session in Scotland (First Division, Mr.
Broun, Clerk) in terms of "The Presump-
tion of Life Limitation (Scotland) Act,
1881" (44 and 45 Vict., c. 47), at the in-
stance of WILLIAM PORCH LAMONT,
Esquire, resifting at No. 45 Victoria Grove,
Stoke, Newington, London, and others, for
authority to make up a title to and to
receive payment, in the proportions therein
stated, of certain sums, amounting to £1,000
or thereby, which sums the Petitioners
claim right to as next of kin of, and in
respect of the presumed death of, Norman
Lamont, youngest son of the late Captain
Norman Lamont, some time residing in
Wells, County of Somerset, England, who
was the second son of the deceased John
Lamont of Lamont, in the Parish of
Kilfinan and County of Argyle, Scotland.

The said Norman Lamont, who was born
in the year 1825, left Scotland for Canada
in 1846; held an appointment in the Royal
Engineers in Quebec in 1848, and in Mon-
treal in 1849; and resigned that appoint.
ment in 1849 by a letter dated New York,
20th October, and has not since been heard
of.

This intimation is made in terms of a
Deliverance pronounced on said Petition
by the said Court, dated 28th October, 1881.

DAVIDSON & SYME, W.S.,
Agents for the Petitionets.

f 22 CASTLE STaENT, EDINBURGH,

14th December, 1881.
January 4	 4, 16, 28J 3

T'Col=1,
In a good locality and good position in

the East-Zud of the city, a email property
with three frontages, forming the corner
of DOVCIleSter and Maisonneuve Streets and
Munro Lane. Apply to J. McQUEEN,
HERALD Office.

November 11	 270

Royal Indian EnginearingColloge,
COOPERS HILL, STAINES.

This College has been recently placed on
a new basis, and the advantages afforded
by it as a training institution for those who
purpose adopting the Civil Engineering
profession in India or elsewhere are now
offered to ail persons desirous of following
the course of study pursued there.

A number of Students not exceeding 50
will be admitted to the College in Septem-
ber, 1882. Candidates for admission must,
on the lst July, 1882, be over 17 and under
21 ye ers of age, and must give satisfactory
proof of their having received a fair gene-
ral education.

The Secretary of State for hidia will offer
16 appointments in the Indian Public
Works Department for competition among
the Students entering the College in Sep-
tember, 1882, at the termination tif their
prescribed thfee years' College course, that
is, in the summer of 1885. The Secretary
of State for India will further offer two ap-
pointments in the Indian Telegraph De-
partment among the same Students after
two years' course of study that is, in the
summer of 1884.

lu the event of there being more candi-
dates for admission than the College can
receive the preference will be given to
qualified candidates according to dates of
application for admission.

For all further particulars, apply by let-
ter only to the Secretary, Public Works
Department, India Office, S. W., or to the
President, Royal Indian Engineering Col-
lege, Coopers Hill, Staines.

JULAND DAN VERS.
INDIA OFFICE,	 1,15D 2,16J

4th November, 1881. f	 1,15F 287

$5,600 WANTED
On a first-Class West-End Property, at

6 per cent. Apply to "Marcus," BENAL
Office.

December 24	 301
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• THE ART AOOIATION

Lecture on dom_estic architectufrue: 4-.

4 	A paper on domestic architecture was rend

' at the Art Association rooms by Mr. A. D.

Steele last evening. The chair was occupied

by the Hon. Judge Mackay, and there was a

11 large attendance of members present. The

paper indicated the shape which medieval
architecture took when applied to domestic
uses, and described several mansions in Eng-
land which were specimens of it, and still
remained. It then proceeded to point out
the subsequent modifications which were

I adopted both in England and on the conti-
nent of Europe. The Italians were repre-

sented as taking the ancient classic temples,

as their models but not slaviehly imitating
them. Attention was given to the renais-

sauce in Italy, which subsequently spread to
1 other countries. England was able to dis-

( pense with her ancient castles earlier than
other nations. Germany took up the renais-

( 1 sance and exhibited great variety. England
was the last to take up the new style.

No time was so favorable for the develop-
ment of a vigorous style of domestic archi-

tecture in England as that which led up to
the revolution. Several romains of the style
adopted at that period came under review.

Some of these examples proved that archi-
tectural comfort was well understood in

those days. At the beginning of the eight-
2enth century domestic architecture in Eng-
and, which previously had been anything
from the Roman up to the renaissance, as-
unied a Greek form. In the time of the
Georges what was known as the Queen Anne
style came into use, which in our own day
had been succeeded by the Gothie. In con-
clusion, the paper suggested some lessons
which might be drawn from what had been
advanced. In all European countries, with
tile exception of England, the form which
[Le renaissance assumed in France had been
adhered to regardless of the advantage
which that country possessed in a beautiful
stone, not found elsewhere. The influence
of machinery in connection with building in
the present day was pointed out, and also the

test changes in the way of wall decorations
ud furniture.
The Rev. Canon NORMAN, in proposing a

vote of thanks, referred to the monotony of
domestic architecture in Montreal, to which
he trusted Mr. Steele would direct his atten-

tion at some future time. He thought every

country should have a style ot architecture
suitable to its own requirements. They
should s'Indy both beauty of form and inter-

nat comfort.
The motion was cordially carried.
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A good deal of badinage was indulged in
to the protection of rauskrats, etc., and

eeveral suggestions were made to the Gov-
ernment which the Commissioner of Crown
Lands promised fo take into consideration in
training his Bill. • _

The resolutions were then reesorted, and the
Committee rose.

PUBLIC LANDS.
Mr. Flynn introduced the following resolu-

tions respecting Public Lands :—
1. That the pine tinsber upon public lands

chai! in future be reserved in ail sites, grants,
location tickets, leases, or permits of occupe-

r lion, and mach timber shall belong to the
Crown, and the reserve thereof shall be men-
tioned in all location tickets and letters
patent, and every. person now being
the	 holder, Or who	 shall	 here-
alter Ms the holder, of a license to
cut timber upon such lands may during the
contilmance of such license by conforming
to the regulations now or hereafter to be in
force relating to timber on Crown landg
enter upon the uncleared portion of such
lands, and cut and remove such trees, doing
no unnecessary damage to the property, and.
make all necessary ronds to remove such
timber and haul in supplies. Notwithstand-
ing the reserve the locateea, being holders or
not of letters patent, or their assignees, may,
however, cut and use such pine timber as
may be necessary for the purpose of building
and fencing on the said lands, and by paying
the same price as the holders of licenses to
cut timber or sawlogs. They may dispose at
pleasurs of those which they may cut down
In the clearing of the land necessary to ob-
tain letters patent.

2. That when there is no license to cut tim-
ber upon such public lands, the Commis-
sioner may in such case sell at public auction
the pine timber so reserved by these resolu-
tiops, by complying with the provisions of
the Act 36 Via., cap. 9.

3. That the Crown shall onto! the Consoli-
dated Revenue Fund of the Province grant to
the persons who shall in future acquire
public lands by sale, location ticket, lease or
permit of occupation, or to . their heirs or as-
signa for the pine timber cut upon such
lands, and upon which the Crown shall
have collected dues, the sum of 25 per cent. of
the dues so collected- for the timber cut on
such lands since their sale.' Regulations
shall from time to time be made by the
Lieut.-Governnor-in-Council for tbe purpose
of ascertai ni ng and determining the perrons
to receive such payments, the sums tu be
paid and the date of payment,
icrael ee-
protection of our torestli ted some
Important etatements of the number of acres
gold and free grants alienated from Confede-
ration since December 81st, 1881.

Mr. Carbray followed in a practica0- speech,
alluding principally to the desiraii1tY Of
spruce timber being better protecte in this
Province.

The House then took recess.

a small degree to this exhibition now opened :
the credit of which is due to the Royal Cana-
dien Academy of Arts. The members of the
Art Association are pleased to have under
their roof Your Excellency and the Royal Ca-
nadien Academy. They des: re that the mens-
bers of the latter body should feel that they
are not among strangers, but, as it were, chi
friends ; under a most perfect entente cor-
diale. A kind of freemasonry should exist,
and I believe does. among artists and lovers
of art. The exhibition of to-night shows
that the Royal Academy has attained some
dignity and is entitled to some consideration.
The quality of the works of our Dominion
artists is creditable and improving. We can
see that we have some stuff out of which to
make artists, but nothing is, at one
and the same time, invented and per-
fected. Tho large attendance here to-
night proves that an interest is awak-
ened in the work of the Academy. As
concerns us in this eily there is a very mark-
cd improvement in the condition of art
things. The teste for the fine arts is increas-
log, and in a sound way. We might go
faster; but we guard against running wild.
No doubt exhibitions like the present tend to
the improvement of public taste. A writer
in the " Contemporary," said that he did not
believe that the mere exhibiting beautiful
pictures, or things, to the general public ira-
proved their taste one jot ; but many here
will take the liberty of differing totally from
him. The Art Association wishes all pros-
perity to the Royal Academy. In conclusion
1 would repeat that it gives us all great plea-
sure to see Your Excellency at this meeting,
in connection with the Royal Canadien Aca-

hold our second annuel exhibition at
Halifax in the moufle of July, 1881.

The Lieutenant-Governor of Nova Scotia,
the Government of that Province and the
citizens of Halifax were most cordial in their
reception of the Academy. An able committee
was formed, presided over by the Mayor, and
a very large comber of gentlemen requested
lobe enrolled as Honorary Members. The
Government gave us the Provincial Build-
ing, with as capacious rooms, as an Exhibi-
tion Gallery, and the Dominion Government
carried the exhibits free over the Intercolo-
nial Railway.

Even with all this assistance. the task of
holding an Exhibition at se great distance
from the residence of the artist members was

difficult one, involving much expense and
sacrifice of time. The success of the meeting
and Exhibition under these circumstances
was ment gratifying. The paintings and de-
signs exhibited formed, both in nuns bor and
quality. a most, creditable collection, the
large rooms being well filled, notwithstand-
ing a rigourous selection by the hanging
Committee. An interesting feature was
the acquaintance made with several promis-
ing artists of. the Province of Nova Scotia,
whose work we saw for the first time, and
who have been proposed for membership
associates of the Academy at the annual
meeting, besides several associates, two
Academicians (one a painter and the other a
designer) were enrolled, and their diploma
pictures added to the national collection pre-
sented to the country by the Academicians.
These diplorna picturs s are now hung in a
gallery provided by the Government at Ot-
tawa for that purpose, and are evallaule as
models for instruction in the different Art , demy, of which, Your Excellency can say
schools, for which purpose they can be ob- now, and will, we trust, be able with increas-
tained ou Vian upon application to the . jog satisfactiou, as years roll on, to say quo-
Minister in whose care they are placed. ruai pais magna fui.

'10 this collection Mr. Allan Gilmour. of I His Excellency then engaged in conversa-Ottawa, has recently given a valuable paint- tion with some of the ladies and gentlemen ining, an exemple which, we trust, will be fol- the audience, and an hour and a half waslowed by others interested in the Art progress agreeably spent in inspecting the variousofthe country.
The attendance atour opening Exhibition

in Ottawa was more than we had anticipated
but Halifax far surpassed it, nearly four
thousand persons having visited the Exhibi-
tion while it was open.

We have to regret the removal from our
ranks by death, during the past year, of two
valued members, Mr. Duncan, of Montreal,
and Mr. Power, of Kingston.

Up to the present period all progress in the
direction of Art Education in Canada has
been made by voluntary effort or by the Pro-
vincial Governments. In the Province of
2uebec about $7,000 ur,...a.nn_em 18 exxendesuag. kelleye vie but express the

pictures. The Marquis Is evidently a con-
noisseur in Art judging from the keen criti -
cism which he passed upon the different
pictures. The gathering broke up about
eleven o'clock.

LE CLUB NATIONAL.

THE FIRST ANNUAL DINNEP.

The first annuel di nner of Le Club National
took place at the Windsor Hotel last even-

ROYAL CANADIAN ACADERY OF
ARTS.

Art schools establiA lied - in TIontreal, Lemme it fuily met tke Most sanshine ex-

Three Hivers, Sorel, Granby, St. John, St. the members. The cino. whirls is in a flour-
Quebee, Levis New Liverpool, Sherbrooke, pectations that had been formed by any of

Hyacinthe, Sr. Jerome, Hochelaga and St. , ishing condition, is c,ompo,ed or young
Cunegonde. In Quebee and Montreal the French Reformer , whose (Miel object is to

promote and defend those great Pseform prin-
ciples of which their celebrated compatriots
in the past were the glorious expounders.
The association was founded in the year 1874
by the young French Liberals of Montreal,
and from that day to this it has gone on
steadily increasing until at the present time
it has a membership roll of sorne 500. During
past electoral campaigns it has formed an
effective part of the great Liberal party,
contributing no small share to its many vic-
tories. The thoughts and aimsof its members
are essentially patriotic tothem. Canada is a
land of glorious promise, its vast area, its
agricultural productiveness, its great lakes,
rivers anceniountains, its water-power and
hydraulic priviliges, its ample minerai re-
Sour c es, its free institutions, and its beauti-
ful and healthy climate are evidences to
them of this promise of its future greatness,
making it to them a country worth living
for and striving to make a great nation. The
sentiment, at all events, is a noble one and
worthy of approval.

'The dinner last evening was an evidence of
the Club's prosperity. Shortly after S o'clock
some 2.50 persons sat down to the well-laid
tables in the Ladies' Ordinary of the Wind-
sor. The President of the Club, Mr. Win.
Seallon, presided, and was supported by Hon
Mr. Mercier, Mr G. W. Stephens, M.P.P.,
and other prominent citizens.

The names of the subscribers to the banquet
were ;—

studies are of a, somewhat more advanced
character than in the country places, but
even here they are principally elementary,
the classes being most largely attended by
aitizans, to suit whose convenience they
are open only in the evening and during Use
winter months. The classes in Montreal are
attendect by the students of McGill College in
the Faculty of Applied Science.
The small amount I have mentioned

divided among thirteen schools is entirely
inadequate for their support, and much dif-
ficulty is experienced in obtainine the ser-
vices of properly trained teachers ; classes
In drawing and painting have also been
formed in connection with the Art Associa-
tion, and taught by members of the
Academy.

In the Province of Ontario Schools of Art
have peen established in Toronto, London
and Ottawa, the two former aided by grants
frown the Provincial Treasury. By the school
law of Ontario drawing is made compulsory
in all the common schools, but this law is as
yet only partially carried into effect, the
great difficulty in its practical application
lying in the fact that scarcely sufficient pro-
vision has yet been made in the Normal
schools for the instruction of the teachers in
elementary drawing.

In the Province of New Brunswick the
school law is somewhat similar to that of
Ontario, but the results are more satisfactory
—a good course of industrial &swing being
carefully worked out in the instruction given
In the normal schools, and in the teaching of
the common schools.

In Nova Scotia little has been done in this
direction of a practical character.

Canada stands now in a somewhat similar
position to that of Great Britain in 1851, with
this difference, that England even then was
rich in accumulations of the choicest works of
Art, a, cessible to all, and lu themselves af-
fording means of art education ; a stimulus
and exemple which Canadian Art students
or artists do nst possess. The Internation n 1
Exhibition of Chat year showed that England
from want of proper art training Mi her
designers and artizans, was losing hold
upon the markets of the world. The percep-
tion of this fact, and the wise counsels o
Prince Albert, brought about the establish-
ment of the Science and Art Department, the
headquarters of which are at South Kensing-
ton, with its magnificent museum, picture
galleries, sculptures, and schools, depart-
ment to which the Imperial Parliament has
for the last thirty rears annually voted eon' -
mous sums, the grant for the present year
being £884,881 stg., more than a million and a
halt ot dollars ; his expenditure being forced
upon the nation, not for the gratifie , tion of
taste and luxury, but as a commercial noes-
sity the urgency of which has passed beyond

question,and the beneficial reso I la of which,
even upon purely economicris grounds, are
u ndisputed.

Every other progressive and civilized coon-
try upon tne face of the globe has its efficient
aud coatis , system of Art °ducat lon, and in-
dustriel training. Canada has been alone in
Ignoring the necessity for such training of
her sons. Is it wise ? Is it good economy for
lier to remaiu in this position ? I say that she
ignores the necessity of such training lie-
cause, although,asjust stated, some attempts
have been made in this direction, they have
not been suMclent to do more than indicate
a good intention, but not to achieve any
practical result.

Tee practical experience of other count ries
and the consensus of enlightened public
opinion upon the subject point to the follow-
!cg as essentiel in the nducation of the
people:—

1st. That instruction in elementary draw-
ing is as essentiel as instruction in reading
and writ ing and should taught in all pub-
lic schools to all chi ldren ; and as a means to
this end that in the Normal Schools
triai drawing and design should form part of
the regular coure° of study pursued by the
teachers.

2nd. That lu all towns and centres of in-
dustry Schools of Art and Design should be
established, the course of study having some
mpecial reference to the work to which the

schools should . rovided, with such re-

mit mentis to devote his lif -

sources in the way of museums and collec-
tions of Art as twill enable those who study
any branch of art as a professfori to complete
their education in the country.

As it is now, those of our young people who
display sach talent as would make them most
va luable te Canada, are obliged to study
abroad, and they rarely return to their own
country.

In the attainment of the objects of the Aca-
demy its members are powerless unless aided
by public opinion and public support. We
appeal necessarily ln the first instance to
those persons whose taste, education, and
culture, enable them to appreciate ;the ira-
portance of those abjects, and it is In this way
that our Honorary Members can lend us
most valuable aid and co-operation.
Education is, under mir constitution, a mat-
ter undertaken by the various provinces.

A national institution, however, such as
the Royal Canadiasi Academy, incorporatinse
all that is best in the Provincial Schools, and
holding up a high standard for art as its
meetings in the various Provincial centres
gives the best stimulus to such Provincial
schools.

A power of comparison and an opportunity
for competitioa le afforded by these national
exhibitions, which would not otherwise be
obtained. A work, which in an xhibition,
representing only a limited area is held as
sufficiently good is seen when placed by the
side of superior work to be faulty; and of-
forts for improvpmesnts are made because a
wider survey entiws that the sacred heights of
perfection have not been attained. Your Ex-
cellency has already done much in directing
public opinion to the necessity of fostering
Art and Industrial design. May your efforts,
seconded as we confidently expect them to
be, by the members and honorary members of
the Academy. meet with the sigual success in
Canada that has attended those of the late
lamented Prince Consort in England.

All which is respectfully submitted,
L. R. O'Baxes,

President.
Montreal, April 4th, 1882.

Mr. N. Bourassa then moved, seconded by
Dr. Hingston, " that the Royal Canadien
Academy le happy to express to the Art As-
sociation its thanks and gratitude for the
readiness with which it has put its gallery,
its works of art, and its employes at the dis-
posai of the Academy, contributing in this
way to the success of the Exhibition ; that
the Academyappreciates the great advantage
of having found in Montreal a generous and
influential institution so well prepared to
second its efforts, and to work with it for the
progress of artistic studies in this country
that the Academy in acknowledging the de-
votion given to Art by some of the citizens
of Montreal, all members of the Art Associa-
tion, thanks them cordially for having added
to the Exhibition by sending the beautiful
paintings that they possess in their own pri-
vate collection, thus giving to the artists of
oui country an opportunity te compare their
works to some more perfect, and to elevate
their aspirations and develop their talents."

In moving this resolution Mr. Bourassa
referred at some length to the objects of the
Art Association, speaking of the Association
in the most complimentary terms.

Dr. Hingston also made a few remarks.
The motion was carried unanimously.
Hon. Justice Mackay, President of the Art

Association, ln replying, said: Your Excel-
lency, ladies and gentlemen—In behalf of the
Art Association of Montreal I beg to say that
it has but very small claim to the thanks so
kindly voted to it. It bas contributed but in

H.
Hamilton Hut.

OPENING GE THE THIRD ANNUAL EX-

HIBITION BY HIS EXCELLENCY THE
GOVERNOR-GENERAL.

A large add brilliant assemblage Of ladies
and gentlemen gathered at the Art gallery last
evening, on the occasion of the opening of the
third annuel exhibition of the Royal Can-
adien Acaderay of Arts. Amongst those who
were present we noticed the Hon Justice
Mackay, President of the Art Association ;•
Mr L B. O'Brien. President of the Royal Can-
adien Academy ; Mr and Mrs If R Ives, Miss
Ives, Miss Smith, Dr Hingston, Principal
Dawson. CMG, and Mrs Dawson, Miss flaw-
son, Dr McCallum, ChiefJustice Sir A A
Dorion and Miss Dorion, the Hou Justice
Baby, Dr and Mrs Edwards, Mrs Thos White,
Mr and Mrs JasJohnston, Mr and Mrs Rower
Roy, the Rev Archdeacon Leach, the Rev Jas
Roy, Mr and M nt William Angus, Miss Angus,
Mrs James Faine, r J Murray Smith, Mr J
H Joseph, Mr..1 Rbougall. Mr H ugh Granam,
Mr J Philip Scott aud Miss Scott, Mr Andrew
Robertson. Mr S Bethune, gc, Mr M Bethune,
MD, Mr A l'Wett and MissWatt, Mr A C Hut-
chison, Mr Edward Murphy.Mr RIA Ramsay,
Mr Stanley Baggs, Mr F B Matthews, Mr and
Mrs W Bialklock, sr, Major Blailtlock,
Mr and Mrs S 0 Stevenson, Mrs J S 0
Wurtele, Miss Wurtele, Miss O'Brien, Mr
John Lovell, Mr S Carsley, P A Peterson
and ladies, Miss Langlois, Mr Martin, Mr F M
B Smith, Dr' F W Campbell, MI Charles
Alexander. Mr T D King, Mr Thos Craig and
lady, Mr A M Perkins, Me C Cushing, Mr
Henderson, Miss Ogilvie. Mrs Capt Sinyth,
lira Thos Ryal), Mr E K 'Greene, Miss Neil-
son Itluebec], Mrs Wheeler, Miss Wheeler,
Wtrif 13uckland, Miss Gault, and a large num-
ber of others. A company of the Sieth
Fusiliers, under command of Capt. Massey,
were etationed at the entrance to the Art
Gallery as a guard of honour, and at hall-past
eight o'clock Ille Excellency, accompanied
by bis Seefetary, • Col. DeWinton, Capt.
Begot, A.D.C., Mater Short, A,D.C., and
Lleut. Clarke, entered the Art Gallery and
were received by. the. Hon. Justice Mackay
and Mr. L. R. O'Brien, and escorted to the
platforat, where were stationed several Aca-
dernicians and Associates, among whom we
noticed Messrs Mr Matthews, N Bourassa, F
M B Smith, P F Woodcock, J Smith [Toron-
to] , R Harris (Torreito], 3' C Myles [St. John,
N 13], Renier Watson, T M Martin, J Ve H
Watt S.

IllsExcellency, ln opening the Exhibition,
spoke as follows

leeniES AND G ENTLEWEEN, —Iii dec la ri ng
this exhibition open to the public, and before
introducing to you the Presed et, whose re-
port will tell of t he results attained by the
Academy mince its formation, I shall only oc-
cupy your attention for a moment. It is now
three years Once, in this room, I had the
honor of meeting the Montreal Art Society,
who have so generously placed tilts piliers' at
the disposai of the Royal Canadien Academy
for their exhibition. On that occasion I ex-
pressed a hope that Canada nsight eonie day
have a Natioual o.eaf.ttliny qf Art. Three
years is a long tinte Lotestbistory of a young
nation, and much liasaisappened lu mir land
during ijic lest three years, Dit ring the ter-
rible cl val war I u the States, soldiers who had
been under tire for two years were called
veterans ; nud noie t hat the Royal Academy
of Canada holds Ro bird annuel exhibition
it must be considered as one of the veteran
inst itutions of the country. Indeed, II we co
back fo the time at w lii is ii was not, wego
back to a period when the prevailing features
of publie lire did not exist. We have to go
!rack to t he deys when the word " boom" was
hardly underatOod iii this country, when the
word 1 ' syndicate" was an almost tinnicaliing
I ,rm, atod when it was not necessary (Sr
limitation vinyificlunh o Thruw up el r nantis

ews,•••• s.. 4.4.4

.danItoban and North-western fever.
(Laughter ) In those days, almost
buried in the dim past I remember
there were some voici. , which de-
clared that this country wasstoo young for
such an institution. That was an expression
of opinion suited to the innocent and diM-
dent stage of our early history. It was diffi-
cuit to believe in that estimate of our chances
of success at that time, for we had as good
materials for the formation of such an insti-
tution as existed in England at the time
when the British Academy of Arts was first
founded. I believe it is a fact that they were
so hard put to it to find good artists that
they placed upon the roll of names as mem-
bers of the Academy in England men whose
sole title to distinction was the execution of
the not very original, though possibly very
effective work of coats of arms painted upon
the panels of carriages. [Laughter.] Let us
ask for a moment if the expectations formed
of the uillity of our Academy have not been
instilled. And first, with regard to the ar-
tists themselves : Is it not indubitably the
case that now we see united together,to a de-
gree formerly undreamt of, all the mon of
talent of the Dominion, whose genius lies
either in the rendering of Nature by the
brush. or in the kindred and noble ant of ar-
chitecture ? Secondly, is it not the case that
we have already three times proved the ap-
reciation by the public of their efforts?
ith a chi valrous and patriotic feeling which

can hardly be too much commended, the
Academy has not elected tohold its meetings
only in great commercial centres like the city
of Montreal, but has recognized its national
function in raising the standard of teste by
meeting at places like Halifax and Ottawa,
where the market for work cannot of course
be held to be so good ; but nowhere was the
recognition of the public more marked
than at Ottawa and at Halifax. ln
Nova Scotia the Government placed
its buildings at the disposai of the
Association, and it was noteworthy that
there, as at Ottawa, the movement for the
foundation of a loca.1 art school, began at the
time of the foundation of the Acacleny. The
institution has therefore proved itself to be
good for the artists, and to be appreciated by
the public. In the encouragement of good
design, and in the commencement of a na-
tional gallery of pictures, it has also fulfilled
Its programme, about twenty pictures hav-
ing uow been deposited at Ottawa and been
obtainable for purposes of instruction by M-
cal art schools. Whether the Academy will
be able still further to add to its usefulness
depends upon the further liberality and snp-
port it may meet with. I have perfect confi-
dence myself that Canadiens will fully prove
not only that Cauadian art may exist, but
that Canadien art may have her home on
Cano.dlan soit. (Applause.)

His Exeellency then called upon Mr.
O'Brien, the President, to present the annual
report, which was read by Mr. F. M.B. Smith,
as follows :—
May it please Your Excellency, Members

and HoluSrary Members of the Royal
Canadian Academy :—

Our meeting this evening marks the close
of the second year of the existence of the
Academy, and it is with much gratification
that we non' this our third meeting and ex-
hibition in the largest city of the Dominion,
and in this beautitul gallery, where we are
the guests of the Art Association of Montreal,
he most important Society of its kind ln the

Dominion.
In pursuance of the plan laid down by His

Excellency the Governor-General when the
Academy was foutded, it was determined to
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L.
Hon. R. Laflamme, Q C; Dr E P Ladies

pelle, Ainedie Lamarche, C E Leciere, Dr J
Leduc, J D Leduc, L L D; Frank Larin, L G
Lamontague, L A Lapieue, C A Lebel, J D
Leduc, E Lacroix, E G Levy, E Levy, Nap
Lefebvre, C Lanctot, L C Leduc, E Leclerc,
Leon Larere, M Larose, L S Labelle, F
Lemieux, D Lanthier.

Hon H Mercier, Wm F McLean, Hugh
Mackay, D Messier. M moquin, F X Mathew,
Charles Meunier, Paul G Martineau, G A C
Modore, C' B Major (-4 A Morrisson, C A

JMassee, T Moreau,  Melaneon, Air Melon.
0

V.

P A J Voyer, Michel Viger.
w.

N SWalker, W A Weir, D Wulford.
The menu served up was in the Windsor's

most excellent style, and everything passed
off smoothly during the evening, the City
Band furnishing music.

The menu having been discussed to th
satisfaction of all, the President, Mr. Scat-
lon, rose and proposed the toast of " The
Queen," which was duly honoured. the as
sembly rising to their feet and the City Band
playing the National Anthem.

The President then proposed the toast of
" Canada, Our Country." In doing se he
dwelt upon the subject of Canadien Inde-
pendence. Our position to-day, he said, was
a very dependent one, as we were not only
subjects ot the Queen but subjects of her
subjects. But they aspired higher than that,
and they hoped to found a republic and a
Canadien nationality. Circumstances were
in favour of them, and if they were confident
they would succeed. The toast having been
duly honoured the President called upon
Hon. Mr. Mercier to respond.

Hon. Mr. Mercier, in listing to respond,
was greeted witn loud and continued ap-
plause. He said he was happy to be respond
to the toast on this occasion. He considered
the present more than an ordinary event,
It was an energetic and patriotic expression
of the youth of the country, the youth who
would have the future in their hands.
(Cheers.) Such a future could not be placed
in better hands than those he thought. To
them was given the continuance of the great
mission of Lafontaine, Baldwin and others.
[Cheers.] The Club represented all the youth
of the country, all the aspirations of the
youth, not only of the Liberals, but of the
Conservatives. [Cheers,] He had at first, he
must say, hesitated to respond, because of his
inability to do all the honour he would like
to the subject, and also because he belonged
to the great Liberal party, and it might be
considered strange for him to come forward.
But after well considering the question, and
viewing it patriotically, he had come to the
conclusion that it was his duty to to go
as far as independence, and respond
to the toast. He was not a slave to his party
hut worked for the well-being of hic country.
It had always been the Liberal party that
had worked for these gr eat principles. Whist
was political independence but government
by the people and for the people ? and it was
the Liberal party who had gained such goy-
crnmentecheers). Papineau had first worked

INVITED GUESTS.
Hon Edward Blake, M P, Hon H Mercier

M P P, Hon W Laurier, M P, Hon L 8 Hunt-
ingdon, M P, Hon T H Anglin, M P. Hon H G
Joly, M P P, Hon F Lange' ier, Mr N W Tren-
holnie, Mr M eloquin, Mr H F Maclean, Tor-
outo ; Mr Ernest Lavigne.

SUBSCRIBERS.
A.

F X Archambault, Q C, A B Archambault,
F Adam, J B Aiarie, Jules Allard.

B.
A Bernard, M P P, A Boyer, F L Beique ,

Q C, Aid C Beausoleil, F G Boutillier, Honore
Beaugrand, J N Bienvenu, J A Beauvais, H
Berthelot, P Brodeur, Alexis Brunet, Al-
(red Brunet, Ed Bauset, Jas Baxter. J B. A
Beique, A Bisailion, 0 A Beaudry, C Brachio.

C.
Z Chapleau, A Carmel, A.L Chapul, Selkirk

Cross,F X Coquet, A Cheval, A G Chittrand.
Chas Cote, Victor CoterStanislas Cote, Alexis
C assoie.

D.
Joseph Duhamel, Q C; L 0 David, 0 Des

Marais, F G Durand, A Dorien, L C W
Dorien, P M Durant'. Ieiclore Durocher,
Bantitirand, J B It Dufreene, F X Dupuis, C R
Daoust, T Dulseuil, G Darveau, Chas Devits,
Armand Doi

F.
L H Freehette, G N Fauteux, EP Frechette,

Ant Favreatt, Thos Fortin.
G.

C A Geoffrion, Q C; Victor Gla.du, J M
Greenshields, Geo Gagnon, C E Gagnon, P R
Goyet, F G Granger, Ed Guerin, E Gailbert,
Chas Gagne.

Maurice O'Reilly.
_	 FD

C 0 Perrault, R Prefontai ne. Wilfred Pre
vost, Q C; L J A. Papineau, L J Papineau, J G
Papineau, ,r,X Perrault, A E Poirims E G
Phaneuf, Sinai Rrevost, D C Papineau, L N
Patenaude, J E Paradis, Geo Paie, F Poupart,
Fred Pratt, J Papineau, L A Proulx.

R.
Aid 0 Robert, AM H B Bainville, J E Robi-

doux, Q C; Alphonse Racine, Dr. G E Roy, P
H Roy, F 0 Rinfret, J B Resther, Jas Rielle,
A Robert, Fred Rickett, C S Roy, J A Robil-
lard.

S.
Geo W Stephens, Win ScalloneL H Sene-

cal, H C St Pierre, M Schwob, Jas Stewart, E
N St Jean, David Seath, Chas St Amand, C
Sternes.

T.
Hon J R Thibadeaux, Louis Tourville, N

W Trenholme, Q C;Dr Trester, J Thibaudeau,
E Turgeon, A Thibaudeau, E Tremblay, A
Leroux, Alex Thibault.
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The Mayor ruled the amendaient ont of
order.

Aid. Grenier thought the position Aid.
McCord took in Quebec was certainly un-
dignified, but the Road Committee were
also s little to blame in the matter, and
took a position they had no right to take.

The motion of Aid. Grenier was carried.
THE AMENDMENTS TO THE CHARTER.

Aid. Grenier moved, seconded by Aid.
Mooney, that the City Attorney, City Clerk,
and City Treasurer be authorized to pro-
ceeed to Quebec to forward, if necessary,
the amendments to the City Charter, and to
look after other Bills in which the city may
be interested. Carried.

Aid. Laurent moved, seconded by Aid.
Proctor, that the Road Committee be au-
thorized to sell by public auction the
buildings which it would be necessary to
remove for the opening of the Windsor
street. Carried.

THE CHIC•GO EXCURSION.

Aid. Grenier moved, seconded by Ald.
Hood, that the hearty thanks of this Coun-
cil are due and are hereby tendered,

1st. To Mr. Joseph Hickson, General
Manager of the Grand Trunk Railway, for
his courtesy in extending to the members

, of this Council the invitation to visit Chi-
cago, and thus giving the members an op-

, portunity to appreciate the conimercial and
! other advantages to be derived by the
' through line which the Grand Trunk Rail-
: way Company have succeeded in securing
for the Canadian Pople as far as Chicago;

, 2nd. To Mr. William Wainwright, Assist-
ant If/usager of the Grand Trunk Railway,

, for the excellent arrangements made by
him for the comfort and convenience of the
excursionists during the trip,

3rd. To the Pullman Car Company and to
Mr Reed, their worthy Superintendent, at
Montreal, for their kindness in placing
their cars at the disposal of the party to
Chicago, as well as to points beyond that
city.

Ald. Hood asked if Mr. C. Alloway, Gene-
t al Manager of the Chicago & Grand Trunk
I lailway, should not be included in the re-

solution?

	_
PROTESTANT INFANT'S ROME.

ANNUAL MEETING.
The annual meeting of the Protestant

Infants' Home was held at the Institutioe,
Guy street, yesterday afternoon. His Lord,
ship Bishop Bond presided, and several of
the city clergymen besides a large number
of ladies were present.

After a few opening remarks by the chair-
man, the twelfth annuel report o. the Sec-
retary was presented.

The report showed that on ne 25th of
April, 1880, there were 26 children in the
Home, 51 had beenadmitted di ring the past
year, making a total of 76. Of this number
30 had been reclaimed by parents, 10 died,
10 were adopted, and 26 remained at the
Home. The death rate was very low.
The report also referred to the want of in-
creased accommodation, which the commit-
tee, however, did not think themselves in a
position to obtain, as there was already a
debt of $7,000 on the building. Dr. Gar-
dener had retired from the medical staff
during the year, and Dr. G. T. ROSE had been
chosen to take his place,

The Treasurer's statement, which was
presented, reported that a balance of $2,649
on carrent expenses remained to the credit
of the Institution. The report acknowledg-
ed a legacy of $1,000 from the late Joseph
Mackay.

On motion it was resolved that these re-
ports be adopted and printed.

The following were elected for the en-
suing year :-

President-Mr James Hutten.
1st Directress-Mrs Hutton.
2nd Directress-Mrs Gilman ; 3rd Direct-

ress, Mrs Black.
Treasurer-Mrs Charles Ault.
Secretary-Mrs George Esdie.
Lady Managers-Mrs Archibald, Mrs

Blake, Mrs Fleming, Mrs Denmore, Mrs
Geo Ferrier, Mrs Gould, Mrs Henderson,
Mrs Stevenson, Mrs Godfrey, Mrs Linton,
Mre D MacDonell, Mrs Robertson, Mr'Scott, Mrs Bandera, Mrs Wilkes, Mrs

Gandin Pacific Railway Co
(SAULT STE. MARIE BRANCH)

a

ENDE Tt S
Will be received up to the arrival of the

mail due here on SATURDAY, the 22nd
APRIL next, addressed to the undersigned,
Blind River, Algoma District, for the fur-
nishing of 2,500 cubic yards of dressed
stone for bridge masonry, and 3,000 cubic
yards of rough stone, suitable for backing
and culvert masonry, to be delivered at
convenient points on the Beach for load-
ing on scows, and within twenty miles of
the mouth of the Spanish River, Algoma
District.

Specifications, forms of tender and all
other information, can be obtained on ap-
plication to the undersigned to the above
address.

The lowest or any tender will not noces-
sarily be accepted.

H. ABBOTT,
Manager of Construction.

March 15	 63

*424 . '' a -dayt
inclusive.-r"-, Y,". -.erres, eLeeeeeeereen _-

The anival general meeting of the stock-
holders fsu)ear, 

and for other purposes, will
: the election of directors for the

ensuing

at	 e o'clock noon, on Wednesday, the
bai heldaya the Banking House, in this City,

of May next.
Atwreelsolution for an increase of the capital

stock of the Bank, will be submitted to the
shareholders by the directors at the annuel
meeting.

By order of the Board,
R. H. BETHUNE.

Cashier.
Toronto, 29th March, 1882.	 b w 81



LECTURE BY MR. J. S. - LENNA

" ETCHING."
There was a very large attendance of the

lovers of art at the Art Geller), last evening,
-on the occasion of a lecture by Mr. J. S.
M e-Lerman on the subject of "Etching,"
with illustrations and specimens. The
President ofibe Association, Hon. Justice
Mackay, presided, and in a few appropriate
words introduced the lecturer of the even-
ing, who In begiuning his paper remarked
that from t-he earliest days two thiugs Lad
given pleasure to maukiird—the one interest
iu man and is surroundings, the other de-
light in the excellence arid beauty of his
handiwork. S•ienee had sprung from the
former, from the latter decoration, tied tothe promptiugs of these interfused impulses
we owed art. Among the Arts, that of
etching had held its place for nearly three
centuries,aud their attention weuld be asked
to ranch modest explanation of its processes
:a, on which one who was not a prat.tieal
etcher might venture. Etching; the lec-
turer said, was that kind of metal engrav-
ing in which the lines were incised in the
plate by the action of an acid. Its history
could be briefly stated. The process was
probably known to the ancients, and it was
introduced into France and Venice about
the beginning of the 16th century and Al-bert Durer and Pargregieno gave the art a
status in Germany and Italy. From that
time, but particularly lu the northern
schools and most of all through the exam.
pie of Rembrandt, it had been practised
with success. Since the time of Rembrandt
but little change had been made in the
mechanical process. la the practice of the
great artists it soon superseded engraving.
lase art languished during the pre-eminence
of the great line engravers of thelast century, but within the last forty
or fifty years there had been an extra° , din
iire revival of interest in it. The process
et etching depended essentially on the
chemical fact that acids corroded metals,
therefore if e metal p ate covered in part by• a non-metallic layer was dipped into acid

•• the exposed meal would be corroded,whilethe protected parts would remain. The• lecturer here entered into a detailed and in-teresting account of the process and thedifficulties attending it. After passingthrough the process of biting by the acid,the plate was ready for the printer, whosework was of such iniportance that manyetchers printed their o*n plates. alit lec-turer then went on to speak of the results1 	and advantages of the art at etching. On        
_

drawing his eubject,trausferring his thought
to the copper, was economy in time which
came from the freedom with which
he could draw his lines, and on this me-
chanical freedom was based the artistic
quality of personality. Etching owed mueli
of what was sometimes 'called a mental
quality to a mach ,nical condition. The
clear, uniform line cut by the graver com-
pared with the line bitten by the acid
seemed a little cold and mechanical, such

1 10 same difference as that between email's
card and his signature. The etched line
sometimes was luminous with what ap-
peared as expression, because it was full of
minute irregularities not noticed as imper-
fections, becrtuse, in other words, the biting
was not absolutely within the coetrol of
the etcher, this want of control being the
greatest diffioulty in etching. The lecturer
then spoke of the great etchers and their
works, specimens of which he exhibited,
dwelling especially upon Rembrandt, the
etcher par excellence. The etcher of to-aav
in other countriés, the lecturer said, in con-
clusion, had the iucentive of popular in-
terest and also the dangers of popular ap-
plause. He hoped that the Canadian artists
stimulated by the fine works sent by
Americans to the exhibition, which had
just closed, would soon interpret foi us
with the etching needle our own people,
and the scenery of our own country. The
paper was listened to throughout with deep
interest, and at the conclusion, on motion
of the Rev D. Norman, a unanimous vote
of thanks was returned to the lecturer.               

t	 S          
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MEETING OF THE ASSOCIATION.

At the close of the lecture a general
meeting of the Association was held its the
Art Gallery for the election of
governors and life niembers, and any other
business. The Presideut, Hon. Justice
Mackay, presided, and among those present
were Rev. Canon Norman, Dr. T. Sterry
Hunt, Messrs. F. W. Thomas, McLennan,
Patersou, Gardner, Major, Gray, Taylor,
Bezin, Greenshields, J R Dougall, King,
Matthews, Grindley, Ileudel sou, Murray,
McGown, Massey, and others.

Tbe first business was the election of new
Governors, and ou motion of Mr. F. W.
Thomas, seconded by Dr. Storry Huet, it
was resolved : That air. D. J. Green-
shields, having duly qualified and b ing
now uominated by the Council, be elected a
tetareanor ot tne AsseclaTI-dia."

Mr. H. McLennan moved, seconded by
Dr. Sterry Hunt, "rhea the following ladies
and gentlemen, having duly qualified and
being now nominated by the Council, be
'elected Hie members of the Association,
VIZ. : Mrs Dow, Miss Murray, Miss Grace
Murray, Sir Hugh Allan, Hon John Remit-
ton, Hon D A Smith, Messrs G S Brush, el
E Murray, G A Greene, Andrew itobeitson,
Gilbert Scott., David Law, David Mortice, 0
S Wood, J Rankin, a' H Ewing, A S Ewing,

W Thomas, W Hall, Henry Buluser,
James Johnston, James Hutton, Angus C
Hooper, J A Pilou, Randolph Hersey, Robert
Moat, Win Angus, Gilliam Cheney, W B
Cumnaing, Geo Sumner, Ed Murphy, J
McLennan and C Cassils. Carried.

The President read a letter from Prof.
Hovey asking the associasion to extend the
courtesies of the Association to the mem-
bers of the American Society for the Ad-
vaucement tif Seieuee during their visit to
Montreal in August.

Ou motion of Rev. Canon Norman, it was
resolved that the Council should co-operate
with the Local Committee for the reception
of the Amer:can Society to carry out the
request of the letter and make other noces-
airy arrangements.

The meeting then adjourned. 
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ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY OF ARTS.,
'1 TM: °PERIN° OF THE ANNUAL EXHIBITION BY

HIS EXCELLENCY—A BRILLIANT REUNION.

The exhibition of the Royal Canadian
Acadern.y of Arts was formally opened last
evening by His Excellency the Governor-
General before one of the most brilliant re-
unions of the disciples and patrons of art that
has beet, witnessed in this city. Among those
present were Mr. O'Brien, President of the
Academy ; the Hon. Mr. Justice Mackay, Presi-
dent of the Art Association : the Hon. Chief.
Justice Sir A. A. Dorion, the Hon. Mr. Justice
Johnson. the Hon. Mr. Justice Baby, Principal
Dawson, F. R. S., C. M. Cm Mr. S. Bethune,
Q.C. Dr. Hingston, the Yen. Archdeacon
Leach, the Rev. James Roy, Messrs. J. R.
Dowel.% Andrew Robertson, James Johnston,
J. a Joseph, R. A. Ramsay, Dr. F. W. Camp-
bell, J. Murray Smith. R. Roy. Q-C., S. Carsley,
John Lovell, J. P. Scott. W. Angus, A. C.
Hutchison. E. Murphy, F. B. Matthews, C.
atishing, la W. I3laiklock, P. A. Peterson. L.
H. Gault, T. D. King, S. C. Stevenson, Hugh
Graham, Charles Alexander, E. K. Greene,
Thomas Craig, R. S. C. Bag, &c.. mad ladies.

The Sixth Fusiliers had furnished a guard of
honor before the door, and about half-past eight
o'clock the vice-regal party arrived. His Ex-
cellency was accompanied by his secretary. Col.
DeWInton, Capt. Begot, A.D.C., Major Short,
A. D.C.. and Lieut. Clarke. They were received
at the door by the Hon. Mr. Justice Mackay
and Mr. O'Brien and escorted upstairs to a dais
erected at the far end of the hall, around which
were gathered several Academicians and Asso-
ciates, among them Messrs. Matthews, N. Bour-
assa, F. M. B. Smith, P. F. Woodcock, J. Smith,
Toronto, R. Harris, Toronto, J. C. Myles, St.
John , N.B., Homer Watson, T. M. Martin. J.
W. H. Watts.

His Excellency rose and said:—Ladies and
gentlemen,—In declaring this exhibition open
to the public, and before introducing to you the
President, whose report will tell of the results
attained by the Academy since its formation,
I shall only occupy your attention fora moment.
It is now three years since, in this room. I had
the honor of meeting the Montreal Art Society,
who have so generously placed this gallery at
the disposal of the Royal Canadian Academy
for their exhibition. On that occasion I ex-
pressed a hope that Canada might some day
have a National Academy of Art. Three years
is a long time in the history of a young nation,
and much has happened in our land during
the last three years. During the terrible
civil war in the States soldiers wha had been
under fire for one or two years Are called

1 veterans ; and now that the Royal Academy
of Canada holds its third annual exhibition
it must be considered as one of the veteran
institutions of the country. Indeed, if we go
back to the time at which it was not, we go
back to a period when the prevailing features
or pleiblia life did not exist. We have to go
back to the days when the word " boom" was
hardly' mederstood in this country, when the

, word " syndicate" was an almost unmeaning
, term, and when it was not necessary for Cana.
dian physicians to throw up their hands in de-
spair at their attempts to find an antidote for
that restlessness which has its culmination in
the North-West, and that fever which is said to

J. belong to Manitoba. (Laughter.) In those
ys, almost buried in the dim past, I remem-
_there were some voices which declared that
s country was too young for such an institu-

- tam. Th et was an expression of opinion suited to
the innoirent and diffident stage of our early
history. It was difficult to believe in that esti-

l mate of our chancesaf success at that time, for
we had as good materials for the formation of
such an institution as existed in England at the
time when the British Academy of Arts was
first founded. I believe It is a fact that they
were so hard put to it to find good artiste that

,4,—v Ma 5 t30 episaLthe roll of names as membersoi sue Aceoei ,,, ih .11,egtana men whose sea,
10 to distinction was the execution of the riot

— 1 y original, though possibly very effective
work of coats of arms painted upon the panels
of carriages. f Laughter.) Let us ask for a
moment if the expectations formed of the util-
ity of our Academy have not been justified.
And first, with regard to the artists themselves:

, Is it not indubitably the ease that now we see
united together, to a degree formerly undreamt
of. all the men of talent of the Dominion, whose
genius lies either in the rendering of Nature
by the brush, or in the kindred and noble art
of architectpre ? Secondly, is it not the case
that we have already three times proved therappreciation by the public of their efforts?
With a chivalrous and patriotic feeling which

, can hardly be too much commended, the Aca-
demy has not elected to hold its meetings only
in great commercial centres like the city of
Montreal, but has recognized its national func-
tion in raising the standard of taste by meet-
ing at places like Halifax and Ottawa, where
the market for work cannot of course be held to
be BO good ; but nowhere was the recognition
of the public more marked than at Ottawa and
at Halifax. In Nova Scotia the Government
placed its buildings at the disposal of the
Association, and it was noteworthy that
tbere, as at Ottawa, the movement for tke
foundation of a local art school began at the
time of the foundation of the Academy. The
institution has therefore proved itself to be good
for the artists, and to be appreciated by the
public. In the encouragement of good design,
and in the commencement of a national gallery
of pictures, it has also fulfilled its Programme,
about twenty pictures having now been de-
posited at Ottawa and been obtainable for pun.
p sea of instruction by local art schools.
Whether the Academy will be able still further
to add to its usefulness depends upon the fur-
ther liberality and support it may meet with. I
have perfect confidence myself that Canadians
will fully prove not only that Canadian art may
exist, but that Canadian art may have her home
on Canadian soiL (Applause.) -

His Excellency then called upon the Pre-
sident of the Academy to imesent his report.
which, was read by Mr. F. M. B. Smith. After
an expression of pleasure at the opening of the
third exhibition 'n this beautiful gallery, the

I report referred to the great auceees of the Ha ll -
ft Exhibition which was the more a-ratifying
e tte promoters coneiderine the diffieulty efe
sgaesart ea the baadiesse es au lasasse.stesa as

eat distant' from the resiaance of the artist
embers. The report continued :
The paintings and designs exhibited formed, bole in

number and quality, a most oredltable collection, the
large mime bowie well filled, netwithstaniine a
dements iieleotiou by the hanging committee. Au
alienating feature was the acquaintancie made with
several promising artists of the Province of Nova
Serail, whoa° work we saw for the first time, sud
who have been propoeed for membership as alai:mitt .s
of the Academy at 'he normal meeting, besides sever d
associates, two A eilderblelana (0110 a painter and the
other a desigter) were eiaolied. and their d iploma
pictures added to the national collection presented to
the country by the Academietaus. These diploma
pictures era now bung ei It gullerY provided hy the
Goverment at Ottawa for that Purpose, mid are
available as models for instruction in the tithe eat Art
eebools, for a hich purpose they can be obtained on
loan upon application to the Minister in whose cure
tbey are placed.

To this collection Mr. Allan Gilmour. of Ottawa,
has recently aiven a valusble painting, an examtve,
which, we trust, will be followed by others interested
in the art progress ut the country, 

iThe attendance at our opening  exhibition n Ottawa
Ives more than we had antleipated but Halifax tar
sun:mailed it, nearly four thousand persons having
visited the Exhibition while it was Open.

We have to regret the removal from our ranks by
death dearer tee past sear, of two valued me nbers.
Mr. Duncan. of Montrea, and Mr. Pover, of Kings-
tonUp to the present period all progress in the direr.
tion of Alt Erltioation in Casais has been made by
voluntary eff. ri or by the Provincial Governmeets.
In the Province of Quebec about $7,000 per annum
is espenced by the Governmeut in support of Art
schools estabashed in Montreal, Quebec, Levis, New
La er000l, Sberbrooke, Three Rivers, morel, Galata.
St John, St. Hyacinthe, St. Jerome, Hodleilaga and
Sie. Cuuegonde. lu Queoec and hioutreal the studies
are of a somewbat more advanced oharaoter then in
the country places, Out even here they see prineipenv
elemectery, the oies -es being most largely attended by
artisans, to suit whose convemenee they are open
only in the evening scd oaring the winter months.
I class°. iii Montreal are attended by the siudouts

eleGel College in the reticule, of availed Science.
The email intermit I. hat t, mentioutel uivieed um ell;

COMMERCIAL NOTES.

The earnings of the St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Manttoba Railway for the first week of
April were $135,300, showing an increase of
$48,600 over the corresponding period of last
year.

Mill street, as usual at this season of the
year, is ankle deep with mud. A pedestrian,
who, with many others, has to pass there, re-
quests that the attention of the Alderman re-
presenting this ward be drawn to it.

thirteen sebools is entirety traderinate for their asp-
eort, and much difficolty ta exeerienced in obtalliag
the set vices cf prop. rly trained teachers; classes in
drawing reed painting have also been formed in mm-
1100101, *ail] the Art Association, and taught by
members of the Academy.

In the Prevince of Ontario Schools of Art have
been estab ished in Toroeto lordon and Ottawa, the
tu o former aided by cranta from the Proviacill
Treabury. By the school law cf Ontario drawing is
made es mpulsory in tat the common schools hut this
law is vs yet only pettedly carried into ;ffect, the
great difficulty in Its practical applioati n lying in
the ff et that scaicely suflietent crovision has yet bum
made In the Not mal schools for the instruction of the
teachers in elemeptary drawieg.

In the Province of New Biltesivick tha school' law
is Somewhat eicoilar to that of Ontarm, but the re-
sults are more eatisfactory—a good course of indus-
trial draeine Nine carefally sorted out in the in-
struction given in the normal schools, and in the
teaching of the common schools.

In Nova Scotia little has seen done In this direetioa
of a remain& character.

Canada stands now in a somewhat sunilar nositioa
to that of Great Britain in 1851, with this difference,
that England even then was rich in accumulations of
the choicest weeks of Art. accessible to all. and in
themselves affording means of art ednoebiou
a siimnlusghand example which Canadian Art
students or Metista do not possess. The Intern
Ronal Exhibition of that year etiowed that Eng-
land from want of proper art trainiur la hi,T
designers and artisans, wes losing her hold upon die
markets of the world. The pereeetten of this facie
and the wise counsels of Prince Albert, brough , abont
the establishment cf the &tepee and A rit Department,
the headquarters of which a e at South Kensingten,
with its magnificent museum, picture galeries seals-
tares and schools, a department to wnien tee Imperia ,

Parliament has for the last thirty 3 ears arm shy rated
enormous sums, the grant for the present ye sr roioc
1334,681 stg , more 'ban a million and a half of wel-
ters; this expenditure being Nice(' upon the nation,
not for the gratification cf taste and balmy, tint As a
commercial necessity, time regency of which tisa pis s-
ed beyond a question, and the beneficial results of
which, evil upon purely economical grounda, are un-
disputed.

Every other proeressive and civilized country upon
the face of the globe has its efficient and costly system
of art education and industrial training. Canada has
been alone in ienoring the necessity for such training
of her sons. Is it wise 7 IS it good economy for her
to remain in this position t I ssy that she ignores the
necesdty of such training because, althoueli as just
stated, some attempts have been made in this direc-
tion, they have not been sufficient to do more team in-
dicate a good intention, bat not to achieve any praoti-
cal Iseult.

The practical experearee of other eenetries and the
eeDilenEtia of enlight.ned public opinion upon the sub-
ject, point to the following as eseeroial in the educa-
tion of tne people

let. That instruction in elementary drawing is as
essential as instruotiou in reading anti writing and
should be taught in all pnblio schools to all children ;
and as a meacs to this and that in the normal sobs Is
industrial drawing ano design should form part of the
regular ceurse of study pursued by tale telehers

end. That in all t0WnS and centres of industry
sole ols of cinema resign should be estaelished, the
Conine of study having some sweial reference to the
work to which the merit ititeries to devote his life.

3rd. That in the large Miles more advanced irohools
should be provided, with sueh resources in the way
of museums and collections of art as will enable those
who study any branch cf art as a profession to corn.
plete theii education in the country.

As it is now, ttos • of our young people who dis-
play such talent as won d make them most valuatile
to Can- da, ate obiged to study ab:oad, and they rare-
ly return to their oe n country.

In the attainment of the olijecti of the Academy its,
members are powerless unless aided by puelic opinion
and politic support. We appeel nu:calamity in the
first inatance to those pe sons whose taste. ednession,
and culture, enable them to appreciate the importance
of those objects, audit is invite way that our Honor-
ary Members con lend us most valuable aid and co-
operation. Education is. under our cough u ion, a
matter uedertaken by the vatious movinces.

A ea mus t inilitutiun, howeve r, such as the Royal
Canadian Academy, incorporating ell that i. best in
the Pros Metal Schoots, and holding up n nigh Min l-
ard of rat at its meetings in the various Provincial
centres gives- the best stimulus to such Provincial
schools

A rower of comparison and an opnoannity for
2eeartipetition ib afforded by these national exhieetous,

WII La S., Uhl ,vine be .bacemlod _ A work.which in ap exhibition representing only  a linTira--

area, is held as sufficiently good is been when plated
by the side of euoerior work to he faulty ; and
eflarts fur improvements are made because a wider
survey shoes that the sacred heights of perfection
have sot been attained. Your Excellency has already
done much in directing public, opinion to the noces •
siiyof fosteling art aod industrial design. Hay year
efforts, seconded as ive confidently expert them to
be, by the members and honorary member° of the
Academy, meet with the signal success in Canada
float has attended those of the late lamented Prinoe
Consort in England.

It was then moved by Mr. N. BOURASSA,
seconded by Dr. HielosmON,

" That the Royal Canadian Academy is happy to
express to the Art Association its thanks and grati-
tude for the readiness witth which it has pu i irs gal-
lery, its works of cri, and its empioyees at the chap gal
of tho Academy, contrinutine in this way to tee sue-
cos of the exhibition ; that time Academy nopreetaies
the great advantage of having fount in tnGfentreal a
generous and influential iostitelion so wed prepentd
to second ite efforts, and to work with it for the pro-
gress of artistic studies in this country ; tan tao
Academy in acknowledging time devotion given to art
by some of the citizen!' of Montreal, till members of
the Art Association, thanks them cerdially for havithe
added to the exhibition by sendiog tse beautiful
paiotiuga that they possess in their own private col.
Sellons, this giving to the artists of our eMiutry
opportunity to compare their works to some more per-
fect, and to elevate their aspirations and develop
their talents."

Mr. Sourness and Dr. Hingston presented this
resolution in graceful ternis, and it was heartily
carried.

The Hon. Mr. Justice MACKAY, as President
of the Art Association, In responding said
Your Excellency, ladies and gentlemen—ln be-
half of the Art Association of Montreal 1 beg to
say that it has but very small claim to the
thanks so kindly voted to it. It has contributed
but in a small degree to this exhibition now
opened ; the credit of which is due to the Royal
Canadian Academy of Arts. The members
of the Art Association are pleased to have under
their roof Your Excellency and the Royal Cana-
dian Academy. They desire that the members
of the latter body should feel that they are not
among strangers, but, as it were, old friends;
under a most perfect entente cordiale. A
kind of freemasonry should exist, and I be-
lieve does, among, artists and lovers of art.
The exhibition of to-night shows that the Royal
Academy has attained some dignity and is en-
titled to some consideration. ,
vatti .rs

and improving. We can see that we have some
stuff out of which to make artists, but nothing
Is. at one and the same time. invented and per-
fected. The large attendance here tonight
proves that an interest is awakened in the work
of the Academy. As concerns us in this city
there is a very marked improvement in the
condition of art things. The taste for the fine
arts is increasing, and in a sound way.
We might go factor: but we guard against
running wild. No doubt exhibitions like
the present tend to the improvement
of public taste. A writer in the " Con-
temporary," Bahl that he did not believe
that the mere eahibiting beautiful pic-
tures, or things. to the general public improved
their taste one jot ; but many here will take the
liberty of differing totally from him. The Art
Association wishes all prosperity to the Royal
Academy. In couclusion 1 would repeat that it
gives U8 all great pleasure to see Your 'excel-
lency at this meeting, in connection with the
Royal Canadian Academy, of which, Your Ex-
cellency can say now, and will. we trust, be
able with increasing satisfaction. as years roll
on, to say quorum pare magna fui.

The remainder of the evening was spent in
examining the pictures on view, and very great
satisfaction was generally expressed at the in-
creasing improvement in Canadian art.
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THE AMATEUR ART EXIBITION.

This exhibition. which has for a good while
been vaguely announced to take place at the
Art Gallery during the month of January,
opened almost without notice this morning.
Except in the smaller room where most of the

2 oil paintings are hung, the regular pictures
have not been displaced, the pictures of the ex-

Z	 hibition being displayed advantageously on
screens. The show is a very encouraging one,

• although, of course very little discrimination,
• being possible in the selection of pictures it is
• not all good. In the water-color department
• the most noticeable and ambitious display lain the
I>, 	Works of Miss Ives, who seems to have enjoyed
• apici profited by very exceptional advantages in

the study of the human figure. and who de-
{ votes herself entirely to figure subjects. There

are amohg these some very striking portraits.
Mrs. Dr. Harrington has contributed a fine collec-
tion of landscapes painted direct from nature
at Bic and Little Metis. Many of these tix the
attention. There is one very pretty picture of
the river after sunset, glowing in the flush of
departing day. There are also some excellent
landscapes from the far West by Mrs. Herring-
ton's talented brother, Dr. George Dawson, of
the Geological Survey. We are glad to see a
number of pictures from the hand of Mr. W. B.
Lambe, and find something enchanting in his
treatment of a familiar spot on the mountain
summit, and Mr. Lawrence Lambe's work is
bold and strong. Mr. William Hall, within the
limits of the style which he bas chosen, has
given us the pleasing results of truthful and
painstaking work. A very pretty little thing is
"The lest piece," a powerful looking- laundress
rejoicing in the conclusion cf'her task, by Miss
Sauborne. This takes us for a moment to the
other room, where we find by the same
hand a picture of a fellow student at
work drawing the bronze Cleopatra. Then
we Conte back to the screen and find the
picture of the Cleopatra itself by Miss Taylor
We discover two very fine works by
Mrs J. S. McLennan, one an interior with a
successful portrait, and the other a picture of
the romantic and now deserted bay of Lout , -
burg where once the lilies of the Bourbaus
waved over the capital of new France. Mr.
Beaver sends a number of pictures, in oils, best
among which are a portrait of a terrier " all 'air.
and no heye," and a little bit of coast scenery.
In the oil room attention is at once attracted
by two large paintings by Mr. McArthnr, b
very striking palette-knife fog scene by Mr.
Dirks, and by a couple of figures, one of an aged
monk especially, to be by Mrs. Alexander
Mitchell. There are two good flower pieces
by Miss Philips, two of flowers and bric-a-orac
by Mr. Leslie Skelton,two noticeable landscapes
by Mr. Pell, Mr. George Hague has some large
landscapes and a number of pencil drawings
taken rt,--eutly in Switzerland. Mr. Galarneau
has a nuo.ber of horses and dogs. Miss Scott
has a considerable collection in oils, some of
which are very pretty. Mr. Gilbert draws
very well in pen and ink, and Mr. Longlev in
crayons. We have not space here more than
flans to notice that which catches the eye. and
to draw the attention of our readers to the fact

• H	 that this very interesting and useful exhibition
e 	%s how open.c
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Ne.441 ASS T ON.fr8
GENERAL ME' •ING -L ' TUBE BY

REY. DR. NORMAN.
A general meeting of the Montreal Art

Association was held in the Art Gallery,
on Saturday evening, when the President,.
Hon. Justice Mackay, occupied the Chair,
and there was'a large attendance of mem-
bers. Mr. J. W. Tempest being duly qua-
lified and being nominated by the Council

, was duly elected a Governor of the Asso-
ciation. This was the only business before
the meeting which then adjourned.
Reverend Dr. Norman then proceeded
to read an interesting paper to the
members of the Association, on "Stained
and Painted Glass." The lecturer in
introducing his subject, gave a brief history
of stained and painted glass, its use among
the Egyptians,Greeks, Romans, Etruscans,
its common - use in cathedral windows
in the middle ages, its decadence and then
its revival within a short period of time..
He alluded to the different 1kinds of stain-
ed-and painted glass and showed specimens
mounted on screens in a very artistic man-
ner by Mr. Spence. The lecture was illus-
trated by means of these in a very interest-

manner. The lecturer - concluded his
iscourse by referring to the process of
making the glass. At the conclusion of
the lecture a vote of thanks moved by Dr.
T. Sterry Hunt, and seconded by Mr. Wm.
Hull anti Mr. Geo. A. Drummond, was re-
turned to the let turer for his interesting
remarks.
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If THE AMATEUR ART EXIBITION.

This exhibition, which has for a good while
been vaguely announced to take place at the

Art Gallery during the month of January,
opened almost without notice this morning.
Except in the smaller room where most of the

oil paintings are hung, the regular pictures
have not been displaced, the pictures of the ex-
hibition being displayed advantageously on

screens. The show is a very encouraging one,

although, of course very little discrimination,
being possible in the selection of pictures it is
not all good. In the water-color department
the most n oticeable and ambitious display isinthe
works of Miss Ives, who seems to have enjoyed

•
the profited by very exceptional advantages in

 study of the human figure. and who de-
votes herself entirely to figure subjects. There
are among these some very striking portraits.
Mrs. Dr. Harrington has contributed a line collec-

tion of landscapes painted direct from nature
at 131e and Little Metis. Many of these fix the
attention. There is one very pretty picture of
the river after sunset, glowing in the flush of

departing day. There are also some excellent
landscapes from the far West by Mrs. Earring.
ton's talented brother, Dr. George Dawson, of
the Geological Survey. We are glad to see a
number of pictures from the hand of Mr. W. B.
Lambe, and find something enchanting in his

treatment of a familiar spot on the mountain
summit, and Mr. Lawrence Lambe's work ia
bold and strong. Mr. William Hall, within the

limits of the style which he has chosen, has
given us the pleasing results of truthful and
painstaking work. A very pretty little thing is
"l'ire last piece," a powerful looking laundress
rejoicing in the conclusion cf her task, by Miss

Semborne. This takes us for a moment to the
other room, where we find by the sanie
hand a picture of a fellow student at
work drawing the bronze Cleopatra. Then
we come back to the screen and find the
picture of the Cleopatra itself by Miss Taylor
We discover two very tine works by

Mrs J. S, McLennan, one an interior with a

successful portrait, and the other a picture of
the romantic and now deserted hay of Lou14-
burg where once the lilies of the Bourbons
waved over the capDal of new France. Mr.
Beaver sends a number of pictures, in oils, best
among which are a portrait of a terrier "ail 'air
and no heye," and a little bit of coast scenery.
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GENERAL MEE ING—EIZTORE BY
REV. DR. NORMAN.

A general meeting of the Montreal Art
Association was held in The Art Gallery,
on Saturday evening, when the President,
Hon. Justice Mackay. occupied the Chair,
and there was a large attendance of mem-

bers. Mr. J. W. Tempest being duly qua-
lified and being nominated by the Council
was duly elected a Governor of the Asso-
ciation. This was the only business before
the meeting which then adjourned.
Reverend Dr. Norman then proceeded
to read an interesting paper to the
members of the Association, on "Stained
and Painted Glass." The lecturer in
introducing his subject, gave a brief history
of stained and painted glass, its use among
the Egyptians,Greeks, Romans, Etruscans,
its common - use in cathedral windows
in the middle ages, its decadence and then
its revival within a short period of time..
He alluded to the different kinds of stain-
ed and painted glass and showed specimens
mounted on screens in a very artistic man-
ner by Mr. Spence. The lecture was illus-
trated by means of these in a very iaterest-
mng manner. The lecturer concluded his
_iscourse by referrino. to the process of
making the glass. At the conclusion of
the lecture a vote of thanks moved by Dr.
T. Sterry Hunt, and seconded by Mr. Was.
Hull and Mr. Geo. A. Drummond, was re-
turned to the lecturer for his interesting
remarks.
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Cr.
Building Account—Repairs, dec 	 	 $ 128 71
_Furniture Account 	 3131 88
Loan Account—Repaid Chas. Gibb.. 7,000 00

Maintenance Account.
tatoaties of Officers 	 $1,055 71
Labour in moving Pictures,

Car tage, dzc., to Exhibition 265 20
Taxes and Water 	  519 75
Gas.	 .. 	  131 50
Advertising and Printing	  270 85
Fuel 	  2213 60
Insurance 	  416 21
Stittionory and Postage  	 64 35
Catalogue 	  147 00
nterest on Mortgage (1n full) 384 15

rges—Muslc fur Conver-
sliziont, $40 ; Sundry Petty
Charges, $41.09.  	 81 09

	 $ 8,533 41
Les.t—Pa,d A. F. Tait to replace pic-

ture stolen front Gallery N ovember
1879 	 100 00

Memorial Brass—(Litte 13. Gibb) 	 3)41 70
Sales Account.

Paid to Artists per contra. 	

$12,301 20
30th Nov., 1882—Balance on hand 	 178 51

$12;539 71
'ride statement verified, compared with

vouchers, and certified correct.
P. S. Ross,

The first two entries in the statement,
amounting together to $7,840, have been
already touched upon. The names of the
subscribers will appear elsewhere in this
report. It is gratifying to note that the,
Rein $1,820, which is the amount of annual
members' subscriptions, is $92 in advance
of receipts from the same source in 1881.
This represents, of course, a corresponding
increase in our ioll of membership, even

' ' --"- - se es -sloes -the.
many subecribers have been, since 1881,
transferred to the lists of life .members or
of governors. The total sales of catalogues
have also been increased by the sum of
$63.

The item of rent, on accOunt of the two
shops beneath the Gallery, shows an im-
provement of $118 upon the previous year.

Commission upon the sale of pictures
tows a decrease of $34, owing to our As-
ciation having waived one of its rules, i..

e., the charge of ten per cent. upon pictures
sold in the ,gallery during the exhibition of
the Royal Canadian Academy, which was
held in our rooms last spring. 0 our part
we received and retained all entrance money
to the exhibition, together with proceeds of
catalogues, but we turnished fight, labor
aild attendance: an arrangement which up-
pears to have been mutually satisfactory.

It will be seen that the memorial brass to
Our late benefactor has been duly received,
and the amount therefor remitted to Eng-
land.

The large item or $549.75 for -" Taxes
nil Water" may be regarded as an e x-

ceptional one, for it comptiees the total as-
sessments male on the Gallery since it was
built. For the future it is expected the
taxes on Buildine will not exceed $120 a
year.

As the entry of $361.88 for furniture is
considerably in excess of the amount
charged previously under that head, it may
be explained that the removal of the Gibb
and other pictures .,from the walls on the

, occasion of our Annual or other Exhibi-
' flows being found to be attended with both

risk and expense, it was determined last
Spring to construct a series of wooden

h memens, covered with a suitable cloth, to
be placed in front of the permanent pic-
tures of the Gallery so its to temporarily
hide them from view. The screens have
been NO made as to be of service for the
future, and, together with 14 stands for
water colors or prints (the cost of which is
included in the amount), will form a per-
manent, addition to the Furniture or plant
f tile Gallery.

INSURANCE.

-This item, which show an increase, in-
cludes a large proportion of premiums
actually due for the previous year, besides
some premiums on short policies to cover
valuatile articles lent for the Decorative
Art and other exhibitions. Two thousand
dollars have been added to the current in-
surance upon the Loan Collection.

The following is a memorandum of the
policies now in force :—Upon the Building
—London and Liverpool and Globe,

I!

 16,000; Plate Glass Insurance Company,
603.75; total, $16.603.75. Upon Furni-

855 50

THE ART ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.
The annual meeting of the Art Aseecia-

tion of Montreal wise held in the Art Gal-
lery on Saturday afternoon. Hon. Justice
Mackay, President of the Association, oc-
cupied the chair, and there were also pre-
sent, among others, Rev. Canon Norman,
Messrs. R. W. Shepherd, D. A. P. Watt,
John Kennedy, Thomas White, M.P., Rev.
Robert Campbell, F. W. Thomas, F. B.
Matthews, 1. D. King, John Lewis, George
W. Stephens M.P.P ., J. S. McLennan,
Wm. Hall and J. W. Tempest.

The Secretary read the notice calling the
meeting together.

LIFE M E MBERS.

01 -1 motion of Mr. Edward Murphy, the
following members having filled all the
requirements were unaniinous13; elected
life ineinbere of the Association, namely
Hon. A. W. Ogilvie, Messrs. W. J,
Buchanan,. R. W. Shepherd, stobt. Reid.
James Macfarlane, Andrew Allan, and Mrs.
Redpalin of Terrace Bank, and Mr. Miles

THE ANNUAL REPORT.

The President then eubmieted the an-
nual report of the Council for the year
endiug November 30, 1882, which was, on
no.tiun, taken as read. The report was as
follows : —

It is with feelings of pleasure that your
Council are able to offer for your ap-
proval a very favourable report for the past.
year.

TREASURER'S STATEMENT.

It tail' be reinenabered that although in
1881 a vigorous effort had already been in-
augurated to provide for the extinction of
our debt, and some important subscriptions
obtained, we entered ;spoil the new linen-
-Mil year with a mortgage still remaining

ri the bulb-111Ln .r t 7.000. The zealoue
1414 tvlio niein hers of	 Council

u
w 

ever. systematically co/t-
willed si we iast wisetabled, and AO
favourably have their exertions been res-
waded to, that the surn of $7,840.has lawne subscribed, mainly by members of the As-
sociation—and paid in to the Treasurerluring the year.

43:12
,The mortgage in favour of Mrs Charles

th interest, has been duly dis-
charged, and the Art Gallery is to-day free
from debt.

The following is the Treasurer's state-
ment for the 12 months ending November,
1882:—

R. W. Shepherd, Treasurer, iu account
with the Ait Association.

REVENUE.
1st Dec 1881.

Balance &brought forward 	  WS 96
Donation Account.

Received from Governors
and Life Members 	  $7,150 00
"	 in sums under $100 	 690 00

	  $7,840 00
21faintenance Account.

Received from—
Annual members 	  $1,820 00
Entrance fees 	  808 90
Catalogues sold 	 265 25
Rem, of shops 	  550 uU
Interest on deposits— . 	 26 43
COADItIld'Ll on picture sales,.	 72 00
Insurance returned ......	 12 87

	  $3,115 25
Sales Account.

Received for pictures sold.. $ 927 50
Lems commission, entered

above	 • ••  	 72 00 $ 855 50

$12,539 71
1st. Dec. 1882.

Balance brought down 	 . $ 178 51
EXPENDITURE.

as,
I
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ture—London and Liverpool and Globe,
$800. Upon Piciures, Bronzes and Stat-
uary, the property (if the Association,
$25,930; do.

'

 London Assurance, $4,500;
total, $30,430. Upon Loan Collection in
the Gallery—Imperial Insurance Cum
$25,000. * Total insurance, $74,833.75.

DONATIONS.

During the past year some valuable
works of art have been given to the Asso-
ciation. They are as follows :—By Mr.
W. H. Thompson :—" Miscellauea Gra-
phical" a large and rare book, illustrated
ill Colours. By Mr. D. A. Watt—An illus-
trated work," South Kensington Museum."
By the Chevalier Falardeaue a copy, by
himself, of the " Portrait of Rentbrarelt'
in the Pitti Palace, Florence. By Mr. J.
\V. Tempest—" Maeterpieces of Feench
Art," in 10 portfolios ; 200 illustrations in
photogravure. By Mr. W. G. Murray—
An oil painting, entitled " The Spinner,"
by Paul Peel, a young Canadian artist,
studying in Paris. By the Inetitut Cana-
dien—Five large and magnificent Caste,
originally sent out to their Society from
Paria by Prince Napoleon as a gift, and
for the encouragement of the Fine Arts in
Canada. They are the Apollo Belvedere.
Laocoon, Venus of Milo (or Melos), Diana
(an alto relievo), and a large Candelabrum.

The first three of these important repro-
ductions are examples of the highest art
the world has known, and are especially
valuable as being casts, taken at the in-
stance of the French Government, feom the
original marbles.

The following contributions in money
have bean made during the year and have
been applied to the especial objects fur shich
they were subscribed. The main portion
was, as members are aware, for the liquida-
tion of debt on the building, the remainder
being given towards the foundation of ati
Art Reading Room—Ed. Mackay, $500.00;
W. G. Murray, $500.00 ; D. J. Green-
shields, $500.00; J. W. Tempest, $350.00;
Mrs. Dow, $100.00; Mrs. Redpath, $100.00;
Mise Murray, $100.00; Miss Grace Murray,
$100.00; Sir Hugh Allan, $100.00; Hon.
John Hain ilton,$100.00; Hon. D. A. Smith,
$100.00 ; Hon. A. W. Ogilvie, $100.00; C.
F. Smithers

'

 $100.00; James Burnett,
$100.00; J. P. Cleghorn, 100.00; A. Baum-
es. see, g000roo, la is Artg.,,, 100 4)0, A
C. Hooper, $100.00; Hector Mackenzie,
$100.00; Robe Moat, $100.00, Thos.
Workman, $100.00 ; J. II. Joseph,
$100.00 ; R. A. Lindsay. $100.00;
Hugh Mackay, $100; H. E. Murray, $100;
John Rankin, $100; F. W. Thomas, $100;
Chas. Cassils, $100 ; sa' m. Angus, $100;
Henry Buhl-1er, $100.

' 
Gilman Cheney,

$100; S. H. Ewing, $100; E. K.Greene, $100;
Thos. Craig, $100: David Morrice, $100;
G. B. Burland, $100 ; Gilbert Scott, $100
J. A. Pillow, $100; Randolph Hersey, $100;
James Hutton $100 • And. Robertson,
$100; Ed. Murphy, 	'y, $100: Geo. Sumner,$100;
Jas, Johnston, $100; David Law, $100;
A. S. Ewing, $100; G. S. Brush, $100 ; W
B Cumming, $100 ; O. S. Wood, $100 ; G.
A. Greene, $100; Jno. S. McLennan, $100;
W. J. Buchanan

'

 $100 ; Wm. Hall, $100;
Miles Williams, $100 ;	 R. Ives, $100;
R. W. Shepherd, $100; Wm. Notman,
$100 ; J. M. Douglas, $50; Andrew Allan,
$50; A. T. Patterson, $50; Dr. G. W.
Campbell, $50; H. Archibald, $50; Joseph
Hickson, $50; James Court, $25; A. R.
Brown, $25; lienry Hogan, $25 ; Hon. J.
R. Thibaudeau, $25; R. R. Grindley, $20;
J. T. Dawes, $20; R. W. Shepherd, $10;
W. G. Murray, $10; R. Linton, $10; G.
W. Moss, $10; Alez. Ewan, $10

'
 Jas.

Cantlie, $10; James Henning, $10 ; R. R.
Grindley, $10 

'
• E. S. Clouston, $10 ; F. W.

Thomas, $10; Hon. Justice Mackay, $10
R. C. Jamieson, $10 ; G. F. C. Smith, $10
G. W. Craig, $10; R. Wolff, $10 ;	 J.
Potter, $10-; T. R. Marshall, $10; H.
Shorey, $10 ; S. Waddell, $10 ; K. Camp-
bell, $10; Ingli Paton, $10 ; R. I. Ram-
say

'
 $10 ; Cassils, Stimson /it Co, $10;

J. Lewis, $10 ; John Kerry, $5 ; W.
Wainwright, $5 ; total, $7.840.

ELECTION OF GOVERNORS AND LIFE MEMBERS.

Three members, qualified by their gifts
to the Association as governors, and forty-
nine, also qualified by their gifts as life
members, haviog been nominated by the
Council, were dilly elected and constituted
governors and life members respectively at
general meetings of the Association, held
on the 23rd January and 19th May last.
Since the latter date other subscribers pro-
perly qualified have been nominated by
your Council as life members, and the for-
mality of their election and acceptance re-
maias as part of the business of the pre-
sent meeting.

LECTURES AND ENTERTAINMENTS.

upon the occasion of the exhibition of
Indian photographs, the winter course of
lectures and entertainments for 1882 was
inaugurated on the 31st January, by Mr.
Field, with a paper of a practical kind on
"Photography." The lecturer illustrated
his remarks ivith various interesting speci-
mens, besides availing himself of the large
collection lent by Mr. Tiffin then on calorie.
tion.

On the 28th February, the secien

"Domestic Architecture." Perhaps at no
time, at least in this country, has there
been observable -a more general interest in
the union ot pure artistic taste with utility
in house building and decoration than now,
and the close ettention of the audience
showed their appreciation of what Mr.
Steele was so well able to tell them.

The third of the series was an admirable
paper by Mr. Joseph Gould, on the 17th
March, subject :—"Robert Schumann."
As on a previous occasion, Mr. Gould was
assisted by twenty members of the Men-
delssohn Choir, who have already in this
room shown their willingness to assist their
esteemed leader.	 During the evening,
several pieces, illustrative of the peculiari-
ties and genius of the gifted, but as yet only
partially known composer, were well sung.

The lecturer traced with considerable d. -
tail Schumann's musical and social career,
and spoke with sympathy of his struggles
through life and sntiniely departure.

On May 19th, Mr. J. S. McLennan read
before the Association an interesting paper
on "Etching," and exhibited a small but
choice collection of etchings, illustrative of
the art and its various processes, together
with some examples of his own work.

The last entertainment of theiyear was a
conversazione given on the 28th August, in
honor of the visit of the American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science.
Music was provided, and the evening pass-
ed off very successfully. Over 600 visit-
ors and friends were present. During the
session all members of the American As-
sociation were granted free admission to the
gallery.

The following lectures are promised for
he coming season :—By the Rev. Canon

Norman, subject: "Stained and Painted
Glass," with specimens; by the Rev. G. H.
Wells, ou "Benvenuto Cellini;" by Mr. F.
W. Mills, professor of music, a paper on
orne musical subject, with illustrations.

EXHIBITIONS.

The first exhibition of the year consisted
f an admirable collection of photographs,
orne S400, taken in India, illustrative of
he scenery, buildings and people of that
enineula, together with some fine views
f the higher Himalayas. The collection,
lade by Mr. H. Tiffin during a tour in
ndia was kindly lent by him for exhibi-
on in the gallery. The photographs were
y Mr. S. Bourne, then of Simla, and,
hough taken a number of years ago, they
ave continued to hold their reputation as
le finest series of landscape photographs
xtant, considering their scope and the
normous difficulties under which those of
he mountain ranges were obtained.

In the month of January a letter was

received from the President of the Royal
Canadian Academy asking whether, at
case the Academy - decided -to hold their
Annual Spring - Exhibition in Montreal, our
Association wood give the (lee of the
gallery. After some correspiii levies the
building was placed at tile hspal of the
Academy, upon terms already,' mentioned in
this report, and tile opening of their exhibi-
tion was fixed for the 11th April. On the
evening of that day, in the presence of
a large assembly, the Exhibition was 6)1--
malty opened by His Excellency the
Governor-General. An address frciii the
President of the Royal Canadian Academy
was read, and replied to by His Excellency',
who then formally declared the exhibition
°petted. A warm vote of thanks for the
low :edits. with which the Academy had
been welcomed by the Associate:in was tot-
animouely carried, and responded to by
your President ; after whice the Vice-
Regal party spent some time in viewing
the pictures.

'rile productions of several artiste dis-
played ti perceptible advauce on the work
of previous years ; some contributions
from Canadian artists, now resident. ia
Europe, attracting particular attention.

The succeesful exhibition continued open
for three weeks ; for the last two days of
which it was thrown open free tu tie
public. The bales of pictures amounted to
over four thousand dollars.

Through the liberality of one of our
members, a picture by a rising youzie
Canadian in Paris remains on our Walls
a gift.

ART CLASSES.

Although the Art Classes in connection
with our Institution have not yet been re-
sumed, their re-organization is still under
the consideration of your Council. It is
ot unlikely that communication will be

shortly opened with the authorities a.
South Kensington, with the view of ob-
taining one of niore specially trained teaell-
ere, and to establish our classes upon a
basis similar to that of the Schools of
Design in Great Britain, but your Council
have nothing of a definite character at the
present moment, to report as to this.

READING ROOM.

Your Council are glad to say that the
bop,. expreeoed in last year's report 're-
specting the foundation of an Art Reading
Rom have been happily reelized. The
room has been open since March last, and
Oil it tables will be found all the leading
periodicals devoted to the Fine Arts and
Industrial Design published in Europe and
the United States, besides several illus-
trated papers and magazines of a more
general character. The room is daily be-
coming more largely attended, and many
ladies and young people are regular visi-
tors. It may be mentioned that the fami-
lies of members have free access during all
the hours in which the Gallery is open.

There are at present 20 periodicals upon
the table. For the information of mem-
bers, as well as to show kindred Institu-
tions.what has been done in Montreal, the
following list is given : Art Journal, Art
Magazine, Art and Letters, The Portfolio,
The Etcher, English Etchings, The Art
Workinan, Decoration, The -Architect,
Building News The Artist, The Attie-
nieum, The Academy, The Graphic, Illus-
trated London News, South Kensington
Museum, Punch, Loudon ; Journal of
Plastic Art, Leipsic ; Gazette des Beaux
Arts, L'Art, L'Artiste, Paris ; Vita Artis-
tica, Raine ; The Art Interchange, The
tket Amateur, American Architect, Har-
per's Monthly, The Century Magarine,
FIarper's Weekly, New York; Artist's
Critical Record, London.

RENT OF SHOPS.

The two shops below the Gallery and ad-
joining the square continue to be occupied
by Mr. Martin. We had an application
from that gentleman in the month of No-
vember for a third, but were unable to
comply with his request, as our space is
already Sufficiently limited. Considerable
room will be needed for the large casts
given by the Institute, and-, in View of the
re-establishment of the Classes, we could
not risk parting with either of the two re-
maining shops.

ATTENDANCE.

The number of visits paid to the Gallery
during the year has been as follows :—

18+42.	 1881.
Members free 	 10,498

Non members at 25e 	  1,940
Free visitors on Saturdays	 5,062

During Provincial Exhibition
at 10e. 	  1,839

	
4,857
2,471

2,350

1,317

Total visits 1882 	  19,339	 10,908
Total visits 1881 	  10,998

Showing 8,341 net increase for 1882.

THANKS.

The best thanks of the Association are
offered to those ladies and gentlemen whose
liberal subscriptions of money are herein
recorded—to the Institut Canadien and to
individual members and friends for valu-
able gifts of works of art, as well as to
those gentlemen who have read papers be-
fore the Association, or by their welcome
co-operation have contributed to the suc-
cess of the various exhibitions and enter-

W. Hash,	 R. MACKAY, '

Hon.-Sec.	 President.
THE PRESIDENT'S REMARKS.

The President, in moving the adoption
of the report, said :—

titut Canadien, of the valuable casts of the
iargeet fienn the antique. Passing on

; t.to-re are two tiling, referred to which all
; of you, 1 es, Sure, Ini1.4 take ;'._7( at interesi
in; the his- hoar re.t 111g roenetlie other the)!

sulje•t .7f in art ischool l'ile latter m0et. 1

persens COLISidel.and I think rightly,
of the greater in eeisan se, but
the Council, for want of money
means ari4 from fear of debt
have not dared to establi-li such a schoo
thotiga siu so a.. soun as can be.
Moved by t.iis desire, they have authorised
Mr. Popham, it.:w in England, to make all
neeeseary and useful enquiries at South
Kensington; but, as said on page Xq
they have nothing more definite to repor
at pr, sent. - Onr wish is to establish a
schu,,1 Lipoa a perilianent basii. As to th
refehrigosium, the establishment of it ies
volvea only a !-111:321 leepisnsibility, and so i
lias become afail accwap7i- ; t ht3 by force o
voluntary ielloariptiont by members and
grant from the. Council. It is pheasant to
obeerve: that this readine ruons, although
only in its iefaacy, seems highly ap- •
proved of and its advantages- appreciated,'
if we rosy judge by the ouinber of visitors:
to it daily. ,tilother matter has engaged
the attention a the Council, but so littely
as not to have been uotsced in the primed
report; this is the tariff, operating as it
does.> against the ilitereet of art in this Do-
rninion. limier former tariffs statuary of
marble or bronze %%Ai foui from duty, as
well as oil pain t

° m
ines of litent.

Even in 1872, and up to the putting
into force of the preeem tariff, busts and
paintings by artiste of repute were admit-
ted free from duty. Suddenly a duty of
thirty per cent was imposed on finished
marbles. I can speak of the working of
sueh a tari f from iny own small experi-
enee. Is it an enlightened polio, to ex-
clude even by indirect ways works of art
'front this Dominion ? I might enlarge on
the bad influence of the taraf in taxing.
largely or esnerally, books fifteen per cent.
'file tiara ought to draw some die-
tinetioae. Thousands of books • are
printed. in England, France, Germany
awl the United States, not one of
which has been, or ever will be, reprinted
in Canads. Cui bomo tax such books ?
Would it not be in a proper spirit to let
them in freely, towards educating the peo-
ple, aud raising the character of our coun-
try, for civilization and enlightennient
Your Council have resolved, in view Of th s
present condition of things to ask for, some
change, so that the introduction of works
of art, and of books (of art at any rate) •
and of high art engravings, may be en-
couraged. They feel confident that upon
ieeix.etfid petition to the Government some
modification of the tariff will be made to
meet their views. I have the honour to

printed.
the adoption of the . report as

Mr. Edward Mackay thought that the
President's remarks should be embodied
in the animal report, as they contained
many valuable suggethions. On motion of
Mr. Mackay it was accordingly resolved.

Mn. D.A. P.Watt, rose to make an explan-
ation in conneetion with the President's
remarlss. On the first entry into force of
the present tariff, he said pictures were
taxed. The Council therefore made repre-
sentations to the Government on tee sub-
ject, and after some consideration it was
decided to restore oil paintings to the free
list. The Council still continued its efforts,
.and on the second revision of the tariff
water colours were added, so that at the
present time both water colours and oil
paintings were free. There was, however,
he might say, a large number of chromos
and trade pictures brought into the coun-
try that vsete subject to duty, but works
by legitimate artists were free. There
were ameliorations in the tariff he might
say were largely dite to the efforts of the
Hon. Thos. Ryan and Mr. John McLennan.
An effort WRS now being made to co-operate
with the marble manufacturers in obtain- s
ing works of art in marble free, lied also WI,
have a specific duty levied upon works of -
art in metal.

Mr. Thomas White, M.P., referred to the
reference made in the report to the forma-
tion of art chasses, which he thought was
very important, and he hoped the Couticil
would continue its efforts in thie direc-
tion.

Rev. Canon Norman spoke to the saine
effect.

Mr. J. S. McLennari hoped that in con-
nection with the obtaining of teachers for
these classes, the •claims of any natOe born
Canadian, who had passed his studies
abroad, and might desire to labour in Can-
ada, should not be forgotten by the -Coun-
cil.

The President said that the Council
would not fail to take Mr. McLennan's 80g-
gestion into consideration.

Mr. Edward Murphy spoke of the vain-
able services that had been rendered to the
Association by its Secretary, Mr. S. Eng-
lish, whose remuneration he hoped would
be augmented.

Mr. F. W. Thomas said that the 011w-t-
ines Council had recommended that Mr. •

English's salary should be increased by
$2.-00 a year.

On motion of Rev. Canon Norman,
seconded by Mr. Edward Murphy, the fol-
lowing vote of thanks was 'unanimously
passed to the Hon. Thomas Ryan, Vice-
President of the Association, who declined
re-election : " Resolved—That the Art As-
sociation of Montreal, at the annual meet-
ing, desire to express their sincere regret at
the retirement of the Hon. Thomas .Ryan,
from the office of Vice-President of the As-
sociation anti, vote him their . best
thanks for his valuable services in the
years past; which services they venture to
hope will be continued in the future."

ELECTION OF' OFFICERS.

The election of officers was next proceed-
ed with and resulted as follows :—

President, Aid. Justice Mackay.
Vice-President, Rev. Canon Norman.
Treasurer

'
 R. W. Shepherd.

Council: Messrs. W. G. Murray, W.
Hall, T. White, M. P., A. D. Steele,Russell
Stephenson and D. A. P. Watt.

After a vote of thanks to the President
for his valuable services the meeting ad-
journed.

EPPS'S COCOA—GRATEFUL AND COM-
FORTING.—" By a thorough knowledge of
the natural laws which gos ern the opera-
tions of' digestion and nutrition, and by
a careful application of the tine properties
of well-selected Cocoa, Mr, Epps has pro-
vided our breakfast tablee wit1)1 adelicately
flavoured beverage which may save us
many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the
judicious use of such articles of diet that
a constitution may be gradually built up
until strong enough to resist every tenden-
cy to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us reads to attack
wherever there is a weak point. We may
escape many asfatal shaft by keeping our-
selves well fortified with pure blood and
a properly nourished frame."—Civil &r-
vice Gazette.—Made simply with boiling
water or milk. Sold only in Packets and
Tins (Ib. and lb.) by grocers, labelled-
" JAMES EPPS le Co., Homoeopathic Che
mists, London, Eng."—Also makers of
Epps's Chocolate Essence.

ON THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL-

At our last annual meeting it fell to me
to remark that the story of the Association
for 1881 was not an unpleasant one, and
" may we not," I added, " claim from our
fellow-citizens liberal support for the year
upon which we are now embarked ?"
Gentlemen, the expectation that I enter-
tained upon that score has been,realized.
The report now submitted states that in
response to the zealous efforts of two mem-
bers of our Council, $7,840 has been sub-
scribed and _plaid into the treasury during
the year. The names of those to whose
liberality we are all indebted for this aid
are printed in the report ; but those of
the two members are not—this because of
their wishing them not to be. Here we
are met, in one sense, en famille, and I
trust that Mr. W. G. Murray and Mr. F.
B. Matthews will pardon me for just
whisperine that they are the two mem-
bers, that the greater part of the work
was performed by Mr. Murray, and
that the Assoclation is very sensible of
the services rendered by both of them.
The office of soliciting subscriptions, even
towards an Art gallery, is not a very plea-
surable one. The interest manifested to-
wards the Association by our fellow-
citizens, as appears to-day by the inereased
list of our large benefactors, and of our an-
nual subscribers, is very encouraging to all
who have any hand in carrying on its work.
It is owing to this kind interest, and the re-
sult of it, that we are able to report that
the Association is free from debt to-day, as
appears by the Treasurer's account. You
will observe that in this account,
under the head " Maintenance Ac-
count," are three items which are
never again to figure to our debit,—$384,
$381 and $100, making $865 in all, and for
the earlier item of debit, $361.88, we have
yalue in hand which may not improperly be
called furniture. This is fully explained
upon page V of the report as printed. To
our debit really appears therefore in the ac-
counts of last year an amount oes$1,226, but
paid off, and not to appear again. This, of
course, is irrespective' of the capital of the
mortgage of $7,000. which has also been
paid, as stated. So the outlook for the fu-
ture is encouraging. I cannot doubt that
our annual subscribers will increase
in numbers every year. We have to look
to this source principally for support.
The report acknowledges the receipt of
several donations of art works; most no-
ticeable among them is the one by the Ins-

THE VOLTAIC BELT Co., Marshall, Mich
will send Dr. Dye's Celebrated Electro
Voltaic Belts and Electric Appliances on
trial for thirty days to men (young or old)
who are afflicted with nervous debility, lost
vitality and kindred troubles, guarantee-
ing speedy and complete restoration of
health and manly vigor. Address as above.
N. B.—No risk is incurred, as thirty days'
trial is allowed.

Mir	
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in every possible way, but the great trouble
had been to draw a line between manufac-
ture and art—to decide where manufacture
stopped and art began. They also hoped to
have the duties on art marble work and art
metal work charged by the pound, the same
as books in the old tariff. He also thought
some alteration should be made in the duties
on books, so that valuable books would be
charged by weight, without regard to their
intrinsic value.

Mr. Themes Where, M.P., moved That
the incoming Council be recommended to
continue their efforts with the Government
for the remission of duties on works of art
of acknowledged merit, and also of the du-
ties on books." He said Mr. Watt was quite
right in the state of the law as it now ex-
isted. There was no duty upon oil paint-
ings or water colors by artists of acknow-
ledged merit, although, when the tariff was
first adopted, these articles were subjeet to
duty. He would be glad to see the duty
removed from statuary, whether in marble
or bronze, the work of well known artists.
On the subject of the book duty, it had
been unfortunate, as it appeared to him,
that the Government had yielded to the
solicitations of persons in the book-binding
trade and changed the policy as first adopt-
ed by them, namely, the imposition of du-
ties by weight, in which the material form
of the book alone was taxed, and not the
brains of the author or the skill of the art-
ist or engraver. He also trusted that the
Council would continue their efforts for the
establishment ot an art school 'in connection
with the Association: He doubted whether
they would ever be successful until
they were able to place te teachers
in a position of independence of the mere
fees paid by pupils. There was some diffi-
culty with conscientious art teachers, aris-
ing out of the anxiety of pupils to
be able to produce pictures before they had
been thoroughly grounded, and a teacher
who did not gratify this wish was very apt
not to be popular. The object of the Asso-
ciation should be to establish an art school
in the true acceptation ot the term, and this
could only be done, as he had said, by paying
teachers fixed salaries, and making them
independent of the fees or caprices of the

Mr. J. S. MCLENNAN seconded the motion.
He suggested the advisability of getting a
man who had had the advantage of ait
education abroad, and that a Canadian who
had pursued his studies abroad, and who
wished to live in Canada and practice his
profession, should be secured. Ile thought
he knew of such a man.

The motion was carried unanimously.
Mr. EDWARD MURPHY drew the attention of

the meeting to the small item of the salaries
of officers in the Treasured statement, being
only $1,055, and said that in the present
state of the finances of the Association he
thought the salary of the Secretary, at any
rate, should be increased.

Mr F. W. Themes said that the outgoing
Council, at a meeting held just before this
auuual meeting, had decided to recommend
to the incoming Council that the salary of
the Secretary, Mr. English, should be in-
creased by $200. He said that the services
rendered by Mr. English to the Association
were most valuable, and they had not fully
measured them by this recommendation for
an increase of $200 in his salary, but they
felt that it was as much as they could afford
in the present condition of affairs.

Ou motion of Mr. EDWARD MURPHY,

seconded by Mr. J W. TEMPEST, it was de-
cided that the President's addrees should be
printed with the annual report.

THE ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The election of officers for the ensuing
year was then proceeded with.

The PRESIDENT having announced that the
Vice-President, the Hon. Thos. Ryan, would
not accept office again this year,

The Rev. Canon NORMAN moved, seconded
by Mr. EDWARD MURPHY, " That the Art As-
sociation of Montreal at this annual
meeting desire to express their sincere
regret at the retirement of the Hon. Thos.
'Ryan from the office of Vice-President of
the Association, mill vote him their best
thanks for his valuable services in the years
past, which services, they ventstre—ea haaas
will be continued in the future."---Carried
unanimously.

The following officers were elected:—
President—Hon. Justice Mackay.
Vice-President—Rev. Canon Norman.
Treasurer—Mr. R. W. Shepherd.
Council—Messrs. W. G. Murray, W. Hall,

Thos. White, M.P., A. D. Steele, Russell
Stephenson and D. A P. Watt. There are
also six other members of Council who do
not retire until next year.

After a vote of thanks to the Hon. Justice
Mackay for his conduct in the chair, the

-meeting adjourned.

A meeting of the Committee of Chairmen
was held on Saturday morning for the pur-
pose of considering the report of the City
Treeeurer recommending certein

et., ertIN, UllifIltIT; . respecting themode ot collecting taxes. There we, e
sent Aid. Grenier (Chairman), Mooney, Hood,
Proctor, Holland, Thos. Wilson, Kennedy
and Donovan ; also His Worship the Mayor,
Ald. Fait bairn and the City Treasurer.

Mr. BLACK read hie report, which was sub-
stantially as followe .—The assessors to b
appointed and commence their duties asoon as possible after the 1st of January
each year. The revision of the assesene
route for real estate to be made in A
Assesemente for persenal taxes and
rates to be ma le as usual, commencing
the 15th May. Assessments against pr
to be made according:to cadastral numb
sub-divisions where not now legally re
to be made compulsory or aeeesement
made ou actually recorded prope
owner. The city to have the right
titling all direlict properties when ta
accumulated fur two years or upwar

Mr. BLACK also recommended to
mittee that the taxes should be
through one department, and that r
sore should be relieved from the
of horses and carriages. He said i
were put under the supervision o
the assessment would be doubled.

It was resolved that the City
instructed to draft a synopsis of
mentit suggested by the Treasure
mitted at the next meeting of t

The Committee then adjourned

SHERBROOKE sTREEr
ORURO ff.

—
Anniversary mini.tonary

toraloy.

The Sherbrooke atreet Methodi
wag well filled at both morning so
services yesterday, which were of
terestiug character. The Rev. Win
meachect in the morning from L
And behold I send promise of

upon you ; tarry ye in the city o
until ye be endued with power f
After referring to the fulment
mise ou the day of Pentecost,
pointed out that the same
yet the privilege of Christien
unacconapaffied by naeacefee
The rev gentleman conclude
discourse by pointing out t
be derived from the pree
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Annnai meeting.

The annual meeting of the Art Associa-
tion of Montreal, was held in the Gallery at
three o'clock on Saturday afternoon. The
President, the Hon. Justice Mackay, occupied
the chair, and among those pratieut were the
Rev. Canon Norman, Rev. Robt. Campbell
Miners. R. W. Shepherd, Edward Murphy;
Thos. White, M.P., George W. Stephens
II P.P., F. Wolferstan Thomas, D. A. P.
Watt, John Kennedy, F. B. Matthews, T. D.
King, J. S. McLenuan, Wen. Hall, John
Lewis, J. W. Tempest and others.

The PRESIDENT announced that the follow-
ing Lad subscribed $100 to the funds of the
Association, and were recommended by the
Council to be elected life members :—Hon.
A. W. Ogilvie, Messrs. W J. Buehanan, Miles
Williams, R. W Shepherd, Robert Reid, John
McFarlane, and Andrew Allan and Mrs.
Redpath (Terrace Bank).

On motion of Mr. EDWARD MURPHY,

seconded by Mr. W. Hsu, they were unani-
mously elected life members of the Asso-
ciation.

THE ANNUAL REPORT.

The PRESIDENT then submitted the annual
report of the Council, which stated that it
was with feelings of pleasure that the Coun-
cil were able to offer a very favorable report
for the past year. Although in 1881 a vi-
gorous effort had already been inaugurated
to provide for the extinction of our debt, and
some important subscriptions obtained, the
Association entered upon the new financial
year with a mortgage still remaining upon
the building of $7,000. The zealous efforts
of two members of the Council had been,
however, systematically coutinued, and so
favorably had their exertions been responded
to, that the sum of $7,840 had been sub-
ecribed, mainly by members of the Associa-
tion, and paid in to the treasurer during the
year. The mortgage in ravor of Mr. Charles
Gibb, with interest had been duly dis-
charged, and the Art Gallery was to.day free
from debt. The following is the statement
of the Treasurer, Mr. R. W. Shepherd, for the
twelve months ending 30th November,
1882 :—

Dr.

$428 95

$7,840 00
Maintenance Account.

Received from Annual
Members. 	 . $1,800 00

Received from Entrance
Fees	 668 90

Received 'from Cata-
logues Sold  	 265 25

Received from ee.eut of
Shops  	 550 OD

Received from Interest
on Deposits 	 26 43

Received from commis-
on Pie , ure Bales .  	 72 00

Received from Insur-
ance returned 	 12 67

3,415 25
Su 'es Account.

Received for Pictures
Sold 	  $927 50

Less Commission, enter-
ed above 	 72 00	 $855 50

— — --
$12,539 7

Cr.
Building Account—Repairs,
Furniture, do
Loan 	do	 Repaid Chas	

Gibb 	

Stamped and Painted Glass." with sPeci-
mens. By the Rev. G. H. Wells, on " Ben-
venuto Cellini." By Mr. F. W. Mills, Pro-
fessor of Music, a paper on some musical
subject, with illustrations. The report then
referred to the exhibition of Indian photo-
graphs in January, and the annual
spring exhibition of the Royal Canadian
Academy, which opened in April. Although
the art classes in connection with the insti-
tution were not yet resumed ; their reorgan-
ization was still under the consideration of
the Council, and It was not unlikely that
communication would be shortly opened with
the authorities at South Kensington with the
view of obtaining one or more specially
trained teachers, and to estabilsh the classes
upon a basis similar to that of the Schools of
Design in Great Britain.

An Art reading room was opened in March
last, and on its tables would be found all the
leading periodicals devoted to the fine arts
and industrial designs published in Europe
and the United States, besides several illus-
trated papers and magazines of a more gen-
eral character. The room was daily become
iug more largely attended, and many ladies
and young people are regular visitors. The
families of members have free accesss
during all the hours in which the gallery is
open. There were at present 29 periodicals
upon the tables.

The number of visits paid to the Gallery
during the year had been as follows :—

1882.	 1 1.
Members free 	 .10,498	 9,857
Free visitors on Saturdays 	 5,062	 2,474
Non-members at$25c 	  1,940	 1,317
During Provincial Exhibition

at We 	  1,839	 2,350

Total visits 1882.... 	 19,339	 10,998
Total visits 1881. 	 10,998

Net increase for 1882 	  8,341
THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

The PRESIDENT, in moving the adoption of
the report, said :—At our last annual meet-
ing it fell to me to remark that the story of
the Association for 1881 was not an unplea-
sant one, and I , may we not," 1 added,
e claim from our fellow-citizens liberal sup-
port for the year upon which we are now
embarked ?" Gentlemen the expectation
that I entertained upon that score has been
realised. The report now submitted states
that in response to the zealous efforts of two
members of our Council, $7,840 has been
subscribed and paid into the treasury during
the year. The names of those to whose
liberality we are all indebted for this aid are
printed in the report ; but those of the two
members are not—this because of their
wishing them not to be. Here we are met,
in one sense, en famille, and I trust that Mr.
W. G. Murray and Mr. F. B. Matthews will
pardon me for just whispering that they are
the two members, that the greater part of
the work was performed by Mr. Murray, and
that the Association is very sensible
of the services rendered by both of them.
The office of soliciting subscriptions, even
towards an art gallery, is not a very pleasur-
able one. The interest menifeeted towards
the Association, by our fellow-citizens, as ap-
pears to-day by the increased list of our large
benefactors, and of our annual subscribers,
is very encouraging to all who have any
hand in carrying on its work. It is owing
to this kind interest, and the result of it, that
we are able to report that the Association is
free from debt to-day, as appears by the
Treasurer's account. You will observe that
in this account, under the head Mainte-
nance Account," are three items which are
never again to figure to our debit,—$384,
$381 and $100,—making $865 iu all, and for
the earlier item of debit, $361.88, we have
value in hand which may not improperly be
culled furniture. This is fully explitined
upon page V of the report as printed. To
our debit really appears therefore in the ac-
counts of last year an amount of $1,226, but
paid off, and not to appear again. 'This, of
course, is irrespective of the capital of the
mortgage of $7,000, which has also been
paid, as stated. So tke outlook for the future
is encouraging. I cannot doubt that
our annual subscribers will increase
in numbers every year. We have to look
to this source principally for support
The report acknowledges the receipt of
several donations of art works ; most notice-
able among them is the one by the Institute
Canadien, of five valuable casts of the
largest size from the antique. Passing on
there are two things referred to, which all of
you, I am sure, must take great interest in
the one is our reading room; the other the
subject of an art school. The latter most
persons would consider, and I think rightly,
of the greater importance, but the Council,
for want of money means, and from fear of
debt., have not dared to establish such a school,
though anxious to do so as soon as can be.
Moved by this desire, they have authorized
Mr. Popham, now in England, to make all
necessary and useful enquiries at South
Kensington ; but as said on page XI., they
have nothing more definite to report at pre-
saut. OurOur wish is to establish a school upon
a permanent basis. As to the reading room,
the establishment of it involved only a
small responsibility, and so it has become

accompli; this by force of voluntary sub-
scriptions by	 members and grant
from the Council.	 It is pleasant to
observe that this reading room, al-
t.leetegh only in its infancy, seems highly

ART, EDUOAJDN Il M

Two fa are promme amo hose

which strike the visitor to the exhibition

of the works of amateur artists, which

opened last week in the Gallery of the

Art Association ; the one, that proper

teaching is an immediate necessity : the

other, that there is much talent waiting
to be taught. It is a hopeful sign that

the Council of the Art Association recog-

nize that their functions are not . merely

those of custodians of a collection of

pictures, and that this subject of Art

Education has already engaged their at-

tention. But a proper Art School is not

one in which seekers after a royal and

easy road to the execution of what they

are pleased to call pictures can find

hints- for the shirking of difficulties and

instruction in the branches which they

choose to select ; on tlie contrary, it is one

in which all pupils advance from stage to

stage as their teachers see that they have

mastered the successive difficulties they

meet until, after hard and earnest work,

they attain whatever degree of technical

skill their talents and industry permit.

Such a school could never meet its ex-

penses by the fees from pupils. While

the Art Association was in debt, to estab-

lish a school, the maintenance of whicli

would be a serious drain on its revenues,

would have been highly imprudent. But

the Association is now unencumbered, and

the fact that last year nearly $8,000
was subscribed to its funds shows

that the people of Montreal appreciate

justly the good. work it has done, an

warrants a confidence in their future jibe

rality towards any object which the Coun

cil may consider worthy. Ni  have w

any doubt that the Royal Canadian Ac

demy would willingly co-operate in

tablishing a school, the nec-

which must appeal more forcibly to ar

ists themselves than to even the othei

lovers of art in the community.

We trust that during the comil4

months the Council will be able to se

cure a teacher, so that work may begin in

the early autumn. The school must be-

gin modestly, for the salary of even one

good teacher and the incidental

expenses would be a considerable sum,

but if the selection of the teacher

be liappy, we are certain the results will

be so good that no difficulty will be found

in enlarging the scope of instruct-4 as

occasion requires. Fortunately the system.

of art teaching is so well defined and uni.

form that there are many field'ky fro

OIVIO AFFAIRS,

Steetinic of the Board of Chairmen to
consider amendment* to the eisy
charier.

1st Dec. 1881.
To Balance Brought Forward 	

Donation Account.
Received from Gov'rs

and Life Members.	 $7,150 00
Received sums under

$100  	 690 00

Maintenance Acc,unt.
By Salaries of Officers.. $1,056 71
Labor in moving Pic-

tores, Cartage, &c 	 , 	 205 20
for Exhibitions 	

Taxes and Water 	  549 75
Gas 	  •  	13451)

" Advertising and Print-
ing 	 270 85

Fuel 	 226 60
nsu ranee 	 414 21

Stationery and Postage 	 61 35
Catalogues ..... 	 147 00
Interest on Mortgage (ln

full) 	 384 15
OhargesMusle for Con-

versaziolin $411.	 81 09
SundryPetty ()merges
$41.09 	

" Loss, Pahl A. F. Tait
to rep, lice pictu re
sto en from taailery 	
Novern.,er, 1879.

Memorial Brass — (late
B.011)10) 	

fhles Account.
Paid to Artists per con-
tra 	

$3,533 91

$ 126 71
361 88

7,000 00

855 50

381 70

100 00

90th  November, 1682—Bal-
ance on hand 	

$12,311 20

....	 178 51
—

$12,53) 71

The receipts from annual members' sub-
scriptions showed an increase of $92 over
1881, which represented, of course, a corres-
ponding increase in the roll of membership ;
even setting aside the fact that the names of
many subscribers have been, since 1881,
transferred to the lists of life members or
of governors. The total sales of catalogues
have also been increased by the sum of $83.
The item of rent, ou account of the two shops

4 beneath the Gallery, shows an improvement

t .of $118 upon the previous year, The large
item of $54# 75 for ti Vises and water " is an

, .ctoptional one, as it comprises the total as-
. ariesmente ramie on the Gallery since it was
/416-Wit. Sear She int.., it is expected that the

taxes on the builditig will not exceed $12u a
ieei is glAaninten ter oy tne-4Sieefion of a se-
ries of wooden screens, covered with a suit-
able cloth, to be pla 'ad in front of the per-
manent pictures of the Gallery, as their
removal on the occasion of the annual and
io'her exhibitioos was found to be attended
with both risk and expense. The poli-
ohm of insurance on the building and
Its contents had been increased by
$2,000, and now amount to $74,833.75.
The following valuable works of art had
I sin given to the Association during the
past year :—

By Mr. W. R. Thompson :—" MiscellaneaGraphica;" a large and rare book, illustratedIn colors.
By Mr. D. A. Watt.:—An illustrated work-

" South Kensington Museum."
By the Chcvailer Falardeau :—A. copy, byhimself, of the " Portrait of Rembrandt " inthe Pitti Palace, Florence.
By Mr. J. W. Te . pest:—" Masterpieces ofFrench Art," in W portfolios; 2e0 illustrations

In photogravure.
By Mr. W. G. Murray :—An oil painting, en-

titled " The Spinner," by Paul Peel, a young
Canadian artist studying in Paria

By the 'Inalltut Causdien ":—Five largeand magnificent. Casts, orisio,lly sent out to
their Society from Paris by Prince Napoleon
as a gift, and for tbe encomagement ot the finearts in Canada. They are the Apollo Belve-
dere; Laocoon ; Venus of Villa (or Me)os);
Diana (an alto relievo), and a lame Candela-brum. The first three of these important
reproductions Hie  examples of the highest artthe world has known, sod are especially valu-able as being casts, taken at th. instance of
the Fiench Government, from the originalmarbles.

The report then gave a detailed
list of the donations already re-
ferred to, which atnounted to $7,840.
During the year three members qualified by
their gifts to the Association / a donation of
$500) as governors, and forty-nine: also
qualified by their gifts (a donation of $100)
as life members, and were duly elected. The
Association now numbers in all 454 mem-
bere.

Lectures were given last season by Mr.
Field, on e Photography ;" Mr. A. D. Steele,
on e Domestic Architecture ; " Mr. Joseph
Gould, en e Robert Schumann," and Mr. J.
S. McLennan, on e Etching." The last en-
tertainment of the year was a conversasiono
on the 28th August on the occasion of the
visit of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, when over 600
vieitors and friends were present. The fol-
losing lectures are promised for the coming
ration :—By the Rev. Canon Norman, on

et end ita tarlymnfAlywu solulr,••• n•n •--;
*Zlillifjtadge by the number of visitors to it
daily. Another matter has engaged the RI-
tention of the Council, but so lately as notto have been noticed in the printed report;
this is the tariff, operating, as it does against
the interest of art in this Dominion. Under
former tariffs statuary of marble or bronze
was free from duty, as well as oil paintings
of merit Even in 1872, and up to the putting
into force of the present tariff, bruits and
paintings by artiste of repute were admitted
free from duty. Suddenly a duty of thirty
per cent was imposed noon fluished marbles
I can speak of the working of such a
tariff from my own small experience
Is it an enlightened policy to exclude even
by indirect ways works of art from this Do-
minion ? I might enlarge on the bad iuflu-
ence of the tariff in taxiag, largely, or gener-
ally, books fifteen per cent. The tariff ought
to draw some distinctions. Thousands of
books are printed in England, France, Ger-
many and the United States, not 008 of
which has been, or ever will be, reprinted in
Canada Cui bono tax such books ? Would
it not be in a proper spirit to let them in
freely, towards educating the peop e, and
raising the character of our country, for civ-
ilization and enlightenment ? Your Council
have resolved, in view of the present condi.
tion of things, to ask for some change, so
that the introduction of works of art, and of
books (of art at any rate) and of high art en-
gravings, may be encourage el. They feel
confident that upon . respectful petition to
the Government some modification of the
tariff will be made to meet their views. I
have the honor to propose the adoption of
the report, as priuted.

The Rev. Canon NORMAN seconded the
motion, which was unanimously adopted

Mr. D. A. P. WATT, referring to the re-
marks of the President concerning the tariff
said that on the first presentation of the
present tariff to Parliament, pictures were
taxed, but, upon representations made by the
Council of the Association, Sir Leonard Tilley
first decided to put oil paintings ou the free
liste and also water colors. These two ame-
liorations of the tariff, he thought, were
greatly due to the efforts of Mr. John Mc-
Lennen in the Lower House, and their Vice-
Preeident, Hon. Thomas Ryan, in the Upper
House, and these gentlemen were entitled to
a good deal of credit. Sir Leonard Tilley
had also always been willing to astist them
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THE ART AMODIATION.
We referred yesterday to the statement

of Le Monde that English fanaticism had

excluded Mr. Bourassa from the Council

of the Art Association, giving to the

statement of our contemporary a very

distinct contradiction. The article of Le
Monde, however, brings up a question

which is really of very great importance,

and that is the small part our French-

Canadian fellow-citizens take in these

matters of civic importance which should

be the common work of all the people of

Montreal. We appear in the census

as a city of one hundred and forty-

three thousand inhabitants ; we are

expected to do things after the

manner of a city of that population ;

and yet, measured by the only test that

can very well be applied, we are, in rela-

tion to all matters of general civic con-

cern, all public institutions of a common
and non-sectarian character, really a city

of one-half that population. Take the Art
Association as an illustration. Looking at
the last report we find that ninety-five
gentlemen had contributed to it the sum
of $7,840. Of this amount., three gentle-
men contributed $500 each ; one contri-
buted $350; fifty-three contributed $100
each ; six contributed $50 each, and the
balance gave smaller sums ; but among
them all there was but one French-Cana-
dian, who gave $25. Then there are three
hundred and fifty-four members
who contributed five dollars a year, and
of these only fifteen are French-Cana-
diane.

At a time when our French-Canadian
fellow-citizens are pressing for their ex-
treme rights on the basis of population,
we might fairly retort in relation to their
attack upon the Art Association ; but we
are far from doing so. One regret is, and
we express it in all sincerity, that
among the large number of French-
Canadian gentlemen of culture and taste
in this city, so few are found ready to
unite with their fellow-citizens of British
origin in supporting an institution which

cshould be, and we believe is, the just
pride of the people of Montreal
generally. We are quite sure

BAD MISEITATE
necg?

e Monde of Saturday returi1 to the

discussion of the recent election of the

Council of the Art Association, repeating

its statement that objection was made in
an offensive manner to Mr. Bourassa, on

account of his being a French-Canadian,

by a gentleman present. We quote as

follows, from the article :—

', Our confrere of the 0.szErrE undertakes

the defence of this gentleman and endeavours

t 0 jastify him by stating the principle that the

rigiat of the stronger Is the better right ; as be
Pretends that the Frencti-Oanadians, being

greatly inferior In numbers to the English in

this AP-ociation, have therefore, no right to

be represented on the board of direction. We

have not asserted this right, but we have

protested against the declaration of a

o ertain member who said, in a tone of con -

tempt, that he would never consent to the
election of a French Canadian to the Council.

That is a truth which the GAZETTE cannot
dens."

This is a most unfortunate and mis-

chievous misstatement. The GAZETTE

took no such ground as that imputed to

it here, and it did deny, from the persOri

al knowledge of the writer of its article,

the statement of Le Monde. Here is what

we said on Thursday last :-
o The statement in La Monde in reference to

the etection of the Council of the Arts As -

!ci-ci-atm* i's simply oniiite. 'Tt-Trlian tat
when the election of officers came up ' Mr.

' Alp. Leclaire proposed Mr. N. Bourassa as a

' member of the Council. A fanatic member

' of the Association then rose and said he

' would never consent to the election cf a

' French-Canadian, and used vulgar words

' well silted to his fanaticism.' Nothing of

this kind took place. Mr. Watt, in referring
to the election of members of the Council,
mentioned some names, not as proposing
them, but by way ot suggestion, which he

thought should be elected. He was of opinion

that an artist should be chosen, and men-

tioned Mr. Bourassa's name. Objection was

made that it would be wiser not to have artiste

on the board, as in such cases there was always

a tendency to jealousy. This view prevailed,
but no objection was made to Mr. Bourassa as
a French-Canadian-no objection, in fact, that

NOMIld not have been made to an English
artist."

Now, the motive which actuated the

meeting in the exclusion of an artist

from the Council may have been a

wise one or not ; we are not

discussing that point. It had

nothing to do with Mr. Bour-

assa's nationality. And we certainly

never dreamed of urging that our French-

Canadian fellow-citizens should be ex.

cluded from the Council, because their

numbers in the Association was small.

We referred to the smallness of their

number simply to express our regret

that an institution which is cer-

tainly neither national nor sectarian

in its character, which is the common

inheritance of the citizens of Montreal, of

all creeds and nationalities, and which is

entitled to and should receive the cordial

support of all, receives so little encourage-

ment and support from the French-
Canadians, among whom there are so

many gentlemen of taste and culture and
wealth. We cannot under the circum-
stances but regret that our contemporary

which expresses at the close of its

article such admirable sentiments, should

ignore our correction of its unfortuna te

misstatement, and so pervert the argu -

ment of the GAZETTE as to irritate the

national susceptibilities of its readers.
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The limited space at our disposal this
morning will not permit of a very extended
notice of the paintings to which we have yet
to direct the attention of our readers. Our
task is again a pleasurable one, as we have
to consider a few of the gems of the exhibi-
tion. First, let us stop a moment to look at
the e Jacobite Hiding Place," by Wien,
which has been already mentioned. This is
truly a wonderful painting, and losemene o
Its freshness and power after several diits to
the Gallery ; its composition is excellent and
forcible. At the mouth of a eavern, sur-
rounded by rocks, are the little band ;lof
Highland fugitives in their picturesque Gm-

tames, one figue, that of a warrior 9n
guard, being very prominent ; theperspectite
on the left of the; scene is a very skilful pro-
duction. Near Wig is a very noticeable pic-
ture by A. Cox, entitled, " There is
a Rapture on the Lonely Shore
well named, we may say, for there
is a glorious rapture in the painting ; the
breakers rushing up the beach and foaming
over the rocks being so admirably repro-
duced that one almost listens for the roar of
the waves ; nor is the sky one whit behind
the water in point of excellence, and the dis-
tant clouds so naturally tinted, give an ad-
ditional charm to the picture, Departing
Day," by the same artist, though a worthy
picture, sinks into insignificance beside the
masterpiece. fi Sunset Hour—Mount Or-
ford, from Magog"—by J. W. Gray, is a
painting full of beauty and excellence ;
the composition, rosy lines and coloring
form i—stirong combination and render
the picture of great merit and
value. -raiek, Reel's e Papa's Boat" will,
no deubt, come in for a large share of
admiration from visitors to the gallery this
week, and indeed is the successful result of
a very bold undertaking, the foreground
represAling the tep of a cliff, from which a
boy and a dog are gazing far out upon the
ocean, where a white speck is seen, repre-
senting e Papa's Boat ;" the sky and water
are remarkably realistic, and the painting, as
a whole, greatly to be 'commended. Two
paintings by Homer Watson will also attract
considerable attention, especially a bright,
yellow sunset following a wet day, which is
one of the most illUtteelable pictures on exhi-
bition ; the other, Down the Ravine" re-
presenting a waterfallgocks and trees, with a
storm cloud in the distance, is also full of
merit. From a number of works exhibited
by T. M. Martin, we notice particularly
!, Grossing the Ford," if Deer Hunt," and
0 Where the Lilies Grow l" as be:—
Worthy of especial lnetalaii. Wimble-
don Park," by J. Naysmith ; e Even-
ing Hour," by G. Aiktrtan, R S A ,
and the" Old Mill at Arbilot," by J. Cairns,
we commend to the notice of purchasers ga
the lookout for thoroughly gees pictures.
A "View on the Catskills," by A. F. Lee-
mans, is a picture strong in lights and gen-
eral composition, while the "Don Valley" by
M. Hannaford shows good judgment, the
artist having succeeded in making a good
picture out of a rather unpromising land-
scape. Of several works by Allan Edson,
probably the best is Up the Seine," which
is a dainty bit of wild scenery with lights
and shades well arranged. Mr. Forshaw Day,
R. C. A., sends two admirable paintings, one
a bright Canadian winter scene near Camp-
bellton, which, though a difficult undertaking
on account of the groundwork of snow, has
nevertheless been carried out with a strict less
of detail and due regard to coloring that will
commend the work to all observers; the
second, "A Shady Place," needs but to be
seen to be appreciated as showing great art-
istic merit. Probably one of the finest
specimens of luminous work on exhibition is
the "Charcoal Dealer's Yard," by R. Harris,
in which the pearly transparency of the
shadows render the picture one of signal
wortp. The same is true, though in less de-
gree, of The Knitter," by the same artist,
which glows with life. W. H. Ruel's

e First on the Ground" is a placid fishing
scene in which absolute calmness of the

1 water is combined with vivid glossiness
I in a very artistic manner. The

"Indian Camp," by Kreighoft, is another
fine picture which we can do no more than

• mention ; but all will be able to discover
' and appreciate its merits. It is to be hoped

that none will mies seeing this really
atImable collection of paintings, and ama-
teur artists in particular should take ad-
etntage of the opportunity to study some of
the finest models that have ever been shown
ii Montreal.

SCOTT'S GALLERY.

The spring exhibition at the Art Gal-
lery—Landscapes in 011—Scott's ex-
hibition.
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dicated above, will
the portraits and

ion, including those
es are very promin-

ce on entering the
ttracted by two pic-

tures in the centre the room, which de-
mand respectful consideration ; these are
ff The Empty Cradle," by C. E. Samuel, and

Clendenning's Vision of the White Lady,"
by John Pettie, R.A. The first mentioned is
undoubtedly the finest figure paint.
ing exhibited, and is touching-
ly realistio and full of. pathos
in correctness of detail and eminent fitness
of surroundings this painting is a remarkable
study. In tkie second, die great power of
the picture lits in the eat:arable portrayal
on Sir Halbert's face of lurpriee and fear,
with rising °Mirage as h‘grafrals his sword
and seems striving to gfiercd tile apparition
with gleaming eyes. Both of these paint-
ings are, we believe, for sale, and with the
f! Jacobite Hiding Place " mounted between
them, which we shall have occasion to
notice in another issue, form a trio that
would make a splendid addition to the col-
lection 'of the Association, and many will
join us heartily in the hope that they may
not be suffered to leave Montreal. Two
admirable character studies next demand
notice, and may well be considered together.
These are "Salut, " by A. Boisseau, being a
study from life of a Montreal carter, who
stands with his hat lifted and face beaming
with jollity as he raises hit glass in the act
of drinking one's health. The expression is
simply perfect, and the artist has not forgot-
ten to arrange the surroundings, and especial-
ly the background, so as to be in keeping
with the rest of the work, the result being a
most worthy picture. The other, which may
be regarded, perhaps remotely, as a compa-
nion study, is by T. M. Martin, and represents
a man's weather-beaten face full of varied ex-
pression as he gazes longingly into an empty
jug, the title of the picture being exceeding-
ly apropos, "Not lost, but gone before." Four
portraits are exhibited, three by A Boisseau,
and the fourth by Mrs. Edwards; of these
the large painting of the lets Dr. Campbell,
though not now for the first time on exhibi-
tion, will attract very general attention,
while the portrait of Mr:. I. A. Beauvais, the
popular President of the Canadien Snowshoe
Club, is a speaking likeness ; of the other
two, while admittedly good pictures, we
cannot speak, having never seen the origi-
nals. "Winnowing," is a scene in the Isle of
Capri, by J. K. lemson, which we notice in
this connection on account of the prominent
female figure engaged in winnowing ; at first
sight the painting seems heavy and wanting
In life, but this impression wears away, and
it becomes a delight. Another gem by C. E
Samuel is ff Perplexed," representing a her-
mit in his cell, seated with open book before
him, eyes, countenance and general de-
meanour indicating expressively that he is
in a quandary. di A Summer Evening on
Musselburgh Links," by C. Lees, R SA., next
claims our attention ; it represents a party
of golf players, and all who have had the
pleasure of seeing the game played in the
old country will recognize the faithfulness
with which the artist has treated the sub-
ject ; besides the excellent and life-like ar-
rangement of the figures, we may
call attention to the peacefulness of the at-
mosphere, which can almost be felt. A
e Turkish Cafe," by T. D. Millet, must not ho
passed over, being a fine piece of coloring,
yet not overdone, and indicating, as it does,
the possession set genius by the artist, from
whom great things may be expected. Miss
C. Wood exhibits a charming character
study entitled ff Little Bo-Peep," in which
the eyes aro particularly good, though alto-
gether it is a very successful work. W. Ra-
phael sends " A Sketch from Nature," which

,represents a reverend curé working at his
easel%neonscious of the companion artist

l behind • this represents an actual artist's ex-.
cureion to Back River and the rev. gentleman
will be recognized by frequenters of the art
gallery, as he may be frequently seen there
industriously copying some of the most
difficult works. "Chaff," by R. Harris,
is a painting that will be much
admired ; a rollicking cuirassier in the
uniform of the First Empire is repro-
sented as treating a young tavern girl to his
stock in trade of small talk The subject of
the female figure was, we believe, an Italian

and le certainly a Fple ndid per-
traiture, while the expressions on
both faces are so striking as to make the
title quite superfluous. Two representative
models from Old World artists' quarters, by
Harris, may well be compared, shewing as
they do the distinctive characters of the
French and Italian faces. They are from
Montmartre, Paris, and the Via Sistine
Rome. If we mistake not, the artist has
used the same Parieian model in his tasty
sketch of a lady working at an easel, entitled
ff Finishing Touches," a very excellent paint-
ing. Cut Out," by the same gen-
tleman, speaks for itself, but probably
his best work remains to be mentioned ; this
is a soldier's head and bust, the pose of

;-. Et! 2 '4 2 4 .0 17, 034 ee which seems to speak the line from R,
;3-2 ts 14, fJ, .2 2 .8 226,51.4 B. Browning which the artist has used as the  4,1

"' title : fi And whatsoever the fight's event, he sonaleeta .

keeps his honest soldier's name."
" Whither" by Maria Brooks is a picture lull
eaten-get anal' tball iey;
ace of the homeless girl, and the dim figure
of a policeman in the background
forcibly suggesting the order, e Move
on," combine to render this a
composition of great meut. "A wash-up
after tea " by Mrs. Schreiber is remarkably
pleasing, being a combination of pertness
and importance which are admirably
brought ont in the posture and facial expres-
sion. iiSilenas, singing the song of Creation to
Woodland Deities," one of Sir Noel Petons
earlier paintings, though not a striking work,
is one of great value, and we call attention to
it, as not many visitors to the gallery, other
than art students,will be likely to give it more
than a passing glance. "Forgotten," by J.
C. Gotch, a fine study from nature, A Trial
of Patience," by Mrs. Schreiber, and "The
Spinuer,'' by Paul Peel, are all excelleut
figure paintings, which will commend them-
selves to all careful observers.

Our next notice will deal with the land-
scapes in oil, of which the number and
quality present a great improvement as com-
pared with former exhibitions.
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FM tias past few days air. English, Secre-

tary of the . Art Association, and his assist-
ants have been busily employed in hangiug
and ateanging the paintings which have
been sent in for exhibition, and the gallery
was thrown open to the public yesterday.
The diePleti, of painting, mostly by Cana-
dian ar6ts but including also a few Eug-
libh and Ameeican works, occupies three
sides of the la-ge gallery, namely, the north
and east and west sides, and the pictures
have been very tastefully mounted on a tem-
porary stegine, which hides from view tnose
walks which befoug to the Associateni ; on
the western well of the room are mounted
the

WATER COLORS,

which will form the subject of the present
notice, reserving the oils for another occa-
sion. The coup d'ieti formed by this cone( tiou
of weter color paintings is ext-einely pleas-
ing, at.I are meritorious, though in vary i ig
degrees. One magmficent piciare, promin-
ently moutt id in tee centre, at once attracte
the gaze, which ssou bec,pmes a proloneed
study, new beauties deve,oping themselves
and all inspiring a ft chug of wonder at the
success of the artist iu portraying so rtalis-
tically a most diffieett suhj ct Titis land-
scape so, u icessful ly treated uy Bernard EVAPS

is a HIlls;de near Bermouth J eisctioo, Noi th
Wales ; on the right in the foreground One
looks dewn a steep wooded hill, heaviness
being avoided by a winding road along
which waggons are moving, while down in
the valley are seen a few habitations and the
railway line with a placid water scene be-
yond, and hills again using up in perspec-
tive. We cannot but commetni this work to
all our amateurs as one that will well repay
thoughtful study. Probably the next in crder
anti one of tbe bet by Cauedian artists is
Mount Eboulement, a river and mountain
scene on the lower St. Lawrence, by L. R.
O'Brien, R C.A. ; its it the treetment of sky
and water is truly artistic and skilful
Among a number of other works exiiibited
by the same talented artist, the followivg are
Worthy of notice and will bear critical
study : " Perce Fishermen beaehiug their
boats in a g ale,' in which the dark and
stormy sky, and mill d water, without any
prominent coloring, are wee kcd up into a
very fine ensemble by the moving figures of
the fishermen and the skilful arreegemant
of light; and e Monte Ste. Anne, Perce," a
very difficult nemintain scene but admirably
treated, represeutiog aenonateiu gorge with
felling wai- er, and hi the background the
summits covered with fuze fog ; besides
these more prominent drewings by Mr.
O'Brien, thole 0,to severa i others which
space alone prevents our mentionWg. Sand-
ham exhibits two Water colors, beith Cana-
dian winter scenes,. which are true to life
in one a grout-) (,,,f curlers is portrayed, and
the most critical eve will fail to de-
tect in it a flew', either of arrange.
meut or coloring, while the smaller
one represents a single Tuque Bleue
crossing the mountain on snowshoes,
finding himself suddenly confronted with the
sign if Keep off the Grass !" Both of these
pictures will, we venture to assert, come in
for very general admiration. Two excellent
vroiks by Hopkiuron Smith next claim our
notice, and easily rank among the finest of the
exhibition; the Petite di Serail," in Venice,
being a very artistic production, the reflec-
tion of sky and buildings in the water mak-
lug it an exceedingly attractive painting,
while the Sand Market on the Seine, at
Paris " is evidently true to life and character-
ized by a warmth that is greatly impressive.
Mr. T. M. Matthewagesent several choice
paintings, but two of them far eclipse the
others ; these are A Wet Day in the White
Mtuntains," and e Mt Washington from
Gleupool," the latter being one of the most
remarkable works in the exhibition, the
water and mountain being almost perfect,
while in the former the dense fog is seen to
be lifting slightly, giving a dim but wonder-
fully successful perspective, and making the
subject one of the most difficult nature.
Alongside of these two, the other ventures of
Mr. Matthews appear but unfavorably and
suggest the thought that they are
of earlier date, as they appear to
want	 that	 maturity and judgment
which character; z ss those mentioned.
Mr. Harrington Bird sends one water color,

York River, Maine," which we must con-
fess to have found somewhat disappointing. 	
as the dense foliage has been treated with a ow e s:
such a heavy dead green as to be wanting in - eee geerar el,. 0

life and warmth, while a certain over•	 ;;;Ige.1:9"3 717 -
minuteness of detail gives the impression of LI te et. fg-!--'

g.	 3.-1i4 'let	 Vfjstiffness. We would notice next a couple of
paintinga by W. J. Gray, in the first and

• "e
dEleayei •io

better of which, fl A Trauquil Moment," the
perspective of dietaut valley and hills is cer-	 4 eeret es:a" a

ers P._ 5' EA
tainly very good, but the effect of the picture 4 gI obtro 01'5as a whole is weakened by the heaviness o f
the frontispiece, which might have been erg le re e.3, o f, 0 2es
wartuer and lighter with benefit. In the g 4.9"Old Mill on the Cabequid, N S.,'' the same 01-Se, tee: 4:4
criticisru imlds in even greater degree, fer
here the artist had au opportunity of reliey- a..tw=2,g4heime
iug the dense foreground by worUing up the	 gt,g, 4-5	 -

s : 11

'rate' fall and stream to decidedly better ad- re e'	 5 11"-

vantage, but here again the distaut perspec-	 ;„ c	 -
tire ie decidedly good. Mr. F. M. B. Smith's G

Frenchman's Bay, Maine," does not call for r1. --2.„ tige..$115,,15 .5
especial notice, but his iiRock in the Thous& d ""
Islaads" la a little gene in its way. Of the
weeks r.y..Uibited by Mr. F. A. Verner, that re-
presenting an Indian Canoe Among the
Reeds" must be regarded as decidedly
the Lest, both as regards the subject
and the artist's treatment of it. This
shows remarkably well in a good light,
and might possibly have been hung to better
advantage. His Adjutant" is very clevee
and lifelike ; but in Pig Street," Lyntor;
Devon, the subject has been treated but in-
differently, wantiug, as it does, boldness both
of color and shading. There are) four studies
of flowers among the water colors, three
by R. F. Gagen, " fu a Conservatory, '

Hollyhocks," and Lilacs," the most am-
bitious aud striking of which is the second,
but the third is a dainty bit of work, witich,
however, might have been improvel 'hy a
better beckgroutd. Mr. R P . Gagen exhibi ts
a study in e Primaries and Greys," which we
cq emend to the a• t elation of 1111 who visit the
esthibition ; in his Iudian Beach," Grand
Malian, the airangement of light is very
effective, but otherwiee the picture is weak.

Thie exhibition, we may 'state, will be
open tor two weeks, the hours being from 10
a.m. to G pen and from 8 to 10 pen.
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THE ART GALLERY.

E Y - INIIISITION OF CANADIAN PI ,T'. !

1
- 1L ,.: ' p ri nst exhibition of the works of Cana-

titan artiste opens to morrow at the Art Csailery.
Last year's exhibition made the well-earned
beast that it was better than any before it, its
great attraction being in the large number of
new and promising artiste it introduced ta tee
Montreal public. This year's sho 07 may safely
make the same boast, but its chief interest is in
the fact that each man has excelled bis former
work. It lacks, certainly, in quantity, and the
walls have to be filled out with many nictaree
that are not new, but this lack is made up in
the onality not only of the Canadien work but
of some of the pictures from abroad. Perhaps
nu new name excited more remark last year
than that of Mr. Paul Peel, of London, Ontario.
He sent two pieces, one a mother and child, the
life•like drawing and coloring of the principal

1 figure of which was much complimented, au-1
I a picture of some very homely bulldintra bathed
in a perfecc glory of sunshine. The young
rtists of France are just now said to be
,nshine crazy. Certainly Mr. Peel's pic.
ro of ibis year is a tine specimen of this

.sze. It manifests all the excellences of
soth the former works without the hs. -

' thos with which both of them were tous ad.
i This picture of a boy lying on a lofty
1 ehote looking far ont over the blue.green -es,
; and the dog apparently adrnirinw as me ta sa
; the boy the dreamy fascination of its hr t nt
; intinity, is startlingly real and full of that tr,n-

areniatmosobere which Canadians know issesrei.. r. Homer Watson a thoroughly original 1: - ns-
1 Man painter gives us seysral pieces in whiell he
1 ontsteps himself. The one which shows *km
, lest 7 ., In ,, or s'no s-7,:nine horizon blazing froto
i the windows of a suburban highway 11 ,4n1 not
I be pointed out for it will catch every eye if
! Mr. Watson could have left the cattle 'ont of

It.
this and a noble waterfall on the same wals toe

f made Canadien artlsr,
should have had a very  fine pair of pictures.

sMr. Lawson, another se 
'hais  three very ambitions and noetie son themn
Italien pieces. They are in that unfinished
condition that draws much upon the imagina-
tien. The cactus bower is a very happy con-
ception, and the twilight hillside with a
goat wandering upon it le very sugges-
tive of Capri or the goat Island where
it is said to have been painted. Mrs.
Edwards has given as her chef d'oeuvre in portrai-
ture the well-known face of the late Mr.

, Edwards, of Clarence on the Ottawa. She aise
contributes some excellent flower pieces, one on
the principal wall of trilliums, tinged wit h the
pinkish hue which with them foretels doc.ass
- e few in the hall-way, one shovvin; the

' el day and another of evening on the
, of the flowers. Mr. Boisseau again sends

traits and again steps beyond the boundary
s . portrait in the head of a half intoxicated

rustic enjoying a glass of brandy. A criticism
4 is passed on the injustice done these heads by
' their own backgrounds. Another picture

I showing a toper demurely contemplating !lie
bottom of an empty beer-jug bears the
legend. " Not lost but gone before." Me

1
1 Rephael is singularly unequal in his work.

; ' The picture he shows this year is one
-ar Ms most fortunate. It represents a prieet
eetching with a high white umbrella over
ina, The original of this sketch expressed

;reat amusement at being without his know-
ledge captured and exhibited by his companion

land preceptor. One of two pictures by Mr.
Brymner, which appear in the top row of this
wall seems to us to deserve some notice—a re-
presentation of sheep on a hillside painted In
subdued tones. Mr. Woodcock appears in two
little bits of French landscape which serve as a
reminder of his interest in the exhibition. Mr.
Cox sentis &gentry painting less ambitious but
not less valuable than that of last year. Mr.
linel shows a true feeling of the mea in Ys little
pleure of 'the first on the ground," showing
the first boat of the Banks fishing fleet withats

•sr shee aot +rid Us sels down while the rest of
, the test is approaching in the distance.

--
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ANNUAL SPRING EXH BITIOR-
The annual spring exhibition of work-

by Canadien artists, under the auspices of
the Montreal Art Association, opens to-day
and will continue open for the inspection of
the publie for two weeks. The Exhibition
was open to the Press yesterday and a re-
presentative of the HERALD had the plea-
sure of viewing, under the guidance of the
energetic Secretary, the valuable collection,
which is certainly second to none ever hell
under the auspices of the Association, i
embracing, as it does, some beautiful ex-
hibits of oil paintings and water colours. 1
Our purpose is not, at present, to i
enter into any detailed description of the !
works of art on view, but a general idea of
what the exhibit embraces may be oppor-
tune. The exhibit of water colours is one
of the principal features, and is certainly a
handsome one. The pictures are hung oil 1
screens, placed in front of the Association's
own collection, and the arrangement re-
flects much credit on the Secretary, Mr.
English, who had the direction. Among
the water colours shown those of Messrs.
R. O'Brien and Henry Sandham deserve
particular mention. *The former artist
shows a large number of water colours,
among which his view of "Mount
Eboulemont" is the chef d'oeuvre
Hie scene in " Gaspe Bay" and
"Ti Fishermen beaching their boats in .
a gale" are equally deserving of mention.
Mr. Henry Sandham's " Curling " and
"Crossing the Mountain" descriptive • of
Canadian winter sports are very beautiful
in execution. Mr. Bernard Evan's " On
the Hill at Barmouth Junction" is a work
of much beauty and reflects credit on the
talent of the artist. Mr. E. F. Gagen's
designs of flowers are very realistic .and
beautiful, M:. Harrington Bird contributes 1
a fine work in his "Scene on York River '.
Maine " which is one of the prettiest designs
on exhibit. di. M. Matthews has also a
number of lbeantiful designs on view among .

'which his'" Wet Day in the White Moun-
tains' ()tilts 'for speeial mention. Among
the , other artists who contribute
are Messrs Judson, Barlow Smith,
T. M. Martin, F. N. Verner and others who
all show works of the highest merit. The
oil painting collection which is a very fine
one includes works by such well-known
artists as Mr. Paul Peel., of London, Out.,
Mr. Homer Watson, Mr. Lawson, Mr.
Boisseau and other Canadiens. Taken as
a whole,the exhibit is far in advance of any
previous year and the Direotors of the As-
sociation are to be congratulated on afford-
ing to the loyers of art such a treat. The
gallery commencing to-day will be open
every dey from ten o'clock to six and in
the evening from eight o'clock until ten.
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ART CLASSES.
The Art Association of Montreal,

.Lnnounce the opening heir Art Classes,
about the 1st OctoIir next, under the
direction	 .

31:R.	 .HARRIS, R. C. A.
It ison	 D give in these classes,

em afic	 tien after the manner of
the French St os.

Session about seven mnnths.
For terms, and further information

apply to

Montreal, Gt

'fiT Montreah

S. ENGLISH,
Secretary.

bA 1883.	 214

under	 nucctn.
HARRIS, R.C.A.,

JURY,' NOW CoPIEN•
In these Classes syst:ematie instruction

after the manner of the French Studios is

rnonthp, in .two Terms.
For further information, apply to

S. ENGLISH,
gecretary.

Montreal, 12th October, 18,8 	 _3.	 244
••n•••••=0m.orB IONIMMarlag 

L .:

ssented to 25th May, 1883 IHER Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of theenate and House of Commons of Canada, enacts asfollows :—
,

1. Nothing contained in any Statute, relating to Lotteries,
now in force in Canada, or in any Province thereof, shall beread or construed as making it an offence :—

(a ) For any incorporated Society,  establishe'd for thê en-couragement of Art, or for any Officer or Age:it thereof, to
distribute by lot among its members or ticket:holders, anypaintings, drawings or other works of Art, produced by thelabor of the members of, or published by or under thedirection of such incorporated Society ; or

b.) For such member or ticket-holder to share in such dis-

An Act to amend the Çv respecting Lotteries.
—

b.-

tribution.
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ART UNION./
--

The Art Association of Montrear uave
decided to reintroduce an Art U..a.m.
The chief obj , cts they have thus in view are
wofold in the first place to encourage a

; mite in Canada for etching, which is now re-
giving so much more attention than form-

:rly by some of the best of American and
European artists ; and, s.condly, to enable
them to purchase pictures in oil and water
color by Canadian artists at the forthcoming
spring exhibition in Montreal, which will
be distributed as prizes to the Art Union sub-
scribers

The Council are to be congratulated on
the etchings they have selected for this pur-
pose. They are two ; one of them is by Mr.
Stephen Parrish, of Philadelphia, a scene on
the upper Hudson, the size 10x18. His well
known skill in giving 'motion to his clouds
and in tho arrangement of masses of light
and shade find a fair,411ustration in this pic-
ture and justifies Mr 1,Hamerton's opinion
that he is one of mosiPhonest workmen of
the needle which Ameria possesses.
; The readers of ,ilarper's Magazine for July

last may have noticed an exquisitely design-
; ed and delicately executed engraving, as a
' frontispiece, entitled "The Witch's Haugh-
ter." The artist is Mr. F. S. Church, of New

; York, a son of him who painted the best
c known, perhaps, as well as the most meri-
torious of the larger landscapes of American
scenery. We mean that known as " The
Heart of the Andes." From this able young
mandhe Art Association have fortunately se-
cured the second of tile two etchings. It
represents a maiden sitting on the branch of
a tree near the trunk. Beyond her, and ex-
tending along this branch to its extremi-
ty, are perched a row of owls
looking into the maiden's face, with
the gravity of judges, and as wise as weather
profits. It is called I , A Lesson in Wisdom."
The beautiful lines of this picture, uniting
as they do correct drawing, with freedom
and gracefulness, a delicacy of treatment,
which is devoid of any appearance of weak-
ness, and a variety of expression without
affecting the necessary unity of purpose,
will, we believe, make this not the least po-
pular of the many popular works of this
rising artist.

It may be proper to add that each sub
scriber to the Art Union of five dollars will
feceive one of these beautiful etchings, and,
in addition, be entitled to a chance in the
lottery of the works of art in oil and water
colour.

The usual trade price of each copy is
actually worth more than the subscription.
That of The Upper Hudson" was intended
to be published, by the artist, at twelve
dollars, and a copy of Mr. Church's etching
is fully of equal value and about the same
in size. The Art Association have acquired
the copyright of both plates, and impressions
can now only be obtained from them. Spe-
cimens may ntw be seen at the various book
stores in this city, and at the Art Association,
and we believe that copies will also bq sent
to various parts of the Dominion, with the
object of securing their support to this com-
mendable enterprise.

1 Ti-if advertisement of the nel le
of the Art Association has appeared foi
some days in the columns of our dail3
journals. Those who havp seen it know
we refer to the Art classes which are to
open in about a fortnight, and those who
are at all interested in the Fine Ar:_
know that this step is one of vital impor-

lance, - the results of which cannot fail to
be helpful. The lack hitherto has not
been of earnest and intelligent teachers,
for of such there are several in our city,
but of a' 37steni of Art education in which
the teacher is independent of all but the
artistic progress of his pupils, in which he
can carry them further than is possible in
private teaching. Sueli a system
has been adopted by the Associa-
tion. In its technique it Alembics
that of th continental studios,- In these
it is assumed that the pupils are sincere-
ly desirous C.,f doing good wqrk, that tliey
have already pused„;ough the pre-
liminary stages of their education, and
that the function of the teacher is not to
see that they are diligent or to se c ure
immediate results, but to direct their ef-
forts towards the most helpful stm'ies
and exercises, a training in short of the
Arsofessional and not that of the dabller.
Judged by results, this system commends
itself J 'and is more widely useful than in
the edncatiort of those who are to become
professional artists ; for the foundation
of suooessful painting or sculpure is not
the manipulation of the brush or cb:sel,
but the training of the eye to
see with perfect 'acenr4ey, and
afterwards the command '  of the
hand to produce exactly the stroke or
touch som4ht for. That this trainin ,; ofAlitiltmind and hap - , 	in a wider
sphere thitg'art he . . o'proof.

It is beiewse the foundare5n Of Suô-ces--
ful performance is so simple that one
teacher and one system is quite adequate
to begin with. The art school train the
eye and hand; the vehicle, whether :L be
pencil or paint, is comparatively i.rdif-
ferent, and instruction in purely techni-
cal processes will doubtless be given as it
is required, so that we may 'congratulate
ourselves that a sillool from which wo
may expect good work will so soon open
its first session& In Mr. Harris jae Asso-
ciation has se reel a teacher whose
pastreporcl justifies us in c xpe.tting
earnektness and efficiency. A .Canadian
by birth, he has become foram ar
in the stndio of Bonnat, with the teacn-

,

 ing of French studios. The pictures he
has exhibited, not only in Canadii lilt in
the Paris Salon and the Royal Aca lemy
in London, show that he can do good
work himself, a his success while

, teaching in the . aronto ,Art... School
' proves that he pc_.,.;sses the, eq* ' 1, im-

portant gif e. of imparting his knowledge to
, others. He has also been selected bY
the Government to pent a picture of the

7ebec Conferen^1 antecedent to the
-, -1deration of the Dominion. Govern-

latrony the world over may not
! re most worthy. In this

..erse. 'II, -	 Aion of Mr. Harris was felt
to ' : 'it, 'Ictory by those best qualified

- , ais brother artists. We trust
V] . -...e community will sho/, its appre-
ciation of 1 opportuillty .-altsk offered,
Kri. only in ,. e number of pupils, but by
a i;fidespreau and intelligent interest
and , ympathy with the effort.

Kg
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Long before the hour announced for the

arrival of the special train from Ottawa, with
His Excellency the Governor General and

Her Royal Highness the Pu i icess Louise and

their suite on board, both the interior and

the immediate vicinity of the Bonaventure
Station was packed with crowds of spectetors,
all anxious to get a lock et the Viceregal

party as they passed. A guard of honour,
consietiag of 100 men of the 65th Mount
Royal P.ffies, with the regimental band, wag
drawn up ontaide the depot, at open order,
with shouldered arms, and tee their Excel-
lencies stepped on to the platform on the ar-

rival of the train at half-past three o'clock,
the usual royal salute wan given. A de-

tachment of over 100 members of the city
police, under Chief of Police Paradis and
Deputy Chief Naegele, were also preeent.

The viceregal party was received and
accompanied to the carriages in waiting by
Hia Worship the Mayor and the aldermen,
Col Dyde, C M G, LieuteCol Worsley (Bra
gents Major), Lient-Col Lemontagne and Mr
Joseph Hickson. The viceregal party were
compete' of Eti8 EXCellellf y the Governor-
General, H R H the Princess 14011180, Col and
Mrs DeWinton, Major Collins, Capt Begot,
Miss McNeill, Miss Hervey and Lord John
Hervey. Air Henry E.twards, M 1', of Deg
land, also accompanied the party from Ot-
tawa.

In the first carriage were His Excellency
the Governor-General, Her 11 lest Highness
and Col DeWtnton ; in the gecond carriage,
Lord John Hervey, Mre DeWinton, Miss
MiNeiLl anci Miss Hervey, and in the third,
Cept Begot and His Worship the Mayor.

As the Princess aed the viccregal party
entered the Windsor, the S. George's Cross,
which had beau fleatiog above the building
daring the day, was hauled down, and the
Royal eztandardshoisted in preu eigetiltsnce

hoes, rincee the

/11•0=aallarafarfiallranAs e
he nations of France and of Germany ook
upon it as a matter of course that the ea • Wry
should possess fit residences. Why eh id we
not follow an example so obviously g and,
because we rightly ask the Judges of Abe Su -

preme Court and the Federal .blinis y to re-
side at the capital, furnish them pith the
means of coing so in a manner iultId to the
dignity of this nation ?

r orgive me for detaining you at 1 ngth, but
in speaking to you it is impossibl not to re-
member that I am addressing the fwealthiest
and greatest community in the cou try. Mon-
treal must always keep her pre-emi ent post-
tion.on the et. Lawrence, situated as she is at
the end of the ocean waterways which form
80 imperial an avenue to the artificial na-
vigation connecting the great lakes that lie
at the limits of the vast grain region of the
prairies. But while our thoughts nsturally
turn westward to the vast interior with gra-
titude to the Giver for so wondrous a wealth
in the new soils of the central continent, let
us be thankful also for the Providence which
has enabled our thrifty and hardy people to
turn to good account tee banks on both sides of
the great etream flowing (roui this seawards.
Let ;us be thangeul that this great arterial
channel has tempted people not only up its
own current but up the channels of its tribu-
taries, and that under the guidance of men like
Labelle and others, we are gradually leaving
the great country to the North opened up by
settlements which have soread a.ong the Ot-

tawa, the River Rouge, the Lievre and the
Saguenay, until the long silent shores of Leke
St. lohn have became the busy scenes of agri-
cultural life. Let us be g •atefal also that we
have this country garrisoned by men who are
as true to the cobstitution and the throne as
they are grat -.ful to their church, and while we
direct our own young men and the youthful
emigrant frem Europe to the north and to the
west, let us take care to point out to the
stranger the advantages which are so manifest
here for those svho either (te- irere a city life, or
who wish to reside up In the fruitful and long
cleared fatras of the ancient proviuces of oer
Canada.

Now, Monsieur le Metre accept our thanks
and our farewe 1, Lut lit me express our wish
that our parting may be only for a time, and
au revoir.

Hon. Justice MACKAY read the address
which was as follows :-
To His Excellency the R'ght Honourable

Sir John Sutherland Douglas Campbell
Marquis of Lorne, one of Her Majesty't
Most Honourable Privy Council, Knight of
the Most Ancient and Most Noble uraer of
the Thistle, anct Knight Grand Cross of the
Most Distinguished Order of St Michael
and Rt. George, Governor-General of Cana-
da, Vice-Admiral of the same, etc., etc..
etc , and to Her Royal Highness the
Princess Louise.

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY

We, the undersigned, as representatives of
the Art Associetion of the City of Montreal,
beg to tender to Your Excellence and Her
Royal Highrees our grateful thanks for the
constant interest which you have menifested
in the progress of Canadian Art in general,
and in tue welfare of this Association in par-
ticular. en soli

Wueu our Gallery was formally opened, the
occasion wee hononred by your mesence, and,
as we conceive, you tnen inaugurated a new
stage in Art mraters in this city ; your inter-
est in our work has been further manifested
by the fact that Your Excellency and Her
Royal Highness have been patrons of this in-
stitution from the outset.

Moreover, to your Excellency's active and
sympathetic encouragement is due the very
initiation of the Royal Canadian Ac dense'.
and this Association has not only benefited by
Her Royal Highness' pate , nage, but its Gai-
ley has been erased by the productions of her
pencil.

Her Gracious Majesty wile we doubt not,
ever te worthily represented in this Dominion
in the person of her viceroy, but we are Con-
fident that no one who will oceuey so distin-
guished a place:as that which Your Excellency
siss so ably filled, will ever labor more
earnestly to promote the best interests of this
great and growing country.

We believe that true Art In an important
factor in the education and refinement of
mankind, and in connection with Art the
name of Your Excellency will ever be held in
remembrance by the members of this Art As-
sociation.

With every good wish for the continued
health and happiness of yourself and Her
Royal Highness, and with sentiments of de-
voted loyalty to our Sovereign,

We bcg to remain.
Your Excellency's faithful servants,

ROBERT MACKAY,

ft. W. NORMAN,
Vice- President.

THOS. WHITE, M.P.,
F. WOLFERSTAN THOMAS,

Members of Council.
S. ENGLISH,

ontreal, October 15th, 1831.

THE REPLY.

Hi	 xcellency replied as follows :-
To the t Association of Montreal :

GENTL Ex -Believe us one of the gr test
pleasures e have had during our re ence
in Canada, lies in the part we have b	 able
to take In co-operating and advanci the in-
terests for which you so diligently 1	 r.

The ?limners as au artist has be with you
heart end soul in your desire to spread a
knowledge of art, which shall benefit trade as
well as conduce to improvement in taste in
public galleries and buirtiengs and in the cora•
fort of home life.

Montreal can do much to promote the in-
terests of art in the Dominion, and from tee
manner In which in a short time so much has
been done, we may be confident that no man
in future shall be able to say that Canada is
too rough and too rude a country to feet the
useful and ennobling impulse to be found in
the cultivation of art.

ut the magnitude of the contract appears to I,
Ive justified its mention. Two Boston I

nabs refer to it as " in all prooability the
St floral order that has ever been given
Ingle house in the country." It re-

two special cars to transport the ma-
this city, and in carrying out the

contract)Mr. Galvin used over 20,000 roses
-Jacqueminots, Souvenirs, Marshal Neile,
Baroness Rothschild, Bon dilenes and other
varieties ; 20,000 carnations of different
colors ; 1,000 spikes of tuberoses; 600
bunches violets ; 1,000 sprays of heliotrope;
2,000 strings of smilax ; 2,000 yards of Eng-
lish laurel and other fl )were and foliage in
propertion. Ten fierista were brenght h"s
for the work, and Mr. Thos. F. Galvin, the
senior member of the farm, personally super-
intended it. Whilst no one coula romp
admiring the ensemble, it required perhaps
more than a cursory glance to realize
the amount of labor, the expenditure of
flowers and foliage and the outlay
involved. It was not 80 dIficult
though, when one considered, for instance,
that Boston roses at 25 cents and 5,0 cents
each were used by the box. The effect cer-
tainly was admirable. From the moment of
arrival at the grand stairway one had a
glimpse of what had been done. Beautiful
foliage graced and sweet flowers shed
their fragrance around the statues on the
newel posts. Above, as one ascended, hung
cornucopias. And what more fitting than
those borne of plenty, emblematic of the
prosperity which so happily reigns in the
fair D minion of which the noble pair
are about to take their last farewell. At the
head of the stairs again there was another
lavish display of choice plants in blot m, and,
looking down the corridors, a wealth cf ver-
dure met the eye. Strung from every
column were gracetul festoons of laurel and
smilax, to which were attached at intervals
bunches of roses, carnations or colendulas.
Over each window and doorway similar fes-
toons were looped ; mirrors were sue-
r uuded, mantels adorned, with masses of

ii
cell, whence exotic plants raised their state-
heads. In the drawing-room and along

the main passages leading to the supper
rooms, the same leading ideas were carried
out. In the ball room festoons of laurel 120
feet in length, radiating to the four coraers,
were suspended from the apex of the central
dome, and the chandeliers were looped with
sprays of the same, every loop being enriched
with sweet roses and carnations. From the
gaselier in the centre depended a ball on
which, worked on a ground work of smilax,
were the initials a L. L.," one letter in yel-
low colendulite and the other in dark crimson
carnations. From each of the smaller gase-
liers hung globes of roses, gladiola, carnu-
tions and heliotrope. The walls of the room
were festooned in a manner similar to those
of the corridors, the laurel being relieved by
bunches of dahlias and roses in deep colore
and crossed with graceful folds of bunting in
rtd and white. Each end of the room was
treated correspondingly and in the
windowe and between the mirrors
were stands of flowers in bloom.
At one side of the hall, to the right of the

	

T' 	e ae erected for their Excel-

J. L. BEAUDRY,
Mayor.

arty at the	 • deor, the Mayor and A.,der-
men waited upon His Excellency and Her
Ileyal Highness ire the palters of the bute',
tor the purpose ot presenting

THE CORPCRATION ADDRESS.

The names of the members of the City
Council are Ald. Grenier, Donovan, Jean-
notte, Laurent, Hood, Robert, J. C. Wilson,
Thoa. Wilson, Mooney, Holland, Beauchamp,
Beausoleil, Stevenson, hionnt, Roy, Farrell,

ea a Hagar, Fairbairn, Brown, Dubuc, MeSta le,
Tausey, Berger, Rail:mile, Prevost, Stroud

**,and Generenx. Mr. Rouer R Q C., (City
Attorney) represented the City Clerk, Mr.

sees Charles enact meyer, who was unavoidably
detained at Quebec owing to the serious
illness of his daughter.

His Worship the MAYea read the follow-
ing address :-
ees Eaceiteincy- the Right Htfildffiti?•1

Johnieutheriand Dooglas Campbell. Mar-
quis of Lorne, one of fier Majesty's Most
teonorable Privy Council, Knight of the
Most A.nelent and Mold Noble Order of the
lhestle, Knight Grand Cross of the Distin-
guished vrder of St Michael and be
George, Governor-heverai or the Domin-
ion of Canada and Vice-admiral or the
same, etc., etc., etc

MAT IT PLEASE YOUR Fie ELLENCy :-
We, the Mayor and Aide] men of the city of

Montreal, as represent ng the citizens of Mon-
treal. beg leave to exp•eas to Your Excellency
on the eve of your departure from amongst us,
at once our grateful sense of the benefits which
your administration has conferred upon our
country and city and our regret that the ties
which connected you with us are so soon to be
severed.

On Your Excellency's arrival In Canada, we
were proud to bid you welcome. not only as
our Sovereign's representative, but also as the
son-in-law of our revered snd beloved Queen.
The appointment to the Viceregal digeltv of
one who held such close relations with Her
Majesty, and which implied the residence in
canada of a daughter of the eoyal house of
England was smart( of confidence and regard
that called forth all the loyae. devotion of
which our hearts were capable.

In the years which have elapsed since that
auspicious event, we have learned to esteem
and honor you for your own worth. We have
had the fullest oppore unity oc appreciattpg
the nobility of your character. the loftiness of
your aims, and the cordial and kindly interest
that you have ever shown in all that tended
to promote our welfare at d hominess.

From first to last It has been your evident
desire to use the influence nf your exalted eosi-
tton for our good ; to develop the resources-of
our oountry ; to aid in our inteliectuat ad
moral advancement ; to guide and stimutets
our spirit of patriotism, and to increase our
prestige in the ey•s of other 'retinue.

Your Excel euey's name and efforts are assn
elated with an impulse to immigration to
these shores, which is without precedent in,

eee e r e Fvory h n ie work for ttrel
furtherance of commeree and industry, or the
extension of means of communication, has
had 3 our enlightened a el fruitful sympathy.
Science anti literature have had your thought-
ful attention and received a ere snit lus at your
hands, from which much may be expected
We acknowledge with gratitude Your Excel-
leney's interest in the work of education, an
your generous encouraeement of our institu-
teOLUS of learning lee yourseif stud your Royal

•consort, Canadian Art is indebted for a patron-
age and support which have already producsd
most hopeful results.

Such impressions of Y. ur Excellency's pre-
sence amongst us are pot likely to be effeced,
and, though we sincerely reg et that circum-
stanoes do not permit its longer continuance
it is some solace that your tell ranee for good
wilt remain after you are gone, and that you
will leave behind you, not only happy memo-
ries, but proud memorials of your beneficial
rule.

the kindness which prompted Your Ex-
cellrncv to accept our invitation and to pay us
this farewell visit, the eitizens of Montreal
have another evidence of that anxiety to meet
the wishes of the people which has cnaracter •
lzed your whole adminstration. Be assured,
my Lerd, that the courte -y and good feeling
that did not hesitate to give us this opportu-
nity of bidding you God steed are duly priz
by every member of this community. Be as-
sured. my aord, of our loyal attachment to Ber
Horal Highness and yourself. arid accept our
sincere wishes for your success and happiness
In whatever sphere of duty you may be-called
to till.

CHARLES GLACKMEYER,
City Clerk.

Montreal, 15th October,
The following addressee were also present-

ed at the same time :-
yawl THE CALEDONIIN SOCIETY,

To His Excellency the Right Honorable Sir
John Douglas - utherrand Campbell,
Marquis of Lorne, Governor-General ot
the Dominion of Canada, and Vice-Ad-
miral of the same, etc.

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY : -
The officers and members of the Caledonian

Society of Montreat desire to express to Your
Excellency with what deep regret they have
heard of your approaching d :Texture from
this Dominion.

that- eon having permitted yourself to he
elected Honorary Patron of this Society, which
has for its objects the eualvatien of the lan-
guage. literature, patriotism and traditions of
the Scottish people, Is an honor done to it,

which has been very highly appreciated, be-
cause not only as the descendant of a long
line of patriote, martyrs and philosophers, but
as inheriting the noble qualities of your an-
cestors, you reflect honor upon the society to
which you have so graciously extended your
patronage.

That toe members of this society tender to
Your Excellency their fervent wishes for the
future happiness of yourself and your Royat
Consort, the Princees Louise. and pray the
Most High to gr +lit Your Excellencies a safe
and piesaant voyage to your native land, and
the choicest of Heaven's% blessings to attend
you during, we trust, the long ana usefui life
before you.

bigued on behalf of the Society.
JOHN ROBERTSON,

President.
Jotter MOLAREN,

becretary.
WIC GREW.
DAVID GUTHRIE,

Committee.
Montreal, October 15th, 1833.

PROM THE ST. JEAN BAPIISTE SOCIETY.

To His Excellency the Right Hon. Sir John
Doug as eutherhued Campbell (commonly
known as the Marquis of Lorne), oee of
the members of Her s1s-jesty's Pris y Coun-
cil. Knight of the most ancient and ncone
Orderot the Thistle, Knight of the Grand
Cross of the most distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George, Governer-
General of Canada and Vice-Admiral of
the same, etc.

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY :-

The Rt. Jean Baptiste Association of Mon-
treal, struck with selmiratien at the earnest
interest disp'aved by Your Excellency in re-
gard to everetning that effects the French-
Canadian nationality in Canada, feels it their
duts to take this oc sasion to offer to Your Ex-
cellency the acknewlegement of their most
sincere thanks and of their profound grail-
tide.

Coming into existence in the midst of a poli-
tical tumult. aud founded by men of an zeal-
ous patriotism, the St.. Jean Baptiste Associa-
tion of Montreal appears to have been created
as an obi ct to concord,the result of the valour
Of the Freuch Cenadlan nat'onality, and it
has been the centre from which has sprung all
similar societies in Canada and the Umted
States.

Your Excellency has had the advantage of
seelpg for yourself with what enthusiasm snd
ardour the French Cansdian nationality takes
occasion to celebrate its natienal fete, to give
to the country toe example of a people ani-
mated by a utrity of the same language and
the came faith.

It is with a sentiment of the great admira-
tion that this Association has witnessed these
efforts crowned with success, winch have been
made by your Excellency to encourage art,
science, Industry, agriculture and literature,
so indispensible to our national prosperity.

And it is, above all, with a legitimate feeling
of pride that we have heard Your Excellency,
on each occasion that was afinrded, reader
testimony to our race and affirm by your noble
example the rights of our language in this
country.

Moreover, at the momsnt of celebrating the
fiftieth anniversary of Its foundation, the St.
Jean Baptiste Associatio i had hoped to have
associated with it the names of the Marquis
of Lorne and his royal spouse, the Princess
Louise, at this brilliant dam mstration.

lout the departure of Your Excellency
depriving us of this fsvor, the St.
Je in	 Baptiste	 Association of Mont-
real felt it their duty in the name
of the French Canadian element of Canada to
offer to your Excellency tue most sincere
expression of their appreciation of the services
which you have rendered to the country.

May Divine Providence grant to Your Exce'-
lemsy and Hex Royal Highness the Princess
Louise a 1on4 continuance of svelfere and
prosperity and e,ernii t you to enjoy to its fullest
extent the satesfaction of knowing that - ou
carry with you the affection and esteem of • e
peeple that abide by the River St. Lawreut

steered on lac ,alfoft' e Ageociation,

Corporatioa - rese, y took
occasion to say, with reference to the last two
addresses, that while he would always
be    4de lighted  W  to 10,C7. vo any
dress from any body of C medians
he would like to say that the
Governor Gene rat of the country should only
be approached by a body of citizens as Cana
didn't, und not as any particuiar society or
organization. 11e appreciated the kindly
sentiments contained in these two addresses,
but he would suggest for the future that the
Governor General of Canada should be ad-
dressed by the eit'z ms of any town or dis-
trict simply as Cansdiaes. He then read
hit reply to the Corporation address as fol-
lows :-
To the Mayor and Corweration of the City of

Montreal : -
GENtLEMEN -Your kind words remind us

Few, ot ati,ut arg ty. ,,Mve wkteg km
done than of any accomptishment of those de-
sires. It is but littse that an individuat placed
at the head of your Crovetnment, as Its impar-
tial chief msgtstrate, can or may do, and it is
perhaps as well that this is so, for It would be
a matter cf regret, and one to be deplored, if
the esteem in which that high office is held
should dspend on ar.y individual's capacity
for capturing popular sympathy. The posi-
tion is one cap tb,e of much good in moierat-
ing counsel, arid evea in toe suggestion of
methods of procedure in government ; but
any action toe head of the ,,-tata may take
must be unknown, except at rare intervals, to
the public, and must always be of such a
nature that no p irty may claim him es their
especial friend. Asa sign of the union of your
country with the rest of the Empire, he has
other functions whim it may be in hie power
greatly to use tor your benefit, but stesm com-
munication has made the advent of emigrants
(sexy, and the emigrant is a better advertiser
for you than any official can be. In short, so
far as toe public activity of a Gov-
ernor-General is eoncerned, he should
rely rather on the approbation of pos-
terity Dean on any personal recognition,
taking care only that his name be associated
with constitutional rale ry his impartial re-
cognition of whatever ministry the country
through the House of Commons elects for Iris
advice. I, is a source of much satisfaction to
use to me to know that my succsssor is cer-
tain to follow in this respect the example of
the Queen whose representative he is.

It would be impertinence in me to speak of
his private character, for they who would
desire to know of this have only te hear what is
seid by his loving tenantry alai friends on his
estates in Cenaty Kerry, Ireland, where an
emphatic tribute to his personal worth, has
been lately pied him at Derreen. In a few days
he will laud upon your shores, and I am cer-
tain he will roceive that warm welcome which
a generous and loyal people are ever ready to
accord to tLe temporary representative of
constItutiona• government.

Yov nave seitered, sir, to that happy day in
November, Ive years ago. wheu Moatreal
gave un eo so,snciid a weiceme. 1 repeember
when the horses became unmanageablle it was
the good-wilier* the citizen to honoi us by
detachleg them, end by drawing the carriage
for a long distance until we reached tue great
Windsor Rote. I told them at the time that
I considered lt an omen of to a Governor
might always trust to them for support. That
impression sees strengthened during my stay
in Canada, together vath th s other, namely,
that if anyteing goes wrong it is easy for
the people to taxe matters Into their own
hands, and te change the proeramme, substi-
tuting another where order and active pur-
pose may he clearly discerned.

My iesidelee amoegrit you has lad me
greatly to honor your people, and in honoring
them it has been my privilege to honor also
Its men of both p trties la the state who have
been chosen by the constituencies to lead their
political life. Almost the only pain I have
experienced , during my term here has been
caused by the personal attacks which are too
frequently made on both sides against party
men. Believe me, geutlemen, such personat
attacks do no good in advancing any cause,
but belitLe the nation in the eyes of strangers.
They are also as a r Me as uuwarrantable as
they a e repulsive, useless and mischievous.
I have seen "good deal of the public life and
of the politisians of many countries, and I un-
hedtatingly aft m that you have in geeeral
in Cauada al pure and noble-minded states-
men as ins)' be found anywheee the wide
world Oyer Where, in ether lands, you see
those who have had political power and pa-
tronage occapying palaces and raising them-
sexes to be among:4 the richest ce the people,
we here see perhaps too much of the other ex-
treme, and men who have led parties to bathe
and been the victorious lea 'ers in honest po-
litical etrintare tco of en left to live in houses
which an engdeh squire would not consider
good euough tor his bailiff. This leads me to
speak to you of a wish which I have often
cherished, but which. to reveal a Cabinet se-
cret, I have , ever succeeded in persuading
any canad)an statesman to support by a
speech in the Chambers of the e egielature.
They fear, I suppose, that selfishness would be
assigned as their motive. I therefore come to
you, the people, to propose it, and to ask you,
the representatives and citizens of the weal-
thiest community in Canada, to Mee it no. I
is this : that we enould have at Ottawa offisi
residences not only for the Judg-s of the S
p• eme Court, but for the Dom in o o MI nistere
the day. This. of course, a mst r which wo Id
indifferently benefit whatever perty may be
• r power. Should you entourage the 1
through your resrssentatiser, iou
be only following en the tore tep
many other peoples. Ever	 lilt e
in Germany previd s god reeld
for its ministers, At Minn and at

K.T., G.C.2.1.0., 1' C.. Governor-General o
Canada. Visitor of McGill University, etc.

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY :-
We, the Governors, Principal and Fellows of

the University of McGill College,
Beg most respectfney to approach Your Ex-

cellency, now on the eve of your departure
fiom the Dominicn of Canada, to offer our
gratefut acknowledgments for the f 'more which
tins University has received from you. You
have hoeored it by your presence on various
occasions, by subs:antial aid and in uther ways
you have enabled it to extead its efil rienny
and we remember with par icular settle
faction the terms with which you SO
honorably distinguished the Prineipal
(row absent) and the Ben efactor of
the College on the occasion of the isying of
the foundation stone of the Peter Redpeth
Museum, and it may te pleasing to Your Ea
celleneT to learn chat /our ad eocscy st tbat
Nria-r; ttie° er •nTs° Zp*Ffi
Science has been attenced with beueficial
results.

We lemark with Weasure, having a common
interest i a the cause, that other universities ot
this Dominion, devoted to the advancement of
the !signer education, have received from
Your Exee.lency similar aid and encourage-
ment.

As a Usiversity we have participated in the
general prosperity of the Dominioa, and msy,
not inappropriately, declare our belief that
much is due to the real and superior intetii-
gence with which Yeur Exc Jamey has un-
folded the hitherto ueused resources of this
western quarter of tae Emptre, and enablee
tkose uescquainted with it to form some esti-
mate of its value.

May Your Excelency long live 'o erpy all
the nap Mess and honor which we cordially
desire for one who has deserved SO well of his
country.

To Her Royal Highness the Princess Lculse
we beg leave to offer our best wishes and pro-
nouns° our loyal affection, always delighted
to associate her with tier Mejesty the Queen,
whose example, we believe, has done mure for
the world than the posses-ion of any earthy
power alone coud accomplish.

Signed cm behalf of the University,
J. eettIER

Governor.
MostrneaL, Octob.r 15th, 1883.

THE REPLY.

His Excellency replied as follows :-

To the Governors, Members and Fellows of
the University of meG ill College :-

GENTLEMEN,-I thank you for coming your-
selves to say farewell to us and for the good

wishes and tue expression of loyal affection for
tier Majesty.

In other days, before matters connected
with education we.e formally vestsd in the
provincial governments, it was the privi-
lege of the representative of the Ciown
to be intimately connected with the
leadipg universities of the country.
of your trace and tavor he is still
nominally a visitor, and in receiv-

ing this ad tress from 3 on. I con-
sider that, you express the desire
of the highest educational estoblish meats in
the country that tue connection between Her
Majesty's representative and the Universdies
Shall not wholly cease.

I am sure it will always be a source of pride
to the Governor-Oenerai, as it has been to the
Princess and myself, to bn able in any manner
to assist the work undertaken by you, although
the head of the Canadian Government can
now only do so more as a private individual
than as an °Melee

In your case, anything that I have been able
to do has been net re than repaid by t he sup-
port I have received nose your honored Pr.n-
elpal in founding the Royal society of Canada
With bina as the first President the Society
began a sa-cet whirls I am sure will be sue-
eessful under his successors ; but in its com-
mencement under his auspices it secured the
services of a man as emineut i • science and
as remarkable fur his power in the manage-
ment of men as he is beloved for
his private viriues. He is now ab-
sent from us, and I am thus enabled
to speak ireely of hlm who has eut receotly
been at work among his scientific brethren in
England. prep tring for the visit to Montreat
nextyear of the British Association, a visit
which. 1 ara sure, Will be as measaut f the
members of these asocial ion as it will be pro-
Melee and agreeable to Canada.

Since I h .ve had ti a pleasure of making the
acquaintance of your benatus, magnificent
gifts have been bestewed upon your 'Troyer-
sity, and the McGill University of to-day
stands on a different and better fuoting as re-
garde ezid ,wments than it. did five years ago
May the patriotism and public feeling or your
citzeu8 Still further enable you to give fact ta
ties fo - the pi OseelltiOn of those st-dies which
equip your students to take au effective part
in the professional and public life of the CoLIO-
t y, and do so much towards elevating the is-
terieCtilal standard.

to

LORNE,
Montreal, 15th October, 1883.
After receiving the above addresses, Her

Royal Highness and His Excellency con-
versed for a f . -- -st' .utes with the Rev.'

Stearns
and Marquis, w en
own apartments.

Her Royal Highness Iroked the pl
health and heart ness. She was attired in a
travelling snit of brown satin, with brown
bonnet and lace sail. She was attended by
Mrs. DeWinton, Miss MeNeill and Miss
Hervey.

THE BALL.

From an early hour in the evening the
Windsor presented an aninneed scene.
Without, a constant succession of carriages
drew up at the ladles' entrance and deposited
their loads of brightly uniformed men and
cloaked and hooded ladies, who, bete een
admiring and perhaps envious rows of the
general public, ;Tainted io the brilliantly

lighted corridori wither.. Emerging frcm
the dressing rooms subsequently the y
mingled in the salons and formed, indeed, a
brilliant spectacle. Castly and ie aatiful
dresses contrasted with the uniforms of the
military eilicers and the Guard of Honor, and
made an ensemble in which the eye rested ou
the sombre black of the civilian evening
dress with a feeling of relied. Bat such
scenes have been pictured again and again)
and need not be dwelt upon. By those
who were present it will not EOM be forgotten,
and in the case of those who were rot so for-
tunate imagination will supply SOD20 idea,
though, perbape, an inadequate one. That
the attendance was both large and hielaly
fashionable may be gathered from the list
of names subjoiered. It embraced alike, to
use oft repeated phrases, the flower of our
manhood and tas grace and beauty of
Csnada's metropolis, and nowhere else in the
Dominion could such a scone be presented.
Many will recollect the splendid gathering
in the same halle to welcome the thea new
Governor-General and his royal wife,
and remember that occasion with feelings oc
pride and pleasure, as a truly reyal greet-
ings. Feelings also of pleasure, but plea-
sure tinged w.th regret, for was it not to say
those saddest of All words t) Farewell," will
be awakened when the gathelieg of last
night is recalled. That it suould be a fare.
well worthy of the noble pair was a laudable
ambition on the part of our eitizeas, and we
cannot hut Heinle His ExcelencW and tier
Royal Highness were gratified at the evident
desire to do them honor.

The Windsor, the scene of SO many
splendid gatherings, never looked more
regal than ou this occasion. Everything
which could add to the general s mcess had
been provided for by the committee and Mr.
Swett, the able manager. All was in keep-
ing, and the arrabgemeute generally were
beyond praise. Special attention had been
devoted to

THE DECORATIONS,

which were on a scale commensurate with
the brilliant nature of the assemblage. In a
spirit which did him honor, Mr. Swett had
determined that nothing should be
left wanting on his part to render
the occasion a remarkable -one ; in every
detail, he showed a liberality and a
desire to second the efforts of the committee
to the utmost of his power, aud in no parti-
cular was this more noticeable than in re-
gard to the decorations. So soon as the ball
woe decided upon, the well-known Boston
firm of fit rists, Galvin Bros., was secured,
and no limit, in reason, was put to the ex-
pense. Messrs. Galvin, in the result, have
fully justified their reputation and the cotfe
deuce of the Windsor manager. The same
firm, it may be remembered, decorated the
rooms at the time of the carnival ball, alai
their success then was very marked ; on
the present occasion, -however, they sur-
passed what they then did. Some idea of
the extensive nature of the preparation may
be gleaned from the fact that several Boston
papers thought it worth while t t call atteu-
Mon to them, one journal, with a magnificent
wealth of imaginati at, termed the fact a

Homage from Royalty to Republicans Bos-
"	 Thet, of course. is a merete

figs e of speech, but it nevertheless
sugg sts the thought that if we had in Mon-
treal arorad our Royal Mountain, one or
two fl nists with half the enterprise possessed
by those of Republican B Aston " such para-
graphs could never appear in foreign papers.

and feetoone	 bay, for
swer

al dno rilneed" Wee r tr:11)°1111 b0-8, aasnkde tba roofucn' hdo -; he efi
smilax, ferns and foliage plants lent the]
charm to the scene.

In the viceregal apartments, aej fining th
grand corridor, the choicest flowers war
lavished . Streamers, bouquets, baskell
wreaths of costly blossoms, relieved by fern
and smilax, made a veritable bower and she
a sweet fragrance oa the viceregal and royi
farewell occupancy of the chambers. A
has been remarked, all the decorations wet
carried out under the persenal superintend
ence of Mr. Thos , F. Galvin, and wit
what success the result showed.

By nine o'clock the stairways and comities
were filled to their fullest exeint, the once

sary space Diann; Kept ey tas gusto or nonor
of 100 mea, furnished by the Montreal Garri-
son Artillery, and under command of Capt.
Tomball, Lient. Stevenson and Lieut.
Dsvideon. The guard formed a double line
the whole length of the corridor from the
balaroom door to the head of the stairway.
About half-past nine the viceregal party
proceeded from their own apartments to the
Parlors and thence walked up between tha
lines of the guard of honor and entered the
ball-room,where they took seats upon the dais,
and in a few moments the Music struck up
and the

QUADRILLE OF HONOR

was formed as follows :-
His Excellency,

Mrs Thos Ryan.
His Worship the Mayor,

11.R.H Princess Louise.
Hon. Justice Johnson,

Mrs. J. R. Thibaudeati.
Hon. Peter Mitchell,

Mrs. J. S. C. Wurtele.
Hon. J. R Thibaudeau,

Mrs Stearns.
Chief Justice Sir A. A. Dorion,

Mrs. Johnson.
Mr. Thomas White, M.P.,

Mrs. Joseph Hickson.
Mr. Andrew Robertson,

Mrs. Oswa'd.
U. S. Consul-General Stearns.

Mrs. Hector Mackenzie.
Mr. M. H. Gault, M.P.

Mrs. Geoftelon.
Mr. Russell Stephenson.

Mrs. DeWint oa.
Hon. L. O. Tallion,

Mrs M. H. Genii.
The quadrille finished the subjoined pro-

gramme which wes proceeded with :-
1. Que .:irate 	 Sofia ' e
2. Waltz.
3. Galop
4. Lancers
5. Weitz
6. Polka
7. Wait
8. Lancers
9. Walt 	

10. Waltz
11. Lancers 	
12. scotch reel

At about 11 o'clock, as the last strains of
La Barcarolle waltz, beautifully played as
was all the program:16ms by Gruenwald'e or.
chestra, died away,

SUPPER
was announced, and the Vice-regal party led
the way thereto.

On entering the supper room a most en-
ticing scene was presented to the gaze. A
short cross table at the entrance was on a
raised platform for the distinguished guests
of the city. Ou this table were a number of
remarkable productions of culinary art, made
wholly in the hotel by Messrs. L. Feleman
and it J. Bleuler ; the centre piece was n
magnificent pyramid, apparently of sugar and
jelly, but really wholly of meats, and Con•
coaling a savoty boned turkey, the base sup
ported on four pillars, with a model of Diane
seated in a sbell reined to a couple of swans
On either side were the coats of arms of thi
houses of Guelph and Argyle wrought ix
sugar, while on the left wae a magnificen
piece surmounted by a marqnis' coronet it
van-colored maple sugar. On the right wre
a statue of Canada, Surmounted by figure
representing merchants, artisans and agri
culturiste with their various implements ;
banner in tho hands of the statute having a:
it a Farewell to Lorne and Louise." Tbe end
of the two side tables were embellished b,
tvo boars' heads, two SW198 cottages ii

TioViceroutFarowell
LAST VISIT OF THE GOV.-GENERAL

AND PRINCESS LOUISE.

Reartioll of Ito Distialained Gusts.

THE PROCEEDINGS YESTERDAY.

THE BALL.

LORNE.
Montreal, October, 1883. 

The aldermen were teen presented to Hi
Excellency and Her Royal Highness.

THE ADDRESS FROM beGILL UNIVERSITY.
Immediately afterwards the governors,

members of corporation, afters of i
lion andand graduates of McGill Unive ity,
entered the parlor for the purpose of pres
jag the address frosn the University to H
Excellency and Her Royal Highness. Among
those present were the following : -The Hon
James Ferrier. Senator, M L C, Mr John H
R Matson, the Hon Mr Justice Torrance,
M A, B C L, the Hon Sir Francis Mucks,
K C M G, C B, the Hon Mr Justice Mackay
and Mr Hugh McLennan, Yen Archdeacon
Leach, M A, D C L, LL D, Henry Aspinwall
Howe, LL D, AlexanderJohnson, M A, LL D,
Rev George Cornish, M A, LL D, Rev D H
MacVicar, LL D, Rev J Clark Murray, LL D,
Henry T Hovey, hl A, C E, Bernard J Har-
rington, B A, Ph D, Rev John Jenkins,
D D, LL D. Rev Canon Henderson,
fil A, William Oster, M D, Rev It W Norman,
M A, D C L, R P Howard, M D, Charles A
Maregraf, M A, George Roes, M A,

D, George Wilkins, M D. Charles E
Moyse, B A (London), Frank Butte-, M
Rev Daniel Coussirat, B A, Rev Fret Shaw,
D C McCa lam, M D, G PGirdwood, M D,
George Wilkins, M D, C ' Davidson, Q C,
fd A . D CL, A, Inures • D, J 0 Thayer,

D,II H	 e ev Dr Jenkins, F
nee	 .	 1.0t7trut...t. r, T

The Hon. JAMES F	 a then read thel
following address :-
To His Excellency the R et :ffonorable and

Most Noble the Marquel of Lorne, LLD

mitred, 15th October, 1883.
/

*NE.

4I'l I pee present were then presente
th at Ex ellencies.

THE ADDRESS F2011 THE ART ASSOCIATION.

The members of the Art Association then
presented His Excellency the (taverner-
General with an address on behalf of the

ea I Association. Among those erseseut were the
ill I Hon. Justice Mackay, Rev Canon Normar.

f Messrs F. W. Thomas, William Notelet), A.
ert;1 j D. Steele, F. B. Matthews, Thos. White, M.

aril ' P , R W. Shepherd and John Popham.

President.

tore of

.10
tar
to a
quir
terial

13. Waltz 	
14. Lancers 	
15. Polka.
Is. Waltz
17 Polka 	
18. Galop
ire Waltz
20. Waltz

re
	Tout a la
	Lornt ,
	ssolitude
	 Mother Hubbard
	  Forever

	 I nantbe
. Veneti

Lace Handkerchief
	 Tullor hgorum.

Lord McDonald's
My Queen

	 National Metodies
	 L'Esprit Prancalie
	L& Source

Wife
	Out of sight out of mind
	Solintle rs Toi
	 La plus Belle
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Opening of the Loan Collection Last
Evening.

Last evening the members of the Art
Association of Montreal had an opportunity
of viewing the fine loan collection which
bad been got together for exhibition, and
which embraces a number of the best pic-
tures in the city. The attendance of mem-
bers and their families was large and as all
were in evening dress the rooms preseuted
a very attractive appearance. Tb: ar-
rangements for the reception of all were
very complete mad the presence of a band
added harmony to the alirea of art.

The pictures exhibited were sixty-eight
in number, and of these seven were by old
masters, and the property of Hon. I). A.
Smith. Of the others forty-five were oil
paintings and sixteen water colors. The
collection was just sufficient to comfortably
occupy the principal room of the Art
Gallery. The pictures in this department
had been covered by screens of a neutral
tint, which formed a wall for the pictures
of the loan collection to hang upon. The
directors of the Association gave their per-
sonal attention to the hanging of the pic-
tures, and did that part of the work well,
although some of the larger pictures were
manifestly hung too low. -

The seven pictures by old masters at-
tracted a good deal of attention, although
many are inclined to look with a good deal
of suspicion on the claims of pictures to
antiquity. The oldest picture in the col-
lection and the first on the catalogue was
" The Adoration of the Magi," by Hans
Memling a pupil of Roger of Bruges, and
one of the best artists of the school of
Van Eyck. This picture, which is quite
small, is a good specimen of the Flemish
school, with its crowded canvas and its
brilliant coloring, and is in an excellent
state of preservation. Next to it in age,
but now grown very dim, is "Christ Tri-
urnphant," by Perugino, an Italian painter
who died in 1524. This seems to be an
example of his later style, which grew
feeble and mannered as he attempted to do
too much. The " Head of a Cardinal,"
which is attributed to Raphael, is certainly
a fine and well finished portrait, and must
be regarded with much interest as the
production of so great a genius. The
fourth picture in the catalogue is " Duke
Adolphus of Gueldres threatening his
father," by Rembrandt. This picture is
regarded as one of the finest of the histo-
rical pictures of that great master of chiar.
°scum and is an admirable example of
his style. It is in a good state of preserva-
tion. " Roman Senators going to the
Forum," by Lesueur (a pupil of Vouet,
and termed the French Raphael from his
masterpiece, " St. Paul healing the sick,")
is a rather carelessly drawn picture in the
classical style of two centuries ago. " The
Descent from the Cross,"by Vandyck, is a
good example of his earlier manner, and
like the numerous pictures of the same
kind attributed to him at that period, is
impressed with that character of profound
sorrow which distinguishes so many of his
works. " The Annunciation," by Marcello
Venusti, is not a very pleasing picture, and,
if modern, would not be regarded as a
work of much merit.

We turn now to the modern pictures,
which are of very varying degrees of merit,
and which cover a great variety of styles.
Of the oil paintings there are about twenty
by French artists or by English artists
who are residents of France and under
French influences. The pictures by British
painters are less numerous ; there are two
by Austrians, two 'by Italians, five by
Americans, two by Swedes and one by a)
German artist. The French school there-
fore decidedly predominates in the present
collection. Of the two pictures which are
attracting the greatest amount of attention
one is by a French and the other by a
German artist.

The picture to which the eyes
of all are naturally turned, and.
which many do not hesitate to pro-
nounce the finest in the collection, is
" Herodaide," by Benjamin Constant, a
French artist, and owned by G. A. Drum-
mond, Esq. The woman sits on a lion'
skin, with her chin resting on her han
and her hand on her knee, in an attitud
of meditation, but there is no suggestio
of noble thoughts in that haughty, sensu
one face. There Is something imposing i
the figure and the attitude, and we see th
character of the woman ivorked out full

Ow v:-I, The picture is a study
1 m notice it bast rec.ie

:; ;lick grows on the 8
1.0r, ail.t which one will hardly tire o
gazing at. Each intelligence will find in
it somethin to admire

centre of the ideal element in the painting

which mises it above the merely real. The
spirit of the revolution is in his face, and in
his only. The enthusiasm of freedom shines
there, but there is not a gleam of it in the
shouting rabble or in the stolid peasants.
The other Girondists are occupied with hu-
man emotions : the penitent Abbe is dreaming
the dream of his innocent youth, the boys are

curious, the youths are sympathetic, the officers
are occupied, only Vergniaud rises beyoud

the ordinary level of human interest. In
Art the real is always instructive, it is pleas-
..ing when the subject is pleasing, it excites
our admiration when the achievement is diffi-
cult, but it is only the ideal which stirs the
soul.

Piloty's paintings are highly valued. He is
a prophet who is honoured in his own country.
One of his pictures was bought at a large
price by the Bavarian Government for the
Pinacothek at Munich, and his studio is
crowded with pupils. The Munich school of
painting is well represented by this work.
It is a school accurate in design, truthful in
colour, free from exaggeration of all
kinds, patient and thorough in detail, but
which seldom reaches the heart or warms
with the glow of enthusiasm. The Herodias
possesses to a far greater degree the quality
of cc power ' which is the characteristic of
the highest art whether in literature, in paint-
ing, or in music. It is by this quality that
the hidden potentialities of humanity are re-
vealed as by a flash. If we are asked to de-
tine this mysterious quality we must use
the words of DeQuincy and ask ; by what
other name a man could designate the case
in which he should be made to feel vividly,
and with a vital consciousness, emotions
which ordinary life rarely or never supplies
occasions for exciting, and which had
previously lain unawakened, and hardly
within the dawn of consciousness—as my-
riads of modes of feeling are at every moment
in every human mind for want of a poet to
organize them ? When these inert and sleep-
ing forms are organized—when these possi-
bilities are actualized—is this conscious and
living possession power, or what is it ? Mere
realism will not do this. •If in the face of
Vergniaud we are made to feel the enthusiasm
of a patriot, in gazing at Herodias, we are
taken out of our prosaic life and the latent
tiger instincts of humanity are revealed.

called for. If it be true, as rumored, that a youth with a young wcman, evidently his

the whole trouble is due to the acticn of the sisttr, look with symOfithy upon his hand-

slave traders, England will be almost be-und scme face. Two friends are embracing—

in honour to undertake the thorough riddance and on th scaffold the headSman is standing

of the region from the influence of such specu- expectant. High up the tricoteuses the harpy

lators. If the Government comes to look upon beldames who haunted the scaffold look on—
such a task as imposed by its present relations some with 'blase indifference, some with gloat-
to Egypt, there will be no saying when those ing satisfaction, and one with a trace of pity.
relations may come to an end. The reduction The figure of the Republican soldier is very
of the Soudan to order, though urgently called carefully painted. His face is worthy of an

for, would be a much more tedious work than hour's study. The story of the Reign of Ter-

was the putting down of Arabi s'rebellionland ror is in it—the narrowness, the ignorance.
would necessitate the continuous admeftra- the thoroughness, the callousness, tht.•

tion of the! region for several years. shrewdness, the logic of the French p ,,.co

of that period. Such a Man as that could . in4 TWO PIOTITRES.S all sincerity oit off Marie Antoinette's head
C lf to cheapen the price of bread. These groups

The loan collection of pictures, to be are all painted with truth and with
opened this evening to the members of the wonderful	 skill,	 but.	 as	we 	 said
Art Association, will be one of the most in- previously-, unless the figure and face of
teresting and instructive with which that ex- Vergniaud is kept before the mind, the plc-
cellent institution has favoured our city. tore will fail of its foil effect. That is the
During the last few years many good pictures
have been purchased. and have been hidden
away, after the modern fashion, in private
houses. On such an occasion as this, those
who are fortunate enough to possess valuable
paintings may equulate the old Greek
patrons of art, and, for a time
at least, may permit their fellow-citizens
to participate in the enjoyment and instruc-
tion which it is the property of all good work
to impart. We say paintings—because. under
our tariff, statuary cannot be imported. At
Ottawa they think, apparently, that statues

are not works of art ; or perhaps they are

lacking in the power of • delicate discrimina-
tion. Not being able to draw fine distinc-
tions. they would impose a duty of thirty per
cent. on the Venus of Milo as 4c a manufac-
ture of marble " to protect the cutter of
gravestones.

The number of paintings is not so large as
on former occasions, but the quality is dis-
tinctly higher and a marked advance in taste
is evident. Many of them would grace any
collection even in the great metropolitan
cities where the love of art has flourished for
centuries, but two are especially worthy of
note—the cc Execution of the Girondists," by
Piloty, and the cc Herodias," by Benjamin
Constant. They are pictures full of the mys-
terious power which grows upon the student
and compels him to dwell upon them until he
arrives at the full knowledge of the artist' s

meaning.
At once on entering the attention is

arrested by the haughty face of a
woman — beautiful, though past the
early bloom of womanhood, sitting
upon a couch ou a lion-skin, her chin resting

• on her right hand, her elbow resting on her
knee, her body leaning forward, and her
whole attitude one of strained expectation.
Her left hand grasps the seat, her feet are so

close together that the great toe of the left
foot overlaps the right, and betrays by its
rigidity the tension of her mind. There is no
weakness, no anxiety, but the cruel eyes are
half closed, as if to enable her to hear
more quickly a coming footstep. She
is gathered together, beautiful as a
tigress crouching in act to spring.
All her faculties are alert, but she is motion-
less—a woman ignorant of fear or trepidation
waiting the result of her last throw. In-
stinctively we recognize her. She is the evil
genius of Herod Antipas, and she waits _for

r the bloody head of St. John the Baptist—the
low-born ascetic who had dared to cross her

1 path and to stir in the breast of her para-
mour some glimmerings of remorse and re-
pentance.

The potential energy the artist has thrown
r into this woman is almost painful to C.,e

_ spectator. There are no accessories to divert
the attention, no skilful detail of furniture
or of the lion-robe on which she sits. She
is alone, and very beautiful, though years
have hardened the outlines of her face. The
scant dress reveals her arms and chest in the
rounded development of maturity, and the
mastery of the artist in flesh-tints shows the
healthy blood coursing under the dark
Syrian skin. In the feet the blue veins ate
rather indicated than shown with marvellous
fidelity, and the artist has not hesitated to
paint the feet which naturally be-
long to such a physique, rather than
the conventional feet of modern
statuary. The dress is light pink, and is
painted with skill and care, assisting the
living flesh-tint of the left arm, which is
pressed close against it. The technical skill
of Constant in such subjects was acquired
during a long residence and study in the East,
but we cannot rest on this nor on the warm
glow of colour. The attention must revert
to the face—the cruel mouth, the pitiless eyes,
tell us of the ruthless stock from which she
conies. Grand-daughter of the great Herod
and niece and wife of two of his sons, she
fears neither God nor man. No respect • for
laws,human or divine, troubles her as she sits
waiting for the head of the man who babbled
of righteousness and judgment. She
has staked the budding charms of
her daughter by Herod Philip against the
stern warning of the Baptist, and she knows
the Herod nature too.well to doubt the result.
The artist is still a young man only 37

years of age, and has already won much dis-
tinction. His picture of Hamlet was bought

by the French Government in 1869 when he
was only 24 years old.

The other painting is of a different school

and of a different class of merit. It is by

Carl von Piloty, professor of the Academy
of Munich, and founder of the pre-
sent historical school of painting in

that city. The subject is the Execution of the
Girondists—the French Revolution devouring
its own children. It is a careful, realistic
study, finished throughout with equal care.

The other Girondists have gone ahead in four

carts. This is the last of the sad procession,

and standing upright in it is the eloquent

Vergniaud full of the enthusiasm of republi-
can liberty.. It is his figure which gives
motive to the picture, and after dwelling

upen it we can turn to the other figures and

groups, all of which will repay careful study.

Stretched out in the bottom of the cart is the

dead bodv of Valeze, dragged to the guillotine,

the breas. t bloody with the fatal wt und self-

inflicted on the day of his condemnation. A

group of 1)0Vs gaze with curiosity on the face

of the dead man and the Abbe Fauchet,

calm after confession, and penitent. is lot king

at them in reverie. Two deputies, Brissot

' and Gensonnet. ;,,,rasp Vergniatuf s hands. r ud
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A carricisni.
HERODIADE, BY BILI:JAMLN CONSTAIM

(To the Editor of the Witness.)

ViStit—It is claimed on behalf of the gentle-

man who owns this rem
arkable picture, now

on exhibition at the Art Gallery, that it repre-

BEMIS the 
woman who divorced herself from her

haltbrother, Philip, to become the wife of her

uncle, Herod Antipas. It is also claimed that
she is repretented to be meditating on her plot to

behead John the Baptist. If this was the in-

tention of the artist, it becomes the duty

of a conscientious critic to enquire, in

the first plaee, how far he has realized

the character of Herodias. Josephus describes
her to have been as greedy for revenge

as for sensual indulgence, and as daring in the

execution of her crimes as she was regardless of

all laws, human or divine. It follows then,
without saying, that this Syrian Clyteinneltra,
however endowed as she may have been with
animal beauty, would, in devising a murder or

contemplating its execution, betray 
in everY

lineament cruelty and passion. At least, it

may be claimed that the requirements of

histoiy demanded. as much from the ar-

tist. The face of an Eastern woman such

as she was, would have been, under similar
conditions, distorted by rage, and every limb
would quiver with excitement. But what
have we in the picture before usl An Eastern

woman, in: girl, it is true, attired in a loose

robe, with head uncovered, and sandaliess feet,
abet bedecked with sundry conventional types
of Oriental jewellery. She's sitting on a divan,

her chin reclining on her right hand, the arm

Testing on her knee. Her attitude appears to

us to be one of repose rather than of excite-

ment Her face, more expressive of sensual

contentment, or of listless curiosity (if such

an expression may be used) than of cruel ex
peetancy. Her left arm is resting on, rather 1
than grasping the edge of the divan. Her bare

feet, instead of standing apart, however slight - 1 ,

ly, and firmly treading the floor, are represent -

ed close together, the toe of the left foot over-

lapping that of the tight. These details, in

art, are by no means insignificant. We know

of no great master, no ordinary artist even,
uld thus letorially de

Lat " most excellent Theophilus, to
whom St. Luke dedicated his Gospel, has
not been imitated by his namesake, who.
Let Friday, undertook to set everybody (in-,
eluding the, artist and the owner) right con-
cerning the painting now on exhibition at
the Art Gallery. That Theophilus. although
already instructed, was open to learn moris;
this, less excellent of the name, is deficient
in much elementary knowledge, but closes
hi s ears to instruction. If he is unable to
see anything in the picture beyond a good
painting of a young girl, he ought to bonos-sin
his misfortune in sackcloth and ashes . I
stead of which, he is impolite enough to ap •
ply the word " bathos" to the renaseke

e jeep W 1, n +211 lie Wirers. Such mimes -
in expressing divergence of opinion is ineote
patible with the man-de-plume be has selected

He	 would appear,	 at	 first,	 t
admit that the artist intended to po
tray one of two women—either the moth
—Herodias who instigated the murch
of St. John the Baptist, or her daugh
whose name. Salome, is recorded in Iii;tors
who danced before Herod and won from Inn
the rash vow. On reference to Mark vi.,
it will be seen that the latter person is ealle.
a " damael." As Theophilus quotes L
and done a Greek name, he ought to h
turned up the passage iii- his Gm
ment, where he would have found t
Salome is called korasion, the neuter
live of kore—a girl, a maiden. In the p
vious chapter (v., 41) the same word is
plied to the daughter of Jairus, who is stat
to have been twelve years of age. In otl
versions the word is translated jeune

fanciulla. It can be shown from h
tory that, at the time in question, the motl
was thirty-five years old, and the artist 1
painted a well preserved woman of that .
As an artist he was bound to make as at tn.
ive a picture as possible, while yet retaining

the impression of fullest maturity. This In
has succeeded in doing. Personal remarks con -
cerning ladies, even when they are ladies ni
cans-as, are objectionable ; but we eann
saying that, when we find art Cr
stand before this picture and take it to
sent a young girl to whom suc-h very you
fui diminutives have been applied, we
that the prohibition in the prayer-book,
man may not marry his grandmother.
after all, not so very unnecessary.

Another theory is, however, put fora
the same letter—that this woman is nobo
in particular but "a Herodiade." Concern-
ing this it may be remarked that the Herod
women all had different names and were not
4' any particular type. Herodias, or, as the

French write it, Herodiade was the only one
who bore that name. As a class they were
not worse than the women of their rank at
that time. They were better than their male
relatives. This one was a reproduction it
the female sex of her blood-thirsty grand-
father. The others had their jealousies and
quarrels, but do not stand out prominently in
history as does this one. Tim artist put the
Woman's own name on the picture. She had
no other ; and the naine was not, like Salome
or hLariarime, repeated in the family. If the
artist had been au Englishman he wouli
rin,/htlovg

 7•'!*!tt'!:

was a Frenchman, and he naturally wrote in
French. Theophilus has strayed away into  I
some misty theory of patronymics quite in-
applicable in the case of a family which was
not Greek nor Roman. The real explanation
of the naine is this : When Latin words
passed into French it was never the nomina-
tive which passed, but the root-word itself,
which is best found in the oblique cases:
This word came into French through the
Vulgate, and the French word was formed,
as all others, from the accusative Ilerodiadem .

as was long ago shown by Sir George Corn-
wall Lewis in his Grammar of the Romance
Languages, by dropping the final in..' Thus
Naias accusative Saiadem became in French
Salade, just as the word (likewise derived
rom the Greek through the Latin) Iferodiar,

accusative Herodiadem became Herodiade.
Any critic who quotes Latin and lives in a
French country ought to have known that,
and not have gone afield after patronymics as
if he were dealing with a Greek or Roman
clan.

arii-tairarixious in argue Term -a-

son who elects to call the attitude
woman in the picture one of " repose ;" n
would we care to disturb his bucolic notion
concerning young girls. We would merely
remark, that if Theophilus had been instruct-
ed in this subject, he would have considered
that M. Constant, the painter, was a French-
man and a Catholic"; and learned the story, as
every little French-Canadian child does, front
the services of his church at the commemora
tion of "La Decollation de St. Jean Baptiste'

on August 29. It reads in the Paroissien

Romain : Eu ce temps-la Herode envoya
arreter Jean, le fit enchainer et mettre en pri-
son, pour plaire a Herodiade, femme de Phi-

lippe son Pere, Sze., ke. - That is the way
the Gospel for the day commences. Surely
he St. Jean Baptiste Society walketli an-

11v in a vain show if Protestants cannot
get into their heads the particulars of his de- t

capitation. Well may we rejoice that the
most excellent Theophilus was of a different
type from mire. because, if not, he would
have informed St. Luke that he need not tell
him anything about these matters in Galilee
for he knew all about them already.



XIT HERODIAS.
The picture in the exhibition comerning

which so much has been written, seems
likely to lead to the dissemination of
useful knowledge in various other bra nches
than that of art. The remarks in our
issue of the '23th are resented, with
perhaps excusable Vehemence, by the critics
in two of our evening contemporaries.
In returning to the subject, we pass over, as
irrelevant, the interjections which add vivid :
ness to their style, and we decline to discuss:
further the age of the lady in the picture. Let
the public visit the gallery, and let each de- I
cide for himself. The funds of the Associa-
tion will be benefited thereby—a result for
which all the disputants will be thankful.

One or two points, however, remain which l
are worth discussion. We stated that French l
nouns were formed regularly from the accusa-
tives of Latin nouns, and that. there-:
fore, Herodiade is the regularly formed
French equivalent of Herodias. Any-

one who disputes that is disputing
a fundamental law of the language. Th''
following passage from page 102..o•
rustorical Grammar of the Fr:, ah Tongue
will sufficiently establish this pl The

• distinction between the sultje,:tiye and ob-
jective cases perished ; the 'iceforward one

" case alone was used for each number.
" And this was the Objective, or accusative

case ; for it was usually longer and more I
" consistent than the subjective, or nomina-1

tive, and it also occurred more frequently
in course of conversation.''
This passage contains the explanation of

many French forms which appear anonialous
to Englishmen. It'is the outcome of a discus-
fion which has modified all the later Freachgrammars .and - erradies a - law which excep-
tional eases cannot disturb.

In criticising the works of Roman Catholic
artists, Protestants are continually led astray
by referring to versions of the Bible other than
the Vulgate and its authorized translations.
The translation Of Ostervald (in which the
word Herodias is found) is not used by
Roman Catholics. The shortest answer to so
many questions is to cite the passage from the
Grand Paroissien Romain, published by M a ins
of ; for Protestants do not usually keep
Roman service books ready at hand for refer-
reuce

"En ce temps-la Herod,'_ envoya arreter
44-Jean, le fitinchainer et mettre e7s -prison,
'; pour plaire a Herodiade. fs-ss.te ne Philippe

frere. '6'. • • • C' est pour cela
cm' Herodiade lui tendait des pieges.	 • •
La fine d Herodiade y etant venue, dansa,

" et plut tellement a Herode, et a ceux qui
etaient a table avec lui, que le roi dit a

" cette jeune fille. • • • La garde lui
" coupe la tete dans la prison, l'apporta dans

un bassin, et la donna a la jeune !We."
This passage contains the disputed words

and is found in the " Suite du Saint Evan-
gile selon Saint Marc," for August 29. It
would be the same in any other Roman Catho-
lic Prayer Book or Bible in French.

Respecting the meaning of Korasion. there
can be no doubt. In the New Testament it
is applied only to the daughter of Jairus and
to the daughter of Herodias. If Liddell and
Scott gave a meaning different front ours, the
reply would be sufficient that
study New Testament Greek do not resort
chiefly to Liddell and Scott. The word i.
used by St. Mark and St. Mark settles tl
question beyond cavil, by stating on ths-is
vious page that it means with him a girl
twelve years old. We accept St. Mark's
views upon the point. He is his own lexicon
as to this word.

In concliision we would remark that in the
London Art Journal, for August, 1882, will
be found an elaborate criticism of this very
picture, accompanied by a full page etching
of it. The Art Journal is the highest art
authority in England and the critic is a
Frenchman, Victor Champier.

He expresses the current opinion in Paris
at the time of its exhibition. There is no
suspicion in his mind that the subject of the
picture is other than Herodias. He trans-
lated Herodiade into Herodias without hesi-
tation, being evidently as ignorant as other
Frenchmen that there were so many women
of the same name. • The discovery that
Salome was intended has been reserved
for this later period and to critics in
this city. We would not challenge the ori-
ginality of this discovery, or further dispute
its merits. All discussions, no matter how
interesting, must end somewher e, and it will
be impossible for us to fellow out the inqu
in all its branches. We have referred t
authorities upon the subject, and our
may trace it out as far as it may atm
to do so.



T EXHIBITION,
Opening of the loan collection at the Art Gallery t,

—An interesting exhibition—Con-
versazione last night.

The Loan Exhibition of paintings, which I
opened last evening in the Art Gallery, is j
°Ise of unusu4l excellence, and highly credit- I
able to the lovers of art among our wealthy !
citizens, who, by this means, afford the truest I
pleasure to the public, J at the same !
time causing the extension of a love for and I
appreciation of genuine art. As has already I
been stated in these columns. the two most I
prominent pictures are the " Heroiade " by I
Benj. Constant. and " The Last Moments of
the Girondists " by Charles Von -Piloty, of
neither of which can too much be said both
being such remarkable studies.

The catalogue, which is very tasteful!.
gotten up and neatly printed on toned paper. ! -
divided into three sections—ancient masters.
modern paintings and water colours. A glance
at • the first, which includes seven works, It
all the property of the Hon. D. A. Smith. t
is, all that we can give at this time, though I
Many of the pictures are worthy an extended I•
notice. The most noticeable is a Rembrandt, !
" The Prince of the Guelders menacing his
father in prison j" it is a work of great I!
power and expressiveness, the effect being tI

heightened by the richness and warmth of its j!
colouring. Next to the Rembrandt comes
Raphael's " Head of a Cardinal.' which will I !

command attention from the j name of its'
author rather than from anything striking
about the portait, witlj Which, however. !!
judged by the ordinary rules of art, no fault II
can be found. " The Adoration of the MagI"
by Mernling!-Hans, a Flemish artist of 1- 1 st
fifteenth century, is perhaps the gem of t
section its wealth of colour and delicacy
outline find fiai,h marking it as such.
the

Mookas PAIN TIN ,, ,
onlvja-few can _be . npticed at ida hua,
landscapes by H. 111-mini& -who' lre strahe,
with interest and profit ; thev are" The
Moor, near Great Marlow." ! and <, The
Plains of Barbizon." The first is in many
respects ths finer picture as the artist's
power lies mainly in his management I
of lights and shadows through u judicious ar-
rangement of the clouds, and in this respect
he has succeeded wonderfully in the moor
scene, while the second LS weakened by the
figures of a girl and a few sheep, which are
wanting in action, if not indeed in motive.
Another moor scene may here be considered
it is'The Highland Post," by J. McWhirter, •
ARA .—a solitary rider crossing a bleak I
Scottish moor at sunset—in which the fading I
light, dark, angry, overhanging clouds. the I
waving grass and particularly the toiling,
bent look of horse and rider make one almost
feel the wind blowing.

44 The Slain Enemy," by Heywood
Hardy, is a picture that needs to be studied
both frequently and thoroughly, and one
which will probably give rise to new emo-
tions and changing opinions upon each occa- •
sien. It is a representation of an ancient .
Briton who has just returned from the chase
with his dogs, exhibiting to his child the j
head of a wolf 'ust slain : itL:t;

as been justly remarked, is harsh and rug-
ged. but if we mistake not such is intended
to be the character of the picture as a !
while. Accepting this as the artist' s meaning,
the wo,rk is fining to be wanting in uniform-
ity, as the idea which is faithfully enough
carried out in the leashed "hounds, the wolf s
head and even in the rough habiliments of !

father and son, is seemingly forgotten in the !

faces of the two, the sire's expression being,
if anything, mild and placid, and that of the
child almost pained and tearful.- But it
must be admitted that Mr. Hardy has very
skilfully worked out a rather bold design and
the picture on the whole cannot fail to be
admired.

We were glad to see Mr. Sydney Hodges
excellent portrait of Peter Redpath, Esq., on
exhibition, as it is a worthy representation of
one whose magnificent donations to the leading
educational institution of the city and pro-
vince entitle him to the warmest respect of
the citizens of Montreal. Another picture,
which has been on exhibition before in Mont-
real and which was noticed at the time. is

at Apparition,-  by Mr.---k -Penie, 11.A.

Pressure on our columns will prevent a more
lengthy notice at the present time, but
many excellent works are yet to be described,
and as the exhibition will remain open for a
month it is to be hoped that now; will neg-
lect the opportunity, for it is a rare and many
useful one. Last evening a

CONVE3SAZIO5E

was given by the Art Association at which
nearly tire hundred ladies and gentlemen
were j present ; the gallery was not crowded.
however, and with such congenial surround-
ings, with the additiontl charm ut string mu-
sic which was not obtrusive, a very pleasant
evening was passed by all who were fortunate
enough to be present.
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A CRITICISM.

HERODIADE, BY BENJAMIN CONSTANT.

(To the Editor of the Witness.) .	 e	 ,

VSIE,—It is claimed on behalf of the gentle-
man who owns this remarkable picture, now
on exhibition at the Art Gallery, that it repre-
sents the woman who divorced herself from her
half-brother, Philip, to become the wife of her

uncle, Herod Antipas. It is also claimed that
she is represented to be meditating on her plot to
behead John the Baptist. If this was the in-
tention of the artist, it becomes the duty
of a conscientious critic to enquire, in
the first place, how far he has realized
the character of Herodias. Josephus describes
her to have been as greedy for revenge
as for sensual indulgence, and as daring in the
execution of her crimes as she was regardless of
all laws, human or divine. It follows then,
without saying, that this Syrian ClytenaneStra,
however endowed as she may have been with
animal beauty, would, in devising a murder or i
contemplating its execution, betray in every I
lineament cruelty and passion. At least, it i
may be claimed that the requirements of
history demanded as much from the ar- 1

fist. The face of an Eastern woman such 1
as she was, would have been under similar
conditions, distorted by rage, and every limb
would quiver with excitement. But what
have we in the picture before us ? An Eastern
woman, or girl, it is true, attired in a loose
robe, with head uncovered, and sandalless feet,
and bedecked with sundry conventional types
of Oriental jewellery. She is sitting on a divan,
her chin reclining on her right hand, the arm
resting on her knee. Her attitude appears to
us to be one of repose rather than of excite-
ment. Her face, more expressive of sensual
contentment, or of listless curiosity (if such
an expression may be used) than of cruel ex
pectancy. Her left arm is resting on. rather
than grasping the edge of the divan. Her bare
feet, instead of standing apart, however slight-
ly, and firmly treading the floor, are represent-
ed close together, the toe of the left foot over-
lapping that of the right. These details, in
art, are by no means insignificant. We know
of no great master, no ordinary artist even,
who, we believe, would thus pictorially de-
pict these details in connection with the
portrait of a character such as the wife of
Herod. Then, again, her face is that of a
Paling woman, rather than that of a wife and a
mother, whose daughter, at time of the scene,
had danced before the monarch. An Eastern
woman of fourteen, it is said, usually attains
maturity. An Eastern Woman of twenty-five,
it is also paid, usually appears as old as her
Western sister at forty. Her daughter, we
are told, was the medium by which she
induced Herod to behead the Baptist.
Now we submit the opinion that the face
thus painted by Constant, better fulfils the re-
quirements of Herodiade, the daughter, than
of Heroditule, her mother, Is it not, therefore,
possible, that it is the former whom he designed
to represent? for both were entitled to the
same name. If not, and if our premises are
correct, we are forced to one of two conclusions,
either that Constant has failed to depict the
mother as she is represented in history, or,that
he merely aimed to represent the type of an
eastern girl, and named her, for lack of a better
name. Flerodiade.

The latter conjecture appears to us to be the
more probable. It is more consistent with the
skill and reputation of the painter. As a work
of art, independent of its title, it is worthy of
admiration. The drawing is perfect, which
cannot always be said of some recent works of
his, and the color Is superb. It may be doubted
If there be in Canada a painting more deserving
study as regards both these important qualities.
But when other qualities are pre-eminently
claimed for it by the laudator, we think he
then descends from the seat of sober judgment
to that of bathos. Plus a pud nos 'era ratio
select quit nt nag i opinio. The picture is so Pro.
eminently good on its own merits that it can
afford to disclaim others. THEopen Lus.

MONTREAL . DAILY WITN

" HERODIAS," BY CONSTANT.
(To the Editor...of the Witness.)

SIR,—Theophilus, in criticising tht3 picture,
only remarked impersonally that " when the
laudator claimed for it more merit than that of
correct drawing, and beauty of color," (both
of which Theophilae admitted it te possess in
a pre-eminent degree), he thought the former

(I)
 " descended from the seat of sober judgment

to that of bathos." This remark the writer in
the Gazette applies to himself. He calls it a
rudeness, and exhibits his claim to politeness
by telling Theophiltis he is " deficient in much
elementary knowledge, but closes his ear to
instruction," &a. &c. No one can be more
conscious than Theophilus of his scholastic
deficiencies, none more desirous thanhe
le of instruction both in art and in classical
literature, from whoever may be competent to
teach. But If the two articles in the Ga:otte,
rimier -the caption of " Herodias," are to be
taken as specimens of the attainments of his
would-be Mentor, Theophilus begs respeot-
fully, but firmly, to decline hie services. But
enough of this. The public, It may be as-
sumed, care little as to the limit or the extent
of the acquirements of either disputant. but
simply, it at all, which is right or wrong in the
opinions respectively expressed on the picture
ln question.

The writer in the Gazette of Monday has
aired hie knowledge of 0-reek, Lathe, French
and Italian. as to the meaning of the word op
plied to the daughter of Herod's wife. Hs
simply denies that that Salome whose parents
were both Herodians, was equally entitled
with ber mother to the name of Herodias,
But. he says, if Theophtlus " will turn
up his Greek Testament, be would find
that Salome is called Korasion, the neuter
diminutive of Lore — a pin, a maiden.
Hence, he argues, that the figure repre-
sented in the picture is older than the
daughter could possibly have been. at the
time of the decapitation. Now, Theophilus has
looked into a better authority than the Gaeette
writer as the meaning of a Greek word. He
has consulted Liddell and Scott's Greek Lexi-
con, and there he tinds that On, Is interpreted
to he a maiden, applied to designate unmarried
Maidens, and " sometimes used in speaking of
a newly married woman." The Oa :et le says,
Kore is applied to the daughter of Joints. who
is stated to have been 12 years of age. Granted,
but Liddell and Scott say it also is applicable to
one older, even to young married women ! He
says, in other versions. the word is translated
"jeune fille," " puella" and " fancluila."
Theophtlus has consulted both the Catholic and
the Protestant version, in French, of the New
Testament, both Martin's and De Saey'a,
and he finds only the word fille "
mentioned , without the dim inutive.  In
what French version, Mr. Mentor, do you find
jeune tille '! True, 0 most learned classicist,
the vulgate uses as the equivalent of loss, the
word pttel la , but, do you mean to affirm that
applies to a girl not over twelve, or, Theophilus
concedes to you, fourteen years of age r' Any
intelligent school bovin the fourth form , knows
that Horace many times applies that word to
girls who by Hs description had obtained
puberty, and he expressly applied it, on one
occasion, to n young married woman. 'Yoe,
Mr. Mentor, are no less unfortunate in your
reference to the word in the Italian version.
Fanciona, there esed, ie, as you state, correct;
and every student of that language knows, or
should know, that ills the equivalent of loss .•
and if Diodati desired to describe a young girl
below the age of ten or twelve years he would,
It may be reasonably supposed, have given the
more correct word fa neitairt#4,

The writer in the GoTeft, further save We
are not anxious to argue with any person who
elects to call the attitude of the woman in the
picture one of repose' nor would we care to
disturb his bucolic notions concerning young
girls." Writers who are so sensitive themselves
about a seeming discourtesy and who venture
to proffer lessons in courtesy to ot hers should
set a better example than is conveyed by the
above extract. But setting aside its amusing
air of natronag.e. and its lack of refinement, it
may be said in reply that Theophilus wrote
merely in a comparative sense, when he said.
" her attitude was one of repose, rather than of
excitement," and so lie thinks still.

But after nearly a column of linguistic lore,
sadly misapplied ; and of art criticism, sadly un-
sound, to prove that the picture fitly represents
Herodies the mother, the writer in the Gazette
makes an admission, which, to most intelli-
gent readers, who know or have read of East-
ern people. is fatal to his preteueiou, name-
ly, that she was, at tha time she is thus de-
picted, thirty-five years of age. Now one who
can with Isis wondrous lutromeetive vision see
in this picture, beautiful as it is, an Eastern
woman of iristo.iir. years of aie—an age
when Eastern woolen are mid by travellers to
appear old and beautyleas, who '-an see tu-
ber face the "beauty of a tigress." in her peal.
tion, the tension of her mind," and in her
attitude that of " a tigress crouching in the
set to erring," may well be left without further
notice by aux competent art critic, and should
not complain if the expressions are stigma -
tied as bathos.	 THE03,1111.17s.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1883.
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i paints and painted glass, works of
Confessedly great artists, ofd or new, with-
eut distinction, are still subject to high
duties. Still we have not giveh up hope of
better condition in the future. The exhi-
bition just erded was remarkable, not for
the number of pictures exhibited, but for
their values and character. The report
alludes in detail to this exhibition and to
the liberal spirit manifested by the owner-
of even the most precious of these pic-
tures, in granting the loan of them to-

wards the exhibition ; the best thanks of
the Association are justly due to the gen
tlemen referred to. I may mention her,:
that nearly 3,000 persons visited the exhi-
hellion.

ART CLASSES

16)

in
OH-
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ihe

.s ExcellencyExcellency the Marquis
the Princess Louise,

e association
Hotel

books on such subjects, books descriptive
of the old and modern galleries and col lee-
fions in Europe, should be procured and
placed in our reading-room. The older
works are getting rarer and rarer, but can
be procured at moderate enough prices at
present ; they will soon be. mine dearer.
Were even £50 to £60 a year contributed,
by small subscriptions of $10 or $5 an-
nually, we would in five or six years have
a very interesting collection and of real
utility. The report passes to the subject of

THE cc ART UNION,"

stating what has been done about that,
proposed in the interest of the Canadian
artists. It is impossible to predict what
the result will be, all depending upon the
measure of support that the public will
extend to it. Two etchings, one by Stephen
Parish and the other by F. S. Church,
have been selected, either of which can be
selected by any subscriber. The reputa-
tion of the artists is first-class and the

a etchings are pronounced by competent
a 1 judges to be meritorious works. Each sub-

scriber will, of course, have a chance of a
y much more valuable prize at the final
, drawing. The expenditures on our build-
- Mg and our accounts and insurances fall

next to be referred to in the report, and I
r believe will be found full and satisfactory.
8 Our building, as has been stated in former

reports, is free of debt. On the eve of the
departure of
of Lorne and H.
a farewell address from
was presented them at the Wint
by the President and members of Counc

o this address His Excellency returned areply in writing ; these papers are printedwith the report. The Marquis of Lens-
downe, the Governor-General, has been
pleased to become patron of the association
and to receive an address on the occasionof his approaching visit to Montreal. The
report expresses regret that
THE NITAIBER OF OUR ANNUAL SUBSCRIBERS
has fallen short of that of last year. Thisis true and we ought to have more annual
subscribers ; yet the actual difference in
numbers is very small. In 1882 we had
of annual subscribers 355 and in 1883 wehave had 346, a difference of only nine
Out in 1883 we have obtained two new
governors and one new life governor. Mr.Hall, a member of our council, is at pre-sent in Europe, and the association gave
him a letter of introduction, upon present-
ing which he has been very well received
by several influential persons in England
among them Mr. Wallis, at South Ken-
sington Museum, and it possible that
something may result in favor of ourassociation, or its art school, from the
relations thus commenced. The attendance
by the councillors at meetings during the
last year has been very faithful. Many
have attended each and every meeting.As to our secretary and subordinate
employees we have reason to be well
satisfied with the manner in which they
have performed their duties. I have,
therefore, great pleasure in moving theadoption of the report.

'

',Elie motion for the adoption ot the
report was seconded by Rev. Canon Nor-
man, and carried non con.

It was also resolved that the eloquent
Ass made by the President should be

rutted with tee cyort.

'Messrs. Alex. Mitchell and A. I). Steele
eno appointed scrutineers to receive theHots for t election of officers, After
r voting they reported that the old
leers had been re-elected, viz. : Hon.
dge Mackay, as President; Rev. Canon
imam Vice-President. and R. W. Shep-rd, Treasurer. Six Councillors, to serve
a tern, of two years, were ballotted for,f the followin,,kr gentlenieu selected :-sers. F. B. Mathews, Hugh McLennan,

in Popham, A. D. Steele, J. W. Tern-t and Rev. G H. Wells.
ii motion, Mr. J. W. Tempest wascted a Governor, and Mr. Robe Esdaile

fe member.
n addition to the by-laws was then

cd  and approved.
Votes of thanks to the Council and

is another subject that was referred to in
the last annual report, but with regret
that it was not in the power of Council to
report anything of a definite character
about them. In our present report we are
able to state that we have opened a school
under direction of an efficient teacher, Mr.
Harris, and that twenty-five pupils have
joined the class, which will, perhaps, prove
self-supporting. The report refers next to
the reading-room. I can testify that tine
room is visited daily by numbers of our
members, and that it  seems to be well ap-
preciated. While on this subject I would
say that it is desirable that year by year,
by special efforts, books of authority treat-
ing of art generally, and particularly of

ir architecture and paintiros, old and nee.'
us

AliT ASSOCIATION OE MONTREAL.

Annual Meeting.
The annual meeting of the Art Aso

tion of Montreal was held yesterday af
noon in the Gallery, Phillips square. I.1
Justice Mackay, the President, was in
chair, and there were present Rev. Can
Norman, Messrs. Hugh McLennan, F.
Thomas, R. W. Shepherd, Thos. Wh
M. P., F. B. Mathews, D. A. P. Watt,
H. Joseph, Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, Al
Mitchell, A. D. Steele, J. W. Tempe
Edward Murphy, Rouer Roy, S. Engli
and others.

The minutes of the last meeting w
read and approved.

The,President then preeeuted the annu
report, a. surninary of which is appended

THE ANNUAL REPORT.

The report of the Council commenced
referring to the efforts that they had ma
with the Government for the remission
duties on works of art of merit and
books. The result had been that man
scrints had been added tq'the free list ai

es ...14001m whielsehave beouprinted more th
seven years but sculpture, drawing prin
etc., are still subject to duty.

Three exhibitiens were held during tl
7ear, in January, April and Novembe

e first consisted of works by ainatet
residents' of Montreal. The contributio
exhibited were as follows : One hundred
and twenty-nive water colors, seventy-one
oil paintings, forty-two pencil sketches,
fifteen sketches in pen and ink, eleven
crayons, and a clever portrait bust mod-
elled in clay.

The second exhibition of the year was
!hat of works by Canadian artists. Ninety-
---sll rsintings, and seventy water

"ill for exhibition, a falling
, u1.6 compared with the exhibi-

se. Some of the pictures showed
airuble advance upon those exhib-

1 previous years, but the sales were
, Cr, the result perhaps of the increased

irices put upon their productions by the
'artists. It is intended to hold the fourth
annual exhibition in the month of April
next, as usual.

It being known to the Council that nu-
merous pictures by leading French, Brit-
ish and other masters of the present day,
had recently been acquired by several Mon-
treal collectors, it was decided to solicit
limited number of them fur a winter loa

i exhibition. The request was cheerfull
complied with by the owners of man
Choice works, and on Thursday evening
November 22nd, the third and last exhibi
tion of the season was opened by a conver

- sazione attended by members and thei
families, and on the following day it wa
thrown open to the public at large. The
collection contained pictures by many well
known artiste, as L. E. Adan, the fate J.
P. Chalmers, F. S. Church,Benjamin Con-
stant, Heywood Hardy, J. C. Holl, Laugee,
Luigi Loir, MacWhinter, Jean H. Francois
Millet, Earnest Parton, Pelouse, Carl Von
Piloty, H. Thompson, Othon de Thoren,
Verniers, W. Wylde, and others. Although
not a large collection, it was an exception-
ally interesting one and attracted an un-
usual number of visitors. The number of
visits paid to the exhibition was 2,773, to
wit : by members 2,120, and by non-mem-
bers 653; it closed ou December 15th in-
stant.

The general loan collection has lately
been enriched by two characteristic exam-
ples, representative of the opposite poles of
the Scottish school of painting, one by Sir
Noel Paton; R. S.A., the other by Mr. John
Pettie, R.A. ; these have been lent by Mr.
Adam Brown, of Hamilton, Ont. For the
rest, the chief interest in this collection still
centi es in the valuable contributions loan-
ed by the heirs Frothingham and by Mr.
W. Fred. Kay, to whom the thanks of the
association are again tendered, and to the
entlemen who so kindly contributed to the
weir' ber exhibition.

.., The Council report the re-opening of the
art classes on the 1st October, Mr R. Har-
ris, R.C.A., having been engaged as teach-
er. Twenty-five pupils joined the class.
The second session will commence Janu-
ary 10th. The success of the reading room
is mentioned, and the establishment of an
Art Union.

The following works have, during the
past year, been accepted by the Council,
and duly acknovvledged to the donors :---A.
marble statue, "Cupid," by G. M. Benzoni,
presented by Mr. W. Fred. Kay ; an old
painting, " The Empty Cradle," by C. E.
Samuel, purchased from the last spring
exhibition, and presented by Mr. Hugh
McLennan, a member of the Council ; a a
; east. The donations of paintings 1--,,

', II re, apart from the Gibb bequest,
lIffi , Pc1 hy t),, P.- -

tIOIRI . V3111C to LID, 61.1111 of
w

	

money donations up to date of las't be 	hea,, rerirt amounted to the sum -of ; duSits.: i..5, and there has been paid during I oil
the present yeer $750, making a total of I du
i17,025. From this -has to be deducted : No1Given for the 011,h memorial, $500 • ex- hepended ill 1882, $100; expended in 1883, fur$43-$643, leaving a sum or $16,382 avail- antIable for the Building Fund. The greater Mepart of this year's donations consists of a Jolbequest by the late lamented Mr. David J pee

Greenshields, in his lifetime a governor 	0and warm friend or the Association.	 ele
Numerous alterations and renovations a lif the building have been made during the A

is at the debit of building ac- vot

TITE ART ASSOCIATION,
IfAnnual Meetirg-The report of the Comaril and

the President's address-Election of officers.
—

The annual meeting of the Art Association
y of Montreal was held in the gallery at thr,

o'clock yesterday afternoon. The Presides!
• the Hon. Justice Mackay, occupied the chairand among those present were the Rey. Cali-

; on Norman, Messrs. R. W. Shepherd, I'
Wolferstan Thomas, D. A. P. Watt, W.
Murray, Thomas White, M.P., F. B. Mut -
thaws, J. Popham, A. D. Steele, Hugh 11,
Lennan, J. S. McLennan, W. Scott, J. 11-,
Tempest, Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, Alex. Mitchell.

1 Rouer Roy, Q. C., J. H. Joseph, C. Morton
and W. Denoon.

TER ANX1AL REPOaT.

The PRESIDENT submitted the annual report
' of the Council, which began by referring to
the work of the deputation from the Associa-
tion, which waited on the Finance Ministei

' with regard to the remission of duties on
works of art of acknowledged merit, and alsothe duties on books Lectures were giveuu

it last season by the Rev. Canon Norman on
ie "Stained and Painted Glass ; " Rev. G. H.
,c; Wells, on "Benvenuto Cellini, his life and

times ; " Mr. F. W. Mills, "Henry Purcell,
e his life and works," and Rey. L. G.

, r Ware, of Burlington, Vt., on " Michael
ie Angelo's fresco, The Last Judgment." The

following lectures were promised for the cora-
1 ing season :-By the President-_-: A cen

-tury of painters of the Venetian school." By
Mr. Harris,R.C.A.- ,, Some early Florentine
painters." By Mn. F. W. Mills- ,, The
language of musical sound," illustrated by
selections, vocal and instrumental, from the
works of well known masters.

The first exhibition held during the year
was opened on the 22nd January and consist-
ed of works by amateurs resident in the city,
being the first exhibition of the kind held in
Montreal. The contributions exhibited were
as follows :-129 water colours, 71 oil paint-
ings, 42 pencil sketches, 15 sketches in pen
and ink, 11 crayons, and a clever portrait
bust modelled in clay. The second exhibi-
tion of the year was that of works by Cana::
than artists, which opened on the 12t11, and
closed on the 28th of April. Ninety-
eight oil paintings, and 70 water ,colours
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n I, hi in for exhibition. It7! was intended to hold the fourth annual ex-
hibition in the month of April next. The
third and last exhibition of the season, being
the "special loan exhibition of paintings and
drawings,' was opened on November 23rd
and closed on the 15th inst. The collection

. contained pictures by many well known
artists, as L. E. Adan, the late J. P. Chal-
mers, F. S. Church, Benjamin Constant ,
Heywood Hardy, J. C. Holl, Langée, Luigi
Loir, iyincwhirter, Jean H. François Millet,
Earnest Parton, Pelouse, Carl von Piloty, H.
Thompson, Othon de Thoren, Verniers, W.
Wylde and others. Although not a large
collection, it was an exceptionally interest-
ing one and attracted an unusual number of
isitors. A number of valuable paintings
v old masters, among them Raphael, Rem- I
landt, Van Dyck, etc., constituted a newdine in this exhibition. The number of.1-its paid to the exhibition was 2,773, towit: by members 2,120 and by non-members

653. The general loan collection had lately
been enriched by two characteristic examples,
representative of the opposite poles of the•-,..ottish school of painting, one by Sir Noel
.Iton, R.S.A., the other by Mr. John Pettie,A. ; these have been lent by Mr. AdamBrown, of Hamilton, Ontario.
Art classes were opened on the 1st of Octo-ber, under the direction of Mr. R. Harrisr, L.A.; twenty-five pupils had joined thi,,and the Council were glad to state that

,,.• system of drawing pursued by Mr. Harris
.as bearino. good fruit, and that the pupils

j were manifesting a zealous interest in their! work. The second session will commence' mialy 10th and close April 30th, 1884.
The reading room

'

 which was initiated ar year ago, bad proved very fer.-!ceptohl. to the
members, the attendance having largely in-creased. The list of periodicals, 29 in num-
ber, had been continued.

The Council had also determined to estab-
lish an Art Union, and to this end two
etchings were selected and the plates acquired
from the artists direct ; one-- on the Upper
Hudson," by Stephen Parrish ; the other-
" A Lesson in Wisdom," by F. S. Church.
Every subscriber of five dollars will receive
one copy of either etching, and will also pos-
sess a chance of winning a prize in the draw-
ings. The money thus raised will be expend-
ed in the purchase of works of art.

The following works had, during the pastyear, been accepted by the Council, and duly
.acknowledged to the donors :—

A marble statue," Cupid," by G. M. Benzoni,presented by Mr. W. Fred. Kay.An oil painting, " The Empty Cradle," by C.E. Samuel, purchased from the last Spring Ex-hibition, and presented by Mr. Hugh McLen-nan, a member of the Connod.A plaster cast. •
The donations of paintings and sculpture(apart from the Gibb bequest) at the pricesaffixed by the Council now amounted in total

value to the sum of $7.,615. The money do-nati ris up to date of last annual report
amounted to the sraill of $16,275, and $750had been received during the year, making atotal of $17,025. After deducting $500given for the Gibbmemorial and the $143 ofsundry expenditure, the sum of $16,382 wasleft which was Available for the buildingfund. The report then referred to the alter-ations, &c., made to the building. Therewas at the debit of building account and rep-resenting the er,penditure on building, plant,and furniture, -tip to the present date,

The sum of. 
.„   $25,921 32And there has been received—

From the Gibb bequest 	 $ 8,000From donations as above 	 16,382
24,382 00

Leaving cdeblt, balance or  $1,539 32The number of visits paid to the galleryduring the ,past three years has been as fol-lows:—

1
1883.	 1882.	 1881.Members -(free) 	  9,017	 10,498	 4,857Free visitors on Sat-

urdays.. 
	5,062	 2,474Non-members at 25

cents.- 	
uring Provincial 

1,929	 1,940 _1,317
Exhibition at 10
cents..	 nil.	 1,830	 2,350

Total visits 	 13,719	 19,339	 10414
f'dif •Yrrtspres—

The following is a summary of the state-
ment of the Treasurer, Mr. R. W. Shepherd,for the year ending 1st Deeember, 1883: —

RECEIPTs.
Balance from last Year
Art class,,fees paid in 	Fees of annual members 	
Entrance-lees of non-members 	Catalogues sold 	
Rents of shops 	
Commission on picture sales 	Interest on bank account 	Bequest of late Mr. D. J. Green-shields . 	
Life membership 	
Art Union  
Pictures sold. ............ .$2,059.50Less oommission 	  216.50

ExPE.NDITURRS.
Alterations and repairs to bnild-ings 	
Furnitnre and plant 	Cost of maintenance 	
Art Union,advance by treasurer for	purch.ase,of works of art
Paid artists for pictures sold 	Sundries..	 ...... 	
Balance cash In bank

THE PRESIDENT' S ADDREss.
The PRESIDENT, in moving its adoption,s L'd :—The report of the Council for 18a3shows the condition of our association to .be

prosperous. Nothing has occurred to dis-
courage us, while we have many causes forbeing thankful. The first paragraph of thereport shows in detail how the Council dis-charged tlae.duty put upon it by the instruc-tions given .to it at the last annual meetingto the effect that it should continue effortswith the Government for the remission ofduties on wcai:s of art of acknowledged meritand also of the duties on books. The resultswished for we  only obtained in part at thelast session of Parliament, and while booksprinted over seyen years ago and manuscriptshas e been placed upon the free list, sculp-tures, drawings, paints and painted glass,works of confessedly great artists, old or new,without distinction, are still subjectto high duties. .Still we have not given uphope of better condition in the futuredThe exhibition just ended was remarkable,'not for the number of the pictures exhibited,but for their values and character. The re-port alludes in detail to this exhibition andto the liberal spiritmanifested by the ownersof even the most precious of these pictures,in granting the loan of them towards the ex-hibition ; the best thanks of the Associationare justly due to thea gentlemen referred to.I xuay.mention here that nearly 3,000 personsvisited the exhibition. Art classes is anothersubject that was referred to in the last annualreport, but with regret that it was not in thepower of Council to report anything of adefinite character about them. In our presentort we are able to state that we have open-3 school tinder direction of an efficientwhet, Mr. Harris, and that twenty-, pupils have joined the class,1, Lich will, perhaps, prove self-supportiug.The report refers next to the reading-room.

I can testify that this room is visited daily
by numbers of our members, and that it seems
to be well appreciated. While on this sub-ject I would say that it is 'desirable that year
by year, by special efforts, books of authoritytreating of art generally, and particularlyof architecture and painting, old and newbooks on such subjects, books descriptive
of the old and modern galleries and collec-tions in Europe, should be procured and
placed in our reading-room. The older
works are getting rarer and rarer, but can be
procured at moderate enough prices at pre-
sent ; they will soon become dearer. Were
even £50 to .£60 a year contributed, by small
subscriptions of $10 or $5 annually, wewould in five or six years have a veryinteresting collection and of real utility. tThe report passes to the subject of the 1 ‘ Art



ki Association of Wontreal,
The Annual Meeting

of the Association will be held in the
GALLERY

On Thurs lay Next, the 20th Inst.,
At THREE p.m.,

or the Reception of the Annual Report of
• the Council, and for the Election of Officers

or one year and six Councillors for two
years, and for other business.

By order of the Council.
S. ENGLISH, Secretary.

Mont rt-, : :11. I -101	 .	 .21){1 2titt

-111 1: ASSOCIATION OE MONTREAL.

Annual Meeting.
Ile annual meeting of the Art Associa-

tion ,Ji . Montreal was held yesterday after'
noon in the Gallery, Phillips square Hon -.
Justice Mackay, the President, was in the
hair, , ili117-Z 1 iv Prn, triti

IL , L. E. Ada[]; the late J.
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Art Association of	 IVontroal,
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Will be read in the ART GALLERY,
Phillips' Square,

On Saturday Evening, 12th January, 1884,
At EIGHT o'clock,

By Hon. JUSTICE MACKAY, President.
Subject—" A Century of Painters of the

Venetian School."
Admission—Members, by ticket; Non-

members, 25 etc.	
S. ENGLISH,

Secretary.
Montreal, 10th January, 1884	 in-9
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mother may not- have discovered, and this
is the highest triumph of a work of art.

"The Last Moments of the Girondists,"
by Charles Von Piloty

'

 a German artist,
also attracts a great deal of attention.
This is a very fine picture, illustrating a
great event in French history. The cen-
tral figure is Vergriand, who stands in the
cart between Gensonne and Brissot, with
the Abbe Fauchet sitting close by. Valaze's
dead body is lying in the bottom of the
cart covered with a cloak. The grouping
of these figures is very effective, and they
are well drawn, except the women in the
background, which are somewhat out of
'drawing, but this defect is barely noticed
so spirited is the composition of the whole
scene. Nothing could be more perfect
than the finish of this picture, which is
worked out perfectly to the smallest de-
tail. The very texture of the clothing of
the figures in the picture can be determin-
ed. This picture, like the former, is also
the property of G. A. Drummond, Esq.

"The Gloaming, Auteuil," by Luigi Loir,
is a large canvas representing an evening
scene. The picture has many merits and
also some defects, but is better fitted for a
gallery of art than a drawing room. The
coloring is peculiar and it might be termed
cold, but on the whole it is suggestive and
effective. It is the property of R. B.
Angus, Esq,

" The Return of the Shrimpers," alsothe
property of Mr. Angus, is by Emile Louis
Vernier, an eminent French artist. It is a
very fine picture, vivid and life-like repre-
senting a group of women coming over the
sand. The sky is well worked out and the
long drear outline of the sand flat imparts
a strange effect to the scene.

"The Slain Enemy" by Heywood Hardy,
the property of Geo. Stephen, Esq., repre-
sents a father who has just rescued his son
from a wolf which he has slain. The pic-
ture is large, the grouping is spirited
and the coloring realistic.

"The Gleaner," the property of Mr.
Angus, and painted by Francois Deseve
Langee, is an admirable specimen of figure
drawing, most carefully finished in the
details and in color very fine. There are
some coarse effects in the background
which are not quite in harmony with na
turc, but serve to bring out the figure of
the gleaner very effectively.

The portrait of Peter Redpath, Esq.,
which has 'keen painted for McGill Uni-
Tersity by Sydnoy Hodges, is also exh bi-
ted. It is lité size

'

 and admirably finished,
but the face is thought to be deficient in
strength.

Mr. Robert Harris contributes a portrait,
which, although somewhat coarsely
worked out, is very strong and effective,
and compares very favorably with the
work of the English artist.

We regret that want of space prevents
us from noticing many of the collection in
this issue. The public will have an op.
portunity of visiting the gallery to-day.

•



. —
count, and representing t e e. • -...•
building, plant and furniture, up to the
present date, the sum of $25,921.32, and
.there has been receive 1—from the Gibb
bequest, $8,000; from donations as above,
$16,382—$24,382, leaving a debit balance
of $1,539.32, which sum has meanwhile
been provided out of the general funds of
the Association.

The Council have the pleasure of an-
nouncing that the Marquis of Lansdowne,
the Governor General, has consented to
become patron of the Association, and to
receive an address on the occasion of his
approaching visit to Montreal.

The number of visits paid to the Gallery
during the past three years has been as
follows :_

kirmb
ers [free] 	

 1883.	 1882.	 1881.
e	 9,017 10,498	 4,857
ee visitors on Satur-
aye.,   4,773	 5,062	 2,474

-1n-embers at 25c 	  1,929	 1,940	 1,317
tog Provincial Ex-

'xhibition at luc 	 nil.	 1,839	 2,350

Total visits 	  15,719 19,339 10,998
In conclusion the Council express their

le
lief that the position of the Association
yearly becoming more assured, and that
is winning its way with the more en-

iMtened portion of the community.
As each member present had a copy of

report, the president moved that it be
.1 as read, which was agreed to.

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.
on. Justice Mackay then moved the

.ption of the report. He said :—
Ale report of the Council for 1883 shows

, f condition of our association to be pros-
petous. Nothing has occurred to discour-
age us. while we have many causes for
being thankful. The first paragraph of
the report shows in detail how the Council
in scharged the duty put upon it by the in-
structions given to It at the last annual
niteting to the effect that it should con-
gnae efforts with the Government for
the remission of duties ou works of art of
acknowledged merit, and also of the duties
an Woks. The results wished for were
only obtained in part at the last session of
Parliament, and while books printed over
3even years ago and -‘-• 'nscripts have been
ilacedie the free	 :-- Aulptures, draw-_

offieert--,-177s771,1r.0
gable Secretary of the Association, Mr. S.
English, brought the meeting to a close.

MONTREAL VETERINARY ASSOCIATION.

The regular fortnightly meeting of the
Montreal Veterinary Medical Association
was held in the lecture room of the College
last evening, Mr. Clement, V.S , Vice-Pre-
sident, in the chair. A communication
was read by Mr. Blanchard of a case of
kidney disease which had been successful-
ly treated.

Mr. Chas. McEachran read a paper on
" Parturient Apoplexy." He remarked that
very little had been written on the subject,
but hehad endeavored to combine all the
information from the different authors with
his own personal experience in Scotland.
He mentioned that it followed civilization
and improvement in cattle, and that heavy
milking breeds when fed upon very rich
diet were most liable to its fatal attacks ;
he believed it to be one of the most fatal
diseases known. The great exciting ca4kse
was parturition, the animals dying of t7i.e
disease in a state of coma.

Mr. Clement exhibited some specimens of
ulcerated intestines from cases of typhoid
fever, an atheromatous aortu, and also
some microscopic specimens 01 bacillus
anthrax and tubercle.

EPPS'S C000A.—GRATEF131, AND COMFORT
tria.—" By a thorough knowledge of the na-
tural laws which govern the operations of
digestion and nutrition, and by a careful ap-
plication of the fine properties of well-selected
Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast
tables with a delicately flavoured beverage
which may save us many heavy doctors' bills.
It is by the Judicious use of such articles of
diet that a constitution may be gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every
te dency to disease. Hundreds of subtle ma-
ladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak point. We may
escape many a fatal shaft by keeping our-
selves well fortified with pure blood and a
properly nourished frame. Service
Gazette.—Made simply with boiling water or
milk. Sold only in Packets and Tins (1113.
and lb.) by Grocers, labelled—" TAMES EPPS &
CO., Homceopath le Chemists, London, Fpg "— •



Giotto influenced it except in an in-
finitesimally small degree, and very indirectly.
Now I define my century of painters. They
are those of this renaissance, which lasted dur-
ing the one hundred years immediately pre-
ceding the death of Tintoretto, and, as he
died in 1594, it embraces nearly the whole of
the 16th century, the famous chique cento.
By the bye the Italians seem to ignore the
years one to one hundred, and call the 16th
century the 15th.
Giovanni Bellini.
Palma Vecchio, .

Tintoretto.

My century begins ivith
and t--teurgotte,
Titian, Paul Veronese,

A CENTURY OF VENETIAN ART.

Interesting lecture by Hon. Justice Mackay,
under the auspices of the Art

Association.
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GIOVANNI BELLINI.

lived during twenty-two years of the 16th
century, and all departed this life within it.
That 16th century was remarkable for an
universal renaissance, and rich in artists
for,, besides those in Venice, Leonardo da
Vinci, Raphael, Corregio, Michael Angelo
and many other*. lived and died in it. Titian,
Paul Veronese knd Tintoretto survived
the four great men that I have named last.
'Phrie is not allowed me for any extended
notice of each of he painters of my century.
I must be as brief in my remarks about them
as I can reasonably be. John Bellini is or-
dinarily reckoned as the great master of his
day. He assimilated to himself the best
qualities of the various schools which had
met at Padua, learning something from all,
combining with the exquisite skill he ac-
quired that magnificent power Of colour
which made him the founder of the Venetian
school. His subjects were usually sacred.
Over three hundred years have passed since
the central period of John Bellini' s paintings,
and Ruskin testifies that t‘ no harmful change
has passed upon that perfect workmanship."
Dr. Lubke says of him :--t Colouring attains
in his works to that splendor,power and bril-
liancy which remain the inalienable property
of the Venetian school." He adds

Henceferth the Venetian painters find the
true life of their representations in colour."
Giorgone was a pupil of John Bellini, and
excelled in oil colouring. He rejoiced in
painting noble physical beauty. One of his
best works is " The Chaldean Sages," at
Vienna. He died of the plague at a very early
age.

He was for a time a pupil of Titian, who
tuened him away ; from jealousy, it is said ;
but he was nothing daunted by the repulse,
and set up a painting room for himself, with
this motto over the door : The drawing of
Michael Angelo here, with the colouring of
Titian." He painted so rapidly that he ac-
quired the surname of , t Il Furioso." His
bye for the nude and muscular was as sincere!
as Michael Angelo' s, while the immensity of
his pictures would have convinced Michael
Angelo that ceil-painting was not work only
for women. In.the old school of St. Rocco
at Veniee are oey fifty of Tintoretto's paint-
ings—one is the "Crucifixion." This is
considered by some to be Tintoretto's c1r.1

alivre. Ruskin says of it : " It is beyond
all praise and beyond all analysis." On the
other hand, Radcliffe says of it, "Christ on
the Cross is in the centre of it, while eighty
moving figures, populace, executioners, horse-
men, soldiers and women mingle in inextrica-
ble confusion, and runaze, but weary, us
with profuse detail." Ruskin says that Tin-
toreho is equal to Turner in landscape. and
that he does not know which is the greater.
But the vine:it work by Tintoretto is the
e Paradise " in the Ducal Palace. It is 74 feet
long and thirty high, and shows fouir hundred
figures. Ruskin calls it the " thoughtfullest
and mightiest picture in the world." Tin-
toretto, Veronese and Titian had in common
the renaissance spirit, as it formed itself ill

There was a large attendance at the Art
Association's Gallery on Saturday evening,
on the occasion of a lecture by the President,
Hon. Justice Mackay, on the subject " A
Centene Peiesterslof the Venetian School.'l
The Hon. gentleman' s valuable discourse,
which was listened to with the greatest at-
tention. is appended. He said :—

Of Venice Howell says : Oje you! who'
ever you are that journey towards this en-
chanting city for the first time, let me tell
you how happy I count you. There lies
before you the spectacle of such singular
beauty as no picture can ever show you, nor
book tell you." There are some here, I dare say,
who will not bring themselves to subscribe
to what he adds : " beauty which you shall
feel perfectly but once." Some here I know
have had the good fortune to feel it twice,
and others, like Ruskin and Bunney and.
Montalba confess to feeling it over and over
again, on every occasion of revisiting the beau-
tiful city. Of histories of countries and cedes
that have grown up and prospered, and
finally fallen away, that of Venice is one of
the most interesting. For over 1 300 years
she existed as an independent state. At the
close of the 12th century she was called the
"Queen of the Seas." About 1204, at the
iourth crusade, so graphically described by
Gibbon, she furnished 100 galleys and sent
them under command of Henry Dandolo to
help the crusaders, and they captured Con-
stantinople, by which Venice gained vast
territo. ies. I n 1415 the trade with Lom-
bardy was worth over ten millions of golden
sequins a year, and her shipping numbered
over 3,000 vessels, manned by 30,000 men.
At the end or the 15th cent:net she stood
Shorn of nearly all power in the East ; for the
Turks, fifty years before, regained Constan-
tinople, and in 1503 she had to abandon the
whole of the Morea to them. Then followed
the famous League of Cambrai, in 1510, be-
tween the Pope Julius, the Emperor and the
King of France, opus operatum, by which
was that she was stripped of all her posses-
sions in the Ecclesiastical States and in the
Milanese. Before that her commerce had
begun to decline, owing to he opening of
new markets in Europe leading to the
growth of other countries, and from
other causes. St, from having been the
!het of the states of Christendom she has
fallen gradually, and had various masters and
fortunes, until in 1866 she was made a mere
province in reconstructed Italy. She con-
tinues to exist nevertheless in a perfection of
beauty ; although (says Ruskin) like a ghost
upon the sea, weak and quiet, bereft of every-
thing but her loveliness. The subject of my
paper for this evening is "A Century of
Painters of he Venetian School," and I
must proceA to that ; but before defin-
ing the metes and bounds of my century, I
would observe that at the period immediate-
ly preceding it the painter's art in Venice
Was at rather a low ebb. Certainly art stood
higher in Florence and Padua. Painting
boomed late in Venice, says Symonds. In all
these places the artists

DREW NEARLY ALL THEIR INSPIRATION

from the church and its traditions. They
were the chief motive power. For centuries
before Venice had been given over to the
influences of Byzantine art, which delighted
in narrow, oval, obliquely cut eyes, long thin
noses, thin lips and narrow chins in figures,
in an abundance of decoration in pictures,
and in highly coloured mosaics on grounds of
gold, on walls, domes and vaulted roofs in
churches. Byzantine mosaics and frescoes,
full of symbolism, and pictures in distemper,
generally upon wood with colours, mixed not

n with oil, but fig Ace or white of egg, were to
0 be seen in every direction. Its best remain-

ing works are the altar in St. Marks, the
mosaics on gold grounds on the walls and
domes of St. Marks, and in the church at Re-
yeena, the illuminated rammscripts and the
miniatures on gold ground, to be seen in the
Vatican, in the Royal Library at Paris, and
in the libraries in other cities. The
painters adhered to the old types
down to about 1473, when Antonello da
Messina took to Venice from Flanders the

' secret of painting in oils after the mode dis-
covered by the Van Eycks, and exhibited it
(unreservedly it seems) to the Vivarini and
to Giovanni Bellini, which last was quick to
tslept it, brought oil painting to perfection
and became founder of the Velletiaa Klee&
He is said to have inaugurated a renaissance
in painting in Venice. Yet he was not the first
there to resort to the use of the new pigments
id Vat O Lii, Visdiini, and Aei-
nello da Messina were before Mtn ; a pic-

ture by each of whom may be seen in our
National Gallery. This renaissance, except
in a degree, is not owing to Bellini. In a
great degree it is due to the fact of Antonello
de Messina having published in Ver 1 eet the
art of painting in oils that he :add learned in
Flanders. The renairsanee could not have
taken place, ly lien, and as it did, but for the
discovery made by the Van Eycks 30 years
before in Bruges.

HUBERT VAN gym
and Jan his brother were painting in oil (much
in the manner practised now) before Giovanni
Bellini had a brush in his hand. The story
of the Van Eycks' invention ought not to be
considered foreign to our subject, and cannot
fairly be disconnected from the history of rhe
revival of the art of painting in Venice in the
time of Giovanni Bellini. Jan Van Eyck had
an enquiring mind, and about 1420 made the
discovery of a colourless varnish to mix with
colours, and to dry readily in the shade or
sunshine, whereby the necessity a ex-
posing work to dry slowly in the
sun, and at great risks ,(as used to
be the ,practice), was done awe), with.
Dr. Lubke says of Van Eyck : 44 He devised
new advantages in the preparation and else of
olours, and made wonderful progress in the
pplicatiou of oil as a cement, by means of

which he produced a power and depth 'lever
previously 'known, and an incomparably fine
blending of colour ; to this was added an ex-
cellent colourless varnish, which gave the
colours a freshness and brilliancy so that the
paintings Men their appearance of pertfect
reality surprised all cotemporaries in the

ighest degree:" Flanders was the birth place
modern painting. Van Eyck was inclubit-

,idy founder atan entirely new modeeef paint-
'g, adds Dr. Lubke. The small looking
escovery of Van Eyck, so soon as heard of,
',crated a revolution in Venice. It was the

I eath knell to fresco and tempera painting.
t led to pupile.crowding into the schools

learn painting. The demand for easel pic-
tures increased ,enonmously. By 1488 tem-
pera was no longer .aniedium in which good
painters consented to work, and the tendency
<in the younger generation, particularly), was
to use to the full the facilities that
the new method a .0d1 painting afforded.
Ciinabae, called

"THE FIRST OP rem :FLORENTINES,"

is sometimes called the father of modern paint-
ing, but this without right.; although he did
make a departure from the Byzantine system
of colour, and introduced new flesh tints. His
works and modern paintings are far as the
poles asunder. He and his pupil Giotto,
(MA more than a hundred years before Jan
Van Eyck was boni. They were totally
ignorant of the process of painting pursued by
Jiovanni Bell*, and never produced a paint-
ing resembliag in texture and character the
last works of Giovanni Bellini, or the oil
paintings of his finnous pupils and their suc-
vessels. The real renaissance of painting, to
which all the world is indebted, and like
which there has been none since, is the one
which commenced in the time of John Bel-
lini, of which he bas been called author, but
with what amount of right I have
alretely stated. Neither teiniabue nor

Venice," says Symonds.	 Tintoretto died in r

Venice about six or seven years after Vero-
nese.

THE INFLUENCE OF THESE VENETIAN PAINTERS

has extended far and wide, and the seed
sown by them has borne fruit, not merely in
Venice, but all over the world. Their works
remain,' and have inspired generation after
generation of painters; for instance, Rubens
and Vandyke, his pupil ; Velasquez an

Meugs and Angelica Kauffman, hi pupil
Poussin and Claude, Sir Joshua Reynolds,
Benjamin West and countless other artists,
down to our own days. Rubens, who re-
stored life to the half dead art of Flanders,
was eight years in Italy, and spent months
in Venice copying there. He and Ribera,
Velasquez and Murillo, who revived the
Spanish school ; the German, French and
English painters, particularly those whom I
have named, have all drawn'inspiration from
the Venetians. Nevertheless, as many of
you are aware, all the arts of the Renaissance
have been sneered at, and are decried by
some excellent persons. According to these,
the Renaissance has been marked by a return
to Pagan systems. Great harm has been
done by its painters and architects, and terri-
ble mischiefs by Tansovino and Palladio, the
Claudes and Poussins. The Venetian-Grecian
architecture is detestable, a style called clas-
sic Roman, as exhibited, for instance, in the
churches of San Georgio and the Salute.
There ought to be no architecture but
Gothic, and as to oil paintings, none ought
todie tolerated in which there is no religion.
The subject of all paintings ought to be sub-
ordinated to the ideals of the world before l
any Renaissance was thought of. Thus far
Ruskin, one avowed object of whose book,
" The Stones of Venice," is to destroy all
claims of the Renaissance (the Venetian one
by name) to admiration. At the time of

LORENZO THE MAGNIFICENT,

towards the end of the 15th century, Italy
yielded to classicalism based upon infidelity,
and the study of the Greek and Latin authors
was revived, and the wave of Paganism swept
over Florence, says Miss Owen, (whose book
is edited by Ruskin). Again she says :—
" Swift destruction to the arts of Italy was
brought about by Michael Angelo ; " and
again, e Sixtus IV succeeded to Nicholas V,
and here set in the reaction for pagan art im-
mortalised by the Sistine chapel." Evidently
what is called it Modern Civilization " is de-
testable, according to those " excellent per-
sons." They are entitled to their opinions,
but so are the millions who choose to dissent
from them. Was the world bound to submit
to a rule that only sacred subjects should be
painted to the end of time ? Ought , 	to
say :	 Banish all paintings, such as Tiian's,
Raffirer s, Velasquez, Rubens, etc., to take, or
get (instead of them) pictures like those of
the time of the dark ages ? No ! No 1 Art
painting ought to be, and always has been,
connected with the thoughts, emotions, and
life of rho age of its production, just as litera-
ture has been, and ought to be. Again, may
we not ask : " Is there no Christian art in
Raphael's Sistine Madonna, or in his Trans-
figuration, or in Titian's Assumption of the
Virgin, or in Tintoretto's Paradise, or in
Rubens' Descent from the Cross, or in the
Temptation, the Sermon on the Mount, the
Delivery of the Law, etc., in the Sistine
Chapel ? " Surely we may be per-
mitted to hold that these are not pagan.
Greek art is sneered at by the excellent per-
sons whom I have referred to ; yet the nation
that possessed the highest art-instinct the
world ever saw was the Greek. It seems to
me that the world has settled into a belief
that we owe an immense debt to the works
and artists of the sixteenth century, and that
the greatest achievements in oil painting were
in that century. Let us, under the circum-
stances, go to our homes, not sorrowing over
any of the Renaiseances, but rather taking
comfort from them all. You know there
have been several, some of them not as clear-
ly defined as the Venetian one that we are
principally concerned about. The glory of
Venice, it is said, has departed. Yes, teieree
amount of glory has departed from her, but
the glory that she acquired from her century
of painters, of whom I have spoken, has not
departed, and never will depart from her.

At the conclusion of the lecture, Rev. J. S.
B;ack , seconded by Mr. G. A. Drummond,
moved a vote of thanks to the lecturer, whicli
Ites unanimously carried.

i

REV. A. J. BRAY.

PALMA VECCHIO

was a friend of Titian, and has the same soft,
rich colouring and beauty of female forms.
His works are often mistaken for Titian's.
Many of his paintings remain in Venice. In
Dresden is his celebrated Three Graces,''
the central figure being his daughter Vio-
lante, with whom it is said Titian fell in
love. We now come to

TITIAN.

He was born in 1477 and lived to the age of
99. , He also was a pupil of Giovanni Bellini.
He worked chiefly at easel painting, and is
universally recognized as the greatest por-
trait painter the world has ever produced. In
1514, while at the Court of Ferrara, he paint-
ed for the Duke Alphonse the picture of
e Christ and the Tribute Money," now in
Dresden. The flesh tints of the face of our
Saviour and the calm and piercing majesty of
its expression as he turns towards the crafty
pharisee are the points for which it has been
most praised. In 1516 he painted the As-
sumption of the Virgin," now in the Venice
Academy. Titian's 1, Assumption," says
Symonds, is the grandest single oil painting
in the world except Raphael's " Madonna di
San Sisto." In 1530 Titian painted the
celebrated portraits of Charles V. and Pope
Clement VII. The former represents Charles
on horseback, and is now in the
Madrid gallery ; the other is in
the Bridgewater collection in London.
In 1533 he painted another portrait of Charles
V. for which he was paid a thousand gold
scudi. This portrait pleased Charles so much
that he declared that Titian deserved the
name of Apelles, and insisted on creating him
a Knight of the Golden Spur, and raised his
children to the rank of nobles. In 1545 he
painted the portrait of 'Pope Paul III. at
Rome, and while there painted a Venus and
Adonis, (ISacred and Profit/le 'Love," and
" Danae in the Golden Shower." The Ro-
man artists were jealous of him, and Michael
Angelo said spitefully that though he could
paint he did not know how to draw. The
greatest difficulty meets the critic who at-
tempts to speak of Titian. Says Symonds :
To seize the salient characteristics of an ar-
tist whose glory is to otter nothing over prom-
Mont and who keeps the middle course of per-
fection is impossible. Titian' s art is a golden
mean of joy unbroken by brusque movements
of the passions. A well tempered harmony in
which no thrilling note suggests the possibil-
ity of discord. Titian died of the plague in
Venice and was buried in the Church of
the Fran. where a splendid monu-
ment to him is to be seen
opposite the one to Canova. I con-
clude my observations on Titian by
mention of the graceful tribute to him by one
of the most renowned of the world's artists.
Salvator Rosa in Rome asked Velasquez
what he thought of Raffaelle ; Velasquez an-
swered thus --
	"  I saw, in Venice,
The true test of the good and beautiful
First in my Judgment ever stands that school,
And Titian first of all Italian men is."
We come now to

PAUL VERONESE,

who survived Titian by about twelve years.
A perpetual pageant is embodied on his can-
vas. He is particularly noted for banquet
scenes, most of them painted for the refecto-
ries of convents. Four of these are famous,

The Marriage at Cana," ‘• The Feast in
the House of Simon the Pharisee," -‘ The
Feast in the House of Levi," and l• The
Supper in the House of Simon the Leper."
Two of these are in Venice, and two in
Paris. e The Marriage at Cana " in the
Louvre is said to be the largest easel picture
in the world. It is 30 feet long and 20 high,
with more than 120 figures ; some of these
are portraits. The bride is said to be Eleanor
of Austria, and her husband is Francis the
First. All the great Venetian painters are
represented among the musicians, and Ver-
onese himself is playing a violoncello. The
Family of Darius.by Veronese is in the British
National Gallery, which paid £13,650 for it.
Of 1, ‘ The Feast in the House of Levi," in the
Venice Academy, Radcliffe says :—. 11 It is
very beautiful. Its marvellous perspective,
superb architecture, and splendour of colour-
ing render it one of the most attractive pic-
tures in the gallery." We now pass to

TINTORETTO.

His farewell sermon at Zion Church
last evening.

A seven years' review.
--

Zion Church was completely filled to the
doors last evening on the occasion of the
farewell discourse of . the pa.etor, Rev. A. J.
Bray, and many persons had to be turned
away for want of room. After devo-
tonal exercises, and a number of sacred se-
lections which were rendered by the church
Choir in a highly excellent manner, the rev.
gsntleman commenced his discourse. He
reenarked in commencing that he must say
to-night what he had been for a long time
anticipating, that was, farewell to his work,
his church and his people. It was on the
29th of October, 1876, that he had delivered
his inaugural address as pastor of this con-
gregahou. He remembered that on that occa-
sion he had made a forecast of what the
future would be; he had stated that he
expected triumphs, but that he also expected
trials and disappointents, that there would be
some persons who would love him, and
some on the other hand who would hate him,
but that he had held that he was here to do
God' s will and that he would do it to the
best of his ability. And, said the speaker,
looking back upon what he had then stated
he could truly say that his forecast had been
abundantly fulfilled, and his remarks to-
night would be in a certain sense devoted to
the development of this prediction. He re-
ferred to the fact that when he came to this
country he had left a great and responsible
position in England. The strain of work in
Manchester lied, however, told upon him and
he needed a rest and change of scene. He
was also as unsettled in mind as in body.
Great theological questions were then sweep-
ing accross the land, and controversy
Vit8.8 sharp. He referred to his early
life at college, remarking that he had
small confidence in theological colleges, and
believed that they did not do much to deve-
lop freedom of thought and kindness towards
men. He passed through the usuarcourse,
receiving, however, not 'much that would be
of service to him in his future career. He
became a devoted student of the German
speculative school., and several times defend-
ed its doctrines. Quite speculative thinking
often, however, became very difficult, and
well nigh impossible, owing to the pressure
of work. It seemed to him, therefore, that a
few leisure years, in which to consolidate the
mind and thoughts, would be of service. He
began to be displeased with the securing anti-
quity of the Old Country, and saw in this
country, with	 its	 vast	 extent	 of
forest and stream, a land of free- T
dam and liberty. So he argued, and
so he came teCanada and delivered his inaug-
ural address. His remarks on that occasiou
he well remembe:ed caused some sensation,
and there were certain persons who predicted
that this was but the beginning of much mis-
chief. He would. however:, never forget the
feeling of sympathy which was extended to
him bv many in the days of darkness that
followed. He remembered well the agony of
Veit period mud his ceaseless seeking for a creed
when he was driven back upon the simple
formula, " I know that it is right to do right,
and I will preaeh that.•' He would say, how-
ever, now that he had never taken advantage
of his position or his people. When he ac-
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The Hon. JAMEs Fgaaizmt, as senior gover-
nor, read the address, wkich was as follows

To the Right Honourable and Most Noble the
Marquis of Lansriowne, (iove'. -r&or-General
of canada.

MAY IT PLEASE Youa EXCELLENCY,—
We, the Governors, Principal and Fellows of

the University of McGill College, are glad of
this opportunity to ott'.'.r Your Excellency a
cordial welcome as the representative of our
gracious Queen, and the gratification we feel
in rendering this tribute of dutiful respect is
enhanced by the consideration that in ap-
proaching Your Excellency we have, at the
same time, the honour and privilege of wel-
coming also the official visitor of this univer-
ity under its royal charter.
Your Excellency's predecessors have ever

evinced a lively interest in McGill University,
and have regarded with favour its efforts for
the advancement of higher education in this
country ; and it may create some additional in-
terest in it behalf when it is known that these
efforts have been eminently successful, since,
holding as it does the position ut a central in-
stitution, it has extended many of its peculiar
advantages to several schools and colleges,
theological and others, which have become
affiliated to it, and some of these are iustitu

-fions that exert extensive influence and have
been found ofgreat utility.

We beg leave to tender to Your Excellency
our cordial good wishes that the greatest pros-
perity and success ma' attend your adminis-
tratlon ofthe affairs 01 this Dominion, and our
prayer that with God's blessing, you may be
enabled to discharge the duties of your exalted
office so as to secure the welfare of all classes of
the people, and to afford ajust source of satis-
faction to yourself.

We also beg leave respectfully to offer our
cordial good wishes for the welfare and happi-
ness of the Marchioness of Lansfiowne and your
family.

Signed on behaifof the Corporation.
JAMES FERRIER,

Governor.
His Excellency then replied as follows

Mit. FERRIER,GOVERISOItS AND FELLOWS OF
MCGILL Uretvaasivy,—In spite of the great
kindness of the welcome you have given us,
there are some reasons which render me ai-
most doubtful whether my visit to McGill Uni-
versity has been made at an altogether oppor-
tune moment. In the first place I am not at
all cure that ahurried visit in the midst of all
the excitemontsofthe festival which is pro-
ceedng outside, is altogether respectful to the
distguished body which has honoured me
wit$ this address. I was. however, reluctant
to pave Montreal without going through, at
a rate, the formalities of an introduction to
t e university of which, by virtue of my  0111cc,

have the honour to be visitor. A visitor who
did not visit would show an amount of indiffer-
once to his university clients which I cor-
tainly do not feel. (Loud applause.) But,
sir, there is another reason which
makes me doubtful whether the time of my
visit has been well chosen. Your minds must
lust now be occupied otherwlee than by the
kindly thoughts to which you have given cx-
pression in your address. Within the last few
days the news has reached us of the death of
one who has been not only a coueistent friend
of the university and a member of its govern-
lug body for the last thirty-two years, but who
held at the time of his death the high  0111cc of
presidentofthe Royal Socletyfor the Advann

-nient of Learning and of chancellor of the  uni-
versity. A public life of usefulness extending
over more thac a half century, public services
diverse in character, but all rendered cheer-
fully anti with conspicuous ability, sviht have
earned for Judge Day a place among the public
men whom Canada will remember most grate-
fully. (Heal-, hear.) In this university ito
leaves an irreparable void and an endur-
inz memory. Your Invitation, sir, was,
however, one which 1 could not set
aci1, and, being here, I have the greatest
pleasure in accepting your kindly worded con-
gratulations. I thank you for them as the rep-
resentative of a sovereign who has always
shown a warm iuteiest in the cause of higher
education. (Great applause.) As the ox-officio
holder of au honourable position In your  uni-
versily hierarchy, and last but notleast, as one
who, owing a great debt of gratitude to one of
our tld universities at home, feels the utmost
sympathy wills all who ai-e engaged lu univer-

being presented to Lord and Lad
downe, the studenis joined in singing
he's a jolly good fellow " and a
chorus, and again sang the Nation
them as the viceregal party passed out
hall. Some time was spent in view
library, after which their £xcellenc
parted, anidst three rousing cheers fr
students.

THE CURLING BONSPIEL.
The curling bonspiel, by no ni

insignificant feature of the Carniv
gramme, opened yesterday mornin
St. Gabriel flour sheds, Ottawa strQi
were gaily decorated with evcl-gree
flags, of all descriptions. A festoon ot'

ings hung over the entrance added  muc
the general effect. On account of the mi.
able weather the ice was " no that gle'
but the become were plied incessantly and
ice was kept clear. There were rinks pre
representing curling clubs all the way f
Milwaukee to Halifax, N.S., and fr
purity of their dialect and the euth
with which they entered into the gam
would hardly believe he was elsewhere
in Scotland, the birthplace of the spur
though they were hardly so demnonstiati
so noisy as their brither Scots, they
quite as keen curlers. 	.— -

Tise DOUBLE RINK COMPETITIONS

Commenced at halfpast nine o'cloc
the morning, the clubs with one or
exceptions playing on the rinks at th
Gabriel flour sheds :-

IRON PLPY1NG CLUBS.
PERTh-UPON -rAY VS. MONTREA t..

Perth.	 Monlreal
J G Campbell,	 E L baird, -
J W Walker,	 H Haswell,
Wm Montgomery	 F Cole,
Henry Taylor (skip)— H A Budden (skip)

15.
J F Kennedy,	 Wm Abboh,
F B Allan,	 W J Fenwtck,
R J Drummond	 R W Tyre,
W H Grant (sklp)-17 A T Patterson (skip

32
Majority for Montreal-3.
Arnprior Club a bye.

RENFJISW vs. MoNTREAL TIC
itenfiew.

Jas Stewart.,
Jas Clark,
R Janileson,	

— 15D Airth (skip)

JMKirke,Robt Leeci,	
T J Alexander,Dr O'Brien

Joe Wa,d,	 (leo Kay,
D McGill, (skip) —7 G T Brush (-tdp)-

22
Majority lbr Montreal Tlmistle-27.

OTTAWA VS. tIONTttEAL CALEDON -t.
Ottawa.	 C.eledoala.

. (skI
ton,

sort (s

cbec

, 	l-d

much honour ICr flimseil anti
which he belongs. (Loud appiau
only remains for me to thank you
the welcome which you have giv
to express my confidence that the,
university will be as distinguishem
In the future as it has been in the
applause-) I beg to thank you
for your kind reference to Lady
(Tremendous applause.) It has gh
pleasure to be here to-day, and I a
her first Introduction to CanadM
duates will be amongst the pleasam
ries she will carry away from this
thank you very cordially for the
which I have been received here  t
cheering.)

While the members '1 convc

TSI'LIt.
Thistle.

W Stewart,
S Greenshields,
Rev J Barclay
Alex Mitehelf (skip)

j H Thomson,	 W H Boon,
\v M lIutch.lson, 	R \Vmlsoti;
CitScott, 	J Ail,t,i,
G Hutchison (skip)—t^2 W Wilsor
A G Forgie,	 W A .Tohns
J D Waijaca,	 A N Craig,
Joh,i Manuel,	 R Pol,
J W Russell (skip)— O J II Hutchi

31
Majority Cor Caledonla-2.

MISSISSIPPI (ALM0'.tTE) vs. Q
Mississippi. 	Q u

J. Crawford.	 W R D 'au,
N Riddeil,	 W R•te,
r Hunter.	 A Brodle.
v Willo3ghby(sklp)iS W Brodit

J Forgie,	 G T Pittlilt
it Coebrane,	 W Tolield,
.1 Me[.,eod, 	Jobs Macit
p Young (skip)—ii H H Sw

et;
Majority for Quebec—CS.

1er. jonres, r.Q, vs. SSIKI1BII

St. Johns Club made deramlt.

-
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TP1E GAZETTE, W)N

Second Day of the Gala
Week.

BRL& TR GUVERUR-ŒENERkL

The Curling Bonpiel AuBpiciously
Inaugurated,

THE KUNT OLUB BALL.

The CntraotT1 Drive and Djuner.—The

Hkey Matche—TrOttiflg Raeea at the

Driving Park—The Snowshoe Racee-

Skating Races and Gamee—The Queen's

Rail Concert—Viceregal Movemeflt3-

Carnival NoteB—To-day's Pro-

grainme,eto., eto.

The weather is so important an ele-

ment for consideration in conn'ctiofl

with the Carniva' that we may be par-

doned a primary allusion to it. Yesterday

the bright prospects with which the opening

day wac fraught were not fulfthlcd, and the

bright, sunny and bracing air was unfortu-

netely changed for a dull, leaden atmo14-

phere, with drizzling sleet, which, had

the enthusiasm been less than is hap-

puy the case, would have dampened

one' s ardour considerably. Despit the

weather, and it was not propitious,it must be

confessed, the day' s programme was carried

out, and seemingly enjoyed by partici-

pants and spectators alike. Our American
visitors were moie at home in yesterday's

weather than in that of Monday,and were not

to be robbed of the anticipated sight-seeing by

rain, consequently the foreign element was

largely represented at the various events of

the day. To-day, it is to be hoped, the fates

willdeal more kindly and that bright sun and

blue sky overhead will greet the crowning

day of the Carnival.

few pictures which I brought here at the dis-

nosal of the president of the Royal Academy
lor exhibition In IArnLIOn, and to this extent at
all events I believe my appointment h been
most popular In the old country. it was with
mnch satisfactiOn that I accepted the
o1ce or patron which you were good
enough to place witbin my roach. I am well
aware of the Interest taken In the affairs of the
associatIon by my predecessors, and not least
by the royal larly who was Lord  Lorne's con-
sort and who was herself an artist In the truest
sense of the word. Lord Lorne's services to
Canarnan art are so well known to you that I
need not remind you of them. Let me, how-
ever, say In passing how much I was struck by
hiawisdom In stipulating at thetimeof the
foundation of the Royal Canadian Academy of
Arts that no attempt should he made to inter-
fere with those local art associations which
were already in existence. and which I am
glad to believe are workIng usefully by the
side of it. You have referred to the dlmcultles
with which the study of the ftne arts
must be attended in a young country.
Those diflicuitles are obvious anti inevitable.
Men are too busy, too much occupied with the
pureuits of their daily life Co cy much atten-
tion to art. There can in a young country be
no long established national art schools
or collections. There must again pro-
babiy at llrst be a relatively much
smaller number of persons In a
position t.o extend to the arts that practical
patronage without which the profession of an
artist cannot be expected to attract many fol-
lowers, All these are, however, ditficulties
which will tend to disappear as the country ad-
vances along the path of progress which It Is
travelling with so much rapidity, and I am
glad to learn from you that you are
able to report that your efi'orts have been
attended with success and that the prospect-s
ofeound and enlightened art culture are far
from discouraging. The munificence ofone of
your citizens lias enabled you to start on your
career with very considerable advantages, and
It Is not unreasonable to expect that the splen-
did example which be has set may be follow-
cd, even at a distance, by others. The City of
Montreal has, I am glad to say, been consplc-
uous for the success of the exhibitions held
within It, and I shall hope, during my stay In
Canada, to enjoy man opportunities of obsorv-
ing the work ofynur Canadian artists. Some
of them have made themselves a reputation
extending beyond the limits of the Dominion.
I congratulate you upon what you have been
able to do ; I cordially wish you success in your
future efforts, and I trust that my connection
with your country may aftlrd me some oppor.
tunities ofco-operatlng with you in promoting
the advancement of the fine arts.

At the request ofHis Excellency the gentle-
men present were then presented to him and
Lady Lansdowne by the president of the as-
sociation, and after a few minutes spent in
conversation they withdrew.

SI tv work. (Loud cheers.) The duties of your
visitor are, as far as I can asgertain, not of a
very onerous character, but the fact that the
ornes is held by the representative of the
crown may, I think, be regarded as a recognt-
tion that the workupon which you arc engaged
here Is one not merely of provIncial or coloo-
ml importsece, but of the titioSt moment to
the empire at large. (Cheers.) Now, gentle-
men, I scarcely think tisai upon the pre-
sent occasion you will expect me to un-
burden myself of my opinions either
with regard to university education In general
or to the parilcular educational work in which
you are engaged here. Nobody will, I imagine,
he found to question the enormous advantage
which any country, and more parttculariy  a
young and rapidly growing country like yours,
derives from the culture and Intellect-uni activ-
ity of which a great university is the lie
quarters. (Hear, hear.) Ofthe work wh•
being done by McGill University, Ishall be
ter able tojudge when I have had ampler
portunities of watching it. There are, howev
one or two points which have struck me and
which I may, without inldscretlOn, refer u
the present occslOfl. I have, in the first pI
observed with pleasure that the facili
which you afibrd to your students are rend
as widely accessible as possible to the youtfl
of the Domlniofl. It Is not in anyone's
power to say that unlvorsit 	 educa-
non here Is the privilege o. the few
or the wealhy. In thIs respect yon re-
semble not so much our old Rnglieh
universities, which have at a comparatively
recent date realized the national responsibill-
ttos which belong to them, as those admirable
Scotch universities which from their accessi-
bility to all classes of students have given to
the Scotch character much  of that distinctive
force which has enabled  Scotchmen be push
their way into the first rank all over  the world.
(Great cheering.) The second point I isave no-
ticed Is thejudiclous division and adJustmeni
of the courses of study open to the students of
your university. The objeetofthose  who have
framed your curriculum appears  to have been
to render It as gomprehensive aad as elastic as
possible. I see that you have upon the o',
hand your faculty of applied science, inch'
ing all the different branches of englneer
and chemistry, your faculty oi law, and
but certainly not least, your medical I
with its 200 students. which has eaI,
itselfa well-deserved and extended reput
(Loud cheers.) You have, on the
hand your arts faculty (cheers), In
I observe that the advanced .etu(t
allowed to substittite for the sti
classics In his final course one of
groups of studies, such as literature, or  i '

or mathematical or moral science. Whll
allow this amount of divergence in the lint
stageof the university course, you are careful
to stipulate that the student  suait, during his
earlier stages have given satistactory evi-
denceof a sufficient amount of proficiency I
that general eulture which should be the esse
tial characteristic 01 an art degree. (Chee
11kg.) A university like yours should  aim a
being something more titan either a mere coi
lection of technical schools or a place for the
study of dead languages, and it appears to me
that you have been successful In avoiding both
these extremes. The third point that I have
remarked Is this—that you have realized that
the duties !t belongs to you to undertake are
by no means limited by the four walls of your
college buildings, but that Its influence simoul
radiate from It over as wide an area as poesi
hie, quickening auJ enlightening all whom  I
reaches. (Applause.) I flnd the evidence  o
titis In the maintenance of your admirable
normal school, in your connection with the
cotleges allilIated to you, and in your
school examinations, which I am happy
to observe are open to students of  both
sexes. By these means 'ou are bringing un-
der the influence o! McGill Ursivcrslty a nmnn-

ber of persons very far In excess of those who
are actually studying wtihtn these premises.
(Cheers.) One word more and I have done. I
le, I think, Impossible for anyone to read
records of tIme college without being struc
It lndtbtedness to the generosity of tlmo
your citizens wlsc,, from the time of its
foundation up to the present, have lIbo
contribubel to ils endovmeimL (Appim
The names of McGill, of Moison, of M
Ureenshlelds, and of Redpath will ever
honoured here. (Immense chettring.) it
one 01 the healthiest symptoms or your publm
life that those who have itsred in the p
perRy of the DomInioli are always ready to
sist In Intltulionsofpubl1C utility. I hay
doubt that tee tIm,' goes on, and as your
try increases, as it must, lis material
the good example of these he
will be largely tollowed. The
stilt open, for I understand tim
buildIngs, commodious and sobstant
mmmv, are daily becoming too restrlck
imumbers who flock to them. (Apu
cannot close these observations w
pressing my regret that I ahould 1mev,
tiret visit h) MeUIll University in th<
of your distInguished prIncipal.
trust-, as we alt do, ihel his wiLl

RONOtTRING THE GOVER1WR-GENEBAL.

His Excellency the Governor-General was
the recipient of no less than three addresses
yesterday—one from the Art Association, an-
other from McGill University and a third from

(///

 ie curlers.

THE ADDRESS FROM THE ART  ASSocL&TION.

The members of the Art Association as-

sembled at the Windsor Hotel shortly after
eleven o' clock yesterday morning for the  pur-
pose of presenting the Association' s address
to His Excellency the Governor-General.
Among those present were the President, the
Hon. Justice Mackay ; the Vice -Pjesident,

Rey. Cation Norman ; the Treasurer, Mr. R.
w. Shepherd, Mr. J. D. Steele, Mr. John

Popham, Mr. F. Woifertun Thomas, Mr. D.
A. P. Watt and Mr. Russell Stephenson. The
Hon. Justice Mackay read the address, which
was as follows

To His Excellcnc/ ihs Moat Honourable
Henry Charles Keith PeU), Fitzmaurce,
Marq,fls tl J4ssctowne in the Co.s'ity of
8on&ersre, Ea, - t of Wyconibe of Chip-
ping Wiicornbe, ta the County of Eucks,
Visc()ti?1 Calsl and Cainatonein the Coufl&ti
'1 Wilts, and Lord lVyco,nbe, ,arofl of
Ch j i,tg Wyeo&e. fl the County f Buek.

AT MCGILL uNivHRslrr:

Shortly alter one o'clock in the afternoon
His Excellency andLady Lansdowne, accom-
panied by Lord and Lady Melgund and Mr.
Streatfield, A.D.C., arricd at the William
Molson Hall of McGill College, where they
were to receive an address from the Universi-
ty. The hail was filled to overflowing by
visitors and students, the latter standing in
the centre of the room, and entertaining those
present with college choruses. As the dis-
tinguishod visitors proceeded up the hall the
students sang the National Anthem, the audi-
ence joining in heartily. Their Excellencies

crc received by members of convocation
their robes, among whom were the
wing:—The Hon. Senator Ferrier,
ohn H. R. Molson, the Hon. Justice

ce, MA., B.C.L., the Hon. Sir Francis
K.C.M.G., C.B., Mr. John Moleon,

fo
Mr.
Torra
Hiuck •

the on. Justice Mackay, Mr. Robert A.
Ramsay, M.A., B.C.L., Mr. William C. Mc-
Donald, Mi. Hugh MeLennan, Mr. George
Hague, Ven. Archdeacon Leach, MA., D.C.
L., LL.D., Mr. Henry Aspinwall Howe, LL.
D., Dr. Alexander Johnson, MA., Rev.
Henry Wilkes, M.A., D.D., LL.D., Rev. D.
H. MacVicar, LL.D.. Mr. W. H. Kerr, Q.C.,
D. C. L., Rev. J. Clarke llurray, LL. D.,
Prof. Henry T. Bovey, MA., CE., Prof. B.
J. Harringion, BA., Ph. D., Rev. John Jon-
kins, D.D., LL.D., Rev. Canon Henderson,

MA., Dr. W. OsIer, ProL C. H. McLeod,
Ma. E. , Dr. George Ross, MA., Dr. F. J.

Shepherd, Mr. John S. 11*11, B.A., B.C.L.,
ev. R. W. Noiman. M A.. D.C.T 	S

I

C'tanvnaurice arid Fitzmaurtce, Baron of
Kerry, Liznaw and Dun/cerron, in the
Peerage of Iretanet ; Governor-General of
Canada and Vice-Admit-ai of the same'..

MAY IT PLEASE Youa EXCELLENCY:
On behalf of the Art Association of Montreal,

we desire to express our sincere thanks to Your
Excellency for your ready andgracious consent
to accept the office of patron of the association.

We beg leave to Offer you a hearty welcome
on theoccasion ofyour first visit to this, one
oi• the most Importent cities In the Dominion
of Canada.

In a eouniry which may be said to be still in
Its infancy, art cannot be expected to have.
made great progress, or to have attained very
remarkable excelience. We nevertheless con-
ceive that In this and other cities of our Do-
minion the theory and practice of art have,
within the last few years, made decided ad-
vances, and that the prospects or the dissemi-
nation ofeoundandeulightened art culture are
very far from discouragIng.

We attribute much of the advance that has
been made in this direction to the kind and  los-
tering Interest taken in our welfare by the two
distinguished noblemen who Immediately pre-
ceded Your Excellency in the high office which
you now hold. Moreover, Her Royal Highness
the Princess Louise was formally present at the
opening of our gallery, and to use the late
Governor-General's own words, was " with us
heart and soul" in our work, from the very
outset. Your well-known love for the fine arts,
a characteristic also of some of your ancestors,
as well as the fact of your being the possessor
of one of the world's famous private collections
of paintings and statuary, assure us that you
will bestow on us the same warm and active
sympathy generously accorded by your pro-
decessors, and that under your patronage the
association will extend Its aims, and gain a
firmer and higher position In the estimation or
the public.

Our building and collection of works of art
owe their existence in a great measure to a
munificent cItizen of Montreal who bequeath-
cd money, pictures, bronzes atm the ground on
which the buIlding siands. The only eondition
which he exacted was that the sum which he
bequeathed should be Increased by contribu-
tions from the citizens of Montreal, and that
the building should be erected wIthin a given
time. His name will ever bedeservediy held In
grateful esteem. The collection of works of
art thus bequeathed forme no unworthy
nucleus ofa public picture gallery, and was
mainly the result of his own personal research
in different schools of painting. Our
Art Gallery was formally opened on May
26th, 1879, by His Excellency the Marquis or
Lorne. At that time the association was bar-
dened with a debt which was the inevitate re-
suit of the erection of the building within the
tune specified by the founder's will, and gen-
eral financial depression was prevailing
throughout the country. We are happy at pre-
sent to announce that the association is free
from the incubus ofdebt, that Its membership
has increased, andt'that year by year fresh
works of art are being added to our collection.

Material progress and the amassing of wealth
are ever the aim at times, even unconsclouly,
of a yoi5thlul community. We therefore feel
that the " aurl fames " needs supplementing
and in part correcting by a refining Interest in
what is beautiful and artistic, and that in
labourtng to promote in Our country a love for
art In Its best and purest forms, we are
achieving a result which will benefit the pre-
sent generation, will afford theta legitimate
pleasure and will educate and cultivate the
taste of tho.-1e who may come after us.

With pi-ofound respecte to Your Excellency,
as the representative of Her Gracious Majesty,
as well as in your personal capacity, and with
strung desire that your residence In Canada
may be fraught with benefit to the Dominion,
with satisfaction to yourseifand the blessings
of health and happiness to Your Excellency,
to the Marchioness of Lansdowne and your
family.

We beg to remain.
Your Excellency's faithful servants,

R. MACKAY,
President.

iiW.NomtstAN, /Vice-President.
S. EreoLIsir,

Secretary.
His Excellency replied as follows
Mr. MACKAY AND GENTLEMtN.—Itglves nie

great pleasure to think that the Art Associ-
ation of Montreal should have given me a
sl)clai welcome upon my first vl'-lt to the city.
The movement with which the association is
identified is one whIch has my warmest symn-
pathies. Were I to withhold them 1 believe I
should fall to represent adequately the sover-
elgu whose commission I have the honour to
hold, and who has throughout her reign shown
a warm lutemest In all that concerns the pro-
motion of tise fine arts. My own personal pre-
dilections lead me in the same direction, ter I
have lived all my life amongst pictures anti
found their companionship most delightful.
Some of them I have brougmit here with
mue and I find that my Camiadian home
is uot. the less attractive from the
lact that Laudscer, and Gmsinsborough
and Reynolds, have contributed to ornament
ils walls, and I am delighted to observe the
manner In which suanyol my guests at Goy-
ci-ornent House notice amid appreciate these
v'omks. Perhaps It. may not be out of place to

tell you that toy appointment to the office of
Governor-General of Canada has conferred a
vcmy considerable advantage upon the art 10v-
tmmg public at home for it baa enabled me to
pi.mc Lime whole of my collection excepting the

p'
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BY M. ROBERT HARRIS, R.C.A.
Subject :—" Some Early Florentine

Painters."
Admission—Member , by ticket ; Non-	 .

raernbera 25 ets.
March 11	 m 61

An interesting Lecture by Mr. Harris, R.C.A.

The large hall of the Art Association Gal-
lery was well filled last evening by a cultured
audience gathered to listen to a lecture by
Mr. Harris, R.C. A., on ‘‘ Some early Floret:-
tine Painters." The chair was occupied by
the Hon. Mr. Justice Mackay, president of
the association, who, in introducing the lec-
turer, expressed the pleasure it afforded him
to do so, and assured those present that they
might look for a very interesting and instruc-
tive discourse.

Mr. HAREM, who was received with cordial
applause, in opening, brought his audience
hilly in sympathy with him and led them into
t: fitting train of thought in:harmony with the
erbject by taking them back, in fancy, to
I talian scepee, speaking first of the little
t own of San Giovanni, in Valdarno, where
early five hundred years ago in the golden

espiring days of the Italian art, one of the
great captains of the craft, Masia,ccio, one who

• if aree xnan derve5 the name Hhould be called
I the foui•Ver of Modern art was born. A brief

-, ketch gt• this master whose disregard of his
ecrseaal interest and convenience acquired
for him instead of his own name of Tomasso
letidi, that of Masaccio by which he
Itas	 ever since	 been .known, and
which Means , f Careless Tom," having been

with remarks upon some of his works
and descriptions of the surroundings amidst
which he laboured, the lecturer went on to

, -peak of the revival in art of which Masaccio
eas the founder. He traced the condition of
art at that time, affected by two powerful
forces, the church and the renaissance, and

f the influence these forces had upon the artists
and their productions. After referring to the
influences which gradually exerted themselves
in the painter, he described in graphic terms
some of his greatest paintings and frescoes,
pointing out their salient features and the
characteristics of the painter, concluding with
a sketch of his personal character and appear-
ance, exhibiting at the same time a clever
portrait in chalk of him. Era Filippo was the
next master of whom the lecturer spoke, giv-
ing an extremely interesting, review of his life
and work, with several appropriate anecdotes
which are known concerning him. Of this
painter Mr. Harris hed also made a clever
chalk portrait which he showed. He then refer-
red to Domenico Ghirlandaio and traced his

•
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LECTURE BY MIL ROBERT HARRIS, &C.A., BE
FORE THE ART ASSOCIATION.

A large and appreciative audience assembled
last evening in the gallery of the Montreal Art
Association to hear a lecture by Mr. Robert
Harris, R.C.A. , on " Some Early Florentine"
painters. His Honor Judge Mackay presided,
and briefly introduced the lecturer, who at once
proceeded to treat his subject in a most inter-
esting way. The first In the period of which he
spoke was Tomas° Quid!, the son of a notary
of San Giovanni, a little town of Italy, about
thirty miles from Florence, and a painter who
was the founder of a new school of art. Owing
to his deep enthuelasm for art he soon became

L, careless of worldly matters, such as per-
I meal appearance and household cares. and
I gained for himself the soubriquet of Masae.
cio or Careless Tom, by which he was
known in art. In his youth Masaccio
showed unmistakable signs of more than melt-
nary ability in design, and soon left his native
village for Florence. In those days an artist,

il even if he ended by painting a " Beatific
Vision," had to start at the lowest rung of the
ladder, and " Careless Tom " accordingly co rn .
menced by grinding colors for his master.
Masolino da Panicaie, an artist of decided
originality and power, and who left a marked
imnreseion on his pupil. Masaccio's genies
soon carried him into distinction. He may be
said to have led the way in painting from na-
ture, representing his objects and figures with
faithful action, liveliness and relief and he was
the first who introduced living and characteris-
tic portraiture as the chief figures of his works.
In those day s two great forces exerted their in-
fluence on art. viz., the Church and the Renais-
sance, Outside of the Church an artist's
sphere W88 limited in the extreme. The
chief demands on him were the por-
tray al of Scripture narratives and facts of
church history in such a way as to be
acceptable atd intelligible to the people. The
Renaissance also was influencing the art of the
period to become more ambitioua, and have an
eye to the merits of ancient art. This led to
grandeur of attitude, breadth of treatment,
broad spaces and noble proportions. There
was, however, among the lcalian painters them-
selves, such an advance in originality of treat-
ment and observation, as preventea them from
becoming servilegmitators of the classic school.
Marry things contributed to bring art directly
to nature, the race, the age, the faith.
In almost all the features which afterward dis-
tinguished the early art of Florence, MASECCIO
took the lead, and his influence was shown in
the w ee ks of succeeding artists. He was the
that to introduce breadth and simplicity o t treat-
ment in place of the painfully minute and
crowded designs of his predecessors. Natural
prespectives and proportions between the
architecturai framework and the figures
cire seen in all his pictures, the two
principal of which were " Peter preaching"
and "The tribute money," on the wall of the
Braticacci Chapel in Florenc.4 , In the latter
ova especially the narrative is treated tu a
manner which indeed bore the marks of the

	ill•111111nn••115.

religious teaching of the day, but also showed
clearly the great power of the painter. In de-
sign, dignity and boldness of treatment, and
vivid representation of the narrative, they will
command study and admiration 80 long as art
exists, and have (Lawn to the little chapel in
which they may still be seen in good preserva-
tion the artists of every succeeding generation.
Besides his pictures in Florence, Masaccio
visited Pisa and Rome, but left no works there
which are regarded as fair representations of
his genius.

While Massa:do was still a boy, and in bis
native village, another artist was born in an
obscure street in Florence, who became known
in art as Fra Filippo. His parents dying when
ho was a child the young Filippo was
placed in the Carmelite Convent, and be-
came an involuntary aspirant for the
monastic habit. The superior, however,
soon diecovered his novice's artistic bent.
Filippo drew continuously and assiduously and
soon covered his own and his fellow-students'
books with sketches. Finally, he broke loose
from restraint and gave himself up to art,
spending most of his time in Brancacci Chapel
studying the works of Masaccio. Fra Filippo
was of an altogether different (Deposition to his
predecessor. He soon became a careless,
'oystering !reliant, fond of gaiety and pleasure
and an exceedingly fitful worker. Not long
after leaving the cloister he went fishing on the
Adriatic with a party of young friends and
was captured by the crew of a Moorish vessel
who took him to Barbary. There he remained
captive for eighteen months, but one day he
drew a portrait of his master in charcoal on a
whitewashed wall. This was regarded as little
short of a miracle and the artist's chains were
at once struck off and he was given his liberty.
Returning to Florence he became a favorite of
Como di. Medici and painted his principal
works. He was at first a faithful disciple of
Masaccio, but it was evident from the free and
easy way of treating Scriptural subjects that
he was much less serious. In spite of his care-
lessness, however, he was au artist of very
great power and was greatly admired by Michael
Angelo. 1118 greatest work was the fresco lu
the Church of San Dominic° Frets.

'the last master of which the lecturer spoke
was Domenico Ghirlandaio, who was born in
Florence in 1449. When a boy he was appren-
ticed to a goldsmith, but he soon displayed the
natural bent of his genius by a/retching the
passers by his window instead of attending to
his work. He developed a wonderful power of
portraiture and finally devoted himself to art
with the greatest assiduity, and throughout his
life he labored continuously and successfully. So
enthusiastic did he become that he begrudged
the time which business for household cares
compelled him to spend away from his beloved
art. A large number of frescoes were painted
by him, the greatest being a series in the
church of Santa Maria Novella, anti another in
the Church of the Trinity. The principal
feature of his work is the surprising accuracy
of: his drawing. In Ghirlandaio's day the
art of Florence was still Parther developed and
with its subsequent progress the names of
Leonardo da Vinci, Michael Angelo, Raphael,
Andrea del Sarto are associated. The last
named, who was a boy when'Ghirlandaio died,
saw the days of decadence begin. in conclu-
sion he said that in the early days of Montreal
history told us that Maisonneuve climbed the
steep crags of the mountain, carrying on his
shoulders a huge cross, which he planted ou
the summit in fulfilment of a vow. Over that
painful road surrounded by so many dangers
how bravely did the fine old soldier go till he
stood on high beneath the pines,. What fortitude
this required, how difficult then was that as•
cent which now on smooth roads or conven-
ient steps Is only the happy pastime of an
hour. it was thus in art. Over easy and dis-
covered paths how many generations have skip-
ped jauntily along with glances roving, or which
sought the earth alone, but the pioneers or old,
with eyes fixed upon the difficult summit
against the dawning light, set their firm wills
to the hardy task of its ascent and never miscon-
ceived their lofty goal. And yet from distant
ages the echoes of their brave voices still lin-
gered in the air upon the mountair side and
their treasured handiwork on wall and panel
still bore witness to the master qualities of sim
plicity, sincerity and truth which conducted
them to the mountain top, where arise the ever-
during pillars of the house called Beautiful.

ELECTION NEWS.
JOINING IN THE FRAY—MORE ABOUT THE

SOMERSAULT IN JACQUES CARTIER.

The Hon. Mr. Mercier is in Two Mountains
to assist in the choice of a Liberal candidate. He
will then go to Three Rivers to support Mr.
Turcotte. The Hon. Dr. Ross, Prime Mlnis-
ter, is expected in Three Rivers to day or to
morrow.

Le Monde, whose manager, Mr. Lessard, was
a few days ago a candidate for the 88018 cou-
stituency which Mr. Quinn aspires to represent,
bows before the arrangement by which the
latter gentleman is to nave au the honor of the
Conservative candidature in Chateauguay. Mr.
Quinn, it says, " is quite as French as anyone
can be who is not French born."

Speaking of the accepted Liberal candidate in
Jacques Cartier, Le Monde indulges in a re-
miniscence . It says : On the 26th of last
February—not, it will be seen, so very ling
ago,—at a numerous gathering or very in
fiuential electors of Jacques Cartier county.
Mr. Dee,carries, like Messrs A. Prevost and Le-
cours, declared in the ms st formal and positive
manner that he was favorably disposed toward
the Ross Ministry, and that if he were elected
he would aid him in the Chamber by his vote
and his influence.

IlEtendard. whose eulogy of Mr. Descarrier
as a good Conservative appeared on the same
day as .the tews that Mr. Descarries had
pledged himself to vase with the Liberal Oppo-
sition. takes back all it wrote about him. It
asks it,: readers to  eansiler that entoomrt,•
article ai if it had not existed. Our contem-
porary titters the following lament over its
backsliding prot6g6: It only remains for us to
declare how much we regret the new attitude
taken by Mr. Descarrie.s without consulting his
friends, lie will bear the responsibility alone,
and if he does not succeed in the present can-
test he will have only himself to blame.

WELCOMING ,TI1E NEW MEMBERS.
THE MONTHLY SOCIAL GATHERING AT THE

Y.M.C.A. L&ST EVENING.

Last night a social meeting was held in the
rooms of the Y. M. C. A. to welcome the
twenty-five new members, who had joined dur-
ing the past month. After they had been etv.er•
tamed at tea the gathering adjourned down-
stairs. where a vocal and instrumental pro-
gramme was given, including solos by eta
Crossbv. Mrs. Cass, Miss Meyers and Mr.
Williams, a duet by Mrs. Alloway and Mrs.
Buchanan, two piano solos by Miss Brown, a
violin solo by Mr. Kuhrine and addresses by the
Rev. James Awde, Mr. Walter Paul and Dr.
Kelley. The latter explained to the new mem-
bers the privileges they would have by becoap
ing members, and strongly recommended the
use of the library.

SALVATION MEETING.
The attendance at the meeting last night was

perceptibly affected by the sloppy condition of
the streets. The meeting was led as usual by
the Rev. Dr. Potts. The Rev. W. Galbralth
gave a robot characteristic address on the
Offices of the Holy Ghost. The meeting to-
morrow evening will be devoted to the interests
of the young. We learned from the secretary
last evening that some one hundred and twenty
psrsous have given their names as enquirers
during the progress of these meetings.

FOUND DEAD.
A still-horn child was found in Platt lane

this morning; the body was taken to the
morgue and the police are endeavoring to find
out its parentage.
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IPAIPEIR,

Will be read in the ART GALLERY,
Phillips' Square,
On Friday Evening, 28th Mareh,1884,

At EIGHT o'clock,
I3y 11L1.. IF. W.

Subject :—" The Language of Musical
Sounds."

Illustrated by Diagrams and Vocal and
Instrumental Music.

S. ENGLISH, Secretary.
March 25	 h 73

Art Association of Montreal,
The Annual Exhibition of the

ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY
Is NOW OPEN

FROM 10 A.M. TO 5 P.M., AND FROM
8 TO 19 P.M.

4Ik

Act,	 .
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Admission—Non-members, 25e. Mem-
bers and their families free.

S. ENGLISH, Secretary.
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f.sir language described by 31.r.L. F9 W)5Mills4-Lo—
an interesting man

th	
ner last night be -

fore e Art Association.

There was a very large audience, composed !
of members of the Art Association and
friends, in the art gallery lait evening.
gathered together to hear a paper by Mr. F.
W. Mills on " The language of musical

lh
 sounds." The chair was occupied by his

Honour Mr. Justice Mackay, president of the
association who, in opening the proceedings,
remarked that it was quite unnecessary to in-
troduce Mr. Mills to a Montreal audience.
Many would recall with pleasure the very in-'
teresting paper that gentleman had previous-
ly read in the same room, and he felt quite
sure that what he was about to say would
prove of an equally interesting and instruc-
tive nature.

The lecturer, who was received with ap-
plause, in opening, spoke of the rich nutterial
his subject afforded and the tine sensibility ot
the human mind, so easily acted upon
through the medium of associations; and the
many and varied emotions thus opened, the
prominence of the arts, ministering as they
do so largely to these emotions, in our affec-
tions, was not a matter for wonder. The
classification of sounds and the ef-
fects of the several kinds upon the emo-
tions was then dealt with, various examples
being pointed out from nature and art, and
the different impressions produced by these
sounds on different persons. The roar of the
cceta'	 41-•c'eL!	 --"hter and	 I, ing of thewind through fortstsf,„ abbling ofthe brook, among the forces ot
the other hand the crash of artiness,: the
trumpet's blast, the notes of an organ or tile
tolling of ','the passing bell were adverted to,
with the following appropriate quotation
from Thoinson's seasons :—
" Meng the woods, along the moorish fens
Sighs the sad genius of the storm,
Ind up among the loose disjointed cliffs
Pted fbrroaeot kured mountains wild, the brawling

And cave, presagef al sends a hollow moan,
Then comes the Father of the Tempest fcrth."

With other references to the sounds of na-
ture and apt quotations from the poets, the
lecturer passed on to the consideration of
music as au art, and stated the purpose of
his lecture to be-1 s That musical
sounds can be so arranged as to
possess the power and capacity of an
appreciable langbage ; 2nd, to point out some
of the causes which produce certain effects,
practieally as well as theoretically, and then
proceeded to point out the power and
capacity of musical effects, noting scenes,
situations and sentiments, which cannot be
represented or expressed by musical sounds,
and others which can be effectively illus.
irakd through this medium ; hence the
division of the subject into classes of ideas,
musical and non -musical, the manner in
which the division can be ascertained was
next pointed out, and from that Mr. Mills
went on to indicate the materials at a com-
poser's command. The musical alphabet, so
to speak, which he described as : 1. The form
or movement of the melody ; 2. Chords in-
dependently ; 3. Harmonious combinations

! in connection with antecedent and couse-
I quent ; 4. Harmonic progressions generally
5. RytInnetical form or device ; 6. The value

i of the note'; 7. Power of tone; 8. Tempo
! 9. Imitation ; 10. Light and shade and
the dynamical signs and characters used in
music. Requesting his hearers Co bear in
mind what had been already said with regard
to muitical and non-musical sounds, the lec-
turer asked them to look together with him
at a few fragments of vocal composition,

l pointing out the'relation of the musical noted
with the words to which they were set, and
the conveyance of the idea which the writer
had in view. Several illustrations of this
kind having been given, with explanations of
musical terms, the characteristics of key,
major and minor, progression and so forth,
Mr. Mills illustrated the effects of major and
minor, by playing Chopin's Nocturne in G
minor, which he described as peculiarly ex-
pressive of anxious grief, pointing out
how the same was portrayed. The charac-
ter	 of	 LlItl	 N arloos	 ks	 •.‘ as
dealt with, and the examples set by the
greatest masters noted, with a few instances,
such as the partiality of Beethoven to the key
of C and that of Mozart for the keys of C, G,

and B flat ; and in illustration of the points
brought forward Schumann's " I'll not ro-
mpi" onset,  cah'artrtimainnagl yt i caslul yn

sung
r e 

by
treatedd , Maisn 

Phi lips.
Another characteristic song by the same com-
poser was then treated in the same manner
and rendered with beautiful effect b. sanielady. Beethoven's song, j.Laiktelaiikt " wasthe next composition of which Mr. Mills
spoke, and its beauty and expressiveness were
most ividly shown by the analytical de-- acription given, as they were also demonstrat-
ed in a most satisfactory and pleasingitmanner
by Mr. McFall's singing of this ever
favourite song. After briefly dealing withexamples from the great oraterios,and alludingto the conneetion between religion and art.
Mr. Mills asked the audience to listen to the
musical setting of a short prayer of supplica-tion sung by Hanna in the oratorio of ci Eli."The aria " Turn thee unto tac was then
sung with her usual artistic effect by Miss.
Elliott, Liszt's setting of the German legend,
" The Lorelei" ryas the closing illustration,and its pathetic story was most effectively
brought out by Miss. Elliott also after which
the lecturer brought his Tory interesting paper
to a close.

It may be mentioned with regard to theillustrations that Mr. Mills explained in re-
ference to his own contribution, the piano-forte solos, that they were not to be consider-
ed as an exhibition of technical power, butsimply as pieces in illustration of his remarkswith regard to the peculiar expression of theminor keys, his pertormance, however, dis-
played a great deal of expression and delicacy«f touch. The vocal illustrations were de-
lightfully rendered. Schumann' el two songs,l'y Mrs. Phillips, who possesses a full andl«und mezzo soprano, were u great treat. Mr.M c Fall sang " Adelaide " excellently,!aid the manner in which Mrs. Elliott sang
the sacred aria, and the exquisite German
legend were worthy of all praise. A word of;anise, too, is due to Mr. A. C. Wurtele for
!lie clearness and capital execution of the!liagrams. In his opening remarks, it may be
!heel ved, Mr. Mills stated that he was-uffering from a severe cold.

At the close of the lecture a vote of thanks'Vas moved to Mr. Mills by the President, who
testified to the great pleasure with which all
'lad beard his admirable paper. The vote was

'I
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,in Italian art as one of great importance.
Tracing the art of Florence to a culmiaating
period the names of Leonardo DaVinci,
Michael Angelo, Raphael (who, although not a
Florentine, was strongly influenced by that
school) and AudreaDel Sarto were mentioned.
The liveS of these three painters Masaccio,
Fra Filippo and Domenico Ghirlandaio taken
from a large company of their fellows
several of whom were equally distinguished,
said the lecturer, mark the history of one of
the greatest schools of painting in the period
before its full maturity, and are fruitful
in lessons. Mr. Harris concluded his very
interesting lecture with the following appro-
priate wards :—In the early days of Montreal
history tells us that Maisonneuve climbed the
steep crags of the mountains, carrying on his
shoulders a huge cross, which he planted on
the summit, in fulfilment of a
vow. Over that painful road, sur-
rounded by so many dangers, how bravely did
the fine Old soldier go, till he stood on high,
beneath the pines. What fortitude this re-
piked, how difficult then was that ascent,
vhich now on smooth roads, or convenient
-teps, is only the happy pastime of an hour.
t is thus in art. On easy and discovered
.aths how many generations have

jauntily along with glances
w which sought the earth

But the pioneers of old, with eyes
on the difficult summit, against the

g light, set their firm wills to the
task of its ascent, and never miscon-

ed their lofty goal. And yet from distant
a the echoes of their bray , - voices still I

nger in the air, upon the mouniain side ; and
ir treasured handy-work on wall and panel,
I ear witness to the master qualities of

nip ity, sincerity, and truth, which con-
ucte ern to the mountain top, where firm-

ly base rise the ever-during pillars of the
house cal, beautiful.

At the conclusion of the lecture the Rev.
Dr. Norman expressed the great enjoyment
with which he had listened to the able and
scholarly paper with which they had been

1 favoured, and trusted it Would not be the last
i time they would have the pleasure of
listening to Mr. Harris. He felt sure the
audience would join with him in a vote of
thanks. Mr. Popham seconded the motion,

t-vvhich was heartily approved of by those pre-
sent. The chairman in presenting the vote
of thanks said he had great pleasure in doing
s'b, feeling that the association were indebted
to Mr. Harris for a great treat, as well as in
other ways.
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ART EXHIBITION.

Annual assembly of the R. C. Academy of Arta.
—

In anticipation of the formal opening to-
day by His Excellency the Governot-General
of the annual exhibition of the Royal Cana-
dian Academy of Arts, an informal exhibition
was given yesterday to the members of the
press, who not only had the pleasure of ob-
taining quiet and undisturbed communication
of the collection, but had also the opportun-
ity of witnessing the anxious manner in
which several prominent artists put
finishing touches to their chefs d ceuvre,
and in other ways added to their
pieces points which struck them as likely
to add to their general appearance.
On entering the gallery itwas at once evident
that, though the collection was a compara-
tively limited one, it was from the point of
view of merit much ahead of those which
hove preceded it. Among the artists fepre-
sented are Messrs. C. J. Way, Allan Edson,
G. Jac ,bs, F. A. Verner, M. Matthews, H.
Sandham, Homer Watson, R. Harris, F. C
Gordon, A. Boisseau, F. M. Boll Smith, W.
Raphael, T. M. Martin, F. M. Knowles,
G. H. White, L. R. O'B.gien, A. J. Pell, T.
C. Sorby, J. W. H. Watts, W. Brymner,
Mrs. Schreiber, F. Day, Paul Peel,
W. N. Creswell, A. P. Cole-
man, James Griffiths, J. A. Smith,
W. Pye, R. McCausland, J. T. Rolph, C. E
Porteous, G. F. Stalker and J. C. Mills.

The public will be admitted to the exhibi-
tion on Wednesday, academicians, members
and honorary members and their families
having exclusive admission to-day.

Entering the gallery the first object which
attracts attention is Mr. Hairis' historical
picture of the Quebec Conference in 1866, at
which were discussed the conditions upon
which the Canadian confederation was found-
ed. This painting may be .fittingly described
as great ; for not only is it great so far as
concerns dimensions, but its meri-
torious greatness and the portentous
gravity of the circumstances which it is
designed to commemorate, have found it a
place in the Senate Chamber of Canada, by in-
structions for which it was designed and exe-
cu:ed. This admirable work, without a doubt
the ablest pictare of its kind pAinted in Cana-
da, is made up of some thirty:three delegates
and their secretary. The scene is the old par-
liament buildings, Quebec. From three win-
dows of the room in which the delegates are
gathered is obtained a magnificent view of the
St. Lawrence, looking down the river. In
the room the thief actors in this most momen-
tous event are grouped in wonderfully
easy attitudes, the stiffness which is fre-
quently seen in pictures of this
kind being altogether avoided. Indeed,
one cannot but feel, looking at this group, all
the freedom and ease of life is given to the
figures. The portraits are all excellent,
though the eighteen years which have inter-
vened have made changes in the faces and the
carriage of the members of that meeting, who
still survive. Probably the chieftain, who
stands behind the table in his ordinary
nonchalant style, is the one with whom time
has dealt the most kindly. Sir Charles Tup-

stabds easily at the end of the table, Sir
Hector Langevin being almost opposite to
him, while between them sits , the
late Hon. George Brown, immediately
behind whom, and on the other side,
sit the late Sir George Cartier and Sir Etienne
P. Tache. No one can fail to recognize Sir
Alexander Campbell, Hon. Mr. Chapais,
Hon. W. Macdougall, Hon. Peter Mitchell,
Judge Henry and some others ; but there are
some lower province gentlemen with whom
the Montreal public will not be so familiar.
The atmosphere of the picture is one of its
many good points. This, from the composi-
tion of the picture, must have been by no
means easy to obtain. The freedom and
boldness with which the painting is handled
are something new in the portraiture of this
country, and the stereotyped black cast
which is usual in groups has in the

,'sent rare been avoided with admirable
judgment. The colouring is exceedingly
rich, a feature which is noticeable in some of
the other pictures which Mr. Harris has con-
tributed. The country has reason to be con-
gratulated on having so important an event in
its history placed on canvas in so able and
artistic a manner by a native Canadian.

Apropos to the allusion made to the rich-
ness of colour which Mr. Harris produces in
many of his pictures, reference may not in-
aptly be made to No. 65, entitled "From Sire
to Son." This subject is a far different one,
and had to be treated in a different key, and
this was done with that knowlege of
values which the artist so well understands.
This is an admirable picture, its motive being
forcibly carried out. A father well advanced
in years, holding in his hand a skull, is giving
to his boy some sort of teaching, to which
the youngster appears to be affording breath-
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must be taken into account the winter gar-
ments which the girls war. It might, per-

g, have been better iihe had received a
litt e more training in drawing the human
figtr.: befote he made so ambitious an
a:tempt. The landscape part is very good,
and on the whole in this picture Mr. Smith
is far ahead of his previous efforts. In land-
scapes, in No. 2 in the catalogue,
gg The Heart of the White Mountains," Mr.
Smith must be complimented on having pro-
duced a fine work of art. The gg Everlasting
Hills " is produced in grand yet pleasing
aspect. In this piece there is fine perspect-
ive, a good play of light and shade, and the
verdure of 40401., is nicely given. This is
a picture to be desired b an art amateur.

Mr. Verner's " On the Upper Ottawa " is a
very pretty landscape, the lights and shades
being well defined. The islands in the fore-
ground are admirably presented both as to
colour and drawing. The ripples on the water
are a very natural feature, while a canoe party
adds to the life of the scene. This picture, it
may be remarked, was hung in the Royal
Academy in 1882.

Mr. Homer Watson has several in the main
really excellent pieces. gg Near the close of a
stormy day" is a picture as well of merit as
of pretence. In the foreground stand a num-
ber of cattle among the fallen trees which I
have patiently waited till the clouds I
rolled by. The trees have fallen
as they might be expected to have done, the
clouds are bi e ki ig and the whole compo-
sition manifests that Mr. Watson is on the
rise. Mr. W. L. Judson's " The beach at
St. Mato" appears, if anything, to have too
much colour, and withal to be too dark.

O. R. Jacobi has a well drawn and well
painted " Young Pioneer," being a happy
looking, cheery boy out in the woods, axe in
hand, searching for pine wood. The oppo-
site of this is found in Mr. H. Sandham's
gg The Old, Subdued and Slow," being an
individual who has turned upon the down
grade o f life and is returning home,axe in band,
with a load of wood on his shoulder, almost
borne down to the ground. The picture is a
most deserving one, as also is " Early Mor
ing," by George Hauney, of Halifax, a
what might almost be termed its companion
picture, gg A September Dawn," by Watson.
Mr. Sandham has also a telling picture,
"Call to Sunrise Mass," which is more than
ordinarily well painted.

Mr. Boisseau has several good things, pro-
bably 'the best of which is either a local
sketch representing the corner of Place
d'Armes and Notre Dame street, entitled
"Montreal Cabbies' Rush for a Fare,"
or " g Witness' and 'Star,' " in which a
palefaced girl is selling papers. Mrs. Sclitei-
ber has several very pretty little pieces, pos-
sibly the most taking and natural of which
is called "Amy and her Kitten." Mr. W.
Bryruner, a rising young Canadian artist, has
three or four well painted French scenes,
among them "Asleep at the Church Door,"
"Preparing to Spin" and g g With Dolly at
the Sabot Maker's." There are numbers of
other meritorious oil paintings, which want
of space forbids allusion to except to say
that some of them are of conspicuous merit.

In water colours, Mr. A. J. Pell's g g The
Far West " has a good sky, and, on the
whole, is a good picture. Mr. H. Sandliam's
gg Corner in Marbles " represents a boy with
his pockets loaded out, apparently well satis-
fied with himself, the reverse of the feeling
experienced by those whom he has just
fleeced. Their expiession is specially good.

Mr. G. Halton White has a number of
pictures, whose merit hardly needs drawing
attention to, it is so evident. He is
full of sentiment, rich yet tender in
colour. He is a faithful draughtsman,
and his compositions are all good.
Perhaps one of these might be men-
tioned which is out of his usual style. It is
'Cell ram," North Wales, and embraces

wilder scenes and a more extensive range
with broader handling than is usual to him.
He appears to have caught admirably the
spirit of the wild Welsh scenery.

Mr. L. O Brien' nriCrrs-poctive is to
well known to the Canadian public, lie hav-
ing contributed to all the exhibitions since
the opening of the Art Gallery, that it
is not necessary to enter upon many details
with respe4 to him. It is difficult to
say which <A' his works is the best, all of
them being so good. He is making progress
in his art, as his works indicate, and this re-
mark applies to many of the contributors.
Among his large pictures should be men-
tioned "Cape Trinity," "The Coast Guard"
and " Cottages on the Cliff." In the latter
he appears to have been particularly happy
in his buildings, which are strong and well
pointed. In his Coast Guard" one's
sympathies are appealed to by the storm ef-
fect, with a distant vessel labourng
in the turmoil of the waters. The
artist has here been happy indeed. In "Cape
Trinity," visitors to
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eur of the well known cape with its base
washed by the deep, deep waters of the Sag-
uenay, which, in this picture, silently slip
along. A little life is thrown in by the ren-
contre of some natives of the district in their
canoes, and the half misty atmosphere is
nicely given. g g Clovelly Herring Boats,"
may, taking it for all in all, be considered by
some persons to be the best ot this artist' s
large pictures ; but there are others who
would choose one or other of those previously
named. No doubt the prospective
over the wild waste of waters,
with the light prognosticating a storm, or in -
dicating subsidence after a storm, is very ably
rendeted, while the boat actually floats in the
waters, which artists seldom succeed in repre-
senting. The subject is boldly and broadly
handled. Of Mr. O'Brien's smaller pictures
we notice "The Wooden Walls of Old Eng-
land.'' An old hulk, rising out of the water
and utterly dismantled, save that it bears at
its stern "the flag of old England," appeals
to all hearts, and one cannot help contrast-
ing the old with the new order of
things. In closing these remarks on
Mr. O'Brien's exhibit it may be
well to call attention to his "Becalmed
in Biddeford Bay." This is a quiet scene of
waters, and which Mr. O'Brien loves to
paint. 0/ - ./OF:7 - 0/

Mr. Matthews, the secretary of the society,
has four water colours and one oil painting
in the exhibition. No. 104, Mount Jeffer-
sm, at once calls for attention on account of
the grandeur of the scene and its effective
rendering by the artist. As one looks from
the standing point in the picture to the moun-
tain tops, one is impressed with the fine
prospective, and as one looks up it-la-fine
prospective also. The foreground is strong
and well painted. This is in fine contrast with
the admirable handling of the distant
hills. The picture, as a whole, is unusually
good. In 4 ' On the Peabody, N. H.," the
artist has:taken the:lower regions for his study.
The fine purple effects which evening throws
over the distant hills are admirably given,
and the quiet pool in the foreground, with its
fringey shrubs, is an admirable place for re-
peating the old, old story," as it appears to
be told by the loving couple who sit so close
together. No. 132, "A Land of Streams,"
also by Mr. Matthews, is a charm-
ing little hit, full of sunlight, and the re-
flections in the water are freely
and nicely handled. Mr. Matthews generally
paints water colours, but in the present exhi-
bition he has one picture in oil, No. 48,
"Mountain Gloom." In this picture, half-
way across the line of vision rises a moun-
tain mass partly surrounded with clouds, and
in the distance, which is admirably given, i8
a quiet lake, with hills beyond. Overhead
the clouds are settling down, and cast a
gloom which the artist has successfully
striven to convey.

Numerous other paintings are deserving of
recognition, as well as a number of architec-
tural designs which will not fail to commend
themselves.

age and death is wondenut. The drawing of
the heads of the gray-haired father and
of the youthful son is particularly fine,
and all the artist's free, bold handling
is exhibited in this work. Another eminent
picture of this artist is No. 35, entitled g 'All,
all are gone, those old familiar faces." The
sentiment here illustrated will appeal to
nearly all who see it, for almost everyone has
had experiences similar to those of the sad-
browed figure which sits in front of the deso-
late hearth. The picture is painted in a low

• key, in excellent keeping with its sentiment.
In striking contrast with the two last-men-

ioned are g g A glass too much," and "At it
gain," both of which are upon a very small
cale. They tell their own story so well
hat it is needless further to enlarge upon
hem. They have, of course, all the
irtistic merit for which Mr. Harris is
mown. This artist has among others
ife-like portraits of Mr. Henry Lyman, of
his city, and Mr. H. S. McLennan, also a
ientimental drawing in illustration of an old
)allad which tells the story of the lady who,
receiving a shot intended foi her lover, fell
lead in his arms. With the exception of the
last mentioned, all Mr. Harris' pictures
which we have mentioned are in oil.

Messrs. Paul Peel and P. G. Wickson, two
Canadian artists who nave had the advantage
of the same foreign training which Mr. Har-
ris received, have also furnished contribu-
tions in oil. Mr. Peel's "Young Mother''
is a scene in family life which all mothers will
appreciate. As for the facial beauty of the
little pupil it will be a question of opini
Doubtless its find mother saw in it only.
beauty, where others might fancy they saw
in it a trifle too much cheek. No one, how-
ever, will be disposed to question the earnest
attention which it is supposed to be paying
to its lesson. This picture reminds one of
"The Spinner," purchased for the gallery two
years ago by Mr. W. G. Murray. It appears
to be hardly equal to it in merit, although it
is a good picture. A very artistic scene by
the same artist is the Market Place in Lon-
don, Ontario, in which there is a
great deal of sunlight, but the \ sky
is susceptible of much improvement. Mr.
Wickson has two pictures, Nos. 38 and 79.
This artist is quite young, but in these pic-
tures manifests great promise for ths future.
His subjects indicate thought, and his
"Dawn of Genius," although it has defects,
is yet an admirable painting. It is to be
hoped that indications of undoubted talent
as evidenced by these pictures will attract
the notice of the public and be duly encour-
aged.

Mr. F. M. Bell Smith exhibits a number of
pictures, and it will be evident to all that he
has made marked improvement since he last
exhibited in this gallery. One of his
oil paintings is rather a bold ven-
ture, seeing that the subject is a difficult
one even for a veteran. The scene repre-
sents school girls on their way home. This
of necessity requires careful drawing and
careful grouping. In the latter he has suc-
ceeded fairly well ; in considering the former
N.=
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he grasps tightly in his left hand. The

eyes are finely drawn, the coat torn open

for freedom of action is suggestive, and the

i le result is first-class. A portrait of

ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY

The Artistic k rogress of the

Year.
;

The Pictures That Are To Be

Exhibited TO -Day.

[uIiST NOTICE. ]

h has been asserted by certain pesai.

mists, who are ever ready to disparage

Canadian progress, that there is little love

of fine art in the Dominion and less art-

ability. If any visible proof were required

to destroy such calumnies, a visit to the

Art Association's gallery during the pre-

sent exhibition of the Royal Canadian

Academy of Arts would suffice to satisfy

the most doubtful as to whether there

really exists a true spirit of Art in this

northern Dominion. The exhibit consists

of some 195 works, consisting of 95 oil

paintings, 85 water colors, and 15 designs,

perspectives and architectural sketches.

These works of art represent the labor of

Jamie 50 Canadian artists, and taken as a

whole are especially valuable as an index

of the present state of arts and artists in

the Dominion. The collection covers a

wide art-area ; it embraces many distinct
and varied styles ; it is a typical selection

of he works of the art-laborers in all
their different methods, and is therefore

a decisive epitome of the testhetic taste and

creative genius of the Canada of to-day.

Compared with previous displays of the

Academy, the present exhibition does not

oontain so many pictures ; but it certainly
more than wakes up in quality whateves

is lost in quantity. The standard of the
whole is considerably higher than any
previously reached; there is more evidence
of careful and conscientious workmanship
in the individual results ; and in many in-

stances a most marked advance of the

artist in his lofty but toilsome endeavor to

reach the truth—to bold, as 'twere, the
mirror up to nature.

In many instances the conception of the
painter is of the highest character, and the
execution beyond the reach of captious
criticism ; the senses are so thoroughly
convinced of the correct rendering of the
scene before then), that the mind accepts
It as a perfect result and can only enter-
tain feelings of pleasure for the, picture,
and admiration for the painter. There are
also a few specimens of poor attempts that
must have been hung by accident instead
of the artists.

Mr. Robert Harris is the largest con-
tributor, having no less than a dozen oil
paintings and a few water-colors. The
first picture that deserves attention is the
central piece de resistance of the exhibi-
tion representing; the " Meeting of the
Delegates of British North America to
settle terms of Confederation, Quebec,
October 1864." The picture is true to
'history, in that the scene is laid in the
very room in which the Conference met,
with its three arched windows looking up
the river and on the shipping. The group-
irig is very good and, although such pic-
tures always suggest that the subjects
have been sitting for their portraits, this is
not so manifest in the present picture as
in many others of the same type. Sir John
A. Macdonala stands near the centre of
the group in an easy attitude, and the
portrait of him is certainly a very excellent
one. The artist has had a good deal of
difficulty in obtaining contempo-
rary portraits of the men repre-
ssnted, but on the whole he has suc-
ceeded admirably in representing the
delegates as they must have appeared to a
contemporary observer. The likeness of
Sir Charles Tupper is particularly strik-
ing and spirited; that of Hon. Peter Mit-
dieu  is also capital. The Hon. George
Brown is represented in lifelike aspect, and
Sir George Cartier is as natural as possible.
The weakest portrait in the group is that
of Hon. E. B. Chandler, which is evidently
from a likeness taken long before the
period of the Conference. The likeness of
Hon. Thos. D'Arcy McGee is one of the
best, and that of Sir Leonard Tilley is also
very good. One canuot help being struck
while looking at this picture at the number
of delegates who are now dead. John M.

'Jslinson, Jonathan McCully, Thos. D'Arcs'
McGee, W. H. Pope, J. Cockburn, George
Brown, G. E. Cartier, E. B. Chaud-
le:, E. P. Tache, W. H. Steeues,
Challis: Foster, E. P. Whelan and G.

..

Un tie	 -ttfetuffeR1 etiffiftig
worthy of the higuest praise. It ranks
with the efforts ot the greatest painters,
who have left is historical groups of
national iiuipurtauce. The arratig,einent of
the figures is excellent, the disposition of
the faces most admirable, and the artist
has successfully overcome the almost in-
evitable monotony that displeases the eye
and detracts from the artistic value of
similar pictures. It is intended to adorn
the Houses of Parliament.

The " Canadian Fiddler," by the same
artist, is a very strong piece of work. In
this, as in his other portraits, the dark
red background materiady adds to the
strength and force. There is great charac-
ter in the quaint. old wrinkled unkempt
face, suggesting much concentration of
thought, whilst the protruSion of the
nether lip almost results in a curve
of contempt. The handling or the
violin and bow is very naturally
represented. " Tobugganiug " is a good
work, representing a back view of some
sturdy son of Canada, ankle-deep in snow,
pulling his vehicle " up tile gulley to Park
slide." " A boy from the Campagna,
Rome," is an excellent painting of a round-
faued, happy youngster, with soft merry
eyes, strongl3 , suggestive of the sunny
south of Italy. " Ad, ail are gone, the
old familiar faces" is a picture that arouses
sympathy at first glance and deep feeling
when the full spirit of the artist is di-
vined. Tile simp!e figure of a Son of toil,
wearing a look of settled melancholy as he
rests his aching head upon his hand, ap-
peals irresistablv to the tender chord of
the spectator, rind the artist has achieved
more by simplicity of treatment than could
have been attained by any other means.
In No. 65 an old philosopher is teaching a
youth the lesson of life and death, his
text being a human skull which he holds.
Contemplative philosophy and awe-bound
attention are clearly seen on their faces,
and the contrast is cleverly delineated.
" A Glass too Much" and " At it Again"
are two excellent character studies, as well
as being pictorial sermons on intemper-
ance. The stupid smile on the poor fellow
who has imbibed a ridass too much is true
to life. " A Waif " is well painted. The
down-drawn mouth gives a sad appearance
to the rosy checked girl, suggesting an ex-

. perience of sorrow too great for her years.
The portrait of Mr. Henry Lyman is one
of the best in the room, and is a strikingly
faithful and carefully finished work. Th-e

• rda k red background is peculiarly happyos.
- in this portrait. " The Color-Sergeant

Hard Pressed" is also:a capital picture; the
air of anxious deter.nination is well de-
picted, and the soldier is evidently at bay,
ready to defend to the death the silk colors

Mr. J. S. McLennan is a good specimen ofr;

Mr. Harris' style.
Mr. F. M. Bell Smith has some seven oil

paintings and several water colors, which
exhibit very different styles and achieve
very diffèrent results. " The Heart of the
White Mountains" is a good piece of moun-
tain scenery, the rock debms on the left
beins carefully painted, and the perspec-

tive -admirab!v caught. " Breeze on the
Jersey Coast" is not so succEssful"; the

waves are well executed, but there seems

to be a want of harmony in the whole pic-
ture. A portrait of himself from a mirror
is a very faithful likeness of the talented
artist. "Art Students" is a good piece of
work in quiet colors. The drawing is good
and the figures graceful. " Daughters if
Canada" is more pretentious than any
other ot Mr. Smith's pictures, but, al-
though we are attracted by the very sub-
ject of the painting, the result is not
altogether enjoyable. The girls are all
in good health and high spirits, however,
and some are " as awkward as school
girls," whilst several have a very graceful
attitude. Two portraits by Mr. Smith's
are carefully executed and deserve great
praise for their life-like appearance. Mr.
Bell Sinith's water colors are very good
performances, especially " A Trout -
Stream" and " A Cool Spot."

Mr. Sandhatu is also a large contributor
and some of his pictures rank amongst the 1
highest in the exhibition. " The Call to
the Sunrise Mass " is a bold and striking
study of a Mexican church custom. The
figure ringing the bell is romantic and
well drawn ; the coloring being excellently
subdued. Mr. Sandham's landscapes are
not so happily executed as are his figure
paintings. " The Old, Subdued and Slow"
is a beautiful piece of work, full of deep
meaning and harmoniously beautiful. it
is suggestive of Millet. We are taken by
the patient plodding old fellow, under his
load of branches and respectful sympathy
flows from our heart. " On the Western
Plains" is not so good as others of Mr.
Sandharn's exhibit. the toning is not so
careful and the Indian figures are not
natural. " At Low-tide" is a nice study of
Life by the water-side, and " An Old
Homestead" is fully realized in the artist's
treatment.

Mr. A. Boisseau has five oil paintings of
divers merits. The " Caughnawaga
Squaw" is a carefully executed piece of
work, the dusky beauty with her basket
of bead-work looking very natural 'and
pretty. The arm supporting her basket
is ill-drawn, and the hand is not natural.
" Witness or Star, Sir ?" is a realistic por-
trait of a Post Office news-girl, well drawn
and carefully painted. Not much ideality
in this picture, but (Treat expression of
truth. " Montreal Cllibies—A. Rush for
a Fare " is a doubtful work ; the
figures are not good; but the architecture
is well painted. It is a good local subject
and would stand improvement. There is
no doubt about " Madame Adelina Patti,"
however. It is a pity Mr. Boisseau se
this in, and it is a greater pity it was
returned to him. It fails to do justict.•
the diva, and the flesh tints are fals1)

nature and Co art. If " the perfectioi.ii
art is to conceal art," the artist has ,,,;‘
nally failed in this picture. It is loud
discordant ; there is a want of harm;k1
throughout ; it is the likeness of a ho GO
inz-house keeper dressed specially to live
her picture taken, and from the painting
of the face it is fortunate the prima donna
wears gloves long enough to conceal arms
as well as hands. It is refreshing to walk
over to " The Grandmother," which is a
really good study of old age. Mr. Boisseau
has not done himself justice in his selec-
tions.

Mr. P. F. Woodcock, of Brockville, also
has five oil paintings. The " Italian Boy"
is a very excellent study. The attitude of
the young musician is graceful and natural,
and the pucker of the lips, as they hold the
flageolet, is well painted. It is a charmiag
little canvas, although the subject is
almost painted to death. " By the River
in a French Village" is not very creditable

Mto the artist. r. Woodcock's fbrte is
certainly not in this direction, as " Home
by the Willows" testifies.	 " Twilight
Behind the Villkge Church" is a marked
improvement on the two previous pictures.

Mr. P. Giovani Wickson, of Paris, Ont.,
is an artist ot whom we shall expect to see
more and better work, although it would
be hard to find fault with " The Dawn
of Genius." This picture is certainly one
of the best intime exhibition. The position
of the precocious genius is most natural,
graceful and easy. He is thoroughly ab-
sorbed with the crude representation of
the straight-line figure he is drawing on
the ground, and Mr. Wickson must be con-
gratulated on this thoroughly good work.
The incident depicted has a parallel in the
life of a living English artist, which adds
to the interest. " One of Many," by the

ject. The poor girl enlists our sympatIv
and suggests the recent " Bitter Cry ."
raised in London for the half-starved i ,ill-
clad poor. We Would like to give the irl
a,Grood box of clothes and a dinner.

Mr. Wickson could not have sent two
better samples of his artistic skill. We
wish that he had sent more. 	-

THE PRESIDENT TURNED TKABLES.

Fron the Chicago News.
A good story on Senators Allison and

Cameron has leaked out. Last year these
two Senators were as thick as three in a
bed, and in the natural course of events
got to running around together pretty late
at night. One night they were out till an
unusually late hour, and as they wended
their way homeward Allison ruefully sug-
gested that it might be a discreet idea
for them to agree upon a stoty to tell thei r
wives explanatory of their tardy arrival at
the domestic hearthstone. " Oh, pshaw,
cried Cameron, " that's easily enough
arranged ; we'll tell 'ern we've been visiting
the President ; everybody knows, you
know, that the President is one of the all-
night boys." ,  it was a,greed to spring
this fib on the ladies. Mrs. Allison and
Mrs. Cameron accepted the story so ami-
ably that their husbands gave ihetnr, Ives
no uneasiness whatever, and even neglect-
ed to advise the President of :the part
he would be expected to play in the decep-
tion in case there was any inquiry made
about it. Lo and behold I the very next
Friday evening, while attending the re-
ception at the White House with her hus-
band, Mrs. Cameron remarkett very naively
and very sweetly to Gen. Arthur : "
President, I feel . as if I ought to reproach
you for ;having kept my husband out 80
late the other evenin,g."

"Out so late ? 'rile other evening ?"
cried the astonished Presideut. " Really.
madam, I do not understand you." " I
refer to last Wednesday night," replied
Mrs. Cameron ; " the Senator and Senator
Allison were here, you remember, till 3
o'clock in the morning." President Arthur
was about to enter a general denial, when
he observed Cameron standing behind his
wife engaged in the wildest kind of dumb
show winch indicated that the Senator
wanted the President to take a tumble and
help him out in this particular racket. It
being a cold day when President Arthur
isn't up to every variety of snuff, he im-
mediately recognized the hawk from the
hand-saw, and smiling, said to Mrs. Caine-



the bill respecting the management of public
lands adjoining non-navigable streams and
lakee and the exercises of the fishing rights
thereto pertaining provides that no lease shall
be granted for longer than five years, and in
the case of lands situated along salmon rivers
leases shall be made only in favour of the
highest bidder at public competition or in

t such other way as may seem the most advan-
tageous, provided that the price offered be at
least equal to the upset price fixed by
the commissioner, and that if not sold the
commissioner may afterwards, by private
gale, dispose of the said leases at such upset
price or for a greater SUM. Any person who
has no domicile in Quebec must procure a
permit or license to fish from the oommis-
sioner of crown lands.

A number of county sheriffs are in town to-
day to consult with the government 'dative
to the proposed increase in the fees of their
office, which in some cases do not exceed
$400 per annum.

To-day the municipal nominations for
Quebec were held. Among those elected is
Mr. E. T. D. Charnbers, of the Quebec Chronicle,
who represents hie paper in the reporters'
gallery of the provincial assembly.

Proceedings in the house to-day were prin-
cipally of a routine character, except that
the opposition strongly endeavoured to
make a party point out of the
r•ityment to Mr. Demolon of $3,000 which
had been confiscated. Mr. Lynch in a most
chivalrous manner assumed the consequences
of the act, claiming that what had been done
was fully justified. Mr. Flynn, at that time a
minister, declined to accept any of the onus.

Mr. Gagnon's motion for a committee to
enquire into all the circumstances connected
with the final settlement and auditing of the
accounts of the management of the Q. M. O.
,k O. Railway came up at a late hour, and,after
several amendments had been disposed of, it
wee, on motion of Mr. Nitrite], resolved in
effect that in view of the government' s ex-
planations it was the duty of the house to re-
frain from committing itself to an investiga-
tion till the auditor's report and other papers
were brought down.

THE ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY.
I

The formal opening of the Anneal Exhibition by

His Excellency the Governor-General-A
brilliant gathering in te Art Gallery.

-
The chief event of the year in Canadian art

!natters, the exhibition of the Royal Canadian
Academy, held this year in the gallery of the

," Art Association of this city, was formally
8 opened last night by His Excellency the Mar-

ti quis of Lansdowne, Governor-General, the
patron of the Academy, there being present
a large gathering of members, honorary mem-

' bers and friends. The interior of the build-
ing, the large hall particularly, presented a
brilliant scene, and Many were the charming
affects produced by the contrasts of colours
afforded by the dresses of the ladies and the
works of art upon the walls. The gathering

I was a very representative one, and
included many well known in art circles,

i artists who have risen to fame and whose pic-
-I ' tures attest their right to the proud position

they occupy, younger aspirants to the title
of R. C. A., patrons of art and people of ac-
knowledged artistic taste. Amongst the
ladies and gentlemen noticed in the rooms
were Mr: L. R. O'Brien, president of the
Royal Canadian Academy : Mr. N. Bourassa,
vice-president ; His Honour Mr. Justice Mac-
kay, president of the Art Association of Mon-
treal, and Mrs. Mackay, Mr. and Mrs.
Ituesell Stephenson, Mr. Strachan Be-
thune, Q. C., and Mrs. Bethune, Mr. J. S.
McLennan, Mr. John Popham, Dr. Wheel-
er, Miss Wheeler, Mr. Claude Wheeler, Mr.
I:. A. Ramsay and Mrs. Ramsay, Mr. II. J.
-.haw and Mrs. Shaw, Mr. James O'Brien,
dies O' Brien, Mrs. M. H. Gault, Mr. D. A P.
Watt, Mr. A. F. Gault and Mrs. Gaelt, Mrs.
Llmenhoest, Mr. R. S. C. Bagg and Mrs.
':agg, the Misses Bagg, Mrs. Houghton,
iirit; Grace Houghton

'

 Mr. and Mrs.
':•lward Murphy, Mies Murphy, Mr. Wm.
\ rignic, Mr. S. English, Mr. M. Mat-
. hews, Mr. C. R. Christie, Mr. G. L.
:huger and Mrs. Marler Mr. W. L. Mader,
dr. Harrington Bird, Mr. Forehaw Day, Mr.
\. C. Hutchison, Miss Kathleen Taylor, Mr.
\ ngus Grant, Mrs. Blaiklock, Major Blaik-
1••ck, Mr. George Blaiklock, Mr. 'I'. D. King ;

.4 r. F. David, Mr. Johnson, Mr. W. B.
: antler, the Misses Lambe, Miss Ives, Mr. J.
;LuIpbaH, Rev. R. Campbell, Mr. Harris,
I r. H. Beaugrand, Mr. P. A. Peterson and
t hers.
His Excellency arrived at the gallery at

ti shout half ulist ciala. and was received at the
'-'. I r..-ntranee by Mr. O'Brien, the president, and
' Mr. Bourassa, the vice-president of the Royal

, alltidiRD Academy, and Hie Honoar Mr.
'Indic° Mackay, president of the Art Associa-
Ion. The viceregal party consisted of His

Excellency the Governor-General, Mr.
di rreatfield, Grenadier Guards, A. D. C.,
dr. Hume Stephenson, A. D. C., and
Sirs. Russel Stephenson. The reception was
intirely informal, and after His Excellency
LAIL VIPPR1	 I'l,n,11	 (A	 1,1	 f a ron,l . re

i oom, which had been fitted up for his
' •iccommodation, he ascended to the
Uellery and took his place on a dais erected
at one end of the room. The Governor-
General was attired in plain evening dress,
and wore the order of St. Michael and St.
George. The company having gathered
round the dais, the president, vice-president
and secretary of the academy on the right
and the president of the Art Association and
several members of the council and the
A.D.C.'s on the left.

Mr. O'BRIEN, the President R. C. A., read
i the following 	•

ADDRESS TO HIS EXCELLESDY

Mass it please your Excellency, ladies and
gentlemen:-

In presenting the report of the Council of the
Academy for the past year, I will ask your Ex-
cellency to allow me to make a short statement
In order to complete the narrative up to the
present time. The report states that It was
deemed advisable to ask the government to
grant to the Academy an annual sum of $5,000
In order to enableet to carry out more fully
those projects for the advancement of art in
Canada which the constitution Imposes upon
Its members but for which their resources are
altogether inadequate. The petition of the
Academy was presented and very heartily
supported by those friends of art who have
also sustained its cause by becoming honorary
members of this society, and we are glad to
learn that your Excellency's government has
so far acceded to our request as to place $2,500
In the estimates for this year. This stun added
to the subscriptions of the artists and of the
honorary members (the former amounting
this year to $410 and the latter to not quite
$400), will suffice to enable us, after defraying
expenses of administration, to make some
small progress in what we desire to slo.
May I briefly indicate the direction it is pro-
posed that our work should take. The pre-re-
enisite for all successful art work is the per-
sonal Intercourse and association of those en-
gaged in it. All great and enduring art move-
ments have been progressive and cumulative,
each individual artist adding his. quota of
suggestion or accomplishment to what has
been done or is doing around him. His thought
and imagination, to be fruitful, must be the
thought of the time in which he lives, stimu-
lated and fed by the heritage of the past. Meet-
ings for the interchange and dissemination of
Ideas, alid exhibitions for the display, compitr-
(MAI and sale of the artists' works are thus ob-
vious and important means of encouraging
the growth of art, and no expense or effort
should be spared in adding to their interest
and insuring a large attendance. The geogra-
phical conditions of Canada sud the long dis-
tances to he travelled add much to the
cost and difficulty of holding these meetings
and render it Impossible that any one place
should be available for all. In order to have a
good attendance, it will doubtless be expedient
to hold oar annual meetings alternately in the
largest. °entree of population, but it may be
practicable also to have exemitions during the
year In other cities of importance, from which
the stimulating influence of art may radiate
through the surrounding country. Schools for
t he higher education of artists and designers,
Mr t lie cultivation of Canadian art, such as we
may hope for, indigenous to the country, are
also essential to our advancement, and come
within the province of the academy. Build-
ings suitable for exhibitions are req uired.
Montreal alone, of all the cities in Canada, has
as yet an art gallery worthy of the name. To
carry out this programme, modest as it is, and
embracing nothing but the barest essentia's,
would require far more than our present re-
venue, and it is upon the strongest grounds of
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public interest that we appeal for support to
the liberality of individuate and to the wisdom
of the government. It IR pleasant to turn
from these dry considerations of buienees to
instances of the generous feeling induced by
the kindly brotherhood of art. At the incep-
tion of our society our illustrious confreres of
the Royal Academy, Sir Frederick Leighton
and Mr. Millais, were kind enough to give us
the benefit of their advice and sugges-
tions. Since then they have contributed
pictures to our infant national gallery, that of
Mr. Millais being a portrait of our
founder, the Marquis of Lorne. In addition
to this I have now a letter from Lord
Lorne informing me that another Royal acade-
mician, Mr. Watts, distinguished for the
poetic grace of his conceptions, has
promised to paint a picture for us. In con-
clusion on behalf of the Royal Canadian Aca-
demy I have to thank your Excellency for ac-
cepting the office of Patron of our society, for
the interest you have displayed in its affairs
and for the assistance you have given to its
efforts. The members and honorary members
Join with me in the expression of our pleasure
at your Excellency's presence with us this
evening, and in the assurance that you will, if
possible, do us the honour of presiding at our
annual meetings during your term of office.

At the conclusion of the address, the pre-
sident presented His Excellency with a copy
of the annual report, which has already been
published.

HIS EXCELLENCY'S REPLY

was as follows :-
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:-

I understand that it is usual for the patron of
the Royal Canadian Academy to address a few
observations to the ladies and gentlemen who
assemble on the opening night of your annual
exhibition. I avail myself most gladly of the
opportunity thus afforded me for expressing
the pleasure which it gives me to find myself
officially connected with your association. (Ap-
plause.) I should be glad to extend to it any
recognition which it is in my power to give, If
for no other reason, on account of the earnest-
ness with glitch it was recommended to me by
my friend and predecessor, Lord Lorne,
whose name will I think, always be
gratefully remembered in connection with
the advancement of the fine arts in this coun-
try. (Loud applause). Judging from the re-
cords of the Academy, it appears to me that
you can scarcely overestimate the extent of
your obligation to Lord Lorne and Imita illustri-
ous consort, who was herself perfectly quali-
fied to take a distinguished place in the confra-
ternity of the brush. Both to her Royal High-
ness and Lord Lorne, the foundation of the
Academy and its subsequent encouragement
was a labour of love, and, indeed, to use Lord
Lomb's own words upon the last occasion on
which he addressed you, we may, I think, say
of him and of the Princess that.
what they did for us they did with
their whole hearts. (Loud applause.) I
cannot refer to the Princess without exp ces-
Mg my cenviction that during the last few
days the sympathy of all with whom she came
in contact here has been with her in the sor-
row which has overtaken the Royal House.
Irrespectively, however. of my promise to
Lord Lorne, I can say in all sincerity that my
own personal inclinations lead me to take an
interest in the work upon which you are en-
gaged, ,1 have lived all my life amongst
objects of art and with persons who
appreciated them. I have watched
with pleasure and attention the pro-
gress which art culture has made within the
last few years in the old country, and I am one
of those who believe that the tine arts are some-
thing more than mere ornamental excresences
and appendages of our national life, that their
cultivation is essential to it, and that their ab-
sence would render it one-sided and incom-
plete. (Applause.) In this room it le probably
unnecessary for me to insist upon this view of
the case. If I had to argue the point I should
probably be disposed to say something of this
kind :-You have here in Canada a population
of 5,000,000 of human beings. You have
a territory of somewhere about 8% mil-
lions of square miles. Your commercial
navy is one of the largest in the world.
Your pioneers are reclaiming the face of
the;.: earth in your remotest districts.
New industries are springing up in your
cities. Your railways are joining ocean to
ocean. In the veins of your people runs the
blood of races which in the old world have
been famous for culture of every kind. Can
you., being who you are, afford without dis-
credit to do nothing ibr that branch of culture
which, above all others, is an indication of re-
finement and thoughtfulness, and which no
civilized coat inanity, front those of Egypt and
Assyria downwards, has ever ventured to
neglect? (Renewed applause.) It was, I pre-
sinne,wi th some such feelings as these that the
founders of the Royal Canadian Academy
addressed themselves to their task. That task
was in some respects, "undoubtedly an uphill
one. The extent of the disadvantages under
which they laboured, can, I think scarcely be
better Illustrated than by contrasting the con-
ditions under which their work was begun
with the conditions Wide, which an institu-
tion of this kind might be founded, let us say,
in one of the large centres of population in the
United Kingdona. An art association founded
in a large English city would be within a few
hours' reach of some of tho noblest public gal-
leries and private collections in the world. It
would, in all probability, be affiliated to, or as-
Meted b,v the great educational institutions of
South Kensington, which have done so much
for the promotion of art cullure at home. Its
members and students would every year have
opportunities of visiting the annual ex-
hibition of the Royal Academy in
London, at which all the best con-
temporary work is open to public inspec-
tion. Besides this the annual exhibition of the
works of old masters, which Sir Frederick
Leighton has becn se successful in institut-
ing, would belaccessible te thorn to say nothing
of a whole host of minor exhibitions, each hill,
tag vs own attraction and educational value.
The young painter who thought of adopting art
its MS profession ill life would have the en-
couragement of knowing that every picture
possessing real merit or promise would find an
owner without difficulty at a remunerati ve
price. All these favourable conditions are
either absent or only partially present here.
The public galleries, the private collections,
the advanced schools of art, the works of
the old ma,ters, the competing purchasers
are not to be found, and except where a few
scattered local associations exist, due to the
energy of a limited number of the friends of
art in your larger cities, associations to which
the utmost credit is duo for whist they have
clone, we may, I think, almost 

0
say

, 
that you

pied. These then are some of the difficulties
4 .11 t• 41n fl st,1 •

. which you have set yourselves to overcome.
Your efforts have been diregted in the first
place to bringing together these who are the
friends of fine arts. Something will be gained
if we can establish as it were a rallying poist
round which our scattered troops may gather
and take heart for the struggle upon which
they are engaged. Your first object may,
I think, be described as the organi-
zation of the forces which are ready
to array themselves on the side of art.
Your second object is the establishment of ex-
hibitions and collectiohs of artistic work, so
that those who are engaged upon it may have
an opportunity of comparing the results of
their labours with a view to wholesome criti-
cism. friendly emulation and the establishment
of public reputation. (Hear hear, and ap-
plause.) In both of these directions a wide
field is open to you. It may be Impossible to
create artistic feeling where it is absent, but
you can awaken it where it is dormant-you
can guide it into the proper channels and sti-
mulate It by the encouragement of artistic
rivalry, and by the information of public opin-
ion upon artistic matters. (Applause.) Your
third object is the promotion of the study
Of art. We are, I think, apt to forget,
and I have sometimes noticed this for-
getfulness, evert in those woo are most.
enthusiastic, how much hard toil and
patient labour are necessary for the thorough
mastering of the painter's or draughtsman's
art. If a lawyer or a doctor, or an engineer re-
quires a laborious preparation for his profes-
sion, the yeung man who intends to be an art-
ist must surely persuale himself that some-
thing more is necessary for him than. to pro-
duce a lbw pretty sketches, to wear a slouch
hat and to avoid the hair cutter. (Laughter
and applause.) With regard to the study of art
your position is, I think, pretty clearly defined.
You have In the tiret place expressed your de-
termination from the tiret to keep clear of any-
thing that might have the appearance
of hatertbrence with local efforts in the
same direction and in this respect
you regard the local art associations
such as those at the Capital, at Toronto, and in
this city,not, as being in any sense rivals of the
aeadeiny, but as valued allies and coadjators.
(Hoar, hear.) Ili the next piece you have no
desire to trench upon the ground already occu-
pied by the public art schools in the several
provinces. These have their work to do in
caching tha rudiments of art, which, I think
you will agree with ins, should to some extent
at ail events form an essential part of our
course of public education. Your function is
that of doing something In aid of the more ad-
vanced study, and I am inclined to think that
you will not rest until you are able to give our
Canadian artists something  it  a sound edu-
cation without sending them out of the
country to Westin h.. (L nut Applause.)
These, then, ladies and gentlemen. have been
the objects which you have had in view-the
creation of a public interest in art, the collec-
that and exhibition of works of art, and the
promotion of art study . The statement which
has lust been submitted by tee pri..sidont,
think, ustifles the conclu-mien that la fair mea-
sure ol success has, considering the shot time
which you have been at week, catendel your
efforts. (Hear, hear.) In some respsets,
doubt, you have been unable to carry out the
origi nal I nte lid on of your !Slanders. You nave,
for example, as yet been able CO do het, li Cite In
the direction of art education. Ceiss..s. and
scholarships and pro fassors a a liberal
expenditure, and you hiVe been oblig'el tu re-
strict. yourselves within the limits prescribed
by a very moderate income. Tue saute cause
has rendered it impossible for vou to give effbct,
to your original policy of holding these annual
exhibitions in succession in the different large
cities or the Dominion. Suitable galleries with
the means of lighting and heating them can-
not, except where private liberality bas come
to the rescue, as it has so conspicuously In

Montreal, be bad without incurring seri-
ous expense, and our exhibitions have coupe-
quently to take place where the local circum-
stances are favourable rather than with regard
to the rotation laid down in your original
scheme. "Oar poverty but not our will has
consented " to there departures from R. Our
revenues are modest and the support accorded
to us by our friends Is not always as constant
as it might be. it. is a little difficult to create
local interest in' an institution which claims as
Its distinctive characteristic that it is national
and not local.

But, sir, we are not going to be deterred by
these obstacles. I shall be much disappointed
lf, as time goes on, we do not obtain an acces-
sion of wealth sufficient to enable us todo
more in these directions. A great Eng-
lish historian, in treating of the pro-
gress of art in the last century. dwells
'upon the stunting effect which government
patronage is apt to produce on the tine arts. If
that is the case the R. C. A. ought certainly to
have flourished like a green bay tree. (Laugh-
ter.) Well I thlak I may say that we shall
raise no objection if an attempt is made to
stunt our growth by a little assistance from
the public chest. It gives me great pleasure to
know that the federal government has this
year consented for the first time to place a sum
of money at oar disposal for the purposes of
the academy, and I am quite sure that we all
of us value the concession not only on account
of the assistance which this subvention will
afford us, but because we recognize it as a
proof that those who are entrusted
with the management of our public affairs
appreciate the effort we are making
in the cause of art. (Loud applause.)
There is one thing, at any rate, as to which 1
think we have all of us made up our minds,.
which is that as each of the present nations of
Europe, and I am glad to say the kindred
nation on the other side of our own frontier,
have schools of their own,so we in Canada in-
tend to have a school of painting. (Applause.)
What will be its characteristics ? They must,
of course, be a matter of conjecture

 '
• but we

may, I think, prophesy something with regard
to them. It should, in the first place, have a
distinct individuality of its own, for it
will have groWn up at too great a
distance from the European schools to be
immediately influenced by them. It will, I
should hope, be pretty strong in portraiture.
A. disposition is already observable on the part
of your people to secure portraits which shall
be a record of the Men who have in public life
done good work for the Dominion. (Applause.)
I am glad to know, for instance, that file faces
and figures of the fathers of confederation are
to be preserved to us on a Canadian canvas.
(Loud applause.) Again, it will be strange if,
in a country where nature has done so much,
we do not excel in landscape, and I should
expect your Canadian artists to devote more of
their attention to these two branches than, for
instance, to the painting of battle pieces, with
which I hope we shall have very little to do, or
to the resuscitation of historical or classical
scenes. (Hear, hear.) Besides this there
should be an immense opening for architectural
and decorative art In a country of which the
population is expanding so rapidly, in which old
cities are developing so quickly and new ones
springing up on every side. (Applause.) One
characteristic I hope the Canadian school will
certainly have. It is a characteristic which I
think belongs to our best modern English art-
ists. I mean honesty and truthfulness and ab-
sence of Conventionality in their work. (Ap-
plause.) This is, I think, one of the best fens
tores of modern English art ; whether you take
the painters of portraits or of landscapes, or of
animals, or of scenes taken from antiquity,
you will, I think, find an amount, of col -melon-
tious ;handling and of fidelity to nature 'for
which you would have sought in vain half a
century ago. Our landscane painters, for in-
stance, have studied amongst the woods and
fields and rivers. When they paint a tree it re-
presents something more than a mass of foliage
of some vague description. When they palot a
rock we are left in no doubt whether it is gra-
nite or papier mache. When there is an animal
in the foreground there is no uncertainty ass,
Ruskin once said,svhether it is a pony or a pig.
(Laughter and applause.) These men when
they handle nature do so reverently and faith-
fully, there is not only force but there is preci-
sion in their work, and just as you
may Search in vain in the writings of
V irgil ser Shakespeare or Tennyson for a single
passage in which Nature is carelessly or inac-
curately treatecl ; soin the paintings of these
artists you will search in vain for perfunctory
or generalized treatment of the scenes or ob-
jects which they have endeavoured to repro-
duce upon their canvas. (Applause.) The
province of a painter , whether he paints a
human faze or a landscape, le to detect in
Nature beauties which may perhaps be in-
visible or tdimly seen by those whose senses
are less educated, and whose perception is less
keen than his own, but which-he is bound, un-
less he would be numbered among the false
prophets, to reveal and interpret with ab-
solute truth and fidelity. That is I
hope, the object which your Canadian artists
will set before themselves and which the
B. C. A. will to the utmost of its ability en-
deavour to promote. Of this you may be as-
eared, that time is on your side, and that no
proverb is truer than that which says that all
things come to those who know how to wait.
The seed which you are sowing will be fruitful
in due season, and when its produce arrives at
maturity those who reap theharvest will be
grateful to the small knot of men who cleared

h tad applause.)
the ground in the coneelenro that their la-
our would not be in	 (

Mr. BOURASSA, the Vice•Tresident of the
Royal Canadian Academy, then deliverec‘kan
address	 in	 French. to	 His
cellency expressive of the pleasure which
it gave the academy to receive their
illustrious patron, their sense of the honour
conferred upon the members by his presence,
and the_gratitude the academy owed the Art
Association for the use of the gallery.

Judge MACKAY, President of the Art Asso-
ciation of Montreal, in thanking His Excel-
lency for the honour. he did the association by
his presence in their gallery, after referring
to the last previous exhibition of the Royal
Canadian Academy in the same room two
years ago, expressed the pleasure it gave the
members of the Montreal Association to wel-
come the Aeadenay- within its building, and
said :-The exhibition we are opening to-
night, I think, will generally be admitted to
show that there is an advasice in the quality
of the works exhibited, and that the artists
have een e eterinmnCc to add to t eir reputa-
tions. Our local association has cause to take
peculiar interest in the Royal Canadian Aca-
demy of Arts, which we may say dates its
existence from the time of the public
opening of the building in which we are.
That was in 1879. In 1880 an academy was
formed and in June of that year Her Majesty
conferred upon it the naine it bears, The
Royal Canadian Academy of Arts." I need
hardly say that by no body could the forma-
tion of the Academy have been mole favour-
ably and less selfishly viewed than by our
local Montreal Art Association. One end and
object of exhibitions such as this is and ought
to be, I think, to support the artists by af-
fording them a way to dispose of their works.
Here is a room full of pictures, but unless a
fair number of tnese are sold there must be
discouragement. How can we reasonably ex-
pect to raise a school of painters or to retain
artists in our country unless we encourage
them? And how enCourage them but by buy-
ing their productions. The Academy is in
its infancy. I can compare It to an orphan
left to us by the Marquis of Lorne and the
Princess Louise to be taken care of. This Is
the time at which it calls with peculiar right
for support. The formation of a Dominion
Gallery at Ottawa was one of the objects
which the Marquis of Lorne had in
view in founding the Royal Academy, and he
caused it to form and be ultimately une of its
avowed objects. Each academician is bound
to give a painting, to be national property,
and placed in the gallery at Ottawa. From
present appearances, that gallery seems to
have cost very little, except to the artists. I
paid a visit to it lately, and was struck by its
poor appearance as a state or national pro-
perty. Unless the Dominion grant money
annually for the support of a national gallery,
the chances for the present generation to sec
one worthy of the name are very small. Look
at what. has been done in Liverpool. Mr.
Walker gave a small gallery to the town in
1877. The town spent .£11,000 (say $55,000)
in additions to the building,and gives it every
year £12,000 to encourage artists by educat-
ing them and buying works from
them. In the last ten years over
three thousand pictures have been sold.
by the artists in the Walker Art Gallery. So
notch for Liverpool. Now turn to New
South Wales ; population tinder 800,000. In
1470 their Academy of Arts was founded.
Until 1875 it gat £500 sterling a year from
tile province, then the grant was increased to
S.1,000 a year. Since 1879 the grant has
been of £5,000 a year, say close upon $25,000

Ta year. his New South Wales Academy
was viSited in the nine months to
30th September, 1883, by 235,000 per-
sons. A man may be proud to belong
to such a province as that. Contrast
these things with what has been done in
this Dominion of Canada. When I was
asked to Fay something at this meeting I ce-

artists, and I do so. I hope that better times,‘ ,_
are in store for them ; that they may be en-
couraged by some new substantial liberality, II
of the character of that of the Government of
New South Wales, to stay in Canada, instead
of being forced away from it, and I conclude
by wishing prosperity to the Royal Canadian
Academy of Arts. As to the vote of thanks,
this association has no claim to any, and it
has always been willing to do its possible for
the Royal Academy, which it makes very
welcome in this building.

His Excellency then descended from the
dais and mingling with the company shook
hands with a number of ladies and gentlemen
already known to him and with others who
had the honoulot introductions, chatting
awhile with the president and several mem-
bers of the academy and viewing a number of
the pictures, pausing for some minutes before
each of the principal works. His Excellency
remained about half an hour

'

 after which he
bade adieu to the president and others and the
viceregal party took their departure. His
Excellency, it may be mentioned, bad al-
ready spent considerable time viewing the
exhibition, haying paid a private visit during
the afternoon when in company with the
president and members, he devoted a couple
of hours

cral the assemblage gradually dispersed.
After the departure of the Governor-Gen- 1turheo	 to a close examination of the pics. -•

DE PTERY OF BEDFORD.
-

Appointments of the Bishop.
-

The following are the appointments of the
Bishop for visitation in the Deanery of Bed-
ford :-

27-Sunday, Farnham.
28-Monday, inspection of Farnham

School.
29-Tuesday, Bedford and Mystic.
30-Wednesday, Staubridge.
1-Thursday, Philipsburg and Moores

Station.
2-Friday, Pigeon Hill.
3-Saturday, Inspection of Dunham

Ladies College,
4-Sunday; Dunham.
5-Monday, Cowaneville and Sweets-

burg, and inspection of Missit,
quoi High School.

6-Tuesday, Knowlton.
7-Wednesday, Brome Corners ; a.m.

Sutton, p.m.
8-Thursday, Abercorn.
9-Friday, Glen Sutton and West

Potton.
11-Sunday, Mansonville.
18-Sunday, Abbotsford and Rouge-

snout.
20-Tuesday, Milton and South Ros-

ton.
21-Wednesday, Granby.
22-Thursday, Iron Hill, (Ordinations).
23-Friday, South Stukely.
25-Sunday, West Shefford and Ful-

ford.
26-Monday, Adamsville and East

Farnham.
27-Tuesday, Frost Village.
28-Wednesday, Waterloo.
29-Thursday, Boscobel.
30-Friday, South Ely.
1-Sunday, North Shefford and War-

den.
2-Monday, Bolton.
8-Sunday, St. John' s and Christie-

ville, inspection of St. John's
Academy.

9-Monday, Sabrevois and Henry-
vine.

" 10-Tuesday, Clarenceville.
All letters requiring immediate attention

to be addressed according to the above ap-
pointments.

The bishop has made the following ap-
pointments :-The Rev. Canon Carmichael,
rector of St. George, to be Dean of Montreal
the Rev. S. Belcher, lector of Grace Church,
to be Hon. Canon of Christ Church Cathedral;
the Rev. W. L. Mills, rector of Trinity
Church, to be Hon. Canon of Christ Church
Cathedral.

,ttictiou $alto.
By Thomas J. Potter.

HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE
Made to order In Boston.

WATER COLOURS AND OIL PAINTINGS,
-BY-

" EDSON," " WESTON," " C. J. WAY,"
"JACOBI," and others.

Cabinet Organ worth over $400,
Best Brussels Carpets, Mirrors,
Rich Curtains, French Mantel

Chromos, copies of Birket Foster,
Steel Engravings, &,e., Duchess'
Ranee and Kitchen Utensils, fine
Dinner, Tea, Breakfast and Des-
sert Services, Cutlery, Ciassware,
&c., &c.,

the complete furnishing of the residence

1518 St. Catherine Street.
Sale by order of

ARTHUR M. PERKINS, Esq.,

Thursday, 17th April, at 10 o'cli
THOS. J. POTTER.

88	 Auctioneer.

HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE
Excellent Pianoforte,

CARPETS, RANGE & GENERAL EFFECTS.
Sale at 1465 ST. CATHERINE ST.,

WEDNESDAY. 16th April, at 10 o'clock.

THOS. J. POTTER,
88	 Auct lateen

SCOTT'S NINTH ANNUAL SALE
F._

Ornal Paintings &Water Colors
86 WATER COLOR DRAWINGS

-AND-

74 OIL PAINTINGS,
all carefully selected in England and France
by Messrs. W. and W. A. Scott, being in alrraist
every case directly purchased mom  the artiste.

The collection embraces works by some of
the most distinguished artists III &trope, se-
veral of whom have received medals and
honours given by the Paris Salon, and hase
been investeo with the Legion of Honour by
the French Government.

All the Pictures are of a high order of merit.
-

The Sale of 011 Paintings will take Oleo at
THEIR ART ROOMS,

Saturday, the 19th, at 2 p.m.
The Sale 01 Water Colours ou

Saturday, the 26th, at 2 p.m.
TERMS:-Cash or approved paper, with h.-

Wrest at 7 per cent. Every Picturegueran teed
to be original and the work of the arsiet whose
name it bears.

Catalogues now neatly.

THOS. J. POTTER,
Auctioneer.

The Oil Paintings are now on exhibition.
The Water Colours will be on exhibition next
week. 58
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ART GALLERY, /3

esterday an nu 	entions hut neverthe-
less extremely interesting exhibition wa.s
mile in the class room e of the Art Associa-
tion's gallery. The exhibition consists of
tie works of the classes under Mr. R. Harris,
I. C. A., which have just been closed, and
eemprises crayon sketches in black and white
drawn by the pupils from models in the gal-
lery representing an amount of solid work
highly creditable to the ability of the teacher
ind pupils alike. The display is interesting
as showing that there is a very encouraging
amount of artistic talent in process of deve1-
oprnent and also as iqdicatiug that the pro-

, gress under the able instruction of Mr. Hay-
,' ris has been eminently satisfactory. The

work of the classes will, we believe, remain
n view to-day and possibly to-morrow.

ow on exhibition at the Art Gallery.
4-'sat —

Having had an opportunity of seeing the
picture by Gabriel Max, "The raising of the
daughter of Jairus," now on exhibition in
the Art Gallery, we had again impressed
upon us the power which a masterly effort of
a great artist has over other minds, and real-
ized the elevation in the standard of taste and
the power for good which may be and is done
by pictures of this kind. In this fine work a
touching and pathetic incident in the
Saviour's life is told with a simplicity and
power that move the beholder deeply. A
plain, toil-worn man of the people, touched
by the sorrow of others, and relieving it, in
his own simple, unostentatious way ; a
dead little maid—only these two figures—
only two prominent masses of colour, simple r3)lines and details--nothing more ; no sorrow-
ing figures around or other accessories, which
a less gifted artist would think necessary to
give force to his subject. And vet what a
splendid effort of genius is here. What
thoughts arise (as we look at the grand head
and partially seen face of Christ, standing out
from the gloom of the back ground), of the
great mystery of godliness taught in His life
and works. A bumble figure, yet possess-
ing an infinite power which he is about to
exercise for the good of others—possessing all
things, ,yet to human sight a poor, tired man
of the people in simple garb and
with a sad face. In suCh a way
does	 the artist present to	 us	 in
this picture the Saviour, from whom we
look to the fair dead child taken so early in
life from loving ones, and we ask; Why this
sending of a life into the 'world to be so soon
removed ?—the mystery of it ? We feel like
"a child crying in the night and with no
language but a cry." As we thus sat and
mused on the influence for good or otherwise
which powerful works like this have, our
thoughts reverted to the picture of "Hero-
dies"" by B. Constant, with its concentrated
animalism and splendid colouring, exhibited
in the art gallery last fall, and we felt that
the citizens of Montreal are deeply indebted
to Mr. Drummond, the owner of those two
pictures, for his kindness in loaning them,
and to the Art Association for its efforts to
foster and stimulate a taste for the fine arts.
The exhibition of Max's picture will close
in a few days, when an opportunity to see a
remarkably good picture will have passed
away.

_
le t&THE ART CLASSES.*

The following interesting repdrt ona Mr.
Harris, the teacher of the classes connected
with the Art Association, was submitted to
the council yesterday. The classes are very
successful, the members in attendance dur-
ing the first quarter being twenty-five, and
during the second thirty-four, and the work
done by thorn Was thorough and evidenced
both interest and progress :—
To the President and Council of the Art Asso-

ciati(,nof Montreal
GENTLEmkst.—Thinking that some memor-

andum coneerning the School of Art might be
of use in its future work, I have put the few fo.-

) hawing notes together.
lilt the number and attendance of the students

during the pant winter there is no need to speak
as the books of the secretary will furnish such
details.

On the opening of the school In last October,
the degrees of advancement of the pupils were
very different. Some had studied, many had
to begin absolutely at the beginning. For all,
however, it was evident that the requisite dis-
cipline was that of sound hard work in draw-
ing.

To learn to discriminate between what is
really seen and what 18 expected to be seen, to
decide what is the actual visual impression
received and what the imported reminiscence,
to be able impartially and candidly to
compare one's own work with nature, must
necessarily form the basis of true elementary
education in art.

The work done in the school during the past
winter has accordingly been limited to draw-
ing—to study of those essential :qualities of
proportion, contour and values which are the
first and most important facts of appearance as
revealing the character of objects.

As it Is naturally much easier justly to or-
serve and imitate objects which do not change
than those which continually move, it is of

' . 1 course wise to draw from the east before pro-
! eeeding to the living figure.

The drawings of the students during last win-
ter have, therefore, been almost entirely from
casts, with occasional essays in original com-
position from subjects given out for that pur-
pose.

As many of the same students will, no doubt,
re-enter the classes next winter, some of the
chief difficulties in the early work of a serious
art school may be considered overcome. There
will be no doubt In the minds of the pupils as
to whither their efforts should tend. They will
feel that it should be their aim above all to
learn to observe truly. They will not
suppose that they attend the school
to acquire some trick easily to be
communicated without much effort on their
part. There will be the healthy feeling that
the school is a place for serious work, which
requires thought if it is to be of any use; that
IL is not a place to pass an hour in the futile
multiplication of chromos.

The object of this memorandum, however, is
to make one or two practical suggestions
which may be of use in the work of the next
session of the classes.

First, with reference to accommodation.
During the past winter it was exceedingly dif-
ficult to find room for all those who attended.
Next year more room would certainly be re-
quired to carry out the division of classes to
which reference will presently be made. If the
rooms now used as shops could be kept for the
purposes of the school there would be no more
space than would be required. The division
Into small rooms is a disadvantage, and it the
Aditional rooms alluded to are used for the

o•hool it would be well to have the connecting
penings in the walls as large asilthey could be

, n ade.
Then with regard to the ventilation it might

certainly be improved; the students last win-
,' ter made constant complaints.

As to materials, though it would be pee-
! Nude to go on with the casts at present in the

building, the addition of others would be a
great benefit. Without the small casts lent by

7 Mr. Matthews It would have been impossible
to proeeed last winter.

As to the programme for next session, in
view of the present state of the school, I would
suggest 114 follows :—It may safely be  assumai

I that many of the same pupils will resume
their studies. It will thus become necessary
to have classes to work from the life and also
painting classes. A class for beginners also
should be added. In the conduct of the latter,
no doubt, among the pupils some one capable
:old willing to assist might be found. These

s.essary divisions of the school into classes
to ld no doubt be accompanied by an increase
he number of the pupils. Hence the prob.

hie need of additional room is evident.
With regard to the life class, I may say that

I made appileatIon to the Royal Canadian
nn •adenty for some assistance in case such a
lass was held in the school of the Art Associa-
.11 of Montreal next winter, as it is 0110 of

i ,jects of the Academy to do what It can
le the work of such classes. The Academy

ugly appropriated a sum of one hea-
t dollars, which will be available.

ROBERT HARRIS.

LR 25, 1884. flikt.ti,i

" TALITELA CUSH."
SEE GABRIEL MAX'S PICTURE.

Peace ! Mark the two. The child, so fall of
rest

In death; the Man so full of weariness
In life. Does He, her God, not know to what
She shall awaken? Sees He not the load
Of pain and sorrow she may have to bear
If she sot out again on pilgrlm'sgel
Ah! were it well to break such restful eleep-
Even though the sorrowing father's cry should

be,
"I pray Thee, come, that he may liver—

strikes sharp
Upon the heart chords, sounding sympathy ?
It must be well; for see! He takes the hand
So marble while; and in the death-dimmed

eyes

Life gleams; for He, the Life, says," Child, .1
bid thee rise!"

Art Gallery, Sept. 9th, 1884.

June, lssi.
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ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY OF ARTS.

Opening of the Annual Exhibition Last
Evening.

There was a brilliant though compara-
tively sinall gathering at the Art Gallery
last evening on the occasion of the formal
opening of the annual exhibition of the
Royal Canadian Academy of Arts. Among
those present may be mentioned Mrs. Rus-
sell Stephenson, Mrs. M. H. Gault and
Miss Gsult, Mrs. S. Bethune, Mrs. Judge
Mackay, Mrs. R. S. C. Bagg, Miss Bagg,
Mrs. Longley, Miss Longley, Mrs. J. S.
McLennan, the Misses Lamothe, the Misses
Lamb, Miss Wheeler, Miss Bourassa, Mrs.
G. Hague, Mrs. Drysdale, Miss Drysdale,
Mrs. R. McLaughlin, Miss Watt, Miss
Williamson, the Hon. Judge Mackay, Dr.
Wheeler, Mr. S. Bethune, Q.C:, Messrs. L.
R. O'Brien, D. A. P. Watt, N. Bourassa,
M. Matthews, A. C. Hutchison, R. Harris,
P. A. Peterson, W. Drysdale, R. McLach-
lan, R. Es.daile, J. S. McLennan, H. Russell

Stephenson and many others.
About half-past eight His Excellency the

Governor-General entered accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Stephenson, and
Lieut. Streatfield, A.D.C. Having taken
his seat on the dais at the eastern end of
the gallery;

Mr. L. R. O'Brien, of Toronto, President
of the Academy, presented the following
address to His Excellency

May it please Your Excellency and
Ladies and Gentlemen,—In presenting the
report of the Council of the Academy for
the past year I will ask Your Excellency
to allow nie to make a short statement in
order to complete the narrative up to the
present time. The report states that it
was deemed advisable to ask the Govern-
ment to grant to the Academy an annual
BUM of $5,000 in order to enable it to carry
out more fully those projects for the
advancement of art in Canada which the
constitution imposes upon its members,
but for which their resources are altogether
inadequate. The petition of the Academy
was presented and very heartily supported
by those friends of art who have also sus-
tained its cause by becoming honorary
members of this society, and we are glad
to learn that Your Excellency's Govern-
ment has so far acceded to our request as
to place $2,500 in the estimates for this
year. This sum, added to the annual
subscriptions of the artists and of the
honorary members (the former amounting
this year to $410 and the latter to not quite
$400), will suffice to enable us, after de-
fraying expenses of administration, to
make some small progress in what we
desire to do. May I briefly indicate the
direction it is proposed that our work
should take.

The pre-requisite for all successful art
work is the personal intercourse and asso-
ciation of those engaged in it. Ail great
and enduring art movements have been
progressive and cumulative, each individ-
ual artist adding his quota of suggestion
or accomplishment to what has been done
or is doing around him. His thought and
imagination to be fruitful must be the
thought ef the tune in which he lives,
stimulated anti fed by the heritage of the
past. Meetings for the interchange and
dissemination of ideas and exhibitions for
the display, comparison and sale of the

artfate worea are Lthxs ott'ardue - elite iiii-
portant means of encouraging the growth
of art, and no expense or effort should be
spared in adding to their interest and in-
suring a large attendance. The geograph-
ical conditions of Canada and the long
distance to be travelled add much to the
cost and difficulty of holding these meet-
ings and render it impossible that any one
place should be available for all. In order
to have a good attendance it will doubtless
be expedient to hold our annual meetings
alternately in the largest centres of popula-
tion, but it may be practicable also to have
exhibitions during the year in other cities
of importance from which the stimulating
influence of art may radiate through
the surrounding country. Schools for
the higher education of artists and design-
ers for the cultivation of Canadian Art,
such as we may hope for, indigenous to
the country are also essential to our ad-
vancement and come within the province
of the Academy. Buildings suitable for
exhibitions are required ; Montreal, alone
of all the cities in Canada has, as yet, an
Art gallery worthy of the name. To carry
out this programme, modest as it is, and
embracing nothing but the barest essenti-
als, would require far more than our pre-
sent revenue, and it is upon the strongest
grounds of publie interest that we appeal
for support to the liberality of individuals
and to the wisdom of the Government. It
is pleasant to turn from these dry considera-
tions of business to instances of the gener-

iies sisadataatataatitedty- 'Mule ra---
hood of Art. At the inception of our so-
ciety our illustrious confreres of the Royal
Academy, Sir Frederick Leighton and Mr.
Millais, were kind enough to give us the
benefit of their advice and suggestions.
since then they have contributed pictures
to our infant bational gallery, that of Mr.
Millais' being a portrai t of our founder, the
Marquis of Lorne. In addition to this I
have now a letter from Lord Lorne inform-
ing me that Mr. Watts, distinguished for
the poetic grace of his conceptions, has
promised to paint a picture for us. In
conclusion, on behalf of the Royal Cana-
dian Academy, I have to thank Your Ex-
cellency for accepting the office of patron
of our society, for the interest you have
displayed in its affairs and for the assist-
ance you have given to its efforts. The
members and honorary member join with
me in the expression of our pleasure at
Your Excellency's presence with us this
evening, and in the assurance that you
will, if possible, do us the honor of presid-
ing at our annual meetings during your
term of office.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen,—
I understand that it is usual for the patron
of the Royal Canadian Academy to ad-
dress a few observations to the ladies and
gentlemen who assemble on the opening
night of your annual exhibition. I avail
myself most gladly of the opportunity thus
afl'orded me for expressing the pleasure
which it gives me to find myself officially
connected with your association. [A.p-
plauee.] I should be glad to extend to it
any recognition which it is in my power to
give, if for no other reason, on account of
the earnestness with which it was recom-
mended to me by my friend and pre-
decessor, Lord Lorne, whose naine
will, I think, always be grateful-
ly remembered in connection with
the advancement of the fine arts in
this country. [Loud applause]. Judging
from the records of the Academy it appears
to me that you can scarcely overestimate
the extent of your obligation to Lord
Lorne and to his illustrons consort, who
was herself perfectly qualified to take a
distinguished:place in the confraternity of
the brush. Both to Her Royal Highness
and to Lord Lorne, the foundation of the
Academy and its subsequent encourage-
ment was a labor of love, and indeed, to
use Lord Lorne's own words upon the last
occasion on which lie addressed you, we
may, I think, say of him and of the Prin-
cess that what they , did for us they did
with their whole hearts. [Loud applause].
I cannot refer to the Princess without ex-
pressing my conviction that during Hie
laet few days the sympathy of all with
whom she came in contact here has been
with Or in tie sorreatv alehieh has over-
taketethe Royal House. Irrespectively,

however, of my promise to Lord LorneI can
say in all sincerity that my own personal
inclinations lead me to take an interest in
the work upon which you are engrged. I
have lived all my life amongst
objects of art and with persons
who appreciated them. I have
watched with pleasure and attention the
progress which art culture has made with-
in the last few years in the old country,
and I am one of those who believe that the
fine arts aee something more than mere
ornamental excrescences and appendages
of our national life, that their cultivation
is essential to it, and that their absence
would render it one-sided and incomplete.
(Applause.) In this room it is probably
unnecessary for me to insist upon this
view of the case. If I had to argue the
point I should probably be disposed to say
something of this kind :—You have here
in Canada a population of 5,000,000 of
human beings. You have a territory of 31
millons of square miles. Your commercial
navy is one of the largest in the world.
Your pioneers are reclaiming the face of
the earth in your remotest districts.
New industries are springing up in your
cities. Your railways are joining ocean to
ocean. In the veins of your people runs
the blood of races which in the old world
have been famous for culture of every
kind. Can you, being who you are, afford
without discredit to do nothing for that
branch of culture which above all others
is an indication of refinemect and thought-
fulness, and which no civilized community,
from those of Egypt and Assyria down-
wards, has ever ventured to neglect? (Re-
newed applause.) It was, I presume, with
some such feelings as these that the
founders of the R. C. A. addressed
themselves to their task. That task was,
iu some respects, undoubtedly an uphill
one. The extent of the disadvantages
under which they labored, can, I think,
scarcely be better illustrated than by con-
trasting the conditions under which their
work was begun with the conditions under
which an institution of this kind might be
founded, let us say, in one of the large
centres of population in the United King-
dom. An art association founded in a
large English city would be within a few
hours' reach of seine of the noblest public
galleries and private collections in the
world. It would, in all probability, be
affiliated to or assisted by the great educa-
tional institutions of South Kensington,
which has done so much for the promotion
of art culture at home. Its members and
students would every year have op-
portunities of visiting the annual ex-
hibition of the Royal Academy in
London, at which all the beat
contemporary work is open to public in-
spection. Besides this the annual exhibi-
tion of the works of ald masters, which
Sir Frederick Leighton has been so suc-
cessful in instituting, would be accessible
to them, to say nothing of a whole host of
minor exhibitions each having its own at-
traction and educational value. The
young painter who thought of adopting
art as his profession in life would have the
encouragement of knowing that every pic-
ture possessing real merit or promise
would find an owner without difficulty at a
remunerative price. All these favorable
conditions are either absent or partially
preseht Ire. The public galleries the
private collections, the advanced schools
of art, the works of the old
masters, the competing purchasers
are not tO be found, and except where a
few scattered local associations exist, due

to the energy of a limited number of the
friends of art in your larger cities, asso-
ciations to which Um utmost crsdit is due
for what they have done, we may I think
almost say that v started in a field which
was entirely unoccupied. These, then, are
some of the difficulties which you have set
yourselves to overcome. Your efforts have
been directed in the first place to bringing
together those who are the friends of ''fine
arts. Something will be gained if we can
establish as it were a rallying point round
waich our scattered troops may gather and
take heart for the struggle upon which
they are engaged. Your first object
may, I think, be described as the organiza-
tion of the forces which are ready
to array themselves on the side of art.
Your second object is the establishment of
exhibitions and collections of artistic work,
so that those who are engaged upon it may
have an opportunity of comparing the re-
sults of their labors with a view to whole-
some criticism, friendly emulation, and
the establishment of public reputation.
[Hear, hear and applause ] In both of
these directions a wide field is open to you.
It may be impossible 'to create artistic
feeling where it is absent, but you can
awaken it where it is dormant—you can
guide it into the proper channels and
stimulate it by the encouragement of artis-
tic rivalry, and by the information of pub-
lic opinion upon artistic matters. [Ap-
plause.] Your third object is the promos

Aiwa of ahe tautly of art. We are, I thine,
apt to forget, and I have sometimes noticed
this forgetfulness, even in those who are
most enthusiastic, how much liard toil and
patient labors are necessary for the
thorough mastering of the painter's or
draftsman's art. If a 14wyer or a doctor,
or an engineer requires a laborious pre-
paration for his profession, the young man
who intends to be an artist must surely
persuade himself that something more is
necessary for him than to produce a few
pretty sketches, to wear a slouch hat and
to avoid the hair cutter [Laughter and
applause.] With regard to the study of
art your position is, I think, pretty clearly
defined. You have in the first place ex-
pressed your determination from  the first
to keep clear of anything and might have
the appearance of interference with local
efforts in the same direction and in this re-
spect you fegard the local art associations
such as those at the Capital, at Toronto,
and in this city not as being in any sense
rivals of the academy, but as valued allies
and coadjutors. (Hear, bear.) In the
next place you have no desire to trench
upon the ground already occupied by the
public art schools in the several provinces.
These have their work to do in teaching
the rudiments of art work. I think you
will agree with me, should to some extent
at all events form an essential part of our
course of public education. Your func-
tion is that of doing.sotnething in aid of
the more advanced study, and I am in-
clined to think that you will not rest until
you are able to give our Canadian artists
something like a sound education with-
out sending them out of the coun-
try to obtain it. (Loud Applause.)
These, then, ladies and gentlemen, have
been the objects whieli you have had in
view—the creation of a public interest in
art, the collection and exhibition of works
of art, and the promotion of art study.
The statement which has just been sub-
mitted by the President, I think, justifies
the conclusion that a fair measure of suc-
cess has, considering the short time which
you have been at work, attended your
efforts. [Hear, hear.] In some respects,
no doubt, you have been unable to carry
out the original intention of your founders.
You have, for example, as yet been able to
do but little in the direction of art educa-
tion. Classes and scholarships and pro-
fessors all mean a liberal expenditure, and
you have been obliged to restrict yourselves
within the limits prescribed by a very mod-
erate income. Tho same cause has ren-
dered it impossible for you to give effect to
your original policy of holding these annual
exhibitions iii succession in the diffèrent
large cities of the Dominion. Suitable
galleries with tbe means of lighting and
heating them cannot, except where private
liberality. has cord° to the rescue, as it has
so conspieuously in Montreal, be had with-

out incurring serious expense, and our ex-
hibitions have consequently to take place
where the local circumstances are favor-
able rather than with regard to the rota-
tion laid down in your original scheme.
" Our honesty but not our will has con-
sented" to their departures from it. Our
revenues are modest and the support ac-
corded to us by our friends is not always
as constant as it might be. It is a little
difficult to create local interest in an in-
stitution which claims as its
distinctive chat acteristic that it is
national and not local. But, sir,
we are not going to be deterred by
these obstacles. I shall be much dis-
appointed if, as time goes on, we do not
obtain an accession of wealth sufficient to
enable us to do more in these directions.
A great English historian, in treating of
the progress of art in the last century,
dwells upon the stunting effect which
government patronage is apt to produce on
the fine arts. If that is the case the R. C.
A. ought certainly to have flourished like
a green bay tree. [Laughter.] Well, I
think I may say that we shall raise no
objection if an attempt is made to stunt
our growth by a little assistance from the
public chest. It gives nie great pleasure
to know that the federal government has
this year consented for the first time to
place a stun of money at our disposal
for the purpose of the academy, and I am
quite sure that we all of us value the
concession not only on account of the
assistance which this subvention will
afford us, but because we recognize it as a
proof that those who are entrusted with
the management of our public affairs
appreciate thse efforts we are making in the
cause of art. [Applause.] There is one
thing, at any rate, as to which I think we
have all of us made up our minds, which
is that as each of the present nations of
Europe, and I am glad to say the kindred
nation on the other side of our own
frontier have schools of their own, so we
in Canada intend to have a school of
painting. [Applause.] What will be its
characteristics? They must, of course, be
a matter of conjecture ; but we may, I
think, prophesy something with regard to
them. It should, in the first place, have a
distinct individuality of its own, for it
will have grown up at too great a
distance from the European schools to be
immediately influenced by them. It will,
I should hope, be pretty strong in portrait-
ure. A disposition is already observable
on the part of your people to secure
portraits which shall he a record of the
men who have in public life done good
work for the Dominion. [Applause.] I
am glad to know, for instances. that the
faces and figures of the fathars da Con-
federation are to he preserved to us on a
Canadraa canvass. [Loud applause.] Again,
it will be strange if, in a country where
nature has done so much, we did iiot excel
in landscape, and I should expect your
Canadian artists to devote more of their
attention to these two branches than, for
instance, to the painting of battle pieces
with which I hope we shall have very
little to do, or to the resuscitation of his-
torical or classical scenes. [Hear, hear.]
Besides this there should be an immense / many of our leading business houses
opening for architectural and decorative Lydia E, Pinkliatras Vegetable Compound
art in a country of which the population • is highly praised by those who have noi
is expanding so rapidly, in which old
cities are developing so quickly and new
ones springing up on every side. (Ap-
plause.). One characteristic I hope the
Canadian school will eertainly have. It is
a characteristic which I think belongs to
our best modern English artists. I mean
honesty and truthfulness and absence of
conventionality in their work. [Applause.]
This is, I think, one of the best features of
modern Euglish art ; whether you take
the painters of portraits or of landscapes,
or of animals, or of scenes taken from
antiquity. You will, I think, find an
amount of conscientious handling and of
fidelity to nature for which you would
have 'sought in vain half a century ago.
Our landscape painters, for instance, have
studied amongst the woods and fields
and rivers. When they paint a tree it
represents something more than a mass
of foliage of some vague description.
When they paint a rock we are left in
no doubt whether it is granite or papier
2nache. When there is an animal
in the foreground there is no uncertainty
as Ruskin once said whether it is a pony
or a pig. (Laughter and applause.) These
men when they handle nature do so rever-
ently and faithfully, there is no: only force
but thereis precision in their work, and
just as you may search in vain in the writ
ings of Virgil or Shakespeare or Tennyson
for a single passage in which Nature is
carelessly or inaccurately treated; so in
the paintings of these artists you will
search in vain for perfunctory or general-
ized treatment of the scenes or objects
which lihey iiave endeavored to reproduce
upon their canvass. (Applause.) The
province of a painter, whether he paints
a human atee or a landscape, is to
detect in Nature beauties which may
perhaps be invisible or dimly seen
by those *hose senses are less
eduziated, and whose perception is less
keen than his Own, but which he is bound,
unless he would be numbered among the
false prophets, to revealend interpret with
absolute truth and fidelity. That is, I hope,
the object which your Canadian artists
will set before themselves and which the
R. C. A. will to the utmost of its ability
endeavor to promote. Of this you may he
assured, that finie is on your side, and that
no proverb is truer than that which says
that all things come to those who know
bow to »ait. The seed which you are
sowing will be fruitful in due season, and
when its produce arrives at maturity those
who reap the harvest will be grateful to
the small knot of men who cleared the
ground in the confidence that that their
labor would not be in vain. (Loud ap-
plause.)

Mr. N. Bourassa, Vice-President of the
Academy, then addressed His Excellency
in French, speaking of the kindness of the
Moritreal Art Association in loaning their
gallery to the Academy for its annual ex-
hibition, and making a strong plea for
unity of purpose and aim hi the ait of the
Dominion.

Hon. Judge Mackay then spoke as fol-
lows :

Judge Mackay, President of the Art As-
sociation of Montreal, in thanking His Ex-
cellency for the honor lie did the associa-
tion by his presence in their gallery, after
referring to the last previous exhibition of
the Royal Canadian Academy in the same
room two years ago, expressed the pleasure
it gave the members of the Montreal As-
sociation to welcome the academy within
its building, and said :—The exhibition
we are opening to-night, I think,
will generally be admitted to show that
there is an advance in the quality of
the works exhibited, and that the artists
have been determiced to add to their
reputations. Our local association has
cause to take peculiar interest in the Royal
Canadian Academy of Arts, which we may
say dates its existence from the time of the
public opening of the building in which we
are. Tnat was in 1879. In 1880 an aca-
demy was formed and in June of that year
Her Majesty conferred upon it the naine it
bears, " The Royal Canadian Academy of
Arts." I need hardly say that by no body
could the formation of the Academy have
been more favorably and less selfishly
viewed than by our local Montreal
Art Association. The end and object of
exhibitions such as this is and ought
to be, I think, to support the artists ty af-
fording them a way to dispose of their
works. Here is a room full of pictures,
but unless a fair number of these are sold

there must be discouragement. How cr
we reasonably expect to raise a school 1

painters or to retain artists in our counti
unless we encourage them ? And how a
courage them but by buying their produ
fions. The Academy is in Its infancy.
can compare it to an orphan left to us
The Marquis of Lorne and the Princes
Louise to be taken care of. This is ti
time at which it calls with peculiar riel
for support. The formation of a Dominic)
Gallery at Ottawa was one of the object
which the Marquis of Lorne had i
view in founding the Royal Academy, an
he caused it to form and be ultimately on
f its avowed objects. Each academicia

is bound to give a painting, to be tiationa
Property, and placed In the gallery a
Ottawa. From present appearances, the
gallery seems to have cost very little, ex
cept to the artists. I paid a visit to i
lately, and Wes struck by its poor appear
since as a state or national property. Un
less the Dominion grant money annualli
for the support of a national gallery, th",
chances for the present generation to so
one worthy of the name are very small
Look at what bas been done in Liverpool
Mr. Walker gave a small gallery to tie
town in 1877. The town speot .£1.1,600 (sa)
$55,000) in addition to the building, and
gives it every year £12,00(
to encourage artists by educatiq
them and buying works from
them. Iii the last ten years over three
thousand pictures have been sold by the
artists in time Walker Art Gallery. Sc
much for Liverpool. Now turn to New
South Wales ; /emulation under 800,000.
In 1870 their Academy of Art e was found-
ed. Until 1875 it got £500 steiiaa, a year
from the Province, awn the grant w 
creased to £1,000 a year. Since 1879 the
grant has been of £5,O0O a year, say close
111)011 $25,000 a year. Tine New South
Wales Academy was visited in the nine
months to 30th September, 1883, by 235,000
persons. A man may be proud to belong
to such a province as that. Contrast
these things with which it has been done
in this Dominiou of Canada. When I was
asked to say something at this meeting I
resolved that I would make a plea for our
artists, and I do so, I hope that better
times are in store for thein ; that they may
be encouraged by some new substantial
liberality, of the claracter of that of the
government of New South Wales , to stay
in Canada, instead of being forced away
from it, and I coeclude by wishing pros-
perity to the Royal Canadian Academy of
Arts. As to the vote of thanks, the Asso-
ciation has no claim to any, and it bas
always been willing to do its possible fol.
the Royal Academy, which it makes very
welcome in this building.

The remainder of the evening was spent
in viewing the various works on exhibition
His Excellency and suite withdrawing al
ten o'clock, most of those present leaving
shortly afterwards.
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J. .Sz T. NIeLEA..

N.B.—We are novv", booking Orders fo
the well-known Caledonia Mine Coal. Thil
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yet been freed front the old necessity foi
constant standing ; and is a genuine bless
ing in every such case, as well as to tie
tired out housekeeper who must be on lie]
feet all day.

4i 8s, 43 BLEURY ST
At Stoddart's.	 At Stoddatt's.

Easter Holidays — Extra Discounts
Prices reduced 23e off' the dollar on

and Rolled Plated 13 karat Earrings, Al
berte, Chains, Fobs, Brooches, Bracelets
Lockets, Sleeve Buttons, Collar and Slur
Studs, Charms, Cruets, Breakfast ant
Table 3poons, Forks, Musical Boxes
Presentation Marble Clocks, and man)
other goods.

Ten per cent. off the dollar for tiold aim i
Silver Watches, of which we keep tie
largest and most expensive stock in tie
Dominion, comprising American Will
them, Elgin, Springfield and Howard
English Rotherain, Stoddart and Dent
Swiss Nardin, Lavalliere, Beaunie, Mattey
Sandoy. and other well reputed makers.

The public well know our prices have
always been low,consistentwith the smalles
reasonable profit, and the extra discount
now taken off will bring a watch keepita
reliable time within the reach of all.

Solid Gold Rings ,all stamped, writtei
guarantee as to quality, from $1 to $250,
comprising Diamonds, Rubies, Sapphires,
Emeralds, Pearls, Onyx, Opals, Gamete
all marked in plain figures. Samples a
all kinds as; to be seen in the windows.

Ten cents off-the dollar (hiring EAST EI
HOLIDAYS. Solid Gold Rings from $1
15-karat English stamped Gold Bracelets
from $8 ; Plated Gold Bracelets from $1
15-karat Solid Gold English Earrings fron
$2.75; Plated Gold Earrings, 50c ; stroma
Stein Wind Nickel Watches, $3.50 ; Soli(
Silver English Stamped Case SWis,
Watches, from $7; Extra strong and splen
didly Engraved, $7.50; 18-karat Solid Gok
Ladies' Watches, $26; 14-karat Solid Got(
Ladies' Watches, $20 ; 9-karat Solid Gob
Ladies' Watches, $12.50; Waltham Watch
Company's Levers, from $9 ; Gentlemen',
full,size Solid Silver Watches, &lye]
Capped, full jewelled, at the lowest pria
ever offered, $8.

Recollect when asking for these goods
that 10 cents on the dollar is to be taker
off.

R. W. STODDART & CO.,
41 and 411 Bleury street and 13 Red Lior

street, London, England.
April 11	 88

Molasses! Oils! Fish

--The old custom requiring sales.
women in dry and fancy goods stores te
stand all day long without rest or relief is
being superseded by inure humane rules in

WIGHT'S
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CERTAIN AND SURE.

.50 Cents Per Bottle.

G. L. WIGHT,
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535 St. Joseph St., corner Richmond
ttle" Sold by all Druggists.
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The annual meeting of the Art Association
Montreal was held in Use gallery at three

o'clock yesterday afterneon. The president,
the Hon. Justice Mackey, occupied the chair,
and among those prere-at were the Rev. t'anon
Norman, Rev. G. H. Wells, Messrs. R. W.
Shepherd, J. W. l'empest, W. G. Murray,
W. B. Lambe, J. H. Joseph, Henry Lyman,
Hugh McLennan, R. R. Grindley, F. Wol-
ferstan Thomas, D A. P. Watt, James Tor-
rance, Rev. J. Edgar Hill, R. White, Rev.
Robert Campbell, George Kemp, Alex. Hen-
derson, H. E. Murray, J. Popham, John
Lewis, and S. English (secretary).

The minutes of the last annual meeting,
which were taken as read, were confirmed.

THE ART ASSOCIATION. I tinted. The appearance of the galleries: and
I

— 	:  halls has been greatly improved, and the col-
Annual Meeting—The Rsport of the Council and I lection of pictures seen to better advantage.

: ma.- 	  — f,.. ILQ X. ',cc not safely /1/. reek-

the President's Address—El— action of Officers.
oued on as likely to yield more than $2,200
from membership and entranee fees, $400

from rent of shop, and $300 from commis-
sions and sundries,—in all $2,900, a sum
not more than sufficient to meet the barest
expenses of management and maintenance.
In view of this financial condition it seems
manifest that some more certain and aug-
mented source of income has become a neces-
sity, if the association is to hold its place in
the community. It is therefore proposed to
form a sustentation fund, and a member of
council at a late meeting announced that an
offer of the sum of $1,000 towards the forma-
tion of such a fund had been made by a friend
of the association, provided that an equal
amount were subscribed by others within the
space of twelve months. The council grate-
fully appreciate this liberal offer, and trust
that it may meet with such a hearty response
from other friends as may make it available
for the interests and work of the association.

The insurance on the building had been in-
creased by $5,000, making the present sum
$21,000.

Since the issue of the last annual report no
amelioration has been made by the Canadian
parliament in the rates of customs' duties
charged on works of art. The council would
reiterate their remarks of last year as to the
great desirability of the remission of the pre-
sent excessive imposts levied on works by
artists of acknowledged merit. A high tariff
of necessity acts as a powerful deterrent to
the infusion of an artistic spirit in any com-
munity.

The membership during the past four years
has been as follows :---

1884. 1983. 1882. 1881.
Governors 	  19	 19	 17	 15
Life members 	  82	 81	 80	 24
Annual members 344	 340	 357	 335

THE ANNUAL REPORT.
The PRISIDENT then submitted the annual

report, which began by stating that, while
the year has been a somewhat un-
eventful one, and not prolific of
donations, the affairs of the asso-
ciation are in a fairly prosperous condition,
and although some members have withdrawn,
their numerical loss has been made up by the
accession of new names. The council have
to report that only two exhibitions were held
in the past year in lieu of three held in the
previous year. The first of these was the an-
nual exhibition of the Royal Canadian
Academy, in which was merged the associa-
tion's usual spring exhibition of Canadian
art, and which was held on the evening of
April 15th, His Excellency the Marquis of
Lansdowne being present and being pre-
sented with an address by the president, Mr.
R. L. O'Brien. The collection consisted of
ninety-four oil paintings, eighty-three water
colours and fifteen architectural drawings.
Although the number of the pictures exhi-
bited fell below that of former years, the ex-
hibition was on the whole of higher excel-
lence, and one mark of advance was the in-
creased number of figure paintings. The
beneficial influence of foreign training was
noticeable in the work of artists of Canadian
extraction, who had been studying on the
cantinent of Europe. The exhibition,

h closed on May 3rd, was a
sucie•- , fed one as regards attendance,
2,091, visits having been made to the
galleried by members, and 530 visits by non-
members. The council renewed the experi-
ment of holding an evening exhibition by
opening the MOTHS horn 7.30 to 10 o'clock
p.m. during one week, bat, as before, the
visitors were few and the receipts insufficient
to meet the cost of gas and other expenses.
On the 12th of May a highly interesting ex-
hibition, though of a more local character
than the previous one, was opened in the
class rooms. It consisted of two hundred
and fifty drawings, by the pupils of the art
classes during the past session. A large
number of visitors inspected the drawings,
and were thus enabled to judge of the effi-
ciency of' the teaching, and of the evident
zeal, ability and industry of the pupifs. Dur-
ing the Dominion exhibition held in Septem-
ber, Mr. George A. Drummond once more
kindly placed his well known picture " The
raising of Jairus' daughter," by Gabriel Max,
at the disposal of the council. The picture
was first shown by gas light in the class-
room, and subsequently by daylight in the
large gallery. The interest in this striking
work of art seems unabated,and larger numbers
came to see it than on previous occasions.
The association's annual spring exhibition
will be held next season in the month of
April as heretofore, and from the number of
able artists who are at present sojourning in
Canada, the council look forward to procur-
mg an exceptionally good display of strong
artistic work on that occasion.

A new session of the art classes was open-
ed on October 2nd with an augmented number
of pupils, and the council are happy to report
that Mr. 1-4 has again consented to 06810110
the direction and instruction of them. Ad-
ditional space has been obtained by connect-
ing a third shop with the two others former-
ly occupied, and the students are now in the
occupation of a set or rooms cheerful in

and well s ilele: (1 for the purposes to
which they have been devoted. At the close
el' the present session it is proposed to hold

exhibition of the work of the stirdents,
similar to that held last year. During the
term 1883-1881 the fees paid by the pupils
amounted to $1,220 and the expenses wIre
$1,073.50, leaving a credit balance of
$146.50, which sum has been absorbed in the
cost of the alterations above mentioned and
in the purchase of class-room material. In
accordance with a suggestion made tst the
last annual, meeting, the students are now
admitted to the gallery and reading-room on
the footing of associabi members—a privi-
lege of which they have largely availed
themselves, and which is evidently much
appreciated.

Lectures were given lard season by the
president., Hon. Justice Mackay, on " A cen-
tury of painters of the Venetian school," by
Mr. Robert Harris, on a Some early Floren-
tine paintera," and by Mr. F. W. Mills, on
rr The language of musical sound." The
first lecture of the present session was deliv-
ered ou the 16th inst. by Mr. Robert Harris,
R.C.A., on " Three painters of Florence,"
and the following had been promised during
the season :—On January 27th, " Hymool-
ogy," by Rev. Canon Norman, D.C.L., R-
ho:tinted by a select choir under the direction
of Mr. Joseph Gould ; on February 10th,,
" Sermons in stones," by Mr. Andrew T.
Taylor ; on March 30th, " Art as related to
morals and religion," by Rev. Dr. Steven-
10(1 ; on April 14th, " The foundation of
judgment in art» by Mr. Robert Harris,
R.C.A.

No work of art has this year been added to
the collection either by gift or purchase, nor
has the loan collection received any note-
worthy additions. The council venture to
urge the great importance of raising a sum,
the principal or interest of which, according
to the wishes of the donors, shoutd be applied
to the purchase of additional pictures. The
same end might be attained if friends of art
were disposed to present from time to time
additional .works of art, approved by the
council, to the gallery of the association.

The reading room still meets with favour-
able appreciation, and is visited by large
numbers of members. Sixteen of the perio-
dicals have been set aside for binding to foim
the nucleus of a fine art library. Thanks are
41U0 to the proprietors of the GAZETTE and of
The Week for furnishing complimentary copies
of these newspapers to the room.

The additions to the library have beet' as
follows :—

From Mr. J. W. Tempest "The Hamiltonl
ogue)
'alace

; n
Collectio

18
n" (illustrated priced enta-

l Londo, 81.
From Hon. Robert Mackay " The MillaisGallery "; Boston, 1878, " British Painters " ofthe eighteenth and nineteenth centuriesLondon, no date, and "The Renaissance of Artin Italy," by Leader Scott ; London, 1883.
During the year an attempt was made to

form an art union fer the purpose mainly of
promoting a wider diffusion of the works of
Canadian artists. strenuous efforts were put
forth to ensure success, but the council regret
to state that the object was not attained.
The subscriptions to the scheme have proved
scarcely more than sufficient to cover the ex-
penses of management, and to provide each
subscriber with a copy of one or both of the
etchings which have been secured. The
plates are however the property of the asso-
ciation and may be utilized hereafter. The
receipts have been—From subscribers
$592.70,efrom dealers $137.50, total $730.20
—and the expenses so far as paid $609.24
leaving a credit balance of $120.96( which is
now incorporated in maintenance, to which
*mount all further expenses will be charged
and the art union acconnt closed.

At the close of the spring exhibition of this
year, the interior of the building was freshly

THE FINANCES.

The following is a summary of the state-
ment of the treasurer, Mr. R. W. Shepherd,
for the year ending 1st December, 1884 :—

RECEIPTS.

Balance from last year 	 $ 337 32
Received for pictures sold..$1,745 00
Less commission 	 174 50

1,57059
Art classes 	  1,115 00
Art union 	  630 20
Life membership of Mr. Robert

Lindsay 	  100 00
Commissions on pictures sold from

the academy exhibition 	  194 50
Fees of annual members 	  1,67500
Entrance fees of non-members ..... .	 508 00
Rent of shops . 	  465 03
Catalogues soul 	  18280
Interest on bank account 	 12 70

$6,771 05

rx resin rear.
Building and furniture..	 ...... $ 211 60
Paid to artists   1,570 50
Art classes 	  1,073 50
Art union 	 90 43
biaintenance	 ..........	 3,552 15
Cash in bank 	  272 87

$6,771 05
The PRESIDENT, ils moving the adoption of

the report, reviewed the work of the past year
at some length, and in conclusion expressed
the deep regret felt by the association at the
death of Mr. Thos. D. King, one of the mem-
bers of the original corporation, and one who
during his whole lifetime took a deep interest
in the work of the association, and also at
the death of Mr. Angus C. Hooper, who had
also manifested a lively interest in the affairs
of the association.

The Rev. Canon NORMAN seconded the mo-
Gee, which was carried unanimously.

THE ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

Messrs. W. B. Lambe and John Lewis
having been appointed scrutineers, the elec-
tion of officers was proceeded with, resulting
as follows :—

President—Hon..Tustice Mackay.
Vice-president—Rev. Canon Norman,
Treasurer—Mr. R. W. Shepherd,
Council—Messrs. D. A. P. Watt, A. D. Steele,

W. G. Murray, Thos.White, M.P., R. R. Grind-ley and Ron. D. A. Smith. Tnete are si.N. other
members of council who do not retire until
next year.

While the election was going on, Mr. Watt
reaA a statement of the assets and liabilities,
which showed that they had $272.87 in the
bank ; the building, site and furniture were
valued at $35,732.92, and the works of art at
$36,500, making the total assets amount to
$72,505.79. Of this amount, the Gibb be-
quest was valued at $46,285, and the dona-
tions of the general public $26,220.

Mr. Jolts' Lewis suggested that a change
should be made in future whereby members
of council of two years' standing should be
ineligible fur re-election, and in this way new
blood would be infused into the executive ;
but after sonic discussion the matter dropped.

The meeting then. adjourned.
--

—The chance concoctions ot ignorant men
have sometimes brought disrepute not only
on their own worthless medicines that deserve
no credit, but sometimes, with much injus-
tice, on really reliable preparations. Ladies
should not hesitate about Mrs. Pinkliam's
Vegetable Compound, for this remedy has
been tried, proven and praised for years.

Durkee's Salad Dressing and Cold Meat
Sauce. The universal favourite both in the
U.S. and Great Britain. Wholesome, deli-
cious, economical, and nutritious. Saves
anxiety, waste, and trouble.

—
Total mem'rship. 445	 440	 454	 374

The number of visits paid to the gallery
during the past four years has been ;—

1884. 1883. 1882. 1881.
By members (free) 9,708 9,017 10,490 4,857
By free visitors on

Saturdays 	  4,344 4,773 5,062 2,474
By non-members

at 25 cts 	  1,456 1,929 1,940 1,317
By non -members

during the pro-
vincial exhibit'n
at 10 eta 	  1,440 	  1,839 2,350

—
Total visits 	  16,948 15,719 19,339 10,998

In conclusion, the council desire to recapi-
tulate briefly the grounds for congratulation
in the prospects of the association. I. The
number of members is somewhat larger than
was shown last year. 2. There has been an
increase in the number of visits paid by non-
members, who pay for admission. 3. The
art classes have a larger list of pupils in at-
tendance than was the case last year. 4. The
visits to the reading-room have steadily in-
creased. Nevertheless, the affairs of the as-
sociation are not in so prosperous a condition
as the council and the friends of the associa-
tion would desire, and when the wealth and
intelligence of the city of Montreal are taken
into account, the membership appears to be
exceedingly small. The efforts of the council
to diffuse an interest in art are, in conse-
quence, seriously crippled and curtailed, and
they are unable to improve the collection of
pictures by purchasing additional works of
excellence. Fresh works should be per-
petually added if the association is to be of
any real and abiding benefit to the commu-
nity. From the same lack of means the
council are unable to obtain the loan of any
celebrated picture by living artists of high
rank. Such loans are of inestimable im-
portance in view of the educational influence
of works of art and:genius towards the culti-
vation of the artistic faculty in any country.
Without accession of revenue, any attempts
towards this end must prove futile, owing to
the necessary outlay which they would entail
Until the current incoine of the association is
considerably increased, the only alternative
would be the establishment of a separate
guarantee fund, which would cover not only
the loan of pictures by emiuent painters, but
other incidental expenses. The council en-
tertaiu the hope that the efforts which they
have made in Ole fat therance of art culture
will meet with tire approbation of the mem-
bers of the association, and stimulate the
publie at large to increased sympathy with
the objects of the society.
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The Spring Exhibition—A Few More

OH Patuttnge Mentiontd.

A second visit to the gallery of the Art

Association confirms the favorable impres-

sion conveyed at the first view. The pic-

tures are well disposed about w Ils and

hung with an eye to effect t. r. is very

pleasing. There are so many tt.,ractive

pictures that it is hard to li isg over
any particular one. As before remarked,

tbe figure pieces predominate, but the:e

also a floe collection of landscapes and a

Aly number of malice L views. To

resume the brief mention of the

more striking pictures begun in
our last issue, en oil painting, No. 23, by

Mr. W. Raphael; R. C. A., claims some

warm words of commendation. It is en-

,
 titled " The Path Through the Woods,"

1 and gives us a charming glimpse along a

leafy woodland path. It is strongly painted,

the forms of the trees beir,.., well dra ir n,and

is a decided advance on any previous works

of his we have seen. Mr. A. Cox, A R.C.A.,
has on exhibition a pretty piece of coast
scenery, (No. 28, " Father's Boat,") in
which the peropeetive is very fine and the
composition good. Nu. 43, by the
same artist, " A Muskoka Solitude,"
wee like very much. The idea
of the title is faithfully carried

, out • it is truly a sombre solitude. No. 50,
a diuds in the Leafless Trees Complain,"
by Mr J. Wilson, 18 a charming bit of

; winter scenery, very simple in detail aril
color, but very realistic. No. 34, a coal-

' pauiou picture by the same artist, repre-
sents a summer scene, and is full of senti-
ment and solidly painted. No. 58, " Haul-
ig the Mast,' by Mr. W. Cruik-

shanks, shows a good deal of power,
he drawing ot the horses is admirably

done, and the sombre light struggling
through the dense pine forest particularly
well given. At the first glance one would
think it was a cavalcade of Visigoths
who were portrayed, but a closer
scrutiny shows the riders to be simply
shantymen in their rough dress. There is
considerable color thrown in, making, on
the whole, a well conceived picture. No.
11, another winter scene, the work of Mr.
Allan Edson, and entitled "home, Sweet
Home," is probably one of the beet pictures
of its kind ever painted, and is a new de-
parture for Mr. Edson. Ths scene is at
the foot of the Cote de. Neiges road looking
back on the Montreal mountain, and re-
presents one of tue old French homesteads
that line the road. Mr. Edson has only
two other picturts on exhibition, one a
water color and the other a study in
Ills, having disposed of all his pieces
prior to his departure fur Scotland. No.
73, by MT. J. C. Miles, A.R.C.A., ' On the
Bay Shore," is a bit of coast scenery in
New 13runswick to which attention is
called, as-it possesses more than ordinary
merit. All the natural beauties of the
charming spot are admirably brought out
by the artist. The coloring is eqnally
good and the whole forms a most pleas-
ing combination.

To return to figure subjects, a. large
painting, No. 3, " The Anxicus Mo-
ment," by Mr. Paul Peel. A. R.
C. A., cointnauds . attention. This is
the etrougeet bit of colorieg which
that artist has yet exhibited, as he is
usually very quiet. The coloring in the
above , is exceedingly rich, and the earnest,
child-like expression of the figures admir-
ably given. Sorne might say that the
length of limb of the principal figure is
exageertited, but we are inclined to think .

it is c...rrect. It is the peculiar position
which conveys the idea of a fault in the
figure. The anxious expression on the
child's face is very realistic.

Before closing, it may be well to give the
names of the Canadian artists, either
residing here or abroad, whose works
are on exhibitiou. They comprise J. W.
Gray, W. L. Judson, J. Kerr Lawson, A.
Cox, A.R.C.A.; Henry Bunnett, Win.
Brymner, a M. Birks, R. Harris, .i.C.A.;
Allan Edson R.C.A.; Homer Watson,
R.C.A.: P. F. Woodcock, A.R.C.A.•

'

 W. H..
Ruel, W. P. Scott, W. Raphael, R.C.A.;
Pant Peel, A.R.C.A; J. 'Wilson, J. C.
Forbes, John C. Pinhey, A. Boisseau, P.
Giovanni Wickson, W. Craikshanks, J.
C. M.les, A.R.C.A ; H. P. Smith, F.
Hawkesley, E. Bill, L. R. O'Briea,
P.R.C.A.; D. E. Grant, T. Mower
Martin, R.C.A.; O. Saunier, C. J. Way,
R.C. A.• L. Lambe, F. M. Bell Smith,
A.R.C.Z.;. M. Garnett, G. Marlowe
White, R. C . A .; A. J. , Pell,
A. L. Taylor, Wyatt Eaton.
Besides these Mr. T. M. Martin exhibits a

i number of etchings, Mr. A. T. Taylor sty-
' eral architectural drawings, and Messrs.
Castle & Son some designs for stained
glass windows. The non-resident artists
who have pictures on exhibition are G. W.
Honor, Maria Brooks, C.L.S.A., E. J.
Niemann, F. Gerald Kinnair, A. N. Hen-
shaw, E. J. Cobbett, B. Olaeson and W. E.
Norton.
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clay afforded a private view of the pictures
constituting the annual exhibition of works
by Canadian artists, held under the
auspices of the Art Association of Mont-
rea	 These exhib.tions have a good effect
in cultivating the taste of the people, and
are now looked forward to by lovers of art
with the greatest interest, as they show
plainly the progress or falling off of home
talents. The exhibitions are deservedly
popular among the general public, and
annually draw large audiences to admire
and criticize. From the cursory glance
obtained yesterday. this year's exhibit
seems to excel all previous ones as regarde
both the number and	 the merit
of the exhibits.	 The general	 in--
pression	 on	 entering	 the	 room
is a pleasing effect of color, and
another noticeable fact is the greater
number of figure pieces than usual. This
is a good sign of progress on the pea of
our artists.	 The collection this year
numbers about 160 pictures, of which
nearly one hundred are oil paintings and
tile remainder water-colors. These are
the work of some 30 Canadian artists, with
the exceptiOn of a few from non-resident
artists, some of whom have been spending
the winter here. Although a full criti-
cism of the many fine pictures displayed is
impossible at present, it may not be out of
place to notice a few of the more striking
pieces that catch the eye at once. On en-
tering, the central picture on the line, at
once the largest and most important work
in the room, No. 40, is by Mr. R. Harris.
The scene represents the telling of the old,old story on the quiet shores of GaspeBay. The figures, two in number, are ad-mirably drawn and full of expression, and
the whole scene is pervaded with a
peculiarly charming gray evening effect.
Another noticeable picture is No. 27, TheDaisy Chain, the productiott of a youngCanadian artist, Mr. Brymner, now le-
siding abroad. His works nave been ex-
hibited here before, but the present one isfar in advance of any of his previousefforts. In it, a pleaeant story of childlife is admirably told, while the coloring is
very natural and pleasing. No. 56, Coining
from the Well, the work of Mr. Woodcock,
impresses one as being a good all roundpicture, painted in a quiet key of color and
very effective. Itgives a good idea of someof the French farm homesteads. Another
figure picture, by an old and well known
resident artist, Mr. Raphael, is particularly
good. The title is "A Sketch from Life»
yet the picture is anything but sketchy it
its work, as it is admirably and solidll
painted and particularly happy in th(
combination of colors. It illustrates a
street scene frequently witnessed in oui
city. No. 45, another figure picture, with
the title " Only a Bubble," may
be considered anything but a Millie in an
artistic point of view, the foreshorteningand modelling of the face of the youthful
bubble-blower, its earnest, childlike ex-
pression, are all admirably given, and Mr.
Peel, the author of the work, is to be con-
gratulated on this effort co his genius.
There is another of his work, also a pic-
ture of children, in the exhibition, which
will be noticed on a future occasion. Thereare also some fine landscapes among theoils, and No. 47, by Mr. Forbes, strikes thebeholder as a very powerfully painted
scene in the Rocky Mountains. It repre-
sents Mount Stephen on, the line of the
Canadian Pacific Railway The beetling
brow of this monarch of the wilds is well
brought out in the paiuting ; in the fore-ground is shown a herd of deer, while tothe left a passenger train can be seen daoh-
iog on to the pass.

Ou another occasion the oil paintings
will be treated at greater length and the
water colors taken up later on.

The exhibition opens on Monday next
sand will continue for about two weeks.

tk...4t-t.-TIIE ART ASSOCIATION.
The Spring Exhibition of thl1

Water Colors. ity
The members of the press were
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e7r 7, ART ASSOCIATION.
°Dentin. 3 .;7c1i Tit , lati. Story Pletnres and

Portraite.

The not popelar pictwee are those
which tell a story. A picture may not
have, from a pursie artietie point of view,
the highest merit, it if it euggeste stone
thing pleasing to the mind of the beholder
or calls up old and cheriehed association- or

4 Bets Lis imagination to piece together
the story which it tells in outline and iu a
fragmentary way, it ie "ore to give pleasure.
There are many tolch pictures in the Ex-
hibition in the Art Aeeociation Rooms,
Mr. Harris's love kcer,e on the shore of
Gaspe Bay kind Miss hlaria Brooks' " Old.
" Old tory," which have both been
desdrlbeet in theee columns, are excellent
specimens of the class of pictures which
every one uncultured as well as cul-
tured, likes. Miss Brooks, who is a
diligent and a successful student of human
nature, has ou exhibition a delightful little
picture, which she has called • Far, Far
stymy." It is that of a young girl, who,
having just read a letter from her sailor
lover, is thinking tenderly of him, and it
can be seen at a glance that she is regret-
ting that he is so far, far awny. This
picture needs no lutet`preter. It tells its
story mute/y, 6itt el«plently. "The
Abandoned rNess" Is another Pictur, of
the same kind. A'•.dfftle tallow who has
been , gathering .wild'Al6Wers has, in his
rambles, fotthelom.aliandoned bird's nest.

teitrea 'it 'up, :land is examining
It ‘,vsth hilitieed curiosity and coMpassilm.
Ilia the wok of Mr. P. F,!Woodcock and

le a very-: pleaSsailf piCture to look at.
Goc..1- By ei. by Paul' Peel, shows how

eloquent (suggestive' evei . ah attitude
can be., 'A/young girl is eating in a hill
averlookiteg the sea watching\e. departed
boat), Epi: face is hidden from view, but
there is Ito need to eee The gifpression of
ther colit'tenanCe to knowlhat she has hot
bicideff good-bye to one "whom she loves
'very. 4early. ," The Wayfarers," by Mies
Broialtti, team a '‘ sad story of struggling

v city and etgeng, patient affection. A
.; little girl and an old woman are sitting

by the road-side evidently exhausttd
with fatigue. The child is asleep
with her head ou the shoulder
of the old woman, who is watching her
pityingly, lovingly and patiently. The pic-
ture is a sorrowful oue, but it tells its story
more effectively than could be done by
words. A. very pretty and a very interest-
ing picture is "Art," by Mr. E. J. Cor-
bett. It is of a little girl intent upon cut-
ting paper fignres. She has a number
standing on tile table beside her, and the
floor is littered with paper cuttings. The
conception of the picture is well carried
out, and it pro uces the effect which the
artist intended it to produce. Another
picture of the same class is " A Wreath of
Flowers," by Mr. Brymner. A number of
children are on a sunny hiil side, gather-
ing wild flowers. One of' them
is weaving her lapful into a
wleath. The attitudes' of the children are
graceful and natural, and the whole scene
Is suggestive of the innocence and the hap-
piness of childhood. As a work of art we
should say that this picture has high
merits. Among the prettiest and the most
suggestive of the pictures is Miss Brooks'
charming, litt:e snowshoer ready fur a
tramp. What a crowd of pleusatit and
tender associations must troop to the mind
of the veteran snowsltuer as he contem-
plates this delightful picture. It will most
likely vividly bring to his mind the hap-
piest hours of his lifetime. "A Cottage
Home of Canada," by Mr. A. Cox, is a
scene of rural beauty, and is suggestive a
peace and quiet and contentment.

There are in the exhibition some
very tine portraits, works which show
that portrait painting has made
great progress is Canada during the last
few years. The portraits of Mr. W. W.
Ogilvie and Mr. Andrew Allan, by Robert
Harris, would do credit to any picture
gallery, and the same 'may be said of the
portraits of Mrs. Abbot:Brown, the Rev.
Abbot Brown and the Rev. Henry Wilkes,
by Mise Maria Brooks. A portrait by:Mr.
John C. Phiney is remarkably good. It is
a spirited production. The face is full of
expression and the painting is done with a
belki hand.

NNW

'TEE ART GALLERY."-'''
Opening of the Spring Exhibitio

—
The annual exhibition of works trir ean-

adian artists is au eventin the;.art work look-
ed for with interest tour citizens  That
manyinfluences of an artlii ad have been elfsct..-
ing our citizens for the betterfor some tittle
back is the opinicn of zEy.Wi,tierefectts
attended yesterday the private view f4r mem-
bers of the press with ottoriderable interest,
Seeling that if native taleut is making pro-
gress it should be shown in this exhibition.
We were not disappointed, aati are happy to
say the present collection of works by Can-
adian artists is the hest we have had in our
city, and our artists are to be congratulated
for nip; response to the demand for increased
excellence in their work, which the advanced
culture of the art loving public required. It
may be interesting to note a few facts in con-
nection with the greater diffus 'on of a love for
the fine sits in our midst as well as to illus-
trate (our remarks of the art influences
at work. Six years ago there was
but one establishment, we believe.
in the city where 4 full assortment of nrtists'
materials could be had, to-day there are two
places where it is made a *pecialty of their
business, and some fout et- five other estab-
lishments keep them. Six years ago large
sales of pictures weft/ not known, since then
the Art associatiort has had annual exhibi-
tions, and Scott Son have also had from
one ta two sales annually, beside other par-
des who have ist. intervals had large sales. These
three filets air, we think, proof of the pro-
gress which a love for sit is making in
Montreal, to say nothing of the increased
number of classes for teaching draw ing and
painting which have been sterted within the
last fotr years. That the Art association
has helped on this good work by its labors
and its open gallery goes for the saying, and
we can cordially recommend a visit to tbo
present exhibition, which opens on Monde_



Morrison; Nine of•these (Macpherson being
the exception) were the pick of the Ontarios
last season. Macpherson, who is looked ou
as a certainty for the team, will greatly
strengthen it in mid-field. For the remain-
ing places on the team, there are named,
among the, younger player, Foley and B.
Ryan. The team thus constituted will be
much stronger than last year's, and, with
resolute practice and unselfish team play, will
hold its own anywhere. As the Ontario' s lease
of the Jarvis street grounds begins only on
May 1, they will not be able to start pradice
before next Saturday.

AR, SATURDAY MARCH 14. 18S5.---DOUBLE SU

THE SPRING EXHIBITION.
--

Rambling Notes.
-

Have you seen the Spring Exhibition? If
not you are displaying a lack of foresight.
Just fancy how pleasant it will be say twenty
or thirty years hence, when the characteristics
of "this Canada of ours" in color. scenery,
atmosphere and type shall have so stamped
themselves upon the productions of our paint-
ers as to distinguish the Canadian school of
art from all others, just fancy, I say, how
charming it will be to stroll into the Academy
spring exhibition and as you note the glori-
ous progress that has been made to recall the
formation of the Canadian Academy and the
earliest efforts of our artists in this direction,
amongst which is the Spring Exhibition of
1885. Even this year those who saw the first
exhibition have reason to feel gratified at the
progrees. The work is certainly better, take it
for all in all and although a severe critic
would perhaps find but few pictures that are
deserving of high praise, still, every Cana-
dian must feel that we have amongst us men
and women who could they but receive the
encouragement and in some cases, the advan-
tages of study which are given to artists in
larger centres of population would well main-
tain the honor of their native land. Indeed
we have in our Academy, some, whose works
have passed the judges in the keener competi-
tions of the older world and many who have
availed themselves of the advantages
which the studios of London .and
Paris offer, and it is to be
hoped that those who are not in a position to
follow in the steps of these last will profit by
the present and similar exhibitions, to catch
the reflected inspiration of the greater mas-
ters. Then, let the local influences do then
work and we will have a school which Com-
bines the skilful drawing and masterly
coloring of the European masters with the
grandeur of scenery, the purity of thought
and the healthy home spirit which are essen-
tially Canadian. Let us import the technical
skill and all that is pure and noble, but let us
carefully guard against these influences, the
offspring of 4 4 the overheated atmosphere of
Europe," which are totally at variance with
Canadian sentiment. So much by way of
prologue. Now for the present exhibition.
The picture which first catches the eye on
entering is No. 40, 4, On the Shore of Gaspe
Bay."

R. HARRIS, R.C.A.

and it is, perhaps, the most mooted
picture in the exhibition. Everybody
looks at it. Some tear. it to shreds
while others cannot find words to
express their admiration. We would-dis-
creetly-take a middle course, and neither
altogether praise nor wholly blame. Nothing
could be finer than the soft play of light upon
the figure of the girl, whose pose is easy and
very graceful. The sweep of the shore reced-
ing to the rocky promontory, which is half
veiled in the grey mist of early morning, and
the cool shadowy background are alike ad-
mirable ; but-ominous, but-what shall we
say of the nautical lover- ,, a fisherman bold
was he "-who sits with his back to the
dawn and evidently imagined that his cowl-
tellanee Was not being seen, for his eyes have
tvendered from his true love, and his face i.e

Ortninly a weak part of the picture.
l'heu the boat is much commented on, but

never was at Gaspe Bay and it may
I,.3 that the boats do look like that after all-
, lI1y if I were a fisherman and es deeply in

,, ve as, this one status to be I think I would
!ayerty boat just a trifle moie roomy The
.t titert the foreground is not very successtia

I either but the picture is certainly a most bar-
* I _ e s en-1 the egure of the

aid iLtton -

As we are
earl , ef Mr. Hattie let direct you to

te succestiful pictui e O. 15 Corn-
le L painting worthy of preservation in

mian Gallery "-when we get cue.
s good-natured kindliness that per-

L la old fellow's face as he smokes his
veniug pipe and pets the shaggy terrier
el his knee and see the expressive turn of the
log's load as with one ear cocked up he
, ants to be studying his master's face. Thu
'bring is good and the subject well chosen.

dr. Harris exhibits also, several excellent
eertraits. In the oils the most uuiforruly
asod work is by

P. F. WOODCOCK, A.R. C. A.

who gives Ds several pictures, the best
et" which in perhepe, N. 55 " Returning
, rout the Well." The charm of Mr. Wood-
cock's work is that there is in it no sign of
atasee or ameteitafieeit, WieetY, Diattllilt Wad
and both drawing and coloring show good
work and thorough study. To refer to what
I said in the beginning of these notes,in twen-
ty or thirty years I shall be glad to say that I
predicted for this young Canadian a high posi-
tion on the roll of the pioneers of Canadian
art. Just notice 38, Portrait " which is in
its way a masterpiece. e 31, The Anxious
Moment" and " 45, Only a Bubble " by

PAUL PEEL, A.R.C.A.

are also great favorites with me, and
are both clever pieces. Possibly you
may not care for the style of beauty which
the little jug-faced child exemplifies in No
31 but look at the interest with which she
watches the rescue of the tiny boat and how
nicely the chubby little cheeks and the sol-
emnly absurd little eyes are painted ; then
notice too the other figures and the cool damp
recesses, that form the background and I am
sure you will agree with me that it is a clever
picture.

MISS MARIA BROOKS, C.L.S A.

hanging committee, hut which I judge, from
what opportunity of observation I had, do
not catch the popular eve. They are No. 69,
" Village Green, Runawick, England," and
75, "Piping Pan," by J. Kerr Lawson. It is
a pity that an addition had not been made to
the Catalogue in the shape of an indication of
the artists' biographies, as is done elsewhere -
All that would be necessary is a line-.e g.,
"A. B. Born, 18th-. Studied under E.
F-. Resides No. X, D- street." What
an assistance this would be. The thought
was suggested by the mention of Mr. Law-
son's name, and I remembeted that a friend
said a few days ago that he was a young man
who lives in Ottawa. His work certainly
shows talent, No. 69 being particularly good,
and will repay a careful inspection. There
are several other pictures of varying merit by
the same artist. Now, I know I have not
mentioned a number cf pictures that are per-
haps as worthy of notice as those I have re-
erred to, but my object is to draw attention
to the exhibition as a whole, when the vary-
ing tastes of the visitors will lead them to
make choice for themselves ; and
besides, I have to say something
about

THE WATER COLORS,

which are quite equal to the oils in point of
merit, although not so numerous. I find it
hard to choose between No. 112, Lowery
Day on the New Jersey Coast," H. P. Smith,
and 106, "Windsor Castle," L. R. O'Brien,
P.R.C.A.," which are the gems of this de-
partment. I would like to have seen Cana-
dian subjects theugh, and for this reason
prefer 113, 4, Head Waters of the Missisquoi,"
by Allan, Edson, R C.A., and 138, " Voy-
ageurs on the St. Maurice," by Mr. O'Brien,
the president of the academy. 107, Alpine
Bridge," by C. J. Way, R.C.A., and 118,
"A Warm Day on Mount Washington," by
F. M. Bell Smith, A.R.C.A., are excelleut
pictures, but open to the same objection as
regards subject. There are two noticeable
pictures by D. E. Grant, 131, e On Beaupré
Flats," and 139, "Mount St. Aune,
P. Q.," which are thoroughly Cana-
dian and really good work ; 123, 4, On Mus-
koka River," by T. Mower Martin, R. C. A., is
a good example if the skill ef this talented
artist, whose work is unfortunate by not
uniform as you will notice if you compare
123 with 102 or 104. Mr. Verner gives us
one of his favorites in 105 41 Ojibbawa In-
dians crossing Nepigon Lake " and there
are many others which space does not permit
me to mention. Let me repeat that you
should not fail to see the exhibition and I
would suggest to the council that there should
be several free days or rather free evenings
when all might have an opportunity of visit-
ing the gallery. W.

THE DANGER OF BLOOD POISONING.
-

Since the death of President Garfield, there
seem to have been an increase in the number
of recorded cases of blood poisoning.

A few weeks ago the Rev. Noah Schenck,
D. D, of Brooklyn, had an operation perform-
ed on his foot, inflammation set in and death
ensued. If a man be in good health, a wound
heals rapidly ; if the blood is corrupt, it is
slow to heal. Impure blood irritates and
inflames the whole system. It follows then,
if the blood purifying organs are deranged-
siuce every particle of blood courses through
these organs over one hundred times an hour
-in a very short time the blood poison must
destroy all vitality.

In the winter season Nature demands
heat-making food ; in the spring she sete up a
cooling process ; and, to accomplish this,
she ordains that the change from winter to
summer shall be gradual ; if her laws were
never violated, this provision would be suffi-
cient ; they are violated, therefore, we ithust
furnish her help in this spring house-cleaning
time ; otherwise the seeds of disease remain
within us.

Blood is made in the stomach ; it is puri-
fied by the skin, lungs, liver and kidneys.
During a long, cold winter, the liver and
kidneys are overworked : the consequence is
that in the spring these organs are prostrat-
ed; the prostration is indicated by extremely
dull, heavy feelings and a weariness which
scents to go to the bone ; headaches, furred
tongue, lack of appetite, itchirig and dis-
colored skin, mental irritability. depression.
of spirits, neuralgic pains, couvuleions, chills,
and fever, ,4 malaria."

These little irregularities of feeling are
Nature's warnings ; if neglected, disease may
get the upper hand. If you introduce into
the blood a little kidney and liver poisomyou
can artificially produce . the above symptoms
it follows, therefore, that to remove them,
vitality must be restored to those blood puri-
fying organs. If they cannot perform their
work no amount of Medicine taken for other
organs can have any permanent effect in the
system.

BrigadieaGeneral D. H. linice, business
manager of the Syracuse (N. Y.) Journal
in 1883, found that he was not coming
through the spring in good form ; he was not
sick, Ind only out of condition ; to the timely
use of a few bottles of Warner's safe cure,
however, he attributed recovery of cou-
stitutional tone, and undoubtedly warded
off some chronic disorder. This preparation
on some curome aisoraer. This preparation
is not a cure-all-it claims to restore the
blood-purifying organs to natural vitality ; by
so doing, it uot only cures, but prevents
blood corruption and disease. If you doubt
its power, ask your friends ; raillions have
heard of it, hundreds of thousands have used
it and commend it.

The ill-feelings of spring time are caused
by a more or less poisoned condition of the
blood ; a condition which grows worse
by neglect, and finally may send one to the
grave.

One day a young physician discovered on
his nose what turned out to be a malignant
ulceration ; the blood virus attacked his brain
and killed him.

A prominent merchant of apparently aver-
age health died suddenly the other day ; an
examination showed that one kidney entirely
decayed, had poisoned the blood terribly I
Hadthis condition been recognized in time,
he might have lived to the full e three score
and ten."

Every day we neglect to take such precau-
tions as are herein indicatee, we may be said
to drive a nail into our c. kin. The blood
is poisoned every day ; if it iS not purified
every day untimely death is illevitable.

The performances of Mondev afternoon de-
monstrated that impracticability and absurd-
ity go hand in hand, and that planting trees
to the music of a brass band and a street
parade is not the best way to plant trees. No
one day in the year or one season is the best
time to begin tree planting or to cease tree
planting, nor, is it practicable that tree plant-
ing me be*oncentrated within a day Or a
week or a mouth, not even by the preeetire of
four proclamations and the music of one of
the best bands west of the Mississippi River.
Of the millions of trees which have been
planted in Kansas and lived to beautify the
landscape and yield grateful shade and nutri-
tious fruit it is fair to say that not one ill a
thontand has been planted on an arbor day or
in pursuance of proclamations. -Emporia
(Kan ) Republican.

Every Woman Knows Them. The humen
body is much like a good clock or watch in
its movements ; if one goes too slow or too
fast, so follow all the others, and bad time
results ; if one organ or set of organs works
imperfectly, perversion of functional effort of
all the organs is sure to follow. Hence it is
that the numerous ailments which make
women's life miserable are the direct issue
of the abnormal action of the uterine sys-
tem. For all that numerous class of symp-
toms-and every woman knows them-
there is one unfailing remedy, Dr. Pierce's
it Fevorite Prescripton," the favorite of the

ber of Art Students-The Round of the

Studios-Pictures fur the ...prate LAMM-

Hon.

The number of artists at present in Mont-
real is unusually large. and with a view of
aseertainieg the present position of art in
the city and the progreas it has Wee tuakiila
lately, a repaseentative of l'FIE STAR has
raw eteii to the different studios
and had a chat watt tue et
The general opinion seems te' be that art, is
becoming more popular in a certain
way, althoutio lt	is the tinanineels
°pinto° that there is still plenty of room for
further improvement, and that circumstan-
ces at the present; time are not favorable to
art from a business point of view..	 Still
there seems to be un reasonable doubt as to
the

INCREASE OF ARTISTIC TASTE,

which is inducee by the lufluence of new
pictures in private collections and in the

Art Gallery, of the exhibitions held now and
then, of the travel which the rising genera-
tion enjoy, entailing them to see the art
treasures of the Gal World, and, above all.
by the art education aud training that is
going on in the oity. An endeavor has been
made to aseerteitt the number of pupils en-
gaged in the study of art, and the following
information has been obtained: the varioue
classes under the Coaled or Arts and Manu-
factures averaged 320 in November and De-
cember last, and though the returns for
January are not yet made up, they will be
about the same. At the Art Gallery there
are 37 under Mr; Rebert Harris ; Mr. Har-
rington Bird hate about 41) at the High
School, and some et) at private schools; Mr.
Harlow has a class of about 12 at the Wind-
sor, besides private pupils; Mr. W. Raeilead
has about 30; .alr. J. W. Gray has 2e; Mr.
Hebert, sculptor, 3; Jar. Meloche 3. So that
there are nearly six hundred persons
in the city who are making . a sys-
tematic study of ait. And It must
be 'remembered that their influence is ex-
et•ted in their homes, stud ou the persons
with whom they come in contact. 'the Gal-
lery of the Art Association too, as might be
expected, is exerting a gieat influence on the
formation of artistic taste. lite collection of
painting; gives plenty oi food for study, amd
a constant eetriety is afforded by the occa-
sional presence of some good picture as an
addition to the collection. Lectures too are
giveu to the members by those who are well
qualified to speak, anti the reading room
contains current literature, as well as books
ot relorence. relatina to art. The classes in
connection with the Gallery occupy first,
rate rooms, replete with models and figures,
while the course includes drawing from the
cast and from life. So that, ou the whele,
the position of art in the city may be consid-
ered as favorable, and the prospects iu the
future as encouraging, while there is nu
doubt that the love of art is steadily ou the
increase.

MR. ALLAN EDSON.

Was found in his studio at 251 University
street. Round him were various finished
and unfluislitid pictures and sketches, the
majority of winch were reminiscences of his
sojourn at Cernay-la-Ville, near Paris, where
he etudied under Pelouse. One large picture
of a scene near the subject of Petouse's
"Les Fonda du Cernay," is a Very effective
one. The sun is setting behind a mass of
purple clouds, while the sky is bright with
gold and orange, which are reflected in a
reedy pod in the foreground, and a girl and
gi•oup of cattle occupy the mid-distance.
The scenery is the same as that in Pelouse'e
picture, but the effect , is entirely different,
cud the brightness and life are very marked.
A little water color, a path through a
beech wood tinder fin early tall of snow, pro-
mises to be a very pretty one and us lu-
tended for the Spring Exhibition at the Art
Gallery, as is a painting of some old shan-
ties near St. Laurent, also in the snow,
with a clear blue sky behind. Among Mr.
Edson's sketches are some excellent studies
ut the celeerated Burnham Beeches. In the
lower rooms are more pieturee, several ot
which are of Mr. Edson's favorite subjects,
great beech trees standing amid moss cov-
ered boulders. Thee there are cottages and
landecapes in the picturesque district of
Cernity-la-Ville, where Mr. Edeon did much
und good work.

3111. A. acessetAtt
occupies a studio on Notre Daine street. He.,
has just completed the portraits of Mr. and I
Mrs. Amyot, but leaving his portrait
ing aside, he le finishing a. picture of carting
Ice on the St. Lawrence, intended for the
Spring exhibition. He has also a capital
picture et au Italian selling plaster figures
by the Post Office. The lad's face is exere-
lently painted, the eyes being very Melt
He is now engaged on a large ecclesiastic
painting. A very pretty little thing is cane(
"Under a Cloud," and is a girl's face, sur
rounded by one of those fascinating woollen ,

fabrications known as a cloud. A podia.'
of Madame Carnotite stands on one of th
easels, and a full length one of Miss Beaude
promises to be not only a portrait but also t
picture, and may perhaps be seen at the
Spring exhibition.

MR. LOI1I9 E. HARLOW,

of Boston, is also staying at, the Windsol
Hotel, where he is giving lessons in wetly
color painting to a large number of private
pupils. A full nptice of the pictures whe
he had with him at his first coining a
veered a short time ago in TIM STAR, thou
since that time Mr. Harlow has broug
()there with him, among them a very taro
painting of the old Ship Railway at Martha
Vineyard, the stormy sky being very gooet
A study of some old willows at Winthropl
and a picture ot some quaint old cottages a
Harbor View, only ten minutes distance fro
Boston, are two very pleasing subjects watt
carelully handled.

MR. TrAwKsrrr
has just finished a small portrait of Mu
Weir, the stock broker, which Is a capita
likeness. He is also engaged on two groups
of the Royal Scots. A portrait of the
daughter of Chief Vt lhliams,of Caughnawage
Ia very good, and the dress nnd back grotto
set off the girl's face and figure. Mr. Bawl
sett pointe vut with just pride his true
pieces which obtained the lime at the Eel]
bition when the Princess LOUltie was her •
as well as several fatuity portraits.

MR. TA RDOTIP

is known to Montrealers and Carnival vial
,tors as the designer and modeller of th
group in tac Victoria Rink. His origleit
design was King Winter. with figures o
children before him, but h. was too elaborat
tor the funds of tbe committee and had con
sequently to be replaced. lie is at, pree-n
tuodelliug a statuette of Mr. F. C. liensha
in uniform. A largo bas-reliet of Herodit
with the head of John the Baptist le a I t
piece of work; while a eintliar piece rer
etaitierea Tratri Vs more.

MR. anareart
of St. Lawrence street, is more largely 0.
ployed in teaching than in painting, but
at present engaged ou a portrait of M
Nicholson. Among the pictures he has
him is a capital one of two Spent
muleteer's, the coloring being very neh an
the drawing good. A sketch on Llanber
Pass. North Wale*, is full of atenoeph
the foreground being very accurate in
and character. Among other sketches t.
some near Chester, in Wale" suit in t
Yosemite Valley ; while a large crayon
Martin Luther bangs on the wall.

MR. MELOCIIE,

vniina, artist. whose studio Is el St. Jo
a young artist, whose studio is as St. Ju
street, is at present engaged oa a la
ecelemastical painting of St. Cecilia and
husband Valerien. This is for the church
Valleyfield, and when it is completed t
artist has to proceed with six for the Chur
of St. Angele.

ABSENT ONES.

Mr. Van Luppen, though not at present
Montreal, has lelt capital representati
behind him in the figures of the enmesh ,

and lacrosse player, which are so deserve
popular as accurately represehting
Canadian sports.

Mr. Henry Carey, whose numerous
traits are well known, is at present a
from home, and therefore is uecess•
omitted from any special notice.

Mr. Bourassa, of St. Denis street, is
unfortunately out of the city at preeentr
must, therefore, escape further mantic))

 -
"Fanchon" has been almost re-

ten by Miss Mitchell since she first
ceived it from the author's hands.
worthy of note that the play was first
dueed at the St. Charles Theatre,'
Orleans, the night following Waehiu
birthday, in the year 1861, nearly a ept
of a century ago. It has made more
for Miss Mitchell than all the rest o
pieces combined, and is to-day as po
with the public as ever.

:1"

has been most industrious and while she ex-
hibits a great deal of work, none of it is sloven-
ly. Her nest picture is No. 12, An old, old
story " which has some very good qualities.
The subject is a little threadbare, and the
treatment is tame but the figures are skilfully
painted, the blending is in marked good taste
and the careful carrying out of every detail, is
an evidence of the labor which Mise Brooks
lavishes upon her work. No. " 33, Ready
for a bowl " is also a good example of this
artist's work and an admirable illustration of
the development of detail which is 80 charac-
teristic of it. Notice how &entity the little
girl's costume is painted, the jacket espe-
cially. No. e 46, Far, far away " is the
picture wLich I like best of those by
Miss Brooks ; it is less ambitious but
more succ ssful than any of the others.
Nos. 35, e Mount of the Holy Cross," and
47, Mount Stephen," by J. C. Forbes, de-
serve mention, but these are only rambling
notes, and I want to say a few words about
pictures which are lees likely to attract the
attentions of the casual observer. Howevel,
I cannot refrain from noticing No. 27, " A
Wreath of Flowers," which is a clever pic-
ture, by Wm. Brymner ; No. 11, "Homo.
Sweet Home," by Allan Edson, R. C. A
No. 26, "The Path Through the Woods," by
•e. Raphael, R.C.A., and No. r, 9, o Art," by
E. J. Cobbett, all of which-1 hope you will
not miss. No. 59 especielly took my fancy.
It is a pretty little bit of genre painting, a
subject familiar to all of us, unpretentious lea
good. I must not forget No. G5, e Moonlight
(Winter)," by B. Giessen, which is a good
handling of a difficult subject and displays
conelderable power. There are a couple of
pictures which have been appreciated by the sex.

MISS MAEIA . BROOK.8

is an English artiusa. at present staying in
Montreal and purseiug her work in room
No. 41)1 at the Wiudeor Hotel. Round the
room are mauyepectruens of her well, the
meet noticeable being one called "The Otani-
bus." representing a. party of flower girls
returning from Covent. Garden Market; this
was exhibited at the Boys,' Aca-
demy aud Is not unlikely to
be seen at the Spring Eahibitiou here. The
painting is extmediugly truthful and full of
Interest. thesetillee faces being worth a
otrelul study. Miss Brooks hies stout over
to the Royal Academy this year the view
of Mount Royal and the gill dressed in blue
watch were in Scott's Exhibition, as well as
errirtratt or a Mr. Theatre...tn.
C ehuld 1 called " Ready for lied" is a pleasing
little Mt, while " Ready for a Bowl, a tent
with a hoop, and " Bending the String,' a
young lady stoopiug over a guitar. are also
vety good. A mote ambitions picture is
" elieusionaries lereactang to a Pagan British
Famile," a capital group, the earnest and
cultured faces of the monks eontrasting
with the surprised expression on the savage
fate" lu the corridor below la a
large picture called " The Old, Old
Story," representing a warrior of bye-gone
tiges, telling the old story to a fair and at-
telitive listener.

311t. ROBF.RT HARRIS'

..,to,11,1	 at,	 10 McGill Collage Avenue,
studio, at 10 McGill Collage Avenue,
is pretty bare of paintings at present,
fortunately for him. Ile has been en-
gaged on a large portrait of Mr.
Andrew Allan, which is now com-
pleted and is i capital and pleasing likeness
of this well known gentleman. The face is
well painted and the expression is life-
like. A picture called "Sympathy" repre-
sents all old man sitting beside nnother
whose bowed head tells of the grief which is
oppressing him. Another of a man with a
terrier dog,le full of life, and the dog looks
CL, if it might spring up. An every day
scene represents an interior of a saloon with
a man holding a glass of beer in his hand
and looking at it with an admirlua but boozy
gam. Some sketches on Gaspe Bay are
very pretty and exhibit a clever apprecia-
teen of natural scenery. Mr. Harris has
just received the proofs of some sketches he
has made for the new series of school books
which are being issued. by the Government.
Although these are necessarily very small,
they make very pretty little pictures and
ought to please the little students of the
bout's, and give them a tussle for artistic
drawing.

OUR titTISTS AT WORK.	 .tohn Hope and Cowan, which are all eapital
. 1 likeneesee, although of comparatively etuall

size.
The Position of Art in Montreal-The Null.- 	 NfR. HARRTNGTON BIRD

hue at present very few pictures oit hand.
Of these the most important is the 'Dying
Lion," which represents a lioness lideug the
face or her mate who is lying, eveleitly in
great agony, with the life blood st reaming
from his side; the expression on bothfaces---
of pain anti ,A :sympathy- te eapitaly por-
trayed, aud the picture is not st innl y an ate-
mat tstudyie bate-has a coneiderable poetic
edeerlaeat- Two bottle portraits, " Meud S."
anu va Cfalia'a ' • Day i,tar.," expo elm 'twit, in
their own style, the gioesy skins antirervoue
bearing being well newesentad. An EaMliaLi
hunting picture of two ladies talsiog a low
fentie le very good, the eager, ear.y style of
OLIO !tense contrasting with the hesitation of
the other. Unfortunately, his numerous en-
gagements in teaching occupy Mr. Bird's
time so fully that the public have not much
chance of being able to see many of his
works, which is to be regretted.

MR. HEBERT, THE settepeort,
was founa at work on a life size figure of
the late Mousignor Deziel, cure of Point
Levis. This is to tin cast in brouze by Car-
rier Leene, and will be erected in the square
in front of the church at Levis. The wood-
en figures for the new pulpit or Notre Darne
are also in progress, and photographe of
the finished ones look very well. .k ligure
of the Indian Chief Tyendinaga is a
very beautiful piece of work, and a very
accurate representation of an Indian. Mr.
Hebert hats just completed a small statuet
of Sir Hector Langevin which he purposes
carving in marble and sending to the Ant-
werp Exhibit Ion. Other in inot• works, mostly
ecclesiastical, are also in progress in tae
stud

MR.

 on a picture intended to remIS at	
MR. J. W. GRAY

sent the idea in some liues in Moore'e
"Evening." A rocky shore forms the fore-
ground and far away in the placid sea is a
rocky island ; the sun is setting in a gor-
geous sky, while the soft purple hues afin
tend to prevent its becoming glaring. Thi
ana a little autumn sketch ol brown trees be
yond an iron-gray pool, are intended for the
Spring Exhibition, as also a twilight scene
where the rich sky appears through dark
ruasses of foliaire or trees in the foreground.
Two pictures of Mr. Gray's are at Mr. Bish-
op's store: the "King Fisher's Haunt" is a
very careful study oh trees, erring indeed on
the side of too detailed accuratiy, but the
dietauce tinder the treee is very well repre-
seuted ; the other, a marine view, is very
geed.

MR. W. RAPHAEL,

1310 St. Catherine street, has a very pretty
picture for the Spring exhibition called "The
Path Through the Woods ;" the trees on both
sides or the path are very graceful and
natural, while the break of light at the end
is very pretty and full of suggestion, aud
the figure of a woman with a child lu her
arms, *cell agahmt the distant light, lends
Incident to the picture. Another little bit,
also intended for the Spring exhibition, is
a cottage garden with potatoes in bloom,
cabbages and fruit trees, with a bright sunny
sky above. On the walls ere many sketches
frotn nature, among them a study of a cab-
bage field which makes quite a picture and
shows great variety in color ; a group of
white liliuins and a scarlet cactus are beau-
tifully painted. Mr. Raphael's portfolios
contain many eketches taken from nature,
Including a series ou the Intercolonliti Rail-
way, and in this locality. A very interest-
ing one is a sketch of Fort Chambly before
its interest was destroyed' by the building
being :restored. A picture of a painter at
work represents a revereud father, a former
pupil of Mr. Rutphael, *Rh easel and block
busily engaged. A clever bit of work is a
card-board on which a painted plaque is
represented so naturally that it Is difficult
to realize that it is all it flat surface.

MR. PERCY WOODCOCK.

The finest picture which Mr. Woodcock has
at present in his studio is one called " A Re-
verie." A. lady in a pink bull dress is sitting
on a lounge, her head leaning on her hand,
while her elbow rests on her knee,. the ppso
Le very sassy and graceful, and the flesh tints
are not ut all killed by the pink drapery,
while the back ground of richly colored tap-
estry sets off the figure splendidly. A pic-
ture of a country girl knitting as she walks
t /trough the fields was exhibited at Messrs.
Scott's exhibition, but it has been wonder-
fully improved by the alteration of the back-
ground, which is now a bright landscape,
lit up by reflected light from pestling clouds.
A child, also in a field path. examining a
bird's nest, which he holds in his hands, has
beeu hung in the Paris salon, and is beauti-
fully ptauted. Mr. Woodcock intends extilb-
itiug at the Spring Eehibltion of the Art
Association. and It is to be hoped that the
public may have the chance of seeing hie

Reterits' there. At present he has just
completed nortraits of Messrs. L. A. Dover,

Loss and Gain.

"I was taken sick a year ago
With billows fever,"

"My doctor pronounced me cured. but
sick again, with terrible pains in my back
sides, and I got so bad I

Could not move!
I shrank!
From 228 tbs. to 1201 1 had been dooto

for my liver, but it did me no good. J di
expect to live more than three menthe.
gels to use Hop Bitters. Directly my ape,
returned, my pains left me, may entire to
seemed renewed as if by mimic, anti aft r
lag several bottles. I am net oaly 'as so nd
a Sovereign. but weigh maae than I did a
To Hon Bitters I owe my life." It. F1TZPAYR

futie6. 4 81.
CHAPTER IL

"Malden, Mass. Feb. 1, 1880. Gentlemet
I suffered with attaoks of sick helidaelle,
Neuralgia, female trouble. for your,

most terrible and exeruciatieg manner.
No medicine or doctor could glee me t

or cure, until I used Hop Bitters.
"The first bottle
Nearly cured me:"
Tho second made me as well and &trot

when a child,
"And I have been so to this day."
My husband was au invalid for twenty y ,

with a serious
"Kidney. liver and urinary comp
"Pronounced by Boston's best physiete ss-
" Incurable I"
Seven bottles of your Bitters cured hit% and

I know of the
"Lives of eight persons"
In my neighborhood that have bee 6 saved

by your Bitters,
And many more are using them with great

benefit.
'T hey almost
Do miracles?"	 -Mrs. E. D. Slack.
How TO GET BIC.-EXButic yoU

night; eat too muchwith out exer 	 wore tee
pf day ettle

hard without rest; doctor all the time take al
the vile nostrums advertised. and 1.13..0 you let
want to know how to yet welt, wi,inlh is answer
ed ut three words-Take Hop Bitter,. 1

elfallone genuine without a buttobeoi gre
Hope on the wiaite label. Shut set th*
poisonous stuff with 'Hop" or' -Hope •

their team*
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RAPHAEL AND HIS TIMES,

A Paper by the Rev. L. G. Ware, of Burling-
ton, Read Before the Montreal Art Asso-

ciation Last Evenings

• The Rev. L. G. Ware, of Burlington, Vt.,
read a paper on " Raphael and his Time"
in the gallery of the Montreal Art aseociation
last evening. The chair was occupied by the
president, the Hon. Justice Mackay.

Raphael, the lecturer said, was born on the
28th of March, 1493, in Urbino. His father,
Giovanni lianti, was a painter, and, after hia
way, a poet. And lu his studio the boy got
his first lessone in the art in which he became
AO famous, standing as tusdel to his father for
his boy angels, and playing with his peuci'3
and colors. But Giovanni died when hie son
was only eleven years old, leaving him to
the care of uncle guardians. Theae, how-
ever, had no doubts as to what to do with the
youngster. His bent waif too marked to
question, and they put him to learn painting
with Timoteo Viti, a Urbinese painter,
scholar of Francis, who, in 1494, lied just re-
turned from Bologna to his native town.
Some think they can trace his in-
fluence in later works of Raphael. But it
was not many years before the pupil distanced
his teacher ; and in 1499 he went to Perugia
tb work with Perugino, then one of the f ne-
most of Italian painters. It was not long
before he learned of this master, also, all he
had to give. For Raphael's genius was, in
One word, "assimilative," and almost at once
he was able to draw from surrounding in.
!broncos and men, and then passed on to
larger style an better works. Like Moliere
jos Peen: to say : " I take what is my own,"
—h.ch u ing lie. transformed with the light

' and into the surpassing excellence of his own
talent. With Perugino he fell under the dis-

j tinctive " Umbrian " influence, an influence
of the utmost refinement of style and tender-
hess in expression. It WaS the very quietism

painting, so placid and serene and
so pious. And this he never wholly lost,
though he added to it knowledge,
superior methods and a mastery in his art
which was all his own. • In the Sistine
Madonna, painted near the end of his life,
this influence was to be noted, only with a
great deal added, just es it was notable in a
little picture still shown in Perugia as the
iirst of Ids extant. In 1502 he left this clts,
and for six years went painting from place
to place, but spending most of his time in
Florence. This was a turning point in his
career. For he entered here upon his nor,'
eetine period, as the critics call it—a
Important and fruitful time. At this period
ho did some of his most precious work, with
the stamp of Umbria upon them, in their
singular devout and quiet charm, but show-
ing a great advance in all that concerns
manner and style and expression. We date
rom this period his Madonnas of

i lie	 Grand	 Duke, "	 of	 i‘ Casa
Tempi," of " The Goldfinch, " and of
" The Meadow." In 1506 he was painting
here his great picture of " The Entomb-
ment." The proverb that all roads lead to
Rome was now signally proved by the great
artists of that most artistic age. And to
Rome tomes Raphael when he was twenty-
li ve years old, here to remain from the fall of
1508 to his death in the spring of 1520. And
what amplitude of resource he now shows,
with what scope and fertility of work ! Heie
he painted bis triumph of the faith, called
" The Dispute of the Sacrament," with its
peers in the Stanze—his " School of Athens,"
the ig Parnassus," ",Reliodorus," and the
rest of his great wall pictures ; and, besides,
his divinely beautiful ceiling panels, the
" Poesy," " Philosophy," " Theology "
and " Law." Yet these named are only a
part. At this period, too, he painted bis
" Madonna of the Chair," the St. Cecilia,"
the " Foligno Madonna," and "The Transfig-
uration," and also the chiefest of his pictures,
and chief easel picture of the world, the
" Sistine." Thus full of works of success
and of honor, and winning golden opinions
from all by his kindly temper and gracious
courtesy, he filled up the measure of many
life-times in his too short thirty-seven years.
Seized with a sudden cold and fever, bis
fragile body, overtasked with his labors, suc-
cumbed to the attack, and he died, amid the
lamentations of all Rome, on the 6th April,
1510. On his tombstone in the Pantheon,
one may read t—Ille hie est Raphael. Here
lies Mac Raphael ; as though it said, that one
whom, of all painters, all know and all love.

At the close a hearty vote of thanks was
tendered to the Rev. Mr. Ware for his inter
eating paper.

•
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1, 	THREE PAINTERS OF FLORENCE.

i eitti ion ot Montreal in L evening by Mr. R.I A per was tes,i iiefore the Art Asso-

0 Painters of Florence." Mr. Ju-tiee Mac-

i 	Art t.4....eutston.

•• kay ocen pied the chair, and the :Aleut:mice

 Popes. Rend by lIr. Ilarrls alefore the

Harris, B. U. A., the subject being "Three

WWI vcry large.
The first painter referredto by the

speaker wag Angelico, boro
referred. 

Tussany
in 1837. At •0, he became a

Dorninicen friar, where he devoted
all the time he could spare to
art. Shortly after Angelico took the
vows he was forced to take refuge at  Fo-

ligno, in consequence of having espoused

the weaker side in a contest between the
rival popes. Then his artistic gifts were
at once recognized and appreciated, bud it

is evident from the great number of pic-
tures which be produced that he must
have devoted his whole time to art. When
the convent of San Marco was built in
Florence, Angelico nudertoole the work of

decoration, and to this day the frescos re-

main in wonderful preservation. Some of
these are most beautiful. He also
began a Series of frescos on the Cathedral
of Orvieto which were completed by Luca
Signorelli. Later on Pope Nicholas the
Fifth persuaded him to go tu Reine where,
amongst other works, lie ,painted a series

of fiescos in the Vatican. The lecturer

here gave a description of the manner in
which the old fresco painters worked and the
difficulties they had to encounter. The

pereonal character of Angelico was then
taken up, the honors and positions tender-

ed him and the faults and merits of his style
commented upon. In taking leave of An-
gelico, the speaker said that those who
were fond of classification in art ne

docket him with the purist school, one of
those artists, led by instinct and education
to dwell only upon the good • and turn from

the bad.
Time next painter treated of by the

speaker was Alesaudro or Sandro Boti-
celli, born in Florence in the year 1457.
He was carefully broneht up, Lut had a
distaste for work, and being placed with a

goldsmith came in contact with artists,
and soon made a choice of vocation. He
was placed as a pupil with Frei Filippo
Lippi, one of the greatest paiuters then in
Florence. Master and pupil got on very

well together, and though t he style of Boti-

celli is very pereonal, the influence of his
master, Filippo, is equally marked. Durinif
the twenty-five years which elapsed be-
tween the last works of An-

gelico and first	 mature	 works ' of

Bot . celli,	 such rapid advances had
been made in the mode of painting

that the art of the former was already a
thing of (Le past. Painting was no longer
confined to religious subjects, art, litera-
ture and science had all equally advanced
and every one was supposed to have a lib-

eral education.	 Botscelli SOOn had as

much as he could do, with frescos, church
paintings and pictures for the houses of
citizens,- the	 subjects of the	 latter
being frequently drawn Dom classic
literature, by which he was strongly
influenced. After placing a large number
of pictures in Florence, Boticelli was emu-
owned to Rome to Pope Sixtus the Fourth,
who appointed him sup,.rintendent of the
fresco works in -the Sistiue Chapel, three

of which he painted himself. These
frescos are just below those of Michael
Angelo, and while attempting no com-
parison, possess beauties that the others
do not. Boticelli took to illustrating Dante,
whose poems were his constatt delight,and
upon which he wrote a catnmentary.
This occupied much of his time, during
which he neglected his paintiug. Probably
it was at this date that the numerous copies
of his pictures proceeded from bis studio
made by other hands. Boticelli was a de-
voted adherent of Savanarola, and in the
latter part of his hie gave up painting al-
most entirely, to interest himself in reli-
gious reform. This plunged bitn
into poverty, for thcugh he had
realized la ge sum from bis works

he was naturally of au improvident
disposition, and his last days were passed
in want and sickness. He died in the year
1510. Of his pictures a great number re-
main, several frescos and many easel pic-
tures, the subjects of the latter being both
religious and classical. Many of his holy
families are painted in a round formovhs-,t
the Romans called tondos. One of the most
beautiful of all is in the Uzzizi gallery, and
though being painted early in life shows
that In beauty of expression' In the heads,
he was at his best from the start.

Andrea del Sarto was born in 1488, and
has been called the last of the really great
Florentine painters. Certainly before he ,„
died, all the noble and beautiful ideas •
which had dabsorbed the attention of
Tuscan artiste,artists, had	 received	 their
highest expression. Andrea Was when
quite young placed in charge of
Piero di Cosimo, an eminent painter
where he soon made such advances in bis
art that he left his master's studio and ac-
cepted commissions for himself. Shortly
after he went to Rome, but did not remain
there 'song, tssa s.çvtrdt Wttit, to FiltIleei
where he painted the celebrated picture of
the dead Christ for Francis 1st. He pos-
sessed an extraordinary Went for copy-
ing the works of other masters and
his copies of Raphael are invariably taken
for the original. He returned from Paris
with a considerable sum of money given
him by the king to invest in works of art,
but which he squandered ou himself, and
from an eminent position he sank to the
very lowest. The remaining days of his
life were spent in Florence, and the num-
ber of pictures he produced was very great.
At the age of 46 he died- of
the plague, solitary and uncared for and
was buried in the Church of the Annun-
ziata, where a marble bust of him is still
to be seen.

At the conclusion of the lecture a vote
of thanks, moved by Rev. Canon Norman
and seconded by Mr. R. R. Grindley, was
tendered Mr. Harris for his interesting
paper.

was founded on the 65th section of die act,
which preserved the pre-existing powers of
'governors or lieutenant-governors to do cer-
tain things. It was said that among those
powers was a power to levy taxes upon legal
proceedings in the courts for the purpose of
forming a special fund called the building
and jury " fund. What had been done in
this case was a totally different thing ; it was
a legislative act, without any reference to
those powers even if they still existed. It
did not, therefore, seem to their lordships
that the charge could be justified under the
65th section. They would, therefore, hum-
bly advise Her Majesty to affirm the decree
appealed from and to dismiss the appeal.

•E Woman and Her Diseases" is the title of
an interesting illustrated treatise(96 pages)
sent, post-paid, for three letter stamps. Add-
ress World's Dispensary Medical Association.

•Buftalo, N. Y.
Mrs. Caroline Mason, the author of Do

they Miss me at Home," still lives at Fitch-
burg, Mass. She wrote that song 40 years
ago.

OFFICEHOLDEint—The office held by the
Kidneys is one of importance. They act as
Nature's sluice-way to carry off the extra
liquids from the system and with them the im-
purities, both those that are taken into the
stomach and those that arc formed in the
blood. Any clogging or inaction of these
organe is therefore important. Kidney-Wort
is Nature's efficient, assistant in keeping the
kidney's in good working order, strengthen-
ing them and inducing healthy action. If
you would get j well and keep well, take Kid-
pey-Wort.
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with the purpose of exciting similar senti-
ments in the minds of the beholders.
Naturally of a profoundly religions nature
hie art was the reflex of his life. Looking
on all that he did as done directly under
divine'guidance, he resolutely refused to alter
or amend his first conception of a subject,and
dreaming ever of purity and of sincerity, it
can be said of him that to no painter has it
been given to express spiritual purity and
tenderness with such sustained elevation.
After touching upon the characteristics of this
artist's work, its merits and its defects, the
lecturer remarked that the value of a work A
art does not depend upon
freedom from errors, but in the pos
session of some ppsitive merit. Th'
may be either the dwelling upon or err'
phasizing some aspect of nature, or it nal,
be the selection of certain facts of appearafi,s,
in nature to express an idea in the mi.;
of the urtist. It is this latter quality whi
renders the works of Augalico value
Whatever faults they may have they
also qualities efficient in conveying the i
he wished to express. But from the techni
shortcomings of Angelico, no arguments
So be drawn in favour of carelessness in t
attempt to gain the utnowt perfection pos
bic in power of artistic illpression. Taki
leave of Angelico, who might be dockete
with the purists' school, the lecturer went o
to speak of

ALESANDRO PLEPEPI,

the son of Mariano Flepepi, called Sandro
Boticelli, sketching his boyish history and
noting his pupilage with Fra Filippo Lippi,
one of the greatest painters then in Florence,
whose influence on his pupil was greatly
marked. The progress of art and the change
in both subject and treatment were noted,
and its effect as represented in the work of
Boticelli pointed out, remarks being made
regarding several of his most important
works, together with an allusion to his de-
voted adherence to Savonarole.

ANDREA DEL SARTO
was the third painter spoken of by the lec-
turer; born in the year 1488, he has been
called the last of the really great Florentine
painters. Certainly, said Mr. Harris,
before he died all the noble and
beautiful ideas which had absorbed the
attention of Tuscan artists had received their
highest expression. He was at first a pupil
of Piero di Cosimo, one of the most eminent
painters in Florence at that time, and who it
will be remembered is introduced in
"Romola." He, too, with others, benefited
by the great works of Leonardo da Vinci ano
Michael Angelo, and felt the influence of
those great artists. Andrea's residence in
Rome and his work there having been briefly
sketched, the events which led to his appear.
mice at the court of King Francis I. of Franco
were dealt with, together with pictures paint-
ed by him whilst in that country. The re-
maining ten years of his life were spent in
Florence, and the number of the pictures that
he produced was very great. Some of these
works were vividly described by the lecturer,
who then proceeded to touch upon his per-
sonal character, remarking that in genius he

RANKED 'WITH THE GREATEST ARTISTS,

the being no doubt, as ease of his con
temporaries declared, that he was one of the
greatest painters who had everlived. And
with him art reached its greatest height in
Florence. In conclusion, Mr. Harris point-
ed out the lessons to be gained from the lives
and works of these artists, and closed by
quoting one of the greatest of all, Michael
Angelo, who spoke the thought of many
when he said : I am convinced, that riches
are nothing, and the favour of princes is
nothing, but to be, to do, something worthy
for a man's self, that sufficeth."

At the conclusion of the lecture, on motion
of the Rev. Canon Norman, a very hearty
vote of thanke was tendered to Mr. Harris
for his valuable and instructive lecture. The
art association has reason to be thankful at
having as the leader of their art classes a gen-
tleman of such ability and culture in art
matters which the lecture delivered very
clearly showed Mr. Harris to be.

The gallery looked remarkably well in its
new dress, this being.the first occasion upon
which it has been lit up since it was re-tinted
and decorated. Two copies of Andrea del
Sarto's works, which form part of the Gibb
collection, were placed on easels at the right
and left of the platform.

A beautiful collection ol
Christmas cards at Dawson
Brothers, No. 233 St. James
street. Many pretty ones at
three and the cents each.

THREE PAINTER8 OF FLORENCE.
—

Lactere by Mr. R. Harris, B.C.A.. in the Art

Gallery last evening.
--

Mr. IL Harris, R.C.A., read an interesting
paper in the gallery of the Art association of
Montreal last evening on " Three Painters of
Florence.'  The chair was occupied by the
President of the association, the Hon. Justice
Mackay, and there was a good attendance of
members and friends of the association.

The first painter to which Mr. Harris re-
terred was

}RA GIOVAYNI ANGELICO,

who was born in 1387 near the Castello de
Vicehio in Tuscany. and whose worldly name
was Guido di Petri. Of his family all we
know is that some of them were in important
ecclesiastical positions. He was instructed
in Art before he was twenty years old. At
that time he entered the Dominican order of
the friars. Speaking of the position of Flor-
entine art at the time, the lecturer said agaves
still almost entirely devoted to religious pur-
poses. The painter still regarded himself as
a man whose business it was, by his pictures
on the church wall or over the altar, to preach
sermons and expound the Gospel. But the
naturalistic and scientific tendencies were
also at work. The influences, however,
which were more instrumental, in the forni&
tion of Angelico's tastes were those more di-
rectly within the church itself. The beauti-
ful scenery surrounding the convent at Fre-
sole, which he had entered were then referred
to and the lecturer proceeded to say that
shortly after he took the vows, he and his
brethren were forced to leave their peaceful
retreat and take refuge at Foligno, in conse-
quence of their having espoused the weaker
side in a contest between three rival popes.
In this latter place

HIS ARTISTIC GIFTS

were at once recognized and appreciated, and
his reputation soon spread over Tuscany and
Italy. In 1436 when he was fifty years old
the Convent of San Marco was built and the
Dominicans having moved from Fresole to
occupy it, the work of its decoration was at
once undertaken by Angelico and to this day
the frescoes remain in wonderful preserva-
tion. A large number of easel pictures,
altar-pieces and so forth from Angelico's hand
also found their way into the various
churches ; in fact, it was the aim of the reli-
gious orders or cities which built these edi-
fices to induce the best masters to adorn
them. Later, in the' life of Angelico, the
reigning Pope, Nicholas T. persuaded him to
go to Rome where amongst other works he
painted au admirable series of frescoes in a
chapel of the Vatican, which may yet be seen
in a very good state. He next described the
old practice of fresco-painting, the history of
which pointed to the importance of sound
drawing as the first essential of art. The
esteem in which Angelico was held by the
Italian rulers of his time, and the exalted
positions which were offered to him both in
his order and in the church, were alluded to.
The great painter died in 1455 while painting
in Rome. The position occupied by him was
a very definite one. For him art was above
till things

A MEANS OF EXPRESSING RELIGIOUS EMOTION
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Will be read In the ART GALLERY, PhIllips
Square, on
TUESDAY Evening, January 19th, 1886,

By Ray. L. C. WARE.
subject-" Raphael and His Times."

Admission - Members by ticket,. Non-
members, 25e.

S. ENGLISH, Secretary.
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Paper Head by mir. )Jand% Before the THREE PAINTERS OF FLORENCE.
, 	Art • s. ,, rwattott. 	I 	-

j 	A paper wag let. iiafore the Art Aso- • Laeture by Mr. R. Harris, R.C.A.. in the Art

n oll 1 , 1 'Alunir, I .it . evening by Mr. R. i Gallery last evening.
I la -a, at c A n ..... .4,i. bi,itt. hem., "Three . 	--

RAPHAEL AND HIS TIKES.

A Paper by the Rev. L. G. Ware, of Burling-
ton, Read Before the Montreal Art Am-

ciation Last Evening.

• The Rev. L. G. Ware, of Burlington, Vt.,
read a paper on " Raphael and his Times"
in the gallery of the Montreal Art association
laat evening. The chair was occupied by the
president, the Hon. Justice Mackay.

Raphael, the lecturer said, was born on the
28th of March, 14533, in Urbino. His father,
Giovanni Swath "vita a painter, and, after his
way, a poet. And in his studio the boy got
his first lessone in the art in which he became
so famous, standing as medel to his father for
hie boy angels, and playing with his penci
and colors. But Giovanni died when his son
was only eleven years old, leaving him to
the care of uncle guardians. These, how-
ever, had no doubts as to what to do with the
youngster. His bent was too marked to
question, and they put him to learn painting
with Timoteo Viti, a Urbinese painter,
scholar of Francis, who, in 1494, had just re-
turned from Bologna to his native town.
Some think they can trace his in-
fluence In later works of Raphael. But it
was not many years before the pupil distanced
his teacher ; and in 1499 he went to Perugia
ta work with Perugino, then one of the fare-
most of Italian painters. It was not long
before he learned of this master, also, all he
had to give. For Raphael's genius was, in
one word, "assimilative," and almost at once
he was able to draw from surrounding in-
fluences and men, and then passed on to
larger style an better works. Like Moliere
lie seen; to say : "I take what is my own,"
"••h.ch u ing be, transformed with the light
and into the surpassing excellence of his own
talent. With Perugino he fell under the dis-
tinctive " Umbrian" influence, an influence
of the utmoet refinement of style and tender-
Less in expression. It was the very quietism
• painting, so placid and serene and
so pious. And this he never wholly lost,
though he added to it knowledge,
superior methods and a mastery in his art
which was all his own. 'In the Sistine
Madonna, painted near the end of his life,
this influence was to be noted, only with a
great deal added, just hs it was notable in a
little picture still shown in Perugia as the
first of his extant. In 1502 he left this city',
and for six years went painting from place
to place, but spending most of his time in
Florence. This was a turning point in his.
career. For he entered here upon his Flor:
eotine period, as the critics call it_aid
important and fruitful time. At this period
he did some of his most precious work, with
the stamp of Umbria upon them, in their
singular devout and quiet charm, but show-
ing a great advance in all that concerns
manner and style and expression. We date
from this period his Madonnas of
the "Grand Duke, " of "Casa
Tempi," of "The Goldfinch, " and of
" The Meadow." In 1506 he was painting
here his great picture of "The Entomb-
ment." The proverb that all roads lead to
Rome was now signally proved by the great
artists of that most artistic age. And to
Rome comes Raphael when he was twenty-
five years old, here to remain from the fall of
1508 to his death in the spring of 1520. And
what amplitude of resource he now shows,
with what scope and fertility of work I Hale
he painted his triumph of the faith, called
" The Dispute of the Sacrament," with its
peers in the Stanze-his "School of Athens,"
the Parnassus," '',Iieliodorus, " and the
rest of his great wall pictures ; and, besides,
his divinely beautiful ceiling panels, the

Poesy," "Philosophy,'' " Theology "
and "Law." Yet these named ate only a
part. At this period, too, be painted
" Madonna of the Chair," the " St. Cecilia,"
the "Foligno Madonna," and "The Transfig-
uration," and also the chiefest of his pictures,
and chief easel picture of the world, the
" Sistine." Thus full of works of success
and of honor, and winning golden opinions
from all by his kindly temper and gracious
courtesy, he filled up the measure of many
life-times in his too short thirty-seven years.
Seized with a suddsn cold and fever, his
fragile body, overtasked with his labors, suc-
cumbed to the attack, and he died, amid the
lamentations of all Rome, on the 6th April,
1 510. On his tombstone in the Pantheon,
one may read : -111e hie est Raphael. Here
lies that Raphael ; as though it said, that one
whom, of all painters, all know and all love.

At the close a hearty vote of thanks was
tendered to the Rev. Mr. Ware for his inter
eating paper.
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WILL BE READ IN THE
Art Gallery, Phillips Square,

TUESDAY EVENING, 16th Doc., 1884.,
AT 8 O'CLOCK.

By Mr. R. HARRIS, R. C. A.
,, eitgeet - " Three Faintcre ut Florenve.“

Members admitted by tirdcet.
Non -Members, 25e.
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	"Sermons 1.2 tin 	By sir. Andrew
L. .1' y2or.

Mr. A. T. "r,sy !or delivered a very inter-

estiog lecture before the Art Assoeiation

last evening, the subject being "Sermons
in Stones." A large attendance was pres-

ent, the president, Mr. Justice Mackay, in

the chair.
The lecturer after certain preliminary

remarks said that to an audience com-

posed largely of members of an art asso-

ciation it was not necessary to attempt to
give a history ot the rise and progress of

the various etyles of architecture, as they

were doubtlees tolerably familiar with
them, and besides the task would be much
too great for one lecture. The intention was

ratherto leave the historical . side of ar-

chitecture and present its practical aspect,
in its relations to our own times.

ARCHITECTURE, LIKE ART, IS ONE

—it is an unity. It has many forms, but
,in all true devolopments there are funda-
mental underlyiug principles to be found,
which sound the same keynote. The pri-.
teary wants of man are the same,—begin-
ning with the elementary idea of shelter,
they go up the scale of privacy, protec-
tion, distinction, comfort, religious expres
sion and ambition, up to the highest notes
of luxury and refinement. The symphony,
of course, is not the same—climatic re-
quirements, geographical limitations, geo-
logical formations and national by m pa -
tines, all combine to give that variety
which the architecture of various coun-
tries,ancient and modern,posseettes. In that
•variety and individuality lie their charm
and value to the kistorian and antiquar-
ian, as well as to the student and art
lover. Architecture fluttered its feeble
pinions on the field of Shinar, essayed
bolder flights on the sands of Egypt, Chal-
dea and Assyria, next shewed itself
in th. rock hewn temples of

II
 Italia and came to perfection in classic

Greece, where yet stand the ruins of the
Parthenon and other glorious temples full
of subtle lines and artistic feeling. The
lecturer then touched on Roman architec-

- Lure, the milder and less refined style of
the *reeks, the Italian, German and early

n English styles, bringing his hearers up to
the time of the Renaissance. This revival
slowly spread from Italy northward to
England, stamping its impress at first in
Elizabethan and 'rudor and afterwards in
purer classification. This was the era of
Inigo Jones and Christopher Wren. After
the latter came Vanbrugh, Gibbs, Chains
bers and others, who slavishly copied
classical antiquities until John Bull grew
restless and a new school arose, whose
backward glances stopped at the medireval
ages. Then came Pugin, Scott and Street,
who threw down the gauntlet to all

t corners. But now the last of these had
t gone and with them the pith and vitality

of the Gothic revival. l'hen came the
Queen Anne rage, already passing into
something better. At present the world
was in the midst of a

I CARNIVAL OF ARCHITECTURE.

All countries had been ransacked and
all styles had bees put under contribution
to minister to the eclectic tastes of the 19th
century. It was no uncommon thing to
see in the streets of modern cities a copy
of a Greek temple in friendly intercourse,
with a building on the lines of the Alham-
bra: or a heavy frowning Norman castel-
lated building getting up a quiet flirtation
witii a pretty picturesque Swiss chalet
across the way. A reproduction of the
Palace of the Doges was considered the
correct thing for an art gallery, while,
hard by, Egypt was brought to our doors,
trimmed down to suit a Mechanics' In-
stitute or a Young Men's Christian Asso-
ciation. No doubt, variety was had,
but if there are any underly-
ing fundamental principles of archi-
tecture, all could not be right, nor
could they nope to make ay substantial
progress in art until some definite prin-
ciples were clearly recognized. Variety
was not to be condemned, but there should
be unity in combination with variety. A
menagerie of alla styles collected in one
street was a vulgar way of obtaiuing it. In
the old tintes, people designed and built in
one style. and

ENDLESS VARIETY WAS OBTAINED -

by the clever disposition of material and
features. The same could be done now.
No doubt, ii would require a little more
thought and study, but that would hurt
neither the public nor architecture.  In
analysing the best ancient styles the fol-
lowing fixed principles are always found
Conformity to the tastes, habits, customs
and religion of the people ; adaptability to
the conditions imposed by the available
budding material ; suitability to the
climatic requirements of the country
loyalty to absolute truthfulness in
construction and adornments ; due expres-
sion of the purpose of the building and its
requirements, and, lastly, taste and Mae-
givation guided by reason und based un
good proportions.

The lecturer then proceeded to treat of
each ot these principles in detail, and then
endeavored to answer the vexed question
as to why a new style was not invented.
In his opinion

STYLES ARE NOT BORN IN A DAY,

but are the result of slow growth and the
outcome of many minds. Be stated, how-
ever, that he believed firmly that if com-
mon sense principles were followed, a sty le
of architecture would ultimately be de-
veloped which should be as distinctively
19th century as that which is called 13th
century. After statiag that the improve-
ment of architecture was a work that
should not be left entirely to architects,
but must be taken up by the public, the

, lecturer went on to give a number of sug-
gestions on the importance of being able to
distinguish between good and bad architec-
ture, the necessity of cultivating a correct
taste and securing good models, and that
the aim of the public should be to make
cities beautiful. He also condemned the
hideous appearance of factories, the
squalid tenements and generally unaisthe-
tic look of modern cities, pointing out
the fact that the older portions of cities to
this day had always a train of pilgrims to
gaze upon their architectural beauties.
Narrow streets were condemned, the DO-
sition of cities and the vandal bill-poster.
The relation of form to color was then
treated, and a verdict given in favor °fool-
oring both the exterior and inter:or of
houses. The union of painting and h r-
chitecture was then dilated upon, and
sculpture declared to be a necessary hand-
maid to architecture.

In concluMon the lecturer said, that as
there was always an application to a ser-
mon, be might be allowed the privilege of
his title and crave for his beloved branch
of art a more intelligent study and a more
sympathetic interest than ever, assuring
his hearers tbat it \you'd minister to their
increase of pleasure and illuminate, per-
haps, many a shaded hour, and at the
same time, it would be their privilege to
hasten the march of progress and bring
nearer the Golden Age.
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ART ASSOCIATION LECTURE.
Rev. Dr. Stevenson on Art in Relation

to Morals.
The Rev. Dr. Stevenson delivered a lee-

ture on Art as relative to Morals and Re-
ligion in the:Art Gallery last evening, His
Honor Judge McKay presiding.

After a few playful prefatory re-
marks, the reverend gentleman proceeded
to speak of the spirit which impelled the
true artist to devote his life to art to the
exclusion of everything else. He described
it as an impulse which he could neither
analyze nor resist. It was born in him,
it ennobled him and by it he expressed his
deepest thoughts and his moatdelicate
feelings. The love of truth, of goodness
and of beauty is distinctive of man. Each
has a language of its own. Truth finds
expres-ion in science ; goodness in re-
ligion, and beauty in purity, sculpture,
architecture. Art is the especial language
of beauty. These, though distinct, are not
separate. Truth and goodness may be
distinguished from beauty, but they are
not divided from it. He then went on to
speak of the relation of religion to art. He
held that the dignity of language of any
kind is more in the ideas that are express-
ed than in the language by which those
ideas are conveyed. To show how this
applied to painting, he compared pictures
by Landseer, "The Chief Mourner, which
suggested beautiful and noble thoughts,
and a sporting scene by the same painter
which, although beautifully executed,
expressed nothing that is worth express-
ing. The thought of one picture was pure
and lofty, the thought of the other more
cruel and narrow. This was the
distinction which he drew between
high art and low art. The
art of the ancient Aryan nations was, he
said, in a sense religious. In it was united
beauty with truth;and goodness. Christ-
ianity had called in art to its aid,and all its
works, from the rude figures scratched on
Le walls of the catacombs to the master-
pieces of the great Christian artists, had
been elevated and purified by it. The in
fluence of non-religious art might be amus-
ing, but was not, the lecturer contended,
elevating, as in them goodness and truth
were divorced from beauty. A peculiarity
of Christian art is, that in it is seen the
principle of aspiration which is the prin-
ciple of all progress. The divine discon-
tent which impels men to strive for better
things distinguished religious art from non-
religious art. He contrasted this art of as-
piration with the ancient art, which he
characterized as the art of contentment,
pointing out how the superiority of the for-
mer appeareu in architecture as well as in
painting and sculpture. In this connection,
he spoke of Mr. Holman Hunt's picture of
the Light of the World in terms of high
praise. He went on to show how the
union of beauty with goodness and truth
made art more comprehensive, and gave a
beauty and a grace and a new significance
to common things. The general conclusion
to which he led his hearers was that truth,
beauty and goodness are not three, but
one, and that neither can be with safety
separated from the others. In his conclud-
ing remarks, he spoke in terms of severe
reprobation of a writer who maintained
that art has no moral aims and no moral
responaibility. The lecture contained
many eloquent passages, and was listened
to with earnest attention. A vote of
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"Sermons o Storm, " By Nr. Andrew
J. 	ylor.

Mr. A. T. i ! delivered a very inter-
eating lecture before the Art Association
last evening, the subject being "Sermons
in Stones." A :arge attendance was pres-
ent, the president, Mr. Justice Mackay, in
the chair.

The lecturer after certain preliminary
remarks said that to an audience com-
posed largely of members of an art asso-
ciation it was not necessary to attempt to
give a history ot the rice and progress of
the various styles of architecture, as they
were doubtless tolerably familiar with
them, and besides the task would be much
too great for one lecture. The intention was
ratherto leave the historical • side of ar-
chitecture and present its practical aspect,
in its relations to our own times.

ARCIIITEOTURE, LIKE ART, IS ONE

—it is an unity. It has many forms, but
in all true devolopments there are funda-
mental underlying principles to be found,
which sound the seine keynote. The pri-
mary wants of man are the same,—begin-
Ding with the elementary idea of shelter,
they go up the scale of privacy, protec-
tion, distinction, comfort, religious expree
sion and ambition, up to the highest notes
of luxury and refinement. The symphony,
of course, is not the same—climatic re-

rn i ors. 'Be stated, how-
ever, that he believed firmly that if com-
mon sense principles were followed, a style
of architecture would ultimately be de-
veloped which should be as dietinctively
19th century as that which is called 13th
century. After stating that the improve-
ment of architecture was a work that
should not be left entirely to architects,
but must be taken up by the public, the
lecturer went on to give a number of sug-
gestions on the importance of being able to
distinguish between good and bad architec-
ture, the necessity of cultivating a correct
taste and securing good models, and that
the aim of the public should be to make
cities beautiful. He also condemned the
hideous appearance of factories, the
squalid tenements and generally unoesthe- 5
tic look of modern cities, pointing out
the fact that the older portions of cities to
this day had always a train of pilgrims to
gaze upon their architectural. beauties.
Narrow streets were condemned, the po-
sition of cities and the vandal bill-poster.
The relation of form to color was then
treated, and a verdict given in favor of- col-
oring both the exterior and inter:or of
houses. The union of painting and to.-
chitecture was then dilated upon

'
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sculpture declared to be a necessary hand-
maid to architecture.

In concluWou the lecturer said, that as
there was always an application to a ser-
mon, hie might be allowed the privilege of
his title and crave for his beloved branch
of art a more intelligent study and a more
sympathetic interest than ever, assuring
his hearers that it would minister to their
increase of pleasure and illuminate, per-
haps, many a shaded hour, and at the
same time, it would be their privilege to
hasten the march of progress and bring
nearer the Golden Age.
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\VIti be read In the Art Gallery, Ph ill ip
Square, on

TUESDAY evening, 10 11 Feb., at 	 o'clock,
By Mr. ANDREW T. TAYLOR.

feuhloct—"Sermomi litlitone , . -

Mi-mbers admItted by ticket.
/sou-members, 95 es,

P. ENGLI‘qr,
8th February.

r littler 1JellIt —

POSTPONED—Owing to the storm Mr.
Andrew T. Taylor did not deliver his lec-
ture " Serinons in Stones" before the Art
Association last night. The lecture is said
to be au excellent one, carefully prepared

and profusely illustrated. The lecturer
does not confine himself to dry details,
but be has taken pains to make his paper
bteresting to others besides specialists.
The lovers of art have not lost this lecture.
Its delivery is rtirely postponed.

'/�/d.

Art Association of Montag
By Mr. ANDREW T. TAILOR,

THE POSTPONED LECTURE

Subject—" Sermons in Stones,"
Will be delivered in the Art Gallery, Philips

Square, on

TUESDAY Evening, 10th March, 1885.
AT 8 O'CLOCK.

Admission—Members by their Course ticket.
Non-member., 26 CIS.	 56

ES !

The Art Association of Montreal
Announce the opening of the Second Term
of their Art Classes on the 9th JANUARY,
1885, under the direction of

MR. ROBERT HARRIS, R.C.A.
Term :—Four menthe, closing 30th

April. As a limited number can only be
accommodated, intending pupils should
, end in their names early.

For further information apply to
S. ENGLISH,

Secretary.
, Montreal, Dec. 26th, 1884.	 310

mmonimpr-
•	 ,

ART CLASSE
SesNion. 110005.-So.

Tii 1T USOCIFTION OFAilffliEAL
A L noun cc the opening of the Art Clesses on

the 2nd October next, under the direction of

Mr. R. HARRIS, R.C.A.
Terni, seven months in two sessions.

For terms and further information, apply to
S. ENGLISH,

Secretary.
Montreal, 14th September, 1 885.

Art Class Exhibition,
Tho work of the Pupils of the Art Associa,

tion's Classes for 1884-5 will be rue
/OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

from the

16th to the 23rd of May, Inclusive,
In the ART GALLERY BUILDING.

Itours from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

ADMISSION:

Non-members, 25 Cents. Members Free.
S. ENGLISH,

Secretary.
116.

THE GAZETTE
uslassrams.

ART OLASS EXHIBITION,

The Work of the Pupils for the Last Term,

To-day, in the Art Gallery building, Phil-
lips square, will open the annual exhibitioe
of the works of the pupils of the Art associa-
tion classes for the term '84 - 85, which end-
ed on the 30th of April. Yesterday a GAze-ri

representative, with Mr. S. English, the sccrc-

tary, as guide, visited the Art Gallery, and
had the pleasure of having a preliminary vit.w

of the works of art from the hands of the
pupils. There are in all three hundred pieces,
about forty of which are studies in oil and the
remainder are chalk and crayon drawings.
The exhibition is an interesting one, and the
drawings are evidences of talent and ability
on the part of the pupils. The works are shown
without any attempt at glossing over the exhi-
bition, and they appear just as they came
from the hands of the pupils. Some
of the crayon drawings are in
toc higheit degi .ce creditable, and
some are not 80 tar advanced towards per-
fection, but it may safely be supposed that
all are excellent for the time the pupil has
devoted to the pursuit of the fine arts. Per-
la; s the best compliment that an be paid
to the teacher of the class, Mr. Harris,
11.C.A., is that year after year the exhibition
is becoming more attractive, and the pupils
anpear to be making rapid progress towards
the goal of being prominent artists which
Mr. Harris has himself reached, and
adorns so well. The oil paintings hang-
ing on the walls are all studies taken front
life, and although the coloring would at once
betray that they were the work of
pupils, yet the features are brought out with
a distinctness which is such a high recom-
mendation of portrait painting. Most of
the crayon drawings are taken from
models, of which there are some splendid tala.101
rare specimens in the studio. Two of the Ic
large models are fac-sirniles in plaster of the
world-renowned wotks of soil ptui e—the
Lsocoon and the Venus of lilo—which were
presented to the M.ntreat Art association by
Prince Napoleon (Hon-Plow. The art class
room has been enlarged thrice

last year, and has been newly painted.
The exhibition will remain op,
2.Trd inst., and in the interval

more than ord

Montreal, 15th May, 1885.
-	 —

ark
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The Fourtla Lecture of the 'Winter Course
will be delivered lu the Art Gallery, Pnillips'
Sous re, on

MONDAY Evening, 30th March, 1885,
At 8 o'clock, by

Rev. J. F. STEVENSON,D.D.
Subject—'  Art as Related to Morals and Re-

ligion."
Admission—Members by their Course Ticket,

Non-members, 23 cents.
S. ENGLISH.

March 26th, 1885.	 Secretary.

a brutal nature significant to mankind. In
the works of Perugino, who did not believe
in the immortality of the soul, people saw a
glow of religious enthusiasm. To & sert that
the exhibition of religious feeling in this art
comes from conscious counterfeiting af the
ensotion would not do, for it supposed
a vice in the mind of the artist as
the basis of merit, in his work, an
argument at least impassible to those who
wished to prove that the merit of the work
must have come from virtue. The simple ex-
planation of this was that the tendeecy to re-
ceive emotions direct from the natural beauty
about him, which his works exhibit, and the
longing to transmit those emotions through
forms of artistic expression, lie at the founda-
tion of merit in his works. Though the
earlier artist plainly showed himself in his
work igaorant of much known to the later,
if his pictule had been produced under that
strong impulse towards nature on whica so
much stress has been laid, it would un-
doubtedly be the better work of art The
value of a work of art is decided by the pos-
session of some positive merit, and not by
the mere freedom from faults, and the
understanding of the relation of the artist to
the work is of the very first importance in
estimating its value. rho lines of Robert
Browning convey an important truth
" For don't sou mark we're made so th , t we

love,
First when we see them painted, things

have passed
Perhaps an hundred times, nor cared to see,"

How common toe expression is,	 I never
thought it would have looked so well."
This pointed tu the difficulty of keeping the
sight in advance of knowledge. In select-
lug from nature the man who was most
broadly human in his sympathies would, in
his artistic expression, add that increased
element of intelligibility in the greatest de-
gree. This interpretative power was of real
value to mankind. Few persons could be
found so stupid as to be able to copy a
work of art by another, while at the same
time they may be quite unable to review and
to express any real impression from nature.
In a more extended sense the saine was

equally true of work inspired by nature and
that inspired by other art. In the one case the
mind must learn to generalize, and deal with
a voit amount of material, so varied as to ren-
der its treatment only possible when regarded
with understanding and comprehension.
In the other the experience and insight of an-
other mind are borrowed or accepted and some
now arrangement of truths before selected from
the wide and inexhaustible domain of nature,
energy, self-reliance and force were required for
originality in art. Whether in the future, when
the artistic experiences of men have become
more varied and the records of them in works
of art have increased, whether then it way be
possible for au eclectic art. formed entirely on
works of art, to arise and be pronounced vital
by mankind, none could tell. But there
is no indication so far that attempts
in this direction have been attained by other
than bad results. It did seem that however
extended the domain of art might become
it roust still remain far behind the in-
finite variety of nature, for greater powers of
comprehension will be required to deal with
the latter. The aim of the paper had been to
point out that there is a reasonable ground of
judgment as to what is healthy in art and to
suggest that the first duty of those who wish
to regard any work of art intelligently is to
see that it is good after its own kind. The
sea ot art is wide, and on it the skiff, as well
EA the stately barque may go ; hut
it is the helm Which keeps all
craft alike pointed for the haven.

The lecturer was frequently applauded.
A cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Harris

terminated the proceedings.

JUDGMENT IN ART.
-0+0.

Lecture by Mr. R. Harris, R.C.A.,
Last Evening.

.	 •
Ilianguration of the Winter Course under tire

Asspiees of the Montreal Art Assseiation.

Atilt of the winter course of lectures
under the auspices of the Art aasociation of
Mootreal was held in the gallery of the atift0-

dation last evening. The president, Hon.
Jtistice kackay, occupied the chair, and there
was p large attendance of the mexubers of the
assoffiatIon and their friends.

Mr. Hams began by referring to the fact
that writers with often a slight knowledge,
sometimes with almost no real love or prac-
tical knowledge of the subject, have erected
great theories, professing to explain all mani-
featations of artistic ex preesion, which
have been or which may be, have evolved a
kind of dogmatic theology of art (if such a
term may be iteed). and have then proceeded
to make what facts they encountered
square with their theory, but theories of thia
nature tend only to mystification, and throw
no practical light on the question. The judg
ment of an age on its own art has sometime
been reveised by subsequent ages
Take the art of any period and follow th
course in public estimation which it ha
taken, and it will be found that, after a short
time, when those directly concerned halm dis-
appeared and the mental atmosphere changed
that then by degrees a judgment is formed
which has practically remained unaltered,
since opinion first fluctuates and then gra-
dually settles down into conviction. The
judgment of after ages,he coutinued, is wiser,
because in the main it is given by those
specially qualified to pronounce an opinion.
Probably In any age if the opinion of those
really qualified to judge were given, this opin-
ion would be endorsed by posterity. But
prejudice, or personal feeling, very often
overruled judgment. One of the first coud -
tiens of art was that it should be accepted by
those to whom it is addressed as something
intelligible and which concerns them,
and their cool and deliberate opinion
as to its being so or not is what we should de-
sire  to know. With a poem or a picture ex-
pressed in a language, or a form, compre-
hensible only to the man who composed it
the

WORLD CAN RAVE NO CONCERN.

It was not a question as to whether the spirit
of the producer has been moved, but whether
the result of his labor has moved others.
Hence we must turn to that great audience of
men in successive generations and enquire
how has this and that art been received by
them. If any one man tried to overrule this
opinion by his own judgment, that man's
mind must be charged with a heavy load of
presumption. Nothing was more apparent to
the art student than how broadly just the
educated traditional opinions about the worli s
oi the great masters have been. The tendency
of artistic culture was to put the mind of the
atudent more and more in accord with
the slowly formed judgment of generations.
It might be said that the conditions 01 men
changed, but the change in the emotions and
faculties tu which art addressed itself was so
slow that it might be said before an appreci-
able change took place the works of art af-
fected must have perished. Practically
there was no other course than either to wan-
der tinto a chaos of unmeaning terms and
vague generalities, or to accept the delicate
judgment of the great tribunal of the collect-
ive opinion of generations. It, therefore,
seemed reasonable that any criticism which
was to be of utility to art) instead of attempt-
ing to impugn the judgment of agss 1 should
rather seek to know why it had been
formed, enquiring also whether there have
been any tendencies which have uniforruly
been accompanied with bad results, and, by
indicating the dangers, aseiet in avoiding
them for the future. In all great periods
could be traced the influence of nature on the
artist as dietinguished from that of art. In
the school of paintings in Northern Italy',
Giotto, solely by the observance of nature,
WES able to substitute a natural toue
wed action for the stiff pattern, like
forms of his predecessors. Paolo licelli, by
unwearied attention to the direction of
straight lines, succeeded in giving truths in
perspective, and then formulated its laws.
Leonardo ch. Vinci penetrated much deeper
than those before him into the my•teries
light and shade. Thereavas at this period
the ever present sense of new possesition and
neer discovery, an added significance in the
things about. The tendency WaS towards
nature, and not towards leaning on the works
of others. This did not mean that in great
periods there had not been profound admira-
tion or even adoption of the manner of others,
but in those cases it had co-existed with the
profound study of nature. There is evidence
to show that a man may not have gone fur-
ther than his predecessors in any one point
and yet have gone through all their experi-
ences of perception for himself intensely For
the artist passively to accept the dictum
of others was to swathe himself in grave
clothes and to leave the healthy light of day
and voluntarily lie down in the darkness of a
sepulchre. A school had grown up in which
men repeated the beauties of art in the same
way. This imitation was understood in the
days of the great Italian masteas, and
Leonardo Da Vinci declared that the painter
who imitated another, however great, was the
grandchild and

NOT THE CHILD or NATURE.
When Reynolds visited Boucher in France he
Was told by him that he only used models in
his pictures when he was a very young man.
Imagination was rather the quick sympathy
which penetrated to the essential character of
things and which was able to intensify an I
exalt them, which discovers their real liar-
monies and subtle influences on each other
and makes nature more easily understood. A
man might associate ideas with forms never
seen before and which could be traced to no
source in nature. Fuseli said : " D--n
nature, she puts me out," and this was be-
cause he was not humble or wise enough
to follow her closely. It was not asserted
that al t so formed might not seduce and ap-
pear brilliant and imposing, but because
many people were deceived by paste imita-
tions of diamonds, it did not follow that there
was no difference between them and the
reality. Those unacquainted with the actual
work of making pictures would be surprised
how much of direct reference to nature was
entailed by any effort which aims at complete-
ness, or even the most general approacn to
truth. There was a constant bias toward
repetition of forms, colors, movements, type
and charactels which quickly degenerated
into insipidity, if nature is not perpetually
censulted. Works of art, in which nature
had no hand directly, were in fact merely
plagiariems, reminiscences, or at best aem
pilations from the works of real observers
Amongst the difficulties in art were to see a
&nightly, and to have faith in ones own
view and put it down faithfully and canfi-
dently. To put aside as fir us possible all pre-
judice and predilection, and follow the beckon-
ing- and euggeeting of nature is the difficult
task of which real suceess demands the per-
formtnce. Acres of unregarded canvass
retinae now only to testify to the mistakes
aud the darkeued ages of those artists whose
umaitious works could be adequately con-
densed into a few pages of legible prose,
While of the real significance of art they had
no knowledge. It could be clearly pointed
out that unbelievers in religion had by their
pictures moved religious emotions and that a
man whose

HEART WAS IN MANY WAYS emitter
has been endowed with such force of artistic
expression as to render even the exhibition of

THE QUEEN'S JUBILEE

Not to be Celebrated Until Jane, 1887.
—

It is understood to be the Queen's pleasure
that the jubilee of her reign should not be
celebrated until the completion of fifty years
from her accession.  That period will be
accomplished on Jane 20, 1887. Her Ma.
jesty's will is law in this as in more important
matters; and her subjects ought to be grate-
ful to her for relieving them from some per-
plexity. In the land of Israel, accordina to
the Book of Leviticus, the whole fiftieth year
was to be hallowed, and was proclaimed " a
jubilee." If Her Majesty's jubilee, like a
Hebrew jubilee, were to occupy an entire
twelvemonth, the jubilee of the reign would
begin in June, 1886, and conclude in June,
1887. As the rejoicings have to be concen-
trated, the mot punctilious advocates of
strict submission to the despotism of
phrases must concede that the close of
the fiftieth year has as much right to
be chosen as any other portion. Praaically
Her Majssly's faithful subjects are not dis-
posed to be tyrannized over by the accident
of the use of a foreign term. A reign, in
which they glory, of half a century is that
which they desire to dwell upon and em-
phasize. The half century will not be fin-
ished before June, 1887 ; and they will cordi-
ally concur in the Queen's unwillingness to
precipitate the actual festivities. To insure
that these shall be worthy of the occasion,
the preparations will have to commence long
before. Any sticklers f a the precise Mosaic
expansion of jubilee excitement over a whole
year are sure to be afforded ample cause for
contentment. The 20th of June, 1887, may
be the anniversary to be honored ; it will
shed long rays behind and in front. Re-
hearsals for a grand pageant have to be on a
scale commensurate with itself.—Londan
riMe8-

MILITIA ORDERS.
—

The Canada Gazelle contains the follow-
ing :—

The following graduates have accepted
commissions in the Royal Engineers of Her
Majesty's regular army, viz. : Lieut. Wit-
lutin John McElhinnev, Lieut. George Mowat
Duff, Lieut. Philip Geoffrey Twyning, Lieut.
Main Chartiere de Lotbiniere Joly.

First Battalion, Prince of Wales Regiment
—Capt. Damase Sincennes is hereby per-
mitted to retire, retaining rank. The rosie-
nation of Lient. James M. Paul is hereby ac-
cepted.

Fifty-second a Brome " Battalion of Light
Infantry, No 1 Company, Abercoru—To be
captain, Lieut Mark Lindsay Shepard, V.B.,
vice John Allen, who is hereby permitted to
retire, retaining his rank ; to he lieutenant,
Second Lieut. George Lewis Sweet, VB.,
vice Shepard, promoted ; to be second lieu-
tenant, provisionally, Sergeant Byron M.
Shepard, vice Sweet. promoted.

Fifty-eighth " Compton" Battalion of
Infantry, No. 8 Company—The headquar-
aers of this company are changed from Beebe
Plain to Apple Grove.

THE LATE FATHEtt L6iTERGAN.
At the last meeting of the St. Ann's Ca-

tholic Young Men's society, the following
resolutions of condolence were uuanimously
adopted :—

Whereas the members of St. Ann's C.Y.M.S.
have learned with sincere regret of the death
of Rev. Father sImon P. Lunergan, pastor of
Mt. Mary's, and, whereas, in his death the
Catholics of Montreal have lost a brilliant ex-
ponent of religion and literature, the Irish
nation a valiant champion far their sacred
rights, and the young men their best Who.,

He it resolved—That, while we bow with
humble subinissiou to the will of the
Alinivhty, who dees all things for the best, we
offer up the next general conamUniou of Lite
society for the repose ,,f nia soul.

Be it further resolved—That this society
record our sympathies with his relatives and
the people of st. Mary's parish in the great
loss toes have sustained, and that these reso-
lutions be published in tne Evening Post and
the Catholic Record, and that copies be for-
warded to the relatives of the late reverend
gentleman.

Signed on behalf of tho committee.
REV. FATTIER STRIIDDE,

Director.
Jon Coffey, J. F. Isosbre, M. Shea, commit-

tee.

Will be Delivered in the
LI= rnr

— ON —
Tuesday Evq1ing, 1st Deeembn., 1885,

At EIGHT o'clock,
— BY —

MR. ROBERT HARRIS, R.C.A.
Subject :—" The Foundation ofJudgment in

Art."
Members' aimission by Ticket ; Non-mem-

bers, 23 cents.
S. ENGLISH,

Secretary
Montreal, 26th November, 1885.

At tir";e1".	 Montreal,

Whiter Course of Lectures
THE FIRST OF THE

ART ASSOCIATION

The Annual Exhibition of Paintings by
Canadian Artists is now open at the

From 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
ADMISSION :

Non-members. 25 Cents.:
Members and their Families Free.	 88_

— -

ART CALLERY,
PHILLIPS SQUARE.

OF MONTREAL.
	 /8IrS-
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worthy of credence where as a m
fact they were a mocking at moral
religion. The idea of exceptional
tion to women and children was
vicious one. The law provided
protection for all classes, but ita create a special class ; it did not
age more than youth or youth more than
age. The prisoner was entitled to all the
protection the law gave her, and no
more."

It would appear that the parti
are " dangerous to the public we
not the scoundrels whose acts, co

ie with the law's delays and injustic
der societies for the protection of
and children necessary, but the s
themselves ! Such societies are

ag nized in Britain, in the United Sta
Canada, as aide to justice and hel
the ignorant, the unsophisticated a

Fg fenceless, but eminent judicial au
now declares, in the year 1886, that they
are " most dangerous to the public weal."

in- Fortunately this is only Judge Ramsay's
e. opinion, and the Judge is nothing if not
al sensational. It does not follow that the
le societies are at all dangerous, and any-
he thing His Honor has said need not affect
n in the least the moral or material
in support extended to such a society
ia, in Montreal. We dare say the So-
Ve ciety's agents may blunder ; they
il- would not be human if they didn't.
a. There are but two infallible people on
Eld this earth. One is in Rome—the other
Ieh here in Montreal, if the friends of the
ac- Pontiff will excuse the connection. But
of even this fact need not deter large heart-

ad, pure minded women and men of our
city from doing the best according to
their lights to aid, in ever so small a
measure, in helping those who cannot
help themselves. It is only neccessary to
watch what goes on in our courts of law
to be assured of the fact that the law in
many cases has not the wisest interpreters
or the most elevated expounders.

THE ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL.

he	 The Report of the Council of the Art
ito Association of Montreal is an interesting
fur pamphlet. It shows that the whole of the

energies of the citizens of the commercial
metropolis of the Dominion are not de-
voted to more money-making. It can be

t. seen from it that there are gentlemen in
this city of all the professions, and in almost
every walk of life, who arc pleased to de-
vote some of their means and part of
their time to the gratification of the

tin more refined and elevating tastes of them-
elves and their fellow-citizens, and to the
encouragement of native art. It shows,
too, that t heir efforts are by

:II no	 means in vain ; that,, under
" their fostering care, Canadian art

Is growing rapidly and vigorously and
- that the number of those who appreciate10

the works of the best artists is steadily
increasing.

As was to be expected, tLe commercial
depression which has unhappily existed
so long and lies been felt so severely in
this city, has to some extent injuriously
affected the funds of the Association, but
the falling off is after all inconsiderable,
and even a short period of prosperity
would, we are quite convinced, place the
Association in a better position finan-
cially than it ever before occupied. The
ground for this belief is to be found in
the report itself. It shows that in this
period of commercial stagnation there has
not only been no decadence but a very con-
siderable improvement in the working

I. of the Association. Its exhibitions, both
as regards the number and the quality of
the works shown, have been in advance of
those of former years. There has been an
increase in the number of students at-
tending the art classes and there is a very
decided improvement in the work dune.
The number of visitors to the gallery has
been larger than heretofore, and the
lectures, to use the very modest
language of the report, "wore not inferior
" to those delivered before the Associa-
" tion in former seasons." All those are
grounds of encouragement and warrant
the belief that when Canada is again
favored with a gleam of prosperity, a little
of its brightness at least will be reflected
from the Art Association of Montreal.

In order to place the Association above
the vicissitudes of commerce, the Council
recommend the formation of an adequate
sustentation fund. The advantages of
having .a fixed and certain revenue for the
support of the institution are manifest.
" If a sufficient sum were raised," the
Ceuncil say, " the voluntary contribu-
" tion3 which are now imperatively ne-
" cessary to sustain the Association, might
" be employed in the acquisition of addi-
" tions to the art collection or expended
" in other ways for the furtherance of art
" culture which the progress of the time
" requires. It is in the opinion of the
'C Council, their bounden duty to be con-
" stantly adding to the works of art in
" their custody, in order that the Gallery
" may keep pace with the knowledge of
" the day, that it may be more worthy of
" Montreal and may furnish necessary and
" interesting material for the student and
" lover of art."

A minute's thought will show that the
suggestion of the Council is a proper one,
and that much more is required properly
to keep up such an institution as the Art
Association than the sum needed for its
bare support. The acquisition of new
works by the best artists is a necessity,
and how much is required to purchase
such works may be seen from the accounts
of the great art sale which has just closed
in New York.

It may not be out of place to say here
that art in Canada is under a
deep debt of obligation to the
Hon. Donald A. Smith, for bringing
tothis country the best work of one of the
best collections of pictures in America.
Although this picture and others which
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nd de- , the gallery, of works of high merit by the
thority best artists native and foreign, but this

cannot be done without much more
money than is now at the Council's
command,

The collection at the Spring Exhibition
of last year complised 151 works in all
Of these, 95 were oil paintings, and 34
were water colors, the remainder consist-
ing of architectural drawings, etchings
and examples of stained glass. The
report says that the prominent feature in
this year's exhibition as well as in that of
last year, was the increased number of
figure subjects and portraits. These indi-
cated a steady advance on the part of
Canadian artists. That much of the
advance is due to the encouragement
given to art by the Association,
cannot be denied. The second of the As-
sociation's exhibitions for last year was a
most interesting one. It consisted of
specimens of the work done by students
of the art classes. There were three hun-
dred of them—crayon and charcoal draw-
ings and studies in oil. " The work ex-
hibited," the report says, " reflected great
" credit upon both teacher and pupils."
Tho number of visits to the gallery
during the year was 18,519, being nearly
two thousand more than in 1884 and
three thousand more than in 1883. In
order to encourage the public to take
advantage of the means of culture and
enjoyment which frequent visits to the
gallery afford, the Council have reduced
the admission fee from twenty-five to
ten cents.

atter of we understand Mr. Smith has purchased / al
itV and at the same sale are private property, he an
a most
protec- I is not the man to deny artists and the co
ample love's of art the advantage and the pleas-1 "

did not I ure to be derived from a reasonably fre- " t
kn

protect quant study of his paintings. He will
no doubt, share the privileges of possession co:
with his fellow citizens. Such works of bu
art are great public educators, and those th(
who purchase them even for their awn St:
enjoyment cannot help becoming public ces
benefactors. Although the Art Associa- nui
tion of Montreal cannot, for a long time fisl
at any rate, hope to become rich enough re:
to purchase gems of art like that of w(
"The Communicants" by a master like
Jules Breton, yet its Council ought to be
in a position to make annual additions to

The Council had in view a most in-
teresting autumn exhibition of " the pur-
" traits of persons prominent in the his-
" tory of Canada from its early infancy
" to the year 1840. Portraits of repre-
" sentatives from the French United Em-
" pire Loyalist and British families either
" original oil paintings, miniatures, or
" authentic copies have in the first in-
" stance been sought for." This would
make a pictorial history of Canada and it
is to be regretted that the Council have
found it impossible to accomplish the
project in the time originally con-
templated. It is to be hoped
that they will not allow the
difficulties that stand in the way al
their making what they consider a goo
collection prevent their bringing it at no
distant day to a successful issue.

In the reading room of the Association
are to be found the best art periodicals of
Great Britain, the Continent, and the Uni-
ted States, and it affords great facilities
to students of art and practical designers.
There is a library, too, connected with the
Association, which contains many very
valuable works. These are all under the
care of the very intelligent and obliging
secretary, Mr. English, who does all that
lies in his power to carry out the object s
of the Association.

The Council strongly recommend more
frequent exhibitions, in which the works
of foreign as well as native artists should
be included. What they say on this head
is well worthy the attention of all who
take an interest in the progress of art in
Canada.

" In the initiation of frequent exhibi-
" tions of combined foreign and native t
" talent Montreal would only be follow- I
" ing the example of neighboring cities
" of more recent origin and possessed of
" a more liberal production of works of
" art."

The advantages of such exhibitions are
set forth in the report, and it is our sin
cere hope that the Council of the Associa
tion may soon be placed in a position to
carry out in practice their excellent ideas
for the advancement of art in Montreal.

THE GLOUCESTER, MASS., OWNERS Of
fishing vessels, when urging the people of
the United States to shut out Canadian
fish from the U.S. markets, have been
accustomed to lay stress upon the neces-
sity of this step as a measure for building
up a race of seamen to man the U.S.
merchant shipping and the navy of the
future. THE HERALD has frequently
called attention to the fact that the U.S.
fishing vessels are manned principally by
Canadians. Now we notice that a Glou-
cester fishing schooner, the Virginia Dare,
on a trip to the Grand Banks for halibut,
has been lost with all her crew. The
Gloucester Advertiser, referring to the
crew, describes them as follows :—

" Fabian Nolan, master, leaves a widow
and three children; Elijah Nolan, brother
of master, native of Chepstow, P.E.I. ;
Daniel McDonald, Daniel McKinnon,
both Prince Edward Island ; Angus Mc-
Kinnon, Daniel McMaster, Queensfield,
C.B.; Leverett Tinker, Campobello
Michael McLean, P.E.I.; Wm. Roper,
Sydney ; Stephen Stewart, Lunenburg
Joseph McDonald, Chepstow, P.E.I.;
Frederick O. Spinney, cook, Argyle,
all single ; James Murphy, Guys-,
borough, leaves a widow and one child
James Murphy leaves a widow, native of
Straits of Canso. Her crew was one of the
best that ever went on board a fishing
schooner." The men, it will be seen, were



" SERMONS IN STONED."
Third of tke#eries of the	 Assoc ti n

Lectures. d
Th above is the title of a very int sting

and instructive lecture. which WAS delivered
by Mr. Andrew T. Taylor, in the Art Atom-
elation rooms, under . the auspices of that so-
ciety, last evening. The president, Judge
Mackay, in a brief speech, introduced the
lecturer, who prefaced his discourse by some
happy remarks concerning the title chosen
for his paper, and said that he would refer
particulerly to the architectural side of art-
s side which was not suffieiently appreciated
by even the artistic t‘ upper ten." The lec-
turer said it was no new idea to trace the in-
timate relation of all the fine arts, and yet he
might be pardoned for referring to it—music,
painting, poetry, architecture and sculp-
ture were lovingly intertwined, and
celestial music might vibrate through
them all to :awake human chords with a
master touch. Theie was hardly an emotion
in the whole gamut of human experience that
bad not found a habitation in some form or
other of architecture. Mr. Taylor said that it
was not his intention to present the historical
side of his subject, but rather to refer to its
practical aspect in its relation to our own
times. He brought his audience back in
spirit to the cradle of architecture—the leafy
bowers of our first parents—mad traced the de-
velopment of the art as she fluttered feeble
pinions over 'the plains of Shiner, and the
bolder flights essayed on the sandy plains of
Egypt, where the pyramids and thepphinx
still arouse the wonderment ot men. The
lecturer dwelt briefly OIL the history of
Grecian, Indian and Roman architecture, and
said that architecture, like the arch, was
never at rest, but was being continually modi-
fied, not without loss to its vitality and power.
He then paid a glowing tribute to Sir Christo-
pher Wren, who so advantageously seized the
opportunities created by the great fire of
London. At present we were in the midst
of a carnival of architecture, and motley's
the only wear." It was a common thing in
modern cities to see a copy of a Greek temple
in friendly intercourse with a building on the
lihes of the Alhambra, or a heavy, frowning
castellated building getting up a flirtation
with a pretty Swiss chalet across the way.
A reproduction of the palace of the Doges is
considered the correct thing for an art gal-
lery, and Egypt hi brought to our doors,
trimmed down to suit a Mechanics' insti-
tute or a Young Men's Christian association.
He did not condemn variety, but it should
be a variety guided by reason and common
sense. In analyzing the best ancient styles,
the lecturer said that certaia fixed principles
were always found, among which were:—l.
Suitability to the climatic requirements of
the country ; 2, Conformity to the tastes,
habits, customs, and religions of the people ;
3, Adaptability to the conditions imposed
by the available building materials;
4, Loyalty to absolute truthfulness in
construction and adornment ; 5, Due expos-
sion of the purpose of the building and its re-
quirements ; and 6. Evidence of taste and
imagination, guided by reason and based on
good proportions. These points ware all
dwelt on at some length, and the lecturer
thou passed to the consideration of the archi-
tecture of to-day, which he treated succinctly
and ably. In this portion of his monograph
he made some particularly happy remarks
about the development of a correct taste in
art, and pointed out the necessity of patient
study to make one familiar with the best pro-
ductions in architecture, painting and sculp-
ture. Speaking of the architecture of modern
cities, Mr. Taylor hoped that in this city,
which perhaps had not an equal in beauty on
the continent, nothing would be done to mar
that beauty, but rather to aid and develop it,
and said that we should jealously guard the
purity of our atmosphere and surroundings.
ArLor mukn,. ntims COM1,11
tween our American cities and the older
cities of Europe, he referred to the parlia-
ment buildings at Ottawa as an example of
the advantage of position, which he thought
reflected the greatest credit on the originators.
Tho lecturer hoped that the time was not far
distant when every lady would be harmon-
iously dressed, when au artist would no
longer be looked on as a sort of Bohemian,
and when the endeavor of every citizen would
be to beautify the streets. After referring to
the relations of form and color, Mr. Taylor
concluded his very interesting lecture by
craving for his beloved branch of the art a
more intelligent study and a more sympa-
thetic Interest than ever, and it would per-
haps minister to an increase of pleasure and
illuminate many a shaded hour.

The lecture Was illustrated by several draw-
ings In sepia, giving some idea of several
different styles of architecture.

At the close of the lecture Dr. EiTNRNY

HUNT in proposing a vote of thanks to Mr.
Taylor, said ho would not like to see the as-
sembly break up without an expression of the
satisfaction and pleasure with which all had
beard the lecture. As one of the early found-
ers of the Art association he was proud to see
such an association assembled in each a hall,
with such accomplished artists to lecture, not
only on painting but on all branches of art.
They owed a great deal to the gentleman who
had just shown the relation of architecture to
the old Arta, auti huiaul men late him would

-0 tie and beatitit metropolis ut

Judge MACRAT ta vsooading the Wadi of
0.,4,k„ ,,,L id he fvit aura ev•%rr one would agree

H MIL had MI I, and heartily
hen .r for the great pains taken

I his paper.
111,, (ours,. will be de-

1, on The female-
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with shoplifting. It appeared that the
prisoners went into the store of Mr. I. A.
Beauvais, on St. Joseph street, and while
pricing some goods, the female prisoner stole
two pairs of pants. She pleaded guilty, and
was sent down for three months, while her
companion was dismissed.

ART GALLERY NOTES.

New Loan Pictures—The Entrance Fee Re-
duced—The Colonial Exhibition.

—
There has just been placed in the gallery

of the Art association eleven fresh pictures
loaned by two members of the nouncil. These
pictures, which was of the the French, Bel-
gian, Flemish and Italian schools, will re-
main until the end of the month, when the
Council of the association hope to obtain
other works, and thus from time to time give
the public an opportunity of enjoying fresh
works of art. To carry out this desirable
scheme, the association will, of course, be
dependent upon the kindness of those who
possess pictures, and we trust they will be
sustained in this commendable enterprise.

The entrance fee to the gallery has been
redeced to ten cents, a move in the right
direction, and the annual exhibition of works
by Canadian artists will be held in the month
of April next.

We are authorized to state that a letter has
just been received from the Government by
which the president of the Art association and
Mr. R. Harris, R C.A., are requested to as-
certain whether any Montreal owners of pic-
tures by Canadian artists, suitable for the
Colonial and Indian exhibition, would con-
sent to loan such pictures for that exhibition.
Any pictures loaned would be removed and
returned at the expense of the Government,
which will be responsible for the pictures.
The pictures are required to be removed from
Montreal by the 23rd instant. Any person
willing to loan pictures should notify Mr. R.
Harris, No. 10 McGill College avenue.

We are pleased to learn that there has been
selected and purchased for the National gal-
lery at Ottawa, Mr. R. Harris' picture of "A
Meeting of Trustees of a Back Settlement
School, Canada, the Teacher talking them
over" This work was seen by only a few
persons in Montreal, as the artist had barely
time to finish it for the exhibition. It was
thought to be Mr. Harris' best effort, and will
be one of the best specimens of native talent
in the gallery. The picture will be exhibited
in the Indian and Colonial exhibition before
it is finally placed in the national collectiora
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with shoplifting. It appeared that the
; prisoners went into the store of Mr. I. A.
Beauvais, on St. Joseph street, and while
pricing some goods, the female prisoner stole
two pairs of pants. She pleaded guilty, and
was sent down for three months, while her
companion was dismissed.

ART GALLERY NOTES.

New Loan Pictures-The Entrance Fee Re-
duced-The Colonial Exhibition.

There has just been placed in the gallery
of the Art association eleven fresh pictures
loaned by two members of the council. These
pictures, which was of the the French, Bel-
gian, Flemish and Italian schools, will re-
main until the end of the month, when the
Council of the association hope to obtain
other works, and thus from time to time give
the public an opportunity of enjoying fresh
works of art. To carry out this desirable
scheme, the association will, of course, be
dependent upon the kindness of those who
possess pictures, and we trust they will be
sustained in this commendable enterprise.

The entrance fee to the gallery has been
rednced to ten cents, a move in the right
direction, and the annual exhibition of works
by Canadian artists will be held in the month
of April next.

We are authorized to state that a letter has
just been received from the Government by
which the president of the Art association and
Mr. R. Harris, R C.A., are requested to as-
certain whether any Montreal owners of pic-
tures by Canadian artists, suitable for the
Colonial and Indian exhibition, would con-
sent to loan such pictures for that exhibition.
Any pictures loaned would be removed and
returned at the expense of the Government,
which will be responsible for the pictures.
The pictures are required to be removed from
Montreal by the 23rd instant. Any person
willing to loan pictures should notify Mr. R.
Harris, No. 10 McGill College avenue.

We are pleased to learn that there has been
selected and purchased for the National gal-
lery at Ottawa, Mr. R. Barris' picture of A
Meeting of Trustees of a Back Settlement
School, Canada, the Teacher talking them
over" This work was seen by only a few
persons in Montreal, as the artist had barely
time to finish it for the exhibition. It was
thought to be Mr. Harris' best effort, and will
be one of the best specimens of native talent
in the gallery. The picture will be exhibited
in the Indian and Colonial exhibition before
it is finally placed in the national collectior,,
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T Third of tkehieries of the Aa , Assoe)at pni

Lectures. fi
— "

Th above is the title of a very iut sting
s and instructive lecture, which was delivered .;

by Mr. Andrew T. Taylor, in the Art Asso-
ciation rooms, under the auspices of that so-
ciety, last evening. The president, Judge
Mackay, in a brief speech, introduced the

- lecturer, who prefaced his discourse by some
happy remarks concerning the title chosen .
for his paiier, and said that he would refer
particularly to the architectural side of art-

' a side which was not suffieiently appreciated
1 ' by even the artistic "upper ten." The lec-

turer said it was no new idea to trace the in-
1 timate relation of all the fine arts, and yet he
might be pardoned for referring to it—music,
painting, poetry, architecture and sculp-
ture were lovingly	 intertwined, and
celestial Musk might vibrate through
them all to :awake human chords with a
master touch. Thete was hardly an emotion
in the whole gamut of human experience that
had not found a habitation in some form or
other of architecture. Mr. Taylor said that it
was not his intention to present the historical
side of his subject, but rather to refer to its
practical aspect in its relation to our own
times. He brought his audience back in
spirit to the cradle of architecture—the leafy
bowers of our first parents—and traced the de-
velopment of the art as she fluttered feeble
pinions over 'the plains of Shiner, and the
bolder flights essayed on the sandy plains of
Egypt, where the pyramids and thejSphinx
still arouse the wonderment ot men. The
lecturer dwelt briefly oa the history of
Grecian, Indian and Boman architecture, and
said that architecture, like the arch, was
never at rest, but was being continually modi-
fied, not without loss to its vitality and power.
He then paid a glowing tribute to Sir Christo-
pher Wren, who so advanta,---rie-
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To the Editor of THE HERALD.
I notice that the Star this °evening

returns to the attack on the bona fides of
Ole gentlemen who selected the pictures
tor the Colonial Exhibition. The writer
f the first article quotes himself from a

letter signed "Theophilus," which ap-

,
 peered in one of our papers last summer,

giving a list of the artists whose pictures
should be chosen for exhibition, and I
doubt not that "Theophilus" is now smart-

. ing under the disappointment of not having

' been chosen to make this selection. He is
1 evidently endeavoring to pose as an inde-

1 dependent critic (Heaven knows we need
I one), and I again call upon him to confer a

favor upon a large and increasing circle of

iiinateurs by revealing his identity, in
order that they may judge of his qualities

i	

,

lions. If he ii worthy of the confidence
of students and the public his criticisms
will be very welcome ; but if he turns out
to be only a sort of disguised picture dealer,
who enjoys the reputation of never passing
judgment on a picture until he has seen the

signature of the artist, his strictures will
have no force, and the Academicians may

be expected to survive.
Yours truly.

LLAII11131.

Montreal, 24th Feb., 1886.
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CANADA'S FINE ART EXHIBIT.

The article in yesterday'd Star on "The

1 Royal Canadian Academy " is not con-
ceived in a spirit of fairness. The writer
does his best to disparage Canadian art
and he is evidently ill-informed as to the

I.
 manner in which the pictures for the

Colonial and Indian Exhibition were
, selected. He more than insinuates that
t the selection was made by persons who

had " selfish ends to serve," and he would
have the readers of the Star believe that
pictures of merit were unfairly rejlected
by the judges. When our readers know
who the gentlemen are that made the
selection, they will at once see that they
are as competent judges as can be found
in the country, and that they had no
personal or selfish end to serve in making
the choice they did.

The Committee was appointed by the
Government. The Governor - General
was its president, and he, we are inform-
ed, took a very active part in its proceed-
ings. The other members were Senator
Allan, president of the Art Association of
Ontario; Col. Walker, president of the
Art Society of London; Mr. Allan Gil-
mour, president of the Art Association of
Ottawa; Judge McKay, president of the
Art Association of Montreal; Mr. L. R.
O'Brien, president of the Royal Canadian
Academy.

The Government authorised the
members of the Royal Academy
to choose two artiste to re-
present them on the committee, and
they selected Mr. Homer Watson and Mr.
Robert Harris. We think that our read-
ers will agree with us in concluding that
the interests of the artists were quite safe
in the hands of these gentlemen—that
they could be depended upon making
both a judicious and a perfectly impartial
selection.

The manner in which the choice was
made, too, precludes the idea of favorite.
ism or unfairness of any kind. The way
in which it was done was this : Each
judge took his catalogue, and as he ex-
amined the pictures he placed a mark
against those which he regarded as the
best. This he did without consultation
with his colleagues. When the examina-
tion was concluded the catalogues were
handed in to the President. Any picture
which had five votes was selected. A
fairer method than this of choosing the
pictures which possessed the most merit
could hardly be desired.

The Star asks why the works of some
artists whom he mentions were not selec-
ted, niaay of those artists had not sent
pictures to the exhibition, and one of
those he mentions is not a Canadian
artist at all, and her subjects were not
Canadian.

The Star questions the utility of the
Academy. Competent judges who have
watched the progress ef art in Canada,
are of opinion that the Academy has doue
much to encourage and to foster art in
this country. When the Academy held
its first exhibition it was impossible to
get enough piaures to make a respectable
show without borrowing. The last exhibi-
tion did not contain a single borrowed
pictui e.

A few years ago very few Canadian
artists went abroad to study, now Can-
adians are found in all the groat schools
of art. Then Cauadiau painting were
never exhibited in foreign countries, now
the work of Canadians has obtained places
of honor in the Royal Academy in Lon-
don and the Salon in Paris.

rho Star is of opinion that the Ds:mi.
nion exhibits at the great exhibition
should be confined to agricultural pro-
ducts and manufactures. We think that
the Government has done wisely in mak-
ing the Canadian exhibits ehow the

earess which Canada has made in the
s• the useful in-'

uhl be s
a

AMONG THE ARTISTS.	 lit the s.enlptor sacrificed tru h ma.

NO. 5.	
strength to elegance and grace. Antinous

A great many people have the impres- 1 is another of the casts in this room; it is

Edon that art 
is something which has little said to be fanciful, 

but it is no doubt

or nothing to do with the practical very fine. The Disc 'Thrower is not re-

part of life. They have a kind o	 y

notion,—for very few have given much

thought to the subject--that art is some-

thing antagonistic and detrimental to the

real business of the world, and that artists

and lovers of art are a set of harmless

idlers who attach a great deal of import-

ance to what is really of very little use
They are tolerated, because, except yeast-

ing time, they do not do much harm, and
"

garded by the learned in art as a work of

very high merit, but • defects are not

visible to the uninitiaed. There is a

platform in the centre of the main root

on which a living model poses. The

students, who number twenty 
- six,

chiefly ladies, are after a severe course of

drawing are now allowed. by Mr. Harris

to paint. Some of them were at fire;

disgusted with his system. They wanted,

iike too many	 in other place-
ar

sometimes they are even patron

cause some persons of lig p

society, whose exa mple it is fashionable to

follow in all that relates to social cus-

toms and matters of taste, for some unex-
plainable reason, esteem artists very

highly, and set an extraordinary value

upon some of their works; but the idea

of artists and the elegant triflers who ad-

mire and encourage them being useful

never occurred to them, and if suggested

by any lover of art would be scouted as

preposterous. But art is, after all, very

J dear to the members of the Gradgrind

family. Although they are not willing

to ackuowledge it, facts and figures

and figures and facts are not

everything even ' to them. The

gratification of their love of what is

seemly and beautiful forms a very large

part—larger than they are willing to ac •

knowledge—of their enjoyment of life.

And is not whatever contributes to make
life pleasanter and. more enjoyable in a

legitimate and innocent way useful
There is hardly any one in this world, no

matter what his intellectual capacity may

be, or what his age, social condition or

eOucation, who does not love beautiful

things. We have used the masculine pro-

noun for convenience sake, but what is

true of man is to even a greater extent

and. degree true of woman. So general

and so intense is this love of the beauti-

ful in the human family that almost the

first word that the child learns to express

its delight at the discoveries it is every

Jay making is " pretty, pretty ;" and

when the wearied Christian wishes to

deecribe the Better Land to which he is

hastening he can find no words more ap-

propriate than " The/beautiful, the beau-

tiful !"
And is not the world in which we live

furnished and adorned in a way that
seems specially intended to gratify this
universal instinct ? Is not the Book of

Nature au immense picture book, the il-

lustrations being o f t en inexpressibly

lovely, and are not all her lessons " object

lessons ?" The colors of the sky, of the

water, of the grass, of flowers, of the hea-

venly bodies—are they not all beautiful ?

What can be more symmetrical and more
pleasing to the eye than the forms of

hills and valleys, of trees and plants and

of living creatures, whether their element

is the earth, the water or the air ? What

would be the effect on man if Nature's

great painter, the sun's light, should lose

his power to brighten and to beautify.

Is there no use,in all this beauty with

which the whole earth—the whole visible

creation—is so profusely adorned ? It

seems almost blasphemy to ask the pies-

tien. And are those upon whom this

beauty makes the deepest impression

and who believe that the contemplation

and enjoyment of it were intended to re-

fine and elevate mankind, when they en-

deavor to direct attention to it and to

increase the love of their fellow creatures

for it, to be regarded as useless and an-

practical ? If more real enjoyment, and

it accessible to far the greater number, is

to be derived from the admiration of

what is beautiful than from luxurious
food and costly raimeut, are they not
true philanthropists who spend their time

and their money in cultivating among

those within the sphere of their ialluance

tasts for the beautiful in nature and in

art and in bringing the works of true ar-

tists within their reach 1 There can be no

question that such men are engaged in a

work in the widest and. highest sense use-

fui and deserve well of their fellow

countrymen.
The Art Association of Montreal is a

body of men who have this object in view.

It has Provided a gallery of fine paint-

ings, aceessible to all classes of citizens.

The Montrealer or the visitor to Mont-

real who wishes to have the privilege of

seeing really good pictures and who wants

to see for himself what a work

of art of high merit is really like, can visit

this gallery as often as it is convenient

for him to do so and get as much pleasure

from it as if he owned it himself. He

will there see pictures by painters who

have achieved a reputation in Europe

and America, and he will be able to con-

template at his leisure statues, casts and

bronzes which are pronounced by the

connoisseurs to be of high merit. But the

visitor does not require to have a high

degree of art culture to see beauty in this

collection of the works of art. Let him

not be afraid to admire those which he

likes the best, and the chances are, if his

taste is not vitiated, that he will like
those which really have the most merit.

Besides the gallery the Association has

established a school of Art and employed

a teacher of art. The rooms in which

the art students work are large and well-

lighted. They contain some fine casts of

statues which have been admired

by the whole civilized world for centuries.

There is the Venus de Milo, which is the

finest model of a woman ever cut in

marble. There is also what is said to be

a very fine cast of the Laocoon, a piece

of sculpture of terrible power, engravings

of which are familiar to all. In this art

school is also a cast of the statue of Apollo

Belvidere, which was for a long time con-

sidered a perfect model of manly

beauty, but it is now believed that in

 pie-

. t . n in where the principles o	 e

not understood, to a	 col-

ors before they had learned to draw.

They now, ho wever, --- their second term

see the advantages of beginning well.

Some of Mr. Harris' students have, we

understand, been successful in obtaining

without any further preliminary study
an entrance into foreign schools of art

than they went through at the Montreal

Art Assocon's school. This is a very

great advantage to the Canadian who

wishes to make art his profession.

nished reading room, supplied with

the best art periodicals of Great

7.t7i Franee and the United States
B 
in the Art Association's building.

Among the publications on the tables are:

L'Art, .L'Artiste, Gazette des Beaux Artes,

Portfolio, The Artist, The Decorator, Build-Th - A r Journal, The Magazine of Art, The

ing News, The Architect, English , Etclangs,

Harper's nMagazino and Weekly, The Gen .

turg Magazine, Punch, and other periodi-

cals.
Mr. S. English, the Association's enthu-

siastic and obliging secretary, showed the

e niter an engraving of Montreal

as it was	 in 1832.	 It is , a

harbor scene. There are no wharves

and no steamers. A bluff bola ed. timber

vessel is in the foreground, and some la-

borers ale poling a crib of timber to her

There is a comfortable well - fur-

The Cathedral of Notre Dame is
side.

1

seen, but without its spires. The steeple of
Christ Church Cathedral is in the distance,

as is also that of the Recollect Church.

The sketch shows very clearly that the
Montreal of fifty-two years ago was a very

different city from the Montreal of to-day.

This little picture, rude as it is, shows

better than a volume of letter press

could do the changes that this city has

undergone in the course of the last fifty

years.
Among other things in the reading

room is a volume of the catalogues of th

art exhibitions held in this city. The

first was in 1857, held under the auspice

of the Mercantile Library Association, in

honor of the first visit to Montreal of th

American Association for the Advance

ment of Science. There were then exhi
bited some 317 pictures, loaned to  th

Association by public-spirited citizens an

others. The names of well known artis

are seen in the catalogue, but the greate

number of the paintings were c,pica

the works of the old masters. In this cat

legue are the names of many of Montreal'
most respected citizens, now departed,
contributors to the exhibition. Anion

these are Hon. George Moffat, Hon. John

Young, Benaiah Gibb, James Law, G.

Frothingham, T. B. Andersen, W. F.

Phillip, W. Cunningham, J. W. Ward, E.

M. Leprohon, W. A. Townend, Mrs. Dr-

McCtialloch, R. Cassits, J. Rose, R. Norris,
W. Edmonton, Dr. Hall, Rev. Dr. De
Sole, J. L. ,Mathewson, L. G. McKenzie.

The Art Association has had several exhi-
bitions, all of which have had a tendency

to create an interest iu art in Montreal

and to cultivate the taste of its citizens.

In the hall of the Association building

is a brass tablet in grateful remembrance

of the founder of the institution, Mr.
Benaiah Gibb. Montreal owes much  to this

public-spirited citizen and to the gentle-

men who, in the face of many difficulties

and discouragement, are continuing the

work which he began.
—

FLOM THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

To the Canadian PaCifIC RallWaY Chin-

pony.

To the President of the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company, Montreal, Canada:

DEAR SIR,—Returning to England from

America, I axa charged by my fellow ex-
cursionists, who took part in the excursion

to the Rocky Mountains in September

last, to express to the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company our warmest and

heartiest thanks for the kindness and con-
sideration shown to us by the company on

that interesting and memorable occasion.

The pleasurable instruction to ourselves
from the excursion was greatly enhanced
by the care evincel for our welfare, and

the ministration for our comfort, during
the long and rapid journey over several
thousand miles, under the arrangements
thoughtfully ordered by the company.
And, indeed, the good intentions of the
company toward us were thoroughly ful-
filled by its officers and employes, so that
we saw the country to the utmost advan-
tage and had the happiness to meet our
enterprising countrymen who are settled

there, and who are quickly briogin g the

prairies under cultivation.
We cordially congratulate the company

on the magnificence of the enterprise
which has been undertaken under its
management, and which is being carried
into effect with signal rapidity and suc-
cess. We are co nfident that the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway will confer endless

and countless benefits upon the norther-

ly and westerly portions of the Domin-
ion, developing a territory of enormous
dimensions, with resources sufficient to
sustain a vast population hereafter. It
will, we feel assured, be a matter of just
pride to the company to have executed
a public work that redounds to the honor

of the Canadian Government, and will

ever endure as one of the noblest monu-
ments of British Rule in North America.
To us, the memory of our too brief rela-
tions with the company will always
remain among our happiest associations.

I am Dear Sir,
Yours very truly,

MCRAE]) TEMPLE.

December 5th, 1884.
Athenamm Club,

Pall Mall, London.
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His mien. is full of latent power. his right
arm hangs down and with His left hand
He bolds the right hand of the dead girl,
whose pallid lingers yield stiffly to the
gentle pressure. The interest centres
upon the sweet girlish face. Upon it falls
the fullest light—upon it the Lord of
Life is gazing with a pitiful love. The
face has slightly turned—the tresses of
hair thrown up over the pillow break the
monotony of the whiteness—and dimly
suffusing the pallid - cheeks and brow,
come the first faint tints which show

' that at the Master's bidding the foun-
tain of life has been unlocked from the
icy grip of death. From the intense
white of	 the sheet we distin-
guish the arms and hands by
their lower tone of deathly paleness,
but the face on the pillow, though death-
like, is distinguished by th a glimmering
flush of dawning life. Surely this is the
boldest of painters who dared to attempt
upon canvass such a transition, and one
upon whom the mantle of Rembrandt has
fallen with all his mastery of light and

!• shado.v.
There is no strained effort je this pie.

tore. Under that quiet look of power it
seems natural that the macien should ze-
vive. The chamb3r is intensely still. We
read in the narrative that our Lord put
fbrth all the mourners from the chamber.

' The disturbing passions of grief are all
absent. There is not motion enough to
disturb the fly which, with instinct for
approaching corruption, has settled upon
the yet dead arm of the girl. It is only
at the great centres that the blood is
, lowly thawing. Quietly, and not with ob-
-4,,rvation, as the rills trickle under the
snow in the spring time.

3	 One main source of the power of this
painting is its unity of conception. In

1 Holman Hunt's pictures (excepting the
Light of the World) the attention is
drawn to the Archeology and the local

I, colour. The totality of the effect is dif-
fused through many channels of thought
and thus weakened. Not that we are

it placing Max above Holman Hunt, but
that we wish to indicate one chief excel-

) lence of this work. We notice that some
critics have dwelt at length on the realism
of the artist'. Real the picture is-indeed, as

I opposed to conventional. Carefully and
truthfully painted it is in all its parts;
but we find it hard to refuse the quality
of ideal, when we consider the strength
of imagination which has drawn so vivid
a portraiture of the "Man of Sorrows."

We arrive here at a question which has
agitated artists and theologians from the
earliest times of the revival of art. The
earliest painters were realists indeed.

: The words of Isaiah were always in their
ears. "He bath 110 form nor comeli-
ness; and when we shall see him there
is no beauty that we should desire him.
He is despised and rejected of men ;
man of sorrows and acquainted with
grief." And so they portrayed him with
no beauty nor grandeur—the nimbus
around the head alone marking him as
the Lord, and his face and limbs mean-
while distorted with sorrow and suf-
fering. But as art advanced, the
artists carried their point against
the literalistn of the theologians.
They truly felt that Jesus was greater
than his sorrows, stronger than his suffer-
ings, and, as the influence of antique Art
grew stronger, they went to the other
extreme, and portrayed our Lord more
beautiful than the highest type of manly
beauty, the glory of the Godhead illu-
mining every lineament of his coutitte-
nance. This conception, however, cannot

, have been historically true, for we feel
•n that the human nature of our Saviour is

too inaoh obscured with brightness to
have a living interest in us. The later
artists took away our Lord, and gave us an
Apollo who aid not care for us, or a stern

i *
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.sELTROVEN AND HIS SONGS.

r
Int resting Lecture by Mr. Joseph Gould-A

Mueical Treat.

cal treat laet evening. In the gallery on
e lovers of high art erejoyed a inusi-

Phillips  square, amid the beautiful paintings
' of the aesociation, Mr. Joseph Gould dis-

coursed on " Beethoven and His Songs."
He traced the life /We career of the im-
mortal composer fiesta the uneventful days
spent in the old Plate of Bonn, where
his statue now star" through the won-

. 	derful years which e , leveed at Vienna in

—	 works of in tc-morro4

1
A Look in Advance at the issue.

Principal Pictures,

art it contains
THE AT EXHIBITION. 	 therefore, continue our description of soue

of the interesting paintings and othr

extreordinary worke.
,of an admirer, and (
the trained musician,

the iecturergZ analysis of the mental
and moral character ; the great composer
in such wise that a! his hearers were in-
terested, and many ,Lose are not cou-
versant with music were pietteantly in-
structed. Beethoven .anks among the few
creative geniuses of the world, and there h

,
 is hardly anything written by him that is

common place-from the Ersica" whi h
he dedicated to -Napoleon before the
First Consul become Emperor down to
the tearful strophes which he wrote
a few days before his death on the dread- e

fui theme of penitence-Cor Contrztuni. a

Mr. Gould's valuable lecture was illustrat- t

ed by a selection of songs rendered with w
much taste by Misses Lusher and White and o
Metiers. Maclean, Bolton and Sabiston. While
all the numbers were beautiful, because
chosen to be characteristic, special mention u
may be ruade of the exquisite “Iiierken-
stein,'' pure as crystal, and two Scottish
gouge accompanied with violin and 'cello r

obliyato. The concert wound up with a

" Adelaide," the greatest love song through o
which man's passionate heart eVer throbbed, a
and to which woman's sensitive soul ever re-
sponded. While a discriminating public
owes its thanks to Mr. Gould, an equal obli-

gation hildue the Art association for the en-

couragement of such entertainmente.
'rho Hon. Judge Mackay presided. A vote a

bf thank to Mr. Gould, which was enthw s
astically endorsed by the audience, was pro- c
posed by Rev. Dr. Stevenson and seconded

by Mr. F. Wolforetan Thomas. a

Perhaps a lecture on a purely literary topic
might come next, very appropriately, in t
the same inspiriting ball and in the same
distinguished presence.

At, I .

g
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BEETHOVEN AND HIS SONGS.

A Lecture by Mr. Jo.epb Gould-A

Crowded Mall nod a Delft:bled Audi-

ence.

Mr. Joseph Gould delivered, last night,

a very interesting lecture on Beethoven and

his tongs to a very large and highly

appreciative audience in the Art Gallery,

the Hon. Judge Mackay, President of the

Art Asecciation, in the chair.

The lecture was not, as might

be Expected, a learned dissertation

on the works of the great com-

poser interesting to students of music

only ; but a well written and carefully

prepared sketch of the life and character

of Beethoven, to which all might listen

with profit and enjoyruent. The introduc-

tion was a eulogy on Beethoven

as a musician, the place he occu-

pied among composers and the character

and variety of his works. The lecturer's

estimate of Beethoven is very high. He

regards him as the first of composers. Hie

superiority, he considers, is unquestioned.

He is without a rival for the first place.

His conceptions are pure, noble and eleva-

ted, and his style and treatment broad,

stately and comprehensive. His works

combine singular beauty and tenderness

with dignity and grandeur. He is pro-

found, yet simple. His compositions are

of the greatest variety, oratorios, masees,
overtures, concertos, sonatas, quartettes

and trios and songs. Having given the

audience his estimate of Beethoven as a

musical composer, the lectarer prc-

ceeded to speak of him as a

man. The picture he drew, not-
withstanding his evident desire to

soften the shadows and to give psominence

to the beauties of Beethoven's character

was not an attractive one. He, with all his

pains and his indulgence succeeded in
showing that with this great genius as

with many others, the treasure was hidden

in an earthen vessel. In person Beethoven

was the reverse of handsome, his stature

was short, about five feet four inches, and

he was disporportionally stout, his features

were coarse, his head was large and

shaggy. He did not make up in gentle -

ness of disposition and softness of manne

what he lacked in physical beauty. He

possessed some great virtues, but he took

the greatest pains to conceal them. His

manner was brusque to rudeness and his

temper was simply ungovernable. He was

petulent and irascible and must have been

most difficult to get along with. He was

a man of sturdy independence and he

knew his own value, but his self-assertion

at times took the form of insolence. Mr.

Gould gave instances of his manner

with those with whom he associated and

of his domestic habits which must have

made the reflecting hearer wonder how
such great strength could co-exist with
such weakness, how such grandeur and
such littleness could be combined in the

same character. But Beethoven was a

man of paradoxes throughout. Although a

musician of wonderful skill he could not

sing, and although he composed the most

delightful music, music which is a marvel

of elaborate harmony, his hearing was

from an early age defective.

Beside the lecturer, on au easel, was a

portrait, life size, of the great composer,

done in charcoal by Mr. R. Harris, from a

likeness in Mr. Gould's possession. It

was spiritedly drawn and showed the mas -

sive head, the capacious brow, and the

rugged features of the wan so graphically

described by the lecturer. There was also

a full length likeness of Beethoven, drawn

by the same hand, as he appeared on the

streets of Vienna. When the lecturer had

concluded his biographical sketch of Beet-

hoven, he, after a few introductory re -

marks relative to the ongin and the nature

of Beethoven's songs, illustrated the style

of the king of composers by selections

from those songs, Mr. Gould himself play-

ing the accompanirnent.lIt is unnecessary to

say that the songs were rendered with skih,

taste and feeling and that the audience were

delighted. The following is the program-

me :—
1. sacrificial Song. (Opter-Lied.)

Ma. MoLassi.

2. Know'st thou the Laud I (Kenust du das

bind?)
MISS LUSHER.

a. Contrition. (Busslled.1
MR. SAIIISTON•

1. Merkenstein. [Merkeustein.]
MISS LIMIER aft MISS F. WHITE.

5. Nature's Adoration. (Die Eure Unites  ans

The spring exhibition of the Art Asso-

ciation ope q to-day. The collection of

paintings is large. They are of many

degrees of merit, and they are nearly all

by native artists. The pictures are as

well arranged as the nature of the room

admits, and the classification struck the

writer as being particularly judicious.

Besides the usuel division of paintings into

oil and water colors, in diffsrent parts of

the room, the visitor will find the works of

foreign painters of high standing, the

works of native artists and the works of

amateurs. The elucational advantagss,

so to speak, of such a disposition of

the paintings must la! considerable.

The visitor has the opportunity

of comparing the works of Canadians who

are striving hard to win a reputation w.th

those of masters in the art whose fame is

world wide. Not the least interesting pic-

tures in the Exhibition are those of pupils

in the art school of this city. The pic-

tures of these beginners possess consider-

able merit. They show that a high deseree

of proficiency has already been attained,

but they are still richer ie promise.

It is pleasing to see that quite a large

number of the subjects, particularly the

landscapes, are Canadian, land Cenadian

under the best and loveliest aspect of our

country-its summer aspect. Canada is

not represented as ice-beund and covered
with a mantle of snow reed as having no

other amusements than those of a winter

of arctic severity ; but it is shown under

sunny skies, with sparkling water, luxuri-

ant vegetation and foliage of the most de-

lightful shades of green. Some of the

lake and seaside scenes are charming and

are likely to impress the stranger with

what all Canadians know to be true, that

in their country is to be found scenery as

charming and as varied as is to be seen in

any land on the surface of this beautifulth 

The exhibition is rich in portraits, and

very little more than a glance will show-

for there are some very striking contrasts

in the collection-that a great advance lias

been made in Canada of late years in por-

trait painting. The first painting on the

catalogue is a portrait of Peter Redpath,

Esq., by Sidney Hodge, an English artist

bf merit. But the portrait of the late Hon,

John Young,.by Wyatt Eaton, and that of

John McLennan, by Robert Harris, do not

suffer, but rather the contrary, by com-

parison with the English artist's work.

The portrait of a lady, by Mr. Harris,

will, no doubt, invite much attention. It

is a most attractive picture and possesses

great merit both in the coloring and draw-

ing, but its charm to the spectator who can

judge of art only by the effects it produces

is that it is life-like. The portrait of the

late Col. Dyde, by Bell Smith, is an excel-

lent likeness, and will be viewed with
melancholy pleasure by those in whose

regard and esteem that wcrthy citizen of

Montreal held a high place. Though not

exactly a pertrait, the painting bearing

the title of " And Mixes a' wi' Admonition

Due" by T. M. Martin, is excellent and

must have been painted from the life. It

is the picture of a pious Scottish patriarch
during family worship enforcing the lesson

taught by ," The Book." Mr. R. Harris'

"Adversity" is a picture of the same class.

It is a female figure in which sadness and

hopelessness are apparent, not only in the

expression of the countenance, but in the

attitude of the tueferer. Many of the water

color paintings are sweet and suggestive.

Those of Canadiin scenery, by L. R.

O'Brien, must strike everyone as particu-

he larly good. " Oa the Georgian Bay,"

-BOats ou the North

" Off Tiadousac," by Ur. O'Brien, are

among the pictures that do justice to Can-

rI athan scenery. "A, Murray Bay Scene,"

by H. C. Saudharn, is well and carefully

painted. " The Homestead of Robert

Burns," by Allan Elsoa, is a piece of
realistic painting that will be looked at
with pleasure by others besides" Scotch.

men. " Cottages Near Ayr," by the sanie

artist, is a pretty picture, arid givei one au

idea of what delightful spots there are in

the land of Barns. Spase does ut per-

mit us to say inure of the water colors

now, but that they are of theineeives well

worth a visit to the exhibition. " Noon-

day Rest" is an oil painting by Wyat
Eaton. It represents a woman with her

child on her knees taking her mid-day

rest among the sheaves which she and her

busban I have reaped. Great attention

8 I weariness of labor does not prevent the

woman who, as a reaper should be, is

strong and robust, from regarding her

little one with the tenderness of maternal

affection. The scene is a pleasant one,

and while one looks at it he forgets there

is still snow on the ground and that even

seed time has not yet arrived. " The

Beached Margent of the Sea," by E. M. B.

Smith, stirs up the memory of the specta-

tor, who has idled and dreamed by the sea

side. He has stood on that sandy beach

with drift wood and broken fishing

gear ly -ing near him. He has watched the

progress of that curling wave as it neared

the shore, has seen it lift its crest as it

struck the beach and break in-

to a hundred ripples as it receded

tornake room for its successor. There it

is, all, even the shining sand which has not

had time to dry since it was left bare by

the ebbing tide. If the goodness cf a

picture is to be measured by its power of

vakening the memory and calling up
mciations, this pieta .re f M r.

-Smith's is an exceedingly good one. " The

Peasant MotGer," by Paul Peel, tells its

story well. TIrs pride and the affection of

the young mother are visible in every line

of the picture. Mr. P. F. Woodcock's

painting " The Reaper," arrests the atten-

tion, and will well repay a second and a
third view. It is, we find, impossible to do
anything like justice to the exhibition in a

single notice of reasonable length ; we will,
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ART ASSOCIATION LECTURES.—1 Interesting Lecture by Rev. Dr. Stevenson.
—

'	 The following is the report of Rev. Dr.
Stevenson's lecture on " Art and its relation

to religion and morals" which was crowded,

\ out of yesterday' s issue :-
The lecturer pointed out how the study and

cultivation of art made th	 -jet a lareer,

freer and better Minded man than he could

be apart from his r •	 Art has to do with

one of three things which go to make up the

eebier life of man, the life which distinguishes
ink from the brute; these are the love of

with, the love of beauty and the love of

• : goodness. 'rho lecturer passed on to the con-i
sideration of the relation religion bore to art.

., 1st.	 Religion	 gives	 to	 art	 nobler

,, I

d impressive ideee.	 As in the ordin-

.1 y language of learned men, or re-

eued and educated women, it is not
Io medium of expression, but the ideas ex-

pressed-the play of thought, the passing to
aid fro of wisdom and humor, or fine percep-

i ions, or lively wit, or manly nobleness, or

womanly sytupathy-that is the main point,

.0 it is in painting, which is a splendid

language, the eloquence of perfect form and

magnificent, color. Dr. Stevenson made a
comparison between two of the celebrated
pictures of Sir Edwin Landseer, •‘ The Shep-

ilersre Chief Mourner " and the painting re-

presenting sportemen shooting wild fowl.

l Je described eloquently and accurately the

beauties of both pictures, and showing the
diffeience of the ideas expressed ; ono was

the expression of beautiful and elevated

thought ; the other without thought, or with
lesser power to answer thought. He then

passed on to the consideration of Christian

art 10 compared with the art of the Greeks,

and explained the inspiration which Christian-
ity had given to music and poetry as well as

I to painting and sculpture, and pointed

1 ise illustrations to the works of Angelo,

' Thorwaldsen, Rafael and Fin Angelico.

After touching ou what he called non-reli-

gimps art-art with no elevation of thought

sed without religious or moral purpose-and

l ieforring to the vulgar coarseness and &-

I bauchery depicted in Hogarth' s pictures as
more than equalizing the good effect of the
moral lessons intended to be conveyed by the

drawing, the lecturer passed on to the con-

sideration of another gift of religion to art-
wheek -4-a-st -fer rent t iebeee after

better things. In concludine the lecturer
said that the main purpose of his lecture was
to prove the fallacy of a sentence made use

of by a writer in a work on art : il I do not

think art has a moral inig5iM1 ; on the con-

trary, art halt no moral responsibility in my
opinion." This, the lecturer thought, wee;

false and foolieh in the last degree. At the

conclusion of the lecture a vote of thank e

was proposed by Judge Mackay. to which

1:ev. Dr. Stevenson responded, anti tut' re:et-

an

der Natur I
Ma. BOLTON •

The Sweetest Lad was Jamie.
e. [ Highland Ladino.

Miss Lushes.
With Ritournelles for Violin and Violon-

cello.
MR. MAFFEE Lt. Ma. LEBLANC.

7. Adelaide. [Adelaide.]
Ma. SA.BISTON.

The Scotch songe require a word of ex-

planation. The original melody was re-

tained ; Beethoven compoaed the instru-

mental accompainineut. The effect was

delightful, and that it pleased the audience

could easily be seen by their rapturous

and long-continued applause.
A vote of thanks to the lecturer was

moved by the Rey'd Dr. Steveneou, second-

ed by,Mr. J. Wolferaton Thomas, and en-
thusiastically carried.
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Art 	ssci1iün	 i ART ASSOCIATION.
_A_ P_A_PIRi

Will be read in the ART GALLLRY on

Tursday Evening, march 23,1886,
At EIGHT o'clock,

BY MR. JOSEPH GOULD.

Subject :—" Beethoven and his Songs," with
Illustrations.

Admisslon—Merubers by ticket.
Mandl 18

The Lecture on "HYMNOLOGY," with
Musical accompaniment, announced for

January, has been unavoidat ly Postponed

to a day in February, of which notice will

he given.
It has further been determined with a

view to accommodate as many -as possible,
to have the entertainment in the Queen's

Hall.

lommr-

S. ENGLISH,
Secretary.

January 20th, 1885.	 17



k)t-C)Cy'Cie(Wrie. 	 (.	 le	 Ions,

0e1).IDE Lssc-Ht0 - 2 11 ye-T. IS?S

C,Nk(CVN i \NS ipertgla tne tAte -,5 u

At EIGHT o'cl )ck.

Admission—Morob-rs admitted by Special
Ticket. Non-Members, 60e.

Tickets for sale at Dawson Bros.', Dusdate's,
l'icken's, Ashford's ana at the door.

February 1 91 h,

I

t

' Art Association of ilonifoal.
:o:

The postponed L eture by he Rev. CANON
NORMAN, D C.L.	 " Hyn nology," assisted
by the Mendelssohn Choir, will be delivered
in the

QTJ.EEINWT-i4

I
S'

 Or. Tuesday Even'g., 24th Feb., 1885

A tiieTURIC ON " HYMNOLOGY." —In our ad-
vertising colginns appOars the announcement
of a postpondd lectiftitef the Art association
winter course. The reverend gentleman who
lectures and the association of amateurs (the
Mendelssohn choir), who will so kindly assist-
him in illustrating part of the paper to be
read, need no commendation, as there is not

doubt of the value and interest of the'enter-
lainment which the association has been en-
,bled to provide for its members and for the
public, in consequence of the lecture being
iven in a much larger hall than the associa-

I
tion gallery, where its lectures have hitherto
been held. 

ttrt Association of Montreal,

THE ANNUAL SPRING EXHIBITION

worts by Cillaliali Ants
Will be Opened in the

On the 13th April. 1886.
Works rec ived up to the 6th Apt H.

For further information apply to
S. ENGLIWEI,

Seefetary.
Montreal, 24tii March, 1888.	 200
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CANADIAN ART TREASURES,
-•-n••

The Pictures Chosen for the
Colonial Exhibition.

that the owner cf each picture should, on
consenting to lend it, supply you with a state-

ment of its value. It will be necessary that
the pictures should be removed before the -

instant.
I have the honor to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,
(Signed,)	 LANSDOWNE.

BY THE R. C. A, SUB-COMMITTEE.

An Appeal to the Possessors of Valu-
able Pictures to Lend Them for

Exhibition.

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)

at,446f../TTAWA, February 11.-The following is
the report of the committee of the Royal
Canadian Academy of Art appointed to select
paintiogs from the annual exhibition now
being held here for exhibition at the Colonial
exhibition in London this summer :-

The Honorable the Minister of Agriculture

SIR, -The committee to which was entrust-
ed the duty of making a selection of pictures
for the exhibition of Indian and Colonial pro-
tiwts to be held in London during the core-
MT summer has the honor to submit here-
with a list of the works of art, now on view
at the annual exhibition of the Royal Cana.
dian academy, which seem to the members
of the committee worthy of a place,in the Eng-
lish exhibition. The numbers attached to
each picture are those given in the exhibition
catalogue. In making this selection the
committee kept before itself the fact that it
was desirable that the pictures selected should
be as far as possible works not only valuable
as specimens of Canadian art, but also as
illustrations of Canadian scenery and Cana-
dian life and customs. In some cases a pre-
ference was given to pictures as much upon
this latter ground as upon their intrinsic
merit. In other cases the artistic value of
the works appeared to the committee to en-
title them to selection, in spite of the fact
that they represented subjects or
scenery unconnected with the Dominion.
A small number of pictures not eligible
for the aunual exhibition of the Royal Cana-
dian academy was sent to Ottawa by their
owners, in order that .a selection might be
made frotn these. The committee has, how-
ever, no doubt that in the principal cities of
the Dominion there are other works of Cana-
dian artists, without the presence of which
the collection about to be sent to London
would be incomplete. The committee has,
in view of this, authorized the gentlemen
mentioned in the following paragraph to act
for it in Toronto, Montreal and Loudon,
Out., and to make a special application for
any works of art which may seem worthy of
selection. These local sub-committees will
be constituted as follows :-

For Toronto, the president of the Royal
Canadian academy and the president of the
Ontario Society of Artists.

For Montreal, the president of the Mont-
real Art association and Mr. R. Harris,
R. C. A.

For London, Ont., the president of the
Art association of that city and Mr. James
Griffiths, R C.A.

A copy of the letter, which has been ad-
dressed to a member of each of the local com-
mittees, is annexed to this report.

(Signed), LANSDOWNE,
President of the Committee.

G:vernment House, Ottawa, February 9,1886.

THE SPRING EXHIBITION.

(Cosa:Caved.)
Last week,in noticing the oilpaintings ,_ex-

bibited at the Art gallery, we regretted the
falling off in the number of contributors, aziti
this is even more striking in the

WATER OCLeR SECTION,
where there are only nine representives of
this department in Canadian art. There are
however, forty-six pictures which hold their
own creditably wnen compared with the oils
in the exhibition.

L. R. O'BRIEN, P.R.C.A.,
contributes eleven, of which Nos. 15 and 36
are perhaps the test ; 15, entitled ti Low
Tide, Northern Head of Grand Marian,"
is a charming bit of coloring,
carefully worked out in every detail and well
maintaining Mr. O'Brien's high reputation.
" Off Tadousac," No. 36, is also very pleas-
ing, the dim, indistinct effect of fog through
which the steamer is scarcely discernible,
being particularly well handled. 20, " At
Point Levis, Quebec," and 24, ti A Bastion
of Fort Chambly, before the Restoiation,"
are also creditable examples of this artist's
style.

ALLAN EDSON, R.C.A.,
sends numbers 22 arid 29, a nice pair ; both
from Scottish scenery, the former t depicting
the "Homestead of Robert Burns " and the
latter a group of tt Cottages near Ayr."
Taken together they contain many poiots of
coutrast,notabiy the bleak,cold atmosphere of
22 as opposed to the warmer autumnal Urns
winch characterize No. 29 ; and again the
fact that 29 is a much more pleasing subject
from a parely artistic point of view, while
the associations which will ever clusterround
the spots connected with the name of
Bums make 22 more attractive to the incargin-
atiou. They both disQlay good work.

J. A. FRASER, R. O. A.,

trials() numerously represented. some of the
piece& being very creditable. Numbers 16 and
35 are good examples, the coloring in 35 being
particularly well done.

G. HARLOW WHITE, R.O.A.,
has numbers 2, G aud 11. The first two are
a daiuty little pair "Eton on the Thames ''
and ,, Creceth Castle." No. 11, " Windsor
Castle," is another view from that exhibited
last year and is a good piece of work.

C. E. PORTEOUS.
This artist's work is bold in conception,

but defective in execution. The coloring in
21, ti Cinderella,'' and 34, ti lu Doubt," is
decidedly good, and 4, "Can the Story be
True ?" has some good qualities. The draw-
ing is the weak point in all these pictures.

a. SANDHAM, R.C.A.,
i8 not SO anecessfal in the water colors as in
the oils, No. 10, "At Murray Bay (St. Law-
rence)," being uneven, with many good
points and a few very harsh touches.

C. J. WAY, R.C.A.,
gives us two Venetian scenes, 23, it Church
of Santa Maria Della Salute, Venice," and,
30, " Market Landing, Grand Canal Venice,"
neither of which are particularly commend-
able.

The same may be said of Nos. 27, The
Androscoggan, near Gorham ;" 28, it The
Mount Washington Road," and 31, " The
Old French Fort (Quebec)," by M. Mathews,
IL C.A.

DANIEL POWLER, R C.A.,
also contributes a number of pictures from a
great variety of subjects, and they will he
appreciated by visitors to the gallery.

Works by amateurs.

WORKS BY AMATEURS.
The amateur pictures include about twenty-

five, bath oils and water colors and they are
as a class a satisfactory exhibit. Of course
it is trying for the amateur work to place it
beside pictures by professional artists and
due allowance must be made.

No. 115, it The Monastery," by Mrs. Her-
bert, recalls the stories of Mount St. Bernard,
and one can imagine the solitary figure on
the snow covered road to be some pious monk
starting out on an errand of mercy. We
understand that by an error in
the catalogue this picture is not
marked as being for sale, which it should be.
11G, "The Falls of Montmorency," by F.A.
Dawson, is a bright little autumn scene.
117, • • Still Life," 119, " The River Thames
at Chatham," 120, "A Study," 132, "Cut
Flowers," are all by Mrs. H. Morton, and
are amougst the best pictures in this section,
especially Nos. 120 and 132. Mrs. A. M.
Chaplin sends 118, "A View from Montreal
Mountain," a water color, 121, a portrait
in crayons, 124, it Snowballs and Lilacs," in
oils, 129, "A Quiet Nook at Belmil Mount-
ain," 130, "View at Cap a l'Aigle," the last
also in water colors. 122 is a portrait by
Mrs. J. H. Hempstead.

Mr. John McArthur has "No. 123,
i‘ Autumn," 137, tt Near St. Michaels,"
and 138, " Autumn, Le Grand Rousseau,"
large oil paintings, showing careful work.

W. P. Scott shows marked progress in 125,
t , On the River at Bord a PlutTe," and 127,
" Low Tide, Kamouraska," and Rit50
its 136, it Sprit Rock Falls," three very
creditable I rietnres ; 126, " A Study from
Life" and a water color, 131, "A Study,"
are by Miss Heney ; 128, it Muffle Evening
at Riviera du Loup," and 134, tt Laval
University, Quebec," by B. Antin, and 135,
' A Study from a Bronze,'' by Miss Crawford,
complete the exhibition.

We are glad to near that there is a good
attendance and trust that our readers will see
for themselves what our artists are doing.

PLASTIC WORK.

Mr. L. P. Hebert exhibits three very credit-
able works. We commend the little bust of
" Lucien " to the special attention of our
readers. The design for the Brant monument
also merits careful observation.

,INT11111•10.10111. •
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before the chamber is in an advadeed stage,
no inconvenience will be suffered.

CONTRACT &WARDED.

It is reported that the contract for the con-
struction of the new militia college at Lon-
don hair beeu awarded to Messrs. Hook arid
Toll, of London.

SPRING EXHIBITION.
—

The Spring Exhibition of the Canadian Academy
at the Art Gallery.

—
It is unfortunate that the Moutreal ex-

hibition of paintiuge follows so soon on that
at Ottawa, wLere the possibility of having an
exhibit sent to the Indian and Colonial no
doubt acted as an Incentive to artists to send
their best work, but whether this be the only
cause or not, it is certain that the exhibition
which opens to-day does not indicate that
increased interest in art matters which the
success of the one last year led us to expect.
There is a decided falling off in the number
of contributions, and many of the un-
represented ones are sadly missed. Some,
Indeed, who were looked upon as promising
men are continuing their studies abroad,
but this is hardly a sufficient reason that no
picture chronicles their progress. There is
apparently something decidedly out of joint,
and we would suggest that the exhibitions
should be made attractive and competitive,
where the successful artist would

is receive some more substantial com-
pensation than that which mere posi-
tion affords, especially when the banging

atly appearance of the room than to give promiu-
is conducted more with a view to the general 1

ence to the best pictures. Notable instance
of this may be observed in the positions cis
which numbers 65 and 92 occupy. Why aof
should there not be at least honorable men- f

iy tion, if medels and money prices are beyond
the means of the association ? As it is,
pictures are sent in and stuck up with an an-al
nouncement in the catalogue of those that areire
for sale. The public comes in and views them
and they are carted away again, and all theu-
aid the artist has received is the chance ofof
making a sale and the favorable oe unfavor-nt

ill able mention of his name in the papers.
Surely we have men hi this city who could de-ut

is flate a few thousand dollars to be distributed in
Le prizes and in making our exhibition attractive

to all artists in the Dominion.	 There artto
however some pictures well worth seeing, theia-
beet of which is decidedly No. 75, /, A Peesof
ant Mother," bytic

nt	 PVC% PEEL, It C.A.
se
	

This artist has come forward rapidly and
n, °hie year's picture places him in the foremost
ire rank of our Canadian RAs. No. 75 is ad-
to mirable, not only for exactness of drawing

and harmonious and skilful coloring, but
ir. also as illustrating the poetic beauty andin

a purity of the artist's thought, the ematiment'81 which appeals so forcibly to the spectator.
In contrast to the concentt•tion indicated hy
one masterpiece of Peel's there are eleven
pictures from the studio of

Ir. HARRIS, R C IL

Perhaps the most successful of these is Yo.
100, " The Studio Boy's Private View."	 It

Ita is less pretensious than some of the others,
but is a finished piece of work and haft not
the same air of haste which characterizes

w some of Mr. Harris' ether paintiogs. The
e bone of contention amongst the mines this
;I year will probably lee No. ;66, " Unison-

nerve Killing the Indian Ohief, while cover-
ing the retreat of hi* men in the sortie from
Montreal fart, Maack 30, 1.6411." th is not
at all so good as ;62, ;s 1,Le Jeune,
hest Jesuit Superior in Canada, medi-
tating in solitude when living with
.Indians."	 lu the former the -grouping
/6 forced mid	 upnatunal and there
fa a lack of action or reality in 'the picture
that indicates • 'feeble .gaisep of the scene
which iNi dep.oted. .The draw iug of the chief s

t etigouurttl, iteile:faeouleltiy. : --zt. weituwrehapolly opt -of proper-f.
	 while aerie hero of

• 	Mon areal h thIs.. e air and dress of an elegant' 	tioiug is liti;., :•i•,:qt pia, , i ,, ,, -7., h 1 o 7^ ..ri	 A.,

after dinner. Two portraits,one et them of Mr.
John McLennan, have much more merit and
:ire the best Canadian portalits exhibited. A

; little piooe, No. :7.2, called "Contrasts," is
; also very spirited.
1	 P. .r. moopeoort, R C .1.....,

sends ibre0 p.ete.o,---7,1eir dimwit* a different
phase of his style. No. 6e, "Spiting Time,"
is a delightful little bit of weal:, aud recalls
the ,, PICO Player." Mr. -Woodeock's work
es careful and his drawing true.

;c.a. ws..Y ) ,EIC) A )
r; well represented by No. 69, "The Valley
of Champesy " a(Switzerland,) The color-

; tug in this picture is excellent, the scene se-
lected famishing an infiuitevarietyof contrast,
the play oif light amongst the --snow capped
peaks, over which the Beecy clouds are; hovering, is particularly _good. No. 51,

1 tt Noonday ilea," by Wyatt Eaton, deserves
l more than a passing uothze, and will improve
upon acquaintance. The robust health of

' both nsotherand ;child as they rest in the
half cut wheat ilelds, appears at first
glance exaggerated, but the composition
merits admiration. There ir .a portrait of the
late Hon. John Young by the same artist.
Away in the northettet corner of the gallery is
a splendid little thing by H. Sandham,
11.C.A., Ne. IQ, OHO of the happiest
bits	 we	 can recall ; in	 this artist' s
word. Another good thing, which,ie rather
out of the way, is No..97, "atilutering Mont-
real Harbor," by H. E. S. Bennett, a picture
which displays a great deal &autistic appre-
ciation mid no _little technical skill.

.ALLAN , EDSON, rs.c./..,
Sends Arne small paintings numbers 405 to
109 inclueive, English and "Scotch scenes ;
all of them creditable.

MARIA BlEflOKS

has not been idle, and has aaade some pro-
gress, although her work is still open to
criticism. Numbers 104 "AA:1r Nuree"
and 82 "Little ditty" have considesable
merit ; 77 " Missionaries.; eaplaining the
doctrines of Christianity to a pagan British
family " is her largest canvas, and an ..ex-
ample of figure painting. No..90, " Indian
Summer," tby T. K. Martin, R.V. A., .acad
and 96, " The I/11par Ottewa," by F. AA..
Verner, are fine pieoto of landscape painting,
96 being particularly fine. " Tired of
Study," No. tie, by C. 12. Holden, and 93,
" A Study " by Anne Taylor, indicate con-

oidembte talent, and we are gtad to hear that.
both these young ladies are MontrealersA
Other artists exhibiting are A. 2ho, A. Bois-
sole, E. May Smith, F. E. B. Smith, R.C.A.;
M. E. Dignan, W. :keel, A.R.C.A ; J.
WHIR)°, Miss Longley, Mrs. Jessie Raytroft.
No. 91, st Near Bayou Teche, La.," by S. It.
Meekee'deserves more than a passing glance ;
the lights are ekilinlly handled, and the
wool: thorough. We have to reserve oar
notice of the water colors and amateur mita,
owing to lack of space.

Once upon a time a good young lady--a t
member of the Methodist Church—fainted and r
died at a ball. In a jiffy Satan was on thespot and started away with her. He hadn't It
more than got, outside the door when St. Peter
came in, rattling his keys. "Where's that
young lady who just died?" he enquired.
" The devil went off with her just this s
minutts" they said. St. Pater struck out
after the devil, and pretty soon caught up it
with him. tt See here, Satan," said Peter,
tt you've got no right to that young soul ;

oho's always been a Christian and a Methedist
00." "Well," replied the devil, "I didn't

know that. I jest took her because I found
her on my territory.—Sam Jones

Smart weed and Belladonna combined with
the other iugredienbi used in the best porous j 2
plasters make Carter's S. W. le B. Backache
lastere :be best in the reerket. Price 26
ents.

THE ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY.

When the proposal to exhibit Canadian
pictures at the Colonial Exhibition in
London at the expense of the Govern-
ment, was announced, we expressed
reasons in disapproval—we assumed
that a primary object of these Inter-
colonial fairs to be the display of such
natural products, and such specimens af
handycraft, for which an equality if
not superiority might be claimed against
all comers, and that quality rather than
quantity was an essential desideratum.
Producing, as Canada does, cereals
equal if not better than those of any
other part of the world; cheese which
the Produce Exchange of New York has
recently confessed to be a better average
than that of the United States; a cream-
ery butter equal to that of France and
Switzerland (the two best butter produc-
ing countries in Europe); manufacturing
agricultural implements, '„ which the
Commissioners of Australia to the Cen-
tennial reported to be, in some respects,
better and cheaper than those of any
other country—these, with other articles
of equal pre-eminence should be deemed
enough to claim recognition from the

t" ..* old world to satisfy our pride, and at-
tract emigration to our country. But,
we added, if the proposal to exhibit
Canadian art be insisted upon, it were
to be hoped that the pictures would be
chosen by those who could have no
selfish interests to serve in making a
choice:

These objections and retommendli-
lions appear to have been dIsregarded.
Canadian art is to appear, at the
'country's expense, and the selection
has been made by a sub-committee of
the Royal Canadian Academy. In read-
ing the list, we are as much surprised at
the names which are absent as at many
who are present. Why, it may be asked,
are not some of the works of Wyatt
Vaton prooturod, a Canadian by birth,
emus° Ittrflity as a painter is beyond all

-	 ,

any consequent change in their woollyzht	 star.	
In England, it is often questioned,

heads or their color.

whether the Royal Academy of that
country has done more good than harm.
Although it was not created until after
that country had produced stronger men
than Canada can yet boast of, yet the
free use of rooms in the National Gal-

THE DAILY STAR is sent to any parc ot the lery for many years, the possession
United States or Canada. postage free. at $3 a of Burlington House, at a nominal rent,

months. the enjoyment of a title which "at-year, $1.60 for six months, and 90c for three

terreWe believe the circulation of THE STAR tracts the ears of the groundlings,",

English Newspapers published in the city of have tended to foster a clique of Aca-,exceeds the combined issue of all the other

Montreal.aera demicians, who for the most part are

Belgian advertising in Tint STIR—Mons. A. better courtiers than painters, whoCorrespondent and Agent for Freneh an

Loretto. Rue Ste. Anne 51 bis. Paris. France. monopolize all the best space of the
  walls, and who snub, when they do not

exclude,nearly every rising genius, whose
fame they fear may extinguish their
own. Their treatment of Hayden, of
John Linnell, of Albert Moore, of Burne
Jones, of Dante Rossetti, and last, but
not least, of Holman Hunt, one of
the two greatest of living painters in
England, should sufficiently prove the
existence of these abuses.

It would be better for art and artists
were their success or otherwise depend-
ent solely on private recognition. Were
a government to limit its interference
to the expenditure of a sum of money
periodically voted, for the purchase of
meritorious works for a National Gal-
lery, good might follow, provided only
that qualified persons were appointed to
select them. This is already done in the
Australian colonies. But even this,
we fear, is scarcely possible, at
present, in Canada. Fcr here, fitness for
the task would probably form little,
if any element in the grounds for the
appointment. It would most likely be
regulated by considerations of race,
creed and party. The Hon. Senator
from Cauglinawaga, or the lukewarm
member for Slab Village would be
propitiated by being allowed to figure
as the Canadian Eastlake, and a gallery
of horrors would be the result. Indeed,
a beginning in this way has already
been accomplished at Ottawa.

Before concluding, it may be fitting
to say a word respecting the report of
the Academy for 1885, now before us.
Like some of its predecessors it presents
no financial statement. One year
the subscriptions from its three
hundred honorary members amounted
to about twelve hundred dollars,
so we have been told. It would
seem that the contributors should
be informed how these moneys have
been expended. Many persons sub-
scribed in the belief that they would be
used solely in unavoidable expenses con-
nected with annual exhibitions, and in
teaching art.

CIRCULATION or THE DAILY STAR FOR WEEK

ENDING FEBDUARY 20, 1886.
Monday 	  24,744
Tuesday 	  24,917
Wednesday 	  21,818
Ihursday 	  24,920
Friday 	  24,929
Saturday	 . . . 	  '26,975

THE contest in St. Ann's Ward be-
tween Alderman McShane and Mr.
Kennedy will materially assist Mayor
Beaugrand. It may be taken for granted
that two such experienced campaigners
as Messrs. McShane and Kennedy will
bring out nearly every vote in
the ward, and however the votes
are 'Podded between the two can-
didates for the representation of
the ward, the Irish electors will give a
nearly solid vote for Mayor Beaugrand.
There is little love for smallpox in St.
Ann's Ward. Irishmen are great be-
lievers in vaccination. Smallpox has
been banished from Ireland by vac-
cination, and wherever the Irish go
they seem to carry with them a stead-
fast belief in vaccination. They would
be about the last people in the world
to find fault with Mayor Beaugrand for
courageously enforcing the vaccination
law, especially during an epidemic of
smallpox.

GRAHAM & Co., Proprietors.
158 St. James Street.

MONDA.Y. FEBRUARY 22, 1886.

Total 	 151,303

J'JtESEJfl DAMP A VERA (.;

25.,217.

Dr any other member of the Royal
Canadian Academy ? Why not add
pictures by Plamondon, a Cana-
dian artist, taught in France and
who was a favorite painter of Leopold,
the late King of the Belgians; one or
two of whose works are about Quebec.
Also of Hamel, another French Canadian
who studied and lived many years in
France. Some excellently painted por-
traits by him are in this city, and would
with the works of Plamondon reflect
credit on Canadian art. Why did Allan
Edson not compete, for no competent
judge could honestly pronounce his
drawings inferior to those of the Presi-
dent himself'? Why were the two draw-
ings of C. J. Way both rejected, while
every one, no less than ten, of Mr. L.
R. O'Brien's were selected? Why, again
It may be asked, were none of
the genre paintings by Miss Brooks
chosen unless it be from fear that
her correct drawing and subdued
harmony of color might throw those
of others into the shade?

From these remarks it may be in-
ferred that the principal factor in the
making the selection is believed to
be the Jupiter Tonans of the Academy.

Canada, which, as we have said, has
so much to show, worthy of praise, and
deserving our pride, will, we are certain,
be told that her position in art, with
one or two exceptions, is below the pale
of criticism from a European stand-
point. Castigation is necessary enough
in its place, but it is surely unnecessary
that the Dominion should thus volun-
tarily unbreech herself and at so much
expense, for an intellectual flagellation.

These were some of the evils we pre-
dicted at the formation of the academy.
It was a blunder of Lord Lorne's, how-
ever well meant. Organization by artists
is not only commendable,it is often neces-
sary. But when Government interferes,
and coddles an infant school with peen-
niary pap, and prefixes the word "Royal"
to its members, it does not add any dignity
to the title, but produces more toadyism
and selfishness than professional emula-
tion. We said some time ago, and we
say it again, it does not follow because
" fine feathers make fine birds" that the
bestowment of the rank of "Royal
Academician " will of itself teach Mug-
gins how to draw ; nor will dubbing Mr.
Signboard a " Royal Associate " teach
him perspective. When the black
Government of Hayti, ennobled
its political Sambos with the titleof Duke de Montmorenci, the Marquis
of Cauliflower, and the Chevalier de
Butterfly, the outside barbarians from
Eurone and A marieit WiArejlnablEk ta_,sea.

d.
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Lecture by Rev. Canon Norman

at the Queen's; Hall.

hers of the nendelssohn Choir.

hymns. Some of the most popular of ten
modern hymns lack this reality, but the
melodious glow of their rhythm, and the
charm of the music which illustrates them.
carry people on hall unconsciously ; and they
do not pause to think whether they in any

sense mean what they are singing. I would
mention as samples of uns feature : • • issts,,,
my God to Thee," by Sarah Adams, and
mm Jerusalem on high," the work of Samuel
Crossman, made plpular by Dr. Steggall's
music arrangement. Very few persons in any
congregation can conscientiously and truth-
fully use these hymns. The one is an em-
bodiment of the most perfect and chastened
resignation ; the other of ecstatic piety. They
seem more suitable for private than for pub-
lic use. But nevertheless, as in our prayers,
we should aim at some higher elevation than
we have yet reached, so of course our church
music should not be kept down to the level
of the least instructed and least spiritual
member of the congregation. • • •
People enjoy the melody of a tune 

'
• it charms

their senses, and they think but little, if at
all, of the words to which it is wedded and
which it is meant to illustrate. . . . If
the words and melody (particularly the let-
ter) be not attractive then people will not
join heartily in singing them. On the other
hand, if the air be of a very popular character,
there is always a risk of the words being
sacrified to the music. In this, as in most
matters, see should endeavor to ensure the
happy medium, and take care that neither
words nsr music be of a petty, frivolous, or
inferior character, unworthy of the purpose
for which they are designed, and the objects

hich they are supposed to attain. I may,
as has been observed by Mr. Engel, say that
the hymnody of northern Germany is more
appropriate and more suited for artistic treat-
ment than that of England : because in
the case of the former the same verses
are sung invariably to the same tunes,
whereas in England, tunes, as a rule, have
been composed to metres rather than to
poems ; hence the melody fails to convey one
association and one only. The ,, Old Hu.-
diedth " and Dr. Croft's tune to the metrical
104th Psalm, are almost the only exceptions.
Tallis' Canon is perhaps another. We should.
if possible, avoid divorcing a hymn from the
melody, to which the composer united it. He
had an idea in his mind when he wrote the
melody which we violently subvert when 'we
dissociate tune from words. This at times
may be unavoidable, but I must object to it
as a principle. Similarly, I dislike adapta-
tions from secular music and used in church
services. They suggest most incongruous
ideas. I have heard a passage from Auber's
,,Muette de Portinci " used in church as music
for the responses to the Commandments. In
my humble judgment such a plan is'offensive
to good taste and reverence.

There is one fact which all Christian bodies
would wisely lay to heart, viz., the impera-
tive necessity of recognising the element of
beauty in the public service of God. Ugly
buildings, hideous nasal singiug, will not be
endured by people in. this generation. If the
Christian church—I use the term in its
broadest sense—intends to attract and retain
the young, she must use all legitimate means
to invest the public service of God with
dignity, beauty and interest. And among
the legitimate appliances towards this great
and desirable end, music is in the forefront. It
is the highest and most eternal of arts. Its
use in God's house may be said to have divine
authority and immemorial sanction. It has
promoted , the comfort and edification of mil-
lions of believers who have entered into their
rest. It has given a vent to the aspirations
and longing and penitential contrition of
numberless earnest souls. it has raised the
worshipper heavenward. It has cheered the
languid invalid—it has smoothed the dying
pillow. Many a minister of God has (like
myself) discovered that a familiar hymn, even
without music, can, from its flowing rhythm,
its associations with other \ and happy days,
console and distract a sufferer who, from physi-
cal debility, can perhaps bear no reading or
exhortation. Then, again, surely hymnody
IS bringing about a rapprochement betwe-m
churches, now unhappily, ana perhaps air._
unavoidably, severed. The use by differing
congregations of the same words, if not the
same music, tends to bring about friendly
sentiments from one to the other, to soften
asperities, to lessen antagonism. If church
union is ever to come about in this life, it
will be facilitated by the use, on the part (.1
distinct bodies, of the same sacred hymns.
And the time will come when earthly musk
will give place to heavenly melodies, foi
music is the only art of which we can say foi
certain that it will exist in some form in an.
other world. All of us Christians look for.
ward to the time when all who have lovet
the truth in sincerity will be gathered befell
the great white throne, and sorrows and dif
ferences being removed forever, they will fut
the praises of Almighty God amougst then
greatest and most unfading joys.

The paper was illustrated by the Mendels
sohn choir under the baton of its conductorCanon NORMAN considered some of their Mr. Joseph Gould, who, we believe, chos(tunes admirable, and to have conferred great
the music. How well the various selectionspublic benefit. Notable among the greatest many of them totally opposite in character,benefactors was the late Dr. Dykes, whose

music was very sweet, but not al were given, can be well understood. It n
ways original, though, no doubt, un-

-
not tots much to say that the rendering was I
revelation to many present of what might)conscious	 of pla,giarisin.turnb, y	 is a

most accomplished writer, but his tunes tIrtts14§ 918 §ttitinable from the old chuck
are a little too difficult for average choirs and songs, enabling the listeneeto understand it;
congregations, and his harmonic changes never-failing freshness ; what grandeur ant

msometimes very intricate, and the composi- ajesty as well pathos and emotional fore(
tions rather too much akin to partsongs fo • exists in the German chorale, and how much

can be made of the modern hymn tune by at.congregational purposes, remembering that
breadth and simplicity should characterize tending to the spirit of the words to which it

isboth words and music. Among other abl 	 sung : —
musical purveyors to modern hymns, the " Ana Bekorenu".....Ancient Hebrew Melody

"Fierce was the wild billow." (Greek trans.)•following were mentioned : Smart, Suullivan E. Silas
Elvey, Oakley, A. H. Brown, Monk (W. H.) " The day is past and over." (Greek trans.)..
Hopkins (E. J.), Stainer.	 Dykes

" Christian dost thou see them." (Greek trans.)After a passing notice respecting carols and Dykes
their use, the learned Canon concluded his " Art thou weary." (Greek trans.) 	  Baker
exhaustive and invaluable paper in the fol- " Of the Father's love begotten "..

lowing words :—Perhaps some persons may " 	
Ancient Plain Song

The Royal banners forward go "..
regret the large number of hymnals, and de- 	 Ancient Plain Song
site that one should be generally accepted " vent Creator Spiritus."—From 12th Man-

nerquartette, [Male voices] 	 Kuhlauand recognized as possessing authority. But ., Ave Verum,"— Motett 	 Gounodin the firet place, who is to confer the " Jerusalem the Golden." (Latin trans.)..
authmity ? At present every denomination Mendelssohn

" Adeste Fideles." (Latin trans.) 	 Unknownhas a preference for some special hymnal, " A mighty fortress,"—[Ein teste burg]..
and in some cases, congregations of different	 German
religious views choose a particular book as" Now thank we all" 	 German

"	 " [Latin trans.]..harmonizing with their particular ideas. 	 0 Sacred Head.	
Passion Chorale

And, even, supposing it were at all likely ' Evening Hymn." [Bp. Ken.]..
that various Christian bodies should agree to " 	

Altered from Taillas
0 God our help in ages past." [Dr. Watts]..appoint a committee of poets and musicians,	 Istayford

and determine to abide by their decision and " Jesus, lover of my soul." [Chas.
	L. Mackenzie

[male
accept their collection (and this is so M	 Quartette

aine- " hock of Ages." [Topludy] ..... ...R. Redheadliable as to be nearly impossible) there would " Sun of my soul." Mews] 	
be this grave objection, attending and ici- " Lead, kindly light." [Newman) 	

. Oakeley
Dykes

"dental to the plan, viz., that churches would " Abide with me." [Lyte] ... . .E. J. Hopkins
Old Hundreth." [Rev. W. KetheL.Unknownbe debarred from profiting by the constant Mr. Yapp played the organ (or rather asaccessions to our store of hymnody resulting

from the works of living writers. It would much of it as could be used) with great taste
and good effect.be a great deprivation to lose these, and to be

confined to one stereotyped set of tunes and	 At the close of the paper, the chairman
words, however excellent they may be. Some (Judge Mackay), on behalf of the audience,

tendered a very hearty vote of thanks totunes and, indeed, some hymns pall on the Canon Norman to the choir.ear and become wearisome. This would
specially hold good in the case of those of a
romantic and simply melodious character. It
is easy to conceive of a person tiring of
Faber's words, such as ,, Hark, hark, my
Soul," or of Dyke's music in some instances.
It is not easy to imagine any one's wearying
of Tallis' canon or of 4, Hark, the Herald
Angels sing." Let us by all means welcome
any additions to our stock of hymnody ; only
let us pursue rather an eclectic system, and
endeavor to admit those only that are likely
to stand the test of time.

A hymn for congregational use should not
be too sentimental in thought, or too exuber-
ant in its expression. While its devotional
tune should not sink to the level of the least
religiously disposed persons in any given
congregation, its standard should not be
hopelessly above	 that of all but
a select few.	 While we endeavor
to gain a high ideal, the element of reality
should not be entirely absent from our

in the Western church was next reviewed,
and showed that its use was later than in the
Eastern. church. Thus Hilary, Bishop of
Poictiers in the 4th century, seems to have
been the first hymn writer, and he borrowed
the idea from the churches of Asia Minor. In
the West, private use of hymns preceded their
public ecclesiastical use. Jerome bore testi-
mony to the people in the fields singing
David's psalms or hymns ; Ambrose, in times
of religious trouble, introduced hymns into
his church of Milan, and his convert Augus-
tine describes their powerful effect. Perhaps
(whoever was the author of that sublime un-
metrical hymn the Te Deum) its public use
began at this time. The authorship is as-
cribed to Ambrose himself, and to him cer-
tainly belonged the honor of introducing the
true metrical hymn. Ambrose also was
the first to reduce the old plain
Bong melodies to something like
a definite system. He fixed the four die-
tonic scales, followed by Gregory, who added
four more. To the labors of these two we
possess the eight tones commonly but some-
what,tneorreetly called Gregorian, as well as
other hymnal melodies, whilst the ,, pere-
grine " tone is most likely of later date. The
Ambroaian music was congregational in char-
acter, but the substitution of the tetrachord
the fundamental division of the scale was an
enormous gain. Though Ambrose' 8 composi-
tions exhibit many qualities suitable for pub-
lic worship, and have exercised much influ-
ence, it is only right to say that according to
some high authorities it is doubtful whether
lie did more than adapt and use musical ma-
terial already existing. He introduced

ANTIPHON AL SINGING,
which was in unison, and hymn singing is
believed to have been also in unison up to
the 9th century, and no instruments seems to
have been used in the early Christian times.
The hymns of Prndentius were noticed, as
well as Theodulph's " Glory, laud and hon-
or," and the following three well known
hymns,viz., " Blessed city, Heavenly Salem,"
,,The endless hallelujah,"and "Alleliva,song
of sweetness." To the early mediteval period
belongs the celebiated Veni Creator Spiritus
ascribed to the Emperor Charlemagne,or more
probably Charles the Bold, his grandson.
The first mention of its use is by the Bene-
dictines in 898, and since constantly used in
western Christendom. Passing over the in-
troduction of Sequences and their use, the
Latin hymns of Berengarius of Tours, Ber-
nard of Clairvaux, the "Dies Inc" of Celano
the ,,Stabat Mater doloresa" of Jacophone

'the sacramental hymns of Aquinas, the Pari-
sian hymnary, and many others respecting
which the paper teemed with interesting in-
formation, Canon Norman then turned to

GERMAN HYMNODY,
with which Luther's name naturally suggests
itself. Of Luther it is said that he was a
cultivated musician, and, assisted by other
write's less known out of Germany, he pro-
moted the study of hymns, writing about
thirty-seven hymns, of which twenty-five
are original and the rest translations or
adaptations from the Latin. They are mostly
instinct with simple faith and enthusiasm,
above them all towering the ,, Ein feste
Burg, an inspiration, called the Mar-
seillaise of the Reformation, which their use
greatly aided by giving a congregational char-
acter to public worship. Particulars of the
most popular German hymns and composers of
the music to w hich they were set was,alluded to
at length including those of the Pietist school
which arose toward the close of the 17th cen-
tury, and the reaction against Pietism in the
middle of the 18th century, mentioning par-
ticulary Klopstock. Regarding the German
hymn writers of the present day Canon Nor-
man considered Spitta as the foremost, his
hymns being much admired, and translated
into English by Mr. Massie, while Misses
Cox, Fry, Dunn and Wiukworth have done
much to popularise German hymns among
English-speaking people.

BRITISH HYMNS.
Coming now to perhaps the most interest-

ing portion of the field of enquiry, that of
British hymns, Canon Neiman mentioned
Cranmer's endeavor to present hymns in the
mother tongue, the publication of King
Henry's primer in 1545 and Marot and
Beza's French metrical version of Old Tes-
tament psalms which Calvin introduced into

his system. This example produced in Eng-
land the old version of metrical psalms and
canticles in 1562 commonly associated with
the names of Sternho Id and Hopkins. In
1662 synodical and parliamentary sanction
was given for the use in Anglican churches of
hymns the words of which were not abso-
lutely taken from Scripture, and in 1696 the
new metrical version of the psalms by Tate

THE PRO&3J BB OF CHORAL MUSIC. and Brady appeared, a supplement with ad-
ditions and tunes somewhat later.

Congregation hymnody seems to have been
Illustrated by Selections by the Illem• comparatively unknown for some time

after the reformation until Wedder-
burn, Dickson and Baker, of • Scotland,
and Crashaw, of England, freed themselves

The Queen's hall 
last evening was crowded from the trammels of the time. Bishop Cosin,

both as a hymn writer and translator, Milton,
with a brilliant and cultured audience to hear
the Rev. Canon Norman's lecture on Hymn- Jeremy Taylor, Bishop Ken, Addison and

ology, and the close attention of the vast as- Herbert were referred to, and passing to

sembly and the frequent outbursts of the founders of modern English hymnody,

applause were a fitting tribute to the rev. Dr. Watts' contribntions were eulogised.

gentleman, and a mark of the appreciation	 The next great stage in hymnody originat-

with which his erudite and instructing paper cd with the

was received. It was one of the most inter-	 METHODIST MOVEMENT,

esting lectures in the course, and was really which split up into three portions, Arminian,

a revelation to a great many in the Moravian and Calvinist, each of which divi-
history of sacred music. In his sion had its own hymn writers. The Arminian

opening remarks the reverend gentleman portion was ably represented by Charles

said that sevelal of the best illustrations of Wesley, who composed 11 Hark the Herald

the paper had to be omitted on account of Angels Sing," or as he originally wrote it,

the organ, the less said about which instru- ,, Hark how all the welkin rings," and

ment the better, it not being entitled to even many other popular hymns. Among
the veneration due to age. The following is the Moravian Methodists Cennick is
little more than an imperfect epitome of the best known, his name being associated
lecture, owing to pressure upon our space : with those of Madan Az Chas. Wesley as

In introducing the subject CANON NORMAN writer of ,, Lo, He comes with clouds

said : There are obviously two ways of descending," so long sung to a hornpipe.

treating the matter before us. One is to look In the Calvainist school Toplady, Berridge,

upon hymns simply as poetical compositions Williams and Rowland Hill were all dis-

embodying praise to the Creator, thankfulness tinguished writers. The Olney collection

for mercies received, public confession of sin, were also by Calvinist composers, such as New-

public entreaties for pardon or protection as ton and Cowper. In the early middle part of

the case may be, and declarations of faith on this century the chief hymn writers were

certain special religious verities. These Kelly, Sir R. Grant, John Chandler, Bp. Mant,

poems may also be of a more subjective char- and Montgomery. At the commencement of

acter and exhibit the aspirations of the indi- the present century the number of hymnals

vidual soul, its yearnings after a higher greatly multiplied and the abominable prac-

and purer state of being, its private tice of mangling commenced, to suit the taste

struggles, trials, contrition, hopes and fears. of each collector or editor. At this period,

Or hymns may be regarded as linked to however, the use of hymns in the Anglican

musical strains, and it is this aspect that I church did not obtain extensively. The new

contemplate bringing before you. He then metrical psalster was in use in parish

glanced at the Greek and Latin classic churches and anthems and services in cathe-

hymns or poems, gave Augustine's definition drats.
of the ideal hymn as 4 , Praise of God with	 A rich addition to English hymns was

song," and added that the idea now includes made in 1827 by publication of Heber'a col-

prayer and spiritual meditation. Referring lection, embodying such hymns as ,, Holy,

to the hymn or Great Hallel sung at the Last holy, Lord God Almighty," and others still

Supper, Canon Norman alluded to the tradi_ used.
tion that the music then sung forms the basis	 HUME. S CHRISTIAN YEAR
of the present melodious and pathetic
•1 Tonus Peregrinus." The vexed question of
the antiquity , and origin of the Gregorian
tones or plain chant, the character of the
Hebrew, Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian and
Mixo-Lydian modes were touched upon, the
instances of singing of psalms as recorded in
the scriptures, the New Testament canticles
(which have been in the Christian church
from the earliest times), the early singing of
hymns in the Greek church, the use of
hymns as enjoined in the Apostolic constitu-
tions and the subsequent general spreading of
the practice both in the Western and Eastern
churches in the latter commnnion four-fifths
of the service being taken up by this
pious exercise, were all treated of at length.
For the faithful and beautiful translations of
the later school of the Greek hymn posterity
is indebted to Dr. Mason Neale, such, for in-
stance, as • 1 Fierce was the wild billow" the
familiar " The day is past and over," and
1, Christian, dost thou see them ? "

THE RISE OF IIYMNODY

appeared about this date, and marked a new
period in Christian hymnology. This work
has had and still has an enormous sale, its
influence helping to produce kindred works,
such as the ,, Lyra Apeatolica," in which
Newman's ,, Lead kindly light," first ap-
peared.

Of the still more modern good hymn
writers Canon Norman instanced Bishop
Wordsworth, Mrs. Alexander, I. Williams
Sir Henry Baker, Caswell, Bishop How
Lyte, Faber, h'rancis Ridley Havergal, Dix
S. H. Stone, and Monsell.

The Rev. Canon considered that latterly
taste as regards hymnody had much
advanced, especially during the • last
generation, greater scrupulousness in
tampering and a broader spirit being • shown
in admission of hymns from every possible
source, and all that can be done to make
hymn singing attractive in worship is being
attempted, but he questioned whether we do
not err on the side of making church music
(at all events hymn tunes) too pretty, too
light and too sensuous in style, which no
doubt helps:to temporary popularity, at the
risk of denrading our songs of praise by unit-
ing words to melodies that simply tickle the
ear whilst conveying no suggestion of a reli-
gious character.

After quoting John Newton's definition
of what a hymn should be, in
which Lord Selborne concurred and
which he also coincided, Canon Norman
unsparingly criticised the phraseology of
two of Faller' ei hymns •, deprecated the
mention of the individual sufferings of the
Redeemer tu hymns, for the reason that
there is a risk of materializing those unex-
ampled sufferings and substituting compas-
sion for faith: So also he objected to the use
of repeating words except in translations and
where the originals required it, instancing
the last line in Eaber's hymn, "And Gaze,
and Gaze, on the Thee."

On the other hand, Canon Norman com-
mended such hymns as 4, Go to Dark Geth-
semane," Kettle's " When God of Old,"
Dix's "Corne Unto me ye Weary," Gurney' s

We Saw Thee Not," Toplady's ,, Rock of
Ages," Alford's 4, Ten Thousand Times Te
Thousand," Boner's ,, I Heard the Voice of
Jesus say," and his " A Few More Years
Shall Roll," and Bridge's 4, Crown Him with
Many Crowns." Of the more recent

SCHOOL OF MUSICIANS

Figures Won' t Lie.—The figures showing
the enormous yearly sales of Kidney-Wort,
demonstrate its value as a medicine beyond
dsipute. It is a purely vegetable compound
of certain roots, leaves and berries known to
have special value in Kidney troubles. Com-
bined with these are remedies acting directly
on the Liver and Bowles. It is because of
this combined action that Kidney-Wort has
proved such an unequalled remedy in all
diseases of these organs.

A correspondent in New England writes to
the News and Courier that he desires very
much " to be able to express on paper the
famous rebel yell," and asks us to describe
it so as to enable him to have it " understood
or reproduced." Our correspondent evidently
heard the yell in question, which he describes
as "the Southern battle cry, a piercing sound
which caused shivers to run down our
spines," and we could not possibly describe
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OUR AB,T GALLERY.

It is now seven years since the Art
association of Montreal, which will soon
be a quarter of a century in existenc,e,

madc its first great stride in the advance
from f apiration to achievement by giving
a local habitation and a name to the
Gibb collection. The Art gallery was
opened on the 26th of May, 1879, the
association, on the same occasion, hold-
ing its ninth exhibition. The event,
which had been eagerly looked forward
to by all lovers of art in this city and
neighborhood, was further signalized by
the presence of the Marqui.of Lorne and
the Princess Louise. The Gibb bequest
of seventy-two pictures and six bronzes
—an admirable nucleus for a gallery—
was then first displayed to the grateful
citizens of Montreal. The loan collection
was large and good and the council felt
especial pride in including the name of
Her Royal Highness among the contri-
butors, the paintings which she graciously
sent in being, moreover, from her own
easel. The whole number of objects on
vievi was 382, and the attendance,
both on the opening night and sub-
sequently, showed no lack of interest
in the treat provided. In his
inaugural address His Excellency said
that the scene before him tended to dis-
prove the assertion, which some artists
had not hesitated to make, that one of
the few wants of Canada was a proper
appreciation and countenance of art.
During three free days in September,
0,000 persons visited the gallery. The
entire number of visits before the close

of the year was upwards of 26,000. Na-
turally, those who had the cause of art
progress in Canada at heart were fain to
believe that, in Montreal at least,
a decided turning-point had been
reached, and that every succeeding
year thereafter would yield fresh
triumphs over ignorance and apathy, in
harmony with such fair beginnings. If
we survey the country from centre to
circumference, we shall, doubtless, meet
with signs of improvement that are full
of cheer and promise. The Ontario
Society of Artists which, as its name im-
plies, is constituted on a different basis
from that of our art association, has been
a power for good in the province whose
name it bears. It was founded in 1872,

held its first exhibition in May of the
following year, established, in 1876,

the Ontario School of Art, and its
membership has from the first
comprised some of the most distin-
guished artists, not in Ontario alone,
but in the Dominion. In 1879 the Art
Association of Canada was founded at
Ottawa, and about the same time the
Western Art union was organized at Lon.
don. To these wtre added later on the
Western Ontario School of Art and De-

aim], also ,kt Iiradon, and the Art
of Canada, luavitig its l'oronto.

An Art societn,.....ki school have also been
in existence fo\some years in Manitoba.
New Brunswick 'sas now its Owens Art
gallery, and Nova Scotia is also fairly pro-
vided with institutioos for art training.
Besides these, there is a con.ido”,:&,,,

number of institution., ouch as the School

of Fine Arts, and the Society of Decolli-

tive Art, of this city the Que-

...2.e.. 4_A 0,:no4i, foe N11464)11 Art

net the	 OW

I that advance ? Do they look forward to
it with well-founded hope that justice will
be done them, and that:no red-tapeism

will lessen the value of their woik in the

eyes of the public ? Do they all con-
tribute, or, if any decline doing so, on

what grounds do they take a course ap-
  parently so opposed to their own inter-

ests ? Is the exhibition made as agree-

able and as profitable as it might be to
both exhibitors and visitors ? In many

ways a timely word of information may

add much to the pleasure and instruction

of the latter class. An earnest student is
always glad to learn from those who
know more than himself, and a cour-
teous, considerate, well-informed attend-
ant would increase the attraction of an

institution which must look for much of

its success to its popularity. We are far

from saying that the managers of the

gallery have neglected their duty in this

or in any other provision for the public

advantage and comfort. But we make
bold to assert that the interest of the

community in the gallery has not kept

pace with the favorable showing of the

first year of its existendie. Some of the

artists seem to hold back ; many of the

public keep away. Something is evi-
dently wrong, and if the gallery is to ac-
complish what the founder had in his

aincl when he bequeathed his pictures
,co the public, whatever is at fault must

be discovered and rectified.
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country is incompatible with administrative arrangements
calculated to promote the most important of the fine arts,
the public interests, and the national honour. The truth
is, art is too long to share or be subjected to the otherwise
salutary vicissitudes of party. The changes of system,
consequent upon changes of administrations, to whice
are accustomed in the fluctuating world of politics. I
not extend to the calmer regions of art. Some O.

noblest fabrics of the middle ages were erected amidst poli-
tical storms, and, as they slowly rope, looked with equal
serenity on the turmoils of men, and the changes of the at-
mosphere. (Cheers.) I will only add that I am far from
agreeing with those who see nearing but defects in our own
metropolis, nothing but perfection in those of the continent.
(Hear.) There is, indeed, abundance to admire at home
but the secret of success appears to be everywhere the same.
In England, in some instances, a presiding architect ; in
others, private enterprize, duly controlled at the outset,
have seldom failed to secure that comprehensis-eness and
continuity of purpose which are essential to completeness
of result ; and the same end is attained, only by a different
process, in other States. In short, the principle which seems
to have commonly worked well here and elsewhere is
directly opposed to a mutable authority. I have touched on
this subject from a conviction that it is not unworthy of the
attention of the enlightened promoters of the fine arts. In
acknowledging how much the diffusion of an interest for
those arts is due to those, and such as those, whom we have
the honour to see here on this OCC.1.41013, I now beg to pro-
pose " The Health of the Guests who have honoured us this
evening with their company."

The toast having been drunk with applause,
The Archbishop of Ceeentnsune rose and spoke as fol-

lows :—Sir Charles Eastlake, your Royal Highnesses, my

lords and gentlemen,—It is not always an easy matter, when
speaking in behalf of numbers with whom one has bad no

previous concert, correctly to interpret their sentiments, but

I ana sure I shall not be in error when I assure you of tue

high gratification which all those who have been privileged

to be your guests this evening have experienced, and when

I tender to you in their name our united thanks for the
courteous and splendid hospitality with which you have re-
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men,—I have been much flattered by your kind invitation
which has enabled me to spend this evening in so disCh:-
guished an atsembly. Still more gratified have I been by
the cordial way in which you have welcome' me, and in
which you have arttok my health and that of the Princess.
While I return my warmest thanks in both our names, I
take this opportunity of expressing my devotion and grati-
tude to your beloved Queen and her family,and my profound
admiration of this great and noble country, to which I am
most sincerely attached. (Cheers.)

The PRESIDE. —The toast to which I have now to in-
vite your attention is "The Army and Navy and the Volun-
teers," connecting with the Army the name oi kis Royal
Highness the Commander of the Forces. with the Navy that
of the First Lord of the Admiralty, and with the Volunteers
that of Lord Elche. (Cheers.) The votaries of the arts of
peace are always glad to have an opportunity of expressing
their gratitude to those whose vigilance maintains peace, or
whose valour restores it. (Cheers.) Without presuming to
approach the more important topics connected with this
subject, it may be remarked that the zeal and exertions of
many, seconding the wishes and labours of their chiefs, have
been of late years successfully directed to improve—not,
indeed, the essential qualities of the warrior, which are of
the highest order—but the general efficiency of the services
which are the subject of this toast. (Cheers.) Referring to
the regulations which concern the younger candidates for
distinction, it is gratifying to civilians; to observe the great
attention noce paid to every branch of instruction which
can assist the profession of arms. Among those
auxiliary studies I may, perhaps, be excused in
this place if I notice the practice of drawing, which I re-
joice to find is included among the requisites of military
education. (Cheers.) Apart from the directly professional
uses of that practice, I can conceive no occupation of the
kind better fitted to constitute a rational resource in various
circumstances ; for example, by employing the superabun-
dant, I had almost said tho dangerous, leisure of military
and naval men on foreign atations. (Hear.) Many, indeed,are
the instances in which intelligent officers, without in the least
neglecting their special duties, have undertaken researches
requiring the aid of illustration, which have been useful,
not only to the service, but to the historian, the man of
science, and the student of antiquity. (Cheers.) It ought
not to be forgotten that, as regards the Volunteers, the
peculiar qualifications which distinguish the Artists' corps
have not been found to render the members of that corps
less efficient than their comrades. (Cheers.)

The toast was drunk with all the honours.
His Royal Highness the Duke of CAMBRIDGE said,—Mr.

President, your Royal Highnesses, my Lords, and Gentlemen,
—I always feel some delicacy in introducing a military or
warlike subject in a society assembled for the purpose of
furthering the arts of peace, and I should have had more
delicacy in so doing if I had not been of into years reminded,
by what has fallen from the chair, that some of those who
are most desirous to de7end their country are those very
gentlemen who are more immediately engaged in those arts
whose interests have called us together on this occasion ; for
among our Vol uuteer force there is no corps more con-
spicuous for its efficiency than that alluded to by Sir
Charles Eastlake. (Cheers.) I am happy to take this op-
portunity of assuring you, gentleman, that it is a great
pride and satisfaction to us ni ilitary mou to have such ex-
cellent comrades as our Volunteer brethren, with whom
we wish to co-operate in every way. (Cheers.) There is
another point of view in which I think the military pro-
fession lias some claim upon your consideration. I am re-
joiced to say that I have had the advantage of meet-
ing you in successive years in the most peaceful,
agreeable, and comfortable manner ; but I ant in-
clined to think the service to which I belong may
be entitled to take some share in the credit which hap.
pity redounds from that state of things ; for, if it was not
for the wholesome dread which our profession inspires else-

where, it is impossible to tell how very disagreeably our
convivial meetings might be interrupted. (Cheers and a
laugh.) We have therefore, I repeat, some claim upon
your consideration, and I should be very ungrateful if I did
not say that on all occasions the manner in which the
army is brought under the notice of such meetings as this
is most agreeable to those who have the honour to belong
to the military profession. (Cheers.) All I can say in re-
turn for your kindness is that on every occasion when our
services may be required we shall be not only ready, but
willing and anxious,to perform any duty you may require of
us. (Cheers.) There is another small matter to which,
perhaps, I may allude. I cannot but think there is one way
in which our profession conduces to the interests of art, by
affording subjects of interest on which the talents and
genius of artists may most particularly be exerted. I have
not, indeed, seen any g rent military picture on the present
occasion, but that may, perhaps, be ascribed to the
fortunate fact that we have during the past year been
living in the most profound peace. (Cheers.) I certainly
have no wish that events should give rise to any great
national picture of that kind, but I am sure you will all
agree with me that the representation of a battle scene is an
object of interest, and worthy the pencil of our most distin-
guished artists. (Cheers.)

The Duke of SOME.RSET.—Mr. President, your Royal
Highnesses, my Lords, and Gentlemen,—I rise to thank you
in behalf of Her Majesty's navy. I can assure you that,
dispersed as that navy is through all quarters of the world,
engaged in arduous labours and duties, both officers and
men look anxiously homewards, first for the approbation
of their Sovereign, and next for the approval, good feeling,
and support of their countrymen. I should dwell further
upon this were it not that I have so frequently addressed the
Royal Academy, and know that you are all so thoroughly
attached to the navy of England that it is unnecessary I
should say more on the subject. I will not, therefore,
trouble you further than to thank you sincerely for the
honour you have paid the navy, and return you my best
acknowledgments' for myself. (Cheers.)

Lord EL0110.—Sir Charles Eestlake, your Royal High-
nesses, my Lords, and Geutlemen,—If it were wished
to make a foreigner understand how art is appreciated
in this country, and what a prominent and important
position in the estimation of their countrymen tho Royal
academician, cud this great national institution hold, one
would wish that you should honour him by an invitation
to your hospitable board at this your annual dinner ; for he
would see gathered here, not only their Royal Highnesses,
but the most distinguished in rank, in politics, in science,
literature, and art (cheers) ; and I think such a foreigner,
had he the honour anti happiness to be  present,would leave
the company deeply impressed with the importance of the
institution in which art is represented in this country.
Cheers.) To have one's name brought prominently
orwanl end to hare his health drunk by such au art no nation has over arrived at any point of erai
one t 
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calved us. (Cheers.) It is not., however, for the banquet
alone which you have prepared for us that our cordial ac-
knowledgments are due ; but also for that brilliant feast for
the eye, that fine refreshment for the taste, which you have
furnished in such ample and happy profusion. (Cheers.)
This annual gathering is on many accounts memorable,
but in this respect most worthy of note, as being an act of
homage paid to genius by the most distinguished through-
out the land in their different walks of life; as their willing
tribute of gratitude to art for all the pure pleasures of which
it is to them the source. (Cheers.) Each of ne will regard
that exquisite art which adorns these walls from his own
point of view. For my own part I cannot forget that in the
early days of its revival it was the constant handmaid of re-
ligion, and that those great masterpieces which seem to
have been the offsprine of piety were powerful aids to reve-
rence and devotion. (Cheers.) Altered circumstances did,
indeed, in later days, somewhat change the direction in
which the current of genius used to flow. But still art has,
and ever will have, a high and noble mission to fulfil. That
Irian, I think, is little to be envied who can pass through
these rooms and go forth without being, in some
sense, a better and a happier man ; if, at least, it be so,
as I do believe it to be, that we feel ourselves the better and
the happier when our hearts are enlarges! as we sympathize
with the joys and the sorrows of our fellow men, faithfully
delineated on the canvass (cheers) ; when our spirits
are refreshed by the touching representations of the play-
fulness, the innocence, the purity, and, may I not add,
(pointing to Millais' s picture of " My first Sermon"), the
piety of childhood (cheers) ; when generous emotions are
kindled by the spectacle of seine great and noble sacrifice
made at the call of duty and of conscience ; or as we trace
the lineaments of the great and the good (pointing
to the portrait of Sir G. Coruewall Lewis) who have
departed from this earthly scene (cheers), and their
place knoweth them no ntore—lineaments in which
we recognize the sagacious intellect, the profound
thought, the transparent probity there recorded, for the
instruction and admiration of those who shall come after.
(Loud cheers.) These are a few of the obligations we owe
to art, and in the full view of them I am sure you will all
with one heart and mind join me in the toast I run about to
propose—" Prosperity to the Royal Academy." (Loud
cheers.) May this institution never fall below the high level
we see it has attained ; may it rather soar above and beyond
it ; and under its fostering influence may art over employ
itself in elevating the moral tone of the country, while it
reflues its teste, in purifying the character from base and
sordid feelings, and prompting it to all that is good and
generous and noble. (Lend cheers.)

The PRESIDENT.—Your Royal Highnesses, my lords, and
gentlemen,—On the part of the members, I beg to return
their and my own respectful thanks for the distinguished
honour conferred on the Royal Academy. His Grace's allu-
sions to various pictures in this eehibition, and his eloquent
testimony to the power and influence of painting, must have
gratified all present. (Cheers.) I am happy to conclude
from that testimony and from the opinions I have gathered
that the present exhibition, as compared with its pre-
decessors, is considered to sustain its reputation (cheers),
and, which is also most important, that it contains the
elements and promise of future advancement and, I
trust, of future excellence. (Cheers.) Of the institution
itself it is unnecessary for me to speak, since its principles
and its practice, its advantage-a and its difficulties, are at
present the subject of inquiry by a commission. At all
events, this is not the moment for the Academy to
state its case. Its pleading, if necessary, should rather
be reserved for hearers uninfluenced by the exten-
uating circumstances of a festive inauguration of the
exhibition. (Cheers and a laugh.) The Romans were un-
willing to enter upon the trial of a certain accused patriot
while the Capitol was in sight. (Hear, hear.) Meanwhile,
let no anxious apprehensions of the future disturb the pre-
sent enjoyment, either of hosts or honoured guests ; let it
rather be said of them,—

" Pleastl to the last they crop the flow'ry food !"
(A laugh.) I forbear to continue the quotation—first, be-
cause no motives of servility or deprecation can be imputed
to the Academy for paying due respect to their inquisitors
on this occasion (a laugh) ; and, secondly, because I would
fain hope that those Inquisitors, however impartial, have
at least no sanguinary intentions. (Loud cheers and
laughter.) Passing from this subject to the duties
before me? I have now the honour to propose the health of
one who is entitled to the respect and gratitude of the
friends of science and art, the promoters of education, and
the upholders of time-honoured institutions. I have the
honour to propose " the health of Viscount Palmerston."
(Loud cheers.)

The toast was received with enthusiasm.
Viscount PALMERSTON, who on rising waslotelly cheered,

said,—Mr. President, your Royal Highnestes, my Lords
and Gentlemem—I need not, I sain certain, assure you that
nothing can be snore gratifying to the feelings of any man
than to receive that compliment which you have been
pleased to propose, and which this tlidiuguished assembly
has been kind enough so favourably to  entertain,in the toast
of bis health. It is natural that any man who is engaged
In public life should feel the greatest intereat in the promo-
tion of the tine arta. In fact, without a greet ouTtivation of

seen nations amassing great wealth, but yet not standing
thereby high in the estimation of tho rest of the world
but when great w3rlika achievements, great national
prosperity, and high cultivation of the arts are all combined
together, the nation in which those conditions ara found
may pride itself on holding that eminent petition among the
nations of the world which I am proud to say belongs to this
country. (Loud cheers.) It is gratifying to have the honour
of being invited to these periodical meetings, where we find
assembled within theserooms a greateramount of cultivation
of mind, of natural genius, of everything which constitutes
the development of human intellect than perhaps over is
assembled within the same space elsewhere. (Cheers.)
And we have, besides, the gratification of seeing that in
addition to those living examples of national genius the walls
are covered with proofs that the national genius is capable
of the most active and admirable development. (Cheers.)
Upon the present occasion, Mr. President, every visitor
must have seen with the greatest delight that by the side
of the works of those whose names are familiar to all there
are works of great ability brought hither by men who are
still rising to fame ; and therefore we have the satisfaction
of feeling that this country will never be wanting in men
distinguished in the practice of the fine arts. (Cheers.)
One great merit of this Exhibition is that whatever
may be the turn of a man's mind, whatever
his position in life, he may at least during
the period he is within these walls indulge the most
pleasing illusions applicable to the wants his mind at that
Lime may feel. A men who conies here shivering in one of
those days which mark the severity of an English summer
(a laugh) may imagine that he is basking in an African
sun, and he may feel imaginary warmth from the repre-
sentation of a tropical climate. (Laughter.) If, on the
other hand, he is suffering under those exceptional miseries
which Goo of the few hot days of an English summer is apt
to create, he may imagine himself inhaling the fresh breezes
of the seaside ; ho may suppose himself reclining under the
cooling shade of the most luxuriant foliage ; he may for a
time, in fancy, feel all the delights tehich the streets and
pavements of London deny in reality (cheers and laughter)
and if he happens to be a young man, upon what is con-
ventionally said to be Isis preferment, that is to say, look-
ing out for a partner in life (a laugh), he may
here study all kinds and descriptions of female beauty
(laughter and. cheers)' ; ho may satisfy his mind
whether light hair or dark (laughter) blue eyes or black
(continued laughter), the tender or the serious, the gay or
the sentimental, arc most likely to contribute to  the
happiness of his future life. (Cheers.) And, without NS
posing himself to any of tisons embarrassing questions as to
his intentions (a laugh) which sometimes too inquisitive a
scrutiny may bring (much laughter), without creating dis-
appointment, or breaking any hearts, or being referred to
any paternal authority which he may not desire to encan!
(laughter), he may go and apply to practical selection
those principles of choice which will result from the study
within these wall,. (Loud cheers and laughter.) Then,
those of a more serious turn of mind, who direct their

Ou Saturday evening the President and Council of the
Royal Academy gave their anniversary entertainment to a
distioguished assemblage, at their rooms in Trafalgar-
'square. The presence of his Royal Highness the Prince of
Wales gave unusual &ill to the celebration.

The company began to arrive soon after 2 o'clock, and
spent the interval till dinner was announced in admiring
the gems of British art which adorn the walls and form the
exhibition for the year of the Royal Academy.

His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, attended by
Lieutenant, General Knollys and Colonel Teesdale ; his
Royal ilighnees Prince Louis of Hess; attended by Cap-
tain Westerweller and Colonel Daplat; and his Royal High-
fleet the Duke of Cambridge, attended by Colonel Mac-
donald, arrived at 20 minutes past 6, and were received by
Sir Charles Eastlake, the President of the Royal Academy,
who conducted their Royal Highnesses to their seats at the
banquet in the East room, where covers were laid for about
170 guests.

Sir Charles Bastleko presided, having on his right his
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, his Royal Highness
Prince Louis of liesse, the Archbishop of Canterbury, the
Lord President of the Council. the First Lord of the Trea-
sury, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Secretary of
State for the Foreign Department, the Earl de Grey and
Ripon, the Secretary of State for India, the First Lord of
the Admiralty, the Lord Chamberlain, the Lord Steward,
the Speaker of the House of Commons ; and on the left hie
Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge, the Archbishop of
York, tho Duke of Rutland, the Duke of Buckingham,
the Marquis of Salisbury, the Marquis of Bristol, the
Marquis of Normanby, the Earl of Derby, the Earl of
Shaftesbury, Lord Stanley, Earl Grey, Earl Fowls
Lord Chelmsford, Earl of Carnarvon, Lord St. Leo:
nerds, Earl of Cardigan, Earl Stanhope, Earl Grosvenor,
Lord illonteagle, Lord Itavensworth, Sir J. Pakington, Mr
Disraeli, and Mr. Walpole. On the other side of the Presi:
dent's table sat the Bishop of Oxford, Earl of Clarendon,
the Duke of Newcastle, the Bishop of London, Lord Over-
done, Lord Stanley of Alderley, Earl Somers, the Master of
the Rolls, the President of the Board of Trade, the Secre-
tary for the Home Department, the Master of the Horse,
the Right Hon. Edward. Cardwell, and the Right Hon. Wil-
liamCowper. Among the other distinguished guests were-
Lieutenant-General Knollys, the Right Hon. Robert Lowe,
Viscount Newport, the Governor of the Bank of England,
Colonel Macdonald, the Right Hon. the Lord Mayor, the
President of the Royal Society, the Chief Justice of the
Queen's Bench, the Lord Chief Baron, the Chairman of the
Board of Customs, the Attorney-General, Major Teesdale,
Mr. T. Baring, Mr. R. Monekten Milne; the Rev. Dr.
Whowell, Mr. G. Grote, Lord R. Cecil, Mr. G. Hardy,
Lord Delamere, Lord De Tabby, Mr. W. Stirling, Sir John
Lawrence, Lord Alfred Hervey, Captain Weaterweller,
Colonel Du Plat, Sir R. S. Murchison, Professor Owen,
Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, Lord Eleho, Mr. A. H.
Layard, Hon. A. Kinnaird, Viscount Bury, the Field
Officer of Brigade in Waiting, Lord John Manners, Sir
Hugh Cairns, Sir David Dunda.s, Lord Taunton, Lord Har-
dingo, Sir John Reiman, Mr.W. H. Gregory, Mr. Ponder,
Mr. C. Babbage, Mr. J. Kelk, Mr. J. T. Cain], Mr. A. W.
Einglake, Sir Charles Lye!!, Mr. Denby Seymour, Mr. J.
Haliburton, President of the College of Physicians, Presi-
dent of the Royal Institute of British Architecte, Sir H.
Holland, Hon. R. Curzon, Mr. Alderman Salomons, the
Solicitor-General, Mr. Thackeray, &o.

There woe a very full attendance of members of the
Academy.

Grace was said by the Bishop of OXFORD, the hon.
Chaplain.

After dinner, which was sumptuous, and elegant in all its
appointments, Non Nobis was sung by the gentlemen of the
Orpheus Glee Union, under the direction of Mr. Edwin
Ball.

The PRESIDENT, in rising to propose the first toast,
said,—May it please your Royal Highness—. my lords, and
gentleinou, I have the honour to propose to you the health
of Her Majesty the Queen—the gracious patron of this in-
stitution, the gracious promoter of those arts which can con-
tribute to confer refinement on nations, and add a lustre to
the Throne, which can dignify the enjoyments of prosperity,
and harmonize with the earthly consolations of adversity
and which, in their more special uses—in recalling the form
and features of the great and good, and in illustrating their
eminent qualitieo—can subdue the force of sorrow by re-
kindling the admiration of departed excellence. (Cheers.)
flic gratifying to know that by the offerings of the people
and of their representatives, means are provided for the
erection of a suiteble national memorial to his late Royal
Highness the Prince Consort. (Cheers.) This tribute of sincere
and universal respect will, we trust, add to those sources of
consolation whioh still surround Her Majesty, and of which
not the least is the devotes! and affectionate loyalty of her
•ubieets. (Loud cheers.)

The toast was drunk with all the honours.
The PRESIDENT, in proposing the next toast, said,—

When the distinguished guests of the Royal Academy, on
an occasion like the present, were last assembled in this
place, the overpowering lose which the Royal Family and
the country had sustained was too recent and too severely
felt to render it suitable, on that festive occasion, to pro-
potso a tribute to the memory of his Royal Highness the
Prince Consort. But now that his Royal Highness's quali-
ties and character, in all their importance and distinctness,
are superseding the affecting personal reminiscences which

o at first so absorbing, that tribute may be consistently
and respectfully offered; and, if so, nowhere more fitly
than in an institution especially connected with the fine
arts, which he especially encouraged (cheers) ; or more
worthily than on an occasion when the enlightened pro-
moters of art honour its professors with their presence.
(Cheers.) Tho toast which I have the honour to propose,
and which will ho drunk in silence, is " The Memory of
the great and good Princ e Consort."

Drunk in silence.
The PliesIDNNT.—The toast which I have now the honour

to propose is the "Health of his Royal Highness the Prince

ef Wales and the rest of the Royal Family." (Loud and
s ontinued cheering.) If names and titles over possessed a
poll, the lucre mention of their Royal Highnesses the Prince

:test Princess of Wales may be Raid to exercise a fascinating

Influence (cheers) ; and imagination for once corresponds
with the sober oortainty of reality, siuoo every felicitous
cirountstancre commie to commend a union which has called
forth the truly cordial congratulations of the people of this

country (cheers) ; above all, duce that auspicioua union is a

source of comfort and consolation to our honoured Queen.
(Cheers.) T' renewing our sincerest welcome to the illus-
trious' Princess who now calls England her home, we there-
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Majesty she found an immediate access to the hearts
of Her Majesty's subjects. (Cheers.) Her Royal Highness's
winning presence more than confirmed that pleasing prepos-
session ; and the professors of the Fine Arts are privileged
to extol the personal attractions and gracious manners
which enhance the impression of her Royal Highness's
amiable character. (Loud cheers.) We have this day the honour
of offering our respectful and heartfelt congratulations to his
Royal Highness in person (cheers), and we cann ot but regard it
as a propi dons circumstance that the first occasion on which his
Royal Highness has been pleased to honour a public festival
with his presence is ono connected with the interests of the
Fine Arts, the promotion of which was so prominent an
object with his Royal Highness's patriotic and enlightened
father. (Loud cheers ,) Tho toast is, " The Health of his
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales and the rest of the
Royal Family."

The toast was drunk wills sali the honours.
His Royal Highness the Prince of WALES, who spoke

evidently under deep emotion, but in a peculiarly clear and
pleasing tone of voice and with great impressiveness of
manner, said,—Sir Charles Bestlake, your Royal Highnesses,
my Lords, and Gentlemen,—It is with the most contending
feelings of pleasure, pride, and sorrow that I rise to return
you thanks in the name of myself and the Royal family for
the kind terms in which you, Sir Charles, have proposed
our health, and for the very cordial way in which this dis-
tinguished assembly has received it. (Cheers.) I can -

not on this occasion divest my mind of the nssoeiations
connected with my beloved and lamented father. His
bright example cannot fail to stimulate my efforts to tread
in his footsteps (loud cheers) ; and, whatever my shortcom-
ings may be, I may at least presume to participate in the
interest which he took in every institution which tended to
encourage art and science in this country (cheers), but more
especially in the prosperity of the Royal Academy. (Loud
cheers.) Adverting to my marriage, I beg you to believe
how grateful I feel for, and I may be permitted to add
bow sincerely I appreciate,the sentiments you have expressed
with reference to the Princess. (Loud cheers.) I know that
I am only speaking ber mind in joining her thoughts to
mine on this occasion. (Loud cheers.) We neither of us
can ever forget the manner in which our union has been
celebrated throughout the nation (cheers) ; and I should be
more than ungrateful if I did not retain the most lasting as
well as most pleasing recollection of the kind expressions
and reception which my attendance at your anniversary
meeting lias evoked this evening. (Loud and continued
cheering.)

Tho PRESIDENT.,—We are honoured on this occasion with
the presence of his Royal Highness the Prince Louis of
Hesse, who is closely connected with that Royal family
which is the object of our heartfelt interest and loyalty.
(Cheers.) We have thus an opportunity of expressing to
Isis Royal Highness our sincere congratulations on the
safety of her Royal Highnees the Princess Louis and on the
fair promise of the infant Princess ; ansi we have tbe honour
to offer his Royal Highness a respectful and most cordial
welcome. I beg to givo " The Health of his Royal Highness
the Prince Louis of Hesse." (Loud cheers.)

His Royal Highness Prince Louis of HESSE said, —Mr
President, your Royal Highnesses, my Lords, and Gentle

thoughts to State affairs, and who wish to know

of what that august assembly, the House of Consumes,

is composed may here (poioting to Phillips picture

behind the chair), without the trouble of asking au

order (a laugh), without waiting in Westminster.hall

till a seat be vacant, without passing hours in a hot

uninteresting debate—they may here see what kind
of thing the House of Commons is, and go beck edified

by the sight, without being bored by dull speeches.

(Cheers and laughter.) Now don't, gentlemen, imagine

that I ana romancing when I attribute this virtue to

ocular demonstration--don't imagine that that which

enters the eye does not sometimes penetrate to the

mind and to the feelings. I will give you an in-

stance to the contrary. I remember within these walls

seeing two gentlemen, who evidently from their
remarks were very good judges of horses, looking

with the greatest admiration upon the well.known picture

of Landseer, the "Horseshoeing at the Blacksmith's," and

after they had looked at it for same time one was approach-

ing nearer, when the other in an agony of enthusiasm saisi,

's 'for Ileaven's sake, don't go too near, he will kick you."

(Loud cheers and laughter.) Well, gentlemen, I said that a

public manmust take great intert in art ; but I fe.el that the

preeent Cejrn ruen t beg an apology to make to one departmen t

of art, ans .hat is to the sculptors ; for there is au old

ma:6M oting one of the high functions of art, which is

are est relare artern. Now, there was a cellar (much

laughter) its which the art of the most distinguished sculp-

tors was concealed to the utmost extent of the application

of that saying. (A. Laugh.) We have brought them compa-

ratively inb light (cheers' ; and if the sculptors will excuse

us for havieg departed. from that sage and ancient maxim, I

am sure the public will thank us for having given them au

opportunity of seeing those beautiful works of mon of whom

it may be add,—
s' — vivos duouut de mermore vultus."

(Cheers.) I trust, therefore, the sculptors will excuse us

for having done not., perhaps, the best they might have

wished, but, at least, for having relieved thorn a little front

the darkneis of that Cimmerian cellar in which their works
were hid. (Cheers.) I beg again to thank you, gentlemen,

for the ho ' or you have done use in drinking my health.

(Loud chie
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excellent body, with which my naine has been connected,
but there is nothing the Volunteers appreciate so highly as
praise from the lips of the Commander-in-Chief (cheers),
for there is no person who from the very outset of this great
national movement has done more to countenance it and
give those who belong to it his best advice. (Cheers.) The
Volunteer'', 1 hope, are now a permanent institution ; at
least through the liberality of Parliament there is no reason
why it should not be a permanent institution. (Cheers.) I
feel, therefore, that we Volunteers owe it to our country
that we should endeavour to make ourselves as efficient as
possible, and do our duty in a manner to show that we ap-
preciate the favour we have met with at the hands of
the Government. (Cheers.)

The PRESIDENT.—The toast which is next in order, and
which I have the honour to propose to the members of the
Royal Academy, is the " Health of the noblemen and gen-
tlemen who this day honour the Academy with their pre-
sence." (Cheers.) A well-remembered wit is reported to
have once said that the President of the Royal Academy is
in the enviable position of a man who has an annual
audience settled upon hirn,—meaning, I presume, that he is
privileged to speak, once a year, on matters connected with
the fine arts, to those who at other times have little leisure
to attend to such subjects. (Hear, hear.) In briefly taking
advantage of this privilege I select the opportunity afforded
by the present toast; for, certain questions, though fitted
for the time and place, can with more propriety be addressed
to the friends of art in general than to those who are in au.
thority. A prosperous state of the fine arts (which I have
the satisfaction to report) is the most legitimate ground for
offering both acknowledgment and congratulation to those
whose judgment, whose taste, and whose influence have con-
tributed to such a result. But the lovers of art, like
those who are engaged in its practice, may still be supposed
to contemplate a greater success than that already achieved ;
they, too, may be assumed to look beyond the present, to
take an interest in all improvement, and, possibly, to ask
themselves how their own influence can, hereafter, ho most
beneficially exercised. To such a supposed inquiry an
answer may, without presumption, be suggested. If any
part of the domain of the fine arts can be said to be more
worthy than another of their attention, it is perhaps that
section which, in its varions forms, is most before
the world—I mean architecture and public works.
It should be borne in mind that if pictures are defective,
they can be easily disposed of ; that indifferent statues and
even objectionable small structures can be removed ; but
spacious architectural arrangements and extensive buildings
must remain either as a lasting credit to the taste ale' good
sense of the nation, or as a lading stigma, which all would
repudiate, but which all must be content to bear. (Hear,
hear.) It is unnecessary to point out examples of the latter
description. It would be more useful to inquire whether
the present—that is, the customary and long-established
mode of regulating such 'natters —admits of improve-
ment. Many are of opinion that, in order to en-
sure that unity and consistency which are especially
desirable in architecture, in order to avoid the lu-
congruity which most result from successive controllers and
desultory modes of proceeding, a permanent instead of a
mutable directing authority is indispensable. (Hear, hear.)
To this suggestion constitutional objections are raised—ob-
jeotious which, after all, may not be insuperable. Few, in-
deed, would be willing to admit that the constitution of this

an
gallery, listening perheps to dull discourse its an

toast was, " The Interests of Literature," in

'th which the President, after souse complimen-

, proposed the health of Mr. Thackeray.

- mete', in acknowledging the toast, said,—Mr.

er Royal Highnesses, my lords, and gentlemen,

in this room the toed of " Literature and the
ill long continue to be given, and that the two

be considerel. OS a Unite). Service. (Cheers.) As

ta, we see their achievements before us and on

those of us who pursue literature, I think we
and I hope we always shall be, their friends.

my life I have found the greatest delight in
I have rusticated with them, travelled

and enjoyed their society under various
. I hava made many friend-ships among
hope to carry with me to the end of my days.

yoa will permit me to say so, I have often

a drawing as the exhibition came round, and
(Cheers.) But if I have not suceeedel in

never fail to admire the intellect, power, and

>adiness, skill, and labour of those artists,
whose works I see around me. (Cheers.) I

ir Charles, for havine mentioned my name in
th our mutual profession, nul I most cordially,

end sineerely return you my best aoknowledg-

rs.)
DENT next gave " Tho Royal Society, and the

excellent President, General Sabine," which,
uly honoured,
RCHIsON rose and said.—Sir Charles East-

oyal Highnesses, my lords, and gentlemen,
of the Royal Society, on leaving the

r to receive the company invited to Bur-
devolved ors me the task of responding
Professing to be attached to only two

science, Geology and. Geography, I venture
these are more intimately connected with
of the Royal Academy than any other
science. I should not have adverted to
rash not been perpetually struck in at-
anniversary and an looking round these walla,

don you have attained in that great and du-

et your art,—I mean landscape painting, —a
h you excel all other nations. (Cheme.) As

thave been similarly impressed with many
t to one I wish particularly to allude on tins

t many years ago,when a young officerreturn-

editerranenn to go to the siege of Cad iz,I had an
stopping some time at the Rock of Gibraltar ;

selon I especially admired the obi weather-
essucar, which the picture of Mr. Edward
at room so admirably delineates, combining
nslest features which a student of geological
'di to expose. (Cheers.) I have particular
king of this, because, as a mars of science, I

my asoociates have hut a few days ago elected,
her say, selected from your members that
nais Mr. Sateen" Cooke as a fellow of
'ety of London. (Cheers.) I think Art
well combined, anal beg again to thank you
u have just drunk. (Cheers.)
surd toasts having been omitted to enable

ness the Prince of \Vales to fulfil other en-
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales , oa-

sts Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge,
ighness Prince Louis of Hesse, then retired,
by Sir Charles Eastlake to the Middle-room,

co remained some dine, viewing the pictures,
in the most affable manner with many of the
eats.
broke up at 10 o'clock.

Ala
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S' i .1.ESPEARE a 1R-CEN I' E NARY.

or of the MONTRILM. EIRRAL13.
of this letter %vas in wanuicript

, tin convened for the purpose of
eisideration the best tnethod of

peare's ' ter-cotnary,' Look-
,: I ia the various newspapers, one
s ee,' of the celebrated meeting
: ,:plor : at the request of Deme-
oin: • one wing and some

,:dd , t to have any dean-
,. At Ephesus the

»Ina of the Ephesiaas." At
. ..e recitals every one was unani.

that “gicat is Shalespere of the English."
- suggestien which origioated with myself,

was throv.n out by Mr. Chamberlin, and I regret
hat I was preventel from being preaent to urge

upon the electing what all must feel, who valae
the perky of our lauguisge, the neces,sity for
SUMO reformation la it ; • eipeciallyin these days,
wheel it is being degenerated into slug phraees,
andete use a verb recently adopted by a writer In
the 'teat tienfner of ' 6 retnple Bar," it is being
"uglt,lied." by Provieffialiams and American.
iern3.

lt i3 no wonder Veit the Dean of Cauterbur
ias put upon record in the pages of "Good
Werds" three differeat pleas for the defence of
the Queen's English, to which I refer your read-
era, and though I cannot endorse all his conclu.
Sions, I think it will well repay the tent% spent
ie perusiug thorn.

Tea Dean writes, "The language of a people
is no trifle. The national mind id reflected in
1 he natioual speech. If the wax in whiah •
expres 5 theirtheughti h7t -iiairpieirferttFed Mean,

I will be Very diffieUit for their thoughts them-
selvea to eseepe being the same. lf it is high
flown and leonabaeticsa character (et: mitten:a
en elicity and truthfulness, We may be wire can-

1 tot long he maintained. That nation meat be,
rand it has been's° in history) not  far from repid
iliseline and f, mu being degraded from its former

I glory: Every "Importeny finings in e people;i
krigtage hi' redeceed In R.'s' e .aracter and his-
tory."

This short quotation will serve the end I have
In view. They are strong werds, lead if they are
true, looking to our nearness to the American
Mates, from whence comes s  ) many words and
phrases which so amuse us in their speeches.and
hooksapalthough it .ie bat fair to admit that
they have many polished and elegant writers,
and that in the New England States in partleu-
tar they bitvil preeerved much of that good old
'Saxon' which Shakspere above all of our writ-
ers, with the oeceptioa of the oompilers of the
Bible so Much excel h in—it lielinvaa'bri to steer
clear of all high Plown and bombastic Words,
and to let our young men who are now being
educated at our colleges, and who may in all
probability be called upon at no distant period
to preach in our pulpits, to practise in our  Law
Courts, to debate in our Legislative Assemblies,
to edit our newspapers, and perhaps what is still
moie important to teach ogr children, have e
stunultili to aceuire a simpler atel purleserffide
of expression, and I Inv add, without any desire
to give offence, to learn to give to their  wordt
their full and honest meaning, and to let them
them be the clear exponent of their thougbts.

Ben. Jonson says "It is fit to read the best
authors to youth first." Now, without presuming
to dictate what authors ought to ber read for th
parripp of gettieg batik oer laiweege te e bette
steteel n -,otild Oeteersieud most iltrenglY Ades
of the Elieabethernage, bacatise it, was diet*
gelphed, beyond, perhaps, ens' tither ta tier eisto.
ry by a number of greet, men, famous in different
ways, and whose names have count down to us
with unblemished honeurs—statesinen, warriors,
divines, scholars, poets, and philolophers : Re-
leigh, Drake, Coke, Hooker, Shakespeare, Spen-
suri Sydriey„ gamin, and .forismi —me whom, fie-

. .
cording io- oat. viiterotie thluteer mad gioquent
midi:, if aelitteffahle has eteruisti lu her long and
lasting scroll, and who, by their words and acta,
were benefactors of their country, and ornaments
of beisetei nattie0. "nl , ir Olniiimente of different
Itinde borei ltbe'Vatne• geleinest !Ramie end it was
sterling 1 What threy aicPlianl do italic of their
age and country upon it. Perhaps . the genius
of Great Britain never shone oui, fuller aid
brighter, or looked more like itself,, than at Gm
04164,1!'

. . . . . . .
We perceive in the history of this period a

nervous masculine intellect. There is e grevity
approaching te piety ; a seriousness of impres-
si , n, a conscientious severity of argument, an
ii ,Il itttal fervour and eothusiasna in their method
of handling almost es ery sitbjeet,"

For diversity, 1 would also imbraee all our
best authors and writers, down to the time of the
Queen Arlin), whose reign is marked out in the
history of Eugland by the lustre of literary names
which embellished it—Swift, Pope, Addison.
Steele, Prior, (lay, Arthbuttmot, and Bolingbroke
—and 'Would liript the readings to these periods'
for two reasons, firstly, the range is i4uite extee,
pre enoligili without one, oaching too much upon
other important studies ; 85e0151diy, because Later
the time of Addison, we imitated the French lit-
erature, itself, copied from the Greek and Latin,
and thus enfeebled sud impoverished our own.

In order to induce the study oS our language,
specially that used by the authora above named,
I hope tu be able with the aid of those who think
i.-• T do, to found a geld medal, commemorative

, kespeare's teeeentary, (value ei50) to be
i the Shakespeare medal, to be menially

, to the highest honour student in English
sire, specially comprisies the petted
Tears and addjseu ilk ',0, at tle
on or the students edit, 	 it SitaClie

The 23d of April will elembtless be a general

holiday, a drli. :4,4julteksee the patron saint will

be in the ret e4r4 wijght ate star of Shak-
spere is in tee eascsuclaut. e toy, without wish.
Mg, any noidka4iceis7e %kit' s of rejoici i

ortolle
4
 ftrW. puh1.14..vb their procese

with . gaia.nd eee anets, l; can rap tiriag 1 t
illumine 0 a's their barsguetitigs, their theetri
represe ei or any outward demonstration
nf joy a uld feel sorry if the day should be

allowe Pas he with no more lasting memo-
Tin: the the remembrance of the pageants
Let us ba ..e ii pm:Jib:4 (2) a pdhlic easement of
Shappeee —,some Ueriktauieu meuxtrial ; v.;:t
Wbate4eln.4t41, Iet jto,iii eaunected with the
^es—* and le it be e nude to Montreal, or' ate .
least

,

 to the province. England will do -full

honours to Shatslere, and if she bas not yet

raised a putillsorium.entr- to his memory, she
perhaps het wisely . eonselered that his good
name is his best menunseut. He is honoured at
Poet's Cot nerf W estminster Abbey ; but what i4

,,C,r:: to Lie honour, Lis works are in every libraa
ry, and perhaps, next to the Bible, no English
author is so much read or so often quoted.

"De gustibu3 noir est disputandum ; " that is,
as Sterne says, "There is no use disputing about
hobby horses." Now I confess, that this con-
templated medal is my hobby horse, and if I can
only induce some others to ride along with  me,
should we arrive at our goal, they will not
regret having accompanied me on a good road.
I hope that we shall ride along without opposi-
tion. We may have a difficulty to encounter—
never mind, " The labour we delight in, physics
pain."

The funds necessary to be raised, so that the
interest shall produce 50 dollars per annum, and
the coat of sinking the dies, with bronze copies of
the medal, will be about thirteen hundred dol-
lars. I propose to raise this amount by indivi-
dual subscriptions of ten dollars ; every donor
of ten dollars shall receive a bronze copy of the
medal, with the subscriber's name stamped ou
the rim ; any one person contributing more than
ten dollars shall receive for every additional ten
dollars an extra medal ; and all the subscribers
shall have their names recorded in the deed of
gift to the authorities of the McGill College.

The execution of the medal to be entrusted to
Wyon, who so admirably executed the Chapman
medal and the Prince of Wales' Victoria Bridge
medal. I wrote to Wyon by the last Canadian
steamer, asking him to furnish me with design
and estimates-- suggesting that on the obverse,
should be head of Shakespere, around it, in old
English letters; born April '23, 1564 ; died April
23, 1616. On the reverse, a printing press (em-
blematical of our civil and religious liberties)
with a motto—" let thy words be few."

Feaii:g Mr. Editor, that the motto will not
apply to myself, my ready excuse for trespassing
so much ripen your space, and also upon the pa-
tience of your readers, is, the theme, which might
exhaust a folio.

In conclusion, I hope to have the unanimous
support of the press, in furthering my views. I
will readily co-operate in aiiy scheme that will
toe better do what I heartily wish to see cloneo
and what I have so feebly urged.

Youra obediently,
THOMAS) KING.

Montreal, Jan. 28, 1864.

CORRESPONDENCE.
—

To the Editor of the EVENINEF TILEGRAPII

SIR,—Will you give me space for a few lines.

Jam a law student, and am in the hope by assid-

uity, of gaining honors in the next examination

of the Faculty of Law at the annual convocation

of the McGill University : and, being fond of Eng-

lish literature, I am impelled to compete for t .
Shakspere hiedaL As you are aware, Sir, th

course of study begins with Shakspere and end
with Addison—"Sir Roger de Coverley," I ha
often danced, but never read,—lately I have done

so,—and am convinced that Dr. Johnson was not

far wrong, when he said, "Whoever wishes to at-
tain an English style, familiar, but not coarse,

and elegant but not ostentatious, must give his
days and nights to the study of Addison."

Whilst being charmed with the author,' thought
I should like to know something of the man; and
in his biography I found an anecdote so perti-
nent, and worthy to be remembered in my in-
tended future as an advocate, that you will par-
don my quoting it, for the sake not only of my

, fellow students, but for the edification of those
practising at the Bar, and more particularly those

twho have recently figured in a criminal case.
• When Addison was Secretary in Ireland, he
gave a striking proof of his integrity in discharg-
ing the duties of his office. He had materially
promoted the interest of an individual, who offer-
ed him in return, the sum of three hundred
pounds and a diamond ring of the same value.
These he strenuously refused to accept, and
wrote to the person as follows:

"And now, Sir, believe me, when I assure you,
I never did, or ever will, on any pretence what-
ever, take more than the stated and customary
fees of my office. I might keep the contrary
practice concealed from the world, were I capa-
ble of it, but I could not from myself! and I
hope I shall always fear the reproaches of my
own heart more than those of all mankind."

With such a monitor, I can but feel rejoiced in
having his writings placed on the roll of my stu-
dies; and as far as I have yet been able to judge,
I can assert that Addison had a mind conscious
of its own uprightness, and in his humble trust
in the goodness of God, he had the best ground
to look forward with complacency towards an-
other life.

Yours obediently, "SUUM CUIQUE."
Montreal, Oct. 15, 1864.
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A gr eat admirer of Shakespeare, Mr. TLos.
D.'King, of this city, has hit on perhaps the very
beet ine.ans of honoring this event, and Las
written an eloquent letter to the Herald, ex.
plaioing his scheme. Ile says :—

It is no wonder that the Dean of Canterbury
has put upon record in the pages or" Good
Words" three different pleas for the defence of
the Queen's English, to which I refer your read.
ers, and though I cannot endorse all his conelu-
Si0113, I think it will well repay the time spent in
perusing them.

The Dean writes, " The language of a people
is no trifle. The national mind is reflected in
the national r.peech . If the way in which men
express their thoughts is slipshod and mean it
will be very difficult for their thoughts themsefves
to escape being the same. If it is high flown
aud bombastic, a character for national simplicity
and truthfulness, we may be sure cannot long be
maintained. The'. =don must be, (and It has
been to in history) not far from rapid decline and
from being degraded horn its former glory.—
Every important feature 111 a people's language is
re fl ected in its character and history."

This short quotation will serve the end I have
in view. They et -e strong words, and if they arc
true, looking to our nearness to the American
States, from whence come so many words and
phrases which so amuse us in their speeches aud
hooka, although it is but fair to admit that they
have many polished and eltgant writers, and
that in the New Pstglatid States in particular
they have preserved touch of that good old
' Saxon' which Shakespeare above all of our writ-
ers, with the exception of the compilers of the
Bible so much excels in—it behoves us to stecr
clear of all high flown and bombastic words, and
to let our young men who are now beiner,edu-
cated at our colleges, and who may in all prdba-
bility be called upon at no distant period to
preach in our pulpits, to practise in our law
Courts, to debate in our Legislative Aasemblies,
to edit our newspapers, and perhaps what is still
more important to teach our children, ha s e a
stimulus ro acquire a simpler and purer mode
of expression, and I may add, without any deeire
to give offence, to learn to give ,. a their words
.heir full and honest meaning, and to let them
be the clear exponent of their thoughts.

Ben. Johnson says, "It is fit to read the best
authors to youth first." Now, without presuming
to dictate what authors ought to be read for the
purpose of getting back our language to a better
state, I would recommend most strongly those
of the Elizabethan ago, because it was distin-
guished, beyond, perhaps, any other in our histo-
ry by a number of great MO, famous in different
ways, and whose names have come down to us
with unblemished hononrs—Ettateemen, warriors,
divines echolare,poets, and philosopher a : Raleigh,
Drake, Hooker, Shakespeare, Speseer, Syd-
Dey, Bacon, and JOn8011—men whom, according
to that vigorous thinker and eloquent critic, Haz-
litt, " fame has eternized in her long and lasting
scroll, and who, by their words and acts, were
benefactors of their country, and ornaments of
human nature. Their attainments of different
kinds bore the same general stamp, and it was
sterling ; what they did had the mark of their
ago and country upon it. Perhaps the genius
of Great Britain never shone out fuller and
brighter, or looked more like itself, than at this
period.

•

" We perceive in the history of this period a
nervous masculine intellect. There is a gravity
approaching to piety ; a seriousnees of impree-
sion, a conscientious severity of argument, an
habitual fervour and enthusiasm in their method
of handling almost every subject."

For dtversity, I would also embrace all our
best authors and writers, e own to the time of
Queen Anne, whose reign is marked out in
the history of England by the lustre of literary
names which embellished it— Swift, Pope, Addi-
son Steele

'

 Prior
'

 Gay, Arbuthnot, and 13oliug-
broke—and would limit the readers to these
periods, for two reasons, firstly, the range is
quite extensive enough, without encroaching
too much upon other important studies ; second-
ly, because after the time or Addison, we imitat-
ed the Freech literature, itself copied from the
Greek and latIn,rted thus enfeebled and ira•
poverished our own.

In order to induce the study of our language,
specially that used by the authors above named,
I hope to be able mall the aid of those who think
as I do, to found a gold ruerlol, commemorative
of Shakespeare's teregnlaa, (value $50i to he

called the Shakespeare medal, to be annually
given to the highest honour student in English
literature, specially comprising the period of
Shakespeare and Addison Inclusive, at the exa-
mination of the students educated at McGill
College.

A fter  this manner, because I think it practic-
able, I ehould like to see the memory of Shakes-
peare honoured. Assuredly, if through the mu-
nificence of one of our resident merchants the
" Chapman Gold Medal" le annually given for
literary honourv, the true lovers of Shakespeare,
can do no less, than follow so good and laud-
able an example I To them I earnestly Rivera
and also to the alumni of that college, which
has conferred upon them their respective de-
grees, to assist in placing another competitive
medal at the dispoeal of the Faculty of the Mc-
Gill College.

The funds necessary to be raised, so that the
interest shall produce 50 dollars per annum, and

vof -sinking the dies, with bronze copies

of the medal, will be about thirteen hundred dol-
lars. I propose to raise this amount by indivi-
dual subecriptione of ten dollars ; every donor

of term dollar shall receive a bronze copy of the

medal, with the eubscriber's carne stamped on

the rim ; any one person contributing more than
ten dollars shall receive for every additioual ten

dollars on extra medal ; and all time subscribers

e their names recorded in the deed of

gift to the authorities of the McGill College.

The execution of the rnedal to be entrusted to

Wyon, oho so admirably Executed the Chapman

media and the Prince of Wales' Victoria Bridge

medal. 1 wrote to Wyon by the last Canachau

steatner, asking him to furnish rue with designs

ad esiituates—euggesting that on the obverse,

ould he the head of Shekospeare, around it, in

English letters ; horn April 23, 15t4; died

mil 23, 1613. On the reverse, a printing press
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